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Welcome to IDEX and NAVDEX 2021
Welcome to the 2021 edition of the International Defence 
Exhibition (IDEX) and the Naval Defence Exhibition 
(NAVDEX), held under the patronage of His Highness 
Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the 
UAE, in cooperation with the Ministry of Defence and the 
General Command of the UAE Armed Forces.
IDEX and NAVDEX are of paramount regional and global 
importance. Over their 27-year history, they have grown 
to be cornerstones of the regional and global defence 
sector. This year, we welcome the world to IDEX, with five 
new countries joining us for the first time. We are leading 
the global events and defence sectors in 2021 by holding 
the first on-ground events during the recovery phase from 
COVID-19.
ADNEC and its partners have worked hard in the 
development of IDEX and NAVDEX to make sure that we 
can welcome you to our facilities today. There are a wide 
range of precautionary measures in place across our 
venues, ensuring you and your fellow participants remain 
safe throughout your time here. Please make sure you 
carefully adhere to these measures during your time at 
IDEX and NAVDEX.
We want to recognise the immense contribution made 
by the Ministry of Defence and the UAE Armed Forces in 
the development of IDEX and NAVDEX. Their critical and 
strategic support have enabled the development of these 
leading exhibitions. We are grateful to the support of all 
our strategic partners and sponsors for making IDEX and 
NAVDEX a reality.
Welcome to IDEX and NAVDEX 2021. I hope you have a 
productive and informative time in Abu Dhabi.

Humaid Matar Al Dhaheri
Managing Director and Group CEO
Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company
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Why  Military  Aerospace  must  Integrate 
Human Intelligence with Industry 4.0, 
not replace it
While it would be difficult to attempt a comprehensive 
prediction of what the defence industry will look like 
in the coming decades, it’s clear that aerospace and 
aviation will continue to be paramount to our security 
and protection in an increasingly unpredictable 
regional and international geopolitical landscape.
Whether it’s been the deployment of paratroop 
regiments, fourth-, fifth- and in the future, sixth-
generation fighter jets, surveillance drones or aerial 
defence systems, aerial capabilities and aerospace 
technologies have radically and irreversibly altered 
the theatre of conflict over the last century. 
Airpower provides a higher degree of tactical 
flexibility and continues to be a preferred military 
strategy for high impact results, from neutralising 
supply lines to precision strikes and aerial cover.
Today, as we accelerate into the next hundred years, 
with the context of entire national economies and 
ecosystems vulnerable to sudden shocks caused 
by global triggers, as well as the fluctuating spikes 
and dips of oil prices, the need for wise investment 
in aerial fighting capabilities of national air forces to 
protect and safeguard any given state’s resources has 
never been clearer. 
However, just what aerial capabilities will look like in 
the coming years, given the introduction and rapid 
development of military-viable unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) is difficult to pinpoint.  The future 
skies of conflict will look starkly different to those of 
the 20th and early 21st century.
Airpower will be an indicator of how prepared a nation 
is to defend itself. With the rapid developments of 
industry 4.0 technologies, the guiding principles of 

what was possible from the air are being rewritten. 
We must adapt, develop and integrate fast.
The new juncture we have arrived at, in the aerospace 
and defence space, is how to integrate human and 
artificial intelligence (AI) in the most effective way 
to create and enable the next generation of military 
air capabilities – flown, controlled and powered by 
highly-skilled servicemen and women. And this is the 
crucial point: fighter pilots will not become obsolete, 
rather their role will evolve. 
In the air this could see pilots coordinating missions 
from a master jet, with real-time visibility and clarity 
on unfolding scenarios as they occur and through 
which all communications flow. On the ground, 
this could see teams, with the same extraordinary 
strategic and tactical skillset as qualified fighter 
pilots, controlling and coordinating unmanned drone 
swarms, from a centralised system, through which all 
communications pass.
The core component of both these scenarios here 
is centralised communications – arguably the 
most important by-product for the military use of 
drone technologies in recent years. Whether it’s 
lightweight observatory UAVs or larger fighter jets, 
the streamlined communications processes that 
make unmanned aircraft so effective, also throw out 
a major challenge for the industry. 
The possibility of a UAV being downed in hostile 
territory could lead to unwanted access to 
intellectual property, intelligence systems and other 
technological insights that could enable foes to 
reverse engineer drones – setting a country’s UAV 
programmes back a significant amount of time and 

money. We therefore must be in a position to develop 
unmanned aircraft technologies that safeguard 
and protect the information contained within their 
hardware.
With this development in mind, looking broadly at 
the aerospace and defence sector, two aspects will 
define a mature and robust air force in the future. 
The first requires the modification and upgrading 
of existing fleets with the latest 4.0 technologies 
and innovations. The second, will be the seamless 
integration of autonomous systems and UAVs with 
manned-platforms on joint missions.
While the first aspect of a future-proof air force 
revolves around improving maneuverability, 
enhancing target tracking and increasing firepower 
for existing manned fleets of combat aircraft, the 
second part of this equation focuses on a human-
AI integration which combine existing fourth- and 
fifth-generation aerospace platforms with advanced 
drone technologies to undertake complex and 
critical missions. 
Indeed, at EDGE - the UAE’s advanced technology 
conglomerate developing disruptive, next-
generation solutions for defence and beyond – we 
believe that the only way to develop a more agile 
and adaptive aerial fighting force is by harnessing the 
latest 4.0 technologies, including AI, cyber-physical 
systems, additive manufacturing and autonomous 
systems to merge the complimentary instincts and 
intellect of the human brain that has evolved and 
adapted to every conflict scenario experienced to 
date with the methodical, objective deep learning – 
especially as we look to build the next-generation of 
combat jets with our partners in the UAE.
The next generation of fighter jets will require 
advanced sensors, avionics and communication 
systems powered by quantum-computing, 
hypersonic air-to-air and air-to-ground missiles and 
composite airframe materials made using additive 
manufacturing and 3D printing. All of which we have 

the capability to build, in league with some of the 
foremost developers in the aerospace and defence 
space. 
Furthermore, aircraft speed will be another key area 
we must stay ahead of. While most of today’s fighter 
jets have a Mach 2+ range, advances in ramjet and 
scramjet propulsion technologies could see future 
jets reaching hypersonic speed ranges (Mach 6), 
similar to modern air-to-air missile speeds.
As we seek to develop the kind of flexible, robust 
defence capabilities that can play a prominent role in 
the sector’s global evolution, it is vital to keep in mind 
that while AI and revolutionary 4.0 tech will change 
the nature of conflict resolution, it will be powered by 
human intelligence – whether that’s on-the-ground 
building the technology, or in the air using it.

Khalid Al Breiki, 
President -Mission Support, EDGE
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Tawazun Economic Council (Tawazun), a 
long-standing strategic partner of the Internation-
al Defence Exhibition & Conference (IDEX), is 
taking part this year as the Principal Partner of 
the event.

Tawazun identifies closely with IDEX, which, 
under the vision of the wise leadership, and the 
guidance of the UAE Armed Forces, has become 
one of the world’s leading gatherings for the de-
fense and military technology industry.

Founded in 1992, Tawazun acts as a key enabler 
for the development of defense and security 
industries in the UAE and contributes to defense 
industrial development. 

It targets new capability development, technol-
ogy transfer and accelerated adoption of new 
technologies in the defense & security industrial 
sector thereby contributing to economic diversifi-
cation.

For Tawazun, IDEX will be the ideal platform to 
highlight its latest initiatives in serving the UAE’s 
defense and security industry and to promote its 
new local and international partnerships.

Tawazun Economic Council  will also present 
attendees, strategic partners, and international 
defense contractors with the progress and perfor-
mance of the Tawazun Economic Program (TEP) 
through which foreign and local investments are 
channeled into key sectors of the economy.

The program allows for the development of tech-
nology-driven solutions that extend beyond the 

Tawazun: A partner in IDEX’s
Journey for Success

defense and security industry to include Aero-
space, Infrastructure and Transportation, Educa-
tion Technology and Sustainability, Environment, 
Climate Change and Food and Water Security.

Another focus of Tawazun to be showcased 
during IDEX 2021 is in defense R&D, technology 
and innovation.

In partnership with the Ministry of Defense and 
the Armed Forces, the function aims to identify 
and assess technology priorities, develop tech-
nology roadmaps and R&D Strategy, build a 
capable human capital in R&D and importantly, 
promote innovation in the UAE defense & securi-
ty sector.

Tawazun will make use of its large, technolo-
gy-driven stand at the world’s largest defense 
event, to showcase its operations and innovative 
solutions, to share its success story in enabling 
the defense and security industry, and to pro-
mote UAE’s economic, industrial and technologi-
cal achievements.

توازن وأيدكـــــس: شراكـــــة راسخــــة
فـــــي مسيــــرة النجــــاح

تمثــل الشــراكة بيــن مجلــس التــوازن االقتصــادي الدفــاع الدولي 
)أيدكــس( نموذجــاً للتعــاون االســتراتيجي الوثيــق حيــث يشــارك 
المجلــس فــي الــدورة الخامســة عشــر للمعــرض بوصفــة شــريكاً 

. رئيسياً

وقــد ارتبــط اســم تــوازن بمعــرض أيدكــس منــذ دورتــه األولــى 
حيــث ظــل يواصــل تطــوره ليصبــح واحــداً مــن أكبــر المعارض 
العالميــة المتخصصــة فــي الدفــاع والتكنولوجيــا العســكرية، 
وذلــك بفضــل الرؤيــة الســديدة للقيــادة الرشــيدة واالهتمــام 
الكبيــر الــذي توليــه القــوات المســلحة لدولــة اإلمــارات العربيــة 

المتحــدة لهــذا الحــدث الكبيــر.

منــذ تأسيســه فــي عــام 1992، ظل مجلــس التــوازن االقتصادي 
ــة  ــات الدفاعي ــاع الصناع ــن قط ــي تمكي ــياً ف ــب دوراً أساس يلع
يوفــر  حيــث  المتحــدة  العربيــة  اإلمــارات  بدولــة  واألمنيــة 

ــاع. ــر القط ــة لتطوي ــالت الالزم المدخ

 ويهــدف المجلــس لإلســهام فــي تطويــر وتنميــة الكفــاءات 
الوطنيــة ونقــل التكنولوجيــا وتســريع عمليــة تبنــي التقنيــات 
ــي  ــة، وبالتال ــة واألمني ــات الدفاعي ــاع الصناع ــي قط ــة ف الحديث

االســهام فــي دعــم توجهــات التنويــع االقتصــادي.

وينظــر مجلــس التــوازن االقتصــادي لمعــرض أيدكــس باعتباره 
منصــة مثاليــة الســتعراض مبادراتــه العديــدة التي تهــدف لخدمة 
القطــاع الدفاعــي واألمنــي بالدولــة والترويــج للشــراكات التــي 
تربــط المجلــس بالعديــد مــن المؤسســات الوطنيــة والعالميــة فــي 

كافــة مجــاالت القطــاع.

يذكــر أن المجلــس، والمكلــف أيضــاً باإلشــراف علــى، وتطبيــق 
برنامــج التــوازن االقتصــادي، ســوف يقــوم خــالل هــذه الــدورة 
مــن معــرض أيدكــس، باطــالع شــركائه االســتراتيجيين ومــن 
ضمنهــم الشــركات الدفاعيــة العالميــة، بمســتجدات وأداء اإلطار 
الجديــد لبرنامــج التــوازن االقتصــادي والــذي يســتهدف توجيــه 
ــي  ــية ف ــات رئيس ــى قطاع ــة إل ــة والمحلي ــتثمارات األجنبي االس

االقتصــاد.

ــة  ــول مبني ــر حل ــام تطوي ــال أم ــد المج ــج الجدي ــح البرنام ويفس

ــة  ــة واألمني ــات الدفاعي ــال القطاع ــاوز مج ــا تتج ــى التكنولوجي عل
لتشــمل صناعــات الطيــران، والبنيــة التحتيــة والنقــل، وتكنولوجيــا 
التعليــم، واالســتدامة، والبيئــة وتغيــر المنــاخ، واألمــن الغذائــي 

ــي. والمائ

كمــا يســلط المجلــس خــالل مشــاركته فــي المعــرض، الضــوء علــى 
ــا  ــي التكنولوجي ــكار ف ــج االبت ــو برنام ــدة وه ــه الجدي أحــد مرتكزات

الدفاعيــة والبحــث والتطويــر.

ويســتهدف هــذا البرنامــج، والــذي يتــم تنفيــذه بالتعــاون مــع وزارة 
الدفــاع والقــوات المســلحة، تحديــد أولويــات األصــول التكنولوجيــة 
وتطويــر خارطــة طريــق تكنولوجية واســتراتيجية للبحــث والتطوير 
وتعزيــز الكفــاءات الوطنيــة فــي مجــال البحــث والتطويــر وتشــجيع 

االبتــكار فــي قطــاع الصناعــات الدفاعيــة واألمنيــة بالدولــة.

ويســتعرض مجلــس التــوازن االقتصــادي مــن خــالل جناحه الواســع 
والمتميــز بتقنياتــه الحديثــة أحــدث المشــاريع والمبــادرات والحلــول 
المبتكــرة فــي المجــاالت الدفاعيــة واألمنيــة، إضافــة إلنجازاتــه فــي 
ــة  ــي الجوانــب االقتصاديــة والصناعي ــاع وف ــن القط ــيرة تمكي مس

والتكنولوجيــة.
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Precision, accuracy and performance are vital for 
any munition to support and protect ground forces, 
to minimise collateral damage and to increase ef-
ficiency. With the end goal of Armed Forces being 
to save lives and infrastructure, precision-guided 
munitions are integral to their arsenal of weapons, 
and are an additional way to ensure the protec-
tion of civilians, soldiers and allies. HALCON, a 
regional leader in the end-to-end manufacturing of 
precision-guided systems, produces two lines of 
gravity-release, un-propelled precision-guidance 
systems, the Thunder System and the Desert 
Sting System, to achieve this aim. The company’s 
air-to-surface systems incorporate aerodynamic 
tail control to guide down-range, cross-range, and 

back-range directioning.  

Designed to provide guided delivery of standard 
MK81 (P31), MK82 (P32) and MK84 (P4) GP ae-
rial munitions, the Thunder System represents 
a short-range guided bomb kit system that com-
bines an inertial measurement unit and global 
navigational satellite system measurements to 
guide the system to pre-programmed target co-
ordinates. With the option of having a semi-active 
laser seeker fitted to further enhance precision, 
to extend operational capabilities and enhance 
firepower, the Thunder Kit is offered in P31, P32 
and P4 configurations – all of which have varying 
specifications )weight and range( to cater to mis-
sion requirements.

The Thunder P4 can be fitted to the MK84 general 
purpose aerial munition, acting as a short-range, 
guidance kit which combines an inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) and global navigation satellite sys-
tem (GNSS) measurements to guide the weapon 
to its target (GAINS). With a gross weight of 1,150 
kg and a range of 16km, the P4 is accurate to 3m 
CEP GAINS (+ SAL seeker) and to 10m with CEP 
GAINS only. Compared to the P4, the P31 and 
P32 are kits fitted to the MK81 and MK82 gen-
eral purpose aerial munitions, and boast a longer 
range of 30km and 24km, respectively. The P32 
possesses a gross weight of 240kg and carries a 
payload of 209kg, while the P31’s weight of 140kg 
grants it a payload of 110kg. 

Established in 2017, HALCON is part of the Mis-
siles & Weapons cluster within EDGE, an ad-
vanced technology group for defence and beyond. 
The company has developed and repeatedly prov-
en its in-house expertise across the entire value 
chain for gravity-release guidance systems, and 
commences the development of these munitions 
with extensive research and development, in-
formed by customer requirements and market 
trends. Leveraging its advanced facilities, HAL-
CON designs, manufactures, assembles and inte-
grates components for guidance weapon systems 
– to provide its customers with the advantage in 
terms of performance, reliability and safety in mis-
sion scenarios. 

Catalytic to the manufacturing of these compo-
nents are HALCON’s advanced R&D and test-
ing laboratories, which are complete with tailored 
facilities covering all aspects of the testing of 
bomb-guidance systems and related technologies. 
The company generates new IP for the design of 

Precision. Accuracy. Performance

products, as well as optimising the ongoing manu-
facturing and assembly of processes and systems 
within the labs – to operate with greater speed 
and agility over competitors, nullifying the need to 
send products abroad for testing. Furthermore, all 
of HALCON’s systems are tested and delivered in 
compliance with leading military standards to en-
sure safety, performance and compatibility. These 
include MIL-STD-810 for material design, MIL-
STD-461 to ensure no electromagnetic interfer-
ence, MIL-STD-1316 for fuze design safety, and 
NATO STANAG 3531.

Offering next-generation weapons systems for to-
day’s rapidly changing world and dynamic battle-
field, HALCON’s guided munitions ensure that its 
customers get ahead and remain ahead – on the 
leading-edge of tomorrow.
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customers get ahead and remain ahead – on the 
leading-edge of tomorrow.
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Precision. Accuracy. Performance
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365 Plus d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Ljubljana
Slovenia
Website: www.365-plus.com 

365 Plus d.o.o. is a Slovenian (EU) based company 
that designs, produces and distributes tactical and 
security equipment, as well as firearms and other 
shooting gear and accessories. We strive for the 
highest standards and quality in our products and 
only represent brands that are considered top of the 
line in their field. Our goal is to satisfy the needs of 
any and all clients and deliver anything they need, 
wherever they need it.
365 Plus develops and produces top of the line 
products for law enforcement, military and security 
applications, but offers many such products to the 
average shooter as well. The company produces a 
vast arrange of steel targets available to any shooting 
range, as well as a unique 3D shooting dummy that 
is used in training by shooters and special forces all 
over the world.

4 Earth Intelligence
UAE Pavilion, FT-020
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 02 659 4153
Website: www.4earthintelligence.com,
Email: aj@4ei.ae
Contact: Allyson Jenkins, Managing Director
Mobile: 054 367 8997

4 Earth Intelligence (4EI) provide applied Earth 
Intelligence and analytics. We gather evidence-
based intelligence about the earth, using data 
collected through sophisticated space assets. 
Exploiting our scientific, software, and analytics 
expertise, we translate complex data and satellite 
imagery into understandable and actionable insight 
for a range of applications. We utilise the most 

cutting-edge space technology and a diverse range 
of data providers, to provide clients with the best 
and most transparent intelligence solutions for their 
needs. 
Through the delivery of products, solutions, and 
consultancy project management, we support 
organisations to make sustainable decisions for their 
business and the planet.
The accessibility, reliability, and transparency of Earth 
Intelligence overcomes key data challenges in the 
Defence market. 4EI helps decision makers working 
in this sector to efficiently gain the evidence-based 
intelligence they need.

4M Systems a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.4msystems.cz

4M SYSTEMS is the designer, manufacturer and 
vendor of tactical gear for the armed forces (military, 
police, customs, prison service, border protection, 
etc.). Our know-how is based on extensive and 
long-term experience of our team members, former 
members of army special units and police task force, 
who participate in the development and constant 
improvement of our products, which differ in design, 
unconventional solutions and user comfort.

908 Devices
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
645 Summer St.
Boston
United States
Tel: +1 857-254-1500
Website: www.908devices.com

908 Devices is democratizing laboratory mass 
spectrometry with its simple handheld and desktop 
devices, addressing critical-to-life applications. The 
Company’s devices are used at the point-of-need 

to interrogate unknown and invisible materials and 
provide quick, actionable answers to directly address 
some of the most critical problems in life sciences 
research, bioprocessing, pharma/biopharma, forensics 
and adjacent markets. The Company is headquartered 
in the heart of Boston, where it conducts research, 
designs and manufactures innovative products that 
bring together the power of mass spectrometry, 
microfluidic separations, software automation, and 
machine learning.

A.I.A.D.
Italy Pavilion, 06-B15
Via Nazionale, 54
Roma
Italy
Tel: +39 06 8765 5578
Website: www.aiad.it, Email: mt.gatto@aiad.it
Contact: Maria Teresa Gatto

A.I.A.D. – Italian Industries Federation for Aerospace, 
Defence and Security – is the national industrial 
organisation representing high technology 
companies involved in the design, construction, 
overhaul and repair of platform, electronics, naval and 
ground systems and equipment for institutional or 
similar customers. The Ministry of Defence – National 
Armaments Directorate is the Italian governmental 
organisation representing the Italian defence 
industries at the international level.

ABIMDE
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Sao Paulo
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 3170 1860
Website: www.abimde.org.br
Email: albuquerque@abimde.org.br
Contact: Paulo Albuquerque Campos, Project Director
Mobile: +55 11 99923 5961

Founded in 1985, the Brazilian Association of 
Defence and Security Materials (ABIMDE) aims 
to bring together the industries of defense and 
security of the country.
Acting as 'The Voice of the Industry of Defence and 
Security' and officially recognized as the leading 
Association industry, it representes industries in 
different forums either in Brazil or abroad.
Taking the aspirations of entrepreneurs to the 
various powers that be, participating in the effort 
to implement the country's exports, creating highly 
skilled jobs and being present at all stages of the life 
of products and services, the Association is proud to 
endorse the seal – 'Made in Brazil by the Associated 
ABIMDE'.
Associated Companies feel fully committed to 
national sovereignty and are able to equip the 
Armed Security Agencies with products and 
services that provide the development and the 
tranquility of Brazilian Forces.

Abu Dhabi Aviation
UAE Pavilion, 12-A08
Abu Dhabi International Airport, Next to Terminal 2
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +9712 575 8000, Fax: +9712 575 7775
Website: www.ada.ae, Email: n.ybakr@ada.ae
Contact: Naglaa Bakr, Senior Commercial & 
Marketing Executive
Mobile: +97156 6878622

Abu Dhabi Aviation (ADA) is the largest commercial 
helicopter operator in the Middle East, operating & 
owning 61 aircraft, including 54 helicopters (17 AW 
139, 2 AW169, 22 Bell 412, 12 Bell 212, 1 IEC 35) & 
7 Fixed wings (Q400, Q300, Q200). The company 
employs over 1000 personnel, including over 150 
pilots & 250 engineers & technicians.
ADA's core clients are the big oil & gas companies 
in the GCC, providing off & onshore helicopter 
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transport services since 1976. ADA also offers 
Helicopter Emergency Medical Services (HEMS) for 
patient transport. In addition to this core capability, 
ADA has developed its expertise in providing all 
kinds of helicopter services from filming, aerial 
work, lifting loads, and VIP & Executive helicopter 
transport. ADA can offer almost any service for 
helicopters. Its extensive Maintenance & Engineering 
MRO capability has also become a leading service in 
the region.

Abu Dhabi Ship Building (ADSB)
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.adsb.ae

Abu Dhabi Ship Building (ADSB) is the regional 
leader in the new build, repair, maintenance, refit 
and conversion of naval and commercial vessels. 
ADSB runs one of the most advanced shipyards in 
the region with a successful track record spanning 
almost a quarter of a century. Also involved in the 
civilian energy sector, ADSB provides fabrication, 
maintenance and refurbishment services for rigs 
and platforms in the offshore oil & gas sector. ADSB’s 
vision is to become the leading regional shipyard 
through delivering innovative and dependable 
solutions and building lasting relationships that 
bring added value to clients and other stakeholders, 
both military and civilian.

Abu Dhabi Vocational Education & 
Training Institute
UAE Pavilion, C5-004
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://adveti.abudhabi.ae/

Abu Dhabi Vocational Education and Training 
Institute (ADVETI) was established in 2007 and 
has six entities: Al Jazirah Institute of Science and 
Technology in Abu Dhabi, Al Jaheli Institute of Science 

and Technology in Al Ain, Baynounah Institute of 
Science and Technology in Western Region, Al Reef 
Institute of Logistics and Applied Technology in Al 
Shahama, Secondary Technical Schools (STS) and 
Vocational Education Development Center (VEDC). 
ADVETI is an initiative of the Abu Dhabi Government 
and is under the umbrella of the Abu Dhabi Centre 
for Technical & Vocational Education and Training 
(ACTVET). ADVETI is licensed by the Ministry of 
Higher Education and Scientific Research, and has 
achieved accreditation for all of its offered Programs 
and is working towards national accreditation for 
new programs. ADVETI offers a diverse range of 
applied Certificates and Diploma programs that 
fit the job market needs including the following: 
Business, Information Technology, Travel & Tourism, 
Design, and Environment studies.

ACE Armour Products FZC LLC
UAE Pavilion, C12-012
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.acearmour.com 

ACE Performance Parts FZ-LLC are the Middle 
East agents for both StopTech Brakes and Bilstein 
Suspension, supporting both the armoured and 
aftermarket sector. With a large warehouse in Ras 
Al Khaimah Free Zone holding fast moving stocks 
of both Bilstein and StopTech, we are able to satisfy 
your requirements economically and quickly.

Action Target
Individual, 02-A45
3411 S. Mountain Vista Pkwy
Provo
United States
Tel: 801-705-9112
Website: https://actiontarget.com
Email: jxochimitl@actiontarget.com
Contact: Jason Xochimitl, Territory Manager
Mobile: 801-376-2722

Action Target is the world leader in modern shooting 
range development, equipment, and services. They 
design, manufacture, and install modern shooting 
ranges, tactical combat houses, and portable steel 
targets for innovative and versatile firearms training.

ADASI
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.adasi.ae 

ADASI is the regional leader in autonomous systems 
and services, dedicated to offering holistic solutions 
– from the development and production of UAVs 
to joint mission analysis and careful equipment 
acquisition. Part of the Platforms & Systems cluster 
within EDGE, the company, manufactures, operates, 
and maintains next-generation unmanned systems 
for air, land, and sea – capable of performing in 
a diverse range of demanding environments. 
Leveraging advanced technologies to comply with 
the tactical demands of the future, ADASI aims to 
be a world leader in building a new generation of 
autonomous capabilities.

ADNEC
Individual
Khaleej Al Arabi Street 
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 444 6900, Fax: +971 2 444 6135
Website: https://adnec.ae/
 Email: customer.services@adnec.ae
Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company (ADNEC), 
is part of ADQ, one of the region’s largest holding 
companies with a diverse portfolio of major 
enterprises spanning key sectors of Abu Dhabi’s 
non-oil economy. ADNEC is a leader in managing 
and developing international strategic centres and 
was founded with a vision to become the leading 
destination for popular, high-profile international 

conferences, exhibitions and congresses in the 
Middle East and North Africa. It owns and operates 
the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre, the 
largest exhibition venue in the MENA region. In 
addition, ADNEC also includes ExCeL London, Al 
Ain Convention Centre, Aloft London ExCeL, Aloft 
Abu Dhabi, Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi, ADNEC 
Services LLC, Capital Hospitality, and Capital Events 
LLC. ADNEC group is working on developing its 
network of companies and is on a mission to 
enhance business tourism in Abu Dhabi by creating 
a platform that enables event organisers to realise 
their goals of connecting people via world-class 
events and venues and delivering best-in-class 
services to exceed stakeholder expectations.

ADS
UK Pavilion
United Kingdom
Website: www.adsgroup.org.uk

ADS is the UK trade organisation that represents and 
supports over 1000 UK businesses operating across 
the aerospace, defence, security and space sectors. 
Whether representing industry or driving forward 
innovation and growth, ADS is at the forefront of 
these activities. Our membership ranges from SMEs 
to global primes. 
The ADS organised UK Pavilion brings together the 
best of British innovation. 
The UK is the second largest defence exporter in the 
world, helping to deliver equipment and services 
not only to our own armed forces but to our allies 
and partners across the globe.

Advanced Armour Engineering
UAE Pavilion, C12-002
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.armoureng.com 

Advanced Armour Engineering (AAE) is a medium 
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Whether representing industry or driving forward 
innovation and growth, ADS is at the forefront of 
these activities. Our membership ranges from SMEs 
to global primes. 
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world, helping to deliver equipment and services 
not only to our own armed forces but to our allies 
and partners across the globe.

Advanced Armour Engineering
UAE Pavilion, C12-002
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.armoureng.com 

Advanced Armour Engineering (AAE) is a medium 
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sized privately held company specializing in 
precision mechanical welding, precision cut and 
cold formed components. With production facilities 
covering an area of 52,000 sq. ft. AAE offers solutions 
for both Defence and Industrial market sectors.
From prototype design to series production and 
final delivery, AAE provides its expertise to assist its 
clients during the development of complex projects 
involving specialized materials using special grade 
steels such as High Strength and Armour plate.
Advanced Armour has developed skills and establish 
a multitude of export clients in over 30 countries in 6 
continents for our services:
• Conception and industrialisation
(CAD Tools: Catia, Solidworks, Inventor)
• Cutting and bending
• Special steels welding
• Machining
• Assembly and mounting
• Paints and coatings
• Glass and Composite Integration

Advanced Design Solution s.r.o.
Individual, 06-A30
Lubina 462, 742 21 Czech Republic
Kopřivnice
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 556 808 037, Fax: +420 556 808 685
Website: www.ads-cz.com, Email: ads@ads-cz.com

Advanced Design Solution (ADS) is the leading 
company in the field of specialized driveline systems 
for high mobility vehicles.
ADS proposes comprehensive range of products 
for the defence market bringing proven driveline 
solution and best-in-class performance like ground 
clearance, low profile and high suspension quality. 
ADS gets the advantage of quick turnaround on 
technical queries, in depth knowledge and in-house 
manufacturing, effective team – quick decision, 
global exposure, long term warranties, and short 
lead time on standard products.

ADS Driveline Systems with independent suspension 
axles and various transfer case models covers range 
of axle load capacity from 2t to 13t and configurations 
from 4x4 to 12x12.

Advanced Electronics Company (AEC)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 08-C21
Saudi Arabia

Advanced Vision System
Saudi Arabia Pavilion
Saudi Arabia

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA
Austria Pavilion, 07-D35
Al Wahda City 1 Commercial Tower, 1st Floor, Office 3
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 2043444
Website: www.advantageaustria.org,
Email: abudhabi@wko.at
Contact: Richard Bandera, Commercial Counsellor

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA, with its about 100 offices 
in over 70 countries, provides a broad range of 
intelligence and business development services for 
both Austrian companies and their international 
business partners. Around 800 employees and 
35 consultants around the world can assist you in 
locating Austrian suppliers and business partners. 
We organize about 1,200 events every year to bring 
business contacts together. 
Other services provided by ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA 
offices range from introductions to Austrian 
companies looking for importers, distributors or 
agents to providing in-depth information on Austria 
as a business location and assistance in entering the 
Austrian market.

AERO vodochody AEROSPACE a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.aero.cz

AEROMAG ASIA - SAILORS & WARRIORS
Individual Exhibitors
Aeromag Asia, Sailors & Warriors, Aeronautical Society 
of India Building, Suranjandas Road
Bangalore
India
Tel: 919845983659
Website: www.aeromag.in,
Email: editor@arabiandefence.com
Contact: Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor
Mobile: 919449061925

AEROMAG ASIA is a 15-year-old, prominent Aerospace 
and Defence Magazine published from Bangalore with 
global reach. The magazine is published by Aerosun 
Media. The group also publishes ARABIAN DEFENCE 
(www.arabiandefence.com), Sailors & Warriors 
Magazine and Aerospace & Defence Directory.
Aeromag is the official Media Partner for various 
international airshows and Defence Exhibitions 
including IDEX & NAVDEX, Aero India, Singapore 
Airshow, Def Expo, Lima Airshow, Indo - Defence, 
EDEX, etc. and has published Official Show Dailies, 
Special issues and Supplements.
It also organizes the Aerospace & Defence 
Manufacturing Show- ADMS ; an yearly event for the 
promotion of Aerospace and Defence Industry.
Aeromag is the organizer of Defence Innovation 
Summit focusing on the Land and Naval sector.
We are also publishing Special issues for the India 
Pavilions organised by the Ministry of Defence, Govt. 

of India in various international events including 
DSEI at London, ISDEF in Israel, BDIEC in Bahrain, 
DESI in Japan, ARMY Defence Exhibition in Russia, 
and Dubai Airshow.
Arabian Defence is a special supplement published 
by Aeromag focusing on the Defence and Aerospace 
sector and innovations in Middle East and Arabian 
countries. 

Aeronautics Group
Israel Pavilion, 01-B35
10 Nahal Snir st.
yavne
Israel
Tel: +972-8-9433600 
Website: www.aeronautics-sys.com, 
Email: hilahhs@aeronautics-sys.com
Contact: Hilah Harari Schwartz

Aeronautics Group is a world leading developer 
and manufacturer of defense solutions based on 
Unmanned Aerial Systems and advanced ISTAR 
systems. The group provides integrated turnkey 
solutions based on unmanned solutions, payloads 
and communications for defense, HLS and civil 
applications. Aeronautics’ broad product portfolio 
offers combat proven solutions for Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) missions, 
with demonstrated excellent performance and 
operability. Backed by continuous research 
and development, these systems are built on 
three decades of technological and operational 
experience. Aeronautics Group offers a ‘one-stop 
shop’ for cost-effective solutions for defense, HLS 
and civil missions.
On September 2019, Aeronautics Group was 
acquired by RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems 
and Mr. Avichay Stolero. Aeronautics Group 
consists of the following companies: Aeronautics 
ltd., Commtact, Zanzottera, Controp, RT and CP 
Technologies.
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Aeronautics leading unmanned aerial systems are:
• Orbiter 4 Small Tactical UAS
• Orbiter 1K
• Orbiter 2 Mini UAS
• Orbiter 3 Small Tactical UAS
• Aerostar Tactical UAS
• Dominator MALE UAS

Aerospace Long-March International 
Trade Ltd (ALIT)
China Pavilion, 10-E03
Beijing
China
Fax: +8610 89062866
Website: www.alitchina.com,
Email: fengwei@alitcn.com
Contact: Wei Feng
Mobile: +8610 89062834

Aerospace Long-March International Trade Co., Ltd 
(ALIT), authorized by the Chinese government, is 
devoted to exporting aerospace-related equipment 
and technology.
Backed by world-class technologies, R&D and 
manufacturing capabilities of Chinese aerospace 
industry, ALIT is committed to serving as a bridge in 
aerospace industry between China and the rest of 
the world.
ALIT is an active player in the following major lines 
of business: 
• Export of defense equipment, technologies, and 
services
• Export of anti-terrorism, anti-riot equipment, 
technologies and services
• International cooperation on aerospace 
technologies
• Investment and project contracting in aerospace 
and relevant industries
ALIT provides a wide range of products, including 
but not limited to missile weapon systems (surface-

to-surface missiles, surface-to-air missiles, and air-
to-surface missiles), multiple launch rocket systems 
(MLRS), precision guided bombs (PGB), UAVs, as well 
as auxiliary equipment. ALIT is capable of providing 
users with tailor-made systematic solutions.

AGAT - Control Systems - Managing 
Company of Geoinformation Control 
Systems Holding, OJSC
Individual Exhibitors, 07-D25
220114, Nezavisimosti Avenue, 117
Minsk
Belarus
Tel: : (+375-17) 337-54-55, Fax: (+375-17) 374-24-50
Website: www.agat.by, Email: agat@agat.by

OJSC AGAT-Control Systems – Managing Company 
of Geoinformation Control Systems Holding is a 
supplier of battle management systems for the 
defense market.
AGAT’s major products:
• battle management systems (C4ISR) for Army, AF, 
AD; 
• software and hardware for battle management 
systems;
• systems for modelling of combat operations;
• communication systems and equipment; 
• air and land robotic platforms.
The company also performs upgrade of armament.

AGMA Group Inc.
Individual, C11-09
Canada

AGP Glass
UAE Pavilion, C2-030
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 214 6680

Website: www.agpglass.com, 
Email: ktayeby@agpglass.com
Contact: Karim El Tayeby, Commercial Manager
Mobile: +971 56 5111313

AGP is a specialised manufacturer of bullet-resistant 
glass with over 55 years of industrial experience, 
six factories and business units worldwide. It serves 
military, naval, law enforcement, government, 
private and corporate clients through the combined 
resources of its manufacturing plants and business 
units covering the Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
Africa, Australia, India and Asia. AGP's strategic global 
presence allows the company to immediately respond 
to the needs of customers wherever they may be. Its 
factories are designed to produce the most complex 
products in its field. AGP has successfully received 
accreditation for Quality and Processes management 
systems of the most rigorous international standards. 
AGP also counts with in-house ballistic laboratories 
for internal performance tests and R&D.

Ahmed Almazrouei Innovation Center
UAE Pavilion, CP-228
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.amicuae.ae

Ai Nano Lab LLC
UAE Pavilion, 07-D70
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.cynaxlabs.com 

CYNAX is using artificial intelligence and machine 
learning to improve the intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance capabilities. The approach is to 
synthesize reams of data into actionable intelligence 
and accurate targeting information at speed and 
scale, in high-risk environments.

AI OPK LLC
Individual Exhibitors
Russian Federation
Website: www.id.bedzetdinov.ru 

The AI OPK LLC has been on the printing services 
market since 2000. The company has earned the 
reputation of a reliable partner and provider of quality
services.
Since 2002, the group has been publishing full-
colour glossy magazines – the Aerospace Review, 
the Army and Navy Review, World mirror. It also 
publishes quality gift and souvenir editions of 
books on aerospace matters and books on the 
armed forces’ materiel and military history as well.
The group places emphasis, among other things, on 
printed ads, promotional materials and souvenirs.
The group’s production complex spans the whole 
spectrum of services relevant to making advertising 
materials.

Aimpoint AB
USA Pavilion, 03-A02
Sweden
Website: www.aimpoint.com

Aimpoint AB is the recognized worldwide leader 
and originator of the red dot sighting technology 
and a long-time supplier to Special Operations and 
military units throughout the world. Aimpoint has 
delivered hundreds of thousands of its soldier-
tested, combat-proven sights to professional users. 
Police and military in more than 60 countries rely on 
Aimpoint sights. It offers a broad range of products, 
from red dot sights that can be mounted on small, 
medium and heavy machine guns, but also a Fire 
Control System. Today there are more than 3 million 
sights in use worldwide. Aimpoint red dot sights 
remain the No. 1 choice for combining speed, 
accuracy and reliability.
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Air Dynamics Trading
FTEZ, FT-006
Office No. 2, Al Murjan Tower
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 5636622, Fax: +971 2 5636644
Website: www.airdynamics.ae,
Email: ceooffice@airdynamics.ae
Contact: Ahmed Al Hemairi

Air Dynamics Trading (ADT) is an Emirati-owned 
company based in Abu Dhabi founded with the 
vision to provide a world-class support system that 
puts our customers at the lead. ADT provides supply 
chain support and modernization solutions to its 
customers’ assets through our strategic partners 
around the world to support our customers 
across the land, sea, and air sectors. Our network 
of partners and suppliers enable us to provide 
technical products and operational support to our 
customers worldwide, giving them a reliable service 
network around the clock.
ADT is continually expanding its capabilities 
through commitment to the development of 
superior customer services, generate cost savings 
to our customers without affecting quality and 
continuously strengthening the support we 
receive through our network of Original Equipment 
Manufactures (OEMs) repair centers, and suppliers.

AirBoss Defense Group
USA Pavilion, 03-B40,03-C11
Canada
Website: www.airbossdefense.com

Airbus
Individual, 08-B05
France
Website: www.airbus.com 

Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and 
related services. In 2019, it generated revenues of 
€70 billion and employed a workforce of around 
135,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive 
range of passenger airliners. It is also a European 
leader providing tanker, combat, transport and 
mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading 
space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the 
most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions 
worldwide.

Aircraft Factory
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Al Ajwa General Trading Est.
UAE Pavilion, 04-B15
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alajwa.ae 

Al Badie Trading Est. (Al Badie Group)
UAE Pavilion, CP-220
P.O. Box 229
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 00971 2 6322344, Fax: 00971 2 6345284
Website: www.albadiegroup.com, 
Email: michel.mouzannar@albadie.com
Contact: Michel Mouzannar, Business Development 
Director
Mobile: 506429179

It was the year 1967, when the constitutional Federation 
of the UAE was still not formed. But ‘Nation First’ was on 
the agenda of every patriotic citizen. It was also the time 
when a few families like the Al Badie family who were 
determined to see their country progress, participated 
in its wholesome development either through personal 
investments or via consortiums of co-investors.

The Al Badie Group of companies, owned by the reputed 
and respected Al Badie family is today a group with 
multi-disciplinary lines of business, having grown from 
strength to strength alongside a nation that is on a 
constant growth spiral.

Al Dahra & Watergen
UAE Pavilion, 02-A20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.aldahra.com 

Al Dahra is a prominent multinational leader 
in agribusiness, specializing in the cultivation, 
production, and trading of animal feed and essential 
food commodities and end-to-end supply chain 
management. Serving a large customer base 
spanning the Government and Commercial sectors, 
Al Dahra has a widespread geographic footprint, with 
a workforce of 5,000 employees, operating in over 20 
countries and catering to more than 45 markets, with 
a leading position in Asia and the Middle East.

Al Defaiya
Individual Exhibitors 
Lebanon
Website: www.defaiya.com 

Al Hamra Group
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126271501 
Website: www.alhamragroup.com, 
Email: mariam.jabaly@alhamragroup.com
Contact: Mariam Jabaly
Mobile: 0504445107

Al Hamra Group is a conglomerate which specializes 
in defense, security and intelligence & counter-
intelligence, providing tailor-made solutions for 
customers in both the private and public sector with 

a view to ensure a better, safer future for our clients 
and their sovereignty. For the last thirty years, we 
have based our strategy on the simple principle that 
the changes that our world is undergoing require 
adequate preparation and that we put forward an 
adequate response. Since Al Hamra’s inception, we 
have tirelessly worked to shape ourselves as one 
of the most dependable local companies in our 
industry. With our innovative, tailor-made solutions, 
we focus on total customer satisfaction for all 
technical challenges, technical excellence, quality, 
on-time delivery, and service.

AL JASOOR
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: aljasoor.ae

AL JASOOR is the UAE’s national specialist in 
armoured vehicle and is part of the Platforms 
and Systems cluster within EDGE. AL JASOOR is 
recognised as the exclusive provider of the Rabdan 
8x8 infantry fighting vehicle that offers unique 
operational advantages on land and in water. 
Committed to harnessing advanced technologies 
and developing innovative solutions, the company 
ensures that those on the front lines are protected 
by a new generation of faster, more mobile and 
more versatile vehicles with advanced offensive 
and defensive capabilities. AL JASOOR prides 
itself on meeting the nation’s armoured vehicle 
requirements to give its customers the competitive 
edge in the field.

Al Jundi Journal
Media Partner, 05-B18
United Arab Emirates
Tel: :+9174 3532222, Fax: +97143267070
Website: https://www.aljundi.ae/, 
Email: mod5@eim.ae
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across the land, sea, and air sectors. Our network 
of partners and suppliers enable us to provide 
technical products and operational support to our 
customers worldwide, giving them a reliable service 
network around the clock.
ADT is continually expanding its capabilities 
through commitment to the development of 
superior customer services, generate cost savings 
to our customers without affecting quality and 
continuously strengthening the support we 
receive through our network of Original Equipment 
Manufactures (OEMs) repair centers, and suppliers.

AirBoss Defense Group
USA Pavilion, 03-B40,03-C11
Canada
Website: www.airbossdefense.com

Airbus
Individual, 08-B05
France
Website: www.airbus.com 

Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and 
related services. In 2019, it generated revenues of 
€70 billion and employed a workforce of around 
135,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive 
range of passenger airliners. It is also a European 
leader providing tanker, combat, transport and 
mission aircraft, as well as one of the world’s leading 
space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the 
most efficient civil and military rotorcraft solutions 
worldwide.

Aircraft Factory
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Al Ajwa General Trading Est.
UAE Pavilion, 04-B15
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alajwa.ae 

Al Badie Trading Est. (Al Badie Group)
UAE Pavilion, CP-220
P.O. Box 229
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 00971 2 6322344, Fax: 00971 2 6345284
Website: www.albadiegroup.com, 
Email: michel.mouzannar@albadie.com
Contact: Michel Mouzannar, Business Development 
Director
Mobile: 506429179

It was the year 1967, when the constitutional Federation 
of the UAE was still not formed. But ‘Nation First’ was on 
the agenda of every patriotic citizen. It was also the time 
when a few families like the Al Badie family who were 
determined to see their country progress, participated 
in its wholesome development either through personal 
investments or via consortiums of co-investors.

The Al Badie Group of companies, owned by the reputed 
and respected Al Badie family is today a group with 
multi-disciplinary lines of business, having grown from 
strength to strength alongside a nation that is on a 
constant growth spiral.

Al Dahra & Watergen
UAE Pavilion, 02-A20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.aldahra.com 

Al Dahra is a prominent multinational leader 
in agribusiness, specializing in the cultivation, 
production, and trading of animal feed and essential 
food commodities and end-to-end supply chain 
management. Serving a large customer base 
spanning the Government and Commercial sectors, 
Al Dahra has a widespread geographic footprint, with 
a workforce of 5,000 employees, operating in over 20 
countries and catering to more than 45 markets, with 
a leading position in Asia and the Middle East.

Al Defaiya
Individual Exhibitors 
Lebanon
Website: www.defaiya.com 

Al Hamra Group
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126271501 
Website: www.alhamragroup.com, 
Email: mariam.jabaly@alhamragroup.com
Contact: Mariam Jabaly
Mobile: 0504445107

Al Hamra Group is a conglomerate which specializes 
in defense, security and intelligence & counter-
intelligence, providing tailor-made solutions for 
customers in both the private and public sector with 

a view to ensure a better, safer future for our clients 
and their sovereignty. For the last thirty years, we 
have based our strategy on the simple principle that 
the changes that our world is undergoing require 
adequate preparation and that we put forward an 
adequate response. Since Al Hamra’s inception, we 
have tirelessly worked to shape ourselves as one 
of the most dependable local companies in our 
industry. With our innovative, tailor-made solutions, 
we focus on total customer satisfaction for all 
technical challenges, technical excellence, quality, 
on-time delivery, and service.

AL JASOOR
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: aljasoor.ae

AL JASOOR is the UAE’s national specialist in 
armoured vehicle and is part of the Platforms 
and Systems cluster within EDGE. AL JASOOR is 
recognised as the exclusive provider of the Rabdan 
8x8 infantry fighting vehicle that offers unique 
operational advantages on land and in water. 
Committed to harnessing advanced technologies 
and developing innovative solutions, the company 
ensures that those on the front lines are protected 
by a new generation of faster, more mobile and 
more versatile vehicles with advanced offensive 
and defensive capabilities. AL JASOOR prides 
itself on meeting the nation’s armoured vehicle 
requirements to give its customers the competitive 
edge in the field.

Al Jundi Journal
Media Partner, 05-B18
United Arab Emirates
Tel: :+9174 3532222, Fax: +97143267070
Website: https://www.aljundi.ae/, 
Email: mod5@eim.ae
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Launched by Defence Minister HH Sheikh 
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum in 1973, Al 
Jundi Journal is a monthly defence magazine that 
deals with different military subjects and covers the 
latest defence news.

Al Khaznah Tannery
UAE Pavilion
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alkhaznahtannery.com 

Al Khaznah Tannery is one of the world’s leading 
leather producing plants and conducts business 
worldwide. Our success is driven by our people and 
their commitment to get results the right way by 
operating responsibly, executing with excellence, 
applying innovative technologies and capturing 
new opportunities for profitable growth.
We transform raw hides and skins collected locally 
as a by-product of the meat industry into finished 
leathers and finished leather-goods.
Al Khaznah’s in-house modern leather goods 
workshop creates a collection of signature hand-
crafted fashion accessories available for sale. We 
create a premium leather that meets all performance 
standards for Leathergoods (business and corporate) 
and have developed a unique camel leather certified 
for aviation standards, which has been used for the 
supply of leather seat-covers, headrest for airlines 
and automobiles.

Al Musallh
Media Partner 
Libya
Website: www.almusallh.ly 

AL TAIF
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates

Website: www.altaif.ae 

AL TAIF provides essential lifecycle services and 
technical capability development to guarantee the 
ultimate asset performance and mission readiness 
for its customers. With over 14 years of experience 
and 1000+ employees, AL TAIF is the leading 
provider of maintenance, repair and overhaul 
services for military equipment, including heavy 
utility vehicles and ground support machinery. This 
is in addition to aftersales modification for various 
system integration, facilities management and 
comprehensive training for ground based military 
vehicles and ground support equipment.
Al TAIF’s operational model is supported by a 
growing list of international technical certifications, 
demonstrating a commitment to maintaining the 
highest level of quality.

AL TARIQ
EDGE, 05-A05
Tawazun Indisterial Park
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 25069938, Fax: 25069934
Website: https://al-tariq.ae/, 
Email: yalblooshi@al-tariq.ae
Contact: Yousef Alblooshi, Head of Business 
Development
Mobile: 0504492494

Established in 2012, AL TARIQ is the first UAE-based 
manufacturer of precision-guided systems for 
conventional air munitions. Part of EDGE’s Missile 
and Weapons cluster, AL TARIQ is a joint venture 
with South Africa’s Denel Dynamics and is a regional 
leader in aerial weaponry, matching the quality of 
global manufacturers at a smaller and faster scale. 
AL TARIQ leverages the latest advanced technologies 
in the field of optics and propulsion systems and 
has built up its engineering expertise through 
continuous innovation to deliver new products as 

well as production process improvements.

Al Yah Satellite Communications 
Company (Yahsat)
UAE Pavilion, 11-C07
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.yahsat.ae 

Yahsat is a leading fixed and mobile satellite services 
operator offering integrated satellite communications 
solutions to over 150 countries across Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, South America, Asia and 
Australasia. Yahsat’s fleet of 5 satellites reaches more 
than 80% of the world’s population, enabling critical 
communications including broadband, broadcasting, 
backhauling and mobility solutions. Yahsat provides 
a wide range of C, Ku, Ka, and L-band solutions for 
land, maritime and aero platforms to consumers, 
governments and enterprises. Its businesses consist 
of Yahsat Government Solutions, YahClick (Powered 
by Hughes), YahLink, Yahlive and Thuraya.
Yahsat is based in Abu Dhabi, UAE and is wholly 
owned by Mubadala Investment Company. 

Alcon Components Ltd
UAE Pavilion, C12-008
United Kingdom
Website: www.alcon.co.uk

Alcon is a global leader in the design, development 
and manufacture of high-performance brake, clutch & 
actuation systems for motorsport, OEM, aftermarket, 
specialist, armoured and military vehicles. With over 
30 years of experience working at the very top level 
of motorsport including F1, NASCAR, GT racing, 
World Rally and Touring Cars, Alcon have established 
themselves as the place to come to for the very best 
performance products and services. 
Already well-established in the defence sector, Alcon 
have designed, manufactured and delivered bespoke 
braking solutions for some of the world’s leading 
Special Forces and armoured vehicle manufacturers, 

including Patria, Supacat, BAE, Ricardo and Jankel. 
The modern battlefield demands race-winning 
motorsport levels of performance and reliability 
and Alcon are leading the way in the transfer of 
motorsport technology into the defence sector.

Allen-Vanguard Ltd
UK Pavilion, 06-A07
United Kingdom
Website: www.allenvanguard.com 

Allen-Vanguard (AV) has a wealth of experience in 
the Electronic Countermeasure (ECM, or jammers) 
domain, with systems protecting the lives of Bomb 
Technicians, Armed Forces, Heads of State and Aid 
Workers. Having fielded and supported thousands 
of vehicle-mounted and man portable systems 
in prominent conflict zones around the world, 
our operational experience is second to none. To 
maintain the operational edge over threats of Radio 
Controlled IEDs (RCIEDs) and Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS or drones), our Threat Management 
Team can provide tailored mission profiles for your 
specific threat bands and operational needs.
The company provides unsurpassed, battle proven 
Electronic Countermeasures capability solutions 
to protect Military, Law Enforcement and Security 
Personnel from the wide range of RF Threats.

AlmaDK LLP
Individual, 12-C10
Turkebayeva 199
Almaty
Kazakhstan
Tel: 87779248989
Website: www.almadk.kz, 
Email: almadk.kz@gmail.com
Contact: Irina Assabina, communication manager

AlmaDK  is a producer, and has obtained State 
licenses for manufacturing, development, 
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latest defence news.
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leather producing plants and conducts business 
worldwide. Our success is driven by our people and 
their commitment to get results the right way by 
operating responsibly, executing with excellence, 
applying innovative technologies and capturing 
new opportunities for profitable growth.
We transform raw hides and skins collected locally 
as a by-product of the meat industry into finished 
leathers and finished leather-goods.
Al Khaznah’s in-house modern leather goods 
workshop creates a collection of signature hand-
crafted fashion accessories available for sale. We 
create a premium leather that meets all performance 
standards for Leathergoods (business and corporate) 
and have developed a unique camel leather certified 
for aviation standards, which has been used for the 
supply of leather seat-covers, headrest for airlines 
and automobiles.
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Media Partner 
Libya
Website: www.almusallh.ly 

AL TAIF
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates

Website: www.altaif.ae 

AL TAIF provides essential lifecycle services and 
technical capability development to guarantee the 
ultimate asset performance and mission readiness 
for its customers. With over 14 years of experience 
and 1000+ employees, AL TAIF is the leading 
provider of maintenance, repair and overhaul 
services for military equipment, including heavy 
utility vehicles and ground support machinery. This 
is in addition to aftersales modification for various 
system integration, facilities management and 
comprehensive training for ground based military 
vehicles and ground support equipment.
Al TAIF’s operational model is supported by a 
growing list of international technical certifications, 
demonstrating a commitment to maintaining the 
highest level of quality.

AL TARIQ
EDGE, 05-A05
Tawazun Indisterial Park
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 25069938, Fax: 25069934
Website: https://al-tariq.ae/, 
Email: yalblooshi@al-tariq.ae
Contact: Yousef Alblooshi, Head of Business 
Development
Mobile: 0504492494

Established in 2012, AL TARIQ is the first UAE-based 
manufacturer of precision-guided systems for 
conventional air munitions. Part of EDGE’s Missile 
and Weapons cluster, AL TARIQ is a joint venture 
with South Africa’s Denel Dynamics and is a regional 
leader in aerial weaponry, matching the quality of 
global manufacturers at a smaller and faster scale. 
AL TARIQ leverages the latest advanced technologies 
in the field of optics and propulsion systems and 
has built up its engineering expertise through 
continuous innovation to deliver new products as 

well as production process improvements.

Al Yah Satellite Communications 
Company (Yahsat)
UAE Pavilion, 11-C07
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.yahsat.ae 

Yahsat is a leading fixed and mobile satellite services 
operator offering integrated satellite communications 
solutions to over 150 countries across Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa, South America, Asia and 
Australasia. Yahsat’s fleet of 5 satellites reaches more 
than 80% of the world’s population, enabling critical 
communications including broadband, broadcasting, 
backhauling and mobility solutions. Yahsat provides 
a wide range of C, Ku, Ka, and L-band solutions for 
land, maritime and aero platforms to consumers, 
governments and enterprises. Its businesses consist 
of Yahsat Government Solutions, YahClick (Powered 
by Hughes), YahLink, Yahlive and Thuraya.
Yahsat is based in Abu Dhabi, UAE and is wholly 
owned by Mubadala Investment Company. 

Alcon Components Ltd
UAE Pavilion, C12-008
United Kingdom
Website: www.alcon.co.uk

Alcon is a global leader in the design, development 
and manufacture of high-performance brake, clutch & 
actuation systems for motorsport, OEM, aftermarket, 
specialist, armoured and military vehicles. With over 
30 years of experience working at the very top level 
of motorsport including F1, NASCAR, GT racing, 
World Rally and Touring Cars, Alcon have established 
themselves as the place to come to for the very best 
performance products and services. 
Already well-established in the defence sector, Alcon 
have designed, manufactured and delivered bespoke 
braking solutions for some of the world’s leading 
Special Forces and armoured vehicle manufacturers, 

including Patria, Supacat, BAE, Ricardo and Jankel. 
The modern battlefield demands race-winning 
motorsport levels of performance and reliability 
and Alcon are leading the way in the transfer of 
motorsport technology into the defence sector.

Allen-Vanguard Ltd
UK Pavilion, 06-A07
United Kingdom
Website: www.allenvanguard.com 

Allen-Vanguard (AV) has a wealth of experience in 
the Electronic Countermeasure (ECM, or jammers) 
domain, with systems protecting the lives of Bomb 
Technicians, Armed Forces, Heads of State and Aid 
Workers. Having fielded and supported thousands 
of vehicle-mounted and man portable systems 
in prominent conflict zones around the world, 
our operational experience is second to none. To 
maintain the operational edge over threats of Radio 
Controlled IEDs (RCIEDs) and Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS or drones), our Threat Management 
Team can provide tailored mission profiles for your 
specific threat bands and operational needs.
The company provides unsurpassed, battle proven 
Electronic Countermeasures capability solutions 
to protect Military, Law Enforcement and Security 
Personnel from the wide range of RF Threats.

AlmaDK LLP
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Turkebayeva 199
Almaty
Kazakhstan
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Website: www.almadk.kz, 
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licenses for manufacturing, development, 
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purchasing and marketing of weapons, ammunition, 
military equipment, components and parts that are 
used for anti-terrorist operations, crowd control 
and mass anti-riot missions. We execute R&D works 
to improve and upgrade our product intended 
for special units, training and defence capability 
strengthening of our country.
All manufactured products conform to quality 
management system standards ISO 2009 as well as 
to all applicable document requirements of above 
mentioned product use, maintenance and storage.
Every year we participate in a number of exhibitions 
and trade shows all over the world to keep up with 
innovation. 
AlmaDK already works with international and 
domestic clients; at the exhibitions we present 
the latest line of products to demonstrate 
our achievements and develop new business 
relationships. AlmaDK has created, designed 
and patented numerous production methods, 
procedures and practices.

Alsetex
France Pavilion, 07-B48
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alsetex.fr, 
Email: stephane.buors@etienne-lacroix.com
Contact: Stéphane Buors, Middle East regional 
manager
Mobile: +971585958373

ETIENNE LACROIX GROUP, originally founded in 
1848, is a worldwide leading company in the field 
of pyrotechnics in the defence and security sectors. 
Its activities are vertically integrated and span 
all aspects from product design to manufacture, 
including supply, support and services in the UAE 
through its Joint Venture EDS (Emirates Defense 
Services). The company is 100% private family equity. 
Through its business unit Alsetex, the company 

provides a less lethal weapon system used by Police 
Forces around the world (Europe, Africa and Middle 
East), dedicated to law enforcement. Alsetex’s range 
of products is composed of 56/40mm single and 
multiple launchers, ballistic and kinetic ammunition, 
and multiple effects hand grenades (smoke, tear gas, 
sound, flash, kinetic, F&B).

Alsetex
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
France
Website: www.alsetex.fr

Altadrea Manufacturing Company 
(TMC)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C20
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 582021000 
Website: www.altadrea.com, 
Email: info@al-tadrea.com
Contact: Altadrea Company, Business & Sale Inquires

Al Tadrea Manufacturing Company (TMC) was 
established in 2003 under the name of Al Araba 
Company, until it was renamed to its current name in 
2015. It is a part of Al Araba Group Holding. Al Tadrea 
is considered to be the first company in Saudi Arabia 
that specializes in the defense and space industry and 
specifically in the field of armored vehicles. Thanks 
to our unparalleled quality and technology, TMC 
today owns one of the largest shares in the market of 
armored vehicles in the Middle East
Our Products: 
1-TMC Defense
2-Heavy Machinery
3-Armored Glass
4-Fixed And Portable Armored
5-Civilian
6-Security Vehicles
Our Services: 
1-Customiztion 
2-MRO 

Alternative Energy Systems ltd
FTEZ, FT-022
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97125507472, Fax: 97125502155
Website: www.hafilat.ae, Email: iyad.ansari@hafilat.ae
Contact: Iyad Ansari, CEO
Mobile: +971506426400

The Autonomous Mission Oriented AMSTAF 6, is the 
base Autonomous platform for the Defensor ARCC 
250 Autonomous CAF Fire Extinguisher and the 
Smash Hopper (Remote Control Weapon System).
Autonomous CAF (Compresses Air Foam) Fire 
Extinguisher Vehicle (ACFEV)
The systems contain 250 Litre water tank and 4 
compressed air cylinders, produces 5,000 l of foam to 
effected range of 25m.
The ACAF is controlled by Oscillating Monitor Systems 
that unveils the center of the fire with Thermo Camera 
and positioned the DN7 Nozzle to cover the entire 
hazard area with CAF.
AMSTAF 6 + Smash Shooter RCWS
A portable solution which can be mounted on a light-
weight vehicle. Featuring SMASH Fire Control System 
(FCS) unique technology, it provides operators with 
increased lethality by presenting the best accuracy 
level in its weight class with one shot one hit accuracy, 
while the operator controls the system from a safe 
distance. 

Alvo Spolka  Z Ograniczona 
Odpowiedzialnoscia Sp.K.
Individual, 05-A47
Poland
Website: www.alvo.pl

AM General
USA Pavilion, 02-B10
105 N Niles Ave.
South Bend

United States
Tel: +1 574-236-1307
Website: www.amgeneral.com, 
Email: nguyen.trinh@amgeneral.com
Contact: Nguyen Trinh, Exec VP, International 
Defense

AM General has been there with you all along, 
we are with you today, and we will be there on 
future battlefields. Our global presence of versatile 
platforms and diverse vehicle offerings in over 70 
countries uniquely positions us to build partnership 
capability and enhance interoperability across our 
allies and partners. We engineer, manufacture, 
supply and support specialized vehicles for military 
and commercial customers. With 100+ years of 
industry experience, we have built over 1.5 million 
military and special-purpose vehicles. Today, our 
presence is global with over 300,000 light tactical 
around the world. We also have the distinction 
of being the number one light tactical vehicle 
provider: we build more military vehicles than any 
other company in the world.

Amicell - Amit Industries Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C36
Israel
Website: www.amicell.co.il - www.amicell-us.com 

Amicell - Amit Industries Ltd is a leading Israeli 
manufacturer of custom made battery packs and 
charging systems.
We provide full and optimal solution as per 
our customer's needs and their application's 
requirements.
Established in 1989, Amicell has ever since gained 
experience in creating all kinds of mobile energy 
solutions for all kind of applications 
Today, Amicell holds the record of being no. 1 in the 
world as a company that has the highest energy 
density in Lithium ion Polymer cells (Over 320wh/kg).
Among our customers you will find: IDF, RAFAEL, 
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for special units, training and defence capability 
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All manufactured products conform to quality 
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to all applicable document requirements of above 
mentioned product use, maintenance and storage.
Every year we participate in a number of exhibitions 
and trade shows all over the world to keep up with 
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AlmaDK already works with international and 
domestic clients; at the exhibitions we present 
the latest line of products to demonstrate 
our achievements and develop new business 
relationships. AlmaDK has created, designed 
and patented numerous production methods, 
procedures and practices.
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1848, is a worldwide leading company in the field 
of pyrotechnics in the defence and security sectors. 
Its activities are vertically integrated and span 
all aspects from product design to manufacture, 
including supply, support and services in the UAE 
through its Joint Venture EDS (Emirates Defense 
Services). The company is 100% private family equity. 
Through its business unit Alsetex, the company 

provides a less lethal weapon system used by Police 
Forces around the world (Europe, Africa and Middle 
East), dedicated to law enforcement. Alsetex’s range 
of products is composed of 56/40mm single and 
multiple launchers, ballistic and kinetic ammunition, 
and multiple effects hand grenades (smoke, tear gas, 
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established in 2003 under the name of Al Araba 
Company, until it was renamed to its current name in 
2015. It is a part of Al Araba Group Holding. Al Tadrea 
is considered to be the first company in Saudi Arabia 
that specializes in the defense and space industry and 
specifically in the field of armored vehicles. Thanks 
to our unparalleled quality and technology, TMC 
today owns one of the largest shares in the market of 
armored vehicles in the Middle East
Our Products: 
1-TMC Defense
2-Heavy Machinery
3-Armored Glass
4-Fixed And Portable Armored
5-Civilian
6-Security Vehicles
Our Services: 
1-Customiztion 
2-MRO 
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The Autonomous Mission Oriented AMSTAF 6, is the 
base Autonomous platform for the Defensor ARCC 
250 Autonomous CAF Fire Extinguisher and the 
Smash Hopper (Remote Control Weapon System).
Autonomous CAF (Compresses Air Foam) Fire 
Extinguisher Vehicle (ACFEV)
The systems contain 250 Litre water tank and 4 
compressed air cylinders, produces 5,000 l of foam to 
effected range of 25m.
The ACAF is controlled by Oscillating Monitor Systems 
that unveils the center of the fire with Thermo Camera 
and positioned the DN7 Nozzle to cover the entire 
hazard area with CAF.
AMSTAF 6 + Smash Shooter RCWS
A portable solution which can be mounted on a light-
weight vehicle. Featuring SMASH Fire Control System 
(FCS) unique technology, it provides operators with 
increased lethality by presenting the best accuracy 
level in its weight class with one shot one hit accuracy, 
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industry experience, we have built over 1.5 million 
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around the world. We also have the distinction 
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provider: we build more military vehicles than any 
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Established in 1989, Amicell has ever since gained 
experience in creating all kinds of mobile energy 
solutions for all kind of applications 
Today, Amicell holds the record of being no. 1 in the 
world as a company that has the highest energy 
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ELBIT, MOD, Aeronautics, Lockheed Martin, Jennings 
Aeronautics, DSO Singapore, Bell Canada, Intel, Delair 
Tech France, AEE Romania, FLIR, Easy Aerial, among 
others.

AMMROC
EDGE, 05-A05
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 00971 (0) 37197400, Fax: 00971 (0) 37618987
Website: https://ammroc.edgegroup.ae/, 
Email: communications@ammroc.ae
Contact: Huda Alblooshi

AMMROC provides industry-leading maintenance, 
repair and overhaul (MRO) services, engineering 
upgrades, and integrated logistics support for 
rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft across the military and 
civil aviation sector. Boasting industry leadership, 
engineering excellence, innovative technology 
and a highly-skilled workforce, the company 
offers unrivalled aircraft readiness, superior fleet 
deployability and unparalleled safety for customers.
Part of the Mission Support cluster within EDGE, 
an advanced technology group for defence and 
beyond, AMMROC’s extensive overhaul capability 
draws on its strategic relationships with major 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). AMMROC 
offers comprehensive aircraft MRO services that 
range from flight line maintenance to depot-level 
repair and overhaul for engines, components and 
airframes, including painting, engineering services 
and parts supply, in addition to tailored modification 
and upgrade services.

AMS Sustainable Development 
Solutions FZE
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
S-50123 B, JAFZA South, Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
Tel: +9714 823 5000, Fax: 214355
Website: https://www.ams.global/, 
Email: cveitch@ams.global
Contact:  Carin Veitch,  Marketing  and  
Communications Manager
Mobile: +971 54 793 9772

AMS delivers integrated solutions encompassing 
infrastructure, technical and professional services 
by combining best practice and cultural integration 
enabling customers to focus on their core business. 
AMS manages complex operations from start to 
finish, utilizing our extensive experience to ensure 
mission success.

Apollon Solar
France Pavilion
50 rue Jean Zay
Saint Priest
France
Tel: 33674349140
Website: www.apollonsolar.com
Email: kraiem@apollonsolar.com
Contact: Jed Kraiem, Director

Created in 2001 by a team of engineers and scientists 
with longstanding expertise in photovoltaics, 
Apollon Solar, as part of the YXENS Group, is a French 
innovative company in constant evolution, whose 
major approach is fully dedicated to the field of 
energy transition.
Its work is motivated by the desire to develop 
renewable energy sources applying the following 
essential principles: accessible energy for all, 
reduction of environmental impact, cost reduction.
Our commitments are: Identify - Ensure a permanent 
technology watch, identify problems, needs or 
opportunities; Innovate - Find innovative solutions 
and generate intellectual property; Industrialise - 
Exploit these innovations by industrialising them, 
including with other industrial partners.

Our main technical topics are: Solar Silicon, 
Photovoltaic Cells, Photovoltaic Modules, Hydrogen 
- Storage and production of energy, Recycling and 
waste valorisation.
Our Industrialised Technologies are :
- N.I.C.E.™ Modules
-  Industrial N.I.C.E.™ Module manufacturing lines  
- TREKHY Systems – an Electrical generator based on a 
H2 fuel cell with an innovative H2 generator
- Silicon purification and crystallisation

APT
EDGE, 05-A05
Al Ajban Road, Tawazun Industrial Park
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 543778002, Fax: 24927951
Website: www.aptuae.ae, 
Email: rmalhameli@aptuae.ae
Contact: Rashed Alhameli, Public Relations Officer
Mobile: 0543778002

Established in 2016, APT (Advanced Pyrotechnics) is 
the only manufacturer of non-lethal and less-than-
lethal equipment in the GCC producing effective 
pyrotechnics and low-velocity projectiles to support 
armed forces and law enforcement agencies.
Part of the Missiles & Weapons cluster of EDGE, APT’s 
military-grade testing and manufacturing process is 
driven by a deep understanding of the environments 
and scenarios where these tactical assets are needed 
the most. With an ultimate mission of supporting 
safety and security, APT delivers innovative solutions 
which are ideally suited to operations on the 
battlefield or in civilian settings.

Arab American Company for Vehicles
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Arab British Company for Dynamics 
Industries
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Arab Company for Renewable Energy
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Arab Defence Journal
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.arabdefencejournal.com

Arab International Optronics
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Arab Organization for Industrialization
Egypt Pavilion, 12-B20
17km Cairo - Suez Rd.
Cairo
Egypt
Tel: 20224047831, Fax: 20225182385
Website: www.aoi.org.eg, 
Email: hany_mansour@yahoo.com
Contact: Hany Mansour, Marketing Manager
Mobile: +201000970400

The Arab Organization for Industrialization 
established in 1975. It has 10 manufacturers:
HELWAN factory for development industries
KADER factory for development industries
SAKR factory for development industries
Aircraft factory
Engines factory
Electronics factory
SEMAF factory
Arab American company for Vehicles (AAV)
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Arab company for Renewable Energy (ARECO)
Arab British Company for Dynamics industries (ABD)

Arabian Aerospace
Media Partner
3-4 Rumsey House, Locks Hill, Rochford, SS41BB
Essex
United Kingdom
Tel: 441702530000, Fax: 441702533088
Website: www.arabianaerospace.aero, 
Email: mark.brown@arabianaerospace.aero
Contact: Mark Brown, CEO
Mobile: 447889100987

Arabian Aerospace is at the 
heart of the industry across 
the region. Now in its twelfth 
year – the magazine, officially supported by MEBAA 
and AACO – along with its daily news updates, weekly 
newsletter and show daily specials – has become 
a clear market leader for aerospace professionals 
operating in and with the Middle East. 
We continue to see the launch of new products to 
further enhance the information available with in-
depth analysis of the region’s air-forces, exclusive 
interviews with business leaders predominantly with 
a bi-weekly news programme and monthly defence 
programme from our Times Aerospace TV studio.
For your free subscription to Arabian Aerospace, 
click the “Subscribe now FREE” button at 
www.arabianaerospace.aero. 

Arctan, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
2200 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia
United States
Tel: +1.202.379.4723
Website: https://arctan-group.com, 
Email: michael@arctan-group.com

Contact: Michael Morefield, President

The company offers cutting-edge Artificial 
intelligence and machine learning software; 
software components; research; development; and 
trusted advising. 
Software capabilities include: 
(1) Video processing techniques for automatic real 
time 3D analysis from static images and streaming 
video. These new methods offer pathing of vehicles, 
people, and other objects; local processing/storage; 
and operation in limited power and bandwidth 
conditions.
(2) Human-machine teaming software to automate 
and improve the performance of existing systems 
and training.
(3) Signal processing, including breakthrough 
improvements in spectral analysis. These dramatically 
improve signal processing for both conventional and 
modern sensors.
(4) Game theory: new, cutting-edge software 
components which enable solving large scale 
games with imperfect information, human-in-the-
loop decisions, and fully automated response by 
unmanned and autonomous systems.
(5) Rapid, flexible analysis of large-scale streaming 
data.
We are able to quickly deploy personnel to 
accomplish trusted analysis and engineering.

Ares Co. Ltd
Korea Pavilion 
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.aresinfo.com

Ares Technology, LLC
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United States
Website: www.aresdeftech.com 

Arex d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Slovenia
Website: www.arex.si

Since the company was founded in 1994, we have 
designed, manufactured and sold the absolutely 
finest parts and products for defense and law 
enforcement use. 
Our 130 employees and state-of-the-art modern 
10.000m2 facility provide you with the best defense 
material that are available.
We manufacture in house:
-advanced projectiles in all calibers for 3rd party 
clients
-cases in advanced plastic materials
-advanced ammunition production lines for 
ammunition manufactures.
-blank ammunition
-non-lethal ammunition
-training ammunition
-marker ammunition
-metal links in for 5.56 / 7.62 / .50cal / 30x173
-flexible chutes for 5.56 / 7.62 / .50cal 
-critical weapon parts for 3rd party clients
-cold hammered forged barrels for 3rd party clients
-complete assault rifles
-complete pistols AREX zero, delta and alpha family

Argus Information Technology Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C28
12B-1, Building 1, Future Venture Plaza, Gangxing 3rd 
Road,  High-Tech Zone, Jinan City, Shandong Province
Ji Nan
China
Tel: 86-18615318034
Website: www.argustecn.com, 
Email: info@argustecn.com
Contact: Jason Li, Sales Manager
Mobile: 86-18615318034

Argus Information Technology Co., Ltd. is one 
of the leading companies and manufacturers 
in photoelectronic devices in Northern Region 
of China. Argustech maintains its position at 
the forefront of security industry with constant 
innovation, focusing on customer’s requirements, 
providing professional services and high-tech 
cameras to protect national security and social 
stability.

Armada International / Asian Military 
Review
Individual Exhibitors 
Switzerland
Website: www.armadainternational.com

Since 1976, Armada International has been the 
world’s leading, and most respected defence 
publications. Armada provides unrivalled reporting 
and analysis regarding defence technology, 
procurement trends and ongoing operations.
In addition to the main issue, which offers subscribers 
the latest in-depth defence procurement analysis, 
each bi-monthly magazine includes at least one 
additional in-depth supplement on a specific 
niche defence technology area or sector. These 
supplements are distributed at all major global 
trade exhibitions throughout the year, providing 
unparalleled longevity and visibility to the relevant 
topics. 
Together with its exclusive Compendium 
supplements, Armada gives the global defence 
community the information it needs to make the 
right purchasing and procurement decisions.

Armas d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Koroška cesta 14
Ravne na Koroškem
Slovenia
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Tel: +386 2 870 76 23
Website: www.armas.si, Email: info@armas.si
Contact: Matej Miklavčič, Sales Manager

ARMAS products and solutions – from steel 
to complex system integration. Our long term 
experience in dealing with demands in complex 
environments has made us one of the most trusted 
and reliable manufacturers of defence products.
Our development and production are based on:
• A unique combination of metallurgical and 
engineering expertise
• Ultra clean steel grades as a result of our special ESR 
technology
• Up to date equipment for developing products and 
technologies
• Most modern heat treatment line for highest 
stability of thermal processes
• In-house laboratories for metallurgical and non-
destructive testing
Our expertise is based on several decades of ongoing 
development. The beginnings of the company are 
closely connected with the history of steelmaking in 
Ravne, which goes back to 1620.

ARMSCOM
Media Partner
14, str. Vilja, 50304
Tartu
Estonia
European Union 
Commercial Registry Code: 12860630
Tel: + 372 816 946 77
Website: www.armscom.net,
Email: armscom.net@gmail.com
Contact: Artem Teres, Marketing Director

ARMSCOM is dedicated to end-users, manufacturers 
and exporters in the Aerospace and Defense 
Industries providing RFQs to the 3500+ systems and 
equipment categories customers. ARMSCOM is a 
B2B platform for exporters. It generates RFQs with 

importers contact details for each exporter product 
profile. 

Army Recognition Group 
SPRL
Media Partner
Belgium
Website: www.armyrecognition.
com 

Army Recognition Group 
is a online communication
agency and international media for Defense Security 
Industry.

Arnold Defense
USA Pavilion, 03-B14
United States
Website: https://www.arnolddefense.com 

Arnold Defense is the world’s leading designer and 
manufacturer of 2.75-inch (70mm) rocket launcher 
systems. Arnold Defense has been supplying rocket 
launchers to satisfied customers across the globe for 
over 55 years.

ARQUUS
France Pavilion, 07-B30
France
Website: www.arquus-defense.com 

ARQUUS (previously Renault Trucks Defense) is a 
major actor for the French industry, from vehicle 
design to support, with a fleet of nearly 25,000 
vehicles within the French Army, 20,000 of which are 
directly supported by the company. ARQUUS is one 
of the three members of the short-term consortium 
in charge of the development and manufacturing 
of the new combat vehicles of the French Army, the 
Griffon and the Jaguar. ARQUUS is also in charge 

of the development and production of the Hornet 
family RCWS which equip the Army. It is also the 
manufacturer of world-renowned vehicles such as 
the VAB, the VBL, the Bastion and the Sherpa. ARQUUS 
is a major supplier for more than 60 countries in the 
world, with historic bonds in the Middle East, but 
also in Africa and Asia.

Arsenal 2000 JSCo
Individual, C4-003,C4-006
Kazanlak 6100
Bulgaria
Tel: 35943150000
Website: www.arsenal2000.com, 
Email: arsenal2000@arsenal2000.com
Contact: Hristo Ibouchev, Executive Director

Arsenal 2000 JSCo is the General Trade Representative 
of Arsenal JSCo. The main activities of ARSENAL JSCo: 
Design and manufacturing of small and medium 
caliber; weapons and ammunition; fuzes, primers, 
powders, charges, pyrotechnic product; hunting 
and sport weapons and ammunition; engineering 
services. ARSENAL JSCo has structured Quality 
Management System in accordance with the latest 
requirements of AQAP 2110.

ARVR
Individual, 06-A05
Israel

AS Avionics Services S/A
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Rua tiangua, 136 - Vila Mascote
Sao Paulo / ZIP 04363-100
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 50312801
Website: http://www.avionics.com.br, 
Email: joao@avionics.com.br
Contact: Joao Vernini Filho, Sales Manager

Mobile: +55 11 981415549

Avionics Services is a company working in the 
avionics equipment market, able to develop, install 
and certify any avionics project in airplanes and 
helicopters (civil and military). It has more than 20 
years of experience in the North and Latin Americas, 
European, Russian, Asian markets, among others.
Avionics also provides consultancy for certification 
of avionics projects by other companies, in addition 
to conducting aircraft inspections for aviation 
Authorities.
Avionics also manufactures more than 70 different 
products for Embraer such as surveillance system 
and reinforced cabin door control system, and is 
also in the UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) for 
different purposes. 
Avionics Services operates in 6 main markets:
1. Engineering and Certification
2. Installation and maintenance of aeronautical 
components
3. Engineering and Certification
4. Technical and commercial representation
5. Simulators and training devices
6. UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles)

AS&E
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.rapiscan-ase.com 

Aselsan Middle East - AME
Individual, 01-B08
Jordan
Tel: +962 (0) 26298000, Fax: Fax.: +962 (0) 26298010
Website: www.aselsanmiddleeast.com, 
Email: tsari@aselsanmiddleeast.com
Contact: Taylan Sari, General Manager
Mobile: +962 (0) 777773395
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Arsenal 2000 JSCo
Individual, C4-003,C4-006
Kazanlak 6100
Bulgaria
Tel: 35943150000
Website: www.arsenal2000.com, 
Email: arsenal2000@arsenal2000.com
Contact: Hristo Ibouchev, Executive Director

Arsenal 2000 JSCo is the General Trade Representative 
of Arsenal JSCo. The main activities of ARSENAL JSCo: 
Design and manufacturing of small and medium 
caliber; weapons and ammunition; fuzes, primers, 
powders, charges, pyrotechnic product; hunting 
and sport weapons and ammunition; engineering 
services. ARSENAL JSCo has structured Quality 
Management System in accordance with the latest 
requirements of AQAP 2110.

ARVR
Individual, 06-A05
Israel

AS Avionics Services S/A
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Rua tiangua, 136 - Vila Mascote
Sao Paulo / ZIP 04363-100
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 50312801
Website: http://www.avionics.com.br, 
Email: joao@avionics.com.br
Contact: Joao Vernini Filho, Sales Manager

Mobile: +55 11 981415549

Avionics Services is a company working in the 
avionics equipment market, able to develop, install 
and certify any avionics project in airplanes and 
helicopters (civil and military). It has more than 20 
years of experience in the North and Latin Americas, 
European, Russian, Asian markets, among others.
Avionics also provides consultancy for certification 
of avionics projects by other companies, in addition 
to conducting aircraft inspections for aviation 
Authorities.
Avionics also manufactures more than 70 different 
products for Embraer such as surveillance system 
and reinforced cabin door control system, and is 
also in the UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles) for 
different purposes. 
Avionics Services operates in 6 main markets:
1. Engineering and Certification
2. Installation and maintenance of aeronautical 
components
3. Engineering and Certification
4. Technical and commercial representation
5. Simulators and training devices
6. UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles)

AS&E
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.rapiscan-ase.com 

Aselsan Middle East - AME
Individual, 01-B08
Jordan
Tel: +962 (0) 26298000, Fax: Fax.: +962 (0) 26298010
Website: www.aselsanmiddleeast.com, 
Email: tsari@aselsanmiddleeast.com
Contact: Taylan Sari, General Manager
Mobile: +962 (0) 777773395
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The Electronics and Electro-Optics cluster of JIG, 
ASELSAN MIDDLE EAST PSC LTD (AME) is a high 
technology, multi-product company that aims to 
design, develop and produce state-of-the-art Night 
Vision and Thermal Imaging Systems for military and 
professional applications. AME will also be a local 
repair and maintenance center for its products. AME 
is an establishment of the Jordan Investment Group 
(Jordan) and ASELSAN (Turkey) located in Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan. AME’s Night Vision Devices 
are passive, high technology optical instruments 
using image intensifier tubes that allows user to 
distinguish objects clearly at long ranges.

ASG
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.asg-inc.org, 
Email: Levi.Burgett@asg-inc.org
Contact: Levi Burgett, General Manager
Mobile: +971 55 318 4996

ASG is excited to launch our new Argus Elite® 
Hazmat sUAS at IDEX 2021. The Argus Elite® sUAS 
is an innovative drone with integrated Hazardous 
Materials sensors and powered by an electric 
ducted fan that ensures accurate Hazmat readings. 
These sensors paired with EO/IR cameras allow 
CBRNE/HazMat teams, Emergency Managers and 
First Responders to collect and process hazard 
information real-time, which increases situational 
awareness and enhances decision making without 
putting anyone at risk to the hazard.
ASG is a premier provider of Emergency 
Management and Environmental, Health and Safety 
services for the Defence Industry. For over 16 years, 
ASG has been serving the Defence Sector through 
value added consulting, comprehensive planning 
and innovative training that builds sustainable 
capabilities that hold up during the most dire 

situations.
Stop by our booth (Al Hamra, 04-C-15) and head to 
the Argus Elite® section to learn more!

Ashoka Manufacturing Limited
Individual, 04-A08
227/1B, AJC Bose Road, Vikas Building, 3rd Floor
Kolkata-700020
India
Tel: +91-33-22902980, Fax: +91-33-40033595
Email: exports@ashokagroup.net
Contact: Viren Pereira, Director
Mobile: +91-9831888877

Ashoka Manufacturing Ltd, is an ISO 9001:2015 
certified Indian defence company manufacturing 
high precision mechanical sub-assemblies for 
medium to large caliber ammunition (without 
explosives) for close to 50 years. We manufacture 
mechanical assemblies for grenades, mortar bombs, 
gun ammunition, tank/anti-tank ammunition, 
rockets and anti-aircraft/air to ground ammunition. 
Ashoka produces fuzes, direct action or with safety 
arming devices, copper liners (shape charges), 
stabilizers, fairings, warhead bodies, bomb bodies, 
tail units, primers, charge demolitions and switches. 
Our customers include the Indian Ordnance Factories 
as well as leading defence companies in Europe.

Asia Hub Limited
Individual, 07-A41
Room 1918, No.1 Suzhou Avenue West (Road), SIP 
215000
Suzhou
China
Tel: +86 0512 66597912
Website: www.asiahubltd.com,
Email: g.carnevali@asiahubltd.com
Contact: Gabriele Carnevali, Production manager
Mobile: +86 13816699441

Asia Hub is an Italian-Chinese company producing 
uniforms, ballistic products, and tents.

Asian Defense Technology - Global 
Business Press
Media Partner
30 Cecil Street, #19-08 Prudential Tower, 049712
Singapore
Tel: +65 6850 5269, Fax: +65 6438 2436
Website: www.gbp.com.sg, 
Email: vittorio.prudente@gbp.com.sg
Contact: Vittorio Rossi Prudente, CEO & Publisher
Mobile: 6598181055

For three decades, Asian Defence Technology, a 
GBP Aerospace & Defence publication, has been 
synonymous with quality coverage of the defence 
sector, in print and online. Each edition of the bi-
monthly magazine offers a comprehensive overview 
of the sector, with a particular focus on happenings 
and trends in two of the busiest defence markets in 
the world, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific. Our 
reporters, spread around the world, are at more 
international shows and exhibitions than any other 
competing publication in the Asia Pacific. 
Widely read and appreciated both by decision-
makers in the global military sphere as well as 
top-ranking officials of major defence firms, Asian 
Defence Technology offers a judicious mix of 
news, views, feature stories, product profiles, and 
interviews.

Asian Military Review
Media Partner
Thailand
Website: www.asianmilitaryreview.com 

Since 1993, AMR has become widely recognised as 
an authoritative provider of unbiased and objective 
information to its global readership comprising the 
military, government, industry and academia. 
The editorial content includes capability analysis, 
special reports and relevant news coverage from 
the region, making it the preferred professional 
journal for of those working in Asian military and 
defence organisations.
Our network of experienced defence journalists and 
military writers, provide content that gives insights 
and analyses not found in other defence titles.
If you are interested in defence issues in the Asia-
Pacific, then the Asian Military Review is your 
magazine.
The magazine has an audited circulation of 21,274 
copies per issue.

ASTA Advanced Technologies FZE
UAE Pavilion, C2-023
P.O.Box 282421
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971506167333
Website: www.astame.com, 
Email: ismail@astame.com
Contact: Ismail Houmani, General Manager
Mobile: +971506167333

ASTA Advanced Technologies FZE is the innovative 
leader, provider and strategic partner of choice for 
Advanced Solutions and Technologies Applications 
on air, ground and maritime applications for 
military army, law enforcement and commercial 
users worldwide.
ASTA develops, manufactures (with partner), and 
sells cutting-edge solutions of Jamming Solutions, 
Anti-Drone systems with detection & tracking & 
neutralizing; Surveillance & Security systems & 
services; Intelligence Technologies, Communication 
Systems; Anti-Riot special vehicles; SAFE B6 
Containers control room; PEP (Vest Level IIIA, 
Helmet level IIIA, Ammo bags); Maritime software 
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The Electronics and Electro-Optics cluster of JIG, 
ASELSAN MIDDLE EAST PSC LTD (AME) is a high 
technology, multi-product company that aims to 
design, develop and produce state-of-the-art Night 
Vision and Thermal Imaging Systems for military and 
professional applications. AME will also be a local 
repair and maintenance center for its products. AME 
is an establishment of the Jordan Investment Group 
(Jordan) and ASELSAN (Turkey) located in Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan. AME’s Night Vision Devices 
are passive, high technology optical instruments 
using image intensifier tubes that allows user to 
distinguish objects clearly at long ranges.
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Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.asg-inc.org, 
Email: Levi.Burgett@asg-inc.org
Contact: Levi Burgett, General Manager
Mobile: +971 55 318 4996

ASG is excited to launch our new Argus Elite® 
Hazmat sUAS at IDEX 2021. The Argus Elite® sUAS 
is an innovative drone with integrated Hazardous 
Materials sensors and powered by an electric 
ducted fan that ensures accurate Hazmat readings. 
These sensors paired with EO/IR cameras allow 
CBRNE/HazMat teams, Emergency Managers and 
First Responders to collect and process hazard 
information real-time, which increases situational 
awareness and enhances decision making without 
putting anyone at risk to the hazard.
ASG is a premier provider of Emergency 
Management and Environmental, Health and Safety 
services for the Defence Industry. For over 16 years, 
ASG has been serving the Defence Sector through 
value added consulting, comprehensive planning 
and innovative training that builds sustainable 
capabilities that hold up during the most dire 

situations.
Stop by our booth (Al Hamra, 04-C-15) and head to 
the Argus Elite® section to learn more!

Ashoka Manufacturing Limited
Individual, 04-A08
227/1B, AJC Bose Road, Vikas Building, 3rd Floor
Kolkata-700020
India
Tel: +91-33-22902980, Fax: +91-33-40033595
Email: exports@ashokagroup.net
Contact: Viren Pereira, Director
Mobile: +91-9831888877

Ashoka Manufacturing Ltd, is an ISO 9001:2015 
certified Indian defence company manufacturing 
high precision mechanical sub-assemblies for 
medium to large caliber ammunition (without 
explosives) for close to 50 years. We manufacture 
mechanical assemblies for grenades, mortar bombs, 
gun ammunition, tank/anti-tank ammunition, 
rockets and anti-aircraft/air to ground ammunition. 
Ashoka produces fuzes, direct action or with safety 
arming devices, copper liners (shape charges), 
stabilizers, fairings, warhead bodies, bomb bodies, 
tail units, primers, charge demolitions and switches. 
Our customers include the Indian Ordnance Factories 
as well as leading defence companies in Europe.

Asia Hub Limited
Individual, 07-A41
Room 1918, No.1 Suzhou Avenue West (Road), SIP 
215000
Suzhou
China
Tel: +86 0512 66597912
Website: www.asiahubltd.com,
Email: g.carnevali@asiahubltd.com
Contact: Gabriele Carnevali, Production manager
Mobile: +86 13816699441

Asia Hub is an Italian-Chinese company producing 
uniforms, ballistic products, and tents.

Asian Defense Technology - Global 
Business Press
Media Partner
30 Cecil Street, #19-08 Prudential Tower, 049712
Singapore
Tel: +65 6850 5269, Fax: +65 6438 2436
Website: www.gbp.com.sg, 
Email: vittorio.prudente@gbp.com.sg
Contact: Vittorio Rossi Prudente, CEO & Publisher
Mobile: 6598181055

For three decades, Asian Defence Technology, a 
GBP Aerospace & Defence publication, has been 
synonymous with quality coverage of the defence 
sector, in print and online. Each edition of the bi-
monthly magazine offers a comprehensive overview 
of the sector, with a particular focus on happenings 
and trends in two of the busiest defence markets in 
the world, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific. Our 
reporters, spread around the world, are at more 
international shows and exhibitions than any other 
competing publication in the Asia Pacific. 
Widely read and appreciated both by decision-
makers in the global military sphere as well as 
top-ranking officials of major defence firms, Asian 
Defence Technology offers a judicious mix of 
news, views, feature stories, product profiles, and 
interviews.

Asian Military Review
Media Partner
Thailand
Website: www.asianmilitaryreview.com 

Since 1993, AMR has become widely recognised as 
an authoritative provider of unbiased and objective 
information to its global readership comprising the 
military, government, industry and academia. 
The editorial content includes capability analysis, 
special reports and relevant news coverage from 
the region, making it the preferred professional 
journal for of those working in Asian military and 
defence organisations.
Our network of experienced defence journalists and 
military writers, provide content that gives insights 
and analyses not found in other defence titles.
If you are interested in defence issues in the Asia-
Pacific, then the Asian Military Review is your 
magazine.
The magazine has an audited circulation of 21,274 
copies per issue.

ASTA Advanced Technologies FZE
UAE Pavilion, C2-023
P.O.Box 282421
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971506167333
Website: www.astame.com, 
Email: ismail@astame.com
Contact: Ismail Houmani, General Manager
Mobile: +971506167333

ASTA Advanced Technologies FZE is the innovative 
leader, provider and strategic partner of choice for 
Advanced Solutions and Technologies Applications 
on air, ground and maritime applications for 
military army, law enforcement and commercial 
users worldwide.
ASTA develops, manufactures (with partner), and 
sells cutting-edge solutions of Jamming Solutions, 
Anti-Drone systems with detection & tracking & 
neutralizing; Surveillance & Security systems & 
services; Intelligence Technologies, Communication 
Systems; Anti-Riot special vehicles; SAFE B6 
Containers control room; PEP (Vest Level IIIA, 
Helmet level IIIA, Ammo bags); Maritime software 
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Tracking system; armored vehicles; Aircraft armor; 
Command Shelters; Special purpose platforms; 
Heavy duty trailers; Flat Beds; Skeletal Trailers; 
Telecom Infrastructure; 99m tower and cellular on 
Wheel; APC & Spare Parts; Upgrade & Modernization.
ASTA's vast and varied experience, along with its 
expertise, enable it to provide the most professional 
solutions, ensuring full spectrum dominance for 
each client, based on mission needs, relevant threats 
and field constraints.

Atech Negócios em Tecnologias
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
São Paulo
Brazil
Tel: +55 11-3103-4600 (ext 1300)
Website: https://atech.com.br/en/
Email: emoreira@atech.com.br
Contact: Elaine Moreira, Marketing
Mobile: +55 11-98761-4618

Atech is an Embraer Group company specialized in 
the development solutions for mission-critical and 
technologies to support decision making.
Recognized as a Brazilian “System House”, Atech has 
always been guided by innovation in order to help 
transform the country, having developed a unique 
profile thanks to its strong presence in strategic 
Security and Defense projects in Brazil, working 
in the development of innovative solutions with 
applications in the areas of air traffic, command 
and control systems, instrumentation and control 
systems, embedded systems and simulators, 
through the Makron set of solutions; and in the 
areas of defense, government and public safety, with 
Arkhe solutions.
Since 2017, Atech has also used its unique expertise 
in systems engineering and situational awareness 
technologies and decision making support to expand 
its business into the corporate market by creating 
a portfolio of solutions divided into four areas: 

asset and logistic management, through the OKTO 
platform, digital security and smart connections.

Atlas Telecommunication Establishment
UAE Pavilion, CP-225
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.atlasgroup.ae

Atmata
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
Jeddah 22231
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 920010553
Website: http://www.atmata.sa, 
Email: sales@atmata.sa

Atmata is one of the companies that provides solutions 
in the design and manufacture of equipment that 
serve most of the Middle East countries. We seek 

to promote and develop industries to achieve 
high value of the manufacturing process by using 
advanced engineering CAD/CAM/CAE tools and 
automate daily tasks with our special mechanisms 
and robots to improve the innovative product in 
addition to reducing time and costs. Our priorities 
have been to provide the best in order to win 
customer satisfaction.

ATS Group Dooel Skopje
Individual, 10-B05
1550 no.17
Skopje
Republic of North Macedonia
Tel: 38970349807
Website: www.ats.com.mk
Email: elena@ats.com.mk
Contact: Elena Nestorovska, Purchase & Sales 
Manager
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ATS Group Skopje Macedonia is a modern private 
factory headquartered in Skopje, Macedonia, 
Europe. We offer a wide range of composites 
products and innovative body armor. It produces 
ballistic security equipment, ballistic protective 
solutions for military and civilians worldwide.
ATS Group Skopje Macedonia specializes in 
Ballistic Products & Solutions with multinational 
consultancies, cooperation with major role players 
in the market and R&D investments. We have started 
ballistic helmet production line besides the ballistic 
vest production line at our factory. Our production 
quality benchmark is NATO and American standards 
and references from our valuable clients from many 
different countries. We provide:
Ballistic Panels
Ballistic Carrier
Ballistic Helmet
Ballistic Plates
Ballistic Fabric
The Ballistics market is becoming more sophisticated 
with AR-GE investments, Innovative Raw Materials 
and Hi-Tech solutions every day.

Attenti
Individual, 06-A05
Tel Aviv
Israel
Website: www.attentigroup.com, 
Email: dsegev@attentigroup.com
Contact: David Segev, Director Business 
Development

Attenti Electronic Monitoring is a global provider 
of location verification services, designed for 
monitoring individuals in the law enforcement, 
immigration, corrections and healthcare sectors. 
Our systems are employed by private operators 
and government agencies in approximately 400 
programs across more than 30 countries, in Europe, 
Latin America, the Middle East, the Pacific Rim and 

the U.S.A. We bring our customers over 27 years of 
industry experience and technology expertise.

Austrian Defence & Security Industry
Austria Pavilion 
Austria
Website: www.wko.at/asw 

Austrian Embassy Commercial Section
Austria Pavilion
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.advantangeaustria.org 

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA, with its about 100 offices 
in over 70 countries, provides a broad range of 
intelligence and business development services for 
both Austrian companies and their international 
business partners. Around 800 employees and 
35 consultants around the world can assist you in 
locating Austrian suppliers and business partners. 
We organize about 1,200 events every year to bring 
business contacts together. 
Other services provided by ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA 
offices range from introductions to Austrian 
companies looking for importers, distributors or 
agents to providing in-depth information on Austria 
as a business location and assistance in entering the 
Austrian market.

Autoflug GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 09-A30
Germany

AVEC CHEM s.r.o.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B28
Chrudimska 1555, ZIP: 53501
Prelouc
Czech Republic

Tel: :+420605964769 
Website: www.avec.cz, Email: michal.filipi@avec.cz
Contact: Michal Filipi, director
Mobile: +420605964769

At AVEC CHEM we research, develop and produce 
equipment and devices for CBRN protection.
Our core business is a production of filter canisters 
and other protective equipment for chemical, 
biological, radiological and nuclear protection. 
Our main customers are members of military and 
police, rescue services, medical staff and employees 
of various industries. Reliability, durability and 
comfortable usage are the core characteristics of our 
products.
What we offer?
Complete solution for personal CBRN protection:
- tactical respirators
- full face masks
- filter canisters
- protective suits
- escape hoods
- COLPRO filters for shelters and vehicles
Our mission is to protect and save human lives by 
developing advanced and modern products which 
can be used in various operations and contaminated 
areas (hot zones). In fact, our products have been 
tested by multiple armed forces in different climate 
conditions. Thus, our products are innovative 
customizable and reliable.

Aviatech FZC
UAE Pavilion, 12-B42

Aviatech is an international team of experts 
providing a one-stop-shop service for Mi-type 
helicopter and IL-76 airplane operators. We develop 
and execute sustainable programs in components 
sourcing, maintenance & overhauls, staffing, and 
management.

Areas of expertise:
Aircraft overhaul on-site or at MRO
Components repair and overhaul
Aircraft maintenance
Upgrades and engineering
Spare parts, consumables, lubricants, ground 
support equipment
Staffing: engineers, technicians, pilots
Quality management systems (QMS): evaluation, 
validation, revision, and update
Operational documentation: flight and operational 
manuals, service bulletins
Training courses
Aviatech delivers a fast, extra-flexible, and human 
to human approach to maintain fleet airworthiness 
at the highest standards. 
Inflatable Mobile Hangars
Unique portable clear span multi-functional 
structures that extend and speed up operational 
capabilities, leaving no environmental footprint.
Simple & fast to erect
No foundation required
No approvals and permits required
Lightning-fast relocation
Suitable for any terrain and weather conditions
Lightweight & compact
Feel free to stop by and address any of your needs!

Aviation & Defence Universe
Individual Exhibitors 
Cyprus
Website: www.aviation-defence-universe.com

Aviation & Defence Universe (ADU  is a specialist news 
and information website exclusively covering the 
aerospace and defence ecosystem. It's ten thousand 
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to human approach to maintain fleet airworthiness 
at the highest standards. 
Inflatable Mobile Hangars
Unique portable clear span multi-functional 
structures that extend and speed up operational 
capabilities, leaving no environmental footprint.
Simple & fast to erect
No foundation required
No approvals and permits required
Lightning-fast relocation
Suitable for any terrain and weather conditions
Lightweight & compact
Feel free to stop by and address any of your needs!

Aviation & Defence Universe
Individual Exhibitors 
Cyprus
Website: www.aviation-defence-universe.com

Aviation & Defence Universe (ADU  is a specialist news 
and information website exclusively covering the 
aerospace and defence ecosystem. It's ten thousand 
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plus pages inform and educate the audience and 
analyze the armed forces, homeland security, defence 
industry, civil aviation and international relations for 
them. For running the website perfectly, ADU has 
an advisory board which serves as a beacon to keep 
the website on course and make it professionally the 
most authentic. ADU is about creating a platform 
for all stakeholders and getting a global visibility. 
The bio-datas of the members of advisory board is 
here. Special sections on special days, about specific 
armament, equipment, technologies, institutions, 
organizations, armed forces and related subjects, is 
always our endeavor. And of course regular coverage 
in all formats, be it interviews, features, reports, by-
lined articles and editorials.

Avibras Industria Aeroespacial S/A
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil

AVIDRONE Aerospace Incorporated
Canada Pavilion, 11-C11
251 Jetliner Ct.
Breslau
Canada
Tel: +1 519 804 3317
Website: www.avidrone.com, 
Email: info@avidroneaerospace.com

Designed and built in North America since 2007, 
AVIDRONE Aerospace manufactures unmanned 
rotorcraft and autopilot control systems for 
government, defense, and commercial applications. 
Specializing in fully automated, heavy payload 
drones for cargo delivery, medical resupply and 
airborne sensors, Avidrone manufactures the 
world’s only commercialized tandem rotor, electric 
powered, fully automated helicopter UAV system. 
The Avidrone tandem rotor UAS is among the most 
efficient, acoustically quiet VTOL aircraft available 

and is capable of Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) 
operations without a human pilot required.
Avidrone has developed an all-new, highly secure, 
proprietary flight control system for VTOL drones, 
manufacturing the complete flight control hardware 
and mission control software applications. Avidrone 
control systems have successfully automated multi-
rotor, single-rotor, tandem-rotor and unmanned 
aircraft up to 500kg MTOW.

AVNON Group
Israel Pavilion, 01-B33
Zvi Bergman 20
Petah Tiqva
Israel
Tel: 36916467
Website: http://www.avnongroup.com/, 
Email: stacy@avnongroup.com
Contact: Stacy Dotan, CMO
Mobile: 97254223888

Established in 1990, The Avnon Group is a leading 
provider of national-scale  solutions and technologies 
for Governments, HLS Agencies, Law Enforcement 
and Special Units in the public safety and defence 
sectors.
Part of the Group, TAR Ideal (www.tarideal.com), 
TACTICLABS (www.tacticlbs.com), SKYLOCK (www.
skylock1.com) & TACTICARS (www.tacticars.com) 
will showcase their latest integrated technologies at 
IDEX 2021.

Axon Cable SAS
Individual, 07-A04
2, Route de Châlons en Champagne
Montmirail
France
Tel: +33 3 26 81 70 00
Website: www.axon-cable.com, 
Email: c.tisserand@axon-cable.com

Contact: Christophe Tisserand, Sales Manager

Axon’ Cable designs and manufactures wires, 
connectors, custom-designed cables and harnesses 
meeting the requirements of high tech markets such 
as defense, aeronautics, space, research centers and 
medical. 
The company offers its expertise in designing, 
prototyping, manufacturing and integrating 
complete interconnect systems for air-sea-land 
mobility. Rugged, reliable, EMI optimized, compact 
and lightweight, these are the qualities of cables, 
cable assemblies and connectors offered by Axon' 
Cable for military applications.
Axon’ Cable has a wide range of connectors and 
has developed fast integration solutions such as 
dismountable connectors Versatys® and the D-Click® 
fast latching system. Axon’ has developed a range of 
single wires, multi-cores wires and cables which are 
resistent to radiation and high temperatures and are 
designed with halogen free insulation materials. 
The company is able to meet the most severe 
challenges including weight and space saving, 
miniaturization, electromagnetic protection, severe 
environments and flexibility. Its headquarters is 
located in the beautiful region of Champagne.

BAE Systems
Individual, 05-C25
United Kingdom
Website: www.baesystems.com 

At BAE Systems, we help our customers to stay a 
step ahead when protecting people and national 
security, critical infrastructure and vital information. 
We provide some of the world’s most advanced, 
technology-led defence, aerospace and security 
solutions and employ a skilled workforce of 85,800 
people in more than 40 countries.
From state-of-the-art cyber threat detection to flight 
control systems that enable pilots to make better 

decisions, we never stop innovating to ensure 
that our customers maintain their advantage. This 
is a long-term commitment involving significant 
investments in skills. We also work closely with 
local partners to support economic development 
through the transfer of knowledge, skills and 
technology.

BARRACUDA Inflatable Boats
Greek pavilion
22, Irinis Avenue
Athens
Greece
Tel: +302103410987, Fax: +302103456109
Website: www.barracuda.gr, 
Email: c.tasos@barracuda.gr
Contact: Anastasios Chatzistamatiou, General 
Manager
Mobile: +306937016365

BARRACUDA is a Greek Manufacturing company of 
Folding and Rigid Inflatable Boats from 2.5 – 12.7 
meters. After being in France for 7 years, Barracuda 
settled in its own private premises of 4000sqm in 
the area of Athens, Greece, in 1992.
The hulls and air tubes are built by craftsmen, from 
beginning to end, in a controlled environment 
according to RINA/IACS Statement of Suitability.
BARRACUDA has been cooperated with the Greek 
Armed Forces since 1993 and has supplied more 
than 2500 inflatable boats of all kinds to the Armed 
Forces worldwide.
It’s a member of SEKPY (Hellenic Manufacturers 
Association of Defense Material), Registered in “The 
registry of Defense Materiel Manufacturers of the 
Hellenic MOD”, certified to manage confidential 
documents (NATO SECRET & EU SECRET) by the 
Ministry of Interior.
In 2018, in order to participate in the European 
Program OCEAN 2020, it constructed the first Greek 
Unmanned Surface Vehicle, in cooperation with IDE.
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BASE Studio Arge ve Teknoloji San. 
A.S.
Individual, 11-B08
Turkey
Website: www.basestudio.com.tr

BASE designs, engineers and manufactures 
innovative drivelines for off-highway and special 
purpose vehicles.
BASE offers diversified load ratings of independent 
suspension drive axles varying from 4.0t to 11.5t 
axle load capacity, which are widely used in 4x4 off-
highway and special purpose vehicles.
10.5t axle load capacity (max 36t GVW at 8x8) are 
supplied with state-of-the-art Thru Drive Unit at full 
military spec for 8x8 and 6x6 applications.
BASE independent suspension drive axles are 
outperforming its competitors considering tight 
turning radius and best-in-class ground clearance.
Furthermore, BASE axles are light, which is mainly 
driven by the aluminium differential housing. The 
company offers a wide range of two-speed transfer 
cases at torque capacities fully aligned with its axles 
for certain GVW’s.
BASE two-speed transfer cases are outperforming 
its competitors considering optimized and modern 
shell design, modular gear set structure and 
lightness.
AWD rolling chassis integrated with innovative 
BASE driveline components provides a plug & play 
solution for vehicle manufacturers.

BASZTA DEFENSE
FTEZ, FT-002
ul. Panieńska 47
Szczecin
Poland
Tel: +48 601 730 555
Website: www.basztadefense.eu, 
Email: piotr@dronski.pl
Contact: Piotr Droński, CEO & Founder

We are a Polish trading company – operating 
domestically and internationally specializing in the 
Tactical Arms market.
We provide procurement and delivery of high level 
specialised equipment and services for the armed 
forces, police, uniformed services and special units – 
supplying to many countries around the world. 
We only work with renowned Polish and global 
producers. BASZTA DEFENSE is fully authorized to 
offer their high-quality products around the world. 
Our primary offering is Polish technical expertise 
and innovation – consisting of military equipment of 
Polish production.
We are proud to operate on the basis of the license 
No. B-064/2020 granted to us by the Polish Ministry 
of the Interior and Administration.
BASZTA DEFENSE is a subsidiary of BASZTA Real 
Estate, Firm that has been involved in the trade 
of commercial and luxury Real Estate holdings in 
Poland and globally for over 30 years. 

BEACON RED
EDGE, 05-A05
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 55 386 0294
Website: beaconred.ae, 
Email: Charles.Galloway@beaconred.ae
Contact: Charles Galloway, Senior Manager - 
Engagement and Marketing

Established in 2018, BEACON RED focuses on 
enhancing national security preparedness 
throughout the Middle East. As a leading military 
and security training company, its core philosophy is 
to drive its clients’ strategy and to disrupt the status-
quo in any conventional or asymmetric environment. 
Every year, 3,000+ people graduate from its 58 
courses, based on a scenario-driven and practical 
curriculum that reflects complex, evolving and 
escalatory operating environments. The company 

thoroughly prepares its students and mid-career 
professionals to apply national security knowledge in 
situations they will face in real-world combat roles and 
missions, no matter how hostile or benign in nature. 
As part of EDGE’s Electronic Warfare & Intelligence 
cluster, BEACON RED believes that complacency 
represents the greatest threat to national security. 
Focused on a relentless pursuit of pioneering, 
disruptive, and agile methods, the company can rapidly 
adapt to evolving circumstances in any operational 
environment, whether conventional or asymmetric.

Beezz Communications Solutions
Individual, 06-A05
Israel
Website: www.beezz.io, Email: gavriel@beezz.io
Contact: Gavriel Niryaev, Co-CEO & Founder
Mobile: +972-54-9902010

Beezz is the first security solution built specifically to 
protect against the new and growing vulnerabilities of 
the IOT universe, utilizing proprietary technology and 
advanced algorithms.
Beezz’ solution simplify and unify the complex and 
inefficient IOT security process.
Beezz is on a mission to return control to the hands 
of the government. The Beezz secure communication 
platform utilizes revolutionary technology to bypass 
all third-party players and ensure private, record-free 
communication.
Beezz prevents cyber attacks by :
  1. Network Segmentation: Restrains & Protects 
communication
      2. AI & Specific Data Access
      3. Total Network Visibility and Management 
      4. Detect & Protect security breach - Online
      5.  Automated platform orchestration

Beijing CBT Optics Equipment Co.,Ltd
Individual, 04-B02
Room 1501-03, Building C Tiantongtai tech-finance 
valley, No.29 Kechuang 13 st, BDA
Beijing
China
Tel: 86 010 84440109, Fax: 86 010 84440101
Website: www.cobtecinternational.com
Email: lly@cobtecinternational.com
Contact: Caroline Luo, Product manager
Mobile: 86 15901224943

In 2011, the CoBTec brand was founded by Beijing 
CBT Optics Equipment Co.,Ltd. In the same year, the 
CoBTec series high-tech products such as low-light-
level night vision, military thermal imager, range 
finder, vehicle auxiliary driver were developed and 
launched to market. The same brand of night vision 
device for helicopter pilot was launched to market 
in 2013, and the backpack electric hydraulic rescue 
tools were launched in 2015. In 2018, the hand-held 
thermal imager with image fusion function for fire 
fighting was officially launched, and it can provide 
wireless access to ad hoc network radio stations 
for real-time transmission of information such as 
video and voice location. With the development 
of hardware products, Zhuhai CoBTec Software 
Technology Co.,Ltd was established in 2017 in 
Zhuhai. And many patent certificates of its own 
intellectual property rights have been obtained at 
the same time. In 2019, COBTEC's brand new water 
rescue unmanned vehicle officially on entered 
the market with the certification of the relevant 
authoritative testing department.

Beijing FAD Technology Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C29
Room 304/No 35 Chaoqian Road, Changping 
District
Beijing
China
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Tel: 86 (01) 8978 7928, Fax: 86 (01) 8978 7305
Website: http://www.fadoptical.com/,
Email: wendy@fadoptical.com
Contact: Wendy Wei, Sales Director

Founded in the year 2010, Beijing FAD Technology 
Co., Ltd. (FAD), is a national high-tech enterprise 
specializing in R&D, manufacturing and marketing 
in the field of the infrared thermal imaging 
technology, providing proven infrared products and 
integrated optoelectronic solutions. As a national 
high-tech enterprise, FAD owns core products with 
proprietary intellectual property rights in such fields 
as long-wave infrared, medium-wave infrared, short-
wave infrared, wide spectrum, low illumination 
and multi-light fusion and is granted with more 
than 40 patents including invention patents, 
appearance design patents, utility model patents 
and software copyrights. In order to quickly realize 
new development and breakthroughs in the field of 
infrared thermal imaging technology, FAD has carried 
out strategic cooperation and technical exchanges 
with many universities, companies, and research 
institutes such as the National Defense University 
of PLA, China Aerospace Science and Industry 
Corporation (CASIC), and Tsinghua University.

Beijing MKST Technology Ltd
Individual, 04-B01
Room 304, HuaChangHang Bld. No .23A YingHuaYuan
Beijing, 100029
China
Tel: 86-10-64219702, Fax: 86-10-64217413
Website: www.mkst.cn, 
Email: mkst@bjmkst.cn
Contact: Junhua Chen, General manager
Mobile: 86-13911904597

Beijing MKST Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech 
enterprise which integrates research, development, 
manufacture and trade of high-performance non 

metallic materials, and body armor, vehicle armor. 
The company also enjoys self-owned import and 
export privilege. The business involves many fields 
for example, public security purpose protective 
products, such as bullet proof vest, bullet proof 
plate, bullet proof helmet, bullet proof shield, 
vehicle armor etc.
Our company has passed the ISO9001:2008 
Quality Management System Certification. MKST 
has already become one of the most important 
manufacturers and R&D centers in the composite 
material industry of China. Solid research strength, 
first-class processing equipment and advanced 
testing equipment, enable our products to get a 
good reputation in the market for its outstanding 
performance and stable quality, and our protective 
products are exported abroad.
“Credibility, Innovation, Cooperation, Win-win” is 
our business philosophy.

Beijing  Photoelectric  
Science & Technology Co.,Ltd
Individual, 07-C30
No.1  Road Chaoyang District
Beijing
China
Tel: 86-10-65738286, Fax: 86-10-65738286
Website: www.peoptics.com, 
Email: sales@peoptics.comHongsongyuan
Contact: Aimee Li, Marketing Director
Mobile: 86-18513145388

Beijing Photoelectric
Science&Technology Co.,Ltd
The manufacturer of the infrared lens and optical 
elements. We also have a strong R&D team and can 
customize lens according to special requirements.

Beijing Winyarn High Performance 
Eiber Company Limited
Individual, 12-D08
Building 10, Feizhongxin,Wuliqiao St.1
Beijing
China
Tel: 86 10 85717788, Fax: 86 10 85717988
Website: www.winyarn.com, 
Email: eugene.qu@wylton.com
Contact: Eugene Qu, Sales Engineer
Mobile: 86 13911761381

Beijing Winyarn is a global manufacturer and provider 
of UHMWPE. We're consistently focused on best-
quality fiber production and the best-performance 
end user products such as ropes and ballistic armor.
We have the best-in-class UHMWPE production 
Line. Our products include body armor military and 
civilian protective applications, light weight armor for 
vessels, vehicles and aircraft. Winyarn's bulletproof 
products demonstrate excellent resistance to UV 
rays, low temperatures, water and chemicals. Our 
products satisfy the standard of National Institute 
of Justice (NIJ) from level II to level IV. We can also 
design different styles of products according to the 
customer's special requirements. 

Belgian Advanced Technology Systems 
(BATS)
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A23
Allée des Noisetiers 8
B-4031 Angleur
Belgium
Tel: +32 4 367 0888, Fax: +32 4 367 1314
Website: www.bats.be, Email: marketing@bats.be
Contact: Frank Arnold, VP Sales & Marketing

BATS is an electronics company specialized in the 
design, development and supply of advanced 
technology solutions in the fields of Defence and 
Homeland Security. Main areas of operation and 

application are: battlefield surveillance, force 
protection, critical infrastructure protection, 
border and coastal surveillance and protection, 
cyber intelligence monitoring solutions. 
Are you looking for solutions that provide a 
comprehensive layered approach? Are you 
expecting solutions that enable capabilities 
of precise targeting, effective actionable 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance? 
Situational Awareness (SA) is a mission critical 
requirement (what is happening) which results 
in a comprehensive appreciation of the situation 
(who, where, why and how) and understanding 
of the problem. Commanders take responsibility 
for intelligence, dependent of timely, accurate 
and detailed information. This asks for the right 
information about the environment as well as the 
possible threats, to make decisions, at the right 
time. The superiority of BATS' solutions enables 
your staff to operate in complex rapidly changing 
operational environments.

BelOMO Holding
Individual Exhibitors, 08-A29
Belarus
Website: http://belomo.by/

BelOMO Holding is a multiproduct Association 
being engaged in development and production 
of high-quality optoelectronic, laser and optical-
and-mechanical products which meet the world 
standards and requirements.

Belspetsvneshtechnika, State-owned 
Foreign Trade Unitary Enterprise
Belarus Pavilion, 08-B21
Belarus
Website: www.bsvt.by 

State-owned Foreign Trade Unitary Enterprise 
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Tel: 86 (01) 8978 7928, Fax: 86 (01) 8978 7305
Website: http://www.fadoptical.com/,
Email: wendy@fadoptical.com
Contact: Wendy Wei, Sales Director

Founded in the year 2010, Beijing FAD Technology 
Co., Ltd. (FAD), is a national high-tech enterprise 
specializing in R&D, manufacturing and marketing 
in the field of the infrared thermal imaging 
technology, providing proven infrared products and 
integrated optoelectronic solutions. As a national 
high-tech enterprise, FAD owns core products with 
proprietary intellectual property rights in such fields 
as long-wave infrared, medium-wave infrared, short-
wave infrared, wide spectrum, low illumination 
and multi-light fusion and is granted with more 
than 40 patents including invention patents, 
appearance design patents, utility model patents 
and software copyrights. In order to quickly realize 
new development and breakthroughs in the field of 
infrared thermal imaging technology, FAD has carried 
out strategic cooperation and technical exchanges 
with many universities, companies, and research 
institutes such as the National Defense University 
of PLA, China Aerospace Science and Industry 
Corporation (CASIC), and Tsinghua University.

Beijing MKST Technology Ltd
Individual, 04-B01
Room 304, HuaChangHang Bld. No .23A YingHuaYuan
Beijing, 100029
China
Tel: 86-10-64219702, Fax: 86-10-64217413
Website: www.mkst.cn, 
Email: mkst@bjmkst.cn
Contact: Junhua Chen, General manager
Mobile: 86-13911904597

Beijing MKST Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech 
enterprise which integrates research, development, 
manufacture and trade of high-performance non 

metallic materials, and body armor, vehicle armor. 
The company also enjoys self-owned import and 
export privilege. The business involves many fields 
for example, public security purpose protective 
products, such as bullet proof vest, bullet proof 
plate, bullet proof helmet, bullet proof shield, 
vehicle armor etc.
Our company has passed the ISO9001:2008 
Quality Management System Certification. MKST 
has already become one of the most important 
manufacturers and R&D centers in the composite 
material industry of China. Solid research strength, 
first-class processing equipment and advanced 
testing equipment, enable our products to get a 
good reputation in the market for its outstanding 
performance and stable quality, and our protective 
products are exported abroad.
“Credibility, Innovation, Cooperation, Win-win” is 
our business philosophy.

Beijing  Photoelectric  
Science & Technology Co.,Ltd
Individual, 07-C30
No.1  Road Chaoyang District
Beijing
China
Tel: 86-10-65738286, Fax: 86-10-65738286
Website: www.peoptics.com, 
Email: sales@peoptics.comHongsongyuan
Contact: Aimee Li, Marketing Director
Mobile: 86-18513145388

Beijing Photoelectric
Science&Technology Co.,Ltd
The manufacturer of the infrared lens and optical 
elements. We also have a strong R&D team and can 
customize lens according to special requirements.

Beijing Winyarn High Performance 
Eiber Company Limited
Individual, 12-D08
Building 10, Feizhongxin,Wuliqiao St.1
Beijing
China
Tel: 86 10 85717788, Fax: 86 10 85717988
Website: www.winyarn.com, 
Email: eugene.qu@wylton.com
Contact: Eugene Qu, Sales Engineer
Mobile: 86 13911761381

Beijing Winyarn is a global manufacturer and provider 
of UHMWPE. We're consistently focused on best-
quality fiber production and the best-performance 
end user products such as ropes and ballistic armor.
We have the best-in-class UHMWPE production 
Line. Our products include body armor military and 
civilian protective applications, light weight armor for 
vessels, vehicles and aircraft. Winyarn's bulletproof 
products demonstrate excellent resistance to UV 
rays, low temperatures, water and chemicals. Our 
products satisfy the standard of National Institute 
of Justice (NIJ) from level II to level IV. We can also 
design different styles of products according to the 
customer's special requirements. 

Belgian Advanced Technology Systems 
(BATS)
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A23
Allée des Noisetiers 8
B-4031 Angleur
Belgium
Tel: +32 4 367 0888, Fax: +32 4 367 1314
Website: www.bats.be, Email: marketing@bats.be
Contact: Frank Arnold, VP Sales & Marketing

BATS is an electronics company specialized in the 
design, development and supply of advanced 
technology solutions in the fields of Defence and 
Homeland Security. Main areas of operation and 

application are: battlefield surveillance, force 
protection, critical infrastructure protection, 
border and coastal surveillance and protection, 
cyber intelligence monitoring solutions. 
Are you looking for solutions that provide a 
comprehensive layered approach? Are you 
expecting solutions that enable capabilities 
of precise targeting, effective actionable 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance? 
Situational Awareness (SA) is a mission critical 
requirement (what is happening) which results 
in a comprehensive appreciation of the situation 
(who, where, why and how) and understanding 
of the problem. Commanders take responsibility 
for intelligence, dependent of timely, accurate 
and detailed information. This asks for the right 
information about the environment as well as the 
possible threats, to make decisions, at the right 
time. The superiority of BATS' solutions enables 
your staff to operate in complex rapidly changing 
operational environments.

BelOMO Holding
Individual Exhibitors, 08-A29
Belarus
Website: http://belomo.by/

BelOMO Holding is a multiproduct Association 
being engaged in development and production 
of high-quality optoelectronic, laser and optical-
and-mechanical products which meet the world 
standards and requirements.

Belspetsvneshtechnika, State-owned 
Foreign Trade Unitary Enterprise
Belarus Pavilion, 08-B21
Belarus
Website: www.bsvt.by 

State-owned Foreign Trade Unitary Enterprise 
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(SFTUE) “Belspetsvneshtechnika” is the leading 
company specializing in export of military purpose 
hi-tech products and advanced technologies.
SFTUE “Belspetsvneshtechnika” is under the State 
Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of 
Belarus and holds all the state licenses for production 
and supply of military-purpose goods.
The Enterprise has been working since 1995. We 
successfully implement high-end technologies and 
develop our own production, starting from the 
state-of-the-art firing systems and optronic items up 
to modern C2 and C4I systems.
SFTUE “Belspetsvneshtechnika” acts as an integrator 
which uses the developments of the companies of 
the State Authority of Military Industry to fulfill full-
scale tasks. Namely, it is more than two dozens of 
specialized defense Belarusian companies working 
in different industry fields.

Beltech Export FZE
UAE Pavilion, 08-B18
601, Sky Tower, Al Reem island
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126818511, Fax: 97126818632
Email: Idex@beltechexport.ae
Contact: Michal Bolgarov, Director
Mobile: +971508275567

Beltech Export FZE was established in the United 
Arab Emirates in 2003.
The company is an authorized executing agent of 
joint military technical projects 
between the Republic of Belarus and the United 
Arab Emirates.
As of today, Beltech Export FZE’s portfolio includes 
more than 20 successfully completed projects for 
the benefit of the UAE Armed Forces.
The main fields of activity of Beltech Export FZE are: 
• Supply of telecommunications systems and optical 
equipment

• Upgrade, repair, and  maintenance of fire control 
systems 
• Electronic warfare ranges
• Command control centers
• Software development 
• Training services

Bertin Technologies
France Pavilion, 07-B45
155, rue Louis Armand - CS 30495 - 13593 Aix-en-
Provence Cedex 3
France
Tel: +33 (0)4 42 60 46 94 
Website: www.bertin-instruments.com, 
Email: nicolas.germain@bertin.fr
Contact: Nicolas Germain, Product manager
Mobile: + 33 (0)6 37 20 77 43

As a key player in the field of technological innovation 
since 1956, Bertin Technologies relies on its long 
experience to develop, produce and supply a wide 
range of state-of-the-art systems and instruments, 
in response to the most stringent requirements of 
kingly sectors such as: 
- Defense and Security;
- Nuclear and Health Physics; 
- Life Sciences;
- Medical Waste Management;
- Space and Large Scientific Instruments. 
Over the years, its team of experts has proven its 
ability to provide public institutions and industrial 
contractors with innovative solutions dedicated to 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, as 
well as detection and identification of Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) threats.
Having an interdisciplinary expertise, Bertin 
Technologies is able to offer a pragmatic solution 
to the major technical challenges of our time, while 
adapting to the industrial or operational constraints 
of its customers.

Bharat Dynamics Limted
Individual, 03-A32, 03-A30
India
Website: www.bdl-india.in

Bin Hilal Enterprises
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.bhe.ae 

Bin Hilal Enterprises (BHE) is a leading Emirati company 
based in Abu Dhabi. BHE is dedicated to supporting 
the development and growth of the Military and 
Commercial Aerospace and Defense industry in the 
UAE and GCC. From inception, the idea behind Bin Hilal 
Enterprises LLC was to create a platform to partner up 
with international companies to bring to the UAE the 
best of breed. We are successful at what we do because 
we understand the needs of our clients. Our clients are 
our partners and our partners are part of the Family. 
We are committed to the future of the United Arab 
Emirates in general and Abu Dhabi in specific. We are 
inspired by the founding father’s visionary guidance 
and the spirit of integrity that he instilled in all of us. 

BIRD Aerosystems
Israel Pavilion, 01-C11
10 Hasadnaot st., P.O.B 4038
Herzliya
Israel
Tel: 97299725700
Website: www.birdaero.com, 
Email: shaul@birdaero.com
Contact: Shaul Mazor, VP Marketing and Business 
Development
Mobile: +972543055828

BIRD Aerosystems is a leading global provider 
specializing in developing and deploying Airborne 

Missile Protection Systems (AMPS) and Airborne 
Surveillance, Information and Observation (ASIO) 
solutions.
BIRD's field-proven AMPS family of solutions 
provides complete protection for helicopters and 
fixed-wing aircraft against all known Surface to Air 
Missiles. 
The solutions include:
MACS (Missile Approach Confirmation Sensor): 
Confirms suspected incoming missile threats to 
eliminate False Alarms.
SPREOS DIRCM: A Confirmation Sensor combined 
with an Active Laser jammer tailored to defeat each 
specific threat.
ASIO: An advanced special mission task force 
solution tailored for Maritime and Ground 
surveillance missions. ASIO connects airborne, 
naval, and ground units, all using BIRD's Command 
and Control system (MSIS) and sharing a Unified 
Situational Awareness Picture.
BIRD's solutions are in wide-scale, long-term 
use by some of the world's largest commercial, 
governmental, military, and transnational 
organizations – including NATO, UN Air Operations, 
the US Government, Airbus, and many others.

BLUCHER GmbH
Individual, C9-001
Mettmanner Strasse 25
40699 Erkrath
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)211 - 92 44 - 291, 
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 92 44 - 18 147
Website: www.bluecher.com, 
Email: hans-joerg.wickert@bluecher.com
Contact: Hans-Joerg Wickert, Sales Director
Mobile: +49 (0)174 - 311 28 53
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(SFTUE) “Belspetsvneshtechnika” is the leading 
company specializing in export of military purpose 
hi-tech products and advanced technologies.
SFTUE “Belspetsvneshtechnika” is under the State 
Authority for Military Industry of the Republic of 
Belarus and holds all the state licenses for production 
and supply of military-purpose goods.
The Enterprise has been working since 1995. We 
successfully implement high-end technologies and 
develop our own production, starting from the 
state-of-the-art firing systems and optronic items up 
to modern C2 and C4I systems.
SFTUE “Belspetsvneshtechnika” acts as an integrator 
which uses the developments of the companies of 
the State Authority of Military Industry to fulfill full-
scale tasks. Namely, it is more than two dozens of 
specialized defense Belarusian companies working 
in different industry fields.

Beltech Export FZE
UAE Pavilion, 08-B18
601, Sky Tower, Al Reem island
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126818511, Fax: 97126818632
Email: Idex@beltechexport.ae
Contact: Michal Bolgarov, Director
Mobile: +971508275567

Beltech Export FZE was established in the United 
Arab Emirates in 2003.
The company is an authorized executing agent of 
joint military technical projects 
between the Republic of Belarus and the United 
Arab Emirates.
As of today, Beltech Export FZE’s portfolio includes 
more than 20 successfully completed projects for 
the benefit of the UAE Armed Forces.
The main fields of activity of Beltech Export FZE are: 
• Supply of telecommunications systems and optical 
equipment

• Upgrade, repair, and  maintenance of fire control 
systems 
• Electronic warfare ranges
• Command control centers
• Software development 
• Training services

Bertin Technologies
France Pavilion, 07-B45
155, rue Louis Armand - CS 30495 - 13593 Aix-en-
Provence Cedex 3
France
Tel: +33 (0)4 42 60 46 94 
Website: www.bertin-instruments.com, 
Email: nicolas.germain@bertin.fr
Contact: Nicolas Germain, Product manager
Mobile: + 33 (0)6 37 20 77 43

As a key player in the field of technological innovation 
since 1956, Bertin Technologies relies on its long 
experience to develop, produce and supply a wide 
range of state-of-the-art systems and instruments, 
in response to the most stringent requirements of 
kingly sectors such as: 
- Defense and Security;
- Nuclear and Health Physics; 
- Life Sciences;
- Medical Waste Management;
- Space and Large Scientific Instruments. 
Over the years, its team of experts has proven its 
ability to provide public institutions and industrial 
contractors with innovative solutions dedicated to 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, as 
well as detection and identification of Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) threats.
Having an interdisciplinary expertise, Bertin 
Technologies is able to offer a pragmatic solution 
to the major technical challenges of our time, while 
adapting to the industrial or operational constraints 
of its customers.

Bharat Dynamics Limted
Individual, 03-A32, 03-A30
India
Website: www.bdl-india.in

Bin Hilal Enterprises
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.bhe.ae 

Bin Hilal Enterprises (BHE) is a leading Emirati company 
based in Abu Dhabi. BHE is dedicated to supporting 
the development and growth of the Military and 
Commercial Aerospace and Defense industry in the 
UAE and GCC. From inception, the idea behind Bin Hilal 
Enterprises LLC was to create a platform to partner up 
with international companies to bring to the UAE the 
best of breed. We are successful at what we do because 
we understand the needs of our clients. Our clients are 
our partners and our partners are part of the Family. 
We are committed to the future of the United Arab 
Emirates in general and Abu Dhabi in specific. We are 
inspired by the founding father’s visionary guidance 
and the spirit of integrity that he instilled in all of us. 

BIRD Aerosystems
Israel Pavilion, 01-C11
10 Hasadnaot st., P.O.B 4038
Herzliya
Israel
Tel: 97299725700
Website: www.birdaero.com, 
Email: shaul@birdaero.com
Contact: Shaul Mazor, VP Marketing and Business 
Development
Mobile: +972543055828

BIRD Aerosystems is a leading global provider 
specializing in developing and deploying Airborne 

Missile Protection Systems (AMPS) and Airborne 
Surveillance, Information and Observation (ASIO) 
solutions.
BIRD's field-proven AMPS family of solutions 
provides complete protection for helicopters and 
fixed-wing aircraft against all known Surface to Air 
Missiles. 
The solutions include:
MACS (Missile Approach Confirmation Sensor): 
Confirms suspected incoming missile threats to 
eliminate False Alarms.
SPREOS DIRCM: A Confirmation Sensor combined 
with an Active Laser jammer tailored to defeat each 
specific threat.
ASIO: An advanced special mission task force 
solution tailored for Maritime and Ground 
surveillance missions. ASIO connects airborne, 
naval, and ground units, all using BIRD's Command 
and Control system (MSIS) and sharing a Unified 
Situational Awareness Picture.
BIRD's solutions are in wide-scale, long-term 
use by some of the world's largest commercial, 
governmental, military, and transnational 
organizations – including NATO, UN Air Operations, 
the US Government, Airbus, and many others.

BLUCHER GmbH
Individual, C9-001
Mettmanner Strasse 25
40699 Erkrath
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)211 - 92 44 - 291, 
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 92 44 - 18 147
Website: www.bluecher.com, 
Email: hans-joerg.wickert@bluecher.com
Contact: Hans-Joerg Wickert, Sales Director
Mobile: +49 (0)174 - 311 28 53
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Boeing
USA Pavilion, 03-A19
United States
Website: www.boeing.com

Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company 
and leading manufacturer of commercial jetliners, 
defense, space and security systems, and service 
provider of aftermarket support. As America’s biggest 
manufacturing exporter, the company supports 
airlines and U.S. and allied government customers 
in more than 150 countries. Boeing products and 
tailored services include commercial and military 
aircraft, satellites, weapons, electronic and defense 
systems, launch systems, advanced information and 
communication systems, and performance-based 
logistics and training.
Boeing’s relationship with the Middle East extends 
back to 1945. Since then, Boeing has established a 
number of offices across the region, first in Riyadh in 
1982, then a dedicated Boeing Defense, Space and 
Security (BDS) office in Abu Dhabi in 1999, a regional 
headquarters in Dubai in 2005 and an office in Doha 
in 2010. Boeing has field service teams across the 
region and two distribution centers for airplane 
spare parts in Dubai.

Bolle Safety
France Pavilion, 07-B46
France
Website: www.bolle-safety.com 

Bollé Safety is an safety eyewear specialist. With a 
wide range of comfortable and protective safety 
and prescription eyewear, Bollé Safety has the right 
equipment for your unique needs. Led by innovation 
for over 130 years, we develop all our products and 
services to go beyond our users’ expectations.

BREN-TRONICS
France Pavilion, 07-A20
France
Website: www.bren-tronics.com 

For over 47 years, Bren-Tronics has been an expert in 
energy storage applications including rechargeable 
lithium-ion batteries, smart universal chargers and 
complete power systems for military customers 
around the world.

Bruker Optik GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-D01
Bruker - Haus II - Permoserstrasse 19
Leipzig
Germany
Tel: 000493412431328
Website: www.bruker.com/detection, 
Email: jonathan.page@bruker.com
Contact: Jonathan Page, BU Manager
Mobile: 00491622655515

Bruker is recognised as the leading authority on the 
use of detection and identification technologies to 
mitigate the threat from the accidental or deliberate 
release of toxic gases, explosives and radioactive 
materials that could kill or injure civilians and military 
personnel. We offer the world’s most comprehensive 
range of threat detection and identification 
solutions and can help you to assess how these can 
be best employed to protect people, property and 
military assets. We develop, manufacture and supply 
technology worldwide for a range of customers and 
end users that need to protect people and property.
Bruker is strongly committed to meeting its 
customers‘ needs by continuing to revolutionise the 
design, manufacture and distribution of detection 
tools based on our core technologies; by providing 
solutions that are regarded as the ‘Gold Standard’ by 
threat mitigation experts.

BSDI
Belgium Pavilion, 22
Belgium
Website: www.bsdi.be

The Belgian Security & Defence Industry (BSDI) 
association represents the national security and 
defence industry. As such, its main objectives are 
to safeguard and promote the member companies 
as well as their products and services, both at home 
and abroad.

Bynuna Hunting And Shooting LLC
UAE Pavilion, C8-001
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.baynunahunt.com

CAE
Individual, 01-A21
Canada
Website: www.cae.com 

CAE is a high technology company, at the leading 
edge of digital immersion, providing solutions to 
make the world a safer place. Backed by a record of 
more than 70 years of industry firsts, we continue to 
reimagine the customer experience and revolutionize 
training and operational support solutions in civil 
aviation, defence and security, and healthcare. We 
are the partner of choice to customers worldwide 
who operate in complex, high-stakes and largely 
regulated environments, where successful outcomes 
are critical. We have the broadest global presence in 
our industry, with approximately 10,000 employees, 
160 sites and training locations in over 35 countries.

CALIDUS
UAE Pavilion, CP-240
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.calidus.ae
 

Cambridge Pixel Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C07
New Cambridge House, Litlington
Royston
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1763 852749
Website: www.cambridgepixel.com, 
Email: mark.saunders@cambridgepixel.com
Contact: Mark Saunders, Sales Director

Cambridge Pixel is a specialist, award winning 
supplier of Radar Processing and Display hardware 
and software. Our customers are typically Defence 
Prime Contractors, Radar Manufacturers or System 
Integrators. Exporting to over 50 countries, our 
products include: 
*SPx Development, a toolkit and library for 
developers 
*SPx Server for radar video distribution, plot 
extraction and tracking 
*SPx Fusion for combining track sources 
Radar Display Software for a number of applications, 
including: 
*RadarView for engineering and monitoring 
displays 
*RadarWatch for Coastal Surveillance 
*ASD100 for Air Situation Display 
*VSD for radar and camera security display and 
C-UAS systems 
*USVx for unmanned surface vessels 
*The HPx range of radar interface cards and 
modules, including the HPx346 radar-to-network 
converter.
*Accessories such as the fully scenario SPx Simulator 
and multi-channel RDR recorder
As well as radar related expertise, Cambridge Pixel 
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Website: www.boeing.com

Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company 
and leading manufacturer of commercial jetliners, 
defense, space and security systems, and service 
provider of aftermarket support. As America’s biggest 
manufacturing exporter, the company supports 
airlines and U.S. and allied government customers 
in more than 150 countries. Boeing products and 
tailored services include commercial and military 
aircraft, satellites, weapons, electronic and defense 
systems, launch systems, advanced information and 
communication systems, and performance-based 
logistics and training.
Boeing’s relationship with the Middle East extends 
back to 1945. Since then, Boeing has established a 
number of offices across the region, first in Riyadh in 
1982, then a dedicated Boeing Defense, Space and 
Security (BDS) office in Abu Dhabi in 1999, a regional 
headquarters in Dubai in 2005 and an office in Doha 
in 2010. Boeing has field service teams across the 
region and two distribution centers for airplane 
spare parts in Dubai.

Bolle Safety
France Pavilion, 07-B46
France
Website: www.bolle-safety.com 

Bollé Safety is an safety eyewear specialist. With a 
wide range of comfortable and protective safety 
and prescription eyewear, Bollé Safety has the right 
equipment for your unique needs. Led by innovation 
for over 130 years, we develop all our products and 
services to go beyond our users’ expectations.

BREN-TRONICS
France Pavilion, 07-A20
France
Website: www.bren-tronics.com 

For over 47 years, Bren-Tronics has been an expert in 
energy storage applications including rechargeable 
lithium-ion batteries, smart universal chargers and 
complete power systems for military customers 
around the world.

Bruker Optik GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-D01
Bruker - Haus II - Permoserstrasse 19
Leipzig
Germany
Tel: 000493412431328
Website: www.bruker.com/detection, 
Email: jonathan.page@bruker.com
Contact: Jonathan Page, BU Manager
Mobile: 00491622655515

Bruker is recognised as the leading authority on the 
use of detection and identification technologies to 
mitigate the threat from the accidental or deliberate 
release of toxic gases, explosives and radioactive 
materials that could kill or injure civilians and military 
personnel. We offer the world’s most comprehensive 
range of threat detection and identification 
solutions and can help you to assess how these can 
be best employed to protect people, property and 
military assets. We develop, manufacture and supply 
technology worldwide for a range of customers and 
end users that need to protect people and property.
Bruker is strongly committed to meeting its 
customers‘ needs by continuing to revolutionise the 
design, manufacture and distribution of detection 
tools based on our core technologies; by providing 
solutions that are regarded as the ‘Gold Standard’ by 
threat mitigation experts.

BSDI
Belgium Pavilion, 22
Belgium
Website: www.bsdi.be

The Belgian Security & Defence Industry (BSDI) 
association represents the national security and 
defence industry. As such, its main objectives are 
to safeguard and promote the member companies 
as well as their products and services, both at home 
and abroad.

Bynuna Hunting And Shooting LLC
UAE Pavilion, C8-001
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.baynunahunt.com

CAE
Individual, 01-A21
Canada
Website: www.cae.com 

CAE is a high technology company, at the leading 
edge of digital immersion, providing solutions to 
make the world a safer place. Backed by a record of 
more than 70 years of industry firsts, we continue to 
reimagine the customer experience and revolutionize 
training and operational support solutions in civil 
aviation, defence and security, and healthcare. We 
are the partner of choice to customers worldwide 
who operate in complex, high-stakes and largely 
regulated environments, where successful outcomes 
are critical. We have the broadest global presence in 
our industry, with approximately 10,000 employees, 
160 sites and training locations in over 35 countries.
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Cambridge Pixel Ltd
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New Cambridge House, Litlington
Royston
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1763 852749
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Email: mark.saunders@cambridgepixel.com
Contact: Mark Saunders, Sales Director

Cambridge Pixel is a specialist, award winning 
supplier of Radar Processing and Display hardware 
and software. Our customers are typically Defence 
Prime Contractors, Radar Manufacturers or System 
Integrators. Exporting to over 50 countries, our 
products include: 
*SPx Development, a toolkit and library for 
developers 
*SPx Server for radar video distribution, plot 
extraction and tracking 
*SPx Fusion for combining track sources 
Radar Display Software for a number of applications, 
including: 
*RadarView for engineering and monitoring 
displays 
*RadarWatch for Coastal Surveillance 
*ASD100 for Air Situation Display 
*VSD for radar and camera security display and 
C-UAS systems 
*USVx for unmanned surface vessels 
*The HPx range of radar interface cards and 
modules, including the HPx346 radar-to-network 
converter.
*Accessories such as the fully scenario SPx Simulator 
and multi-channel RDR recorder
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also has modules for the control of and display of 
video from EO/IR sensors, including Augmented 
Reality and 'Slew-to-Cue' PTZ control.

CAMERO-TECH
Israel Pavilion, 01-B40
Intergama Building Level 3, Grand Netter Industrial 
Zone
Netanya
Israel
Tel: +972-73-7172333, Fax: +972-73-7172323
Website: www.camero-tech.com, 
Email: info@camero-tech.com

Camero, a world leading provider of Ultra Wide 
Band (UWB) imaging solutions, is part of the SK 
Group.
Camero’s Xaver™ life-saving through-the-wall 
imaging systems have become the solution of 
choice for top military forces, law enforcement 
agencies and search and rescue teams throughout 
the world and have been successfully operationally 
deployed.
Camero’s Xaver™ systems provide the users with 
unprecedented situational awareness for an 
operational advantage. The innovative Sense-
Through-The-Wall (STTW) capabilities are an 
invaluable tool for users involved in operations in 
urban terrain.
Camero’s interdisciplinary engineering team 
includes Radio Frequency (RF) antenna design, 
signal and image processing, board and logic 
design, industrial design, and system integration 
experts. 
Camero’s diverse line of products includes several 
systems such as the Xaver™  including a unique full 
3D through-the-wall imaging device.
As an ISO 9001:2015 rated company, Camero 
is committed to customer satisfaction with the 
highest standards of design, development and 
manufacturing.

Canadian Association of Defence & 
Security Industries (CADSI)
Canada Pavilion
Canada
Tel: 613-235-5337
Website: www.defenceandsecurity.ca, 
Email: cadsi@defenceandsecurity.ca
Contact: Steven Hillier, Associate Vice President

CADSI is an active business partner to leading 
defence and security companies that produce world-
class goods, services and cyber technologies across 
Canada. We are the national voice representing 
industry to government and offer platforms to 
connect companies with customers. Our team 
provides members with access to policy insights and 
expertise, the benefits of a longstanding relationship 
with the Department of National Defence and 
Canadian Armed Forces, and market opportunities 
across Canada and our allied nations.

Capital Events LLC
Individual
ADNEC Group Head Office, PO Box 5546
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 444 6900, Fax: +971 2 444 6135
Website: https://capitalevents.ae 

Capital Events is a leading organiser of some of the 
Middle East and the world’s flagship exhibitions 
and conferences. Part of the Abu Dhabi National 
Exhibitions Company (ADNEC), and based out 
of the capital of the UAE, Capital Events offers 
internationally leading event organising capabilities 
and services to clients and exhibitors choosing to 
partner with the company. Among the events which 
the company organises are the International Defence 
Exhibition (IDEX), the Naval Defence and Maritime 
Security Exhibition (NAVDEX), the Unmanned 
Systems Exhibition and Conference (UMEX) and the 

Simulation and Training Exhibition and Conference 
(SimTEX), the International Exhibition for National 
Security and Resilience (ISNR Abu Dhabi), SIAL 
Middle East, the Abu Dhabi Date Palm Exhibition, and 
the Abu Dhabi International Boat Show. As regional 
industry leaders, Capital Events fosters commercial 
relationships and cultural exchange to enable future 
business possibility, alongside supporting the growth 
of Abu Dhabi as a global centre for business tourism.

Caracal
EDGE, 05-A05
Tawazun Industrial Park
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 2015222, Fax: +971 2 2015 223
Website: caracal.ae, Email: info@caracal.ae

Established in 2007, Caracal is a regional leader in 
high-performance small arms. The company designs, 
engineers, innovates, and manufactures battlefield-
proven firearms for law enforcement, security, and 
military forces, with a production legacy spanning 
more than 15 years. Part of the Missiles & Weapons 
cluster of EDGE, Caracal’s product portfolio includes 
pistols, submachine guns, assault rifles, and sniper 
rifles across a range of calibres. Caracal’s experience 
reflects in the quality, performance, and dependability 
of its growing range of weapons, incorporating the 
latest technological advances, developed to meet the 
evolving and challenging nature of warfare as well as 
the diverse mission requirements of customers in the 
UAE and abroad.

Carroll Communications
FTEZ, FT-024
United States
Website: www.carrollcommunications.guru 

IT, Communications, and telecommunications 

Products: Radios, fiber Optics, telecommunications, 
and much more.  Our product & service delivery 
model includes project management, assessments, 
installation, many services, and product supply. 
Carroll Communications brings together our 
experienced and talented staff with our partner 
companies for teaming to assist organizations 
in developing the very best solutions. Through 
professional programs and project management, 
we connect government agencies and corporations 
with the right product and services.
Corporate Headquarters is just outside of Myrtle 
Beach, SC USA 
Official  Protege of General Dynamics Mission 
Systems 
HUBZone Certified
Small Business Certified
Veteran Owned Company Certified
Disabled Veteran Owned Company Certified
For More Information Please call or write:
Office: +1 (910) 377-2441
sales@carrollcommunications.guru

C-Astral D.O.O.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Mirce 26
5270 Ajdovscina
Slovenia
Tel: +386 5 8500 840
Website: https://www.c-astral.com/
Email: andrej.bizjak@c-astral.com
Contact: Andrej Bizjak, Sales Manager
Mobile: +386 40121 119

C-Astral is an aerospace enterprise and solution 
provider based in Ajdovscina, Slovenia, the “hub” of 
advanced aerospace development and integration 
in this part of the world. The company is one of the 
market leaders in the small unmanned systems (UAS/
UAV) and services field and has a global presence, 
a robust research and development program and 
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advanced integration/customization capacities. 
The company is built around the fields of expertise 
and practical experience in aerospace, unmanned 
systems, electronics and sensor development, aerial 
based surveying and processing, remote sensing, 
telecommunications, renewable energy systems 
and extreme environment autonomous habitats 
and communications. C-Astral operates a software 
and hardware laboratory for aerodynamics and 
systems integration work and a prototyping CAD/
CAM workshop facility for composite and metal 
materials work, modeling and systems integration. 
The founders of C-ASTRAL have been active in 
renewable energy systems integration and habitats 
work since 1994 and in aerospace since 1999.

CBC
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil
Website: cbcdefense.com.br

World leader in ammunition for portable weapons 
and one of the main suppliers to NATO, CBC is the 
premier defense brand in the small caliber segment. 
CBC products are used globally and contribute to 
the protection and security of millions of people.
CBC was created in Brazil in 1926 and holds the status 
of Strategic Defense Company, being the primary 
supplier to the local military and law enforcement 
sectors. It serves as the headquarters for CBC Global 
Ammunition, the holding for a group of companies 
internationally active in the ammunition sector: CBC 
Brazil, Magtech Ammunition USA, MEN Germany 
and Sellier & Bellot Czech Republic.
The comprehensive range of CBC products is 
exported to over 100 countries, meeting the needs 
of Military, Law Enforcement and Commercial 
markets.

CCO CREATIVE CONSULTING GMBH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C02
Germany
Website: www.cco-germany.eu, 
Email: cco@cco-germany.eu

The company is a German sales representative for 
international security & defense exhibitions in over 20 
countries. It is the organiser of the German national 
pavilion and is the partner for the organisation of 
symposia and in-house exhibitions.

CEIA SpA
Italy Pavilion, 06-B01
Zona Industriale Viciomaggio 54
Arezzo
Italy
Tel: +39 0 575 4181
Website: www.ceia.net, 
Email: rmoroni@ceia-spa.com
Contact: Raffaello Moroni, Sales Manager

CEIA is a world leading manufacturing company 
specialized in the design, engineering and 
production of a complete range of Metal Detectors 
and Electromagnetic Inspection Devices conceived 
to satisfy every need in the Demining, C-IED, Security 
and Industrial Sectors. Thanks to 50 years of in-depth 
research and experience, combined with the most 
advanced electronic and mechanical technologies, 
CEIA has established itself as a primary manufacturer 
of high-performance Ground Search Metal Detectors 
and sensors.

CEIEC
China Pavilion, 11-A09
China
Website: www.ceiec.com 

Cemar International Industrial FZCO
UAE Pavilion, C11-15
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.cemar-international.com 

Cemar International Industrial FZCO is a single point 
source for all armoring materials with its head office 
and factory located in Dubai, UAE and its export 
operations spread all over world.
We are one of the biggest stockiest and exclusive 
dealer for world-class armoring material like Armored 
/ Ballistic Steel, Armored Vehicle Suspension Sets and 
manufacturer of  BR Glass, Runflat Systems, Heavy 
Duty Hinges, Turret Rings, Blast Seats etc.
Our services include in house processing of steel kits 
for APCs, armored vehicles with CNC laser cutting, 
bending and basic fabrication operations.

Cerbair
Individual, 07-A05
47, rue de la Vanne
Montrouge
France
Tel: +339 72 62 58 58
Website: www.cerbair.com, 
Email: contact@cerbair.com
Contact: Charles-Hubert Dufour, Chief Commercial 
Officer

Founded in 2015, Cerbair is a French security and 
defense company, which was created to respond to 
drone incidents. Our mission is to offer a cost-effective 
solution and give the possibility to any entity to 
protect its airspace. Our solutions deliver 80% of the 
performance of defense giants for 5% of their prices.
This approach allows civilians to protect themselves like 
any sensitive strategic infrastructure.
Our stationary, mobile and portable anti-drone solutions 
use radio frequency sensors and effectors to protect 
sensitive sites against malicious drones. Our solutions 
always adapt to our customers’ environment as well 

as their budgets thanks to our modular approach. 
Cerbair thus protects nearby airspace in 3 stages:
1. Detect: even before the drone takes off 
2. Identify: type of drone
3. Neutralize: real-time alerts make it possible to 
quickly stop the pilot or intelligently jam his drone to 
force it to land.

CES Illeri Kompozit ve Sav. Tekn. San. 
Ve Tic. A.S.
Individual, 06-A34
United Kingdom
Website: www.cesarmour.co.uk

CES Advanced Composites & Defense Technologies 
Inc. has established itself as a designer, developer 
and manufacturer of advanced composite parts 
and assemblies. Moreover, it has taken its place 
among the world’s leading manufacturers of 
ballistic protective solutions with its investments.
It has the infrastructure, capability and capacity to 
position itself as the leading supplier of advanced 
composite materials, ballistic protective products, 
engineering services and tooling equipment in the 
local market and targeted global composites and 
defense market.
With its expertise in composite material design, 
development and production, CES’s know-how 
has enabled the development of a leading range 
of products for a broad spectrum of applications. 
As well as focusing on the defense and aerospace 
industry, CES is continuing its research and 
development activities to utilise its expertise in land 
and naval platforms, whilst increasing its capacity in 
ballistic plates manufacturing.

Ceska Zbrojovka a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.czub.cz/en 
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CZ is part of the international holding Česká 
zbrojovka Group SE. It is a leading engineering 
company specializing in the manufacture and sales 
of small arms, including accessories (ammunition, 
ballistic products etc.). The company also provides 
comprehensive solutions for hunting and sport as 
well as for armed forces.

CETC International Co., Ltd.
China Pavilion, 11-A06
China
Website: www.cetci.cn 

As the leader in the field of electronic and 
information system integration in China, CETC is 
always devoted to providing satisfactory service to 
customers with tailor-made electronic information 
total solutions which are innovative, unique and 
forward-looking. Being a competitive supplier in 
the world, CETC provides: 
C4KISR 
Radar
EW·Communication
Anti-terrorism and Public Security
Space and Aviation Electronic System
New Energy Resources
Metropolitan Light Rail Transit System
Intelligent Traffic Control and Management System 
Petrol Electronic System·Modern Agriculture 
Electronic Special Equipment 
Electronic Material and Components

Chanakya Aerospace Defence
& Maritime Review
Individual Exhibitors
7/13, Kalkaji Extension
New Delhi
India
Tel: +919810965897
Website: www.chanakyaaerospacedefence.com
Email: anita@chanakyaaerospacedefence.com

Contact: Anita Kaul, Editor & Co-Publisher
Mobile: +919810965897

Chanakya Aerospace, Defence & Maritime Review, 
India›s leading & oldest international defence 
review, publishing since 1969, is in its 52nd year 
of publication. The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence 
& Maritime Review, is in its 47th year as a monthly 
publication since 1975, published every 15th of the 
month, covering Aerospace, Defence, Maritime\
Naval fields, with emphasis on reviewing global 
systems and equipment updates with news and 
technical analysis. The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence 
& Maritime Review is the most widely circulated 
publication of its type in India, being the Only Tri-
Services Magazine for 52 Years, with an International 
Circulation covering all continents, with subscribers 
in 63 Countries worldwide. In 52 years, an extensive 
readership base in Indian Defence has been 
established. Chanakya is hence the largest circulated 
Defence Monthly magazine in India for all Defence 
Forces – Land, Air and Naval\Coast Guard. 

Chess Dynamics Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C38
United Kingdom
Website: www.chess-dynamics.com

Chess Dynamics is a defence and aerospace sub-
system supplier to UK and overseas customers, 
using engineering expertise to develop new and 
innovative rugged products qualified to work in the 
harshest environments.
Chess designs and manufactures an extensive range 
of Electro-Optical (EO) tracking and surveillance 
intelligent sub-systems for military land and naval 
applications in addition to critical infrastructure and 
security systems.
These solutions incorporate thermal imagers, TV 
cameras, laser range finders and radars. Chess 
enables the user to control the platform by joystick, 
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harshest environments.
Chess designs and manufactures an extensive range 
of Electro-Optical (EO) tracking and surveillance 
intelligent sub-systems for military land and naval 
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security systems.
These solutions incorporate thermal imagers, TV 
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auto-track, slew-to-cue, radar-cue and remote 
sensor-cue for passive target detection, recognition 
and identification. The more complex EO systems are 
integrated and used as part of complete fire control 
systems and may also be integrated into vehicle 
surveillance systems.
Chess provides its customers with a complete design, 
development and manufacturing service from 
standard products to bespoke engineering solutions.

Chiltern Global Limited
Individual, 10-E01
United Kingdom
Website: www.chilternglobal.com 

Chiltern Global provides manufacturing solutions 
for bespoke products within the defence industry. 
Combining years of field and manufacturing experience, 
Chiltern Global delivers practical, cutting-edge solutions 
that meet the strict requirements of the armed forces.
Following 30 years in the Metropolitan Police Service, 
Matthew Butterworth launched Chiltern Global in 2005. 
This background in enforcement paved the way for 
Chiltern Global’s course into the defence industry. We 
work directly with a number of manufacturing partners, 
in addition to collaborating with leading businesses and 
prime contractors to military forces across the world.
Located on the outskirts of London, we are uniquely 
positioned to offer British quality standards at an 
affordable price, ensuring that our partners can remain 
competitive when bidding on tenders.
Accredited to ISO 9001: 2015 international standards, our 
quality control procedures are unashamedly rigorous. 
Using a sophisticated, tailor-made project management 
system, we micromanage the production process from 
design conception to delivery.

China Jing An Import & Export 
Corporation (CIAIE)
China Pavilion, 11-A07

China
Website: www.cjaie.com 
Incorporated in 1984, China Jing An Import & Export 
Corporation (CJAIE) is a state-owned corporation 
that specializes in military trading with the approval 
of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China 
and the Central Military Commission. We offer a 
wide selection including conventional weapon and 
ammunition, police equipment, counter-terrorism 
and anti-riot products.

China National Aero-Technology 
Import & Export Corporation
China Pavilion, 10-E22
Beijing
China
Website: www.catic.cn

China North Industreis Corp.
China Pavilion, 10-D05
NO.12A Guang An Men NanJie Street
Beijing
China
Tel: 861063529988, Fax: 861063540398
Website: www.norinco.cn, 
Email: norinco@norinco.cn
Contact: Wang Niu, Business Manager

As a global leader in land weapon system, 
NORINCO provides individualized solutions for 
various customers. In the fields of fire strike, 
maneuver and assault, air-defense and anti-
missile, anti-fortification and armor-penetration, 
special operation, intelligence and reconnaissance, 
command and control, as well as comprehensive 
support, NORINCO offers integrated & organic 
defense system solutions and reliable logistic 
support to our customers worldwide. NORINCO is 
committed to and strives for customer satisfaction.
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CILAS
France Pavilion, 07-A14
8 avenue Buffon
Orleans 45063
France
Website: https://cilas.ariane.group/en/,
 Email: vautrin@cilas.com
Contact: Antoine Vautrin, Head of Export Sales
Mobile: +33 (0)6 85 62 90 28

For over 50 years, the company CILAS, subsidiary 
of ArianeGroup, has been at the leading edge of 
the modern technology sector thanks to its unique 
expertise in laser and optronics.
CILAS develops, manufactures and markets a wide 
range of products and systems for defence and 
security. The company is also involved in scientific 
and industrial laser programs.
CILAS’ main activities include: 
Target laser designators for laser guiding ammunition 
(DHY ground laser target designators and ALADEM 
laser target designation modules) ;
Surveillance and laser optics detection for counter-
sniping, counter-intelligence and protection of 
critical infrastructure (SLD 500);
C-UAV laser systems (HELMA-P).
CILAS’ products are combat proven and in service in 
more 30 different countries around the world.

Cingulate Technology
Individual, 06-A05
United States
Tel: 972542126718
Website: www.cingulate.group, 
Email: jhamou@cingulate.group
Contact: Joseph Hamou, Head of Merger and 
acquisition
-Security solutions, IOT vulnerabilities for all devices
-GPS Tracking & electonic monitoring
-Cybersecurity of Industrial assets
-Communication s/w & h/w products
-Biometric solutions, Fingerprint, face & voice 

recognition
-Virtual Reality Products

Clarion Defence Events
Individual, 05-C01
United Kingdom
Website: https://www.clarion-defence.com/

The 25 events that make up Clarion’s Defence and 
Security portfolio are acknowledged as the premier 
forums for doing business and networking for future 
growth. Annually these events bring together some 
3,550+ exhibitors and 141,500+ participants in ten 
countries.
Clarion’s events, offer a collaborative space for 
organisations of all sizes to meet with their customers, 
partners and decision makers. From senior military 
personnel seeking the latest developments in 
advanced weapons platforms, to mid-tier suppliers 
looking to enrich and expand their supply chains, 
Clarion’s events offer a venue for leading equipment 
and services providers of all sizes to converge and 
collaborate.

Cobra Aero
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.cobra-aero.com

COGES
France Pavilion
65, rue de Courcelles
Paris
France
Website: www.eurosatory.com, 
Email: j.vigna@cogesevents.com
Contact: Jérémy Vigna, Sales & Marketing Director
Mobile: +33 6 07 74 20 28

COGES is the subsidiary of the French land and air-

land Defense and Security industries Association 
GICAT. COGES organizes Eurosatory, the leading 
event in the world dedicated to Land & Airland 
Defense and Security. The next edition will take place 
in Paris, on 13-17 June 2022.
In 2021, COGES will organize its two tri-service 
exhibitions (Land, Air, Sea) in regions with high 
business potential: Shield Africa (Abidjan, Cote 
d›Ivoire, 7-10 June, 2021), dedicated to homeland 
security and defense for the African continent and 
Expodefensa, (29 nov.-1 December 2021, Bogota, 
Colombia), the Defense and Security exhibition of 
reference for Latin America and Caribbean markets.

Cognyte
Israel Pavilion, 01-C15
Israel
Website: www.cognyte.com, 
Email: info@cognyte.com

Cognyte is a global leader in security analytics software 
that empowers governments and enterprises with 
Actionable Intelligence for a safer world. Our open 
software fuses, analyzes and visualizes disparate data 
sets at scale to help security organizations find the 
needles in the haystacks. Over 1,000 government 
and enterprise customers in more than 100 countries 
rely on Cognyte’s solutions to accelerate security 
investigations and connect the dots to successfully 
identify, neutralize, and prevent threats to national 
security, business continuity and cyber security.

Collins Aerosapce
USA Pavilion, 03-C07
United States
Website: https://www.collinsaerospace.com/en 

Collins Aerospace, a unit of Raytheon Technologies 
(NYSE: RTX), is a leader in technologically advanced 
and intelligent solutions for the global aerospace 
and defense industry. Created in 2018 by bringing 

together UTC Aerospace Systems and Rockwell 
Collins, Collins Aerospace has the capabilities, 
comprehensive portfolio and expertise to solve 
customers’ toughest challenges and to meet the 
demands of a rapidly evolving global market.

Colt's Manufacturing Company
USA Pavilion, 03-A07
545 New Park Ave
West Hartford, CT
United States
Tel: +1(860) 709-5059
Website: www.colt.com, Email: tsullivan@colt.com
Contact: Thomas Sullivan, Regional Sales Director
Mobile: +1(860) 709-5059

Colt’s Manufacturing Company has been an 
American pioneer of the firearms industry since 
1836, as one of the world’s oldest designers, 
developers, and manufacturers of firearms for 
military, personal defense, and recreation. Colt's 
product lines include handguns (pistols and 
revolvers), long guns, and regulated offerings 
(global military and law enforcement products), 
and a range of firearms-related parts, training, and 
services. Colt's customers encompass every segment 
of the firearms market, including U.S., Canadian, 
and foreign military forces, global law enforcement 
and security agencies, civilians seeking personal 
protection, the hunting and sporting community, 
and collectors. Colt operates just a few miles away 
from Samuel Colt’s original Hartford, Connecticut 
armory, and continues to innovate as one of the 
world’s leading gun manufacturers.

COMLAB AG
Germany Pavilion, 08-D30
Ey 13
Ittigen 3063
Switzerland
Tel: +4131924 0054
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Website: www.comlab.ch, 
Email: david.schwander@comlab.ch
Contact: David Schwander, Project Manager

COMLAB is a privately owned, independent Swiss 
company, founded in 1971. It is one of the leading 
suppliers of radio frequency technology based 
on latest technological standards. COMLAB’s core 
competences are coverage extension solutions for 
railways, roads, buildings and security solutions 
for convoy and squad protection, drone defence, 
as well as perimeter protection. COMLAB solutions 
are all specially designed for ministeries, military, 
blue-light organizations, public providers or private 
users. The company cultivates a worldwide and 
close collaboration with local partners. Our own 
subsidiaries are also present in Europe and Asia.

Composhield A/S
Individual, C12-010
Moegelgaardsvej 6
Lystrup
Denmark
Tel: +45 51268090
Website: www.composhield.com, 
Email: mn@composhield.com
Contact: Michael Noerup, President & CEO
Mobile: +45 51268090

Composhield develops and manufactures a complete 
range of advanced composite products for protection 
of people and valuables. Protective solutions can be 
tailored to specific protection levels, weight and price 
to meet all operational requirements according to 
specific customer requirements.
To achieve the best possible compromise between 
price, performance and mass, we draw on our 
extensive experience within application engineering, 
material science and ballistics to choose the optimal 
combination of materials. This includes ceramics, fibers 
(aramid, glass, carbon), resin systems, steel, aluminium 
as well as emerging materials in the market.

Comrod Communication AS
Individual, C1-17
Fiskaavegen 1
Tau
Norway
Tel: +47 5174 0500, Fax: +47 5174 0500
Website: www.comrod.com
Email: sales@comrod.com
Contact: General Sales 

Comrod Communication AS have their corporate 
headquarters in Stavanger, Norway with design and 
manufacturing facilities in Norway, France and the 
USA. The group designs and manufactures antennas, 
antenna combining and control systems, telescopic 
and sectional masts, power supplies and battery 
chargers for tactical communications market.
Comrod has an extensive range of vehicle & 
manpack antennas covering the HF, VHF, UHF and 
SHF frequency bands. These also include wideband, 
multi band and multi port products. Comrod also has 
an extensive range of remote, base station antennas 
for use in wide area networks.
A full range of support masts are available as 
aluminium telescopic, composite telescopic and 
composite sectional sleeve types with heights 
ranging from man-portable 5 metres to heavyweight 
34 metres.
Power supplies and battery chargers are available 
which can be designed to meet specific customer 
requirements for charging handheld radio batteries 
or providing power to more complex vehicle 
mounted equipment.

Concern Morinformsystem-Agat
Russian Pavilion, 12-D37
29, Entuziastov shosse,105275
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (495) 673-4063, Fax: +7 (495) 673-4130
Website: www.concern-agat.ru, 

Email: info@concern-agat.ru
Contact: Aleksandr Chernikov 
Mobile: +7 (968) 654-8183

The leading organization of the Russian shipbuilding 
industry in the development, production and 
maintenance of combat information and control 
systems, integrated systems, combined robotic 
systems, complex systems of automatic naval units 
control, cruise and ballistic sea-based missiles fire-
control systems, mobile coastal defence missile 
complex, integrated radar facility and sonar systems.

Condor Non-Lethal Technolgies
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil
Website: www.condornaoletal.com.br 

Condor Non-Lethal Technologies is a Brazilian 
company in the Defense and Security sector 
focused exclusively on the Non-Lethal Concept and 
dedicated to innovation, (R&D) and manufacturing 
of Non-Lethal systems and high-tech Pyrotechnical 
for salvaging and signaling.
With more than 35 years of experience, Condor is 
the globlal leader in non-lethal technologies and 
one of the main export companies of the Brazilian 
defence industrial base, exporting to more than 65 
countries in all continents. 
Currently, Condor produces more than 120 different 
products certified by the Brazilian Army, like: 
controlled impact ammunition (rubber bullets), 
impact grenades (OC and CS), explosive grenades 
(tear gas, smoke, sound and flash etc.), 12 Ga, 
37/38, 38.1 and 40 mm caliber munitions, tactical 
operation kits, Sprays (pepper and tear gas), among 
other products.

Control Solutions LLC
USA Pavilion, 03-B16
United States

Website: www.controls.com 

Control Solutions is a manufacturer of Turret 
Systems and Accessories. Our Remote Firing 
Option™ (RFO) system, provides a vehicle gunner 
with the flexibility to operate a turret weapon 
station either from inside the gunner station or 
operate it remotely while protected inside the 
vehicle. The RFO system gives the gunner the ability 
to reduce exposure to sniper fire, indirect fire, and 
enemy assaults. The RFO system can be either be 
adapted/added to existing turret rings or fielded as 
a new system.

CONTROP Precision Technologies Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B34
Israel
Website: www.controp.com, 
Email: sales@controp.com
Contact: Hadas Amir

CONTROP specialises in the development and 
production of Electro-Optical Infrared (EO/IR) and 
precision motion-control systems for surveillance, 
defence and homeland security. 
CONTROP’s main product lines include: high-
performance stabilized observation payloads 
used for day/night surveillance on-board UAS, 
small UAS and aerostats/balloons, helicopters, 
light aircraft (A/C), maritime patrol boats, remote 
weapon stations and ground vehicles; automatic 
intruder-detection systems for coastal and border 
surveillance, port/harbour security, the security 
of sensitive sites, ground-troop security and anti-
drone applications; thermal imaging cameras with 
high-performance continuous zoom lens and state-
of-the-art image enhancement features and more.
CONTROP’s products are in daily operational use in 
many of the most critical surveillance, homeland 
security and defence programs worldwide.
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to reduce exposure to sniper fire, indirect fire, and 
enemy assaults. The RFO system can be either be 
adapted/added to existing turret rings or fielded as 
a new system.
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Israel Pavilion, 01-B34
Israel
Website: www.controp.com, 
Email: sales@controp.com
Contact: Hadas Amir
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precision motion-control systems for surveillance, 
defence and homeland security. 
CONTROP’s main product lines include: high-
performance stabilized observation payloads 
used for day/night surveillance on-board UAS, 
small UAS and aerostats/balloons, helicopters, 
light aircraft (A/C), maritime patrol boats, remote 
weapon stations and ground vehicles; automatic 
intruder-detection systems for coastal and border 
surveillance, port/harbour security, the security 
of sensitive sites, ground-troop security and anti-
drone applications; thermal imaging cameras with 
high-performance continuous zoom lens and state-
of-the-art image enhancement features and more.
CONTROP’s products are in daily operational use in 
many of the most critical surveillance, homeland 
security and defence programs worldwide.
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Cortina China Limited
China Pavilion, 11-C01
Oudenaarde
Belgium
Tel: 8.613826978500
Website: www.safetyjogger.com, 
Email: green.hu@cortinachina.com
Contact: Green Hu, Sales manager
Mobile: +8613826978500

It took a few years for Safety Jogger to become the 
brand that we are today. What started as a small 
shoe factory in Belgium called ‘Cortina’ grew into an 
international business that consists of many brands, 
of which Safety Jogger is one of the first brands.
Today, Safety Jogger is an international brand of PPE 
(personal protective equipment), part of Cortina. 
Being part of Cortina makes Safety Jogger a stable 
brand. This also gives us the opportunity to grow 
fast in our market, without loss of quality in the 
process.
On a yearly basis, Safety Jogger sells over 32 milion 
pairs of footwear all over the world. We are able to do 
so because Safety Jogger can rely on a tremendous 
team that is highly motivated to give more than 
100% to satisfy their customers.

CP Cases
UAE Pavilion, C12-013
United Kingdom
Website: www.cpcases.com 

C-Rich Co., Ltd
Individual, 01-C02
Korea, Republic of 
Website: www.okcrich.com, 
Email: crichworld@gmail.com
Contact: Leo (Jubin) Kim, Sales Manager

C-Rich co., Ltd. are based in South Korea and 
specialize in Military & Police equipment, especially 
the below items:
-Anti-riot ammunition (Tear Gas shell, Rubber ball, 
etc.)
-Gas Launcher (1/2/3/4/6/15rounds)
-Automatic Gun Barrel Cleaner

Crisis Intelligence
Japan Pavilion
Japan
Website: www.crisis-int.com 

Cristanini SpA
Italy Pavilion, 05-B01
Via Porton, 5
Rivoli Veronese (Verona)
Italy
Tel:  +390456269400, Fax: +390456269411
Website: www.cristanini.com, 
Email: cristanini@cristanini.it
Contact: Nicoletta Codiferro, Export Manager

Cristanini, established in 1972, is a world market 
leader in the development, research and production 
of systems and products for the decontamination 
and the detoxification of chemical, biological, 
radiological and nuclear CBRN agents. With more 
than 45 years of experience, Cristanini developed 
a wide range of capabilities in relation with CBRN 
decontamination and detoxification for military 
and civil defence purposes. R&D programs 
are conducted in cooperation with university 
institutes and military labs. The company is NATO 
manufacturer A5009 since 1987, it has NATO AQAP 
2110 product quality certificate and ISO 9001:2015 
company quality certificate.

CS Group
Individual, 07-C20

France
Website: www.csgroup.eu

CS Group has a differentiated positioning in the 
digital services market: a European ETI with an 
entrepreneurial, agile and innovative culture, 
combined with a high level of technical and business 
expertise. CS Group is the trusted partner of the 
largest national and international groups for the 
digitization of operational systems.
We are involved in the entire value chain of our 
customers thanks to:
- A dual expertise: technical information systems and 
customer businesses,
- An engineering and integration capacity for secure 
critical software & systems, 
- An integrated offer: consulting, design, development, 
integration, maintenance and operations support,
- A capacity for innovation: innovative solutions and 
products, a network of 200 experts in technologies & 
businesses.

CT Group LLC
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
2797 KIMMEL STREET
Stevensville
United States
Tel: 2692359305,   
Website: www.ctgroup.llc, Email: chad@ctgroup.llc
Contact: Chad Shimunek, President
Mob: 2692352826

CT Group, LLC is an import and export company 
located in SW Michigan, USA.  We supply retailers, 
distributors, police and military units internationally.  
We are active in most of the EU, Scandinavia, Asia, 
Middle East, New Zealand, and Australia.  Representing  
many firearms and defense product manufacturers 
in the US. Registered with the US State Department 
DDTC and US Commerce Department as a Broker and 
Exporter.  We have been in the import and export 
business since 2011.  Premier distributors of Agency 

Arms, CMMG, EGW, Falkor Defense, FosTech, Franklin 
Armory, GSL Technology, HIPERFIRE Triggers, Lantac 
USA, LRI Custom Rifles, Matt Cheely Customs, 
Nemesis Arms, Nighthawk Customs, Nosler, PTR, 
Radical Firearms, Rise Armament, Samson Mfg, 
Staccato 2011, Tactical Solutions, Underwood 
Ammunition, Victor Company, and Wilson Combat.

Current Scientific Corporation
Individual, 04-A22
2933 Murray Street
Port Moody
Canada
Tel: 1604461555
Website: www.currentcorp.com, 
Email: sales@currentcorp.com
Contact: Sylvie Quaeyhaegens, Business Development 
Manager
Mobile: +1 7783202750

Current Scientific Corporation is an Industry Leading 
supplier of Electro-Optical InfraRed systems for the 
marine & defense industry. Current offers a wide 
range of COTS sensor configurations integrating 
cooled or uncooled thermal cameras as well as other 
sensors such as image intensified night vision, laser 
dazzler, laser illuminator, laser range finder, SWIR.
We continually invest in R&D for a diverse range of 
applications including a 360-degree live panoramic 
situational awareness platform combined with long 
range confirmation and classification of targets. We 
are widening our market to tailored solutions for 
land-based projects on armoured vehicles and on 
border protection &  coastal surveillance.

Czechoslovak Group a.s.
Individual, 10-D27
Czech Republic
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D. I. OPTICAL CO., LTD.
Korea Pavilion
1, Seokcheon-ro 380beon-gil Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-
do, 14450
Bucheon-City
Korea, Republic of
Tel: + 82 32 328 9935, Fax: + 82 32 328 9990
Website: www.donginoptical.com, 
Email: edward.park@donginoptical.com
Contact: Edward Park, Team Leader
Mobile: + 82 10 3062 3140

D.I. OPTICAL has evolved into a defense venture 
company, marketing proprietary rifle and machine 
gun optics to the military and law enforcement 
sectors. D.I. OPTICAL sights are specially designed 
and built for use in the tactical area. It allows for 
situational  awareness, rapid target acquisition 
and target transition, without any degradation of 
accuracy.
D.I. OPTICAL’s machine gun optics features: Night 
Vision Device (NVD) compatible, wide field of view, 
ballistic compensation, unlimited eye relief with 
various levels of LED brightness control.
D.I. OPTICAL produces various weapon sights:
- Dot Sights for Machine Guns
- Thermal Red Dot Sight for Machine Gun
- Laser Aiming Device
- Dot Sights for Small Firearms
- Rail & Mount System

Daeji Precision & Industries
Korea Pavilion, 12-A45
170, Gyeonancheon-ro, Cheoin-gu
Yongin-si
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82 31 336 1151
Website: http://daejicar.com/eng/company/01.php, 
Email: daejicar@daejicar.com
Contact: Yongsoo (Cooper) Kim

Daeji P&I is a part of domestic industry growth 
for special purpose Vehicle Manufacturing of 
Automobile Industries in Korea.
Since 1975, Daeji P&I Co., Ltd. has continued its 
growth in the area of Korean Special Purpose Vehicle 
industry. Daeji has the longest history in Korean 
special Purpose Vehicle industry, and we now are 
the leading manufacturer for special transportation 
vehicles such as chemical tank lorry, milk lorry, 
mobile service station and aircraft refueler. We 
also manufacture asphalt spray vehicle which is a 
construction equipment, as well as anti-riot vehicles 
such as Armored Personnel Carrier, Water Cannon 
Vehicle, Auto-Barricade Truck, and civil service 
vehicles such as fire fighting trucks.
Daeji has signed an OEM contract for a special 
purpose vehicle with Hyundai Motor and is 
manufacturing approximately 600 special vehicles 
every year. 
Daeji has been exporting to various global 
locations with manufacturing zero-defect vehicle in 
accordance with Hyundai Motor›s quality control

Daimler Truck AG
Germany Pavilion
Germany
Website: mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/operational-
readiness

Mercedes-Benz Defence Vehicles offers a wide range 
of highly capable tactical and logistics vehicles 
with payloads ranging from 0.5 to 110 t and gross 
combination weights up to 250 t. With a vast product 
and service portfolio in all military payload classes 
and for every customer demand: Mercedes-Benz 
Defence Vehicles is the strategic partner of today’s 
forces.
These vehicles have been developed to arrive at 
their destinations and provide the military user 
with the best solution for their transportation 
needs, on the highway or in difficult terrain. These 

vehicles demonstrate their reliability, durability and 
ruggedness every day around the world, under the 
most adverse climatic and operational conditions. 
Mercedes-Benz trucks rely on a unique worldwide 
service network. 

Dar Assayad International Publishing
Individual Exhibitor
Bldg 38, Office # M1, Defense Road
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 02 443 7475
Website: www.dar-assayad.com, 
Email: mohd@assayad.com
Contact: Mohamad Elhaj, Business Development 
Manager
Mobile: 055 777 5533

Arab Defence Journal is the leading Arabic defence 
magazine of the Arab world. The magazine has been 
published since 1976 and with over 30,000 paid 
subscribers, is read by Arab government ministers 
and advisors, as well as the senior army, navy, airforce 
and police officers throughout the Arab world.
For over 43 years, Arab Defence Journal has been the 
primary Arabic source of information on all defence 
matters, helping the MENA’s defence, contract 
decision makers, with their yearly procurement 
planning needs. Arab Defence Journal reports on the 
latest news and current affairs from the GCC, MENA, 
Europe, USA and rest of world, writing regular special 
features on Aerospace, Naval and Land Systems 
topics from some of the world’s top defence writers.

Darwish Bin Ahmed & Sons Company 
LLC
UAE Pavilion, CP-070
P.O. BOX 28883, Um Al Nar (Sas Al Nakhl)
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 2 5584800, Fax: +971 2 5582242
Website: www.dbasons.com, 
Email: ashri@dbasons.com
Contact: Mr. Mohamed Oshari, Chief Operation 
Officer
Mobile: +971 50 6413720

Darwish Bin Ahmed & Sons (DBA) is a diversified 
group and one of United Arab Emirates’ major 
business houses. The DBA Group re-engineered 
its Vision & Mission in the mid-nineties to increase 
its role in the Global Economy by expanding its 
sphere of influence and exploring International 
Emerging Markets from Conventional Operations 
in the traditional market. In the process, the Group 
also retained the trust it has built up over the years 
among its traditional customers. The Group has 
seen year-on-year growth of more than 50% in 
both domestic and international businesses. Today, 
DBA’s International Operations have a network of 
distribution channel partners in 35 countries, and 
overseas offices in Moscow, Kiev, Almaty, Tashkent 
& Bangalore. The Group has established its presence 
in a wide range of segments like Infrastructure, 
Military Projects, Marine, Material Handling, Oil 
Field, Quarry & Mining, Air Conditioning, Power 
Generation and Transportation.

DAT- CON d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Cvetlična ulica 52
Polzela
Slovenia
Tel: +386 3 7033 544
Website: www.dat-con-defence.com, 
Email: marsel@dat-con.com
Contact: Marsel Krašovic, Sales & Marketing
Mobile: +386 31 313 155

Founded and located in Polzela, Slovenia in 1992, 
DAT – CON offers specialized mobile and stationary 
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observation solutions mainly used for coastal 
and land border control. We also provide system 
integration, development of electronic applications 
and special measuring and multimedia equipment. 
We made a successful entry into the European 
market through active participation in the 
international tenders for special equipment, and 
significantly contributed to the achievement of 
Schengen accession standards with our remarkably 
efficient border control systems.
In the law enforcement and crime prevention 
and control industry, DAT – CON has developed 
exceptional systems which are widely used by the 
crime police and state security services.
We see our advantage in the perpetual development 
and lasting knowledge capacities. Keeping close 
touch with the market progress and especially with 
the needs of our customers, we’re continuously 
developing new products and system solutions 
based on our own research, contribution to the 
institution of knowledge and suggestions from the 
final users.

Davey BICKFORD SAS
France Pavilion, 07-A16
France

David Brown Gear Systems Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C20
United Kingdom
Website: www.dbsantasalo.com 

DBDC International
Defence Publication & Events
Media Partner
Cyprus
Website: www.dbdc.gr 

DBDC International Defence Publications &Events 
Ltd publishes specialized defence publications such 
as the international defence magazines, African 
Security, Euroatlantic Defence News, Greek Defence 
News as well as special issues for Army, Navy, Air 
force, NATO, EDA, defence industry profiles and 
Show Dailies. Moreover it:
-Organizes international defence and security 
conferences such as the C4ISR, Simulation & 
Training, Firefighting and Homeland Security. 
DBDC Conferences attract senior decision-makers 
and leading industry experts at main board level 
and senior operational management. They are 
the essential forum for exchange of ideas and 
information. 
-Provides defence, security, anti-terrorism, and 
maritime security consulting services to Government 
and the Private Sector Industry.
-Provides Media Relations, Publicity and Market 
Research services

Dedienne Aeospace
France Pavilion, 07-B24
5 rue Gaye Marie
Toulouse
France
Website: www.dedienne-aero.com,
Email: m.maric@dedienne-aero.com
Contact: Maric Marko, Managing Director
Mobile: +971 (0) 50 633 0969

Since 2001, Dedienne Aerospace supplies aerospace 
tooling as well as all GSE, maintenance and support 
services across the globe. 
Based in strategic locations, Dedienne Aerospace is 
surrounded by Air Forces’ partners and infrastructure. 
This proximity ensures access to resources and 
enables Dedienne Aerospace to deliver solutions 
to customers. The understanding of Air Forces 
challenges and objectives allow us to develop, 
manufacture and supply the best GSE and Tooling. 

Supporting domestic and international customers, 
discover Dedienne’s Center of Excellence for advanced 
Air Force services.

Defence & Maritime Review
Media Partner 
India
Website: www.chanakyaaerospacedefence.com 

Chanakya Aerospace, Defence & Maritime Review, 
India›s leading & oldest international defence 
review, publishing since 1969, is in its 52nd year 
of publication. The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence 
& Maritime Review, is in its 47th year as a Monthly 
Publication since 1975, published every 15th of the 
month, covering Aerospace, Defence, Maritime\Naval 
fields, with emphasis on reviewing global systems and 
equipment updates with news and technical analysis. 
The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence & Maritime Review 
is the most widely circulated publication of its type 
in India, being the Only Tri-Services Magazine for 
52 Years, with an International Circulation covering 
all continents, with subscribers in 63 Countries 
worldwide. In 52 years, an extensive readership base 
in Indian Defence has been established. Chanakya 
is hence the largest circulated Defence Monthly 
magazine in India for all Defence Forces – Land, Air 
and Naval\Coast Guard.

Defence 21Magazine
Individual Exhibitors
Aley 5516 - Ain Hala Street - Hilal Bldg. 6th Flr.
Mount Lebanon
Lebanon
Tel: 9615557105, Fax: 9615557106
Website: www.defence21.com, 
Email: kamal.awar@defence21.com
Contact: Kamal Awar, CEO & Editor-in-Chief
Mobile: 9613855130

DEFENCE21, the leading defence, security and 
aerospace magazine in the Middle East and North 
African (MENA) region, is a bimonthly magazine 
(six issues/ year plus special issues/ supplements/ 
profiles). It is published in Arabic with an English 
supplement covering mostly main articles and 
press interviews.
DEFENCE21 is a well-balanced, diversified and 
informative magazine. It features mostly all sections 
of defence, security and aerospace (23 sections /
issue). Furthermore, this comprehensive coverage, 
coupled with the wide circulation of the magazine, 
will enable DEFENCE21 costumers to benefit from 
its unlimited editorial support, and, therefore, 
have better chances to meet, regionally, their 
promotional objectives and contractual deals.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, DEFENCE21 always 
supported its customers and clients by issuing and 
never missing any print and digital editions, taking 
in consideration the highest safety requirements to 
avoid the spread of the virus and the safety of our 
staff.

Defence and Security Industry 
Association o the Czech Republic
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Washingtonova 25, 110 00  Praha 1, Czech Republic
Prague
Czech Republic
Website: www.dsia.cz
Email: stejskalova@aobp.cz
Contact: Kristyna Stejskalova

Defence and Security Systems 
International
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.defence-and-security.com 

Defence & Security Systems International (DSSI) was 
International Events
& Special Publications
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France Pavilion, 07-A16
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created in 1986 by retired Brigadier Gerald Blakey to 
address the challenges faced by the forces in terms 
of deployment and technology being used in the 
field. The magazine has evolved into one of the 
strongest publications endorsed and supported by 
senior officers, both in the field or retired, discussing 
the applications of the systems and platforms 
that are currently in operation. The publication 
also analyses a number of programmes that have 
funding from various governments and their route 
to theatre. Editorial contributors in this area include: 
the MoD, the DoD, the European Defence Agency, 
Dstl, the US Marine Corps, DE&S (Abbey Wood) and 
the US Navy. Over the last 25 years, the magazine 
has become required reading for over 50 defence 
agencies globally and their main prime contractors.

Defence Export Promotion Organisation 
(DEPO)
Pakistan Pavilion, 10-D04
DCI Complex, Sector E-10
Islamabad
Pakistan
Tel: +92 51 9262017, Fax: +92 51 9262018
Website: www.depo.org.pk, 
Email: depopakistan@gmail.com
Contact: Muhammad Ali Cheema, GSO-II 
(Exhibitions)
Mobile: +92 3322221242

DEPO as a national platform will be the single 
most effective projection of Pakistan's defence 
manufacturing/service sector abroad, striving for 
continuous increase in defence exports through 
facilitation, coordination and promotion. DEPO 
facilitates and promotes defence products by 
establishing Pakistani Pavilion in international 
defence exhibitions abroad. DEPO also organizes a 
defence exhibition called IDEAS in Pakistan.

Defence Global Publication
Individual Exhibitors
United Kingdom
Website: www.barclaymedia.uk.com 

Defence Global is a quarterly, tri-service publication 
providing articles and informative analysis from 
respected journalists and writers worldwide to 
attract a sophisticated and broad audience. The 
publication is produced in digital format and as 
a perfect bound publication with full colour high 
quality art and photography. It is distributed to the 
UK, NATO, UN, US and other armed forces globally, as 
well as senior management teams from defence and 
security manufacturers and suppliers worldwide. It 
is an essential link between military armed forces, 
the defence and security industry making this an 
essential communications tool. 

Defence Media
Media Partner
PO box 139, 199178
Saint-Petersburg
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(812)3092724
Website: www.dfnc.ru,
Email: a.starostenkova@dfnc.ru
Contact: Anna Starostenkova, PR director

Marketing communication agency Defence Media 
provides a full specter of event-management 
services, guiding our clients all the way from ideation 
to implementation. It is the publisher of thhe New 
Defence Order Strategy journal (NOZS).

Defence Procurement International
Individual Exhibitors
United Kingdom
Website:
https://www.defenceprocurementinternational.com/ 
Defence Procurement Internatioanl (DPI) regard 
ourselves as the best defence/military publication 
in the world. Our worldwide readership comprises 
of: procurement, acquisition and military personnel 
within MODs/DODs, embassies, procurement 
agencies, military bases, Tier-1 contractors, OEMs and 
system integrators. DPI has over the years become a 
benchmark publication for professionals involved in 
defence acquisition process and military sales.

Defendec
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.defendec.com 

Defense-Update
Individual Exhibitors
Savion 23/7 Harish
Israel
Tel: 9.7254450803e+11
Website: https://defense-update.com/20201122_
medf.html, Email: editor@defense-update.com
Contact: Tamir Eshel, Publisher

A leading, global defense publication established 
in Israel in 1978, Defense-Update covers the latest 
technology trends in aerospace, defense, and 
homeland security. Defense-Update is committed 
to promoting the new dialog between Israel, its 
neighbors, and partners in the region. The Middle-
East Defence Cooperation Forum (MEDCF) was 
established to promote this cooperation through a 
dialog.
We actively support IDEX-2021, NAVDEX-2021, and 
ISDEF 2021 Media Partnerships, along with numerous 

defense and security conferences and events in the 
region. Our main feature – ISRAEL@IDEX launched 
in December 2020, provides an analysis of defense-
related topics relevant to the region, a lineup of 
companies from the defense and security sector 
participating, directly or indirectly at IDEX and 
NAVDEX. 
ISRAEL@IDEX also highlights market opportunities, 
new products, and relevant business activities.

Defense Arabia
Individual Exhibitor
Lebanon
Website: www.defensearabia.com 

Defense Arabia is a news website that is a pioneer in 
covering all military issues, activities and exercises 
carried out by air, land and naval forces. Defense 
Arabia news coverage is conducted through direct 
contacts with military and government agencies 
and defense companies worldwide. It also covers 
military and security conferences, shows, and 
exhibitions.
Defense Arabia website – defensearabia.com – was 
founded in 2014, and is a credible source for the 
latest defense and military news in the Middle East 
and worldwide.

Defense Capital Industry Ltd.
Individual, C1-18
Bulgaria

Defense Conseil International
France Pavilion
France
Website: www.groupedci.com, 
Email: Loic.audonnet@groupedci.com
Contact: Loïc Audonnet, Head of Marketing & 
Communication

Defense Arabia
دفاع العرب
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As the reference operator of the Ministry for Armed 
Forces for the transfer of the French military know-
how, Défense Conseil International supports ally 
countries by offering customized services: military 
education & training, consulting & assistance, 
provision of operational assets and in-service 
support. This approach aims to allow ally countries 
to support their military tools, beyond the mere 
acquisition of equipment, by building strong 
operational capacities based on trained personnel 
as well as highly available operational equipment.
To this end, DCI Group has developed a real 
educational know-how, innovates with digital 
transformation and the use of new technologies, and 
develops its own training & simulation capacities. 
DCI Group covers the whole spectrum of the 
French Armed Forces know-how— Army, Navy, 
Air Force, Armament Procurement (DGA), Internal 
Security (Gendarmerie) — while also taking into 
account cross-functional fields such as UAVs, ISR, 
Cyber Defence, C2, Special Forces, maintenance, 
organization & doctrine.

Defense Technology Equipment
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
United States
Website: www.defense-tech.com,  
Email: Sales@defense-tech.com  
Contact Persons: Franck Benzaria, President, 
Maria Badillo, Sr. Vice President

Defense Technology Equipment INC.  DTE 
Cage:0ZTG3 is the leader in aftermarket sales & OEM 
distributor of components, rotables &consumables 
in the aerospace industry & a preferred partner for 
the world’s Armed Forces. Authorized Distributor 
MD Helicopters, Howell Instruments, J. Chadwicks, 
David Clark, Capewell, Gentex, Clayton, PCI, RMI 
Laser and others. Inventory on hand.  DTE supports: 
F-16 F-5 C-130 L-100 P-3 A-37, Casa, Boeing700’s, 
and on rotary aircraft  Chinook CH-47, Bell all series, 

Sikorsky UH-60 & Airbus. DTE is ISO9001:2008, ASA 
100, FAA-0056  Certified, AS 9120 Compliant, offers 
Repair Mangement Services. Multi lingual staff ready 
to assist. 

DefSecIntel Solutions OÜ
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.defsecintel.com 

Deftech International
UAE Pavilion, 12-B26
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.deftechint.ae 

Deftechin is a software development company that 
has been in business long enough to witness the 
infancy of several of its target business domains. 
These domains include:
- Artificial Intelligence,
- Machine Learning,
- Cybersecurity, and more.
We offer full-cycle software development providing 
custom solutions under one roof.
In addition to our ability to offer premium-quality 
software development benefits due to our deep 
knowledge, expertise and technical capabilities 
constitute a service offering that can, in many 
instances, be referred to as unique.
As well as custom software development, DefTechIn 
offers a line of superior proprietary products for 
Military and Defence. These products have, for a long 
time, been used by companies over the world.

dics "defence innovation
 cluster Switzerland"
Switzerland Pavilion
Poststrasse 11
Neuhausen am Rheinfall

Switzerland
Tel: +41 52 670 05 08
Website: www.dics.ch, 
Email: hanspeter.faeh@dics.ch
Contact: Hanspeter Faeh, General Manager
Mobile: +41 79 104 96 57
Defence Innovation Cluster Switzerland (dics) is the 
group of Swiss companies that manufacture products 
for the defence industry. Innovation, precision and 
quality are at the heart of our thinking and acting, in 
the manufacture of products for the armed forces and 
industry. All products are manufactured exclusively in 
Switzerland.

Diehl Defence GmbH & Co. KG.
Germany Pavilion, 08-C30
Alte Nussdorfer Strasse 13
D-88662 Ueberlingen
Germany
Tel: +49 7551 89 -01 
Website: www.diehl.com/defence, 
Email: pr@diehl-defence.com
Contact: Paul Sonnenschein, Vice President Public 
Relations

Diehl Defence combines the Diehl Group’s activities in 
defence and security. For decades, Diehl companies 
have established themselves as important partners 
of the German and international armed forces. Diehl 
Defence is among the global technology leaders 
regarding the development and production of 
advanced guided missiles and ammunition for armies, 
air forces and navies as well as system solutions for 
ground-based air defence. Its product range includes 
innovative solutions for reconnaissance, surveillance, 
training and protection. The participation in the 
development and production of high-performance 
infrared modules, fuzes and fuzing systems as 
well as special batteries guarantees the necessary 
independence in the field of key components. Long-
term strategic cooperations with multinational 

partners strengthen our system and equipment 
expertise and provide access to global markets.

Dillon Aero
USA Pavilion, 03-B14
United States
Website: www.dillonaero.com 

Dillon Aero manufactures M134D miniguns, 
mounting solutions and accessories. We develop 
integration solutions for Armed Helicopters, Naval 
Vessels and Land vehicles. We are the sole source 
supplier of the M134D to the United States Military. 
Our international customers include Europe, MENA, 
S. America, N. America and Asia. We partner with 
various remote weapons platforms and can be seen 
in the EOS booth and the NIMR booth. Stop by our 
booth 03-B14 and discuss how we can implemente 
effective weapon integration solutions for your 
armed forces.

DIMO Corp.
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
46 Industrial Blvd.
New Castle
United States
Tel: +1-302-324-8100, Fax: +1-302-324-8277
Website: www.dimo.com, 
Email: snaghshineh@dimo.com
Contact: Sohrab Naghshineh, President

DIMO Corp., established in New Castle, Delaware in 
1994, is a global leader in the provision of services 
and equipment for air, land, and naval forces. We 
specialize in fulfilling defense and commercial 
requirements at a moment’s notice. Our extensive 
inventory and numerous contacts in the aerospace 
and defense industries allow us to provide our 
customers with complete 24-hour spares coverage 
for both military and commercial aircraft. Our 
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specialize in fulfilling defense and commercial 
requirements at a moment’s notice. Our extensive 
inventory and numerous contacts in the aerospace 
and defense industries allow us to provide our 
customers with complete 24-hour spares coverage 
for both military and commercial aircraft. Our 
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procurement team sources hard to obtain items at 
competitive pricing, with prompt delivery. DIMO 
Corp. represents a multitude of original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs), which enables us to provide 
services throughout the spares supply chain. We 
support numerous military and commercial fixed 
and rotary wing aircraft operators; providing 
overhauls, and spare parts support. While timely 
parts acquisition and round the clock service are key 
to DIMO Corp.’s success, our most valuable asset is 
our team of experienced procurement specialist and 
logistics personnel.

Display Design Office, OJSC
Individual Exhibitors, 07-D21
Belarus
Website: www.kbdisplay.com 
The company does R&D and production of products 
working under severe operating conditions, such as:
- monitors and display solutions for avionic, land and 
naval application;
- rugged LCD with customized aspect ratio
- panel, embedded and portable computers;
- micro-display OLED systems
- remote controlled weapon stations (for fixed and 
mobile application).

DMD Group a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-024
Lieskovec 575/25, 018 41
Dubnica nad Váhom
Slovakia
Tel: +421 42 2852 213
Website: www.dmdgroup.sk, Email: info@dmd.sk

DMD GROUP, under Shareholder›s control of the 
Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic, manages 
the business strategies, bilateral meetings with 
perspective domestic or foreign business partners, 
regulates the financial management and supports

new production programs of its daughter companies.
KONŠTRUKTA-DEFENCE  is a Design and 
Development company dealing with system 
integration and certification of defence weapon 
systems, ammunition, Command and FCS; running 
the production of 155 mm artillery equipment and 
repairs of equipment serviced by Armed Forces. 
ZTS-ŠPECIÁL  possesses the technology for a complex 
production of barrels and guns in caliber range from 
30 mm up to 155 mm, including the testing and 
certifying of final products. 
ZVS – holding deals with the development, 
production and distribution in the area of mechanical 
engineering and defence industry focusing on large, 
middle and small caliber ammunition for military 
purposes.

DOUBLE SHOOT Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B40
Israel
Website: https://www.double-shoot.com, 
Email: admin@double-shoot.com
Contact: Tal, COO

DOUBLE SHOOT’s technology gives shooters, 
shooting instructors, and unit commanders a 
powerful and simple-to-use mobile app and 
dashboard to track and improve unit training, in 
addition to individual shooting capabilities.
DOUBLE SHOOT's patented technology enables fast 
and accurate zeroing and scoring whilst providing 
immediate feedback and calculations to the shooters.
Additionally, the system collects the relevant data 
and analyses it before
generating a wide range of reports to be reviewed 
by shooting instructors, unit commanders and HQ 
personnel.
By leveraging our extensive experience on and off 
the battlefield, the DOUBLESHOOT team also offers 
consulting services for certain clients. Together with 
you we will plan the best training methodology to 

overcome gaps in training and shooting capabilities 
with best practices straight out of the IDF.

Drago Paris
France Pavilion, 07-B31
40 rue de la fromenterie
91 120 Palaiseau
France
Tel: +33(1)675212662 
Website: www.dragoparis.fr, 
Email: jcrocher@dragoparis.fr
Contact: Rocher Jean-Charles, Sales Director

Founded in 1920, the company Drago Paris is 
specialized in manufacturing military official 
decorations, badges, medals, trophies and flags. 
Long renowned for its unique know-how, the 
company provides statesmen, ministries, diplomats 
and soldiers from all over the world with medals and 
official items.
The French quality of our service originates in our 
thoroughness, respect of deadlines and significant 
experience. We work with institutions, governments 
and ministries of many countries such as France, 
Morocco, Nigeria, Kenya, Brazil, Saudi Arabia, the 
Republic of Ivory coast, Benin, Mali, England and 
Chile. We stay at your disposal for carrying out any 
projects you would share with us.

DRAKON Group
Germany Pavilion, 08-D30
2 Minton Place, Victoria Road
Bicester, OX26 6QB
United Kingdom
Tel: +447717688361
Website: www.drakongroup.com, 
Email: contact@drakongroup.com
Contact: Alex Atkins, Managing Director

At DRAKON, we understand that each of our clients 
needs’ are unique. While we provide training in 
conventional, universal formats, delivered to 
international standards by acclaimed international 
instructors, we can also tailor training to a specific 
timeframe/audience/environment.
Our instructors have constructed and delivered 
training to a huge array of audiences across the 
globe. We have experience in theatres ranging from: 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, Northern Ireland 
and throughout Africa. 
Our techniques and procedures follow IMAS, 
UNIEDD, NATO and ISO standards.
Our courses: 
• EOD Level 1 & 2: 3 weeks
• EOD Level 3: 4 weeks
• UNIEDD Operator course (basic, intermediate, 
advanced): 5 weeks
• EOD/IEDD QA/QC courses: 4 weeks
• Pre-deployment training (humanitarian agencies, 
security forces, etc.)
• IED threat awareness training
• Counter-IED (+T2)
DRAKON also provides a full range of consultancy 
services encompassing all facets of explosive threat 
mitigation; covering everything from procedural 
assessment & review, quality management, technical 
authorship and operational mentoring.

DRDO
Individual, 03-A32,03-A30
India

DREHTAINER
Germany Pavilion, 08-C18
Germany
Website: www.drehtainer.com 

DREHTAINER is a designer and manufacturer of 
special containers. It is our aim to find taylor-made 
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ZTS-ŠPECIÁL  possesses the technology for a complex 
production of barrels and guns in caliber range from 
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certifying of final products. 
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engineering and defence industry focusing on large, 
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shooting instructors, and unit commanders a 
powerful and simple-to-use mobile app and 
dashboard to track and improve unit training, in 
addition to individual shooting capabilities.
DOUBLE SHOOT's patented technology enables fast 
and accurate zeroing and scoring whilst providing 
immediate feedback and calculations to the shooters.
Additionally, the system collects the relevant data 
and analyses it before
generating a wide range of reports to be reviewed 
by shooting instructors, unit commanders and HQ 
personnel.
By leveraging our extensive experience on and off 
the battlefield, the DOUBLESHOOT team also offers 
consulting services for certain clients. Together with 
you we will plan the best training methodology to 

overcome gaps in training and shooting capabilities 
with best practices straight out of the IDF.
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Founded in 1920, the company Drago Paris is 
specialized in manufacturing military official 
decorations, badges, medals, trophies and flags. 
Long renowned for its unique know-how, the 
company provides statesmen, ministries, diplomats 
and soldiers from all over the world with medals and 
official items.
The French quality of our service originates in our 
thoroughness, respect of deadlines and significant 
experience. We work with institutions, governments 
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Chile. We stay at your disposal for carrying out any 
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conventional, universal formats, delivered to 
international standards by acclaimed international 
instructors, we can also tailor training to a specific 
timeframe/audience/environment.
Our instructors have constructed and delivered 
training to a huge array of audiences across the 
globe. We have experience in theatres ranging from: 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, Northern Ireland 
and throughout Africa. 
Our techniques and procedures follow IMAS, 
UNIEDD, NATO and ISO standards.
Our courses: 
• EOD Level 1 & 2: 3 weeks
• EOD Level 3: 4 weeks
• UNIEDD Operator course (basic, intermediate, 
advanced): 5 weeks
• EOD/IEDD QA/QC courses: 4 weeks
• Pre-deployment training (humanitarian agencies, 
security forces, etc.)
• IED threat awareness training
• Counter-IED (+T2)
DRAKON also provides a full range of consultancy 
services encompassing all facets of explosive threat 
mitigation; covering everything from procedural 
assessment & review, quality management, technical 
authorship and operational mentoring.
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solutions that master current and future threats 
in conflict regions. Essential characteristic of our 
products is their protection, primarily refering to RF 
shielding, ballistic threats, blast and CBRN protection. 
Thanks to our unique expertise the lives of numerous 
soldiers have been saved during several direct rocket 
hits in areas of operation.
The versatility, modularity and mobility of the 
DREHTAINER containers make them a fundamental 
and worldwide requested component of military 
camp infrastructure. 
An increasingly important application are command 
post solutions. In the recent past, DREHTAINER 
set new standards with the designing and 
manufacturing of command post containers for the 
German Air Force as well as the F-35 command posts 
for Great Britain and the Netherlands.

DSA Exhibition & Conference Sdn Bhd
Media Partner, 09-C35
Malaysia
Website: www.dsaexhibition.com 

DSA Exhibition and Conference Sdn Bhd was 
established with one objective; to successfully 
organise the Defence Services Asia series of 
exhibitions and conferences hand-in-hand with the 
Malaysian Government.
The people who make up the DSA Team comprise a 
group of focused personnel who are experts in their 
field and who have years of exhibition experience.
The DSA series of exhibitions and conferences was 
first initiated in 1988 with the purpose of offering 
global manufacturers and service providers direct 
access to the world’s top-level defiance experts and 
government security decision-makers.

DUTA Technology, Co. Ltd
Korea Pavilion
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.duta-rnd.com 

Dynamit Nobel Defence GmbH
Germany Pavilion
Dr.-Hermann-Fleck-Allee 8
57299 Burbach
Germany
Tel: +49-2736-46-2431 
Website: www.dn-defence.com, 
Email: skuhl@dn-defence.com
Contact: Sebastian Kuhl, Regional Sales Director

Dynamit Nobel Defence GmbH (DND) is a German 
medium-sized defence company. DND is a direct 
successor of the former Dynamit Nobel companies 
belonging to the Alfred Nobel Group. We look back at 
more than 60 years of experience in the development 
and production of shoulder-launched weapons 
for anti-tank, anti-armor, and multipurpose uses. 
DND is also providing state-of-the-art protection 
technologies and is the German center of expertise 
for high-performance, reliable and fragment-free 
Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA) protection for 
infantry fighting vehicles, main battle tanks and 
other armoured vehicles. Our field of expertise and 
our portfolio are constantly expanding as we provide 
weapons and weapon simulation systems, as well 
as technologies for civil commercial uses. Today, 
we are a system supplier and global technology 
leader for national and international ministries and 
governments, trusted by German and international 
armed forces and services worldwide.

Dynasafe
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Sweden
Website: www.dynasafe.com/contact-us 

E5dao Pte Ltd
Individual, 07-C23
Singapore
Website: www.e5dao.com 

Earth
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.earthuae.ae 

EARTH (Emirates Advanced Research and 
Technology Holding) provides cutting-edge R&D, 
engineering, technology integration, manufacturing, 
maintenance, and project management to its 
customers: the UAE Armed Forces and the UAE 
Security Services. Established in Abu Dhabi in 2009, 
EARTH offers bespoke solutions to some of the most 
complex technology and engineering challenges, 
boasting comprehensive in-house capabilities and a 
history of high-level cooperation with international 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), as well as 
with partners in government, academia and industry.

ECA GROUP
France Pavilion, 08-A06
France
Website: https://www.ecagroup.com/ 

Since 1936, ECA GROUP develops unmanned systems 
to support Naval, Land and Air forces for Defence & 
Security applications, protecting men and facilities.
ECA GROUP supplies the full spectrum of robotics 
solutions of autonomous and remotely operated 
vehicles. 
Stand-Off Mine Counter Measures (MCM) 
Discover the first materialized Stand-Off MCM turnkey 
solution - UMIS. ECA GROUP offers interoperable 
drone systems that tackle smartest mines, while 
keeping crews at distance and successfully performing 
mine clearance missions at sea. Relying on Mauric, its 

naval architecture division, ECA GROUP designs and 
builds ships drone carriers: discover our OCTOPODA 
range.
Unmanned Air And Land Vehicles 
ECA GROUP supplies the latest generation’s combat-
proven Unmanned Aerial and Ground vehicles 
to support operators in their ISTAR, IEDD/EOD, 
demining and trap removal operations.
Military Vehicles Driving Simulators
ECA GROUP provides driving simulators for crews’ 
training on both tactical and light armoured vehicle 
driving, at individual and unit levels.

ECI
Israel Pavilion, 01-B42
Israel

Eclipse Aerospace Inc.
Individual, FT-018
United States
Website: www.eclipse.aero 

The Eclipse 550, the new production twin-engine 
jet from Eclipse Aerospace, features best in class 
performance, economics, and safety. With the ability 
to fly at altitudes up to 41,000 feet at a max cruise 
of 430 mph, all while consuming a mere 59 gallons 
of fuel per hour, the Eclipse 550 is the most efficient 
twin-engine jet on the planet.
We built a private jet for the business person who 
believes in practical and efficient travel; for the man 
or woman that needs to be in three cities in one day 
and doesn’t want to sacrifice dinner with their family.
The latest variant, the Eclipse 700, may be used for 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) 
and other military roles. The U.S. Air Force previously 
reviewed the possibility of using Eclipse aircraft for 
ISR or training missions, which the U.S. Congress 
supported. The 700 will likely be ready for production 
by 2026.
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soldiers have been saved during several direct rocket 
hits in areas of operation.
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and worldwide requested component of military 
camp infrastructure. 
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German Air Force as well as the F-35 command posts 
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Dynamit Nobel Defence GmbH (DND) is a German 
medium-sized defence company. DND is a direct 
successor of the former Dynamit Nobel companies 
belonging to the Alfred Nobel Group. We look back at 
more than 60 years of experience in the development 
and production of shoulder-launched weapons 
for anti-tank, anti-armor, and multipurpose uses. 
DND is also providing state-of-the-art protection 
technologies and is the German center of expertise 
for high-performance, reliable and fragment-free 
Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA) protection for 
infantry fighting vehicles, main battle tanks and 
other armoured vehicles. Our field of expertise and 
our portfolio are constantly expanding as we provide 
weapons and weapon simulation systems, as well 
as technologies for civil commercial uses. Today, 
we are a system supplier and global technology 
leader for national and international ministries and 
governments, trusted by German and international 
armed forces and services worldwide.
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maintenance, and project management to its 
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Security Services. Established in Abu Dhabi in 2009, 
EARTH offers bespoke solutions to some of the most 
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of 430 mph, all while consuming a mere 59 gallons 
of fuel per hour, the Eclipse 550 is the most efficient 
twin-engine jet on the planet.
We built a private jet for the business person who 
believes in practical and efficient travel; for the man 
or woman that needs to be in three cities in one day 
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Eclipse Group DWC LLC
Russian Pavilion, 12-D40,12-B25,12-E09,12-
D38,12-D34
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.eclipsegr.com

EDGE Group PJSC
UAE Pavilion, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.edgegroup.ae

EDGE is an advanced technology group established 
to develop agile, bold and disruptive solutions for 
defence and beyond. Enabling a secure future, it is 
dedicated to bringing innovative technologies and 
services to market with greater speed and efficiency.
Consolidating over 25 entities and employing more 
than 13,000 brilliant minds, it offers expertise across 
five core clusters: Platforms & Systems, Missiles 
& Weapons, Cyber Defence, Electronic Warfare & 
Intelligence and Mission Support.
Headquartered in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 
EDGE is a catalyst for change – promoting fast, 
precise and swift decision-making to revolutionise 
the industry and change its fundamentals.

Edgybees Ltd
Israel Pavilion, FT-016
Israel
Website: www.edgybees.com 

Edgybees brings clarity, accuracy, and speed to 
mission-critical and lifesaving operations that rely 
on streamed aerial video for situational awareness. 
Edgybees’ solution combines advanced computer 
vision and machine learning technologies to 
accurately match aerial video to satellite reference 
imagery in real-time. This unique approach enables 
rapid decision-making by visually augmenting 
roads, key landmarks, and other mission-critical data 

on top of live video feeds – via our own platform or 
by integrating with third-party virtual augmentation 
solutions. With high-precision geo-tagging and near-
zero latency, Edgybees makes complex operational 
environments instantly clear – enabling defense, 
public safety, and critical infrastructure teams to 
accomplish lifesaving and high-urgency missions 
quickly and safely.

Ediconsult International
Individual Exhibitors
Piazza Fontane Marose, 3
Genoa
Italy
Tel: +39 010583684 
Website: www.ediconsult.com, 
Email: fiere@ediconsult.com

Ediconsult Internazionale is an Italian company 
established since 1969 with offices in Genoa 
and Milan. Ediconsult Internazionale is the 
Italian representative of more than 100 leading 
international B2B and consumer publications in 
many different industrial fields. Furthermore, the 
Company represents over 40 international shows 
based in Europe, Middle East, Far East, Africa and 
South America.
With an in-depth knowledge and a long-established 
expertise in Defence, Aerospace, Law Enforcement 
and Homeland Security fields, Ediconsult 
Internazionale is the Organiser›s sale force on the 
Italian market, granting clients full assistance for 
attending the show.

EHWA Technologies Information Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion, 12-A21
Seokho Bldg. 7F, Nonhyeonro 746, Gangnam-gu
Seoul
Korea, Republic of
Tel: 82317601187, Fax: 8224141473

Website: eti21.com/eng, 
Email: Peter_Jung@eti21.com
Contact: Peter Jung, Strategic Planning Team / Asst 
Manager
Mobile: +821037078154

EHWA Technologies Information contribute to 
society through sustainable energy supply, energy 
& power efficiency engineering and energy & power 
intelligence platform business. Reliability, durability, 
ease of operation and sustainability are core value of 
all products manufactured for commercial, industrial, 
military and marine power markets.
Since it was established in 1956, we have been 
dedicated to the field of power equipment and 
are continuing our history and tradition. We have 
contributed to development of national defense 
industry since being designated as a national defense 
company in 1978.
We have been recognized for our advanced and 
outstanding technology in various fields of nuclear 
power plant, subway power system and industrial 
power systems and have also received a good 
reputation from customers locally and abroad.
As a specialized power equipment company, we will 
not only contribute to the development of this key 
industry in the future but will also do our best to 
maintain our reputation.

Elbit America
USA Pavilion, 02-A05
United States
Website: www.elbitamerica.com

Elbit America, a U.S. based international defense company, 
is a leading provider of high-performance products, 
system solutions, and support services focusing on the 
defense, homeland security, law enforcement, commercial 
aviation, and medical instrumentation markets. With 
facilities throughout the U.S., Elbit America is a valued 
resource for increased defense and security capabilities, 

dedicated to supporting first responders and military. 
For additional information, visit: www.ElbitAmerica.
com or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn or Instagram.

Elbit Systems
Israel Pavilion, 01-C20
Israel
Website: https://elbitsystems.com 

Elbit Systems Ltd. is an international high technology 
company engaged in a wide range of defense, 
homeland security and commercial programs 
throughout the world. The Company, which 
includes Elbit Systems and its subsidiaries, operates 
in the areas of aerospace, land, and naval systems, 
command, control, communications, computers, 
intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance 
(C4ISR), unmanned aircraft systems, advanced 
electro-optics, electro-optic space systems, EW 
suites, signal intelligence systems, data links and 
communications systems, radios, cyber-based 
systems and munitions. The Company also focuses 
on the upgrading of existing platforms, developing 
new technologies for defense, homeland security 
and commercial applications and providing a 
range of support services, including training and 
simulation systems. For additional information, 
visit: https://elbitsystems.com/, follow us on Twitter 
or visit our official Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn 
Channels.

Electronics Factor
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Electronica Tungsten Limited
UAE Pavilion, 12-B06
Electronica Tungsten Limited, E-1, MIDC, Malegaon, 
Tal- Sinnar, Dist-Nasik - 422113
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dedicated to bringing innovative technologies and 
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Consolidating over 25 entities and employing more 
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United States
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Elbit Systems
Israel Pavilion, 01-C20
Israel
Website: https://elbitsystems.com 
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Electronics Factor
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Electronica Tungsten Limited
UAE Pavilion, 12-B06
Electronica Tungsten Limited, E-1, MIDC, Malegaon, 
Tal- Sinnar, Dist-Nasik - 422113
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Sinnar
India
Tel: +91 2551 230203, Fax: +91 2551 230204
Website: www.toughcarb.com, 
Email: ad@electronicahitech.com
Contact: Adwait Dharmadhikari, Managing Director
Mobile: +91 77740 05248

Electronica Tungsten Limited is specialised in the 
manufacturing of Tooling for Bullet manufacturing 
such as Steel Dies, Tungsten carbide dies, Punches, 
Bunters, Ejectors, Head stamps, Fixtures, etc 
manufactured from the premium grades of material.
Electronica Tungsten Ltd (ETL) was established in 
1994 at Nashik, 200 Km from Mumbai, India. Since 
then the company has grown to become a leading 
tungsten carbide and steel tooling manufacturer 
with the 10 branch offices spread across India and a 
global sales presence. ETL is ISO 9001, ISO 14000:2015 
and ISO 45001:2018 certified company.
ETL has a state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities 
which includes EDM wire cut machines, EDM spark 
erosion machines, CNC optical profile grinders, 
VMC, CNC cylindrical grinding machine, CNC lathes, 
surface grinders, etc.
Testing facilities include modern inspection facilities 
such as 3D CMM, Contour measurement machine, 
Digital 2D height master, surface roughness testing 
machine, Profile projectors, hardness testers & ultra-
modern chemical and physical laboratories.

Elektroland Savunma Sanayi A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 09-C04
Turkey
Website: www.elektrolanddefence.com 

Elektroland Defence was established in 1996 as an 
electronic PCB repair and reverse engineering center.
Until the early 2000s, revision of a number of existing 
equipment has been provided related to the defense 
industry and homeland security. Following years of 

design and production capabilities, the company 
has increased its unique products such as remote 
operated portable X-ray inspection system and 
remote operated robotic vehicles.
Mechatronic Research and Development (R&D) 
is core function of Elektroland and plays a central 
role in the rapid development and validation of 
new products and underlying research for all of 
its protective equipment including Fire Fighting, 
Explosive Ordnace Disposal (EOD) and Improvised 
Explosive Device Disposal applications.
Considering all, Elektroland Defence is a Turkish 
manufacturer of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) 
in many ranges and types, EOD/IEDD robots and 
equipment, fire-fighting ROVs, and search and 
rescue ROVs for almost 25 years.

ELETTRONICA SpA
Italy Pavilion, 06-B15
Italy
Website: www.elettronica-elt-roma.com 

ELETTRONICA Group is a world leader in Electronic 
Warfare with a complete portfolio of state-of-
the-art solutions to satisfy the most challenging 
requirements of modern operational scenarios. 
The product line deals with all aspects of electronic 
warfare, space and homeland security, from single 
stand-alone equipment to complete integrated 
systems, for naval, airborne and ground applications. 
The solutions designed and manufactured by 
ELETTRONICA Group cover a wide range of 
applications and missions: 
• Electronic Attack & Self Protection 
• Electro Optical Infra Red 
• Cyber EW & Intelligence 
• Intelligence Surveillance & Reconnaissance 
• Public Security & Law Enforcement 
• Customer Support 
To offer the most innovative solutions guaranteeing 
the security of people, assets and information in the 
most complex operational scenarios: this is our sole 

mission. 
ELETTRONICA Group comprises: 
• ELETTRONICA SpA – Roma; RF Electronic Warfare, IR 
Countermeasures 
• ELETTRONICA GmbH – Meckenheim;
Communication Intelligence, Public Security & Law 
Enforcement 
• CY4Gate – Roma; Cyber Electronic Warfare and 
Intelligence

Elite Thermography LLC
Media Partner, 03-A44
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.elitethermography.com 

ELNO
France Pavilion, 07-B35
43 rue Michel Carré
Argenteuil
France
Tel: 645365693 
Website: www.elno.fr, Email: a.delaby@elno.fr
Contact: Arnaud Delaby, VP Sales & Marketing

ELNO is a Manufacturer of Electro-acoustic and 
communication equipment: headsets, microphones, 
intercom, Public Address, on-board passenger 
information. The company specializes in the design 
and manufacture of communication systems for 
complex environments.
Historical technological know-how and a strong 
capacity for innovation have enabled ELNO to be a 
privileged partner of the French Army. Particularly, 
through the FELIN and SCORPION programs for which 
ELNO provides head equipment and intercoms for 
armored vehicles.

Embassy of the Czech Republic
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22

United Arab Emirates
Website: www.mzv.cz/abudhabi 

Embraer
Individual, 08-B06
Brazil
Website: www.embraer.com,
Email: caetano.neto@embraer.com.br
Contact: Caetano Spuldaro neto, AMESA Sales and 
Business Development
Mobile: +55 11 98481-0403

Embraer Defense & Security is the leading 
aerospace and defense industry in Latin America. 
In addition to the A-29 Super Tucano light attack 
and advanced trainer and the multi-mission C-390 
millennium military airlift, it provides a full line 
of integrated solutions and applications such as 
Command and Control Center (C4I), radars, ISR 
(Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance) and 
space. This also includes integrated systems for 
information, communications, border monitoring 
and surveillance as well as aircraft for authorities’ 
transportation and special missions. With a growing 
presence on the global market, Embraer Defense & 
Security products and solutions are present in more 
than 60 countries.

EMCO Ltd
Individual, 12-B02
James Bourchier 76 blvd.
Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: +35929633481
Mobile: +359877195051

EMCO Ltd was established in 1992 with 100% 
Bulgarian participation. Object of a business – 
armaments and arms manufacture. Total number 
of employees – more than 2,000. The company 
owns three factories - in the Bulgarian towns of 
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Montana, Tryanva and Belitza. Registered address of 
the company: correspondence office at 76, James 
Bourchier Blvd., Sofia, head office at 121 Tzarigradsko 
Shose Blvd. Main product range: artillery ammunition 
with caliber range 100-152 mm, mortar bombs with 
caliber range 60-120 mm, mortars with caliber range 
60-120 mm, auxiliary barrels with caliber range 14,5-
23 mm, 122-mm "Grad" rockets, 80-mm aviation 
rockets C-8KOM. Our company holds the following 
licenses:
1. License for export and import of defence related 
products No.11.00-206-1 issued by the Interministerial 
Committee on defence industry and security of 
deliveries at the Council of ministers 
2. Certificate No. 101397/30.04.2018 for EM-S-8KOM 
mark registration 
3. Certificate No. SP-100/2018 dd 09.11.2018 issued by 
the Ministry of Defense for compliance of EM-S-8KOM 
with the technical specification 
4. Certificate 205874-2016-AQ-PvA dd 28.09.2016 for 
ISO 9001:2015 management system 
5. Certificate AQAP 2110 No. CK162/2018

Emirates Defense Companies Council
UAE Pavilion, C5-011
Al Mamoura (B) Building, PO Box 908
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 02 6160298
Website: www.edcc.gov.ae, 
Email: sdabash@edcc.gov.ae
Contact: Shireen Dabash, Coordinator
Mobile: 02 6160298

The EDCC is mandated to be the primary 
communication platform between industry players 
both local and international, as well as strategic 
government stakeholders. The council aims to 
facilitate effective networking & partnership 
development, promotion of UAE businesses abroad 
through the UAE Defense Pavilion. It also seeks to 

enable dialogue between the industry and various 
stakeholders, including key strategic partners; the 
Ministry of Defense, the UAE Armed Forces, Tawazun 
Economic Council, as well as other entities concerned 
with the Council’s activities, such as ministries and 
other government bodies, infrastructure sector, 
academia, foreign companies and international 
organizations representing the defense sector. The 
establishment of the Council in 2014 coincided 
with the UAE’s economic diversification drive, 
which places a priority on the development of the 
private sector and on creating opportunity. EDCC 
members operate in various fields, such as Aviation 
& Aerospace, Unmanned Systems, Armoring systems 
and Artillery systems.

Emirates Special Vehicles LLC
UAE Pavilion, 07-A18
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.esv.ae 

Emirates Special Vehicles L.L.C manufactures and 
deals in special vehicles. The company has an 
integrated facility in the emirate of Ras Al Khaimah 
in UAE. Our line-up includes Armoured Civilian 
Vehicles, Armoured Personnel Carriers, Cash in 
Transit (CIT) vehicles, Modifications & Conversions, 
Roll Over Protection System (ROPS). Supported by 
a team of engineers and qualified technicians, ESV 
can build and ship special vehicles to any part of the 
world. Commitment to quality and prompt delivery 
has won us the support of our customers. ESV can 
supply steel, glass & products related to armouring / 
security industry.

EMPL Fahrzeugwerk GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D46
Gewerbestrasse 12
Kaltenbach
Austria

Tel: 0043 5283 501 110, Fax: 0043 5283 501 909
Website: www.empl.at, Email: romana.danzl@empl.at
Contact: Romana Danzl, Marketing Director
Mobile: 0043 664 60 502 110
EMPL is one of the leading manufacturers of 
special truck bodies for military operations. The 
superstructures are characterised by durability, 
optimum corrosion protection and the fulfilment of 
individual requirements. The safety of the task force 
takes top priority. The bodies have proved their value 
in deserts as well as in the frosty North. In order to 
provide Armed Forces with customized solutions, 
EMPL invests permanently in the modernization 
of its production sites and in R&D. The bodies are 
tested prior to delivery under extreme conditions. 
The products range from Heavy Recovery Vehicles, 
Workshop Bodies, Troop Carrier, Ambulances, Shelter, 
Hook Lift Systems to Fire Fighting Vehicles.

Emtan Karmiel Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B31
Israel
Website: www.emtan.co.il 

EMTAN employs over 120 skilled personals in 
sophisticated, computerized facilities that insures 
optimized manufacturing and quality assurance 
in order to deliver to the end-user a reliable robust 
weapon within budget. 
Our Products:
• MZ-4 Fully Automatic rifle in caliber 5.56 NATO
• MZ-4 P Piston operated Fully Automatic rifle in 
caliber 5.56 NATO
• MZ-47 Fully Automatic rifle in caliber 7.62X39 to 
suite AK47 magazine and accessories 
• MZ-10/25 S Semi-Automatic rifle in caliber 7.62 
NATO for snipers
• MZ-300 Fully Automatic rifle in caliber 300 Blackout 
for operations with silencers
• MZ-9 Fully Automatic sub machine gun in Caliber 
9mm NATO
• MZ-15 Sami Automatic DMR rifle in caliber 5.56 NATO 

• RAMON Pistol 9mm
EMTAN is approved by the Israeli MOD for 
manufacturing and exporting of small arms, guns 
and ammunition.

Engines Factory
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt
Englo LLC
Individual, C11-10
Estonia
Website: WWW.ENGLO.EU 

Englo LLC is the member of Estonian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, Tallinn Science Park 
Tehnopol and Estonian Defence Industry Union. 
It is active in production of electronic and fine 
mechanical devices and measuring devices that are 
used in mines and military, rescue, area monitoring 
systems, road construction quality control, building, 
etc. 

Enterprise Estonia
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.eas.ee

EO System Co.
Individual, 06-A40
#38, Gajeul-ro, Seo-gu, Incheon, Korea 22829
Incheon
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82 32 290 1586, Fax: +82 32 290 1608
Website: www.eosystem.com, 
Email: hans@eosystem.com
Contact: Hans P., Senior Manager

EO System Co., Ltd. is the leading R&D based, 
optical and electro-optical manufacturer & supplier 
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optical and electro-optical manufacturer & supplier 
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to the Korean Ministry of National Defense (MND). 
Since it’s foundation in 1979, EOST has contributed 
to the technological evolution of Korean Defense 
by offering domestically-made, high quality optical 
products, thermal imaging systems and ruggedized 
electro-optic assemblies. In 1984, EOST was certified 
as an official supplier to the Korean MND. The strict 
regulations required to maintain this certification 
translate into a high quality product that satisfy all 
military standard criteria. From complete electro-
optical systems to lens components, EOST is 
expanding its consumer base and entering new 
markets by supplying quality products with a 
domestic reputation for excellence.

EOS Advanced Technologies
UAE Pavilion
Australia
Website: www.eos-aus.com

EOS has been at the forefront of the development of 
remote weapon stations since 1993.
EOS Advanced Technologies (EOSAT) located in Abu 
Dhabi provides logistical, technical support and 
consultations to customers in the MENA region for 
EOS solutions.
EOSAT recognizes that sustainability is the foundation 
that affects everything we do. We have in-house 
capabilities and resources across the production 
value chain. We develop cost-effective systems, 
which deliver the reliability and accuracy customers 
require to achieve their operational and tactical 
goals. Our products incorporate advanced electro-
optic applications based on EOS core technologies 
in software, laser, electronics, optronics, gimbals, 
telescopes and beam directors; and precision 
mechanisms.

EOS Defense Systems Pty Limited
Individual, 02-B32

Australia
Website: www.eos-aus.com 

Electro Optic Systems Pty Ltd (EOS) is a leading 
Australian technology company operating in 
the space and defence markets. Our products 
incorporate advanced electro-optic applications 
based on EOS core technologies in software, laser, 
electronics, optronics, gimbals, telescopes and beam 
directors; and precision mechanisms.
EOS operates two research centres in Australia and 
has significant production facilities in both Australia 
and the United States. The Company has production 
support depots in Singapore and United Arab 
Emirates with offices in USA (Arizona, Alabama) and 
Germany.
EOS Defence Systems offers a family of stabilised 
remotely operated weapon stations which can be 
integrated on various vehicle and marine platforms 
for different mission profiles. 
EOS Space Systems is a global leader in the design, 
manufacture, delivery and operation of sensors and 
systems for space domain awareness (SDA) and 
space control.
EOS Communications Systems develops and 
provides global satellite communications products, 
systems and services.

EPI
EDGE, 05-A05
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.epiuae.ae 

EPI manufactures high-quality complex engineering 
components for the defence, aerospace, and oil & 
gas (O&G) sectors. The company is the engineering 
backbone of the UAE’s aerospace and defence 
industry, and a vital supporter of its O&G sector. With 
advanced manufacturing facilities in Abu Dhabi, 
EPI is fully equipped with capabilities including 

manufacturing engineering, machining, surface 
treatment, coating, repairing, cutting tools and 
assemblies. Each of its solutions are also calibrated 
to industry-specific standards and international 
benchmarks.
As part of the Mission Support cluster within EDGE, an 
advanced technology group for defence and beyond, 
EPI is dedicated to building a precision manufacturing 
infrastructure in the UAE, and to serving market-
leading regional and global clients, including some 
of the world’s foremost aviation and defence original 
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) – such as Airbus, 
BAE Systems, Boeing, Dassault Aviation, Leonardo, 
Raytheon, Saab and STELIA Aerospace.

Equilibrium Equipment Trading
FTEZ, FT-023
5th Floor, Al Reem Plaza Building
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126737766, Fax: 97128822998
Website: www.equilibriumtrade.ae, 
Email: info@equilibriumtrade.ae
Contact: Mohammed Sahoo AlSuwaidi, Chairman

Equilibrium Equipment Trading (EET) specializes in 
the supply of safety critical protection and detection 
equipment to the Armed Forces, Aviation, Defence, 
CBRN, Nuclear, and Oil & Gas sectors. EET has 
agreements with leading international manufactures 
and supports them in the UAE, Middle East, and Africa. 
EET's range of products include: Chemical, 
Particulate, and Respiratory Protection Solutions; 
Decontamination Equipment; Radioisotope 
Identifications Devices; Imaging Spectrometers; 
Radiation Hardened Monitoring and Video Systems; 
Fire and Rescue Equipment; Maritime Rescue Craft; 
Personal Protection Solutions, and Humanitarian Aid 
Equipment.
EET is an ISO 9001:2015; ISO 14001:2015, and OHSAS 
18001:2007 certified company.

ERA a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.era.aero 

ERA a.s. (a member of OMNIPOL group) is a 
leading company in multilateration, multistatic 
surveillance, and reconnaissance technology. 
Unrivalled experience in passive surveillance 
sensor development provides ERA with unique 
know-how to deliver comprehensive solutions for 
air traffic control and management global markets. 
We develop, manufacture and implement mission-
critical systems for military and civil purposes. Over 
last 2 decades, ERA has reached number of more 
than 100 installations with 24/7 operations fulfilling 
demanding customer requirements.
ERA has developed unique passive surveillance 
system VERA-NG that defines new sensor category 
DPET (Deployable Passive ESM Tracker) tailored 
for air, maritime and land target surveillance and 
reconnaissance for defence and electronic warfare 
purposes. In parallel, ERA made air traffic control 
history when deploying the first multilateration 
system and introducing gate-to-gate surveillance. 
We intend to continue introducing new 
technologies to adapt to today’s and tomorrow’s 
challenges.

ERS
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: ers.ae 

ERS offers comprehensive, integrated, turnkey 
fire and rescue solutions, including specialist 
equipment and vehicles, facilities management, 
manpower, training and procurement – all to the 
most rigorous international standards. Providing 
a complete suite of round-the-clock front-line 
emergency services, the company also bolsters the 
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than 100 installations with 24/7 operations fulfilling 
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system VERA-NG that defines new sensor category 
DPET (Deployable Passive ESM Tracker) tailored 
for air, maritime and land target surveillance and 
reconnaissance for defence and electronic warfare 
purposes. In parallel, ERA made air traffic control 
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system and introducing gate-to-gate surveillance. 
We intend to continue introducing new 
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ERS offers comprehensive, integrated, turnkey 
fire and rescue solutions, including specialist 
equipment and vehicles, facilities management, 
manpower, training and procurement – all to the 
most rigorous international standards. Providing 
a complete suite of round-the-clock front-line 
emergency services, the company also bolsters the 
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long-term emergency resilience and preparedness 
of its clients with a comprehensive range of support 
services, such as maintenance and repair.
Part of the Mission Support cluster within EDGE, 
the company›s established operations, substantial 
on-the-ground presence, in-depth expertise, and 
global reach, enable the company to access a pool of 
multinational experts in the field.

Escribano Mechanical and 
Engineering S.L.
Spain Pavilion, 10-C06
Avenida Punto ES, 10
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 911 898 293, Fax: +34 916 794 273
Website: https://www.eme-es.com/
Email: info@eme-es.com

Escribano Mechanical & Engineering (EM&E) is a 
world reference company in Aerospace, Defence 
and Security sectors. It has a consolidated industrial 
capacity and a forefront technological base. EM&E 
offers integral solutions in engineering, high 
precision machining and production of complex 
optronic integration systems, as well as, electronics, 
stabilization and control systems.

Etimad Holding
UAE Pavilion, 04-C10
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.etimad.ae 

Etimad is a leading UAE Holding combining and 
governing operating companies and competencies that 
together provide an end-to-end fulfillment, control and 
assurance for multiple national security models.
Our mission is providing fully integrated, turn-key 
solutions for our nation’s security.
Through our success achieved over the last 10 years 

the company has become a group of over 18 successful 
companies.

Etion Create
Individual, 08-E32
76 Regency Drive | Irene | Centurion | 0157
Pretoria
South Africa
Tel: +27 12 678 9740 (ext. 9745)
Website: www.parsec.co.za,
Email: Tobie.vanLoggerenberg@etion.co.za
Contact: Tobie van Loggerenberg, Executive 
Manager - Business Development
Mobile: +27 82 902 5579

Etion Create offers digital network solutions 
comprising of optic fibre communications, wireless 
network technologies, data centre infrastructure and 
professional support services to enable the strategic 
objectives of our business customers.

ETS
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: ets.ae
 
ETS provides world-class project execution for 
complex systems engineering and integration, 
ICT and technical project management, and other 
advanced technology services and implementations 
for defence and civilian customers. The company 
enables military and civilian customers to focus on 
their core operations through the provision of a range 
of auxiliary services and manpower augmentation 
across a range of managed services and general 
services fields. To achieve its objective, ETS harnesses 
advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence, 
augmented reality, and virtual reality, while tapping 
into its extensive relationships with world-renowned 
OEMs to develop high-performance solutions – 

enhancing both delivery and turnaround times.
Part of the Mission Support cluster within EDGE, 
ETS provides solutions that offer the highest quality 
and performance, total cost of ownership, greater 
reliability and availability, and effective design 
architectures that support force and asset operations.

Eurabia Media
Media Partner
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.eurabiamedia.com/site/ 

Euro Holography
Individual, C12-001
United Kingdom
Website: www.EuroHolography.com 

Euro Holography was established in 1999, offering the 
best European quality and the highest level of security 
to governments & companies. Euro Holography 
responds rapidly to the demands of governments, 
banks, brand owners and others whose documents 
and products are threatened with counterfeit and 
fraud.
Wherever you are we can assist you by advising on 
the best solution for your business according to the 
specific regional counterfeit and corruption threats as 
well as the international security standard. We will also 
train your team to authenticate forged documents and 
familiarize them with the security features provided.
In order to protect your sensitive documents, valuable 
items, and protect you against tenacious & skilled 
counterfeiters, we are offering:
Extensive research and investigation
Tailoring our service to your precise needs
Training you and your staff to use and understand the 
measures we implement
Upgrading your security

Euroltantic Defence News
Media Partner
Cyprus

EURONAVAL
France Pavilion, 07-B24
10 rue Treilhard
Paris
France
Tel: 33156591506
Website: www.euronaval.fr
Email: jboozer@sogena-events.com
Contact: Julie Boozer, Sales Manager
Mobile: 33626265652

EURONAVAL 2020 transformed into an entirely 
new and digital format in just a few weeks. After 
7 days of online meetings, B2B and B2G business 
meetings, web-conferences, round tables, webinars 
and workshops, it’s time to take stock of this unique 
edition which, like the French, European and global 
naval industry, has proved its resilience and its 
position at the forefront of the fight for economic 
recovery.
EURONAVAL-Online 2020 Key Figures
• 282 exhibitors including 41% from abroad
• 59 official delegations from 31 countries 
• Over 10,500 visits on the EURONAVAL ONLINE 
platform
• Over 130,000 web-pages visited
• 145 contributors and over 3500 participants 
in conferences, webinars, round tables and 
webconferences
• 1260 B2B and B2G connections took place over 
the course of the week
• Almost 200 accredited journalists
Save the Date : October 2022 In Paris - Le Bourget 
Exhibition Center
The Exhibition to Achieve Your Naval Ambitions!
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European Finance & 
Aerospace Ventures SA (EFA 
VENTURES)
Greek pavilion
Stratigi 7, Filothei-Psychico, Attiki, 15451
Athens
Greece
Tel: +302106771962
Website: www.efagroup.eu, 
Email: tsitsara@efagroup.eu
Contact: Lena Tsitsara, Public Relations & 
Communication
Mobile: +306958477390

EFA VENTURES, is a leading-edge technologies 
company that provides a range of specialized 
services addressed in the Aerospace, Defense, 
Security and High Technology markets. 
With more than 30 years of experience and a wide 
international network of partner companies, EFA 
VENTURES operates in more than 40 countries 
around the world. It supports its customers and 
partners on a turn-key basis across the Defense 
and Commercial sectors, with a broad range of 
services which focus on market strategy, industrial 
planning and implementation, technologies and 
operations, logistics support, project management, 
international business research and advisory, as well 
as design, development and implementation of 
integrated projects.
At the same time, EFA VENTURES, as a founding 
member of the EFA GROUP, is set on creating strategic 
alliances with other entities, thereby broadening the 
spectrum of its activities in the Aerospace, Defense 
and Security sectors while building its capabilities 
for technology, logistics, maintenance and platform 
upgrade projects.

European Security & Defence
Media Partner 
United Arab Emirates

EUROSATORY
Individual Exhibitor
65, rue de Courcelles
Paris
France
Website: www.eurosatory.com, 
Email: J.vigna@cogesevents.com
Contact: Jérémy Vigna, Sales & Marketing Director
Mobile: +33 6 07 74 20 28

EUROSATORY is the leading event in the world 
dedicated to land & air land Defence and Security 
organized by COGES. In 2018, Eurosatory gathered 
1,802 exhibitors from 63 countries; 57,056 visitors 
from 153 countries and 227 official delegations from 
94 countries.
EUROSATORY 2022 provides a time-effective 
opportunity to meet the whole Defence and Security 
supply chain, to discover the latest technological 
innovations and to help exhibitors and visitors 
develop a strong international network of clients, 
prospects to generate business opportunities. 
Contact us now on www.eurosatory.com to prepare 
your participation at the next edition that will take 
place in Paris, France, from June 13 to 17, 2022.

everis Aerospace and Defense
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Madrid
Spain
Website: aerospace-defense.everis.com, 
Email: leon.bitar@everis.com
Contact: León Bitar, Partner

everis Aerospace, Defense and Security (everis ADS) 
offers differential solutions integrating innovative 
technologies developed by them, by the SMEs they 
invest in and by the partners with whom they have 
strategic alliances. 
The company combines the strength of everis Group 
with the flexibility and the adaptive capacities of 
its technological SMEs. This way, they provide the 
market with state-of-the-art products and services in 
areas such as defense, aviation, security, simulation 
and space.

EVPU a.s
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-027
Trenčianska 19
Nová Dubnica
Slovakia
Tel: +421 42 4409 264
Website: www.evpu.sk, Email: hrasko@evpu.sk
Contact: Martin Hraško, Member of the Board of 
Directors
Mobile: +421 911 910 061

EVPU j.s.c. for more than 50 years has created 
unique high-tech military and security solutions. 
It offers excellent customized products such as 
remote controlled weapon stations and turrets, 
optoelectronic systems, fire control systems and gun 
stabilization for worldwide satisfied customers.
The company offers production, research and 
development, repair and maintenance services, 
and trading in the areas of electrical components 
for transport, mechatronic systems, current power 
supplies and defence systems.

Ewave MD Medical
Israel Pavilion, 01-C22
34 Jerusalem st.
Raanana
Israel

Tel: 97299543040 
Website: www.ewavemd.com, 
Email: shauli@ewavemd.com
Contact: Shauli Nakar, Managing partner
Mobile: +972508230014

For the last 20 years, Ewave MD Medical has been 
developing and implementing end-to-end solutions 
for public and private health organizations. Our 
solutions improve health services and the health 
quality among our customers dramatically and help 
them manage and control extreme situations using 
advanced IT tools and work processes. Our solutions 
help organizations, army’s and health ministries to 
control the budget, create efficient work processes 
and save a lot of money for the health sector in 
order to allocate these savings towards investment 
in medicines, more doctors and better service. 
Ewave MD Medical and its affiliates have completed 
sustainable projects worldwide including Primary 
care, Telemedicine, Centralized EMR, Health 
ERP, Claims management, E-prescription, health 
promotion, preventive health, patient portal, 
COVID-19 monitoring and more, as part of a 
comprehensive platform that positions the health 
organizations to be at the forefront of technology.

Exavision SAS
Individual, 11
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.exavision.com 

Exavision will be showcasing some of its solutions 
addressing sensitive missions for Defence 
(surveillance and protection of military installations 
such as airbases, military camps, naval bases, 
deployed HQs...); Homeland Security (surveillance 
of land borders, coastal surveillance, security 
of ports and airports, protection of sensitive 
infrastructures, counter-UAV missions...); Industry 
and Energy (protection of energy infrastructures 
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alliances with other entities, thereby broadening the 
spectrum of its activities in the Aerospace, Defense 
and Security sectors while building its capabilities 
for technology, logistics, maintenance and platform 
upgrade projects.

European Security & Defence
Media Partner 
United Arab Emirates

EUROSATORY
Individual Exhibitor
65, rue de Courcelles
Paris
France
Website: www.eurosatory.com, 
Email: J.vigna@cogesevents.com
Contact: Jérémy Vigna, Sales & Marketing Director
Mobile: +33 6 07 74 20 28

EUROSATORY is the leading event in the world 
dedicated to land & air land Defence and Security 
organized by COGES. In 2018, Eurosatory gathered 
1,802 exhibitors from 63 countries; 57,056 visitors 
from 153 countries and 227 official delegations from 
94 countries.
EUROSATORY 2022 provides a time-effective 
opportunity to meet the whole Defence and Security 
supply chain, to discover the latest technological 
innovations and to help exhibitors and visitors 
develop a strong international network of clients, 
prospects to generate business opportunities. 
Contact us now on www.eurosatory.com to prepare 
your participation at the next edition that will take 
place in Paris, France, from June 13 to 17, 2022.

everis Aerospace and Defense
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Madrid
Spain
Website: aerospace-defense.everis.com, 
Email: leon.bitar@everis.com
Contact: León Bitar, Partner

everis Aerospace, Defense and Security (everis ADS) 
offers differential solutions integrating innovative 
technologies developed by them, by the SMEs they 
invest in and by the partners with whom they have 
strategic alliances. 
The company combines the strength of everis Group 
with the flexibility and the adaptive capacities of 
its technological SMEs. This way, they provide the 
market with state-of-the-art products and services in 
areas such as defense, aviation, security, simulation 
and space.

EVPU a.s
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-027
Trenčianska 19
Nová Dubnica
Slovakia
Tel: +421 42 4409 264
Website: www.evpu.sk, Email: hrasko@evpu.sk
Contact: Martin Hraško, Member of the Board of 
Directors
Mobile: +421 911 910 061

EVPU j.s.c. for more than 50 years has created 
unique high-tech military and security solutions. 
It offers excellent customized products such as 
remote controlled weapon stations and turrets, 
optoelectronic systems, fire control systems and gun 
stabilization for worldwide satisfied customers.
The company offers production, research and 
development, repair and maintenance services, 
and trading in the areas of electrical components 
for transport, mechatronic systems, current power 
supplies and defence systems.

Ewave MD Medical
Israel Pavilion, 01-C22
34 Jerusalem st.
Raanana
Israel

Tel: 97299543040 
Website: www.ewavemd.com, 
Email: shauli@ewavemd.com
Contact: Shauli Nakar, Managing partner
Mobile: +972508230014

For the last 20 years, Ewave MD Medical has been 
developing and implementing end-to-end solutions 
for public and private health organizations. Our 
solutions improve health services and the health 
quality among our customers dramatically and help 
them manage and control extreme situations using 
advanced IT tools and work processes. Our solutions 
help organizations, army’s and health ministries to 
control the budget, create efficient work processes 
and save a lot of money for the health sector in 
order to allocate these savings towards investment 
in medicines, more doctors and better service. 
Ewave MD Medical and its affiliates have completed 
sustainable projects worldwide including Primary 
care, Telemedicine, Centralized EMR, Health 
ERP, Claims management, E-prescription, health 
promotion, preventive health, patient portal, 
COVID-19 monitoring and more, as part of a 
comprehensive platform that positions the health 
organizations to be at the forefront of technology.

Exavision SAS
Individual, 11
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.exavision.com 

Exavision will be showcasing some of its solutions 
addressing sensitive missions for Defence 
(surveillance and protection of military installations 
such as airbases, military camps, naval bases, 
deployed HQs...); Homeland Security (surveillance 
of land borders, coastal surveillance, security 
of ports and airports, protection of sensitive 
infrastructures, counter-UAV missions...); Industry 
and Energy (protection of energy infrastructures 
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such as oil and/or gas fields, pipelines, power plants, 
chemical plants, nuclear sites...).
Among these solutions, Exavision will be presenting:
- NEMOSYS XR: multi-sensor field proven solution for 
Extra-Long-range observation and surveillance
- NEMOSYS FIRE: a hybrid color and thermographic 
camera for surveillance and fire break detection
- NEMOSYS SR: multi-sensor field proven solution for 
Short-Range observation and surveillance
- DARCAM: a low light night vision observation 
camera range
- Targeting sights for Navy and Army platforms
- VIGISENS: a dedicated software suite for EOS 
sensors› management, video analysis, automatic 
tracking.

EXCALIBUR ARMY spol. s r.o.
Individual, 10-D27
Czech Republic
Website: www.excaliburamy.eu 

EXCALIBUR ARMY is a leading Czech producer and 
developper of military vehicles for armed and rescue 
forces - armoured carriers, artillery systems, military 
engineering and other military equipment.

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL a.s.
Individual, 10-D27
Pernerova 42
Prague
Czech Republic
Website: www.excaliburinternational.cz
Email: viktor.louzil@excaliburinternational.cz
Contact: Viktor Louzil, Technical Director

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL a.s. is an export agency 
representing Czech and Slovak companies on the 
internatonal market. It was established in 2015 as a 
member of the Czechoslovak Group holding which 
is very well-known especially for TATRA TRUCKS, 

military vehicles, airport solution such as primary and 
secondary radars, certified Air Traffic Management 
systems and many more. 
EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL focuses mainly on 
individual customized solutions designed to 
customer specializations - from delivery to after 
sale services. EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL offers a 
full range of solutions from delivery of individual 
products to complete investment projects in military 
and civil industries.

Exensor
France Pavilion, 07-B45
Exensor Technology AB, Sankt Lars väg 41, 222 70
Lund
Sweden
Website: https://www.exensor.com/
Email: stephen.farren@exensor.com
Contact: Stephen Farren, Sales manager
Mobile: +46 7 33 44 01 85

Exensor Technology is a leading supplier of 
Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS) systems, 
providing tailored solutions to customers all over 
the world. From its headquarters (Lund, Sweden), 
centre of expertise in network communications 
(Kalmar, Sweden) and production site (Basingstoke, 
England), Exensor designs, manufactures and 
supplies Flexnet, a scalable surveillance and 
protection platform meeting the most stringent 
requirements of civil and military applications.
Based on wireless, battery-operated sensors 
(infrared, passive seismic and acoustic) and motion 
cameras, Flexnet detects, classifies and identifies 
any potential threat on the ground.
Mission dependent, Flexnet can be used as a 
standalone system or be integrated into existing 
Battle Management Systems (BMS). Supporting 
intelligence gathering, this field-proven solution 
allows for customized configurations to increase 
decision-makers’ local situational awareness with 
unprecedented levels of speed, satefy and accuracy.

EXPAL Systems
Spain Pavilion, 06-B21
av. del partenon 16-18
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 672602469 
Website: https://www.expalsystems.com/
Email: aibanez@maxam.net
Contact: Andres Ibanez Cevallos, Global Travel & 
Events Manager
Mobile: +34 672602469

EXPAL Systems is a global defence and security 
company. We offer high-end technology products, 
services and solutions to meet the current and 
future needs of Air, Land and Sea Armed Forces. We 
are a trusted ally in over 60 countries adding safety, 
precision and forward-looking systems to any mission. 
EXPAL manages the entire life-cycle of ammunition, 
from R&D and manufacturing to maintenance and 
integration services, until our leading demilitarization 
solutions.

EXPLORER CASES BY GT LINE
Italy Pavilion, C6-004
Via del Lavoro, 9 - Loc. Crespellano - 40053 Valsamoggia 
(Bo)
Bologna
Italy
Tel: +39 051 65041, Fax: +39 051 734925
Website: www.explorercases.com
Email: sales@explorercases.com
Contact: Alberto Santini, Sales Area Manager

GT LINE was established in Bologna, Italy since 1970 
and specializes in the production of technical cases. 
Its EXPLORER CASES product range is the most 
innovative company on the market, reaffirming its 
leadership position in Europe. EXPLORER CASES 
is a range of virtually indestructible and durable 
waterproof cases providing a solution for any 

equipment requiring a high level of protection in 
the most extreme and hazardous applications. The 
cases are recommended for the Military, Aerospace, 
Broadcasting, Diving, Marine, Photography, 
Industrial, Safety and Medical fields, thanks to 
their dust-, water-, and shockproof qualities in the 
harshest environment. The EXPLORER CASES are 
manufactured in a thick copolymer polypropylene 
resin with mineral charge and have been subjected 
to a series of controlled laboratory tests. EXPLORER 
CASES are certified: IP67 Dustproof, Waterproof; 
Defence Standard 81-41 Level J; STANAG 4280 
edition 2. The cases are entirely Made in Italy and 
available worldwide.

FAIR MANAGEMENT AG
Switzerland Pavilion, 06-A26
Poststrasse 11
Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Switzerland
Tel: +41 52 670 05 08
Website: www.fairmgt.com
Email: hanspeter.faeh@fairmgt.com
Contact: Hanspeter Faeh, CEO
Mobile: +41 79 743 85 54

FAIR-MANAGEMENT AG has been active in trade 
fair marketing and project management for 
twenty years. International fair representations, 
coordination of national pavilions, planning and 
building of temporary buildings, belong to the core 
business.

FANTASSINS
Media Partner, 
France
Website: www.fantassins.fr, Email: international@
fantassins.fr
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such as oil and/or gas fields, pipelines, power plants, 
chemical plants, nuclear sites...).
Among these solutions, Exavision will be presenting:
- NEMOSYS XR: multi-sensor field proven solution for 
Extra-Long-range observation and surveillance
- NEMOSYS FIRE: a hybrid color and thermographic 
camera for surveillance and fire break detection
- NEMOSYS SR: multi-sensor field proven solution for 
Short-Range observation and surveillance
- DARCAM: a low light night vision observation 
camera range
- Targeting sights for Navy and Army platforms
- VIGISENS: a dedicated software suite for EOS 
sensors› management, video analysis, automatic 
tracking.

EXCALIBUR ARMY spol. s r.o.
Individual, 10-D27
Czech Republic
Website: www.excaliburamy.eu 

EXCALIBUR ARMY is a leading Czech producer and 
developper of military vehicles for armed and rescue 
forces - armoured carriers, artillery systems, military 
engineering and other military equipment.

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL a.s.
Individual, 10-D27
Pernerova 42
Prague
Czech Republic
Website: www.excaliburinternational.cz
Email: viktor.louzil@excaliburinternational.cz
Contact: Viktor Louzil, Technical Director

EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL a.s. is an export agency 
representing Czech and Slovak companies on the 
internatonal market. It was established in 2015 as a 
member of the Czechoslovak Group holding which 
is very well-known especially for TATRA TRUCKS, 

military vehicles, airport solution such as primary and 
secondary radars, certified Air Traffic Management 
systems and many more. 
EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL focuses mainly on 
individual customized solutions designed to 
customer specializations - from delivery to after 
sale services. EXCALIBUR INTERNATIONAL offers a 
full range of solutions from delivery of individual 
products to complete investment projects in military 
and civil industries.

Exensor
France Pavilion, 07-B45
Exensor Technology AB, Sankt Lars väg 41, 222 70
Lund
Sweden
Website: https://www.exensor.com/
Email: stephen.farren@exensor.com
Contact: Stephen Farren, Sales manager
Mobile: +46 7 33 44 01 85

Exensor Technology is a leading supplier of 
Unattended Ground Sensor (UGS) systems, 
providing tailored solutions to customers all over 
the world. From its headquarters (Lund, Sweden), 
centre of expertise in network communications 
(Kalmar, Sweden) and production site (Basingstoke, 
England), Exensor designs, manufactures and 
supplies Flexnet, a scalable surveillance and 
protection platform meeting the most stringent 
requirements of civil and military applications.
Based on wireless, battery-operated sensors 
(infrared, passive seismic and acoustic) and motion 
cameras, Flexnet detects, classifies and identifies 
any potential threat on the ground.
Mission dependent, Flexnet can be used as a 
standalone system or be integrated into existing 
Battle Management Systems (BMS). Supporting 
intelligence gathering, this field-proven solution 
allows for customized configurations to increase 
decision-makers’ local situational awareness with 
unprecedented levels of speed, satefy and accuracy.

EXPAL Systems
Spain Pavilion, 06-B21
av. del partenon 16-18
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 672602469 
Website: https://www.expalsystems.com/
Email: aibanez@maxam.net
Contact: Andres Ibanez Cevallos, Global Travel & 
Events Manager
Mobile: +34 672602469

EXPAL Systems is a global defence and security 
company. We offer high-end technology products, 
services and solutions to meet the current and 
future needs of Air, Land and Sea Armed Forces. We 
are a trusted ally in over 60 countries adding safety, 
precision and forward-looking systems to any mission. 
EXPAL manages the entire life-cycle of ammunition, 
from R&D and manufacturing to maintenance and 
integration services, until our leading demilitarization 
solutions.

EXPLORER CASES BY GT LINE
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(Bo)
Bologna
Italy
Tel: +39 051 65041, Fax: +39 051 734925
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Contact: Alberto Santini, Sales Area Manager

GT LINE was established in Bologna, Italy since 1970 
and specializes in the production of technical cases. 
Its EXPLORER CASES product range is the most 
innovative company on the market, reaffirming its 
leadership position in Europe. EXPLORER CASES 
is a range of virtually indestructible and durable 
waterproof cases providing a solution for any 

equipment requiring a high level of protection in 
the most extreme and hazardous applications. The 
cases are recommended for the Military, Aerospace, 
Broadcasting, Diving, Marine, Photography, 
Industrial, Safety and Medical fields, thanks to 
their dust-, water-, and shockproof qualities in the 
harshest environment. The EXPLORER CASES are 
manufactured in a thick copolymer polypropylene 
resin with mineral charge and have been subjected 
to a series of controlled laboratory tests. EXPLORER 
CASES are certified: IP67 Dustproof, Waterproof; 
Defence Standard 81-41 Level J; STANAG 4280 
edition 2. The cases are entirely Made in Italy and 
available worldwide.
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Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Switzerland
Tel: +41 52 670 05 08
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FAIR-MANAGEMENT AG has been active in trade 
fair marketing and project management for 
twenty years. International fair representations, 
coordination of national pavilions, planning and 
building of temporary buildings, belong to the core 
business.
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Website: www.fantassins.fr, Email: international@
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FANTASSINS is a bilingual magazine (FR/EN) 
published by the French Army.
With 2 issues per year (Spring Summer & Autumn 
Winter), the industrialists can promote their products 
and services to the civilian and military key decision 
makers concerned by land defense in France and 
around the world.

Faymonville Distribution AG
Individual, 08-D43
8, Duarrefstrooss
9990 Weiswampach
Luxembourg
Tel: +352 26 90 04 155, Fax: +352 26 90 04 425
Website: https://www.faymonville.com/
Email: jessica.heckters@faymonville.com
Contact: Jessica Heckters, Marketing

Faymonville manufactures low-loaders, lowbed 
trailers and modular vehicles for payloads from 20 
tonnes to 500 tonnes. Using a modular building 
system, Faymonville offers customer-specific 
solutions that are designed for all requirements 
outside the conventional standards. We are the 
experts and special vehicles from Faymonville are 
used to transport oversized loads around the world. 
Everything tall, long, wide or heavy! Faymonville 
products excel in their technical precision and quality 
of processing.
The requirements of the trailers to transport military 
equipment are high and need special treatment. 
Faymonville is able to meet these specifications 
through its high level of technology competence. Our 
low loaders are used to transport tanks, jeeps, supply 
containers and military equipment for maintenance 
and logistics purposes. The MultiMAX low loader is 
regarded as the economic, technically sophisticated 
and flexible answer to meet these special challenges. 

FGE Kazan Gunpowder Plant
Russian Pavilion, 12-E10
14, 1 Maya,420032
Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 843 554-45-73, Fax: +7  843 554-40-14
Website: www.kazanpowder.ru
Contact: Iuliia Shaumian
Mobile: +7 9050 39-49-74

The FGE Kazan Gunpowder Plant is an enterprise 
with two-centuries history and the only Russian 
manufacturer of charges to close combat and about 
100 items of pyroxyline powders. It is produced 
along with charges for tank, overland and naval 
artillery, maritime and aviation systems, small-bore 
artillery and infantry systems.

Filter Technik Slovakia, s.r.o
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Štrková 578/4
Žilina
Slovakia
Tel: +421 905 357873 
Website: www.filtertechnik.sk, 
Email: beres@filtertechnik.sk
Contact: Marek Beres, Export Manager
Mobile: +421 905 357873

Our company Filter Technik deals with:
- production and distribution of all kinds of oil filters 
and filtration equipment for industrial production,
- comprehensive filtration solution for air, oil and 
other liquids filtration;
- professional analysis of oil contamination and other 
industrial liquids and their detailed evaluation,
- filtration of process liquids and oils,
- recovery of hazardous waste R9,
- consultation and training by persons certified in 
the field,
- audits of filtration equipment.

Fincantieri Spa
Italy Pavilion, 06-B07
Italy
Website: https://www.fincantieri.com/ 

Fincantieri is one of the world’s largest shipbuilding 
groups and number one for diversification and 
innovation. It is a leader in cruise ship design and 
construction and a reference player in all high-tech 
shipbuilding industry sectors, from naval to offshore 
vessels, from high-complexity special vessels and 
ferries to mega yachts, as well as in ship repairs and 
conversions, production of systems and mechanical 
and electrical component equipment, cruise ship 
interiors solutions, electronic systems and software, 
infrastructures and maritime constructions as well as 
after-sales services.
With over 9,500 employees and a supplier network 
that employs nearly 50,000 people in Italy alone, 
Fincantieri now has 18 shipyards in four continents, 
and is the leading Western shipbuilder; its clients 
include the world’s biggest cruise operators and the 
Italian and the US Navy as well as numerous foreign 
navies. Fincantieri is also a partner of some of the main 
European defence companies within supranational 
programs.

Fiocchi Munizioni
Italy Pavilion, 06-B03
Italy
Website: www.fiocchi.com 

The company was established in Lecco by Giulio 
Fiocchi in 1876, and counts over 700 employees 
today. It is renowned worldwide for its responsibility, 
reliability, high performance and commitment. 
The wide range of small calibre ammunition is 
appreciated for hunting, clay targets, law enforcement 
and defence. Fiocchi’s distinctive feature is that 
all product components are manufactured in its 
facility. The company also ensures ongoing research 

and flexible production; hence, this combination 
makes Fiocchi a winner on the world market. The 
wide product range and the specific characteristics 
of the items manufactured rank Fiocchi as a unique 
company among other market leaders. Fiocchi’s 
sister companies are based in the USA, the United 
Kingdom, Argentina and New Zealand, besides 
partnerships and strategic agreements all over the 
world.

FLE Co., Ltd
Japan Pavilion, 07-A42
Japan
Website: www.fle-japan.com/en/
 Email: info@fle-japan.com

FLE is a security/defense equipment trading 
company based in Tokyo, Japan. We built up 
professional experience in import and export, 
working with our reliable suppliers domestically. 
We serve to provide the best equipment and we 
always tailor our approach and customize the 
products in line with the requirements of the 
operators.
Our portable HID searchlights are currently being 
used by the most demanding domestic customers. 
They have been complimented among these 
Japanese operators for their illumination efficiency 
allowing improved visibility at night time and 
advanced surveillance techniques.
P-TEX significantly outperforms several types of 
protective fabrics used against cuts, including 
para-aramid. The unparalleled cut-resistance 
performance of our fabrics is the result of the 
combination of polyarylate fiber and glass fiber. 

Flight Test Aerospace, Inc
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
United States
Website: www.ftaerospace.com  
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Winter), the industrialists can promote their products 
and services to the civilian and military key decision 
makers concerned by land defense in France and 
around the world.
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Tel: +352 26 90 04 155, Fax: +352 26 90 04 425
Website: https://www.faymonville.com/
Email: jessica.heckters@faymonville.com
Contact: Jessica Heckters, Marketing

Faymonville manufactures low-loaders, lowbed 
trailers and modular vehicles for payloads from 20 
tonnes to 500 tonnes. Using a modular building 
system, Faymonville offers customer-specific 
solutions that are designed for all requirements 
outside the conventional standards. We are the 
experts and special vehicles from Faymonville are 
used to transport oversized loads around the world. 
Everything tall, long, wide or heavy! Faymonville 
products excel in their technical precision and quality 
of processing.
The requirements of the trailers to transport military 
equipment are high and need special treatment. 
Faymonville is able to meet these specifications 
through its high level of technology competence. Our 
low loaders are used to transport tanks, jeeps, supply 
containers and military equipment for maintenance 
and logistics purposes. The MultiMAX low loader is 
regarded as the economic, technically sophisticated 
and flexible answer to meet these special challenges. 

FGE Kazan Gunpowder Plant
Russian Pavilion, 12-E10
14, 1 Maya,420032
Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 843 554-45-73, Fax: +7  843 554-40-14
Website: www.kazanpowder.ru
Contact: Iuliia Shaumian
Mobile: +7 9050 39-49-74

The FGE Kazan Gunpowder Plant is an enterprise 
with two-centuries history and the only Russian 
manufacturer of charges to close combat and about 
100 items of pyroxyline powders. It is produced 
along with charges for tank, overland and naval 
artillery, maritime and aviation systems, small-bore 
artillery and infantry systems.

Filter Technik Slovakia, s.r.o
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Štrková 578/4
Žilina
Slovakia
Tel: +421 905 357873 
Website: www.filtertechnik.sk, 
Email: beres@filtertechnik.sk
Contact: Marek Beres, Export Manager
Mobile: +421 905 357873

Our company Filter Technik deals with:
- production and distribution of all kinds of oil filters 
and filtration equipment for industrial production,
- comprehensive filtration solution for air, oil and 
other liquids filtration;
- professional analysis of oil contamination and other 
industrial liquids and their detailed evaluation,
- filtration of process liquids and oils,
- recovery of hazardous waste R9,
- consultation and training by persons certified in 
the field,
- audits of filtration equipment.

Fincantieri Spa
Italy Pavilion, 06-B07
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Fincantieri is one of the world’s largest shipbuilding 
groups and number one for diversification and 
innovation. It is a leader in cruise ship design and 
construction and a reference player in all high-tech 
shipbuilding industry sectors, from naval to offshore 
vessels, from high-complexity special vessels and 
ferries to mega yachts, as well as in ship repairs and 
conversions, production of systems and mechanical 
and electrical component equipment, cruise ship 
interiors solutions, electronic systems and software, 
infrastructures and maritime constructions as well as 
after-sales services.
With over 9,500 employees and a supplier network 
that employs nearly 50,000 people in Italy alone, 
Fincantieri now has 18 shipyards in four continents, 
and is the leading Western shipbuilder; its clients 
include the world’s biggest cruise operators and the 
Italian and the US Navy as well as numerous foreign 
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Our portable HID searchlights are currently being 
used by the most demanding domestic customers. 
They have been complimented among these 
Japanese operators for their illumination efficiency 
allowing improved visibility at night time and 
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P-TEX significantly outperforms several types of 
protective fabrics used against cuts, including 
para-aramid. The unparalleled cut-resistance 
performance of our fabrics is the result of the 
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Flight Test Aerospace and our family of subsidiaries 
provide Aviation MRO, Upgrade, Logistics and 
Training Solutions to our customers worldwide.   FTA 
maintains its Corporate Headquarters in Chantilly 
Virginia and a European Headquarters in Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands.

Flir Systems
USA Pavilion, 03-C27
27 Wadi Al Fey St., BLDG C-29 Office# 302
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 2 666 1561
Website: www.flir.com, 
Email: mark.lineberry@flir.com
Contact: Mark Lineberry, Business Development 
Manager – Middle East & GCC, Surveillance
Mobile: 971 50 654 0421

FLYING-CAM
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A24
Belgium
Website: www.flying-cam.com
Email: info@flying-cam.com
Contact: Emmanuel Previnaire, Founder & CEO

FLYING-CAM is the reference small tactical 
UAS manufacturer specialized in AIRBORNE 
INTELLIGENCE with Unmanned Helicopters in the 
25 kg to 150 kg class.
With more than 30 years of field experience, 
FLYING-CAM provides ultimate performance for 
the most demanding tactical missions including 
ship-based operations.
In addition to the EO/IR and Imagery Intelligence 
(IMINT) capabilities, FLYING-CAM is also known 
for non-imaging Measurement and Signature 
Intelligence (MASINT) technologies including 
hyperspectral imaging systems, LiDAR and 
bathymetric LiDAR, Magnetic Anomaly Detector 

(MAD), gamma-ray spectrometer.
The product family includes two different Unmanned 
Helicopters:
Flying-Cam SARAH
- 32 Kg Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)
- 2 to 10 Kg Payload
- 40 to 60 Minutes Flight Time
- Electric propulsion
- Lithium batteries
- 10 Km range
Flying-Cam DISCOVERY
- 75 Kg Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)
- 5 to 15 Kg Payload
- 2 to 3 Hours Flight Time
- Turboshaft Engine
- Heavy fuel (Jet A-1, JP-8/F-34, JP-5/F-44)
- 100Km range

FN Herstal
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A20
Belgium
Tel: +32 4 240 81 11
Website: www.fnherstal.com,
Email: info@fnherstal.com

A long-term partner for defense and security forces, 
FN Herstal designs, develops and manufactures 
a complete range of state-of-the-art, innovative 
solutions developed around small caliber firearms 
and associated ammunition. Millions of FN product 
references are in service with Defense, Security 
and Law Enforcement forces worldwide. FN Herstal 
product portfolio includes portable firearms such as 
pistols, submachine guns, carbines, assault/precision 
rifles, grenade launchers, light, medium and heavy 
machine guns; less lethal systems; airborne crew 
served and fixed-forward firing weapon systems; land 
and sea mounted weapon systems; land and naval 
remote weapon stations; small caliber ammunition; 
an FN e-novation line composed of a marksmanship 
training system, high-grade sighting aid for 40mm 

grenades, ballistic calculator for precision/sniper 
rifles and support weapons, and shot counter 
with dedicated software for optimized small arms 
management. FN Herstal also provides an effective 
support service for all of its products globally.

FOERSTER Group
Germany Pavilion, 08-C01
Germany
Website: www.foerstergroup.com

For 70 years, FOERSTER has been developing, 
manufacturing, and selling magnetometers and 
metal detectors for military and environmental 
clean-up all over the world. Detectors form the 
cornerstone of FOERSTER and our knowledge today 
is based on the work of our founder, Prof. Dr. Friedrich 
Förster, who was a pioneer in this sector, starting with 
the invention of the fluxgate magnetometer. Since 
then, we have further developed our products and 
now carry on our tradition that stands for innovation 
and the highest quality. Non-Destructive Testing, 
Metal Detection, Magnetics – FOERSTER stands for 
the highest quality standards. For precision and 
performance. For commitment and dependability. 
For the best and technologically most advanced 
line of products. Our highest goal is the satisfaction 
of our customers – worldwide. With our own 10 
subsidiaries and a multitude of representatives, we 
are ever-present within our customers› proximity in 
over 60 countries.

FRAG OUT! Magazine
Individual Exhibitor
Poland
Website: www.fragoutmag.com 

FRAG OUT! Magazine stays at the cutting-edge of 
defense, and military and law enforcement domains. 
It is a digital magazine that has a truly global reach 
and is read by a broad audience in Europe and North 
America.
Established in 2014, the magazine has been growing 
quite rapidly, expanding its reach, becoming a well 
recognized and professional outlet, among various 
communities. FRAG OUT! Magazine is crafted by 
professionals and subject matter experts with diverse 
background ranging from former military and law 
enforcement to defense industry experts. Every 
digital issue is loaded with the exclusive content 
from multiple areas, along with unique photography 
and video clips.
Since its inception, FRAG OUT! has become an 
excellent communication platform for the defense 
industry and valuable partner of dedicated defense 
events such as conferences, exhibitions and 
international trade shows such as Eurosatory, DSEI, 
IWA & Enforce Tac or MSPO.

Fratelli Tanfoglio s.a.s.
UAE Pavilion, 11-C06
Italy
Website: www.tanfoglio.it 

The company is the manufacturer of semiautomatic 
pistols in any caliber and version, semiautomatic and 
automatic rifles, bolt action, straight pull action and 
sniper rifles in 5,56x45 and 7,62x51, submachine gun 
in cal. 9x19. 
It is also a supplier of components for assembling 
pistols and rifles to civil and government customers.
All firearms and components are entirely produced 
in Italy and we are serving several Police Dept›s and 
Government Entities in the Middle East, Far East, 
South and Central America and Africa.
We provide government entities the know-how 
for establishing an assembling or a manufacturing 
facility for pistols and rifles.
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Flight Test Aerospace and our family of subsidiaries 
provide Aviation MRO, Upgrade, Logistics and 
Training Solutions to our customers worldwide.   FTA 
maintains its Corporate Headquarters in Chantilly 
Virginia and a European Headquarters in Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands.

Flir Systems
USA Pavilion, 03-C27
27 Wadi Al Fey St., BLDG C-29 Office# 302
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971 2 666 1561
Website: www.flir.com, 
Email: mark.lineberry@flir.com
Contact: Mark Lineberry, Business Development 
Manager – Middle East & GCC, Surveillance
Mobile: 971 50 654 0421

FLYING-CAM
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A24
Belgium
Website: www.flying-cam.com
Email: info@flying-cam.com
Contact: Emmanuel Previnaire, Founder & CEO

FLYING-CAM is the reference small tactical 
UAS manufacturer specialized in AIRBORNE 
INTELLIGENCE with Unmanned Helicopters in the 
25 kg to 150 kg class.
With more than 30 years of field experience, 
FLYING-CAM provides ultimate performance for 
the most demanding tactical missions including 
ship-based operations.
In addition to the EO/IR and Imagery Intelligence 
(IMINT) capabilities, FLYING-CAM is also known 
for non-imaging Measurement and Signature 
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bathymetric LiDAR, Magnetic Anomaly Detector 
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- 32 Kg Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)
- 2 to 10 Kg Payload
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- 5 to 15 Kg Payload
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- Heavy fuel (Jet A-1, JP-8/F-34, JP-5/F-44)
- 100Km range
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training system, high-grade sighting aid for 40mm 
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background ranging from former military and law 
enforcement to defense industry experts. Every 
digital issue is loaded with the exclusive content 
from multiple areas, along with unique photography 
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Since its inception, FRAG OUT! has become an 
excellent communication platform for the defense 
industry and valuable partner of dedicated defense 
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international trade shows such as Eurosatory, DSEI, 
IWA & Enforce Tac or MSPO.
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Italy
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automatic rifles, bolt action, straight pull action and 
sniper rifles in 5,56x45 and 7,62x51, submachine gun 
in cal. 9x19. 
It is also a supplier of components for assembling 
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All firearms and components are entirely produced 
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French Army
France Pavilion, 07-A16
Paris
France
Website: https://www.defense.gouv.fr/terre, 
Email: armand.julien@intradef.gouv.fr
Contact: Armand Julien, Event staff
Mobile: 33609376134

Tomorrow’s victory starts today. Faced with a wide 
range of threats, the French Army is required to 
intervene in different latitudes, including French 
national territory. The operational efficiency of 
land forces relies first and foremost on its soldiers; 
in sufficient numbers; on their professionalism 
acquired during their training and their very wide 
operational experience; in very varied specialized 
domains. It relies also on the use and control of 
some of today’s most modern equipment, like the 
SCORPION programme. Following the application of 
the new operational model “in contact”, land forces 
continue to show their adaptability and coherence, 
through a soldier-based approach, where the soldier 
comes first. The French Army is thus a central player 
in three areas of action: operations in the national 
theater, airborne missions, special operations. The 
French Army represents as such, a comprehensive 
and coherent tool, providing France with credibility 
on the international scene.

Frequentis AG
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
Austria
Website: www.frequentis.com 

Frequentis leverages more than seventy years of 
experience; over fifty of which are specifically within 
the Defence market providing milATC as the core 
offering. This cross-industry experience allows for 
solutions to be developed with aviation and maritime 
markets in mind. Frequentis Defence builds upon 

this land/sea/air control centre knowledge base to 
provide enhanced functionality in support of future 
mission-critical communications evolution for its 
customers. Besides encrypted mobile transmissions 
for voice and data, along with situational awareness, 
we provide mission-critical solutions for military 
organisations. Certified defence solutions answer 
the control centre and mission needs of today and 
prepare for the future.

GAL
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://gal.ae 

GAL is a leading regional provider of integrated 
aircraft sustainment solutions for military and 
civilian customers. Working with the world’s largest 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and 
maintenance repair and overhaul (MRO) partners, we 
help customers achieve exceptional fleet readiness 
through maintenance, supply chain, engineering, 
and manpower augmentation services.

Galadari Tire Company LLC / Epsilor
FTEZ, FT-025
United Arab Emirates
www.galadaritires.com 

Galadari Tire Company LLC is the distributor for 
Epsilor Industries. Epsilor is a world leader in the 
development and production of battery packs and 
chargers for the military, defense, marine, aerospace, 
industrial and EV markets. Our batteries serve the 
following markets:
Defense and military: batteries and chargers for 
tactical application, wearable electronic systems, 
power management electronics
Armored and military vehicles: the most advanced, 
safe and smart battery products, including 6T NATO 

standard size batteries.
Aerospace: advanced batteries, charging systems 
for unmanned aerial systems, missiles, projectiles, 
ground control station, and more.
Galadari is also the distributor for Ziebart Rust 
protection chemicals and services that is approved 
and fulfilling US Army standard FED-STD-297E

Garanti Giyim Kompozit Teknolojileri 
Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D39
Turkey
Website: www.garantikompozit.com 

Garanti Kompozit, with 100% Turkish capital as an 
Uyar Holding subsidiary, has been founded in 2004, 
to manufacture advanced technology products 
for the use of govermental and civilian end users. 
We manufacture functional outerwear and ballistic 
protective equipments such as body armor and vehicle 
armor for military and law enforcement, by using 
state-of-the-art materials and combine functionailty 
and esthetic while designing our technical outerwear 
in order to meet the demand of the industry. Besides, 
in our production facility in Yozgat, we have 17025 
accredited inhouse ballistic testing laboratory where 
we conduct our R&D work and quality control of the 
ballistic protective products.
Our main products are; waterproof/breathable 
garments , flame retardant garments, sleeping bags 
& tents, load bearing vests & back packs, airbag 
equipped vests & jackets and body armor such as 
ballistic protective vests, hard armor plates, ballistic 
and non-balistic helmets, helicopter helmets, shields 
and vehicle armor panels, and EOD suits.

Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers 
Ltd
Individual, 03-A32,03-A30
India

Website: www.grese.nic.in 

The odyssey of Garden Reach Shipbuilders & 
Engineers Ltd. (GRSE), began in 1884, when it 
started its journey as a small workshop to repair 
vessels of River Steam Navigation Company. During 
the Second World War (1939-45), the Company 
made its mark in carrying out construction, 
conversion and repair of 4000 merchant & naval 
vessels. The Company was taken over by the 
Government of India in 1960. GRSE, then known as 
Garden Reach Workshop Ltd, was the first shipyard 
of independent India to build a Seaward Defence 
Boat (SDB) INS Ajay and delivered the same to the 
Indian Navy in 1961, within a year of being taken 
over. The In-House Design & Construction of “CGS 
Barracuda” – the First ever Export Warship of India, 
has been yet another feather in the cap of GRSE. It 
was conferred the status of a Miniratna Category I 
Company in the year 2006.

GDC Middle East (GDCME)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C26
6863 An Nakhil, Unit No. 231, 12382 - 4098
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.gdcme.com, 
Email: Randa.Alturki@gdcme.com
Contact: Randa Al-Turki, Marketing Officer
Mobile: +966501175044

GDC Middle East is an ISO 9001:2015 accredited 
organization which is an MRO company 
established by the Public Investment Fund (PIF) 
aiming to facilitate the consistent, sustainable, 
and improved national aerospace and defense 
industry capabilities. The company is based in 
Riyadh and specializes in Maintenance Repair & 
Overhaul (MRO), Aircraft Modification & System 
Integration and Aerospace Engineering.
GDC Middle East’s strategy is in line with Saudi 
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Vision 2030, which calls for localizing more than 50% 
of the military expenditure, through developing 
national engineering solutions capable of supporting 
military sectors to improve and modifying the 
aircrafts to the highest standards and quality. 
Our mission is investing in people and advanced 
technology to provide value added solutions to our 
national economy.

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems
USA Pavilion, 02-B12
United States
Website: www.ga-asi.com 

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI), 
an affiliate of General Atomics, is a leading designer 
and manufacturer of proven, reliable Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft (RPA) systems, radars, and electro-
optic and related mission systems, including the 
Lynx® Multi-mode Radar. The Predator® aircraft series 
has flown in excess of six million flight hours.

General Authority for Military 
Industries (GAMI)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 08-C00
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.gami.gov.sa 

In accordance with the resolution of the Saudi 
Council of Ministers, the General Authority for 
Military Industries (GAMI) was established in Dhul 
Qa›da 1438 AH (August 2017). GAMI embodies Saudi 
Arabia’s aspiration to develop the national military 
manufacturing capabilities, and localize this vital 
sector and turn it into an important pillar of the 
Saudi economy by providing job opportunities for 
Saudi Youth and increasing the sector's contribution 

to the national economy. GAMI’s mandate will 
be regulating, developing and monitoring the 
performance of the military industries in the 
Kingdom through a comprehensive mission to 
localize 50% of the Kingdom's military spending on 
equipment and services.

Gespi
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Rua Guaratinguetá, 55
São José dos Campos, São Paulo
Brazil
Tel: +55 12 3941 1680, Fax: gespi@gespi.com.br
Website: www.gespi.com.br, 
Email: orlando@gespi.com.br
Contact: Orlando Picolini, Executive Vice President
Mobile: +55 12 99717 9684

With more the 46 years of working in the Defense 
and Public Security industries, Gespi Defense 
Systems is a 100% Brazilian company, considered 
by the Brazilian Ministry of Defense as a Strategic 
Defense Company.
The main products are 2.75» rockets, Aerial bombs 
MK 81, 82, 83, 84, Aerial Practice Bombs BDU-33 
and BDU-50, 155mm HE and TP-T Ammunition, 
Launcher Anti Tank and Anti Bunker Weapon and 
Armored Patrol Boats.

GICAT
France Pavilion, 07-A15
3 Avenue Hoche
Paris
France
Tel: 33144145827 
Website: www.gicat.com,
Email: hermance.baudry@gicat.fr
Contact: Hermance Baudry
Mobile: 33622611953

MQ-9B SkyGuardian

UNMANNED & UNMATCHED
MQ-9B SkyGuardian is the world’s most versatile RPAS. With world-class  

sensors, industry-leading endurance, and modular payload integration, 

SkyGuardian provides a multi-mission solution for wide-area border patrol, 

homeland security, and more.

Learn more at ga-asi.com

ga-asi.com
©2021 GENERAL ATOMICS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS, INC. Airborne Situational Awareness

24/7, Worldwide
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Vision 2030, which calls for localizing more than 50% 
of the military expenditure, through developing 
national engineering solutions capable of supporting 
military sectors to improve and modifying the 
aircrafts to the highest standards and quality. 
Our mission is investing in people and advanced 
technology to provide value added solutions to our 
national economy.

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems
USA Pavilion, 02-B12
United States
Website: www.ga-asi.com 

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. (GA-ASI), 
an affiliate of General Atomics, is a leading designer 
and manufacturer of proven, reliable Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft (RPA) systems, radars, and electro-
optic and related mission systems, including the 
Lynx® Multi-mode Radar. The Predator® aircraft series 
has flown in excess of six million flight hours.

General Authority for Military 
Industries (GAMI)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 08-C00
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.gami.gov.sa 

In accordance with the resolution of the Saudi 
Council of Ministers, the General Authority for 
Military Industries (GAMI) was established in Dhul 
Qa›da 1438 AH (August 2017). GAMI embodies Saudi 
Arabia’s aspiration to develop the national military 
manufacturing capabilities, and localize this vital 
sector and turn it into an important pillar of the 
Saudi economy by providing job opportunities for 
Saudi Youth and increasing the sector's contribution 

to the national economy. GAMI’s mandate will 
be regulating, developing and monitoring the 
performance of the military industries in the 
Kingdom through a comprehensive mission to 
localize 50% of the Kingdom's military spending on 
equipment and services.

Gespi
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Rua Guaratinguetá, 55
São José dos Campos, São Paulo
Brazil
Tel: +55 12 3941 1680, Fax: gespi@gespi.com.br
Website: www.gespi.com.br, 
Email: orlando@gespi.com.br
Contact: Orlando Picolini, Executive Vice President
Mobile: +55 12 99717 9684

With more the 46 years of working in the Defense 
and Public Security industries, Gespi Defense 
Systems is a 100% Brazilian company, considered 
by the Brazilian Ministry of Defense as a Strategic 
Defense Company.
The main products are 2.75» rockets, Aerial bombs 
MK 81, 82, 83, 84, Aerial Practice Bombs BDU-33 
and BDU-50, 155mm HE and TP-T Ammunition, 
Launcher Anti Tank and Anti Bunker Weapon and 
Armored Patrol Boats.
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GICAT (French Land and Air-land Defence and 
Security Industry Association) is a professional 
organization established in 1978 grouping over 280 
French companies, including the main industrial 
prime contractors, equipment suppliers, system 
integrators and a network of dynamic and innovative 
SMEs. 
These companies, which have a diverse range of 
activities (industrial contractors, consultancy and 
service providers, as well as clusters and research 
institutes), offer the full range of skill and know-how 
adapted to the operational requirements of the land 
and Air-land Defence and Security sector.
GICAT’s international development is based on the 
Eurosatory, ShieldAfrica & Expodefensa international 
trade shows, organized by its subsidiary COGES, and 
mainstream defence and/or security trade shows 
abroad.

GIE Defense NBC
Individual, 07-A02
France
Website: www.defensenbc.fr 

GIE Defense NBC is a company cluster promoting 
the excellence of the French CBRNE defence and 
protection industry.

GILEP
France Pavilion, 07-B34
France
Website: www.gilep.com 

GILEP is a French cluster of 20 independant 
companies that design and develop equipments 
and products needed for efficient military POL 
(Petrol, Oil and Lubricants) logistics. Between them, 
GILEP members have the ability to provide almost 
any material and product in that domain, from a 
mere small fuel tank valve to a field tank truck and 

to a complete fuel depot, all of them suitable for a 
civilian use. GILEP has developped for many years 
a fruitful cooperation with the SEO (French military 
fuel service). GILEP can offer turnkey solutions for all 
POL requirements. The GILEP companies, long time 
suppliers of the French Armed Forces, can provide 
high quality and robust equipments for all the parts 
of the POL logistics chain.

Global Business Press PTE. LTD
Individual Exhibitors
Global Business Press Pte. Ltd. 30 Cecil Street, #19-08 
Prudential Tower 
049712
Singapore
Tel: +65 6850 5269, Fax: +65 6438 2436
Website: www.gbp.com.sg,
Email: vittorio.prudente@gbp.com.sg
Contact: Vittorio Rossi Prudente, CEO & Publisher
Mobile: +65 98181055

GBP Aerospace & Defence offers extensive coverage 
of the defence and aviation sectors through its 
industry leading titles, Asian Defence Technology, 
Asian Airlines & Aerospace, and DailyNews. The 
company has its headquarters in Singapore. Our 
main areas of focus are the Middle East and Asia 
Pacific, but our extensive coverage of the aerospace 
and defence sectors are not limited to the region. 
Our reporters are at more international shows and 
exhibitions than any other competing publication 
in the Asia Pacific. The company is the official 
media partner at major events around the world, 
providing comprehensive coverage through the 
print version of DailyNews, and daily e-newsletters. 
GBP Aerospace & Defence now offers news in eight 
regional languages – Arabic, Chinese, Indonesian, 
Korean, Japanese, Spanish, French and Russian – 
besides English. Log in today to www.gbp.com.sg 
to access the latest in global aerospace and defence 
news, in the language of your choice.

Global Clearance Solutions AG
Germany Pavilion, 08-D30
Schwerzistrasse 4
Freienbach 8807
Switzerland
Website: www.gcs.ch, Email: l.stemmler@gcs.ch
Contact: Laurent Stemmler, Sales Manager
Mobile: 41795933441

Global Clearance Solutions AG (GCS) is a leading 
solution provider for explosive hazard management, 
enabled through technological and operational 
excellence. Established in 2015, our team of over 50 
experts and specialists are assisting our clients in 
over 30 countries.
GCS activities cover the entire range of explosive 
threat mitigation which includes: humanitarian 
demining, disposal of Explosive Remnants of War 
(ERW), development and manufacturing of bespoke 
technologies, national capacity building, training 
and deploying teams for Explosives Ordnance 
Disposal (EOD) and Improvised Explosive Devices 
Disposal (IEDD) tasks, as well as in-country service 
support for mechanical clearance platforms. 
The company is comprised of 3 divisions: 
Hardware and Technology, Operations, and 
Services and Maintenance. Clients include 
Supranational Institutions, Government Entities, 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), and 
Commercial Companies. GCS has its headquarters 
in Switzerland, a production site in Germany and a 
regional office in Iraq.

Global Defence Mart
Individual Exhibitor
T1, 1301 Pivotel
Gurugram
India
Tel: +91-9953301717 
Website: www.globaldefencemart.com,

Email: info@globaldefencemart.com
Contact: GS Manral, CEO
Mobile: +91-7290002434
We feel pleasure in introducing ourselves as a 
media company which is focused on bringing great 
ideas and enterprise solutions aiming to enhance 
the defence trade & technology globally by 
offering a peer-reviewed, multidisciplinary content 
publication “Global Defence Mart”& a niche online 
B2B portal.
GDM, Publication – Global Defence Mart is an 
exclusive defence publication that features recent 
progresses made, new findings and breakthroughs, 
upcoming events and exhibitions in the field of 
Land defence, Air defence, Naval defence and 
Homeland securities systems.
This publication also, contains a separate section 
of consolidated database of defence suppliers 
and manufacturers for a quick ready reference 
for buyers/sellers to develop and generate new 
business opportunities in the area of defence trade 
and technology.
GDM, Online - www.globaldefencemart.com is the 
first and a niche online portal which is the need of 
every person who is working for defence trade and 
technology.

GLOCK GmbH
Austria Pavilion
Austria
Website: www.glock.at 

GLOCK›s remarkable knowledge and experience 
from their applications and processing of steel and 
polymer are used to design outstanding products. 
GLOCK is one of the world’s leading manufacturers 
of semi-automatic handguns in several calibers and 
sizes. GLOCK Safe Action pistols are famous for their 
durability, reliability and accuracy. They are NATO 
approved and have already acquired a market share 
of approx. 65% with U.S. Law Enforcement.
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Several optional parts and accessories, as sights, 
extra magazines, holsters, Tactical lights and lasers 
etc., provide a high level of adaptability to special 
requirements. GLOCK Training and Practice pistols 
are specially designed for the needs of official 
customers.
GLOCK field knives are available in two versions 
(with or without saw) and different colours. The 
lightweight, foldable GLOCK Field Spade with its 
durable polymer handle and steel blade is the first 
choice for outdoor equipment.

GM Afcon Security Technologies LP 
Israel Pavilion, FT-013
Israel
Website: www.gmsecurity.com 

The V-ALERT Perimeter Intrusion Detection System 
is a unique and versatile Electronic Sensor based 
Perimeter Intrusion Detection system providing 
integrated outdoor and security solutions on all 
types of fences, walls (above & below-ground) and 
solid structures.
Using the V-Alert technology as the core detection 
system, GM Afcon provides a total security solution 
for Perimeter Security Projects.
The V-Alert Sensor is an Electronic Sensor with no 
moving parts. The Sensitivity of individual sensors 
can be adjusted according to the type of application, 
providing Independent and Pinpoint alarm 
indications from each sensor, providing a high level 
of detection without false alarms.
The technology provides proven integrated 
security solutions for a wide range of Critical Site 
applications that includes International Borders, Port 
and Airports, Solar Farms and Solar Panels, Cellular 
and Communication Base Stations, Water, Gas & 
Electricity Utilities, Oil and Gas Installations, Power 
plants and Industrial and Military Sites.

GRAND POWER, s.r.o.
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Poľovnícka 29, 974 01
Banská Bystrica - Šalková
Slovakia
Website: www.grandpower.eu,
Email: vratko.mikulas@grandpower.eu
Contact: Vratko Mikuláš, Manager
Mobile: +421911304829

GRAND POWER is a successful company involved in 
armaments production, established in the year 2002. 
Using the latest technological advances, it achieves 
excellent economic and technological success 
and produces pistols based on its own patents. It 
is a unique construction of locking system, which 
is protected by international patents. The locking 
system is based on locking by rotating barrel, which 
enhances accuracy of shooting and user comfort. 
Based on this unique system, the GRAND POWER 
company launched production of self-loading 
pistols of caliber 9 mm Luger. Within over 15 years 
experience, the quality of our pistols convinced 
many top IPSC shooters and brand name GRAND 
POWER acquired trust of customers. The Company’s 
portfolio consists of a wide range of firearms from 
pistols, rifles, SMGs and heavy machine guns. It 
has more than 35 models of various calibers and 
special modifications. Please visit www.grandpower.
eu to familiarize yourselves with our products. Our 
firearms are exported to over 50 countries.

Granpect Company Limited
Individual, 09-C31
17/F, Building A, Tsinghua Tongfang S&T Plaza, No.1 
Wangzhuang Road, Haidian District, 100083
Beijing
China
Tel: 86-010-82393289, Fax: 86-010-82393299
Website: www.granpect.com,

Email: xuhuili@granpect.com
Contact: Huili Xu, Commercial Manager
Mobile: 86-15910897655

Granpect Company Limited is a high-tech enterprise 
originated from Tsinghua University, which 
integrates development, design, manufacturing, 
sales and service.
In terms of electronic linear accelerators, detectors, 
data acquisition, precision mechanical motion, 
independent software, etc., Granpect Company 
Limited is the largest and most comprehensive 
manufacturer of customized industrial CT system in 
China. The company›s products are divided into low-

energy industrial CT (160kV-600kV), high-energy 
industrial CT (1MeV-15MeV) and electronic linear 
accelerators (0.95 MeV-15MeV).

Greek Defence News
Media Partner
Cyprus
Website: www.dbdcgroup.com, Email: dbdc@
skynet.be / dbdc.defence@gmail.com

Greek Defence News is a bimonthly defence tri-
service review published in English by DBDC 

Global Industrial & Defence Solutions 
(GIDS)
Pakistan Pavilion
GIDS, Complex-II Chaklala Garrision
Rawalpindi
Pakistan
Tel: 0092-51-9280061 
Website: www.gids.com.pk, Email: info@gids.com.pk
Contact: Asad Kamal, CEO
Mobile: 3238528826

GIDS is Pakistan’s premier state-owned defence 
conglomerate that represents the country’s largest 
defence manufacturing units and hub of core R&D 
activities by offering products for multifaceted 
military applications. By means of offering high-tech/
quality systems to the international clients – GIDS has 
emerged as a reliable defence supplier in an ever-
changing competitive industry. Pakistan’s defence 
sector’s core competence is primarily leveraged on 

its Armed Forces demanding complicated yet potent 
solutions and GIDS has made available to them a power-
house of technical intellect & manufacturing 
know-how (having Tri-Services of Pakistan as our prime 
users for decades).
Our wide-ranging product portfolio comprises of 
extensive offerings in the domains of Air, Land, Sea, NBC 
Defence and Security.
GIDS is also Pakistan›s largest state-owned manufacturer 
of UAVs (offering medium range tactical UAVs and a 
variety of short-range / hand-launched / VTOL systems), 
which are battle-proven with the capability to operate 
effectively in hostile environments.
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activities by offering products for multifaceted 
military applications. By means of offering high-tech/
quality systems to the international clients – GIDS has 
emerged as a reliable defence supplier in an ever-
changing competitive industry. Pakistan’s defence 
sector’s core competence is primarily leveraged on 

its Armed Forces demanding complicated yet potent 
solutions and GIDS has made available to them a power-
house of technical intellect & manufacturing 
know-how (having Tri-Services of Pakistan as our prime 
users for decades).
Our wide-ranging product portfolio comprises of 
extensive offerings in the domains of Air, Land, Sea, NBC 
Defence and Security.
GIDS is also Pakistan›s largest state-owned manufacturer 
of UAVs (offering medium range tactical UAVs and a 
variety of short-range / hand-launched / VTOL systems), 
which are battle-proven with the capability to operate 
effectively in hostile environments.
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International Defence Publications & Events, 
covering security issues as well as political, military 
and industrial matters in the defence and aerospace 
sector in Greece, Cyprus and in the Southern East 
Europe.

Green Optics Co., ltd
Korea Pavilion
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.greenoptics.com 

Green Power Turbine Systems d.o.o.
Individual, 12-B14
Vladimira Popovica 6, A207, 11000
Belgrade
Serbia
Website: www.gpts.rs, 
Email: lazarigrutinovic@gmail.com
Contact: Lazar Igrutinovic, Business Development 
Manager
Mobile: +381653210011

Green Power Turbine Systems is an innovative 
company focused on design and production of 
high quality and cost-effective turbojet engines for 
various application. 
The core of the company is based on pure 
professionalism in engineering and production as 
well as daily operations in communication with 
customers. Our team consists of highly educated 
and experienced employees engaged in our mission 
to deliver top quality turbojet engines, based on 
customer demands, worldwide.

Guardiaris d.o.o.
UAE Pavilion, 11-C06
Podjunska ulica 13
Ljubljana
Slovenia

Fax: +386 1 230 30 50
Website: www.guardiaris.com, Email: sales@
guardiaris.com
Mobile: +386 41 779 777

Guardiaris is a highly innovative company specialised 
in the production of custom-designed indoor and 
outdoor simulators for military, law enforcement and 
civilian customers.
Guardiaris is continuously improving its proprietary 
synthetic environment simulation software 
registered under the GUARD trademark. It enables 
real-time rendering of highly realistic terrains and 
environments, weather and time-of-day simulation, 
use of advanced AI, and simulation of vehicle 
dynamics and weapon ballistics.
Guardiaris also provides its customers with superb 
big data-based toolset for effective performance 
evaluation and the consequent adaptation of the 
training plan via advanced analytics and reports 
software. 
Guardiaris’ products are smart by design, highly 
immersive and fully interoperable via HLA and DIS 
protocols. For over 16 years, numerous customers 
from across Europe, the Middle East, Asia and South 
America trust us in providing them with turn-key 
products, innovative solutions and constant support, 
helping them to train better and faster.

HAIX Group
Germany Pavilion, 08-D06
Auhofstrasse 10
Mainburg
Germany
Tel: 49875186250 
Website: www.haix.com, Email: info@haix.de
As an innovative high-tech manufacturer, HAIX 
meets the highest standards of functionality, quality 
and design worldwide. Firefighters, policemen 
and special forces, paramedics, craftsmen, soldiers, 
forest workers, hunters and outdoor enthusiasts 
have always placed their trust in HAIX shoes. More 

than 1,700 highly motivated employees give their 
best every day. The shoes are produced in state-of-
the-art workstations in production plants in Germany 
and Croatia. "Made in Europe" at HAIX means: 
manufactured exclusively in Europe.

Halcon EDePro
EDGE, 05-A05
Kralja Milutina Street 33, 11000 
Belgrade
Serbia
Tel: +381 11 787 1380, Fax: +381 11 362 9554
Website: http://www.edepro.com/,
Email: goran.memon@edepro.com
Contact: Goran Memon, Project manager
Mobile: +381600807030

The EDePro Company has been, for years, among the 
leading organizations in the South-East European area 
engaged in the design and production of turbojet 
and rocket propulsion systems of different types 
and applications. The flexibility in the design has 
enabled the accomplishment of high performances 
of the realized solutions and, on the other hand, it has 
enabled the possibility of fast realization of projects 
and activities in the defence and related industries.
The Company’s main effort is to permanently rely on 
the top-notch experts in the topical areas and to pursue 
the philosophy of its own, original development, 
which results in a high level of efficiency in work and 
the quality of realized projects.

Halcon Systems
EDGE, 05-A05
Tawazun Industrial Park
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97128859595 
Website: halcon.ae, Email: info@halcon.ae
Contact: Willem Strydom, Chief Operating Officer

Halcon is a regional leader in the end-to-end 
manufacturing of precision-guided systems. 
Established in 2017, the company innovates and 
develops high-performance and cost-effective 
products that enable its customers to neutralise 
specific targets and avoid collateral damage. 
Halcon relies on a strong in-house research and 
development process, supported by one of the 
region’s most advanced testing facilities delivering 
high-tolerance, high-precision components and 
sub-systems, finished through the company’s full 
assembly line services. Part of the Missiles and 
Weapons Cluster of EDGE, the company also provides 
special manufacturing solutions, and automation 
and robotics consulting, and advisory services 
that help customers achieve their operational and 
tactical goals.

Hanwha
Korea Pavilion, 12-A23
86 Cheongyecheon-ro, Jung-gu
Seoul
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82-2-729-4958, Fax: +82-2-729-3522
Website: www.hanwhadefense-intl.com,
Email: hdi@hanwha.com
Contact: Patrick Yun, Manager
Mobile: +82-10-8915-8768

From its origin in industrial explosives, Hanwha has 
led the development of R.O.Korea's defense industry 
for nearly half a century. Hanwha has developed 
and produced a wide spectrum of weapon systems 
including Ammunition & PGM, Land Systems and 
Defense Electronics. With unsparing investment 
and R&D efforts, Hanwha is continuously expanding 
its product portfolio to maintain its position as a 
sustainable and trustworthy leader in the global 
defense industry. 
Land Systems: Optimal platform solutions for Self-
Propelled Howitzer, Infantry Fighting Vehicles, Air 
Defense Systems, Medium Tank, Armored Personnel 
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Carriers and Amphibious Assault Vehicles 
Ammunition & PGM: Precision Guided Missiles 
and Conventional Ammunition including Fuzes, 
Warheads, Propellants and Pyrotechnics 
Defense Electronics: All elements of C4I-SR, Naval 
Combat Management Systems, Electro-Optics and 
Avionics

HawkEye 360
Individual, C6-010
United States
Website: www.he360.com

Heasoldt France SAS
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
France

Heavy Industries Taxila (HIT)
Pakistan Pavilion
Pakistan
Website: www.hit.gov.pk 

Heavy Industries Taxila (HIT) is a defence equipment 
manufacturing organization working under the 
ambit of Ministry of Defence Production. HIT’s 
industrial units are divided into Rebuild Factories, 
Engineering Support Facilities, Upgradation Facilities 
and Research and Development Organization.
HIT specializes in the manufacture, rebuild and up-
gradation of a wide variety of military & security 
equipment including Main Battle Tanks, Tank Guns, 
Armoured Personnel Carriers and Armoured Security 
Vehicles. The commercial production include 
Armoured Security Vehicle Protector with B-7 Level 
Protection, Lt Armoured Vehicle Mohafiz with B6 
Level Protection, Armoured Guard Post (Bunker) 
with B6/B7 Level Protection, Bullet Proof Jackets / 
Vests with NIJ-III, IV and IIIA Level Protection.

Hellenic Aerospace Industry S.A.
Greek pavilion
Greece
Website: www.haicorp.com 

Hellenic Aerospace Industry S.A. established in 
1975 is the largest aerospace and defence industry 
in Greece. Its primary mission is to deliver defense 
and aerospace services and products to the Hellenic 
State, as well as to both military and civil markets.
Operating as an integrated, one stop shop, combining 
cutting-edge technology with certified production 
procedures and exceptionally well-trained and 
experienced staff, the company offers products and 
services of the highest quality standards in the most 
competitive cost and delivery terms, thus acquiring 
a broad customer base, and establishing itself as a 
reliable partner of the leading aerospace industries 
globally, with important export activity.

Hellenic Ministry of National Defence 
(HMoND) General Directorate for Defence 
Investments and Armaments (GDDIA)
Greek pavilion
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.gdaee.mil.g

Helwan Factory for Development 
Industries
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

HENSOLDT
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
Etihad Tower T3, 29th Floor
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2652 6666 
Website: www.hensoldt.net,

Email: info@hensoldt.net

HENSOLDT is a pioneer of technology and innovation 
in the field of defence and security electronics. Based 
in Taufkirchen near Munich, the company is a German 
Champion with strategic leadership positions in the 
field of sensor solutions for defence and non-defence 
applications. HENSOLDT develops new products to 
combat a wide range of threats based on innovative 
approaches to data management, robotics and 
cyber security. With approximately 5,500 employees, 
HENSOLDT generated revenues of 1.11 billion euros 
in 2019.

HENSOLDT GEW Technologies (Pty) 
Ltd.
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
South Africa

HENSOLDT Kelvin Hughes
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
United Kingdom

HENSOLDT Optronics (Pty) Ltd.
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
South Africa
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HENSOLDT Optronics GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
United Arab Emirates

HGH Systemes Infrarouges
France Pavilion, 07-B36
10, rue Maryse Bastié
IGNY
France
Website: www.hgh-infrared.com, 
Email: hgh@hgh.fr
Contact: Edouard Campana

HGH is a global provider of wide area surveillance 
systems based on the award-winning 360 degree 
thermal camera SPYNEL, and its automatic intrusion 
detection and tracking software, CYCLOPE. Our 
system has been deployed for FOB protection in 
Afghanistan, in port, embarked on Warships, or in 
isolated critical areas.
The SPYNEL sensors are unique passive wide-area 
surveillance systems with automatic intrusion 
detection and tracking capabilities on land, air and 
sea, through all types of inclement weather.
SPYNEL cameras provide powerful situational 
awareness with, the longest detection range. A 
single SPYNEL-X sensor can perform 24/7 early 
human intrusion alerts over a 16km-diameter area 
and replaces up to 90 HD MWIR cameras, for an 
effective continuous perimeter security.
At IDEX, HGH will also showcase OPAL, their versatile 
and portable test bench for the maintenance in the 
field of many electro optics devices such as night 
vision goggles, visible to IR cameras and lasers.

Higher Colleges of Technology
UAE Pavilion, C4-005
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.hct.ac.ae 

The Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT) is a 
community of more than 23,000 students and 2,000 
staff based on 17 modern, technology-enhanced 
campuses in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, Dubai, Fujairah, 
Madinat Zayed, Ras Al Khaimah, Ruwais, and Sharjah, 
making it the largest higher education institution in 
the UAE.
Founded in 1988 by Federal Decree, the HCT has 
developed rapidly where it has a well-respected 
reputation for innovative and hands-on, workplace 
relevant teaching and learning methodologies, 
which are based on practical, experiential learning.
HCT offers many different, work-relevant, English-
taught programs in Applied Communication, 
Business, Computer & Information Science, 
Engineering Technology & Science, Health Sciences, 
and Education at various levels. All programs are 
designed in consultation with business and industry 
leaders to ensure the students’ skills are job-relevant 
and to the highest standards.
HCT graduates are eagerly sought by employers as 
they are capable of operating effectively in today’s 
global business environment.

Hirtenberger Defence Europe GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D31
Austria
Website: hds.hirtenberger.com 

HDS is a worldwide developer, manufacturer and 
provider of mortar systems. The HDS product range 
consists of the standard types of mortar ammunition, 
mortar weapon systems, auxiliary field equipment, 
aiming and sighting systems of various calibers. The 
outstanding performance of HDS mortar systems of 
60mm, 81mm and 120mm caliber is a result of the 
unique combination of a number of key technologies 
and know-how of mortars and corresponding mortar 
ammunition. HDS is offering a complete range of 
ammunition types containing HE, Smoke, and two 
types of Illumination for 60mm, 81mm and 120mm 
mortar systems.

Hisdesat Servicios Estrategicos S.A.
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Paseo De La Castellana 149, 5th Floor, 28046
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 91 4490149 
Website: www.hisdesat.es,
 Email: hisdesat@hisdesat.es
Contact: Miguel Ángel Redondo, Business 
Development Director

The company is an operator of satellite government 
services to act fundamentally in the areas of defense, 
security, intelligence and external services. Since 2005, 
the company provides secure satellite communications 
services to government agencies in different countries 
through SPAINSAT and XTAR-EUR satellites covering 
2/3 of the Earth and it is developing the new SPAINSAT 
NG Program to operate in the Ka-Mil y UHF bands. 
Hisdesat also offers Earth Observation services through 
the PAZ satellite (radar). At present, the company has 
a constellation of maritime Satellite Traffic Information 
Satellites (AIS). The company has Ground Control 
Centres for their satellites operating 24/7.

Homat Al Watan Department
Media Partner, 09-B32
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.homatalwatan.com 

HORIZON
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: horizonacademy.ae 

HORIZON is the Middle East’s largest independent 
helicopter flight training academy based in Al Ain. The 
company offers international-standard and bespoke 
helicopter pilot training to a wide range of leading 
commercial and military operators from the South Asia, 

Middle East and North Africa (SAMENA) region, and 
has played a fundamental role in developing global 
rotary-wing aviation capabilities for over a decade.
As part of Mission Support Cluster within EDGE, 
HORIZON constantly seeks new and innovative 
training technologies and world-class partnerships to 
upskill pilots and enhance operational flexibility for 
customers. Ranked amongst the top 10 flight training 
providers globally, the company sets the benchmark 
for quality, while continually aiming to expand and 
customise its portfolio of offerings

Horizon Expo Co., Ltd
China Pavilion
China

Hornbill Rugged Networks (Israel) ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B41
13 Hamelacha Street, North Industrial Zone, LOD 
7152026
LOD
Israel
Tel: +972-8-9312038 
Website: www.hornbillrugged.com, 
Email: danny.r@hornbillrugged.com
Mobile: +972-54-2265675

Hornbill Rugged Networks is a global distributor of 
Rugged Computing Solutions and IT network devices 
for almost 3 decades. Our product range covers 
Military Grade, Medical Grade, Industrial Grade & 
Marine Grade computers platforms. 
It has proven experience working with many verticals 
such as: Military, Defense, Homeland Security, Law 
Enforcement, Automotive, Medical, Aviation, Utility, 
Telecom, and Oil & Gas.
With offices in Europe, Israel, India, Singapore, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, United Arab Emirates, and with additional 
dozens of partners around the world, Hornbill will 
provide you with the complete tailor made tactical 
computer solutions for all of your project's needs.
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the company provides secure satellite communications 
services to government agencies in different countries 
through SPAINSAT and XTAR-EUR satellites covering 
2/3 of the Earth and it is developing the new SPAINSAT 
NG Program to operate in the Ka-Mil y UHF bands. 
Hisdesat also offers Earth Observation services through 
the PAZ satellite (radar). At present, the company has 
a constellation of maritime Satellite Traffic Information 
Satellites (AIS). The company has Ground Control 
Centres for their satellites operating 24/7.

Homat Al Watan Department
Media Partner, 09-B32
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.homatalwatan.com 

HORIZON
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: horizonacademy.ae 

HORIZON is the Middle East’s largest independent 
helicopter flight training academy based in Al Ain. The 
company offers international-standard and bespoke 
helicopter pilot training to a wide range of leading 
commercial and military operators from the South Asia, 

Middle East and North Africa (SAMENA) region, and 
has played a fundamental role in developing global 
rotary-wing aviation capabilities for over a decade.
As part of Mission Support Cluster within EDGE, 
HORIZON constantly seeks new and innovative 
training technologies and world-class partnerships to 
upskill pilots and enhance operational flexibility for 
customers. Ranked amongst the top 10 flight training 
providers globally, the company sets the benchmark 
for quality, while continually aiming to expand and 
customise its portfolio of offerings

Horizon Expo Co., Ltd
China Pavilion
China

Hornbill Rugged Networks (Israel) ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B41
13 Hamelacha Street, North Industrial Zone, LOD 
7152026
LOD
Israel
Tel: +972-8-9312038 
Website: www.hornbillrugged.com, 
Email: danny.r@hornbillrugged.com
Mobile: +972-54-2265675

Hornbill Rugged Networks is a global distributor of 
Rugged Computing Solutions and IT network devices 
for almost 3 decades. Our product range covers 
Military Grade, Medical Grade, Industrial Grade & 
Marine Grade computers platforms. 
It has proven experience working with many verticals 
such as: Military, Defense, Homeland Security, Law 
Enforcement, Automotive, Medical, Aviation, Utility, 
Telecom, and Oil & Gas.
With offices in Europe, Israel, India, Singapore, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, United Arab Emirates, and with additional 
dozens of partners around the world, Hornbill will 
provide you with the complete tailor made tactical 
computer solutions for all of your project's needs.
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Hornet
France Pavilion, 07-B30
France
Website: www.arquusdefense.com 

Hornet is a full range of remote weapon stations: 
Hornet, Hornet Lite and Hornet S. Modular and 
connected, our remote controlled weapon stations 
offer unique performance on the market (full 
digital optronic unit, day/night vision and laser 
rangefinder, full HD video, independent ring smoke 
grenade-launcher, collaborative combat ). It has 
been qualified by the French Army for the Scorpion 
program and is now looking for the export market.

Horstman Systems
UK Pavilion, 05-C24
10-191 Bowes Rd., Concord, ON L4K1
Canada
Tel: +1-416-8902020, Fax: +1-615-8250903
Website: www.anycar.ca, Email: mail@anycar.ca

ANYCAR is a well known North America leader 
established in 1996 and provides a wide range of 
products and services:
* severe heavy duty suspension
* wheels & run-flats
* tires 
* chassis Ford, Kenworth, International, RAM
* chassis modifications for different makes
*suspension conversions for Ford, Kenworth, 
International, RAM, Toyota, GM, Mercedes, Lexus, 
and other vehicle makes
* locks and latches
* wiper motors
* brake systems
* axles, engine, transmission, transfer cases
* OEM automotive parts
A wide range of custom suspension kits are available 
including:
* Horstman Hydrostrut® (commercial vehicles)

* shock absorbers
* torsion bar springs, coil springs
* stabilizer bars
* hydraulic bump stops
* upgraded steering systems
 
ANYCAR is the one-stop supplier of chassis, vehicles, 
and OEM automotive parts, tires, wheels, run-flats for 
Ford, Kenworth, International, and other makes. We 
provide creative solutions for a variety of Left- and 
right-hand drive vehicle modifications. 
ANYCAR is a trustworthy company serving clients all 
around the world: UAE, Saudi, Europe, East Europe, 
Africa, Asia.

Hubei Cono Technology Co., Ltd
Individual, 09-C32
Room 4, 8th Floor, Unit B, Building S-1 Kaile Guiyuan, 
NO.108  Zhuodaoquan Road Hongshan District 
Hubei, P.R.
China
Tel: 86-27-87137247, Fax: 86- 27-87137247
Website: www.cono-tech.com,
Email: support@cono-tech.com
Contact: Tessa Luo, Sales Assistance
Mobile: 86-13971526454

Hubei Cono Technology Co.,Ltd is an innovative 
industry palyer and provider of professional quality, 
competitively priced optoelectronic products 
for nature, law enforcement and surveillance 
applications.
We pride ourselves on providing premium quality 
equipment at competitive prices while achieving 
the highest levels of customer satisfaction. Our 
continuously evolving product line incorporates the 
latest technological developments and end-user 
input. We constantly challenge ourselves to provide 
each customer with the best optoelectronic devices 
on the market. Our experienced team, with military, 
engineering and law enforcement backgrounds,

are always available to answer questions or provide 
helpful advice.

Hughes Precision Manufacturing Pvt. 
Ltd
FTEZ, FT-021
#84, EPIP Industrial Area, Whitefield
Bangalore
India
Fax: +918067171121
Website: www.hughesprecisionm.com, 
Email: dchaudhry@hughesprecisionm.com
Contact: Deepak Chaudhry, Project Incharge
Mobile: +919810190834
Hughes Precision Manufacturing Pvt LTD  is a 
manufacturer of small calibre ammunition. 
• Small Caliber Ammunition 9 x 19 mm, 5.56 x 45 mm, 
7.62 x 39 mm, 7.62 x 51 mm, 7.62 x 54R, 8.6 x 70 mm, 
12.7 x 99 mm,12.7 x 108 mm is manufactured.
• Manufacturing Facility at Verna Industrial Estate, Goa, 
India, spread over 8,000 Sq. Meters with in-house test 
facility and range.
• Capacity to manufacture 80 Million rounds per 
annum.
• Ammunition manufactured to NATO Military 
Standards.
• One of the most advanced ammunition manufacturing 
facilities in the world
•The World’s Fastest and Most Accurate Ammunition 
Inspection System. High speed comprehensive 
inspection system that detects all critical defects per 
MIL-STD-636
*Hughes is a major supplier to military forces 
worldwide.

Hunan Novasky Electronic Tech Co., Ltd
Individual, 12-D07
B7 Lugu Compark NO.27 Wenxuan Rd. Hi-tech District, 
Changsha , Hunan Province
Changsha

China
Tel: 0731-88939908, Fax: 0731-88939909
Website: http://www.novasky.cn/en/, 
Email: hpeng@novasky.cn
Contact: Hui Peng, Sales
Mobile: +86 17752890652
NovaSky focuses on electromagnetic detection, 
sensing and control technology, and provides 
product and system integration services for anti-
terrorism though wall radar), search & rescue(radar 
life detector), high-end security(anti-drone defense 
system, perimeter radar surveillance system). 
Novasky offers professional products, solution 
and is a service provider in the fields of defense, 
government and industry informatization. With 
more than 10 years of continuous scientific and 
technological innovation, the company forms a 
series of military & civilian dual-use products. 
In the government and industry markets, we 
provide a complete set of systems and solutions for 
customers such as firefighting dep., public security 
dep., armed police, earthquake rescue team, judicial 
dep., petrochemical enterprise, airport and nuclear 
power plant etc.
In the military defense industry market, relying 
on core technology, the company is committed 
to providing advanced products, systems and 
solutions for battlefield joint search and rescue, 
special operations, battlefield reconnaissance, and 
electronic countermeasures.

Hunan Qianzhi Robot Technology 
Development Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-A41
United Arab Emirates

Hytera Communications Corporation 
Limited
Individual, C2-022
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Hornet is a full range of remote weapon stations: 
Hornet, Hornet Lite and Hornet S. Modular and 
connected, our remote controlled weapon stations 
offer unique performance on the market (full 
digital optronic unit, day/night vision and laser 
rangefinder, full HD video, independent ring smoke 
grenade-launcher, collaborative combat ). It has 
been qualified by the French Army for the Scorpion 
program and is now looking for the export market.
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Tel: +1-416-8902020, Fax: +1-615-8250903
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ANYCAR is a well known North America leader 
established in 1996 and provides a wide range of 
products and services:
* severe heavy duty suspension
* wheels & run-flats
* tires 
* chassis Ford, Kenworth, International, RAM
* chassis modifications for different makes
*suspension conversions for Ford, Kenworth, 
International, RAM, Toyota, GM, Mercedes, Lexus, 
and other vehicle makes
* locks and latches
* wiper motors
* brake systems
* axles, engine, transmission, transfer cases
* OEM automotive parts
A wide range of custom suspension kits are available 
including:
* Horstman Hydrostrut® (commercial vehicles)

* shock absorbers
* torsion bar springs, coil springs
* stabilizer bars
* hydraulic bump stops
* upgraded steering systems
 
ANYCAR is the one-stop supplier of chassis, vehicles, 
and OEM automotive parts, tires, wheels, run-flats for 
Ford, Kenworth, International, and other makes. We 
provide creative solutions for a variety of Left- and 
right-hand drive vehicle modifications. 
ANYCAR is a trustworthy company serving clients all 
around the world: UAE, Saudi, Europe, East Europe, 
Africa, Asia.
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Website: www.cono-tech.com,
Email: support@cono-tech.com
Contact: Tessa Luo, Sales Assistance
Mobile: 86-13971526454

Hubei Cono Technology Co.,Ltd is an innovative 
industry palyer and provider of professional quality, 
competitively priced optoelectronic products 
for nature, law enforcement and surveillance 
applications.
We pride ourselves on providing premium quality 
equipment at competitive prices while achieving 
the highest levels of customer satisfaction. Our 
continuously evolving product line incorporates the 
latest technological developments and end-user 
input. We constantly challenge ourselves to provide 
each customer with the best optoelectronic devices 
on the market. Our experienced team, with military, 
engineering and law enforcement backgrounds,

are always available to answer questions or provide 
helpful advice.

Hughes Precision Manufacturing Pvt. 
Ltd
FTEZ, FT-021
#84, EPIP Industrial Area, Whitefield
Bangalore
India
Fax: +918067171121
Website: www.hughesprecisionm.com, 
Email: dchaudhry@hughesprecisionm.com
Contact: Deepak Chaudhry, Project Incharge
Mobile: +919810190834
Hughes Precision Manufacturing Pvt LTD  is a 
manufacturer of small calibre ammunition. 
• Small Caliber Ammunition 9 x 19 mm, 5.56 x 45 mm, 
7.62 x 39 mm, 7.62 x 51 mm, 7.62 x 54R, 8.6 x 70 mm, 
12.7 x 99 mm,12.7 x 108 mm is manufactured.
• Manufacturing Facility at Verna Industrial Estate, Goa, 
India, spread over 8,000 Sq. Meters with in-house test 
facility and range.
• Capacity to manufacture 80 Million rounds per 
annum.
• Ammunition manufactured to NATO Military 
Standards.
• One of the most advanced ammunition manufacturing 
facilities in the world
•The World’s Fastest and Most Accurate Ammunition 
Inspection System. High speed comprehensive 
inspection system that detects all critical defects per 
MIL-STD-636
*Hughes is a major supplier to military forces 
worldwide.
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Individual, 12-D07
B7 Lugu Compark NO.27 Wenxuan Rd. Hi-tech District, 
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China
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Website: http://www.novasky.cn/en/, 
Email: hpeng@novasky.cn
Contact: Hui Peng, Sales
Mobile: +86 17752890652
NovaSky focuses on electromagnetic detection, 
sensing and control technology, and provides 
product and system integration services for anti-
terrorism though wall radar), search & rescue(radar 
life detector), high-end security(anti-drone defense 
system, perimeter radar surveillance system). 
Novasky offers professional products, solution 
and is a service provider in the fields of defense, 
government and industry informatization. With 
more than 10 years of continuous scientific and 
technological innovation, the company forms a 
series of military & civilian dual-use products. 
In the government and industry markets, we 
provide a complete set of systems and solutions for 
customers such as firefighting dep., public security 
dep., armed police, earthquake rescue team, judicial 
dep., petrochemical enterprise, airport and nuclear 
power plant etc.
In the military defense industry market, relying 
on core technology, the company is committed 
to providing advanced products, systems and 
solutions for battlefield joint search and rescue, 
special operations, battlefield reconnaissance, and 
electronic countermeasures.

Hunan Qianzhi Robot Technology 
Development Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-A41
United Arab Emirates

Hytera Communications Corporation 
Limited
Individual, C2-022
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China
Website: www.hytera.com 

Hyundai Rotem Company
Korea Pavilion, 12-A47
Uiwang-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea
Uiwang-si
Korea, Republic of
Tel: 82-10-9724-2500, Fax: 3464-7589,7591
Website: www.hyundai-rotem.co.kr, 
Email: sekim@hyundai-rotem.co.kr
Contact: Sean Kim, Senior Manager
Mobile: 82-31-8090-8539

Our Defense Systems Division delivers Korea›s 
ground weapon systems and has actively 
contributed to timely deployment of the latest 
ground weapon systems over the past 30 years. Our 
success has earned us the confidence and trust of our 
customers and plays an integral part in protecting 
the safety and peace of the people. Furthermore, 
we have solidified our position as a leader in future 
weapon systems equipped with cutting-edge core 
technologies through our own R&D capabilities and 
production systems for ground weapon systems and 
optimization and improvement capabilities.

IDE - INTRACOM DEFENSE SINGLE 
MEMBER S.A.
Greek pavilion
21 km Markopoulou Ave., 19441 Koropi Attica
Greece
Website: www.intracomdefense.com,
Email: vrouh@intracomdefense.com
Contact: Vicky Rouhota, Communication & PR, 
Coordinator

INTRACOM DEFENSE (IDE) is a highly acclaimed 
Defense Systems Company in Greece, with an 
outstanding record of participation in domestic 

programs and exports to quality-driven international 
customers.
IDE utilizes high-end technologies in the design and 
development of advanced products in the areas 
of Missile Electronics, Tactical IP Communications, 
Integrated C4I Systems, Surveillance, Hybrid 
Electric Power Systems, and Unmanned Systems. 
The Company retains its international recognition 
through the long standing participation in European 
and NATO new technology development programs. 
Utilizing advanced production capabilities and 
large-scale project management know-how, IDE 
is a key player in the high technology sector of the 
Hellenic Defense Industry.

Ideation Events and Design
Individual, 06-A04
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.ideationae.com 

IGG Acecore Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
Netherlands
Website: www.acecoretechnologies.com 

IGG ATOS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
France
Website: https://atos.net/en/,
Email: amelie.troussel@atos.net
Contact: Amélie Troussel, Marketing and leads 
management

Atos is a global leader in digital transformation 
with 110,000 employees and annual revenue of €12 
billion. As the European number one in cybersecurity, 
cloud and high performance computing, the group 
provides tailored end-to-end solutions for all 
industries in 73 countries. 

Atos is a trusted partner of Defense organizations 
worldwide. We create advanced high-end systems 
to ensure efficient operations, from observation 
to action. Providing the relevant information to 
the right person at the right time has become a 
critical issue for Defense organizations, in order to 
counter new threats and gain the advantage in the 
digitized battlefield. As a result, there is a high need 
to maximize information sharing and cooperation 
within all the organizations and allies.
Atos delivers global combat information systems 
that provide real tactical advantage in the battlefield.

IGG Cerner
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.cerner.com

For 40 years, we’ve worked at the intersection of 
health care and information technology to connect 
people and systems around the world. We use 
the latest technology to create solutions that let 
communities and people engage in their own health. 
Whether they are supporting the clinical, financial or 
operational areas of a hospital or health system, our 
tools are designed to work for today and think for 
tomorrow.
We support our clients by surfacing data that 
enables them to make informed decisions for better 
management of operations, while arming their 
clinicians with the information they need to provide 
smarter care. Empowering them to know, manage 
and engage with the people they serve. All to disrupt 
the industry and transform the way health care is 
delivered.
It’s our mission to relentlessly seek breakthrough 
innovation that will shape health care of tomorrow. 
And we believe that what we do doesn’t just impact 
health care – it impacts the world. It’s why, more than 
ever, health care is too important to stay the same.

IGG Comtech Systems, Inc. COMTECH 
SYSTEMS INC.
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: www.comtechsystems.com 

Comtech Systems has over 50 years of proven 
expertise in design, integration, and testing for a 
variety of communications networks, including 
SATCOM, Fiber Optic, Microwave, Troposcatter, 
and HF/UHF/VHF in both commercial and 
military environments. Comtech Systems designs, 
integrates, and deploys customized multi-
technology solutions for complex networks. We 
are a proven provider of turnkey systems for air 
defense, C4I, and civil infrastructure applications 
around the globe.

IGG CSM Industry
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Daxnerova 756
Tisovec
Slovakia
Tel: +421917252978 
Website: www.csm.sk, 
Email: horvath@csm.sk
Contact: Alexander Horvath, Vice President Defence
Mobile: +421917252978

CSM Industry is a manufacturer of Multi-Purpose 
Telescopic Excavator for the defense sector. The 
history of production in former Czechoslovakia 
began in 1967. It has been deployed in NATO 
countries and many international peacekeeping 
missions under the United Nations. Recently it 
delivered to the Slovak Armed Forces.
The self-propelled multi-purpose landscaping 
machine mounted on automobile chassis (e.g. MAN, 
MERCEDES, TATRA, IVECO, KAMAZ, MAZ, URAL) is 
intended for the support of engineer troops and 
for immediate action to save lives, supporting 
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success has earned us the confidence and trust of our 
customers and plays an integral part in protecting 
the safety and peace of the people. Furthermore, 
we have solidified our position as a leader in future 
weapon systems equipped with cutting-edge core 
technologies through our own R&D capabilities and 
production systems for ground weapon systems and 
optimization and improvement capabilities.
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Greece
Website: www.intracomdefense.com,
Email: vrouh@intracomdefense.com
Contact: Vicky Rouhota, Communication & PR, 
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INTRACOM DEFENSE (IDE) is a highly acclaimed 
Defense Systems Company in Greece, with an 
outstanding record of participation in domestic 

programs and exports to quality-driven international 
customers.
IDE utilizes high-end technologies in the design and 
development of advanced products in the areas 
of Missile Electronics, Tactical IP Communications, 
Integrated C4I Systems, Surveillance, Hybrid 
Electric Power Systems, and Unmanned Systems. 
The Company retains its international recognition 
through the long standing participation in European 
and NATO new technology development programs. 
Utilizing advanced production capabilities and 
large-scale project management know-how, IDE 
is a key player in the high technology sector of the 
Hellenic Defense Industry.
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cloud and high performance computing, the group 
provides tailored end-to-end solutions for all 
industries in 73 countries. 
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worldwide. We create advanced high-end systems 
to ensure efficient operations, from observation 
to action. Providing the relevant information to 
the right person at the right time has become a 
critical issue for Defense organizations, in order to 
counter new threats and gain the advantage in the 
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to maximize information sharing and cooperation 
within all the organizations and allies.
Atos delivers global combat information systems 
that provide real tactical advantage in the battlefield.
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Whether they are supporting the clinical, financial or 
operational areas of a hospital or health system, our 
tools are designed to work for today and think for 
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We support our clients by surfacing data that 
enables them to make informed decisions for better 
management of operations, while arming their 
clinicians with the information they need to provide 
smarter care. Empowering them to know, manage 
and engage with the people they serve. All to disrupt 
the industry and transform the way health care is 
delivered.
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CSM Industry is a manufacturer of Multi-Purpose 
Telescopic Excavator for the defense sector. The 
history of production in former Czechoslovakia 
began in 1967. It has been deployed in NATO 
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combat missions, digging shelters, building bridges, 
dredging of channels, building and maintenance of 
engineering networks. It is used as a crane or lifting 
machine plus a heavy excavator with 14.6 meters 
unique telescopic arm lifting up to 7 tons with 
rotating head 360 degrees. It plays an important 
role in military deployment, in securing technical 
means and structures supporting the operation of 
combat units or removing ruins in dangerous zones.

IGG Double Action Defence
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Vatopediou 11 11522
Athens
Greece
Tel: 00 30 210 6451417, Fax: 00 30 210 6470511
Website: www.doubleaction.gr, 
Email: info@doubleaction.gr
Contact: Costas Charalampopoulos,
General Manager
Mobile: 00 30 6981198224

Double Action Defence S.A is an innovative, modern 
company based in Greece, fully committed to 
providing high quality anti-ballistic protection 
products.
With its 24 year experience, advanced quality and 
competitive prices, the Double Action Defence 
S.A team is proud to be recognized as one of the 
main suppliers of the Greek Army, Navy, Coast 
Guard, Police etc. where it has met the demanding 
operational needs of all the above mentioned units.
Supporting our extroverted strategic sales abroad, 
the company’s products are exported to many 
countries as well. Worth mentioning is that Double 
Action Defence S.A is the main supplier of bulletproof 
vests and anti-ballistic plates of the Armed Forces of 
the United Arab Emirates.

IGG Escribano Mechanical
 and Engineering S.L.
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Avenida Punto ES, 10
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 911 898 293, Fax: +34 916 794 273
Website: www.eme-es.com, 
Email: info@eme-es.com

The company was established in 1989, and initiated 
its activity as a traditional machining workshop. 
Its history represents a story of adaptation and 
perseverance in times of crisis. The secret of its 
success is based on a commitment to the vertical 
integration of its manufacturing capacity, along with, 
the constant improvement of its facilities, innovation, 
dedication to the customer and for being, at present, 
a benchmark in advanced technology.

IGG FB Design
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.fbdesign.it 

IGG General Dynamics - OTS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: https://www.gd-ots.com/ 

General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems 
(OTS) is a global systems developer and manufacturer 
of munitions, weapons and tactical systems across 
the entire air, land, and sea battle spectrum. It is the 
purpose of General Dynamics – OTS to empower the 
United States Armed Forces and its Allies through 
readiness and innovation to protect what is most 
important, the warfighter. We are dedicated to our 
people, our products and our processes to ensure 
that every day we are Delivering the Best to the Best™.

IGG INTERLINK S&S
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
1202, 5th Byucksan Digital Valley, 60-73, Gasan-Dong, 
Geumcheon-Gu
Seoul
Korea, Republic of
Tel: 82263937718, Fax: 82263937719
Email: interlinksns@yahoo.com
Contact: Shin Kyu Ye, President
Mobile: +821072227098

We, INTERLINK S&S, are specialized Developer/
Supplier in the field of Military/Law Enforcement 
Individual Equipments since 1999.
Our equipments categories are as follows:
1. Individual Webbing Equipment / Tactical products
From 2003, we supplied Individual webbing 
equipments / tactical items with CORDURA fabrics
- Customized Design
- On-time delivery during 20 years
- Head to Toe Integrated Supplier (One Army - One 
Order) 
2. Uniforms
- F/R (Flame Retardant) Uniform / Shirts / Clothing Set
- ECWCS (Extreme Cold Weather Clothing System) 
Layering system
- Anti-Bacteria / Anti-Virus protective Uniforms / 
Fabrics
- Various kinds of uniforms based customer›s special 
request, etc.
3. Protective Garment
 As Development Partner for Middle East Countries 
with DSM Protective Materials, we will introduce our 
new Protetive Garments during IDEX 2021.

IGG InVeris Training Solutions
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
296 Brogdon Road
Suwanee
United States
Tel: 678-288-1480, Fax: 678-288-1516

Website: www.inveristraining.com, 
Email: chris.barrette@inveristraining.com
Contact: Chris Barrette, Business Development 
Manager - Middle East and Africa
Mobile: 678-557-8053

InVeris Training Solutions, formerly Meggitt Training 
Systems, is the global leader in integrated live-fire 
and virtual weapons training solutions, fielding 
over 15,000 live-fire ranges and 7,500 FATS® virtual 
systems worldwide. InVeris provides customized, 
cutting-edge training solutions to keep military 
and law enforcement clients safe, prepared and 
ready to serve.
The InVeris FATS® 180MIL provides a 180° immersive 
training environment with high-definition and 5.1 
surround sound to increase realism of training, 
heightening awareness and proper use of force 
responses. 
InVeris provides complete live fire range design, 
equipment and installation, backed with ongoing 
innovations and dedicated support. From turning 
targets to bullet traps, shoot houses to mobile 
ranges, InVeris has you covered. 
At InVeris, we deliver forward-thinking virtual and 
live fire training products in service to safety. We 
are providing the world’s premier training solutions 
for when split-second decisions matter. Visit us 
at #02-A01 and IGG Stand #04-C40 and online at 
InVerisTraining.com.

IGG MC2 Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.mc2-technologies.com, 
Email: commercial@mc2-technologies.com
Contact: Claude Casagrande, Sales representative
Mobile: +971568834545
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combat missions, digging shelters, building bridges, 
dredging of channels, building and maintenance of 
engineering networks. It is used as a crane or lifting 
machine plus a heavy excavator with 14.6 meters 
unique telescopic arm lifting up to 7 tons with 
rotating head 360 degrees. It plays an important 
role in military deployment, in securing technical 
means and structures supporting the operation of 
combat units or removing ruins in dangerous zones.

IGG Double Action Defence
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Vatopediou 11 11522
Athens
Greece
Tel: 00 30 210 6451417, Fax: 00 30 210 6470511
Website: www.doubleaction.gr, 
Email: info@doubleaction.gr
Contact: Costas Charalampopoulos,
General Manager
Mobile: 00 30 6981198224

Double Action Defence S.A is an innovative, modern 
company based in Greece, fully committed to 
providing high quality anti-ballistic protection 
products.
With its 24 year experience, advanced quality and 
competitive prices, the Double Action Defence 
S.A team is proud to be recognized as one of the 
main suppliers of the Greek Army, Navy, Coast 
Guard, Police etc. where it has met the demanding 
operational needs of all the above mentioned units.
Supporting our extroverted strategic sales abroad, 
the company’s products are exported to many 
countries as well. Worth mentioning is that Double 
Action Defence S.A is the main supplier of bulletproof 
vests and anti-ballistic plates of the Armed Forces of 
the United Arab Emirates.

IGG Escribano Mechanical
 and Engineering S.L.
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Avenida Punto ES, 10
Madrid
Spain
Tel: +34 911 898 293, Fax: +34 916 794 273
Website: www.eme-es.com, 
Email: info@eme-es.com

The company was established in 1989, and initiated 
its activity as a traditional machining workshop. 
Its history represents a story of adaptation and 
perseverance in times of crisis. The secret of its 
success is based on a commitment to the vertical 
integration of its manufacturing capacity, along with, 
the constant improvement of its facilities, innovation, 
dedication to the customer and for being, at present, 
a benchmark in advanced technology.

IGG FB Design
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.fbdesign.it 

IGG General Dynamics - OTS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: https://www.gd-ots.com/ 

General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems 
(OTS) is a global systems developer and manufacturer 
of munitions, weapons and tactical systems across 
the entire air, land, and sea battle spectrum. It is the 
purpose of General Dynamics – OTS to empower the 
United States Armed Forces and its Allies through 
readiness and innovation to protect what is most 
important, the warfighter. We are dedicated to our 
people, our products and our processes to ensure 
that every day we are Delivering the Best to the Best™.

IGG INTERLINK S&S
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
1202, 5th Byucksan Digital Valley, 60-73, Gasan-Dong, 
Geumcheon-Gu
Seoul
Korea, Republic of
Tel: 82263937718, Fax: 82263937719
Email: interlinksns@yahoo.com
Contact: Shin Kyu Ye, President
Mobile: +821072227098

We, INTERLINK S&S, are specialized Developer/
Supplier in the field of Military/Law Enforcement 
Individual Equipments since 1999.
Our equipments categories are as follows:
1. Individual Webbing Equipment / Tactical products
From 2003, we supplied Individual webbing 
equipments / tactical items with CORDURA fabrics
- Customized Design
- On-time delivery during 20 years
- Head to Toe Integrated Supplier (One Army - One 
Order) 
2. Uniforms
- F/R (Flame Retardant) Uniform / Shirts / Clothing Set
- ECWCS (Extreme Cold Weather Clothing System) 
Layering system
- Anti-Bacteria / Anti-Virus protective Uniforms / 
Fabrics
- Various kinds of uniforms based customer›s special 
request, etc.
3. Protective Garment
 As Development Partner for Middle East Countries 
with DSM Protective Materials, we will introduce our 
new Protetive Garments during IDEX 2021.

IGG InVeris Training Solutions
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
296 Brogdon Road
Suwanee
United States
Tel: 678-288-1480, Fax: 678-288-1516

Website: www.inveristraining.com, 
Email: chris.barrette@inveristraining.com
Contact: Chris Barrette, Business Development 
Manager - Middle East and Africa
Mobile: 678-557-8053

InVeris Training Solutions, formerly Meggitt Training 
Systems, is the global leader in integrated live-fire 
and virtual weapons training solutions, fielding 
over 15,000 live-fire ranges and 7,500 FATS® virtual 
systems worldwide. InVeris provides customized, 
cutting-edge training solutions to keep military 
and law enforcement clients safe, prepared and 
ready to serve.
The InVeris FATS® 180MIL provides a 180° immersive 
training environment with high-definition and 5.1 
surround sound to increase realism of training, 
heightening awareness and proper use of force 
responses. 
InVeris provides complete live fire range design, 
equipment and installation, backed with ongoing 
innovations and dedicated support. From turning 
targets to bullet traps, shoot houses to mobile 
ranges, InVeris has you covered. 
At InVeris, we deliver forward-thinking virtual and 
live fire training products in service to safety. We 
are providing the world’s premier training solutions 
for when split-second decisions matter. Visit us 
at #02-A01 and IGG Stand #04-C40 and online at 
InVerisTraining.com.

IGG MC2 Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.mc2-technologies.com, 
Email: commercial@mc2-technologies.com
Contact: Claude Casagrande, Sales representative
Mobile: +971568834545
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MC2 Technologies (MC2) – Microwave 
Characterization Center – is a French company 
founded in 2004, specialized in the design, 
manufacturing, development and customization of 
RF devices for security and military purposes.
Using innovative Terahertz technology, MC2 offers a 
body scanner line (SACOP / MM Imager) using passive 
cameras for the detection in real time of hidden 
objects or materials on the body, even new ones as 
colloids, ceramics, liquids, powders recognized as 
new threats by security agencies. 
The scanning process is harmless for the scanned 
persons, contactless thus safe as it does not require 
deeper examination and thus keeps the scanning 
process with people in full motion (up to 900 scanned 
persons per hour).
Another line will be our anti-UAVs jammer one, 
portable (for patrols on the move) like Nerod HG 
(Hand Gun) and Nerod RF (Rifle) or tactical / fixed but 
still transportable as MAJES.

IGG MyDefence
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Denmark
Website: www.mydefence.dk 

MyDefence was founded by military officers with 
insight into military operations and advanced 
radio technology. We are specialized in developing, 
producing, and selling anti-drone products for 
detection, tracking, and jamming of Unmanned Aerial 
Systems to mitigate the threat of malicious drones.
Our field proven products provide end-users with 
state-of-the-art technology for enhanced protection 
and situational awareness. By listening to our end-users 
and combining their learnings with our technology, 
we develop innovative and versatile Counter UAS 
solutions for various threat mitigation scenarios and 
offer a selection of drone sensors and jammers that 
can be used as either wearable, mobile or complete 
systems in fixed installations.

IGG NORINCO
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
China

IGG Plasan
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
kibbutz sasa
Israel
Website: www.Plasan.com, 
Email: baritz@plasan.com
Contact: Danny Baritzhack, BD Director

Founded in 1985, Plasan is a global leader in 
survivability solutions for defense and homeland 
security missions. Proven to withstand the challenges 
of the modern battlefield, our protection solutions 
are fitted on over 33,000 platforms worldwide. With 
our unique triple power expertise, we leverage 
exclusive knowledge in survivability, automotive 
performance and systems integration. This insight, 
along with hands-on battlefield experience, is 
the foundation of our creative and soldier centric 
approach which enables tactical superiority for 
our customers. As experts in materials, Plasan also 
provides unique composite technologies for the 
commercial vehicle market. With subsidiaries in 
the US and Europe, we offer a wide range of cost-
effective, locally-manufactured solutions.

IGG Profense, LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: www.profense.com

IGG Qioptiq
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Kingdom
Website: www.excelitas.com/product-category/
qioptiq 

Qioptiq, an Excelitas Technologies Company, designs 
and manufactures photonic products and solutions 
that serve a wide range of markets and applications 
in the areas of medical and life sciences, industrial 
manufacturing, defense and aerospace, and research 
and development. Qioptiq benefits from having 
integrated the knowledge and experience of Avimo, 
Gsänger, LINOS, Optem, Pilkington, Point Source, 
Rodenstock, Spindler & Hoyer and others. In October 
2013, Qioptiq was acquired by Excelitas Technologies 
Corp., a global technology leader focused on 
delivering innovative, customized solutions to meet 
the lighting, detection and other high-performance 
technology needs of OEM customers. The combined 
companies have approximately 6000 employees in 
North America, Europe and Asia, serving customers 
across the world.  Visit www.qioptiq.com and www.
excelitas.com for more information.

IGG Rheinmetall Denel Munitions - 
RDM
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
South Africa
Website: www.rheinmetall.com

RDM specializes in the development, design, 
manufacture of large- and medium-calibre 
ammunition families, and is a world leader in the field 
of artillery, mortar and infantry systems as well as 
plant engineering. 
The company has four sites situated in Somerset 
West, Wellington, Boskop and Boksburg.

IGG RI Group SpA
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
Via Surbo 38 - 73019 Trepuzzi (LE)
Trepuzzi (LE)
Italy
Tel: + 39 0832758225, Fax: + 39 0832758225
Website: www.rigroup.it, Email: info@rigroup.it

Contact: Alessio Saracino, 
Mobile: +971 501245917

RI SpA is a dynamic and agile group operating 
for over 35 years worldwide in Force Protection 
and Military support, providing turn-key solution 
for Military Camps, Mobile Field Hospitals and 
Technological Shelters. Armoured towers, survival 
bunkers, armoured sentry boxes, clinics, and 
modular shelters are only some of the main 
solutions manufactured by our Group.

IGG Rippel Effect
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
South Africa
Website: www.rippeleffect.co.za 

Rippel Effect Systems (Pty) Ltd is known for our 
range of innovative 40mm products, including 
40mm MGL, UBGL as well as the extended range 
XRGL40® grenade launchers.
We design, develop and make our sighting systems. 
Our latest additions to this product range are a six-
shot and a single shot less-lethal launcher for crowd 
control purposes. Both these launchers are unique 
in design, with international patents pending on 
critical components of both.
We continuously aim to broaden our product 
base and investment in the development of new 
products. In recent years, we have expanded our 
40mm range to include other products such as 
the IGS-4S™ Indirect Gun-Sight and the VKROWS™ 
12.7mm Remote Overhead Weapon Station.
We own the IP to our products, are an OEM, and 
are comprehensively certified to ISO2009:2015 
standard.
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MC2 Technologies (MC2) – Microwave 
Characterization Center – is a French company 
founded in 2004, specialized in the design, 
manufacturing, development and customization of 
RF devices for security and military purposes.
Using innovative Terahertz technology, MC2 offers a 
body scanner line (SACOP / MM Imager) using passive 
cameras for the detection in real time of hidden 
objects or materials on the body, even new ones as 
colloids, ceramics, liquids, powders recognized as 
new threats by security agencies. 
The scanning process is harmless for the scanned 
persons, contactless thus safe as it does not require 
deeper examination and thus keeps the scanning 
process with people in full motion (up to 900 scanned 
persons per hour).
Another line will be our anti-UAVs jammer one, 
portable (for patrols on the move) like Nerod HG 
(Hand Gun) and Nerod RF (Rifle) or tactical / fixed but 
still transportable as MAJES.

IGG MyDefence
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Denmark
Website: www.mydefence.dk 

MyDefence was founded by military officers with 
insight into military operations and advanced 
radio technology. We are specialized in developing, 
producing, and selling anti-drone products for 
detection, tracking, and jamming of Unmanned Aerial 
Systems to mitigate the threat of malicious drones.
Our field proven products provide end-users with 
state-of-the-art technology for enhanced protection 
and situational awareness. By listening to our end-users 
and combining their learnings with our technology, 
we develop innovative and versatile Counter UAS 
solutions for various threat mitigation scenarios and 
offer a selection of drone sensors and jammers that 
can be used as either wearable, mobile or complete 
systems in fixed installations.

IGG NORINCO
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
China

IGG Plasan
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
kibbutz sasa
Israel
Website: www.Plasan.com, 
Email: baritz@plasan.com
Contact: Danny Baritzhack, BD Director

Founded in 1985, Plasan is a global leader in 
survivability solutions for defense and homeland 
security missions. Proven to withstand the challenges 
of the modern battlefield, our protection solutions 
are fitted on over 33,000 platforms worldwide. With 
our unique triple power expertise, we leverage 
exclusive knowledge in survivability, automotive 
performance and systems integration. This insight, 
along with hands-on battlefield experience, is 
the foundation of our creative and soldier centric 
approach which enables tactical superiority for 
our customers. As experts in materials, Plasan also 
provides unique composite technologies for the 
commercial vehicle market. With subsidiaries in 
the US and Europe, we offer a wide range of cost-
effective, locally-manufactured solutions.

IGG Profense, LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: www.profense.com

IGG Qioptiq
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Kingdom
Website: www.excelitas.com/product-category/
qioptiq 

Qioptiq, an Excelitas Technologies Company, designs 
and manufactures photonic products and solutions 
that serve a wide range of markets and applications 
in the areas of medical and life sciences, industrial 
manufacturing, defense and aerospace, and research 
and development. Qioptiq benefits from having 
integrated the knowledge and experience of Avimo, 
Gsänger, LINOS, Optem, Pilkington, Point Source, 
Rodenstock, Spindler & Hoyer and others. In October 
2013, Qioptiq was acquired by Excelitas Technologies 
Corp., a global technology leader focused on 
delivering innovative, customized solutions to meet 
the lighting, detection and other high-performance 
technology needs of OEM customers. The combined 
companies have approximately 6000 employees in 
North America, Europe and Asia, serving customers 
across the world.  Visit www.qioptiq.com and www.
excelitas.com for more information.

IGG Rheinmetall Denel Munitions - 
RDM
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
South Africa
Website: www.rheinmetall.com

RDM specializes in the development, design, 
manufacture of large- and medium-calibre 
ammunition families, and is a world leader in the field 
of artillery, mortar and infantry systems as well as 
plant engineering. 
The company has four sites situated in Somerset 
West, Wellington, Boskop and Boksburg.

IGG RI Group SpA
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
Via Surbo 38 - 73019 Trepuzzi (LE)
Trepuzzi (LE)
Italy
Tel: + 39 0832758225, Fax: + 39 0832758225
Website: www.rigroup.it, Email: info@rigroup.it

Contact: Alessio Saracino, 
Mobile: +971 501245917

RI SpA is a dynamic and agile group operating 
for over 35 years worldwide in Force Protection 
and Military support, providing turn-key solution 
for Military Camps, Mobile Field Hospitals and 
Technological Shelters. Armoured towers, survival 
bunkers, armoured sentry boxes, clinics, and 
modular shelters are only some of the main 
solutions manufactured by our Group.

IGG Rippel Effect
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
South Africa
Website: www.rippeleffect.co.za 

Rippel Effect Systems (Pty) Ltd is known for our 
range of innovative 40mm products, including 
40mm MGL, UBGL as well as the extended range 
XRGL40® grenade launchers.
We design, develop and make our sighting systems. 
Our latest additions to this product range are a six-
shot and a single shot less-lethal launcher for crowd 
control purposes. Both these launchers are unique 
in design, with international patents pending on 
critical components of both.
We continuously aim to broaden our product 
base and investment in the development of new 
products. In recent years, we have expanded our 
40mm range to include other products such as 
the IGS-4S™ Indirect Gun-Sight and the VKROWS™ 
12.7mm Remote Overhead Weapon Station.
We own the IP to our products, are an OEM, and 
are comprehensively certified to ISO2009:2015 
standard.
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IGG Rohde & Schwarz Middle East and 
Africal FZ-LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.rohde-schwarz.com 

IGG RTSYS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
ZA de Kerloïc, Rue Jean-Noël Jégo
Caudan
France
Website: https://rtsys.eu/, Email: sales@rtsys.fr
Contact: Maxime Velu, Sales Manager
Mobile: 33297898580

RTSYS is a French manufacturer of underwater 
acoustics and drones supporting Navies worldwide 
in the field of Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and 
Mine countermeasures (MCM). During the show, 
RTSYS will present its latest solution of autonomous 
underwater vehicle (AUV) and handheld sonar for 
EOD divers. Thanks to its expertise in underwater 
acoustics, RTSYS enhances trust underwater by 
allowing divers and drones real-time followup and 
highly accurate navigation.

IGG SAFE Boats International, LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: www.safeboats.com 

SAFE Boats International is a respected designer 
and builder of highly reliable and extremely durable 
vessels for government, military, and first responders. 
Headquartered just outside Seattle, Washington, USA 
in the city of Bremerton, SAFE Boats is 100 percent 
American owned and operated. The company’s 
mission is to provide the brave men and women in 
uniform with the most reliable boats that allow them 
to complete their objective, save lives, and protect 

freedom around the world. A dedicated team of 
designers, engineers, project managers, builders, 
craftsmen and trainers work as an integrated team 
to build every SAFE vessel. In addition to delivering 
high-performing and durable vessels, SAFE also 
provides customers with outstanding warranty, 
service and parts support, as well as direct access 
to a comprehensive in-house support network of 
trainers, technicians and logisticians.

IGG Safran
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.safrangroup.com 

IGG Sestan Busch
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Croatia
Website: www.sestan-busch.hr 

Protecting the lives and health of people threatened 
by violence is the fundamental mission of Sestan-
Busch d.o.o. Though we might not be able to 
influence those things that cause conflict, what 
we can do is provide products of first-class quality 
that will reduce the number of casualties and 
save many lives. We are very proud of fact that by 
supplying ballistic helmets of superior quality, we 
are protecting the lives of over 2.5 million soldiers, 
policemen and other users. We have established 
cooperation with more than 75 countries around 
the world and have managed to develop a reliable 
and recognizable brand by constantly investing in 
innovation and searching for the best solution. We, 
Sestan-Busch d.o.o., strive to always remain one step 
ahead of the times.

IGG Tecknisolar Seni
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
France
Website: www.tecknisolar.com 

IGG Thales Las France SAS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
France
Website: https://www.thalesgroup.com/en

IGG Trijicon, INC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: https://www.trijicon.com/ 

Trijicon, Inc. designs, develops and manufactures 
self-illuminating optics and aiming systems for Small 
Arms and Machine Guns. The Advanced Combat 
Optical Gunsight (ACOG) is a Full Mission Profile 
Optic that is a rugged and dependable aiming 
system, providing a distinct aiming point in all 
environments. Additionally, the Trijicon line of aiming 
systems also includes the Variable Combat Optical 
Gunsight (VCOG), Machine Gun Reflex Sight (MGRS), 
Ruggedized Miniature Reflex (RMR), Miniature Rifle 
Optic (MRO) and OASYS thermal optics.

IGG Vlatacom Institute of High 
Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: https://www.vlatacominstitute.com/ 

Since its establishment in 1997, Vlatacom has 
delivered numerous solutions to a multitude 
of clients. Vlatacom's policy is to continuously 
improve the professional skills and knowledge of 
its employees. This provides Vlatacom with the 
ability to successfully and professionally integrate 

complex solutions in the areas of information and 
communication technologies, biometrics, security, 
and telecommunications. In 2015, Vlatacom was 
officially recognized as a research and development 
institute. The main solutions developed and 
produced in Vlatacom Institute are: vHF-Over the 
horizon radar, electro-optic devices, cryptographic 
solutions, traffic monitor and control, smart city and 
ICT systems.

Ikonos Press
Individual Exhibitors
Aptdo 62.132 - 28080 
Madrid
Spain
Tel: (34) 628 705 127 
Website: www.ikonospress.com,
Email: editorial@ikonospress.com

FAM - FUERZAS MILITARES DEL MUNDO (World 
Military Forces) is a military international magazine 
in Spanish. Nowadays, FAM is the leading defense 
and security publication in Spain, Portugal and all 
Latin America + USA.
FAM is distributed in many Spanish and Portuguese 
language countries with more than 15,000 copies. 
Our magazine is present in the main defense and 
aeronautics international fairs like Farnborough, 
Eurosatory, FIDAE, DSA, Paris International Airshow, 
DSEI, etc.
Otherwise, FAM is the media sponsor in many 
events like seminars and conferences, working with 
world known organizations like IDGA (Institute for 
Defense and Government Advancement) of the 
United States or Defence IQ in United Kingdom, or 
ABE.

IMCO Industries L.T.D
Israel Pavilion, 01-C13
8 Hatasia
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IGG Rohde & Schwarz Middle East and 
Africal FZ-LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.rohde-schwarz.com 

IGG RTSYS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
ZA de Kerloïc, Rue Jean-Noël Jégo
Caudan
France
Website: https://rtsys.eu/, Email: sales@rtsys.fr
Contact: Maxime Velu, Sales Manager
Mobile: 33297898580

RTSYS is a French manufacturer of underwater 
acoustics and drones supporting Navies worldwide 
in the field of Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and 
Mine countermeasures (MCM). During the show, 
RTSYS will present its latest solution of autonomous 
underwater vehicle (AUV) and handheld sonar for 
EOD divers. Thanks to its expertise in underwater 
acoustics, RTSYS enhances trust underwater by 
allowing divers and drones real-time followup and 
highly accurate navigation.

IGG SAFE Boats International, LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: www.safeboats.com 

SAFE Boats International is a respected designer 
and builder of highly reliable and extremely durable 
vessels for government, military, and first responders. 
Headquartered just outside Seattle, Washington, USA 
in the city of Bremerton, SAFE Boats is 100 percent 
American owned and operated. The company’s 
mission is to provide the brave men and women in 
uniform with the most reliable boats that allow them 
to complete their objective, save lives, and protect 

freedom around the world. A dedicated team of 
designers, engineers, project managers, builders, 
craftsmen and trainers work as an integrated team 
to build every SAFE vessel. In addition to delivering 
high-performing and durable vessels, SAFE also 
provides customers with outstanding warranty, 
service and parts support, as well as direct access 
to a comprehensive in-house support network of 
trainers, technicians and logisticians.

IGG Safran
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.safrangroup.com 

IGG Sestan Busch
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Croatia
Website: www.sestan-busch.hr 

Protecting the lives and health of people threatened 
by violence is the fundamental mission of Sestan-
Busch d.o.o. Though we might not be able to 
influence those things that cause conflict, what 
we can do is provide products of first-class quality 
that will reduce the number of casualties and 
save many lives. We are very proud of fact that by 
supplying ballistic helmets of superior quality, we 
are protecting the lives of over 2.5 million soldiers, 
policemen and other users. We have established 
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IGG Tecknisolar Seni
UAE Pavilion, 04-C20
France
Website: www.tecknisolar.com 

IGG Thales Las France SAS
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
France
Website: https://www.thalesgroup.com/en

IGG Trijicon, INC
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United States
Website: https://www.trijicon.com/ 
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UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: https://www.vlatacominstitute.com/ 
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Ikonos Press
Individual Exhibitors
Aptdo 62.132 - 28080 
Madrid
Spain
Tel: (34) 628 705 127 
Website: www.ikonospress.com,
Email: editorial@ikonospress.com
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IMCO Industries L.T.D
Israel Pavilion, 01-C13
8 Hatasia
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Nesher
Israel
Tel: +972 (4) 8213322, Fax: +972 (4) 8210508
Website: www.imco-ind.com, 
Email: ben@imco-ind.com
Contact: Ben Zion Dabull
Mobile: +972 (54)7803038

IMCO Industries Ltd. (Tel Aviv Stock Exchange TASE: 
IMCO) is a leading provider of affordable complex 
solutions for air, land, and naval defense applications. 
IMCO combines state-of-the-art design, global 
production, and project management capabilities to 
provide what the customer needs where it needs it.
IMCO Group presents its unique Terrain Dominance 
range of solutions that offer scalable tactical 
superiority capability using drones and UAVs 
equipped with sensors, communications, and 
independent computing power on the battlefield.
IMCO, together with its subsidiaries, affiliates, and 
partners, offers design, development, and production 
of advanced modular multi-axial positioners, 
Tethered HoverMasts, and UAVs ranging from micro-
UAVs weighing a mere 6kg to 150 kg full-size UAVs, 
equipped with proprietary command and control 
systems, for the defense HLS and security markets. 
The quadcopters are operated by a ruggedized GCS 
designed for rapid deployment with tactical teams 
and first responders.

Independent Forgings and Alloys Ltd 
(IFA)
UK Pavilion, 05-C19
Sheffield
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)114 234 3000 (menu option sales then 
supply sales), Fax: +44 (0)114 234 0261
Website: www.independentforgings.com,
Email: mcarlisle@independentforgings.com
Contact: Mick Carlisle, Business Development 
Manager

Mobile: +44 (0)7525 885360

IFA manufacture semi-finished high integrity 
components from performance alloys which are 
used in critical and demanding environments. 
Operating from an unique 64,000m2 single site in 
Sheffield, UK, complex forged and machined parts 
from 5 grammes to 6 tonnes are produced here.
We are the only forge in the world to have open die 
GFM, Presses, Hammers, Ring Rolling Mills and closed 
die Drop Stamp Hammers, Lasco Press and Precision 
Blade forging on a single site, fully integrated with 
material stockholding, sawing, heat treatment, 
NDT inspection, CNC machining, metallurgical & 
mechanical testing and global delivery.
Quality approved by Lloyds Register and NADCAP, 
IFA offer the military and defence supply chain 
flexibility of supply of product sizes, quantities, 
materials, lead times & delivery destinations. We are 
a highly skilled, technically experienced partner for 
forging a wide range of alloys & operate a culture of 
continuous improvement of our people, assets, skills 
and processes.

Indian Pavilion "Garden Reach
Shipbuilders & Engineering Ltd"
Individual 
India
Website: www.grse.in 

Indo Defence 2021
Indonesia Pavilion
Jl. Raya Kalimalang, Ruko Green Terrace Blok 9 F 
Pondok Kelapa, Timur 13450 
Jakarta
Indonesia
Fax: +6221 865 0963
Website: www.indodefence.com, 
Email: erike.napindo@gmail.com
Contact: Erike Brigitha Malonda, Project Manager

Mobile: +628159254215

Indo Defence 2021 Expo & Forum is going to 
mark its 9th edition on 7 - 10 April 2021 at Jakarta 
International Expo Kemayoran, Jakarta, Indonesia. 
Held concurrently with the 7th Indo Aerospace 2021 
Expo & Forum and the 6th Indo Marine 2021 Expo & 
Forum, the Expo will be one of the largest defence, 
aerospace, maritime and security event in the world.
The Expo professionally connects you with the 
Governments, Indonesian Armed Forces, Indonesian 
National Police, Association, and reputable partners 
who can elevate your business opportunity in 
Indonesia and widely for Southeast Asia market. 
With one-stop solution framework, the expo offers 
you a well-organized exhibition platform alongside 
with International forums and delegation program, 
technical product presentation, live demonstration as 
well as business matchmaking between the industries 
or visitor. 

Indonesian Pavilion
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
The Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Indonesia, 
Suprapto Building, Tanah Abang Timur No.8
Jakarta
Indonesia
Website: https://www.kemhan.go.id/,
Email: dagunind@gmail.com
Contact: Colonel (Army) Achmad Imron, Deputy 
Director for Technology & Defence Industry
Mobile: +6285881450323

The Ministry of Defence of Republic of Indonesia is 
a government ministry responsible for the defence 
affairs in Indonesia. The Minister of Defence is 
currently Prabowo Subianto. The Ministry of Defense 
has the task of organizing defense affairs in the 
government to assist the President in organizing state 
administrations. In carrying out its duties, the Ministry 
of Defense performs the functions of:
1. Formulating, deciding, and implementing policies 

in the field of defense
2. Managing the state property related to the 
defence
3. Controlling the execution of duties within the 
Ministry of Defense
4. Implementing the technical activities in the state 
up to district region

Industeel Arcelormittal Group
France Pavilion, 07-B23
56 rue Clémenceau - BP19
71201 - Le Creusot
France
Tel: 33385805037 
Website: https://industeel.arcelormittal.com/
Email: damien.delorme@arcelormittal.com
Contact: Damien Delorme, Protection Steels 
Marketing Manager
Mobile: 33645225563

Industeel is a subsidiary of ArcelorMittal group 
producing special steels hot-rolled plates, ingots 
and formed pieces. Industeel offers a complete 
range of high quality grades designed to meet the 
most stringent specifications in the areas of energy, 
transportation, mines and quarries, mechanical 
construction or land and navy military machines. 
Industeel offers the world’s widest dimensional 
range: from 2.5 mm/0.1” to over 1000 mm /39” 
thick and up to 4300mm / 169” width to meet all 
customer requirements thanks to its 3 integrated 
mills located in Belgium and France. Our tailor-
made solutions are adapted to your projects thanks 
to a rich metallurgical and ballistic know-how based 
on a very long experience. Industeel offers ballistic 
protection steels for over 150 years and has been 
involved in prestigious military programs. 
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Infodefensa
Individual Exhibitors
Spain

INFOZAHYST R&P CENTER LLC
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Kyiv
Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 235 14 62 
Website: www.infozahyst.com, 
Email: to@infozahyst.com
Contact: Eduard Velikanov, Marketing Director
Mobile: +380 93 581 83 25
INFOZAHYST RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER 
represents commercial sector of the defense industry of 
Ukraine. The company develops software and hardware 
solutions for the security, defense and law enforcement 
agencies of Ukraine, that have been successfully tested 
and used in the Joint Forces Operation area.
Thanks to its own research and development program, 
INFOZAHYST is able not only to develop solutions due 
to customer’s tasks, but also to test their effectiveness 
in real-life conditions of use. The Company’s experts 
have many years of practical experience in applying 
advanced technologies in war.
INFOZAHYST carries out research and production in the 
following areas:
• communication intelligence;
• signals intelligence;
• electronic intelligence;
• open source intelligence;
• electronic warfare;
• counter surveillance;
• embedded systems development.
INFOZAHYST is where the projects are challenging, and 
success depends on flexibility in the development of 
new solutions.

Infrared Research & Development 
(IR&D)
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A21
Belgium
Website: www.irnd.be 

IR&D designs, develops and manufactures “smart” 
weapons sights and surveillance systems based on 
thermal vision technologies for defense, security 
and hunting applications. Their innovative products 
make future come true right now. IR&D is proud 
to offer perfect solutions for all those who choose 
the best instruments to reach their targets. IR&D 
constantly improves existing models and develops 
new ones. IR&D is a trendsetting company in the 
industry of thermal imaging and surveillance. It is a 
global company. Being part of a very dynamic market, 
it participates in military and law enforcement 
exhibitions, demonstrating its achievements and 
establishes business relations all around the world. 
Their customers may be sure that they will be always 
informed of new upgrades and get the best service 
support for IR&D products they use.

Inkas Vehicles LLC
UAE Pavilion, 11-B10
United Arab Emirates 
Website: www.inkas.com 

Inkas Vehicles LLC is a world-wide leader in 
production of top-of-the-line armored vehicles, 
certified as per international standards and based 
in Dubai, United Aran Emirates, since 2012. We are 
committed to making the world a safer place by 
combining world-class engineering and design 
with the highest quality materials and expertise to 
provide prime armored vehicles internationally.
Our range of vehicles includes luxury armored SUVs, 
armored sedans, armored buses, all kinds of APCs 
and CIT vehicles, tailor-made to your needs with 
24/7 assistance, flexibility, competitive rates and 

quick delivery. Our 157,000 sq ft facility includes 7 
workshops, glass and laser facilities along with our 
state-of-the-art offices and dedicated team working 
together to exceed clients’ expectations.
We supply embassies, consulates, militaries, NGOs 
and law enforcement organizations, UN departments 
and security companies internationally, assuring 
protection in some of the world’s most threatening 
and dangerous environments, allowing safe 
transportation in conflict-prone and life-threatening 
situations.

Innovative Contractors for Advanced 
Dimension
Individual, 08-B13
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.icad.com 

In the last decade, ICAD has successfully completed 
some of the most challenging and prestigious 
projects worth over 1.5 Billion USD in KSA and 
the region, including large scale aviation and 
critical government infrastructure projects. ICAD is 
associated and in partnership with world leading 
infrastructure contractors and technology providers 
allowing us to undertake the most challenging 
projects.
We have a large competent team “+4000 employees” 
for all design and build projects. Our extended 
group also extends our capability to all trades of the 
construction industry, allowing us to capitalize in 
FastTrack deployment from our inhouse resources.

Insopack Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion, 
Korea, Republic of

Instalaza , S.A
Spain Pavilion, 10-C06

Calle Monreal 27
Zaragoza
Spain
Tel: 34976293422 
Website: www.instalaza.com, 
Email: instalaza@instalaza.es
Contact: Santiago Galindo

Instalaza, S.A., founded in 1943, is a leading 
company that applies the highest technology to 
design, develop and manufacture its equipment, 
with the aim of offering the Infantry the most 
efficient solutions. Instalaza’s experience is very 
well known as Spain’s (and other countries around 
the world) Armed Forces supplier. Its products 
have always been tested according to the most 
stringent quality controls in order to offer full 
service and support at any time, even in the 
hardest conditions.
Moreover, Instalaza’s products and equipment are 
being used by different armed forces all over the 
world, reaching the maximum level of operational 
reliability and effectiveness.

Integrated Logistic Solutions
UAE Pavilion, C12-013
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 26581481
Website: www.ilsme.net, Email: dribi@ilsme.net
Contact: Ahmad Aldribi, Executive Director

Integrated Logistic Solutions (ILS) is a leading 
supplier of military equipment in the Middle East, 
based in Abu Dhabi, the capital of United Arab 
Emirates. From the central location in Abu Dhabi, 
ILS is well located to serve the GCC region. ILS offers 
a great range of products and services, through 
strategic partners around the world through our 
network of suppliers in Europe, USA and the Far 
East.
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International Armored Group
UAE Pavilion, 11-B06
P.O Box 50060, Plot No 8-2-1, Al Hulaila Industrial 
Zone - FZ 
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97172057676, Fax: 97172668966
Website: www.interarmored.com,
Email: info@interarmored.com
Contact: Reni Petrova

International Armored Group is a quality conscious 
armored vehicle manufacturer with over 20 years 
of experience specializing in the fields of design, 
engineering, prototyping and manufacturing 
of armored commercial and tactical vehicles, 
armored components, ballistic glass and framing 
systems, with locations in the USA, Canada, UAE, 
Turkey, Bulgaria, UK, South Africa and Pakistan. Our 
production facility in the Middle East is located in 
Ras Al Khaimah and has a capacity of producing 150-
200 armored vehicles per month. We have grown 
substantially over the years and have become one of 
the most technologically advanced armored vehicle 
manufacturers in the world. Our state-of-the-art 
production facility allows the teams of highly skilled 
engineers and technicians to convert any vehicle 
platform into a fully re-engineered protective 
vehicle. These include armoring solutions for VIP 
Protection, Luxury & Operational SUVs and cars, 
Law Enforcement, Pickups & Trucks, Ambulances, 
Tactical and Armored Personnel Carriers and Cash-
in-Transit vehicles.

International Golden Group
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://www.iggroup.ae/ 

International Intelligence Agency Ltd
Individual
Arik Einstein 9 Apt.17
Holon
Israel
Tel: +972544317466 
Website: www.IIA-Investigations.com, 
Email: Moshe@iia-investigations.com
Contact: Moshe Buller, CEO
Mobile: +972544317466

InVeris Training Solutions
Individual, 02-A01
296 Brogdon Road
Suwanee
United States
Tel: 678-288-1480, Fax: 678-288-1516
Website: www.inveristraining.com,
Email: chris.barrette@inveristraining.com
Contact: Chris Barrette, Business Development 
Manager - Middle East and Africa
Mobile: 678-557-8053

InVeris Training Solutions, formerly Meggitt Training 
Systems, is the global leader in integrated live-fire 
and virtual weapons training solutions, fielding 
over 15,000 live-fire ranges and 7,500 FATS® virtual 
systems worldwide. InVeris provides customized, 
cutting-edge training solutions to keep military and 
law enforcement clients safe, prepared and ready to 
serve.
The InVeris FATS® 180MIL provides a 180° immersive 
training environment with high-definition and 5.1 
surround sound to increase realism of training, 
heightening awareness and proper use of force 
responses. 
InVeris provides complete live fire range design, 
equipment and installation, backed with ongoing 
innovations and dedicated support. From turning 
targets to bullet traps, shoot houses to mobile 
ranges, InVeris has you covered. 
At InVeris, we deliver forward-thinking virtual and 

live fire training products in service to safety. The 
company provides the world’s premier training 
solutions for when split-second decisions matter. 
Visit us at booths #02-A01 and #04-C40 and online 
at InVerisTraining.com.

Invest Saudi
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C23
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.investsaudi.sa 

Ioannis Gennouzis and Co 
"Medals GR"
Individual, 06-A39
Greece
Website: www.medals.gr 

“Medals.Gr”, throughout many years of experience 
and with respect to the customer, manufactures high 
quality products following strict quality assurance 
system, ISO 9001:2015. “Medals.Gr” is specialized in 
manufacturing of medals, orders and decorations, 
ceremonial swords and daggers, metal badges, 
metal uniform accessories. In the recent years, the 
company has developed a new production line 
concerning the personal protection equipment and 
anti riot shields for police and armed forces.

Iraundi, S.A.
Individual, 08-B45
CTRA. ELGETA SN
Bergara
Spain
Tel: +34 943 762744, Fax: +34 943 765084
Website: www.iraundi.com, 
Email: marina@iraundi.com
Contact: Marina Gorrotxategi, Sales Department

Iraundi is a global leader in highly-engineered 

special bearings for many sectors of the industry. We 
have been providing innovative bearing solutions 
to manufacturers since 1972 and expended our 
production range with slewing bearings, slew drives, 
cross-roller bearings & wire race bearings. The wire 
bearings are typically made using aluminum rings 
and steel rolling elements including wires. These 
are 60-70% lighter than similarly sized, normal 
bearings. We produce up to 3.2 meters for turret 
mounts, radars and antennas.
Iraundi wire bearings were originally used in 
machine-tool, medical care, defense and aerospace 
sectors – in turrets and satellites – where space, 
weight and resistance to corrosion are prime factors.
Iraundi wire bearings are designed and made to 
measure for every application. That means that 
every bearing can be designed according to the 
customer’s structure and specification.
We are currently present in 5 continents supplying 
to leaders of the industrial sectors including lifting 
equipment, automotive and railway.

ISDEF - Israel Defense
Israel Pavilion, 01-C16
Zvi Bergman 20
Petach Tikva
Israel
Website: www.tlv2021.isdefexpo.com,
Email: dorit@isdefexpo.com
Contact: Dorit Halifa, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 507226446

Israel’s largest Defense, HLS & Cyber exhibition, ISDEF 
provides a platform for Israeli and international 
companies to showcase their technologies to HLS 
Agencies, Law Enforcement, Special Forces and the 
Cyber Community. ISDEF’s annual event alternates 
between Israel and abroad in different regions for 
each cycle.
ISDEF draws a broad audience of local and 
international visitors, exhibitors and official 
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International Armored Group
UAE Pavilion, 11-B06
P.O Box 50060, Plot No 8-2-1, Al Hulaila Industrial 
Zone - FZ 
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97172057676, Fax: 97172668966
Website: www.interarmored.com,
Email: info@interarmored.com
Contact: Reni Petrova

International Armored Group is a quality conscious 
armored vehicle manufacturer with over 20 years 
of experience specializing in the fields of design, 
engineering, prototyping and manufacturing 
of armored commercial and tactical vehicles, 
armored components, ballistic glass and framing 
systems, with locations in the USA, Canada, UAE, 
Turkey, Bulgaria, UK, South Africa and Pakistan. Our 
production facility in the Middle East is located in 
Ras Al Khaimah and has a capacity of producing 150-
200 armored vehicles per month. We have grown 
substantially over the years and have become one of 
the most technologically advanced armored vehicle 
manufacturers in the world. Our state-of-the-art 
production facility allows the teams of highly skilled 
engineers and technicians to convert any vehicle 
platform into a fully re-engineered protective 
vehicle. These include armoring solutions for VIP 
Protection, Luxury & Operational SUVs and cars, 
Law Enforcement, Pickups & Trucks, Ambulances, 
Tactical and Armored Personnel Carriers and Cash-
in-Transit vehicles.

International Golden Group
UAE Pavilion, 04-C40,04-C20
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://www.iggroup.ae/ 

International Intelligence Agency Ltd
Individual
Arik Einstein 9 Apt.17
Holon
Israel
Tel: +972544317466 
Website: www.IIA-Investigations.com, 
Email: Moshe@iia-investigations.com
Contact: Moshe Buller, CEO
Mobile: +972544317466

InVeris Training Solutions
Individual, 02-A01
296 Brogdon Road
Suwanee
United States
Tel: 678-288-1480, Fax: 678-288-1516
Website: www.inveristraining.com,
Email: chris.barrette@inveristraining.com
Contact: Chris Barrette, Business Development 
Manager - Middle East and Africa
Mobile: 678-557-8053

InVeris Training Solutions, formerly Meggitt Training 
Systems, is the global leader in integrated live-fire 
and virtual weapons training solutions, fielding 
over 15,000 live-fire ranges and 7,500 FATS® virtual 
systems worldwide. InVeris provides customized, 
cutting-edge training solutions to keep military and 
law enforcement clients safe, prepared and ready to 
serve.
The InVeris FATS® 180MIL provides a 180° immersive 
training environment with high-definition and 5.1 
surround sound to increase realism of training, 
heightening awareness and proper use of force 
responses. 
InVeris provides complete live fire range design, 
equipment and installation, backed with ongoing 
innovations and dedicated support. From turning 
targets to bullet traps, shoot houses to mobile 
ranges, InVeris has you covered. 
At InVeris, we deliver forward-thinking virtual and 

live fire training products in service to safety. The 
company provides the world’s premier training 
solutions for when split-second decisions matter. 
Visit us at booths #02-A01 and #04-C40 and online 
at InVerisTraining.com.

Invest Saudi
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C23
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.investsaudi.sa 

Ioannis Gennouzis and Co 
"Medals GR"
Individual, 06-A39
Greece
Website: www.medals.gr 

“Medals.Gr”, throughout many years of experience 
and with respect to the customer, manufactures high 
quality products following strict quality assurance 
system, ISO 9001:2015. “Medals.Gr” is specialized in 
manufacturing of medals, orders and decorations, 
ceremonial swords and daggers, metal badges, 
metal uniform accessories. In the recent years, the 
company has developed a new production line 
concerning the personal protection equipment and 
anti riot shields for police and armed forces.

Iraundi, S.A.
Individual, 08-B45
CTRA. ELGETA SN
Bergara
Spain
Tel: +34 943 762744, Fax: +34 943 765084
Website: www.iraundi.com, 
Email: marina@iraundi.com
Contact: Marina Gorrotxategi, Sales Department

Iraundi is a global leader in highly-engineered 

special bearings for many sectors of the industry. We 
have been providing innovative bearing solutions 
to manufacturers since 1972 and expended our 
production range with slewing bearings, slew drives, 
cross-roller bearings & wire race bearings. The wire 
bearings are typically made using aluminum rings 
and steel rolling elements including wires. These 
are 60-70% lighter than similarly sized, normal 
bearings. We produce up to 3.2 meters for turret 
mounts, radars and antennas.
Iraundi wire bearings were originally used in 
machine-tool, medical care, defense and aerospace 
sectors – in turrets and satellites – where space, 
weight and resistance to corrosion are prime factors.
Iraundi wire bearings are designed and made to 
measure for every application. That means that 
every bearing can be designed according to the 
customer’s structure and specification.
We are currently present in 5 continents supplying 
to leaders of the industrial sectors including lifting 
equipment, automotive and railway.

ISDEF - Israel Defense
Israel Pavilion, 01-C16
Zvi Bergman 20
Petach Tikva
Israel
Website: www.tlv2021.isdefexpo.com,
Email: dorit@isdefexpo.com
Contact: Dorit Halifa, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 507226446

Israel’s largest Defense, HLS & Cyber exhibition, ISDEF 
provides a platform for Israeli and international 
companies to showcase their technologies to HLS 
Agencies, Law Enforcement, Special Forces and the 
Cyber Community. ISDEF’s annual event alternates 
between Israel and abroad in different regions for 
each cycle.
ISDEF draws a broad audience of local and 
international visitors, exhibitors and official 
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delegations, bringing together the industry’s 
leading companies with government and military 
officials, industry leaders, end users and decision 
makers.
ISDEF 2021 will take place from 15-17th of June this 
year in Tel Aviv.
The Right Time, The Right People, The Right Place. 
You are invited!

ISM Safes Ltd
Israel Pavilion, FT-011
Haodem 3 st Barkan Indutrial zone
Israel
Tel: 972-3-9068839, Fax: 972-3-9068894
Website: www.ism-safes.co.il, 
Email: shlomo@ismsafes.co.il
Contact: shelomo barkan, marketing dierctor
Mobile: 972-546759825

ISM was established in 1914. The company 
manufactures a wide range of products:
• MISSILE & Ballistic Shelter for Military Headquarters
• Atomic shelters for private sectors and others 
• Shock wave doors, Israeli standard tested 
• High security safes, UL approved 
ISM manufactures for the IDF and other Missile & 
Ballistic Shelter for Military Headquarters, which 
provide a defense against attack by Artillery or 
Direct heat of a Rocket or a B\C attack from hostile 
forces.
ISM is the only company in the world which is 
approved by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for 
the TRTL-60x6 and ULTXTL60x6 explosive resistant 
standard, the highest burglary resistant rating for 
safes.
The company manufactures a wide range of high 
security vault and security doors, modular panels 
for treasury and security rooms, as well shock wave 
doors.

Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B45
Israel
Website: www.iai.co.il 

In a fast-evolving world, where adversaries 
constantly challenge national defense, you need 
experienced and skillful allies to rely on. A trusted 
partner, courageous and innovative to deliver the 
capabilities you need. A leader in defense, aerospace, 
and commercial markets, IAI creates state-of-the-art 
technology based on decades of combat-proven 
experience.

Israel Shipyards
Individual, 01-B40
P.O.B. 10630
Haifa
Israel
Tel: +972-4-8460246, Fax: +972-4-8418744
Website: www.israel-shipyards.com/index.asp
Email: marketing@israel-shipyards.com

Israel Shipyards (ISL) designs and constructs 
innovative and diverse Naval and commercial ships 
and provides maintenance and repair services. 
Based on the accumulated experience and know-
how, managed by a team of former senior Israeli 
Naval officers and engineers, Israel Shipyards is a 
one-stop-shop for the entire maritime and Naval 
industry.
With the cooperation of Israel’s Defense industries, 
the shipyard builds Naval vessels, while complying 
to strict international standards. ISL’s unique concept 
of constructing ships with high fire power and 
exceptional survivability has contributed to turning 
it into one of the most advanced marine and Naval 
facilities in the region.
At Israel Shipyards, the Navy’s in-depth combat 
experience integrates synergistically with the 
world’s leading combat proven weapons and 

electronics systems to create the best maritime 
solution. As a result, ISL customers can be fitted with 
the world’s leading defense solutions enabling them 
to be mission ready to meet all their needs.

Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B40
P.O. Box 63
Ramat-Hasharon
Israel
Tel: +972-3-7606000, Fax: +972-3-7606001
Website: www.iwi.net, Email: info@iwi.net

Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) has been a world 
leader in the production, marketing, design, and 
development of unrivalled weapons for over 85 
years. Being battle proven under adverse and 
extreme environmental conditions, IWI’s products 
are deployed by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and 
worldwide. 
IWI weapon systems include the New CARMEL® and 
ARAD® Assault Rifles, the innovative TAVOR® Assault 
Rifles, the X95® (Assault Rifle & SMG), the reliable 
NEGEV® Light Machine Guns, the well-known GALIL 
ACE® Assault Rifles, the renowned GALIL SNIPER® S.A. 
Rifle, the brand new DAN.338® Bolt Action Sniper 
Rifle, the legendary UZI® SMG in its latest evolution 
– UZI® PRO’ the acclaimed JERICHO® pistols and the 
new MASADA® striker-fired pistol. 
Developed in collaboration with the IDF, IWI products 
comply with the most stringent military standards 
(MIL-STD) and ISO 9000, being weapons of choice for 
Governmental, Military, Police and Law Enforcement 
entities around the world.

ITHPP
Individual, C6-009
Drèle
Thegra
France

Tel: 33565334330 
Website: https://www.ithpp-alcen.com/en/security, 
Email: cgoepfert@ithpp-alcen.fr
Contact: Christophe Goepfert, Business 
Development Director
Mobile: 33682826611

ITHPP provides solutions to protect people and 
critical infrastructures against aerial threats, thanks 
to its counter-drone systems being very easy to 
deploy and ultra light. ITHPP also offers a solution 
based on the emission of high power microwave 
enabling to stop a non-cooperative motor vehicle.

ITPS Canada
Canada Pavilion, 11-C10
Canada
Website: www.itpscanada.com 

THE INTERNATIONAL TEST PILOTS SCHOOL Ltd 
(ITPS) is a fully accredited school of flight testing 
and EASA Approved Training Organization. ITPS 
offers a range of training courses for Test Pilots and 
Flight Test Engineers. Our tactical training division 
provides advanced Fighter Pilot and customized 
tactical training programs. ITPS has over thirty 
years track record of providing cost effective flight 
test training to air forces and the civil industry. Our 
highly qualified expert team of ITPS instructors 
provide effective and affordable training to our 
customers. ITPS specializes in providing on demand 
customized training solutions to governments, air 
forces and the aerospace industry worldwide.

Iveco Defence Vehicles Spa
Italy Pavilion, 06-B10
Italy
Website: https://www.ivecodefencevehicles.com/ 
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delegations, bringing together the industry’s 
leading companies with government and military 
officials, industry leaders, end users and decision 
makers.
ISDEF 2021 will take place from 15-17th of June this 
year in Tel Aviv.
The Right Time, The Right People, The Right Place. 
You are invited!

ISM Safes Ltd
Israel Pavilion, FT-011
Haodem 3 st Barkan Indutrial zone
Israel
Tel: 972-3-9068839, Fax: 972-3-9068894
Website: www.ism-safes.co.il, 
Email: shlomo@ismsafes.co.il
Contact: shelomo barkan, marketing dierctor
Mobile: 972-546759825

ISM was established in 1914. The company 
manufactures a wide range of products:
• MISSILE & Ballistic Shelter for Military Headquarters
• Atomic shelters for private sectors and others 
• Shock wave doors, Israeli standard tested 
• High security safes, UL approved 
ISM manufactures for the IDF and other Missile & 
Ballistic Shelter for Military Headquarters, which 
provide a defense against attack by Artillery or 
Direct heat of a Rocket or a B\C attack from hostile 
forces.
ISM is the only company in the world which is 
approved by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for 
the TRTL-60x6 and ULTXTL60x6 explosive resistant 
standard, the highest burglary resistant rating for 
safes.
The company manufactures a wide range of high 
security vault and security doors, modular panels 
for treasury and security rooms, as well shock wave 
doors.

Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B45
Israel
Website: www.iai.co.il 

In a fast-evolving world, where adversaries 
constantly challenge national defense, you need 
experienced and skillful allies to rely on. A trusted 
partner, courageous and innovative to deliver the 
capabilities you need. A leader in defense, aerospace, 
and commercial markets, IAI creates state-of-the-art 
technology based on decades of combat-proven 
experience.

Israel Shipyards
Individual, 01-B40
P.O.B. 10630
Haifa
Israel
Tel: +972-4-8460246, Fax: +972-4-8418744
Website: www.israel-shipyards.com/index.asp
Email: marketing@israel-shipyards.com

Israel Shipyards (ISL) designs and constructs 
innovative and diverse Naval and commercial ships 
and provides maintenance and repair services. 
Based on the accumulated experience and know-
how, managed by a team of former senior Israeli 
Naval officers and engineers, Israel Shipyards is a 
one-stop-shop for the entire maritime and Naval 
industry.
With the cooperation of Israel’s Defense industries, 
the shipyard builds Naval vessels, while complying 
to strict international standards. ISL’s unique concept 
of constructing ships with high fire power and 
exceptional survivability has contributed to turning 
it into one of the most advanced marine and Naval 
facilities in the region.
At Israel Shipyards, the Navy’s in-depth combat 
experience integrates synergistically with the 
world’s leading combat proven weapons and 

electronics systems to create the best maritime 
solution. As a result, ISL customers can be fitted with 
the world’s leading defense solutions enabling them 
to be mission ready to meet all their needs.

Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B40
P.O. Box 63
Ramat-Hasharon
Israel
Tel: +972-3-7606000, Fax: +972-3-7606001
Website: www.iwi.net, Email: info@iwi.net

Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) has been a world 
leader in the production, marketing, design, and 
development of unrivalled weapons for over 85 
years. Being battle proven under adverse and 
extreme environmental conditions, IWI’s products 
are deployed by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and 
worldwide. 
IWI weapon systems include the New CARMEL® and 
ARAD® Assault Rifles, the innovative TAVOR® Assault 
Rifles, the X95® (Assault Rifle & SMG), the reliable 
NEGEV® Light Machine Guns, the well-known GALIL 
ACE® Assault Rifles, the renowned GALIL SNIPER® S.A. 
Rifle, the brand new DAN.338® Bolt Action Sniper 
Rifle, the legendary UZI® SMG in its latest evolution 
– UZI® PRO’ the acclaimed JERICHO® pistols and the 
new MASADA® striker-fired pistol. 
Developed in collaboration with the IDF, IWI products 
comply with the most stringent military standards 
(MIL-STD) and ISO 9000, being weapons of choice for 
Governmental, Military, Police and Law Enforcement 
entities around the world.

ITHPP
Individual, C6-009
Drèle
Thegra
France

Tel: 33565334330 
Website: https://www.ithpp-alcen.com/en/security, 
Email: cgoepfert@ithpp-alcen.fr
Contact: Christophe Goepfert, Business 
Development Director
Mobile: 33682826611

ITHPP provides solutions to protect people and 
critical infrastructures against aerial threats, thanks 
to its counter-drone systems being very easy to 
deploy and ultra light. ITHPP also offers a solution 
based on the emission of high power microwave 
enabling to stop a non-cooperative motor vehicle.

ITPS Canada
Canada Pavilion, 11-C10
Canada
Website: www.itpscanada.com 

THE INTERNATIONAL TEST PILOTS SCHOOL Ltd 
(ITPS) is a fully accredited school of flight testing 
and EASA Approved Training Organization. ITPS 
offers a range of training courses for Test Pilots and 
Flight Test Engineers. Our tactical training division 
provides advanced Fighter Pilot and customized 
tactical training programs. ITPS has over thirty 
years track record of providing cost effective flight 
test training to air forces and the civil industry. Our 
highly qualified expert team of ITPS instructors 
provide effective and affordable training to our 
customers. ITPS specializes in providing on demand 
customized training solutions to governments, air 
forces and the aerospace industry worldwide.

Iveco Defence Vehicles Spa
Italy Pavilion, 06-B10
Italy
Website: https://www.ivecodefencevehicles.com/ 
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Iveco Defence Vehicles is a brand of CNH Industrial 
N.V., a world leader in Capital Goods listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the 
Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana 
(MI: CNHI). 
Iveco Defence Vehicles is dedicated to delivering 
innovative automotive and protection solutions to 
meet the needs of military customers worldwide. 
The company manufactures specialist logistic, 
protected and armoured vehicles in its facility in 
Bolzano in Northern Italy, as well as markets Iveco’s 
full commercial range, adapted as necessary to meet 
the demands of the military user. In consequence, 
Iveco Defence Vehicles has a full range of vehicles 
to meet a broad spectrum of defence applications.

IVF HARTMANN AG
Switzerland Pavilion
Victor-von-Bruns-Strasse 28
Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Schaffhausen
Switzerland
Tel: 41799280140 
Website: www.trauma-equipment.ch,
Email: dommenik.stepputat@hartmann.info
Contact: Dommenik Stepputat, Export Manager 
Industry

The TRAUMA BANDAGE should not be missing from 
special forces or police equipment. In highly critical 
emergencies with serious injuries, this product 
enables reliable and immediate wound care. The 
predecessors of the TRAUMA BANDAGE have 
already been in existence for 100 years. For decades, 
the product has been subjected to ongoing further 
development and improvement. The TRAUMA 
BANDAGE is now the result of those many years of 
optimisation, into which the latest findings from 
research and development have been incorporated. 
The new pressure applicator was developed by IVF 
HARTMANN AG and tested by Empa in St. Gallen. 
Owing to its flat shape, it distributes pressure 
evenly, can be perfectly positioned over the wound 

and facilitates insertion of the bandage. The IVF 
HARTMANN AG is developing wound suffering 
equipment since more than 150 years and offers a 
wide experience in development and production.

iXblue
France Pavilion, 07-B25
34 rue de la Croix de Fer
St Germain en Laye 78100
France
Tel: +331 3008 8888 
Website: www.ixblue.com,
Email: emmanuel.sgherri@ixblue.com
Contact: Emmanuel Sgherri, General Manager 
Middle East & South Africa
Mobile: +971 50664 8390

iXblue is a global high-tech company specializing 
in the design and manufacturing of advanced 
marine, photonics and autonomy technologies. 
The group’s in-house expertise includes innovative 
systems and solutions devoted to inertial navigation, 
subsea positioning, underwater imaging, as well 
as shipbuilding and test & simulation. iXblue 
technologies support Civil and Defense customers 
in carrying out their sea, land and space operations 
with maximum safety, efficiency and reliability. 
Employing a workforce of 650 people worldwide, 
iXblue conducts its business in over 60 countries.

Jadara Equipment & Defence Systems 
Co PSC
Individual, 01-C10
P.O.Box (2100), Amman 11181
Zarqa
Jordan
Tel: +962 (6) 401 66 44, Fax: +962 (6) 401 64 02
Website: www.jadara.jo, 
Email: mashouqah@jadara.jo
Contact: Aymen Mashuqah, Director General

Mobile: +962 7 990 741 41

Jadara Equipment & Defence Systems Co, is a Jordanian 
company, which designs and manufactures short-
range and medium-range systems. 
1) Short Range Portable Grenade Launcher System 
“Nashshab”, equipped with 2 kinds of grenades: Anti-
Tank and Thermobaric, with day/night sighting system 
and Laser Range Finder. 
2) Medium Range Anti-Tank Guided Missile System 
“Jadara Terminator”, intended to defeat modern 
heavy-armored tanks equipped with ERA, soft-skinned 
vehicles, fortifications and bunkers at a distance up to 
2.5km. Uses 2 kinds of missiles: Anti-Tank and High 
Explosive, Fragmentation missile. Equipped with 
a modern day/night sighting system and thermal 
imager. 
3) Mobile Complex of Remotely Xontrolled Weapon 
system “QUAD Jadara-Terminator” equipped with 4 
laser guided missile systems, 7.62mm machine gun. 
The firing distance is up to 2.5 km. 
4) Different variants of a Multipurpose Remote-
Controlled Systems “QUAD” based on four grenade 
launchers “Nashshab”, equipped with day/night 
sighting system and laser range finder. It is available 
on ground and on vehicle.

Janes
Individual, C3-009
163 Brighton Road, Coulsdon, CR5 2YH
United Kingdom
Website: www.janes.com

Email: joshua.wales@janes.com
Contact: Joshua Wales, Marketing and Events 
Coordinator

Janes delivers validated open-source defence 
intelligence across four core capability areas, 
threat, equipment, defence industry and country, 
that are aligned with workflows across the defence 
industry, national security and government.

Japanese Ministry of Defense 
Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics Agency
Individual, 12-E11
Japan
Website: www.mod.go.jp/atla/en/index.html 

Jenovice
Israel Pavilion, 01-C12
Israel
Website: www.jenovice.com 

Jenovice is a cyber-intelligence company that was 
founded in 2012, developing high-end tactical 
systems in the field of Bluetooth and WiFi. 
We cover a complete cycle of operation, from target 
identification to silent data extraction. Our systems 
are dedicated to actively gather intelligence from 
selected targets in different operational scenarios.
Once we entered the field of Bluetooth, we 
opened a new and sophisticated "hidden path" 
for our clients. This new attack vector breaks the 
traditional known way to gather intelligence. Over 
WiFi, we offer a full scale of capabilities to interact 
with targets, after taking into consideration every 
detail.
Both hardware and software are designed and 
developed by Jenovice’s professional team with 
wide experience in RF operations and advanced 
technology. 

The name you trust
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Iveco Defence Vehicles is a brand of CNH Industrial 
N.V., a world leader in Capital Goods listed on the 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CNHI) and on the 
Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana 
(MI: CNHI). 
Iveco Defence Vehicles is dedicated to delivering 
innovative automotive and protection solutions to 
meet the needs of military customers worldwide. 
The company manufactures specialist logistic, 
protected and armoured vehicles in its facility in 
Bolzano in Northern Italy, as well as markets Iveco’s 
full commercial range, adapted as necessary to meet 
the demands of the military user. In consequence, 
Iveco Defence Vehicles has a full range of vehicles 
to meet a broad spectrum of defence applications.

IVF HARTMANN AG
Switzerland Pavilion
Victor-von-Bruns-Strasse 28
Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Schaffhausen
Switzerland
Tel: 41799280140 
Website: www.trauma-equipment.ch,
Email: dommenik.stepputat@hartmann.info
Contact: Dommenik Stepputat, Export Manager 
Industry

The TRAUMA BANDAGE should not be missing from 
special forces or police equipment. In highly critical 
emergencies with serious injuries, this product 
enables reliable and immediate wound care. The 
predecessors of the TRAUMA BANDAGE have 
already been in existence for 100 years. For decades, 
the product has been subjected to ongoing further 
development and improvement. The TRAUMA 
BANDAGE is now the result of those many years of 
optimisation, into which the latest findings from 
research and development have been incorporated. 
The new pressure applicator was developed by IVF 
HARTMANN AG and tested by Empa in St. Gallen. 
Owing to its flat shape, it distributes pressure 
evenly, can be perfectly positioned over the wound 

and facilitates insertion of the bandage. The IVF 
HARTMANN AG is developing wound suffering 
equipment since more than 150 years and offers a 
wide experience in development and production.

iXblue
France Pavilion, 07-B25
34 rue de la Croix de Fer
St Germain en Laye 78100
France
Tel: +331 3008 8888 
Website: www.ixblue.com,
Email: emmanuel.sgherri@ixblue.com
Contact: Emmanuel Sgherri, General Manager 
Middle East & South Africa
Mobile: +971 50664 8390

iXblue is a global high-tech company specializing 
in the design and manufacturing of advanced 
marine, photonics and autonomy technologies. 
The group’s in-house expertise includes innovative 
systems and solutions devoted to inertial navigation, 
subsea positioning, underwater imaging, as well 
as shipbuilding and test & simulation. iXblue 
technologies support Civil and Defense customers 
in carrying out their sea, land and space operations 
with maximum safety, efficiency and reliability. 
Employing a workforce of 650 people worldwide, 
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Jadara Equipment & Defence Systems 
Co PSC
Individual, 01-C10
P.O.Box (2100), Amman 11181
Zarqa
Jordan
Tel: +962 (6) 401 66 44, Fax: +962 (6) 401 64 02
Website: www.jadara.jo, 
Email: mashouqah@jadara.jo
Contact: Aymen Mashuqah, Director General

Mobile: +962 7 990 741 41

Jadara Equipment & Defence Systems Co, is a Jordanian 
company, which designs and manufactures short-
range and medium-range systems. 
1) Short Range Portable Grenade Launcher System 
“Nashshab”, equipped with 2 kinds of grenades: Anti-
Tank and Thermobaric, with day/night sighting system 
and Laser Range Finder. 
2) Medium Range Anti-Tank Guided Missile System 
“Jadara Terminator”, intended to defeat modern 
heavy-armored tanks equipped with ERA, soft-skinned 
vehicles, fortifications and bunkers at a distance up to 
2.5km. Uses 2 kinds of missiles: Anti-Tank and High 
Explosive, Fragmentation missile. Equipped with 
a modern day/night sighting system and thermal 
imager. 
3) Mobile Complex of Remotely Xontrolled Weapon 
system “QUAD Jadara-Terminator” equipped with 4 
laser guided missile systems, 7.62mm machine gun. 
The firing distance is up to 2.5 km. 
4) Different variants of a Multipurpose Remote-
Controlled Systems “QUAD” based on four grenade 
launchers “Nashshab”, equipped with day/night 
sighting system and laser range finder. It is available 
on ground and on vehicle.

Janes
Individual, C3-009
163 Brighton Road, Coulsdon, CR5 2YH
United Kingdom
Website: www.janes.com

Email: joshua.wales@janes.com
Contact: Joshua Wales, Marketing and Events 
Coordinator

Janes delivers validated open-source defence 
intelligence across four core capability areas, 
threat, equipment, defence industry and country, 
that are aligned with workflows across the defence 
industry, national security and government.

Japanese Ministry of Defense 
Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics Agency
Individual, 12-E11
Japan
Website: www.mod.go.jp/atla/en/index.html 

Jenovice
Israel Pavilion, 01-C12
Israel
Website: www.jenovice.com 

Jenovice is a cyber-intelligence company that was 
founded in 2012, developing high-end tactical 
systems in the field of Bluetooth and WiFi. 
We cover a complete cycle of operation, from target 
identification to silent data extraction. Our systems 
are dedicated to actively gather intelligence from 
selected targets in different operational scenarios.
Once we entered the field of Bluetooth, we 
opened a new and sophisticated "hidden path" 
for our clients. This new attack vector breaks the 
traditional known way to gather intelligence. Over 
WiFi, we offer a full scale of capabilities to interact 
with targets, after taking into consideration every 
detail.
Both hardware and software are designed and 
developed by Jenovice’s professional team with 
wide experience in RF operations and advanced 
technology. 

The name you trust
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Our clients are from different law enforcement 
agencies, such as government intelligence agencies, 
cyber-crime units, military intelligence, and police 
special units.

Jiangsu Dongrun Safety Technology 
Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C27
NO.89 Yalujiang Road, Rudong New Economic 
Development Zone, Jiangsu
China
Tel: 86-51384281899, Fax: 86-51384125866
Website: www.dongrunsafety.com, Email: cherry@
dongrunsafety.com
Contact: Cherry Qian, Sales manager
Mobile: 86-13906272603/13046755626

Jiangsu Dongrun Safety Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-
tech enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales 
for UHMWPE UD fabric, ballistic vest, ballistic plate 
and armor plate etc. With strong research strength 
and advanced facilities, all of our products have 
passed the live ammunition test and comply to the 
standards of GA141-2010, NIJ and other international 
standards. Based in good faith and high quality, we 
would like to provide professional technology support 
and customized service for ballistic solutions. We are 
looking forward to achieving win-win cooperation 
with clients around the world in the near future.

Jiangsu Jiujiujiu specialty fiber 
products Co., Ltd
Individual, 04-B00
NO.128 Jialingjiang Road, Rudong Economic 
Development Zone, Jiangsu Province
Jiangsu
China
Tel: 86-0513-69908601, Fax: 86-0513-69908601
Website: www.jjjkj.com
Email: Stone@1HE.com

Contact: Shudong Zhou, Vice General Manager
Mobile: 86-13817243426

Jiangsu Jiujiujiu Special Fiber Products Company, 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Jiangsu Jiujiujiu 
Technology (stock code: 002411), is in charge 
of the R&D and manufacture of special fiber for 
Jiujiujiu Technology. Its main products include 
ultra-high strength PE fiber, cutting-proof PE 
coated yarn, ultra-strength PE UD cloth, ultra-
strength PE knitted fabric, and all kinds of cutting-
proof products made from such materials, such 
as stabbing-proof clothing, bulletproof clothing, 
bulletproof insert boards, bulletproof helmets 
and anti-riot shields.

Jiangsu Zhongyi Special Fiber Co. Ltd
Individual, 07-C24
China
Website: www.jszytx.com 

Jindal Stainless (HISAR) Limited
Individual, 12-A02
12, Jindal Centre, Bhikaji Cama Place, 110066
New Delhi
India
Tel: 9999290485, Fax: 1141659169
Website: www.jshlstainless.com,
Email: sumit.rautela@jindalstainless.com
Contact: Sumit Rautela, Senior Manager
Mobile: 9999290485

Jindal Stainless is the largest manufacturer of 
stainless /specialty steels in India and is among 
the top 10 stainless steel producers in the world, 
and has an excellent and proven track record for 
supply of armour steel, both for blast and ballistic 
protection and special alloys for many prestigious 
defence and aerospace programs in India.
Our ballistic (High Hardness and Ultra High 
Hardness) and blast steel grades, tested to NATO 

EQUIPPED WITH TWO KINDS OF GRENADES: ANTI-TANK
AND THERMOBARIC, WITH DAY/NIGHT SIGHTING SYSTEM
AND LASER RANGE FINDER, HAS THE ABILITY TO DEFEAT
MODERN HEAVY-ARMORED TANKS EQUIPPED WITH EXPLOSIVE
REACTIVE ARMOR (ERA), SOFT-SKINNED VEHICLES,
FORTIFICATIONS AND BUNKERS.

NASHSHAB
SHORT RANGE PORTABLE GRENADE
LAUNCHER SYSTEM

P.O.BOX (2100), AMMAN 11181, JORDAN  TEL. +962 (6) 401 66 44    INFO@JADARA.JO
W W W . J A D A R A . J O

BASED ON FOUR GRENADE LAUNCHERS NASHSHAB,
EQUIPPED WITH DAY/NIGHT SIGHTING SYSTEM
AND LASER RANGE FINDER. AVAILABLE IN TWO
VARIANTS: ON GROUND AND ON VEHICLE.

QUAD
DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF
A MULTIPURPOSE REMOTELY
CONTROLLED SYSTEM

QUAD JADARA-TERMINATOR
MOBILE COMPLEX OF
REMOTELY CONTROLLED WEAPON SYSTEM
EQUIPPED WITH FOUR LASER GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS, 7.6M M 
MACHINE GUN, THE FIRING DISTANCE IS UP TO 2.5K M.

INTENDED TO DEFEAT MODERN HEAVY-ARMORED TANKS EQUIPPED
WITH EXPLOSIVE REACTIVE ARMOR (ERA), SOFT-SKINNED VEHICLES,
FORTIFICATIONS AND BUNKERS AT A DISTANCE UP TO 2.5K M. THE SYSTEM
USES TWO KINDS OF MISSILES: ANTI-TANK MISSILE AND HIGH EXPLOSIVE,
 FRAGMENTATION MISSILE. THE SYSTEM IS EQUIPPED WITH A MODERN
DAY/NIGHT SIGHTING SYSTEM AND THERMAL IMAGER

JADARA-TERMINATOR
MEDIUM RANGE ANTI-TANK GUIDED
MISSILE SYSTEM

 JADARA EQUIPMENT
& DEFENCE SYSTEMS CO.

IS A JORDANIAN COMPANY ENGAGED IN DESIGNING AND MANUFACTURING
OF DIFFERENT MILITARY EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER OF
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and armor plate etc. With strong research strength 
and advanced facilities, all of our products have 
passed the live ammunition test and comply to the 
standards of GA141-2010, NIJ and other international 
standards. Based in good faith and high quality, we 
would like to provide professional technology support 
and customized service for ballistic solutions. We are 
looking forward to achieving win-win cooperation 
with clients around the world in the near future.
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Email: Stone@1HE.com

Contact: Shudong Zhou, Vice General Manager
Mobile: 86-13817243426

Jiangsu Jiujiujiu Special Fiber Products Company, 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Jiangsu Jiujiujiu 
Technology (stock code: 002411), is in charge 
of the R&D and manufacture of special fiber for 
Jiujiujiu Technology. Its main products include 
ultra-high strength PE fiber, cutting-proof PE 
coated yarn, ultra-strength PE UD cloth, ultra-
strength PE knitted fabric, and all kinds of cutting-
proof products made from such materials, such 
as stabbing-proof clothing, bulletproof clothing, 
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China
Website: www.jszytx.com 
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Contact: Sumit Rautela, Senior Manager
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standards, provide lightweight, high-performance 
yet cost effective solutions compared to global 
brands. In particular, High Nitrogen Steel; a 
breakthrough blast armour technology yielding 
much higher blast absorption capacity than 
conventional 370/440 HB armour grades has 
been successfully tested for various blast armour 
solutions.
The portfolio includes a wide range of armour steel 
and armoured equipment viz. armour /vehicle 
armour kits, mine trawl, bullet proof cabins/
fortifications, ballistic shield, spall liner, composite 
armour solutions etc. to the highest standards with 
traceability backed by strong R&D and integrated 
manufacturing/fabrication.

Jingdezhen Huaxun Special Ceramics 
Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C34
Ceramics Technology of Jingdezhen, Tangying 
Avenue, Changnan New District, Jingdezhen, 
Jiangxi Province
China
Tel: +86 798-8393889, Fax: +86 798-8393889
Website: www.hxtztc.com, 
Email: 543486809@qq.com
Contact: Lingjun Sun, Deputy General Manager
Mobile: +86 18979876656

Jingdezhen Huaxun Special Ceramics Co., Ltd, 
located in Jingdezhen, Jiangxi Province, is the 
earliest national high-tech enterprise engaged 
in the research and production of bulletproof 
ceramics. It has an annual production capacity of 
500 tons of boron carbide ceramics. Its products 
include hot-pressed boron carbide plate, single-
soldier insert plate, composite armor plate, no 
pressure silicon carbide. Technology and research 
developers account for 26 percent. Products 
belong to the field of high-tech new materials. The 
product has the characteristics of high strength, 

high hardness, light quality, corrosion resistance 
and bulletproof ability. It can be widely used in 
helicopter, fighter pilot protection and key position 
protection, single soldier protective vest, armored 
protection of personnel carrier, armored protection 
of tank, armored protection of landing craft, armored 
protection of money carrier and so on. At present, our 
products have been widely used, and our products 
have been tested and identified by some customers 
abroad, and the results are satisfactory.

JISR Institute, a.s.
UAE Pavilion, CP-219
Na strzi 241/28
Prague
Czech Republic
Fax: +420 222 269 610
Website: www.jisr-institute.org,
Email: info@jisr-institute.org
Contact: Vaclav Janda, Director General, Member of 
the Board
Mobile: +420 604 103 394

JISR Institute focuses on building of comprehensive 
capabilities in ISR (Intelligence Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance) and EW (Electronic Warfare). To 
achieve these goals, JISR Institute analyses user 
requirements, designs architecture and implements 
and delivers software and hardware solutions. 
Doctrines definition and establishing of education 
and training programs are indivisible parts. JISR 
Institute provides on-site support for whole solution 
lifetime – from analysis to deployment in real mission.
The company collaborates with top experts in the 
design of architectures for C4 (Command, Control, 
Communication, Computers), ISR and EW systems. 
These experts come from military practice, scientific 
community and business partners.
Beside military technologies, JISR Institute also 
provides comprehensive solutions for Homeland 
Security including police and various kinds of services, 
such as intelligence, secret, rescue or security service.

JOESCO Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-B01
Wiremesh Industrial area, Hengshui City
China
Tel: :008631187733505, Fax: 008631187733508
Website: www.joesco.cn, 
Email: info@joesco.cn
Contact: Ouchene Abdelhakim, Overseas Market 
manager
Mobile: 008613106562500

JOESCO HEBEI METAL PRODUCTS INC, is a Chinese 
private company which is a leader in producing 
defensive barriers since 15 years. During these 
past years, we have accumulated experiences 
and expertise in our field and have continuously 
improved our quality to give to our clients the 
most efficient solutions for their expeditionary field 
perimetric protection .
We believe that with: JOESCO Defense Barriers You 
Will Always Get The Best.

John Cockerill
Individual, 12-B18
Belgium
Tel: +3243302001, Fax: +3243611457
Website: https://johncockerill.com/en/defense/
Email: defense@johncockerill.com

For 200 years, John Cockerill (ex CMI Defence) has 
been putting its expertise and its visionary spirit to 
the service of defense and the security of citizens. 
Thanks to a unique combination of skills in software 
engineering, ballistics and mecatronics, we conceive 
and develop complete and innovative solutions in 
the domain of weapons systems, including:
- Modular Cockerill® gun turrets from 25 to 120 mm 
caliber, combining high fire power and light weight 
for high mobility armored vehicles, which guarantee 
performance and protection for the crew;
- Technical and tactical training on Cockerill® systems 

with theoretical and practical courses, real firing 
and training on Agueris® simulators;
- Virtual, immersive or on-board Agueris® simulators 
(fixed or mobile);
- Lifecycle management for Cockerill® weapons 
systems from technical and human to Maintaining 
in Operational Condition.
Discover the future of unmanned medium calibre 
turrets on stand 12 -B18.

Joint Stock Company "140 Repair 
Plant"
Individual Exhibitors, 07-D20
Chalovskaya str.19, 222512
Borisov
Belarus
Website: www.140zavod.by
Email: market1@140zavod.by
Contact: Maria Rashevskaya, 
Deputy chief of marketing dpt.

Joint Stock Company "SRPC"
Individual, 09-A04
20, Nakhimova str., 220033
Minsk
Belarus
Tel: +375 (17) 201-91-86, Fax: +375 (17) 201-92-07
Website: www.srpc.by, 
Email: reception@srpc.by

Jomipsa
Individual, 05-B16
Spain
Website: www.jomipsa.com 
We are a global company that produces ready-to-
eat meal kits, Combat Ration Packs, emergency kits, 
and more. Over 35 years of experience has taught 
us how to offer all kinds of solutions to all kinds of 
clients. We have a constant firm belief in innovation, 
functional design and image. Our main strong 
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solutions.
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Website: www.hxtztc.com, 
Email: 543486809@qq.com
Contact: Lingjun Sun, Deputy General Manager
Mobile: +86 18979876656

Jingdezhen Huaxun Special Ceramics Co., Ltd, 
located in Jingdezhen, Jiangxi Province, is the 
earliest national high-tech enterprise engaged 
in the research and production of bulletproof 
ceramics. It has an annual production capacity of 
500 tons of boron carbide ceramics. Its products 
include hot-pressed boron carbide plate, single-
soldier insert plate, composite armor plate, no 
pressure silicon carbide. Technology and research 
developers account for 26 percent. Products 
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and bulletproof ability. It can be widely used in 
helicopter, fighter pilot protection and key position 
protection, single soldier protective vest, armored 
protection of personnel carrier, armored protection 
of tank, armored protection of landing craft, armored 
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JISR Institute focuses on building of comprehensive 
capabilities in ISR (Intelligence Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance) and EW (Electronic Warfare). To 
achieve these goals, JISR Institute analyses user 
requirements, designs architecture and implements 
and delivers software and hardware solutions. 
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points are: the ability we have to adapt to each 
project’s changing needs, our modern facilities, 
the cutting-edge technology we apply in our 
processes, and our exceptional team, who works 
under the most demanding certification standards.

Jonal Laboratories, Inc.
FTEZ, FT-005
United States
Website: www.jonal.com

JONAL LABORATORIES, established 1965 in 
Connecticut, USA is a family owned business that 
provides expertise in Elastomeric Technologies. 
Jonal Laboratories is known for providing the best, 
most responsive service and is associated with 
being the leading manufacturer of the highest 
quality elastomeric seals and associated products, 
to both domestic and international markets. Jonal 
Laboratories provides a never-ending commitment 
to total quality service that exceeds our customer's 
ever changing requirements and expectations. 
Jonal Laboratories is ISO-9100:2008/AS-9100, Rev C 
certified. Jonal Laboratories chemist have developed 
almost 5000 compounds to meet our customer's 
requirements. Jonal Laboratories offers complete 
R and D services with onsite testing capabilities. 
Jonal Laboratories provides a wide range of 
engineering services including Computer-Aided 
Design (CAD): Catia V5R21, Engineered Elastomer 
Design Support, Build to Spec, Build to Print, Design 
Recommendations, Expert Chemist Input of Seal 
Materials, Mold Design, Functional Configuration 
Control, New materials and coatings.

Jordan Advanced Machining 
Company (Jordan AMCO)
Individual, 01-B08
Jordan
Tel: +962 2 625 6035, Fax: +962 2 625 6038

Website: www.jordanamco.com,
Email: khaleel.dabeet@jordanamco.com
Contact: Khaleel Dabeet, General Manager
Jordan Advanced Machining Company (Jordan 
AMCO), an affiliate of the Jordan Investment Group 
Automotive and Industrial Cluster, is tasked with the 
provision of high standard precision engineering.
It uses state-of-the-art metal forming technology 
to build steel, aluminium and titanium components 
within tolerances of 0.008± mm and provides a range 
of additional services, including heat treatment, 
surface grinding and reverse engineering..
Jordan AMCO aims at being at the forefront of 
advanced manufacturing in Jordan, as well as 
providing machining services on a direct supply 
basis. It also provides technical assistance to 
local manufactures with tooling selection, heat 
treatment, training requirements and assistance 
with understanding material properties and their 
machining technology.
The design concept enables the entire Jordan AMCO 
team to operate a range of advanced machining 
equipment within an environment that encourages 
dynamic energy.

Jordan Armaments and Weapons 
Systems (JAWS)
Individual, 01-B08
Amman
Jordan
Tel: +962 6 460 3230, Fax: +962 6 460 3243
Website: www.jaws-jordan.com, 
Email: murad.amarin@joddb.com
Contact: Murad Al Amarin, General Director of Troops 
Cluster

Jordan Armament & Weapon Systems (JAWS) was 
established in 2006 in order to enhance national 
firearms capabilities. JAWS’ role is to design and 
develop premium quality firearms and innovative 
tactical solutions to meet the highest mission 

requirements demand.
Our Vision
To enhance national firearms capabilities and continue 
to expand internationally by providing tactical 
solutions with a premium quality as a standard.
Our Mission
• Develop premium quality products in order to cater 
for various applications.
• Ongoing support and upgrade firearms for the 
Jordanian Armed Forces, National Security Agencies 
as well as international clients.
• Technology assist and consult end-users in evaluating 
and selecting suitable armament for specialized 
applications.
• Management of armament projects.

Jordan Investment Group - JIG
Individual, 01-B08
Hussein Bin Ali Street, Jabal Amman-Third Circle 
Building No.16
Amman
Jordan
Tel: +962 (0) 6 4603230 ext. (255), Fax: +962 (0) 6 
4603243
Website: www.joddb.com, 
Email: mahmouda@kaddb.mil.jo
Contact: Mahmoud Awamleh, Head of Business 
Development Department

As an investment arm aligned with the mission and 
vision of the Jordan Design and Development Bureau, 
Jordan Investment Group (JIG) was established to 
ensure technological competitiveness and new 

growth engines through the execution of futuristic 
technology development, offering a vast array of 
products and services in national security. It seeks to 
become the worldwide partner of choice, offering 
a growing portfolio of advanced technologies and 
solutions that will enhance the value of national 
security. 
The organization has constructed its business with 
the formation of two clusters to serve the evolving 
needs of the national and regional armed forces, 
security agencies and communities.

Jordan Light Vehicle Manufacturing 
(JLVM)
Individual, 01-B08
Jordan
Tel: +962 (0) 2 625  6060, Fax: +962 (0) 2 625 7524
Website: www.jlvmllc.com, 
Email: a.sharaf@jlvmllc.com
Contact: Abdulwahhab Sharaf, Sales Section Head
Mobile: +962 (0) 775 410 401

JLVM is an affiliate of Jordan Investment Group 
(JIG) to develop, manufacture and market 
special and protected vehicles for international 
military, law enforcement forces, governmental, 
and nongovernmental organisations and other 
customers worldwide. The company is the prime 
pillar in the JIG's Automotive and Industrial Cluster.
JLVM is specialised in developing special purpose 
vehicles built on commercially available chassis. 
The main production lines range from soft skin 
and special purpose vehicles to fully armoured and 
Special Internal Security Vehicles (ISVs), in addition 
to 4x4 utility vehicles, Long Range Patrol Vehicles 
(LRPV), Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs), 
Ambulances, to mobile medical solutions.
JLVM’s Vision: To be a World Class manufacturer of 
light vehicles.
JLVM’s Mission: To manufacture and sell high quality 
protected and special purpose light vehicles and 
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points are: the ability we have to adapt to each 
project’s changing needs, our modern facilities, 
the cutting-edge technology we apply in our 
processes, and our exceptional team, who works 
under the most demanding certification standards.

Jonal Laboratories, Inc.
FTEZ, FT-005
United States
Website: www.jonal.com

JONAL LABORATORIES, established 1965 in 
Connecticut, USA is a family owned business that 
provides expertise in Elastomeric Technologies. 
Jonal Laboratories is known for providing the best, 
most responsive service and is associated with 
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their components for the law enforcement, security 
and civilian markets worldwide fulfilling customer's 
requirements.

Jotov and son Bulgaria Ltd
Individual, 03-A42
Bulgaria
Website: www.jotovandson.com 

Jotov & Son Bulgaria Ltd. was established in 1991. The 
main subject of its activity is international trade with 
military products and services. Jotov & Son Bulgaria 
is one of the leading companies in military trade in 
the Republic of Bulgaria. The main specialization 
of Jotov & Son Bulgaria is aviation grounded on 
the qualification, the competence and high-level 
professionalism of the experienced personnel 
engaged in the company – aviation engineers, 
technicians and specialists.
In parallel, Jotov & Son Bulgaria Ltd. successfully 
works in all trends of military trade combining the 
abilities of the Bulgarian Military Industry and the 
military producers and suppliers from Eastern and 
Western Europe. Jotov & Son Bulgaria Ltd. possesses 
Full License for the right of foreign trade activities 
with arms and ammunition issued by the Council 
of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria. Jotov & Son 
Bulgaria Ltd. is certified in ISO 9001 and AQAP.

JSC "Almaz – Antey" "Air and Space 
Defence Corporation"
Russian Pavilion, 12-D45
121471,Vereyskaya Str, 41
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (495) 276 29 81,
Fax: +7 (495) 276 29 81

Website: www.almaz-antey.ru, 
Email: antey@almaz-antey.ru
Contact: Vladimir Nemirovskiy, 
Mobile: +7(495) 276 29 65

"Almaz – Antey" Air and Space Defence Corporation, 
Joint Stock Company consolidates more than 60 
high-tech companies specialized in development 
and production of air defence and anti-missile 
systems, radars and control systems, providing 
operation, modernization and repair of supplied 
items.
Products manufactured by "Almaz – Antey" Corp. 
ensure protection against air and space attack 
means as well as air and ground surveillance and air 
traffic management.
"Almaz – Antey", holds one of the leading positions 
in the world arms market for air defence supplies, 
and has proved itself to be a reliable partner, 
accurately fulfilling its commitments.

JSC "KB Radar" - Managing company 
of "Radar Systems" Holding
Individual Exhibitors, 08-B20
Belarus
Website: www.kbradar.by 

JSC “KB Radar”, produces and delivers military radar, 
EW and radio monitoring equipment: highly mobile 
and stationary surveillance radars including those 
for detection of low-visibility and low-flying aerial 
targets, systems for automatic recognition and 
classification of aerial platforms, active and passive 
radio reconnaissance (COMINT/ELINT/SIGINT) 
systems, jammers disabling hostile fixed-frequency 
and HFSS ground and aerial communication links, 
offers unique counter-UAV solutions based on 
navigation jamming and spoofing techniques. 
The company’s scientists, engineers and 
programmers will perform mathematical modeling 
of sophisticated radio engineering systems and 
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ROSOBORONEXPORT is Russia’s sole state agency for 
export of the full range of defense-related and dual-
use products, services and technologies. It is part of 
Rostec State Corporation. The geographical scope of 
Russia’s military-technical cooperation encompasses 
more than 100 countries.

JSC "SPC" Techmash
Individual Exhibitor
Russian Federation

JSC "Technodinamika"
Russian Pavilion, 12-D44
35/5 Bolshaya Tatarskaya street,115184
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (495) 627-10-99 
Website: www.tecmash.ru, Email: info@tdhc.ru
Contact: Vitalii Markhanov
Mobile: +7(918)235-85-17

JSC “Technodinamika” is a holding organization 
which specializes in design, manufacture and 
servicing of systems and components for all Russian 
aircraft, ground handling equipment, parachute 
systems for various purposes, aircraft and ship 
simulators as well as ammunition, explosives, 
powders and pyrotechnic products.
Under the management of JSC "Technodinamika", 

there are more than 100 enterprises throughout the 
country.

JSC “Uralvagonzavod”
Russian Pavilion, 12-D31
Vostochnoye shosse, 28
Nizhnij Tagil
Russian Federation
Tel: + 7 3435 344 209, 
Fax: + 7 3435 344 209
Website: www.uvz.ru
Email: uvz@web.ru
Contact: Denis Ivakha, 
Mobile: +7 (965) 319-43-88

Joint Stock Company “Concern “Uralvagonzavod” 
incorporates more than 40 enterprises, design 
offices, research and development establishments 
to develop and manufacture Army weapons and 
vehicles. 
About 60% of the Russian Federation 
Army equipment are products of concern 
“Uralvagonzavod” including tanks Т-14 Armata, 
Т-90МС, Т-90С, Т-72, Msta-S artillery systems 
2С19М1, heavy flame thrower systems ТОС-1А and 
sea- and land-based remote combat modules.
“Uralvagonzavod” is an original equipment 
manufacturer and has the right to foreign trade 
activities to supply spare parts for earlier supplied 
armoured vehicles and carry out maintenance, 
repair including upgrading of all its products.

JSC BelTechExport
Belarus Pavilion
United Arab Emirates

JSC Radiozavod
Russian Pavilion, 12-E09
Baidukova St., 1,440039

Penza
Russian Federation
Tel: +7-8412-92-80-96, Fax: +7-8412-49-65-02
Website: www.penza-radiozavod.ru, 
Email: radio@rf58.ru
Contact: Boris Romanenko
Mobile: +7 903 323 79 85
The company develops and produces automated 
control systems and complexes for the weaponry 
of artillery and AD formations.
The most demanded among them are:
- Automated control system over missile anti-
aircraft defense units (Polyana-D4M);
- Unified battery command post (Ranzhir-M1) for 
automated fire control of AMC;
- Mobile control post PU-12M7 for automated 
control over AMC battery;
- Automated control technical means complex for 
MANPAD units;
- Unified command-staff vehicle MP32M1 for fire 
control of MLRS;
- Unified command-surveillance vehicle 1V172-
2 for target reconnaissance and automated fire 
control of artillery units;
- Automation means the complex of command-
surveillance post for automated control over 
artillery or mortar battery.
The use of JSC Radiozavod control systems and 
complexes significantly improves the effectiveness 
of combat actions.

JSC Ruselectronics Holding
Russian Pavilion, 12-E09
Vereyskaya 29, bld. 141,121357
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 495 777 42 82, Fax: +7 495 708 23 16
Website: www.ruselectronics.ru,
Email: info@ruselectronics.ru
Contact: Tali Makoev 

deliver hardware and software products ensuring 
domination of the radio electronic environment 
– rugged, adapted for grueling field and climatic 
conditions and reliable operation worldwide. Apart 
from ready products, “KB Radar” offers performance 
of complex R&D and building proprietary systems 
based on the Customer’s Requirements Specification. 
Working with “KB Radar” is being at the cutting-edge 
of today’s trends.

JSC "KBP named after Academician A. 
Shipunov"
Russian Pavilion, 12-D36
59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka St., 300001
Tula
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (4872) 41-00-68, Fax: +7 (4872) 42-61-39; 46-
98-61
Website: kbptula.ru, Email: info@kbptula.ru
Contact: Sergey Kuzminykh
Mobile: +7 903 840 40 95

The JSC "KBP named after Academician A. Shipunov" 
is one of the leading design companies in the Russian 
defense industry. It has developed over 140 models 
of weapons and military equipment.

JSC "ROSOBORONEXPORT"
Russian Pavilion, 12-D43,12-E15,12-B43
27, Stromynka St.
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: 7(495)5346183, 7(495)7396017, 7(495)5346140, 
Fax: 7(495)5346153, 7(495)6379700
Website: www.roe.ru, Email: roe@roe.ru
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Ruselectronics Holding Company is the largest 
manufacturer of electronic components and digital 
technologies in Russia and is a part of the radio 
electronic cluster of Rostec State Corporation. The 
company develops and produces communication 
systems, automated control systems, robotics, 
microwave electronics, computers and telecom 
equipment. 
Ruselectronics unites over 150 enterprises and 
scientific organizations. The holding’s products are 
supplied to over 30 countries in Europe, Southeast 
Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America.

JSC Scientific Production Association 
"High-Precision Weapons"

Russian Pavilion, 12-D36
7, Kievskaya Str., 121059
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(495) 981-92-77, Fax: +7(495) 981-92-78
Website: www.npovk.ru, Email: npovk@yandex.ru
Contact: Roman Kuzmenko
Mobile: +7(903)535-83-85

High precision weapons JSC comprises 7 engineering 
firms and 12 manufacturing companies with a 
headcount of staff over 45,000 people.
Main scope of the enterprises activity covers 
development, production, modernization, repair 
and selling a wide range of weapons, military and 
special products:
- Operational-and-tactical missile systems, air 
defense missile systems including portable weapons, 
short range gun missile and missile-artillery weapon 
systems intended for Land Forces, Air Forces and 

Navy;
- Anti-tank missile weapons systems and assault 
weapons;
- Guided artillery weapon systems;
- Armament for armored vehicles, fighting 
compartments of lightly armored vehicles;
- Dataware equipment and other military and special 
products.
JSC is among five leading companies of the State 
Corporation ROSTEC, concerning the level of income 
and profit.

Kader Factory for Development 
Industries
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt
 

Kaercher Futuretech GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C18
Alfred-Schefenacker-Str. 1, 71409 Schwaikheim
Schwaikheim
Germany
Tel: +49 7195 14 3248, Fax: +49 7195 901 600
Website: www.karcher-futuretech.com,
Email: Naktel.Benfraj@de.kaercher.com
Contact: Naktel Ben Fraj, Senior Sales Manager Asia 
Pacific, Middle East & Africa

Kärcher Futuretech GmbH with its headquarters near 
Stuttgart (Germany) develops, manufactures, and 
markets modular products and systems worldwide 
for rapid deployment missions in disaster areas and 
complex emergencies. The company offers solutions 
in the product categories: Water Supply Systems, 
Mobile Catering Systems, Field Camp Systems 
and CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and 
Nuclear) Protection Systems. Futuretech was spun 
off in 2005 and became an independent subsidiary 
of Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG. Today, the company 
employs around 120 people.

Kalashnikov Group
Russian Pavilion, 12-B25
426006, Deryabina passage, building 2/193, office 78
Izhevsk
Russian Federation
Tel: 8-800-200-1807, Fax: 8 (3412) 495-922, 434-747 
add.9
Website: www.kalashnikovgroup.ru
Email: Info@kalashnikovgroup.ru

Kalashnikov Group is Russia’s largest manufacturer 
of combat automatic and sniper rifles, artillery 
guided projectiles, precision weapon and a wide 
range of civil products including hunting rifles and 
shotguns, sporting rifles, machines and tools. The 
new product lines of the Kalashnikov activities are: 
remote-controlled combat modules, unmanned 
aerial vehicles, high-speed airborne and assault 
boats for special purpose units, civilian shipbuilding, 
automotive equipment, combat automated (robotic) 
systems and modular tactical vests (Plate Carrier). 
Today, the joint-stock company Kalashnikov Concern 
is the system-forming structure of the rifle sector 
of the Russian defense industry. Nowadays, the 
Kalashnikov Group of Companies includes: JSC 
Concern Kalashnikov, JSC Izhevsk Mechanical Plant; 
shipbuilding enterprises of the full cycle LLC Holding 
Company of Rybinsk Shipyard and JSC Shipbuilding 
Plant VYMPEL, Nobel Brothers Shipyard, Mytishchi 
Machine Building Plant, developer and manufacturer 
of unmanned aerial and helicopter type ZALA AERO, 
among others.

Kallman Worldwide
Individual, 01-C07
4 North Street
Waldwick
United States
Tel: +1 201 251 2600 x105
Website: www.kallman.com,
 Email: Mikep@kallman.com

Contact: Michael Petrassi, Sales Director

Kallman Worldwide creates unique opportunities for 
U.S. companies to strengthen business relationships 
around the world across physical and virtual 
platforms. Through its USA Aerospace & Defense 
Showcase – maximizing impact at international 
trade shows and offering a 365-day, 24/7 service 
and flagship USA Partnership Pavilion; Digital trade 
events; virtual trade shows; end-to-end exhibitor 
services; custom stand-building and corporate 
hospitality programs, Kallman has helped US 
companies, associations, and government agencies 
“export with purpose and exhibit with confidence” 
for over 50 years. The company is a strategic 
partner of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and 
a proud recipient of the President’s “E” Award for 
Export. Kallman Worldwide is headquartered in 
Waldwick, N.J., with offices in Santiago, Chile and 
London, UK. To visit the showcase, register at www.
usaaerodefshowcase.com.

Kaman Aerosystems
Individual, 01-C07
United States
Tel: +1 407 456 4853
Website: www.kaman.com
Email: Sharief.Fahmy@kaman.com
Contact: Sharief Fahmy, Executive Director

Kaman Corporation located Bloomfield, 
Connecticut, USA conducts business in the 
aerospace & defense, industrial and medical 
markets. Kaman manufactures our K-MAX® manned 
and unmanned medium-to-heavy lift helicopters 
and produces safe and arming solutions for missile 
and bomb systems for the U.S. and allied militaries. 
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Tel: +7(495) 981-92-77, Fax: +7(495) 981-92-78
Website: www.npovk.ru, Email: npovk@yandex.ru
Contact: Roman Kuzmenko
Mobile: +7(903)535-83-85
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Kader Factory for Development 
Industries
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Egypt
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Karcher Middle East Headquarters
Germany Pavilion, 08-C18
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.karcher.ae 

Kärcher group is the worldwide leader in providing 
cleaning solutions to governments entities, 
corporation and private institutions. Kärcher 
Futuretech develops and manufactures mobile 
systems in the field of CBRN Decontamination, Water 
Supply, Mobile Catering and Field Camp Systems for 
military and civil defense operations.
The group’s mission is to solve customers’ cleaning 
tasks by providing best of breed, economical and 
environmentally friendly products that are easy to 
use and maintain. 
The group follows a customer centric strategy by 
offering comprehensive technical and customer 
support to ensure customers gain the maximum 
value from its’ offerings across the world. 
Kärcher is committed to building long term 
relationships with its customers, suppliers and 
workforce in order to continually strive for excellence.

Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd
Japan Pavilion, 12-E12
1-14-5, Kaigan, Minato-ku
Tokyo
Japan
Tel: +81-3-3435-2066, Fax: +81-3-3432-3977
Website: global.kawasaki.com
Email: kogue_osamu@khi.co.jp
Contact: Osamu Kogue, Senior Manager

Kawasaki Heavy Industries leads Japan’s aerospace 
industry and is engaged in a wide range of aerospace 
businesses. In the defense sector, Kawasaki has played 
a major role as the prime contractor for the Japan 
Ministry of Defense’s various programs including C-2 
cargo aircraft, P-1 maritime patrol airplane, airborne 
mine countermeasures helicopter and so on. 

Kawasaki is also engaged in the various commercial 
aircraft programs, including the BK117, Japan›s first 
domestically developed helicopter widely used for 
emergency medical service, firefighting, and disaster 
response.

Kent Modular Electronics (MME)
UK Pavilion, 05-C40
United Kingdom
Website: www.kme.co.uk 

KIA Motors Co.
Korea Pavilion, 12-A48
Korea, Republic of
Website: military.kia.com/en 

Since being appointed as Korea’s defense industry 
company in 1973, KIA continuously has kept pace 
with the requirements of military authorities by 
offering strategic experiences, and ideal logistics 
support. It also produces competitive military 
vehicles as well as reduces cost to make an 
economical contribution to Korea’s national defense 
forces. Based on its recognized quality of military 
vehicles, tried and tested by the military forces of 
Korea, KIA supplies vehicles to 20 foreign counties 
including the Philippines, Mali, Botswana and Chile. 
KIA will continue to commit its best efforts to make 
further advancement by securing beneficial military 
and diplomatic partnerships with foreign countries.

KIM Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion
United Arab Emirates

KINTEX
Individual, C5-001
66 James Boucher
SOFIA
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 8662311, Fax: +359 2 963 11 23
Website: www.kintex.bg, Email: minkin@kintex.bg
Contact: Ivan Penchev, Executive Director

KINTEX Share Holding Company was established 
in 1966. The company has more than fifty years of 
experience in foreign trading with the entire range of 
military products and defense technologies.
KINTEX is 100% Government Company subordinated 
to the Ministry of Economy of Republic Of Bulgaria
The main activity of KINTEX is to supply military 
equipment to all branches and services of the Armed 
Forces, including:
Armament and ammunition;
Surveillance, localization and communication 
equipment;
Spare parts for : armament systems; tanks, armored 
vehicles, helicopters and aircrafts;
Training activities and devices.
System engineering, project management, technical 
assistance and technology transfer.
All our products and projects are specifically designed 
and intended to operate within a wide range of 
geographical locations and climatic conditions.
The company has been certified in accordance with 
ISO 9001:2015, TUV Rheinland.

Kirintec
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
United Kingdom
Website: www.kirintec.com 

Klimawent S.A.
Individual, 07-A40
Chwaszczynska 194
Gdynia 81-571
Poland
Tel: 48586296480 
Website: www.mostrange.pl
Email: joanna.koniarek@klimawent.com.pl
Contact: Joanna Koniarek-Majkowska, CEO
Mobile: 48508144078

Klimawent produces:
1) Modular shooting ranges MoST-5 and MoST-10 
with the length of shooting line 25, 50, 100 and 200 
m
2) Container shooting range MoST-2 with the length 
of shooting line up to 25 m
3) Modular tunnel shooting range MoST-1 with the 
length of shooting line up to 100 m
4) Modular shoot house MoST SH
MoST shooting ranges are made of steel modules 
and are not fixed to the ground. Therefore, they are 
mobile and they can be built faster than by using 
the concreate.
Our ranges provide possibility of using ammunition 
of 3600J maximum initial energy (up to 7,62x54R 
mm). 
Our shooting ranges are equipped in filtration 
systems which are designed by us. They guarantee 
the lead concentration at the limit of quantification 
during shooting.
We offer also the mobile bullet traps. Our products 
have certificates issued by Military Institute of 
Armament Technology.

Knight Aerospace
Individual, 04-A23
3606 SW 36th Street, Suite 101
San Antonio, Texas
United States
Tel: +1-210-433-9961 
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Website: www.knightaerospace.com
Email: Rknight@knightaerospace.com
Contact: Rick Knight, Executive Vice President - 
Global Sales
Mobile: +1-210-288-7000

Knight Aerospace has operated for almost 30 years, 
establishing itself as the industry leader in providing 
quality and reliable “quick-change/roll-on roll-off” 
modules, pallets, and ancillary equipment such as 
GSE, Next-Gen Cargo Pallets, straps and accessories 
to enhance the functionality of various cargo aircraft. 
Our self-contained units include passenger seating, 
lavatories, galleys, communication equipment, 
head-of-state suites, medical evacuation, and 
combinations of the foregoing. Knight Aerospace 
exists at the exciting intersection of aerospace, 
military, and medical technology. Its mission is to 
modernize aerospace transportation to be modular, 
adaptable, and customizable in an ever-changing 
world. Knight’s products allow its customers to 
quickly adapt their aircraft to fit their current needs. 
It has longstanding working collaborations with 
aircraft manufacturers, the U.S. defense community, 
and foreign militaries. For example, our newest 
product is a Aeromedical Biocontainment Module 
that allows for isolated medical transport units to be 
installed into a cargo aircraft in under one hour.

Knowledge Point
EDGE, 05-A05
ADCB/Spar Building
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 050 220 2494 
Website: https://kpoint.ae/
Email: britton.talbert@kpoint.ae
Contact: Britton Talbert, Business Development 
Manager
Mobile: +971 050 220 2494

sectors. We deliver Extreme Performance For Extreme 
Conditions. KONGSBERG’s objective is to secure and 
increase stakeholder value through profitable and 
growth-oriented industrial development with a long-
term, sustainable and international perspective. 
KONGSBERG is a leading supplier of defence products 
and systems for command and control, surveillance, 
space, tactical communications, remote weapon 
stations and missiles, as well as advanced composites 
and engineering products for aircraft and helicopter. 
The activities span from underwater to surface, land 
and air to space.

Korea Aerospace Industries Limited
Korea Pavilion
Korea, Republic of 
Website: www.koreaaero.com 

Korea Defense Industry Association 
(kdia)
Korea Pavilion, 12-A25,12-A30
Seoul
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.kdia.or.kr, Email: hjyoon@kdia.or.kr
Contact: Hojin Yoon, manager

Korea Defense Industry Association, established 
in 1976, has been playing an important role for 
development, cooperation, and harmonization 
of the defense industries by strengthening its 
competitiveness, facilitating export, participating 
in researches, and supporting common interests. 
With the goal of becoming a global leading defense 
industry, Korea Defense Industry Association is 
jumping up to be a global institute of defense 
industries by securing global competitiveness for 
member companies and diversifying support for 
businesses. For the last few decades, Korea Defense 
Industry Association has been striving to improve 
the performance of weapon systems and extend 

Knowledge Point specialises in providing discreet, 
nuanced and comprehensive training and knowledge 
solutions to defence and security organisations to 
prepare the region’s next generation of leaders to 
counter tomorrow’s threats. Its core competencies 
include capability assessments, doctrine 
development, professional military training for 
armed forces and technical systems implementation, 
that extends from cyber awareness  training to 
full-spectrum consultancy services. Its portfolio 
comprises professional defence and security 
courses, as well as technical training, technical 
program management systems implementation, 
and education management, homeland security, 
integrated vulnerability assessments of critical 
infrastructure and overall capabilities development. 
Knowledge Point’s comprehensive conceptual 
and technical expertise, spanning key areas such 
as IT security, military and defence, and capability 
architecture, enables the company to go beyond 
industry specifics in integrating several disciplines to 
deliver exceptional value.

Koduct Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion, 12-A30
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.K1pars.com 

KONGSBERG Defence & Aerospace AS
Individual, 08-B25
Norway
Website: www.kongsberg.com/kda 

KONGSBERG Gruppen (KONGSBERG) is an 
international technology group that delivers 
advanced and reliable solutions that improve safety, 
security and performance in complex operations 
and under extreme conditions. KONGSBERG works 
with demanding customers in the global defence, 
maritime, oil and gas, fisheries and aerospace 

international cooperation through continuous 
technology development. As a result, Korea defense 
industry has grown as one of the core national 
industries that contribute to reinforcing national 
security as well as revitalizing national economy. 
Korea Defense Industry Association will go further 
on to play a central role in securing peace and 
stability on the Korean peninsula.

Korean Air
Korea Pavilion, 12-A25
Korea, Republic of

Kratos Glass LLC
UAE Pavilion, 12-A01
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.kratosglass.com 

Kratos Glass was initially established back in 2015 
with the sole aim to deliver high quality, certified 
ballistic glass to the security and defence sector 
across the world. With the passage of time and 
a dedication to deliver a range of products and 
services to our clients, we ceaselessly developed 
and diversified our product line and have now 
expanded it further to serve the private, marine and 
construction markets too.
As a trusted bulletproof glass manufacturer, we 
offer the finest quality, most durable ballistic glass 
for armored vehicles. We boast of well-equipped 
facilities that feature state-of-the-art installations 
and machineries dedicated to manufacturing 
superior quality products that meet the highest 
international standards. With so much to offer, 
Kratos Glass is all set to become the certified 
armored glass manufacturer of choice for clients 
not just in the UAE, but across the world too.
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services to our clients, we ceaselessly developed 
and diversified our product line and have now 
expanded it further to serve the private, marine and 
construction markets too.
As a trusted bulletproof glass manufacturer, we 
offer the finest quality, most durable ballistic glass 
for armored vehicles. We boast of well-equipped 
facilities that feature state-of-the-art installations 
and machineries dedicated to manufacturing 
superior quality products that meet the highest 
international standards. With so much to offer, 
Kratos Glass is all set to become the certified 
armored glass manufacturer of choice for clients 
not just in the UAE, but across the world too.
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KRYPTUS
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil
Website: www.kryptus.com 

KSC
Korea Pavilion, 12-A30
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Website: www.ekoreasystems.com

Kurganmashzavod PJSC
Russian Pavilion, 12-D36
17, Mashinostroiyeley Ave., 640027
Kurgan
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (3522) 23-20-83, +7 (3522) 47-14-40, Fax: +7 
(3522) 23-20-71
Website: www.kurganmash.ru, Email: kmz@kmz.ru
Contact: Roman Kuzmenko, 
Mobile: +7 903 535 83 85

Kurganmashzavod PJSC is one of the leading 
manufacturers of the military industrial complex 
of Russia, the only enterprise in the country 
manufacturing infantry fighting vehicles that are in 
military service with the armies of many countries 
of the world. The company›s products are the world 
famous BMP-2 and BMP-3 IFVs, BREM-L armored 
recovery vehicles, BMP-3 based multipurpose 
chassis for developing various weapons systems, and 
training simulators for the crews and maintenance 
staff. Kurganmashzavod PJSC is prepared to supply 
both the upgraded infantry fighting vehicles and 

upgrade the previously supplied vehicles. Besides, 
the company manufactures BMD-4M airborne assault 
vehicles, BTR-MDM armored personnel carriers and 
SPTP Sprut-SDM1 light amphibious tanks.

KWESST
Canada Pavilion, 11-C08
155 Terence Matthews Crescent
Ottawa, Ontario K2M 2A8
Canada
Website: www.kwesst.com, 
Email: macleod@kwesst.com
Contact: Jeffrey MacLeod, President and CEO
Mobile: +1 519 831 3349

Bold Innovations At The Tactical Edge: KWESST 
develops and commercializes ultra-miniaturized 
technology applications in the defence and security 
sectors. The company’s portfolio includes its signature 
TASCS (Tactical Awareness and Situational Control 
System) for real-time situational awareness and 
targeting information to infantry ground weapons 
from any source (including drones); the autonomous 
GreyGhost soldier-portable Counter-UAS (CUAS) 
kinetic impact micro drone; a Ground Laser Defence 
system to detect and warn of battlefield lasers; and 
the Phantom electronic battlefield decoy system. All 
systems operate stand-alone or integrate with OEM 
systems and battlefield management applications 
including ATAK. KWESST has developmental “smart 
ordnance” projects including the Low Energy 
Cartridge (LEC), Less Lethal system, an alternative to 
air based and other systems, and its “Shot Counter” 
system for weapons maintenance and logistics. 
KWESST is headquartered in Ottawa, Canada, with 
representative offices in Washington, London, and 
Abu Dhabi.

L3Harris Technologies
USA Pavilion, 03-C10
1025 W NASA Blvd
Melbourne
United States
Tel: +1 (469) 714-5392
Website: www.L3Harris.com,
Email: mark.kasperowicz@l3harris.com
Contact: Mark Kasperowicz, Senior Director Marketing 
& Communications
Mobile: +1 (469) 714-5392

L3Harris Technologies is an agile global aerospace 
and defense technology innovator, delivering end-
to-end solutions that meet customers’ mission-
critical needs. The company provides advanced 
defense and commercial technologies across air, 
land, sea, space and cyber domains. L3Harris has 
approximately $18 billion in annual revenue and 
48,000 employees, with customers in more than 
100 countries. 

LACROIX
France Pavilion, 07-B48
France
Website: www.lacroixds.com

ETIENNE LACROIX GROUP, originally founded in 
1848, is a worldwide leading company in the field 
of pyrotechnics in the defence and security sectors. 
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Its activities are vertically integrated and span 
all aspects from product design to manufacture, 
including supply, support and services in the UAE 
through its Joint Venture EDS (Emirates Defense 
Services).The company is 100% private family equity. 
Through its business unit LACROIX , the company 
provides a complete offer of self-protection (from 
countermeasures to systems), but also pyrotechnics 
devices for air, land and sea applications to the 
French as well to foreign Armed Forces: 
- Naval solutions 
- Airborne countermeasures 
- Land applications: vehicle survivability systems & 
training situations

Lahab
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: lahab.ae 

Lahab is GCC region’s leading munitions manufacturer, 
producing and testing small arms, infantry 
ammunition, artillery ammunition and aircraft 
bombs in conformity to the highest international 
quality and safety standards. Established in 1994, 
Lahab has 25 years of experience in defence and 
security offering expert support throughout the 
munition’s lifecycle — manufacturing, assembly, 
testing and screening, training, analysis and 
demilitarization. Part of EDGE’s Missiles & Weapons 
cluster, Lahab focuses on implementing cutting-
edge technologies, including process optimisation 
and robotic production with high-precision tools, 
and is a preferred supplier for the UAE government, 
law enforcement agencies, and shooting ranges.

Leonardo
UK Pavilion, 05-C13
Christopher Martin Road
Essex
United Kingdom

Website: www.leonardocompany.com, Email: dallas.
mabon@leonardocompany.com
Contact: Dallas Mabon, Exhibition Manager
Mobile: +44 7801714209

Leonardo is a world player in Helicopters, Aeronautics, 
Electronics, Defence & Security Systems. With 
revenues exceeding 11.5B€ and a workforce of 45,000 
people, Leonardo develops advanced components 
to fully integrated systems and platforms. With 
systems delivered to 50 navies and operating on 
over 1000 different platforms, Leonardo has forged 
the way to dominate the seas through advanced 
combat management systems, multifunction AESA 
and tracking radar, passive sensors, integrated 
communications, battle-proven advanced artillery 
and ammunition, multisensor weapon control 
systems, underwater sensors and torpedoes. 
The latest generation of navigation and combat 
management sensors will be displayed at the Show.

Leonardo Spa
Italy Pavilion, 06-A03
Italy
Website: www.leonardocompany.com 

Leonardo is a world player in Helicopters, Aeronautics, 
Electronics, Defence & Security Systems. With 
revenues exceeding 11.5B€ and a workforce of 45000 
people, Leonardo develops advanced components 
to fully integrated systems and platforms. With 
systems delivered to 50 navies and operating on 
over 1000 different platforms, Leonardo has forged 
the way to dominate the seas through advanced 
combat management systems, multifunction AESA 
and tracking radar, passive sensors, integrated 
communications, battle-proven advanced artillery 
and ammunition, multisensor weapon control 
systems, underwater sensors and torpedoes. 
The latest generation of navigation and combat 
management sensors will be displayed at the Show.

Letecke Opravovne Trencin a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-025
Slovakia
Website: https://lotn.sk/en/ 

LOTN is «MRO» with long tradition in general 
overhauls, revisions and upgrades of military aircrafts 
and helicopters as L-410, L-39, , and mainly Mi-
8/17/171.
LOTN also provides: 
- repairs and revisions of high pressure air compressors, 
oxygen systems, high pressure hydraulic power 
units, atmospheric air stations, and various kinds 
of weapons systems (incl. missile pylons, missiles, 
refueling and oxidizer refilling systems, SURN radars) 
- device and component repairs of the radiotechnical 
systems
- repairs and calibration of control and measurement 
equipment in our own metrological laboratory 
with the certificate of accreditation STN EN ISO/
IEC 17025:2005 issued by the Slovak National 
Accreditation Service 
- upgrading of aircraft navigation and communications 
systems.
Following the major aircraft fleet modernization 
program, LOTN has been designated MRO to provide 
maintenance, technical and logistic support services 
for UH-60M Black Hawk helicopters and F-16 Block 70 
fighter aircraft.

Liftking Manufacturing Corp.
Individual, 01-C01
7135 Islington Ave
Woodbridge, ON, L4L 1V9
Canada
Tel: 905-265-3985 
Website: www.liftking.com, Email: jcockerton@
liftking.com
Contact: Jeff Cockerton, Vice President
Mobile: 647-409-3919

If your success depends on the efficient and 
effective lifting of heavy loads in rough terrain, you 
can count on the complete line of Liftking military 
forklifts to perform above and beyond the call of 
duty. Thousands of units, and over fifty years later, 
we are doing the heavy lifting right now for the 
National Militaries of the United States, Canada, 
Great Britain, Australia, China, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
Oman, UAE, Chile, South Korea, Malaysia, United 
Nations and now the Netherlands.
These vehicles range from small shipboard-
approved forklifts to the largest articulating rough 
terrain container handler forklifts in the world.
We can supply units to meet any standards including 
Military, NATO, ANSI or STANAG requirements.
Many of our units have already gone through 
extensive testing including; NAVSEA approved 
Shock Testing, EMI, Salt Fog and environmental 
Chamber, extreme obstacle testing, DS Safety 
Rating, Capacity and Structure Overload, Water 
Fording and Tractive Effort.

LIG Nex1
Individual, 06-A24
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +823180267615
Website: www.lignex1.com, Email: jungyoun.kim@
lignex1.com
Contact: Jung Youn Kim, Manager
Mobile: +823180267615

LIG Nex1 aims to provide a comprehensive solution 
for maintaining peace and security on a global 
scale.
LIG Nex1 has grown into the foremost 
comprehensive defense company of the Republic 
of Korea that has developed and mass-produced 
cutting-edge weapon systems in various fields 
such as precision guided munitions, surveillance 
and reconnaissance, command, control and 
communication and avionics, electronic warfare.
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LIG Nex1, which has protected Korea›s past 
and present through constant technological 
breakthroughs and innovation, will establish itself as 
a leading global defense company that promotes the 
stature of the Korean defense industry throughout 
the world and protects the peace of the future.

Lior Textile Industries Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C42
Israel
Website: www.lior-protective.com 

Lior Textiles Industries ltd is Israel›s longest standing 
designer and manufacturer of tactical and protective 
vests. With Over 40 years’ experience, Lior supplies 
the IDF and Israeli Police as well as other special 
clients around the globe. Military, Law Enforcement 
and commercial security vests available.
Lior is an ISO 9001 2015 and “Level A” Supplier to 
Israel MOD
All levels of NIJ Standards available, HOSDB Available
IDF Mil Spec, US Mil-std, 
Lior Tactical and Protective Vests
Ballistic and Tactical – Designed to client requirement 
and national or local look and norms. Competitively 
priced, designed for effectiveness, efficiency, comfort, 
quality appearance and fit in mind.  Distributor and 
Agent opportunities available.
Lior Dry Storage
Lior Textiles is also known for its Dry Storage Solutions 
which protect military and emergency equipment 
from the elements helping keep them in operating 
condition at critical times.

LLC «Research and MFG Co 
«INFOZAHSIT»
Individual, C11-16
Kyiv
Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 235 14 62

Website: www.infozahyst.com, Email: to@infozahyst.
com
Contact: Eduard Velikanov, Marketing Director
Mobile: +380 93 581 83 25

INFOZAHYST Research And Production Center 
represents the commercial sector of the defense 
industry of Ukraine. The company develops software 
and hardware solutions for the security, defense 
and law enforcement agencies of Ukraine, that have 
been successfully tested and used in the Joint Forces 
Operation area.
Thanks to its own research and development 
program, INFOZAHYST is able not only to develop 
solutions due to customer’s tasks, but also to test their 
effectiveness in real-life conditions of use. Company 
experts have many years of practical experience in 
applying of advanced technologies in war.
INFOZAHYST carries out research and production in 
the following areas:
• communication intelligence;
• signals intelligence;
• electronic intelligence;
• open source intelligence;
• electronic warfare;
• counter surveillance;
• embedded systems development.
INFOZAHYST is where the projects are challenging, 
and success depends on flexibility in the development 
of new solutions.

LLC «Rus Energy»
FTEZ, FT-001
Russian Federation

Design Bureau Prin Engineering Developments since 
2009, is a private limited company, that provides 
solutions for the special technical tasks and further 
introduction into production on the client´s  territory.
Products:
Automatic Guidance Module for sniper, artillery 

systems (AGM)
Automatic Aiming Module for Sniper System (AAM), 
proposed by PRIN Engineering, is able to automatically 
carry out offline surveillance without interference of 
the operator, localize and recognize the target.
Automatic Artillery Guidance Module (MANAS) 
calculates instеantaneously the coordinates of the 
target, the angles of the artillery guidance, taking 
into account the  weather factors. The Automatic 
deployment of artillery is achieved  through additional 
systems (the classic artillery gun must be installed 
servos).

LLC RT-Polyurethanes
Individual, 05-C02
Russian Federation

Lockheed Martin Corporation
Individual, 01-A11
United States
Website: www.lockheedmartin.com 

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed 
Martin is a global security and aerospace company 
that employs approximately 110,000 people 
worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, 
design, development, manufacture, integration 
and sustainment of advanced technology systems, 
products and services.

Lotus International
Korea Pavilion, 
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.lotusglobal.com 

Loulan Exhibition Services Co. Ltd
Individual Exhibitors
Room 303, Building E, Fuhai Wenchuang Yuan, 
Baoan District, Shenzhen
China
Tel: 86-755-26093497, Fax: 86-755-26093497
Website: www.apbestsupplier.com, Email: echo@
loulanexpo.com
Contact: Echo Guo, Sales Director
Mobile: 86-13538070704
Loulan Expo is a marketing company in China 
which specialises in exhibitions both in China and 
overseas. Our main focus is on marketing defence 
and police equipment and materials.
We have eight years of experience in bringing 
potential Chinese buyers and overseas producers 
together. We have a long contact list of buyers in 
China and are able to assist your company in getting 
your products in front of potential buyers.
As you may know, accessing the Chinese market can 
be a difficult process due to language, government 
regulations and proper customer orientation.
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we have set up an 
online platform AP Supplier for you to meet buyers 
without having to travel to China. We also provide 
assistance with transportation to China and with 
customs procedures.
The subscription fee to participate in our online 
platform is very reasonable and provides a cost-
effective entry into the Chinese market.
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Loyalty Support Services
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D41
Air Cargo Road,  Al-Jeeza 16010
Amman
Jordan
Tel: 96264716167, Fax: 96264716160
Website: www.lss.jo, Email: b.nasser@lss.jo
Contact: Bisan Nasser, Project Manager
Mobile: +962778443949

Loyalty Support Services is Jordan’s largest 
specialized Life Support Service provider and mass 
caterer, with over 7000 trained staff.
Our 20,000 Square meters facilities allows for 
enormous capacity up to 500,000 meals a day, 
operating remotely more than 300 sites in Jordan
Our new built MRE Factory is located in Amman, 
Jordan. This new facility is one of the most modern 
facilities available in the world today. 
This factory was designed by leading architects 
and food safety consultants to ensure the premises 
complies and meets world standards. We are 
audited on a regular basis. Our factory is Halal 
Certified. 
Product quality is guaranteed through extensive 
and stringent control of the various processes 
throughout the production cycle.
In our factory, we are using the latest sterilization, 
and packaging technologies to produce long shelf 
life products, all additives free.
LSS produces Rations developed by experts, and 
professionals to supply everything a person needs.

M&K Assessoria
Exportadora E Importadora Ltda
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil
Website: www.meklogistics.com.br 

M.E.RIN S.r.I.
Italy Pavilion, 06-B05
Loc. Monte Le Mole 15
Capena
Italy
Tel: 0039 06 90 74 553 
Website: www.merin.it
Email: info@merin.it
Contact: Enzo Giambartolomei, CEO
Mobile: 0039 351 187 2610

Since 1994, M.E.RIN designs and manufactures 
customized flexible and crashworthy fuel tanks for 
aircraft, race cars and boats. M.E.RIN is specialized 
in manufacturing bladder fuel tanks for UAV and 
self-sealing fuel tanks for ARMOURED VEHICLES (like 
TOYOTA L200 and similar). The entire production 
process takes place in our facility in order to maintain 
quality and safety of each product prior to delivery. 
Merin is ISO 9001 and EN 9100 certified.

M2 Technologies
UAE Pavilion, CP-240
United Arab Emirates

MAC JEE
Individual, 12-B22
Av. Das Naçoes Unidas, 12.399 – Conj. 79A Brooklin
San José dos Campos
Brazil
Website: www.macjee.com.br
Email: mathieu.izquierdo@macjee.com.br
Contact: Mathieu Izquierdo, Business Development

Mobile: 33683038181

MAC JEE Group has a diversified portfolio in defense 
solutions, aerial ammunitions, energetic materials, 
industrial production, and special projects for the 
military industry.
The company is certified ISO9100 and AS9001:2019 
for aeronautical products.
MAC JEE DEFESA
MAC JEE DEFESA proposes defense products & 
systems, such as: BGB bombs (MK GPB, BLU types, 
Mechanical fuzes…), ARMADILLO rocket launcher 
vehicle, energetic materials (Octogen)
MAC JEE TECNOLOGIA
MAC JEE TECNOLOGIA is specialized in the 
improvement of energetic materials production lines. 
It has the capability of retrofit existing installation 
or creating highly automated plants for TNT, RDX, 
Propellants production.
EQUIPAER
EQUIPAER is specialized in developing products and 
providing technical support to the Brazilian Air Force. 
It proposes rocket launcher pods for rotary or fixed 
wing aircraft, ground target, aerial towed target, and 
aerial target drone.
All the MAC JEE team is honored to welcome you and 
present our products on our booth 12-B22

MAG Aerospace
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
United States
Website: www.magaero.com 

MAG Aerospace, headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, is an 
industry leader in providing and enabling technology 
to deliver real-time situational understanding and 
help its customers make the world smaller and safer. 
MAG delivers full spectrum C5ISR Services (integration, 
operations, training, and technical services) and other 
specialty aviation to federal, international, civilian, and 
commercial customers around the world. MAG’s team 
of 1,700+ C5ISR professionals operate 200+ manned 

and unmanned special mission aircraft and deliver 
150,000+ flight hours annually on six continents in 
support of its customers’ missions.

Magnum
Individual, C2-012
Amsterdamsestraatweg 15
Naarden
Netherlands
Website: www.internationalbg.com
Email: gr@internationalbg.com
Contact: Glen Richards, Brands Director

Magnum® is the original and the world’s number 
one global uniform footwear brand, offering high 
performance products across uniform, work & 
industrial, healthcare & service sectors. Magnum is 
proud that our consumers are some of the bravest 
men and women on the planet, protecting us on a 
daily basis. They rely on our products to perform to 
the same exacting standards as they do.
Through our constant innovation, and belief that 
good enough is never enough, Magnum® continues 
to push the boundaries of performance, to exceed 
the needs of today and of tomorrow, delivering 
quality, affordable, fit for purpose products.

Mahindra Emirates Vehicle Armouring 
FZ. LLC
UAE Pavilion, CP-226
P.O.Box 39893, Wfz-08, RAKIA Industrial Park, Al 
Jazeera Al Hamra
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +9717 2432824, Fax: +9717 2432828
Website: www.mahindraarmored.com
Email: gupta.rajiv2@mahindra.com
Contact: Rajiv Gupta, Chief Executive Officer
Mobile: +97155 2284584
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Mahindra Emirates Vehicle Armouring (MEVA, 
Mahindra Armoured) is a leading armoured vehicle 
manufacturer experienced in building high quality 
up armoured vehicles and tactical armoured 
vehicles. We manufacture armoured vehicles in the 
engineering facility and the associated research and 
development centres located in UAE and Jordan 
to extend customised solutions based on vehicle 
armouring specifications worldwide.
Our Strength
Part of US$20 Billion Conglomerate
Manufacturing Facilities in UAE and Jordan
Mahindra Group established in 1945
VPAM BRV VR7, ERV & VSAG VS6 Certified
BSI PAS 300 & 301 Tested & Certified
ISO 9001:2015 & OHSAS 18001:2007
After Sales Service & Driver Training
Customer for Life Program
Civilian & Tactical Armoured Vehicles
Armoured Vehicle Spare Parts
Mahindra Armoured offers wide-range of up-
armoured vehicles. Mahindra Armoured Toyota Land 
Cruiser 200 is tested and certified to VPAM BRV 2009 
VR7, ERV 2010 & VSAG 2012 VS6 in accordance with 
BSI PAS 300.

Makel Mekanik
Muhendislik A.S. (SUPROBOX)
Turkish Pavilion, 09-C05
Esenkent Mahallesi Nato Yolu Cadddesi, No:301-305 
Yukarı Dudullu/Umraniye
Istanbul 
Turkey
Tel: +90 216 365 0 365
Website: www.suprobox.com
Email: buraka@makelgroup.com
Contact: Burak Akbulak, Export Manager
Mobile: +90 537 658 17 37

Makel Mekanik Mühendislik A.Ş. is a design, 
engineering and manufacturing company 

specializing in Transportation and Storage Cases 
since 1997. We specialize in high performance 
cases and the development of solutions for the 
transportation and storage of sensitive equipment.
Our cases are sold worlwide under our SUPROBOX® 
brand and we are known as KORALTAY® in the local 
market. We are the inventors of the Multıbrix® 
stacking system, a patented stacking system which 
provides straight or cross stacking of same or 
different size cases.
Today as a worldwide company with 45 employees, 
and sales offices in Poland and U.K., we are exporting 
our products to 35 countries from Chile to Australia 
through our distributor network.

MAPTEC
Individual, C6-001
Office 701 Wasl Business Center, Port Saeed, Deira
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97142517734, Fax: 97142517736
Website: www.maptec.ae/defense-aerospace
Email: social@maptec.ae
Mobile: +971504577521

MAPTEC is a regional player specialized in Additive 
Manufacturing Solutions for Aerospace & Defense 
Industry with its wide range of 3D Printing and 3D 
Scanning Products with offices in UAE, Saudi Arabia, 
Jordan, Egypt, Kuwait, and Oman. MAPTEC is your 
trusted partner to deliver your manufacturings.

Marakeb Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 10-B04
Industrial Area 13, 52nd Street, Warehouse 1
Sharjah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 6 5385196
Website: www.marakeb.tech
Email: omar@marakeb.tech
Contact: Omar Al Dimashki, Commercial Director

Marakeb Technologies is a leading technology 
provider that designs and manufactures cutting-edge 
autonomous solutions and ground control stations 
for all aerial, ground, and marine applications across 
the military, civil defense, environmental, oil and gas, 
transportation, and health and safety industries. We 
have converted over 75 distinct manned platforms 
ranging from manned/unmanned configurations 
to fully autonomous solutions depending on client-
specific missions. 
We continue to focus our efforts on delivering 
unparalleled solutions by developing and expanding 
our partnerships with regional and global defense 
contractors, leading vehicle manufacturers, world-
class research institutions, international suppliers, and 
service providers. Beyond our patented autonomous 
technology, the strength of our partnerships stems 
from our ability to consistently deliver cost-effective 
solutions in a much shorter time frame relative to the 
rest of the industry.

Marlow Ropes Ltd
Individual, 06-A37
Ropemaker Park, Diplocks Way
East Sussex
United Kingdom
Tel: 01323 444 444 
Website: www.marlowropes.com
Email: richard.edge@marlowropes.com
Contact: Richard Edge, Sales Director

Marlow Ropes have earned an outstanding reputation 
for quality and innovation for their defence and 
special forces products. This reputation is born out of 
pioneering designs that have been tried and tested 
in the world’s harshest environments and toughest 
combat zones. Known and respected around the 
world for British design and quality excellence, Marlow 
has offices in both the UK and US and distribute to 
over 80 countries worldwide. Marlow are innovators 
in the field and were the pioneers of the original Fast 

Rope, since then Marlow’s Insertion and Extraction 
range and accessories has expanded with various 
variations on the original design; the most recent 
innovation is the Marlow FRR Descender which 
offers a unique solution when descending with 
heavy loads or untrained personnel. Today, Marlow’s 
product portfolio extends into dynamic, abseil and 
rappelling ropes, hardware and accessories. Their 
innovative and popular static rope selection is used 
worldwide.

Marom Dolphin Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C31
Alon Tavor Industrial Zone
Afula
Israel
Tel: 97246400797, Fax: 97246403074
Website: www.marom-dolphin.com
Email: shlomo@marom-dolphin.com
Contact: Shlomo Baime, VP Sales and Marketing
Mobile: +972547871429

Marom Dolphin Ltd. is one of the leading companies in 
the tactical textile field.
Based on our knowledge and experience, we have 
dedicated ourselves to developing safe, operational 
and ergonomic carrying solutions essential for any and 
all security tasks.
A new product which we are launching is the hybrid 
electric powered tactical hauler, the Wild Goose.
The Wild Goose was designed to carry very heavy 
loads over any terrain while maintaining full combat 
effectiveness and mobility of the user. Offered in two 
main variants: 2x2 (load capacity of up to 60Kg) and 
4x4 (load capacity of up to 120Kg). It was designed to 
comply with military standards and ingress protection.
We are happy to announce our new Camera – MAROM 
X – a revolutionary tactical helmet video camera which 
brings together low light sensor, embedded NIR light, 
12 hours of operation and 4G video streaming and 
more.
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Marakeb Technologies is a leading technology 
provider that designs and manufactures cutting-edge 
autonomous solutions and ground control stations 
for all aerial, ground, and marine applications across 
the military, civil defense, environmental, oil and gas, 
transportation, and health and safety industries. We 
have converted over 75 distinct manned platforms 
ranging from manned/unmanned configurations 
to fully autonomous solutions depending on client-
specific missions. 
We continue to focus our efforts on delivering 
unparalleled solutions by developing and expanding 
our partnerships with regional and global defense 
contractors, leading vehicle manufacturers, world-
class research institutions, international suppliers, and 
service providers. Beyond our patented autonomous 
technology, the strength of our partnerships stems 
from our ability to consistently deliver cost-effective 
solutions in a much shorter time frame relative to the 
rest of the industry.

Marlow Ropes Ltd
Individual, 06-A37
Ropemaker Park, Diplocks Way
East Sussex
United Kingdom
Tel: 01323 444 444 
Website: www.marlowropes.com
Email: richard.edge@marlowropes.com
Contact: Richard Edge, Sales Director

Marlow Ropes have earned an outstanding reputation 
for quality and innovation for their defence and 
special forces products. This reputation is born out of 
pioneering designs that have been tried and tested 
in the world’s harshest environments and toughest 
combat zones. Known and respected around the 
world for British design and quality excellence, Marlow 
has offices in both the UK and US and distribute to 
over 80 countries worldwide. Marlow are innovators 
in the field and were the pioneers of the original Fast 

Rope, since then Marlow’s Insertion and Extraction 
range and accessories has expanded with various 
variations on the original design; the most recent 
innovation is the Marlow FRR Descender which 
offers a unique solution when descending with 
heavy loads or untrained personnel. Today, Marlow’s 
product portfolio extends into dynamic, abseil and 
rappelling ropes, hardware and accessories. Their 
innovative and popular static rope selection is used 
worldwide.

Marom Dolphin Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C31
Alon Tavor Industrial Zone
Afula
Israel
Tel: 97246400797, Fax: 97246403074
Website: www.marom-dolphin.com
Email: shlomo@marom-dolphin.com
Contact: Shlomo Baime, VP Sales and Marketing
Mobile: +972547871429

Marom Dolphin Ltd. is one of the leading companies in 
the tactical textile field.
Based on our knowledge and experience, we have 
dedicated ourselves to developing safe, operational 
and ergonomic carrying solutions essential for any and 
all security tasks.
A new product which we are launching is the hybrid 
electric powered tactical hauler, the Wild Goose.
The Wild Goose was designed to carry very heavy 
loads over any terrain while maintaining full combat 
effectiveness and mobility of the user. Offered in two 
main variants: 2x2 (load capacity of up to 60Kg) and 
4x4 (load capacity of up to 120Kg). It was designed to 
comply with military standards and ingress protection.
We are happy to announce our new Camera – MAROM 
X – a revolutionary tactical helmet video camera which 
brings together low light sensor, embedded NIR light, 
12 hours of operation and 4G video streaming and 
more.
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Mars Armor Ltd
Individual, 12-B03
Bulgaria
Website: www.marsarmor.com 

Mars Armor Ltd. is a specialized manufacturer of 
high-quality individual ballistic and stab protection 
equipment for military and law enforcement 
personnel. Having one of the largest and most 
modern manufacturing facilities in the world, the 
company offers customized and combined integrated 
ballistic protection systems. The main product lines 
include bulletproof vests, plate carriers, hard armor 
plates, body armor systems, shields and helmets; all 
products are designed for comfortable wear while 
providing reliable protection rated according to the 
current US, German and British standards, produced 
to meet customer specified threat levels, and are 
regularly tested in accredited international ballistic 
laboratories.

Marshall Aerospace
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
The Airport
Cambridge
United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)1223 399123 
Website: www.marshalladg.com
Email: laiwan.saunders@marshalladg.com
Contact: Lai Wan Saunders, Senior Manager, 
International Marketing

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) has 
been delivering world leading applied engineering 
services that have been helping our customers to 
protect people in critical situations for more than 100 
years.
Our proven ability to solve the most complex of 
challenges has seen us set the standard for platform 
integration on the global stage, whether that’s special 

mission aircraft or deployable infrastructure for use 
in in the most hostile of environments.
We continue to invest in the best people, research 
and partners to ensure we have our eye firmly 
focussed on the future and are able to meet the 
evolving needs of the defence sector at this very 
exciting and challenging phase of history.
MADG has more than 1,700 highly skilled colleagues, 
across UK, Canada, Europe and UAE, dedicated to 
setting the highest standards across the industry. 
We’re part of Marshall of Cambridge (Holdings) 
Limited, with turnover of nearly £2.6bn in 2019.

Marvin Test Solutions
Individual, 01-C07
1770 Kettering
Irvine
United States
Tel: +1 949-263-2222,
Website: www.marvintest.com
Email: TheresaP@marvintest.com
Contact: Theresa Pedroza, Contracts Administrator

Marvin Test Solutions (MTS) is a vertically integrated 
aerospace test and measurement company that has 
delivered innovative solutions for factory, flightline, 
intermediate-level, and depot-level applications 
since 1988. MTS has test systems deployed to 
support the maintenance and sustainment of 
most of the major defense aircraft and precision-
guided munitions in use around the world. With 
a solution-centric focus and dedication to our 
customers’ success, our automated test systems offer 
performance, flexibility, value and ease-of-use, with 
long-term support. We Make Test Easy™.

MATADOR Group, a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-026
Slovakia
Website: https://www.matador-group.eu/en/home/, 
Email: Jozef.kubena@matador-group.eu

The brand MATADOR was established in 1905. In just 
10 years, we have managed to become the largest 
family owned Slovak TIER 1 supplier. Nowadays, the 
MATADOR Group is a well-established CEE automotive 
supplier located in three countries across Europe. 
Thanks to our vast portfolio of services as well as our 
technological capabilities, we have been able to claim 
a firm position in the market. We believe that by hard 
work, dedication and innovative thinking we are able 
to become the first choice for customers worldwide. 
Our services:
- Engineering and Design
- Mechanical Engineering and CNC machining
- Industrial Automation and Special Purpose Machines
- Stamping Tools
- Serial Production

Maxim Defense industries LLC
FTEZ, FT-019
United States
Website: www.maximdefense.com 

Maxim Defense is a non-traditional U.S. based firearms 
development company centered on producing better, 
lighter, and more reliable firearms and accessories 
that exceed in today’s most extreme environments. 
Headquartered in St. Cloud Minnesota, Maxim’s 
engineers are focused on R&D and manufacturing 
superiority for U.S. and NATO military forces, 
government agencies, and homeland first responders.

Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited
Individual, 03-A32,03-A30
India
Website: www.mazagondock.gov.in 

Mazagon Dock established in 1774, was taken over 
by Government of India in 1960 to further its Warship 
development programme and was incorporated as 

PSU under the Ministry of Defence.
MDL has acquitted itself with distinction and 
delivered twenty five frontline Warships, four 
Submarines and exported  243 nos. of other 
Auxillary and Commercial vessels such as Water 
Carriers, Barges, Cargo cum Passenger Vessels, Tugs, 
Dredgers, Police Boats, Offshore Supply Vessels, 
Multi purpose Support Vessels etc. 
Present order position comprises of four in nos. 
Missile Class Destroyers under Project P-15B, four 
nos. follow-on stealth Frigates under Project P17A 
and four nos. of  Scorpene class Submarines under 
Project P-75 (Two out of six nos. delivered to Indian 
Navy). Value of Production for the year ending 
2019-20 amounted to USD 671 million (INR 4,970 
Cr). Total order book position of the company as on 
date is approx USD 7297 million.

MBDA
Individual, 07-A07
France
Website: www.mbda-systems.com 

MBDA is the only European Defence group capable 
of designing and producing missiles and missile 
systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed 
forces (land, sea and air). 
With a significant presence in five European 
countries and within the USA, in 2019 MBDA 
achieved revenue of 3.7 billion euros with an order 
book of 17.5 billion euros. In total, the group offers 
a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures 
products already in operational service and more 
than 15 others currently in development. 
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), BAE 
Systems (37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).
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Mars Armor Ltd
Individual, 12-B03
Bulgaria
Website: www.marsarmor.com 

Mars Armor Ltd. is a specialized manufacturer of 
high-quality individual ballistic and stab protection 
equipment for military and law enforcement 
personnel. Having one of the largest and most 
modern manufacturing facilities in the world, the 
company offers customized and combined integrated 
ballistic protection systems. The main product lines 
include bulletproof vests, plate carriers, hard armor 
plates, body armor systems, shields and helmets; all 
products are designed for comfortable wear while 
providing reliable protection rated according to the 
current US, German and British standards, produced 
to meet customer specified threat levels, and are 
regularly tested in accredited international ballistic 
laboratories.

Marshall Aerospace
UAE Pavilion, C4-008
The Airport
Cambridge
United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)1223 399123 
Website: www.marshalladg.com
Email: laiwan.saunders@marshalladg.com
Contact: Lai Wan Saunders, Senior Manager, 
International Marketing

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) has 
been delivering world leading applied engineering 
services that have been helping our customers to 
protect people in critical situations for more than 100 
years.
Our proven ability to solve the most complex of 
challenges has seen us set the standard for platform 
integration on the global stage, whether that’s special 

mission aircraft or deployable infrastructure for use 
in in the most hostile of environments.
We continue to invest in the best people, research 
and partners to ensure we have our eye firmly 
focussed on the future and are able to meet the 
evolving needs of the defence sector at this very 
exciting and challenging phase of history.
MADG has more than 1,700 highly skilled colleagues, 
across UK, Canada, Europe and UAE, dedicated to 
setting the highest standards across the industry. 
We’re part of Marshall of Cambridge (Holdings) 
Limited, with turnover of nearly £2.6bn in 2019.

Marvin Test Solutions
Individual, 01-C07
1770 Kettering
Irvine
United States
Tel: +1 949-263-2222,
Website: www.marvintest.com
Email: TheresaP@marvintest.com
Contact: Theresa Pedroza, Contracts Administrator

Marvin Test Solutions (MTS) is a vertically integrated 
aerospace test and measurement company that has 
delivered innovative solutions for factory, flightline, 
intermediate-level, and depot-level applications 
since 1988. MTS has test systems deployed to 
support the maintenance and sustainment of 
most of the major defense aircraft and precision-
guided munitions in use around the world. With 
a solution-centric focus and dedication to our 
customers’ success, our automated test systems offer 
performance, flexibility, value and ease-of-use, with 
long-term support. We Make Test Easy™.

MATADOR Group, a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-026
Slovakia
Website: https://www.matador-group.eu/en/home/, 
Email: Jozef.kubena@matador-group.eu

The brand MATADOR was established in 1905. In just 
10 years, we have managed to become the largest 
family owned Slovak TIER 1 supplier. Nowadays, the 
MATADOR Group is a well-established CEE automotive 
supplier located in three countries across Europe. 
Thanks to our vast portfolio of services as well as our 
technological capabilities, we have been able to claim 
a firm position in the market. We believe that by hard 
work, dedication and innovative thinking we are able 
to become the first choice for customers worldwide. 
Our services:
- Engineering and Design
- Mechanical Engineering and CNC machining
- Industrial Automation and Special Purpose Machines
- Stamping Tools
- Serial Production

Maxim Defense industries LLC
FTEZ, FT-019
United States
Website: www.maximdefense.com 

Maxim Defense is a non-traditional U.S. based firearms 
development company centered on producing better, 
lighter, and more reliable firearms and accessories 
that exceed in today’s most extreme environments. 
Headquartered in St. Cloud Minnesota, Maxim’s 
engineers are focused on R&D and manufacturing 
superiority for U.S. and NATO military forces, 
government agencies, and homeland first responders.

Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited
Individual, 03-A32,03-A30
India
Website: www.mazagondock.gov.in 

Mazagon Dock established in 1774, was taken over 
by Government of India in 1960 to further its Warship 
development programme and was incorporated as 

PSU under the Ministry of Defence.
MDL has acquitted itself with distinction and 
delivered twenty five frontline Warships, four 
Submarines and exported  243 nos. of other 
Auxillary and Commercial vessels such as Water 
Carriers, Barges, Cargo cum Passenger Vessels, Tugs, 
Dredgers, Police Boats, Offshore Supply Vessels, 
Multi purpose Support Vessels etc. 
Present order position comprises of four in nos. 
Missile Class Destroyers under Project P-15B, four 
nos. follow-on stealth Frigates under Project P17A 
and four nos. of  Scorpene class Submarines under 
Project P-75 (Two out of six nos. delivered to Indian 
Navy). Value of Production for the year ending 
2019-20 amounted to USD 671 million (INR 4,970 
Cr). Total order book position of the company as on 
date is approx USD 7297 million.

MBDA
Individual, 07-A07
France
Website: www.mbda-systems.com 

MBDA is the only European Defence group capable 
of designing and producing missiles and missile 
systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed 
forces (land, sea and air). 
With a significant presence in five European 
countries and within the USA, in 2019 MBDA 
achieved revenue of 3.7 billion euros with an order 
book of 17.5 billion euros. In total, the group offers 
a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures 
products already in operational service and more 
than 15 others currently in development. 
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), BAE 
Systems (37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).
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MDH Defence
UK Pavilion, 05-C27
Unit 12 The Bluestone Centre
Amesbury
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1264 318750
Website: www.mdhdefence.com
Email: info@mdhdefence.com
Contact: Tracy Kennedy, Commercial Manager

MDH Defence has over 50 years of experience in the 
design, development and manufacture of Vehicle 
CBRN Filtration Systems and Crew Cooling Units, 
Unhardened Collective Protection (UCPS) Systems, 
Transportable Shelter CBRN and Air Conditioning 
Systems and a range of CBRN filters and support 
equipment. Current platforms utilising MDH 
Defence technology include the General Dynamics 
Cougar 4x4, FNSS ACV, Bridging Vehicle and PARS 
8x8, BAE Systems Piranha II, Challenger 2 and CVRT, 
RSLF M113, Omani and Malaysian FNSS AV8 and 
General Dynamics M3 Bridge Layer.

Media Transasia
Media Partner
Thailand
Website: www.asianmilitaryreview.com

MEIRCELL Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B42
Israel
Website: www.meircell.com 

Established in 1995, MEIRCELL provides portable 
power solutions to suit the product requirements of 
our global customers. The company is a recognized 
leader in the field of battery-pack and battery-
charger production.
MEIRCELL develops and provides complex portable 
energy solutions for diverse applications designed 

to highly demanding customer specifications for 
vehicle power, power distribution and management, 
military field equipment and unmanned vehicles.
We provide an optimally safe and reliable solution 
for both battery and charger (according to ISO 
standards and certificates: ISO9100D, ISO12345 
UN38.3, mil-STD810G, and RoHS/Reach compliance.

Meprolight
Individual, 01-B40
Israel
Website: www.meprolight.com 

Meprolight, a division of SK Group, is the premier 
manufacturer and global supplier of top-grade 
Electro-optical and Optical Sights, Night Vision and 
Thermal Sights and Devices and Self-illuminated 
Sights for pistols, shotguns and rifles. Meprolight’s 
highly trained and experienced engineers are 
recognized for utilizing the latest state-of-the-art 
technology to design and manufacture premium 
targeting solution products. Precision engineering in 
conjunction with precision manufacturing, accuracy 
and proven durability – Meprolight provides 
outstanding value for your investment.
Designed for, and proven on the battlefield, 
Meprolight products are used and trusted by 
militaries, law enforcement, and professional 
shooters worldwide. Whatever your shooting 
discipline, whatever the environment, Meprolight 
products are designed to provide fast and accurate 
target acquisition.

Mer Group
Individual, 06-A05
Israel
Website: www.www.mer-group.com

Mercedes-Benz
Germany Pavilion
Germany
Website: http://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en
operational-readiness 

Mercedes-Benz Defence Vehicles offers a wide range 
of highly capable tactical and logistics vehicles 
with payloads ranging from 0.5 to 110 t and gross 
combination weights up to 250 t. With a vast product 
and service portfolio in all military payload classes 
and for every customer demand: Mercedes-Benz 
Defence Vehicles is the strategic partner of today’s 
forces.
These vehicles have been developed to arrive at 
their destinations and provide the military user 
with the best solution for thier transportation 
needs, on the highway or in difficult terrain. Vehicles 
that demonstrate their reliability, durability and 
ruggedness every day around the world, under the 
most adverse climatic and operational conditions. 
Mercedes-Benz trucks rely on a unique worldwide 
service network. For maximum availibility.
The star makes the difference. Trucks you can trust.

Mercury Systems
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
United States
Website: www.mrcy.com

MESIT asd, s.r.o.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.mesit.cz 

MESIT (a member of OMNIPOL group) has been a 
leading supplier of advanced electronic systems, 
instruments and technological assemblies for land 
and air forces for more than 65 years. The company 
provides unique solutions based on its own 

design. The company is equipped with specialized 
laboratories to guarantee high quality of products. 
• Tactical communication systems for secure and 
reliable voice and data communication (handheld, 
vehicular radios or manpack).
• Vehicular Digital Intercoms for clear communication 
where high levels of noise (tracked as well as wheeled 
military vehicles) are present. 
• Personal Headsets with Active Noise Reduction 
and Hearing Protectors – the right solution for those 
working under high noise generated by combat 
vehicles. 
• Radio Audio Monitors for radio operators in the 
vehicle. 
• Battlefield Announcement System to prevent 
escalation of the conflict.
• Command and control systems, converters for 
ground application.
• R&D of aircraft instruments with secure software as 
required by EASA.

MetOcean
Canada Pavilion, 11-C09
Canada
Website: www.metocean.com

MetOcean Telematics specializes in satellite 
technology, including satellite phones and other 
Iridium hardware, satellite airtime plans, scientific 
instruments, and defense and security products. 
MetOcean Telematics is a renowned Value-Added 
Reseller (VAR) of Iridium® satellite products. MetOcean 
Telematics’ decades of experience in oceanographic 
technology has given us the ability to produce highly 
versatile equipment that meets the needs of the 
world’s navies. Our Mobile Acoustic Scoring System 
(MASS) is one example—a free-floating buoy system 
that was developed to enable warships to undertake 
self-conducted naval gunfire support training 
exercises. There’s no time to waste when it comes to 
Search and Rescue (SAR) operations. Coast Guards 
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MDH Defence
UK Pavilion, 05-C27
Unit 12 The Bluestone Centre
Amesbury
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1264 318750
Website: www.mdhdefence.com
Email: info@mdhdefence.com
Contact: Tracy Kennedy, Commercial Manager

MDH Defence has over 50 years of experience in the 
design, development and manufacture of Vehicle 
CBRN Filtration Systems and Crew Cooling Units, 
Unhardened Collective Protection (UCPS) Systems, 
Transportable Shelter CBRN and Air Conditioning 
Systems and a range of CBRN filters and support 
equipment. Current platforms utilising MDH 
Defence technology include the General Dynamics 
Cougar 4x4, FNSS ACV, Bridging Vehicle and PARS 
8x8, BAE Systems Piranha II, Challenger 2 and CVRT, 
RSLF M113, Omani and Malaysian FNSS AV8 and 
General Dynamics M3 Bridge Layer.

Media Transasia
Media Partner
Thailand
Website: www.asianmilitaryreview.com

MEIRCELL Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B42
Israel
Website: www.meircell.com 

Established in 1995, MEIRCELL provides portable 
power solutions to suit the product requirements of 
our global customers. The company is a recognized 
leader in the field of battery-pack and battery-
charger production.
MEIRCELL develops and provides complex portable 
energy solutions for diverse applications designed 

to highly demanding customer specifications for 
vehicle power, power distribution and management, 
military field equipment and unmanned vehicles.
We provide an optimally safe and reliable solution 
for both battery and charger (according to ISO 
standards and certificates: ISO9100D, ISO12345 
UN38.3, mil-STD810G, and RoHS/Reach compliance.

Meprolight
Individual, 01-B40
Israel
Website: www.meprolight.com 

Meprolight, a division of SK Group, is the premier 
manufacturer and global supplier of top-grade 
Electro-optical and Optical Sights, Night Vision and 
Thermal Sights and Devices and Self-illuminated 
Sights for pistols, shotguns and rifles. Meprolight’s 
highly trained and experienced engineers are 
recognized for utilizing the latest state-of-the-art 
technology to design and manufacture premium 
targeting solution products. Precision engineering in 
conjunction with precision manufacturing, accuracy 
and proven durability – Meprolight provides 
outstanding value for your investment.
Designed for, and proven on the battlefield, 
Meprolight products are used and trusted by 
militaries, law enforcement, and professional 
shooters worldwide. Whatever your shooting 
discipline, whatever the environment, Meprolight 
products are designed to provide fast and accurate 
target acquisition.

Mer Group
Individual, 06-A05
Israel
Website: www.www.mer-group.com

Mercedes-Benz
Germany Pavilion
Germany
Website: http://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en
operational-readiness 

Mercedes-Benz Defence Vehicles offers a wide range 
of highly capable tactical and logistics vehicles 
with payloads ranging from 0.5 to 110 t and gross 
combination weights up to 250 t. With a vast product 
and service portfolio in all military payload classes 
and for every customer demand: Mercedes-Benz 
Defence Vehicles is the strategic partner of today’s 
forces.
These vehicles have been developed to arrive at 
their destinations and provide the military user 
with the best solution for thier transportation 
needs, on the highway or in difficult terrain. Vehicles 
that demonstrate their reliability, durability and 
ruggedness every day around the world, under the 
most adverse climatic and operational conditions. 
Mercedes-Benz trucks rely on a unique worldwide 
service network. For maximum availibility.
The star makes the difference. Trucks you can trust.

Mercury Systems
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
United States
Website: www.mrcy.com

MESIT asd, s.r.o.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Czech Republic
Website: www.mesit.cz 

MESIT (a member of OMNIPOL group) has been a 
leading supplier of advanced electronic systems, 
instruments and technological assemblies for land 
and air forces for more than 65 years. The company 
provides unique solutions based on its own 

design. The company is equipped with specialized 
laboratories to guarantee high quality of products. 
• Tactical communication systems for secure and 
reliable voice and data communication (handheld, 
vehicular radios or manpack).
• Vehicular Digital Intercoms for clear communication 
where high levels of noise (tracked as well as wheeled 
military vehicles) are present. 
• Personal Headsets with Active Noise Reduction 
and Hearing Protectors – the right solution for those 
working under high noise generated by combat 
vehicles. 
• Radio Audio Monitors for radio operators in the 
vehicle. 
• Battlefield Announcement System to prevent 
escalation of the conflict.
• Command and control systems, converters for 
ground application.
• R&D of aircraft instruments with secure software as 
required by EASA.

MetOcean
Canada Pavilion, 11-C09
Canada
Website: www.metocean.com

MetOcean Telematics specializes in satellite 
technology, including satellite phones and other 
Iridium hardware, satellite airtime plans, scientific 
instruments, and defense and security products. 
MetOcean Telematics is a renowned Value-Added 
Reseller (VAR) of Iridium® satellite products. MetOcean 
Telematics’ decades of experience in oceanographic 
technology has given us the ability to produce highly 
versatile equipment that meets the needs of the 
world’s navies. Our Mobile Acoustic Scoring System 
(MASS) is one example—a free-floating buoy system 
that was developed to enable warships to undertake 
self-conducted naval gunfire support training 
exercises. There’s no time to waste when it comes to 
Search and Rescue (SAR) operations. Coast Guards 
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around the world have come to rely on MetOcean 
Telematics as a preferred SAR product manufacturer. 
When lives are on the line, the professionals know 
that MetOcean Telematics can be trusted to provide 
rugged, high performing, reliable equipment, such 
as the iSLDMB™ tracking buoy.

Metrodat - Milan Buchel MB Sport
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Slovakia
Tel: +421905707071 
Website: http://www.metrodat.eu/
Email: christov@metrodat.eu
Contact: Ivan Christov, Manager
Mobile: +421905707071

Company Milan Buchel MB Sport represents 
products of company METRODAT s.r.o. 
METRODAT s.r.o. is a research, development, 
production and distribution company established 
in 1990, focused on the development of military 
applications of laser technologies and the 
development of technical means for the fight 
against terrorism. It is specially focused on systems 
for protection against weapons with laser assistance.

Michelin
France Pavilion, 07-B47
PO Box 54842
DAFZA - 8WA - 2nd floor
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.michelin.com
Email: walid.badran@michelin.com
Contact: Walid Badran, Business Development 
Manager Michelin Africa-Middle East-India
Mobile: +971 55 9924900

Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated 
to enhancing its clients’ mobility, sustainably; 
designing and distributing the most suitable tyres, 
services and solutions for its clients’ needs; providing 
digital services, maps and guides to help enrich trips 
and travels and make them unique experiences; and 
developing high-technology materials that serve a 
variety of industries. Headquartered in Clermont-
Ferrand, France, Michelin is present in 170 countries, 
has more than 127,000 employees and operates 69 
tyre production facilities which together produced 
around 200 million tyres in 2019.

Michigan Pavilion
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
6633 18 Mile Road
Sterling Heights
United States
Tel: +1 586 884 9327 
Website: www.arsenalofinnovation.com,
Email: selva@michigandefensecenter.org
Contact: Vicki Selva, Executive Director

The Michigan Defense Center is the state of 
Michigan's office tasked to protect and grow 
the defense, defense aerospace, and homeland 
security missions and industries. Together with the 
Michigan Economic Development Corporation, 
the state supports a thriving eco-system which is 
world-renowned for research and development, 
engineering, innovation, and manufacturing.

MicroSearch - a product of ENSCO, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
5400 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22151
VA Springfiled
United States
Tel: +1 (703) 321-4456
Website: https://www.ensco.com/national-security/
microsearch

Email: plutt.thomas@ensco.com
Contact: Thomas Plutt, 
Mob: +1 (540) 446-3418

MicroSearch® is a Human Presence Detection system 
that detects humans hiding in vehicles by sensing 
the vibrations caused by the human heartbeat. Since 
2001, MicroSearch has been deployed worldwide 
at border crossings, correctional facilities and 
high value facilities. The fourth generation, G4.0, 
uses wireless sensors with the same unparalleled 
detection capability.

Miilux Ltd
Finland Pavilion, C11-18
Raahe
Finland
Tel: +971 54 761 2021
Website: www.miilux.fi, Email: mohamad@miilux.fi
Contact: Mohamad Abihaidar, Regional Sales 
Director, Middle East & Africa

High quality Miilux Protection steels create word-class 
human protection solutions to keep you safe. 
Typical applications for Miilux Protection steels are 
vehicles, doors, bank counters, money exchange agencies, 
shooting ranges and a wide range of applications in the 
protection equipment industry. Miilux Protection steels 
are tested and approved in compliance with PM2007, 
EN1522/1063, Stanag 4569, MIL-DTL-46100 and MIL-
DTL-12560, among others, making them ideal for highly 
demanding environments. 
Ready-for-installation Miilux Protection steel products 
can be delivered plasma or laser cut, bent, machined, 
welded and surface-treated. Protection steel products 
such as plates, ready for assembly components and sets 
can be made of any Miilux Protection grades according 
to customers’ requirements and drawings. 
Miilux Protection steel grades are Miilux Protection 
380/400/400T/450/500/600.
Miilux is certified according to ISO 9001:2015 (quality), ISO 

3834-2:2005 (welding), ISO 14001:2015 (environment) 
and ISO 45001:2018 (occupational health and safety).

Milforce Equipment Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C25
No.234 Kaifa Rd
Yangzhou
China
Tel: 0514-87959343, Fax: 0514-87506241
Website: www.milforce.com, Email: sales@milforce.
cn
Contact: Nancy Liu, sales manager
Mobile: 0086-13852701151

Milforce Equipment Co.,Ltd. is a premium quality 
military boots manufacturer, serving customers 
worldwide, including Europe, North America and 
Russia. Established in 1984, Milforce has earned 
wide acclaim for its high quality products, advanced 
manufacturing processes and state-of-the-art 
innovations. 
We pride ourselves on the wide range of men's 
military purpose boots we offer, which includes 
jungle boots, combat boots, China desert boots, 
tactical boots, office shoe, full leather boots, and 
so on. At Milforce, we are committed to providing 
the highest level of customer service, competitive 
pricing, timely delivery and a comprehensive, high 
quality product offering. 
Your satisfaction is our business goal!

Milipol Network
Individual, 10-C36
France
Website: https://www.milipol.com/ 

The MILIPOL brand embodies high quality, 
international events covering the Global Security 
Ecosystem: the brand is represented by Milipol 
Paris, Milipol Qatar and Milipol Asia-Pacific, so 
creating the world's leading international network 
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around the world have come to rely on MetOcean 
Telematics as a preferred SAR product manufacturer. 
When lives are on the line, the professionals know 
that MetOcean Telematics can be trusted to provide 
rugged, high performing, reliable equipment, such 
as the iSLDMB™ tracking buoy.

Metrodat - Milan Buchel MB Sport
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Slovakia
Tel: +421905707071 
Website: http://www.metrodat.eu/
Email: christov@metrodat.eu
Contact: Ivan Christov, Manager
Mobile: +421905707071

Company Milan Buchel MB Sport represents 
products of company METRODAT s.r.o. 
METRODAT s.r.o. is a research, development, 
production and distribution company established 
in 1990, focused on the development of military 
applications of laser technologies and the 
development of technical means for the fight 
against terrorism. It is specially focused on systems 
for protection against weapons with laser assistance.

Michelin
France Pavilion, 07-B47
PO Box 54842
DAFZA - 8WA - 2nd floor
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.michelin.com
Email: walid.badran@michelin.com
Contact: Walid Badran, Business Development 
Manager Michelin Africa-Middle East-India
Mobile: +971 55 9924900

Michelin, the leading mobility company, is dedicated 
to enhancing its clients’ mobility, sustainably; 
designing and distributing the most suitable tyres, 
services and solutions for its clients’ needs; providing 
digital services, maps and guides to help enrich trips 
and travels and make them unique experiences; and 
developing high-technology materials that serve a 
variety of industries. Headquartered in Clermont-
Ferrand, France, Michelin is present in 170 countries, 
has more than 127,000 employees and operates 69 
tyre production facilities which together produced 
around 200 million tyres in 2019.

Michigan Pavilion
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
6633 18 Mile Road
Sterling Heights
United States
Tel: +1 586 884 9327 
Website: www.arsenalofinnovation.com,
Email: selva@michigandefensecenter.org
Contact: Vicki Selva, Executive Director

The Michigan Defense Center is the state of 
Michigan's office tasked to protect and grow 
the defense, defense aerospace, and homeland 
security missions and industries. Together with the 
Michigan Economic Development Corporation, 
the state supports a thriving eco-system which is 
world-renowned for research and development, 
engineering, innovation, and manufacturing.

MicroSearch - a product of ENSCO, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B26
5400 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22151
VA Springfiled
United States
Tel: +1 (703) 321-4456
Website: https://www.ensco.com/national-security/
microsearch

Email: plutt.thomas@ensco.com
Contact: Thomas Plutt, 
Mob: +1 (540) 446-3418

MicroSearch® is a Human Presence Detection system 
that detects humans hiding in vehicles by sensing 
the vibrations caused by the human heartbeat. Since 
2001, MicroSearch has been deployed worldwide 
at border crossings, correctional facilities and 
high value facilities. The fourth generation, G4.0, 
uses wireless sensors with the same unparalleled 
detection capability.

Miilux Ltd
Finland Pavilion, C11-18
Raahe
Finland
Tel: +971 54 761 2021
Website: www.miilux.fi, Email: mohamad@miilux.fi
Contact: Mohamad Abihaidar, Regional Sales 
Director, Middle East & Africa

High quality Miilux Protection steels create word-class 
human protection solutions to keep you safe. 
Typical applications for Miilux Protection steels are 
vehicles, doors, bank counters, money exchange agencies, 
shooting ranges and a wide range of applications in the 
protection equipment industry. Miilux Protection steels 
are tested and approved in compliance with PM2007, 
EN1522/1063, Stanag 4569, MIL-DTL-46100 and MIL-
DTL-12560, among others, making them ideal for highly 
demanding environments. 
Ready-for-installation Miilux Protection steel products 
can be delivered plasma or laser cut, bent, machined, 
welded and surface-treated. Protection steel products 
such as plates, ready for assembly components and sets 
can be made of any Miilux Protection grades according 
to customers’ requirements and drawings. 
Miilux Protection steel grades are Miilux Protection 
380/400/400T/450/500/600.
Miilux is certified according to ISO 9001:2015 (quality), ISO 

3834-2:2005 (welding), ISO 14001:2015 (environment) 
and ISO 45001:2018 (occupational health and safety).

Milforce Equipment Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C25
No.234 Kaifa Rd
Yangzhou
China
Tel: 0514-87959343, Fax: 0514-87506241
Website: www.milforce.com, Email: sales@milforce.
cn
Contact: Nancy Liu, sales manager
Mobile: 0086-13852701151

Milforce Equipment Co.,Ltd. is a premium quality 
military boots manufacturer, serving customers 
worldwide, including Europe, North America and 
Russia. Established in 1984, Milforce has earned 
wide acclaim for its high quality products, advanced 
manufacturing processes and state-of-the-art 
innovations. 
We pride ourselves on the wide range of men's 
military purpose boots we offer, which includes 
jungle boots, combat boots, China desert boots, 
tactical boots, office shoe, full leather boots, and 
so on. At Milforce, we are committed to providing 
the highest level of customer service, competitive 
pricing, timely delivery and a comprehensive, high 
quality product offering. 
Your satisfaction is our business goal!

Milipol Network
Individual, 10-C36
France
Website: https://www.milipol.com/ 

The MILIPOL brand embodies high quality, 
international events covering the Global Security 
Ecosystem: the brand is represented by Milipol 
Paris, Milipol Qatar and Milipol Asia-Pacific, so 
creating the world's leading international network 
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of events dedicated to solutions, technologies and 
innovations for Homeland Security and Safety.
Next events: 
Milipol Qatar 2021, 15-17 March, Doha – www.
milipolqatar.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 222 exhibitors from 24 countries
- 8,487 visitors from 84 countries
Milipol Asia-Pacific 2021, 21-23 July, Singapore – 
www.milipolasiapacific.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 301 exhibitors from 38 countries 
- 7,370 visitors from 79 countries
Milipol Paris 2021, 19-22 October, Paris – www.
milipol.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 1,089 exhibitors from 55 countries
- 31,185 visitors from 156 countries

Military & Logistic container Shelters 
LLC, MLCS
UAE Pavilion, C12-013
United States
Website: www.mlcshelter.com

MLCS design and manufacture bespoke special 
container and shelters at our Chicago, IL factory. 
These include Mobile Hospitals, Mobile Sanitary 
Systems, Mobile Command, Control and 
Communications facilities, Ammunitions Freight 
and Storage Containers, Mobile Workshops, Mobile 
Kitchens and more. Design and engineering is 
done in-house by our experienced engineers in 
co-operation with our management and in close 
contact with our clients. Our managers have decades 
of experience from military logistics and operations. 
Our solutions are field proven and will meet the 
stringent requirements of the users, MIL-standards, 
STANAGS as well as applicable national standards.

Military Industries Corporation
Saudi Arabia Pavilion
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.mic.gov.sa
Email: alshehri@mic.org.sa
Contact: Saud Alshehri, Media & communication 
Manager
Mobile: 00966550233336

Military Industries Corporation (MIC) factories 
produce the following: 
Light Weapons G36 cal. 5.56 , G3 cal. 7.62 , sub MP5 
cal. 9. 
Ammunition 7.62 , 9 ,5.56 , 12.7 , 20 , 25 , 30. 
Mortars and heavy ammunition 81, 155, MK 80›s 
Military radio communication devises (SDR). 
Armored Vehicles and Heavy Equipment. 
Military Uniforms & Accessories.

Military Systems
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.militarysystems-tech.com

MILKOR
Individual, 01-A17
Tawazun industrial Park, Unit 2, Zone 4, Al Ajban
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.milkor.com
Email: jdcoetzee@milkor.com
Contact: Julian Coetzee, Chief Executive Officer
Mobile: +971 (0) 58 591 3469

Established in 1981, MILKOR is a South African 
defence firm with its products in service with 67 

countries across the globe. As a manufacturer of 
various defense and security equipment, MILKOR has 
built a sound reputation of developing niche defence 
equipment that are designed to be tough and reliable.
MILKOR as a world leader in design and precision 
engineering capabilities uses its ISO 9001:2015 
Quality management system to manufacture world-
class products. Vast knowledge and experience 
across MILKOR’s engineering teams allow the 
organization to offer end-to-end integration to the 
defense industry, while performance driven designs 
ensure their platforms provide end users with unique 
functionality.
Furthermore, the relationships and understanding 
MILKOR builds with innovative defense manufacturers 
around the world allow MILKOR to strategically 
diversify its scope to satisfy industry needs.
MILKOR’s current capabilities range across six main 
sectors of the defense domain, they include: Air, Land, 
Sea, Cyber, Communication and Weapons Systems.

Milliken & Company
USA Pavilion, 02-A07
United Arab Emirates
Website: Military.Milliken.com 

By combining carefully selected fibers in unique 
fabric constructions and adding our finishing 
technologies, Milliken manufactures fabrics in the 
USA and has been trusted by the U.S. Military for 
75+ years. Milliken offers a full portfolio of protective 
and performance textiles including ResQ™ flame 
resistant fabrics, Polartec™ knit and fleece fabrics, as 
well as composites for impact resistance and ballistic 
protection.

Milrem Robotics
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.milrem.com

Email: remo.ojaste@milrem.com
Contact: Remo Ojaste, Regional Sales Manager
Mobile: +372 509 6427

Milrem Robotics is a technology company 
established in 2013 and in a short time has become 
the leading developer of robotics and autonomous 
systems.
Our primary product is the THeMIS unmanned 
ground vehicle that has since its unveiling in 2015 
been acquired by nine countries of which seven are 
members of NATO, including the US, UK, France, 
Germany, and the Netherlands. 
In 2020, Milrem Robotics unveiled the Type-X 
Robotic Combat Vehicle intended to support 
mechanized units by acting as a wingman to main 
battle tanks, infantry fighting vehicles or armoured 
personnel carriers. The vehicle provides equal 
or overmatching firepower and tactical usage 
compared to traditional Infantry Fighting Vehicles. 
Milrem Robotics also leads iMUGS, an EDIDP funded 
project that aims to develop the European standard 
architecture for unmanned ground vehicles and 
their management system, including cyber defence 
solutions, and demonstrates the advantages 
of unmanned systems for enhancing defence 
capabilities.

MILTECH HELLAS S.A.
Greek pavilion
Greece
Website: www.miltech.gr 

MILTECH HELLAS S.A. is one of the leading Hellenic 
companies in the defense sector specializing 
in design and manufacture of high quality 
cost effective electronic products for defense 
applications. The company was established in 
1997 and since then it has collaborated with 
both local and foreign companies in technology 
upgrade and exchange programs, along with co-
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of events dedicated to solutions, technologies and 
innovations for Homeland Security and Safety.
Next events: 
Milipol Qatar 2021, 15-17 March, Doha – www.
milipolqatar.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 222 exhibitors from 24 countries
- 8,487 visitors from 84 countries
Milipol Asia-Pacific 2021, 21-23 July, Singapore – 
www.milipolasiapacific.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 301 exhibitors from 38 countries 
- 7,370 visitors from 79 countries
Milipol Paris 2021, 19-22 October, Paris – www.
milipol.com
Last session welcomed: 
- 1,089 exhibitors from 55 countries
- 31,185 visitors from 156 countries

Military & Logistic container Shelters 
LLC, MLCS
UAE Pavilion, C12-013
United States
Website: www.mlcshelter.com

MLCS design and manufacture bespoke special 
container and shelters at our Chicago, IL factory. 
These include Mobile Hospitals, Mobile Sanitary 
Systems, Mobile Command, Control and 
Communications facilities, Ammunitions Freight 
and Storage Containers, Mobile Workshops, Mobile 
Kitchens and more. Design and engineering is 
done in-house by our experienced engineers in 
co-operation with our management and in close 
contact with our clients. Our managers have decades 
of experience from military logistics and operations. 
Our solutions are field proven and will meet the 
stringent requirements of the users, MIL-standards, 
STANAGS as well as applicable national standards.

Military Industries Corporation
Saudi Arabia Pavilion
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.mic.gov.sa
Email: alshehri@mic.org.sa
Contact: Saud Alshehri, Media & communication 
Manager
Mobile: 00966550233336

Military Industries Corporation (MIC) factories 
produce the following: 
Light Weapons G36 cal. 5.56 , G3 cal. 7.62 , sub MP5 
cal. 9. 
Ammunition 7.62 , 9 ,5.56 , 12.7 , 20 , 25 , 30. 
Mortars and heavy ammunition 81, 155, MK 80›s 
Military radio communication devises (SDR). 
Armored Vehicles and Heavy Equipment. 
Military Uniforms & Accessories.

Military Systems
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.militarysystems-tech.com

MILKOR
Individual, 01-A17
Tawazun industrial Park, Unit 2, Zone 4, Al Ajban
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.milkor.com
Email: jdcoetzee@milkor.com
Contact: Julian Coetzee, Chief Executive Officer
Mobile: +971 (0) 58 591 3469

Established in 1981, MILKOR is a South African 
defence firm with its products in service with 67 

countries across the globe. As a manufacturer of 
various defense and security equipment, MILKOR has 
built a sound reputation of developing niche defence 
equipment that are designed to be tough and reliable.
MILKOR as a world leader in design and precision 
engineering capabilities uses its ISO 9001:2015 
Quality management system to manufacture world-
class products. Vast knowledge and experience 
across MILKOR’s engineering teams allow the 
organization to offer end-to-end integration to the 
defense industry, while performance driven designs 
ensure their platforms provide end users with unique 
functionality.
Furthermore, the relationships and understanding 
MILKOR builds with innovative defense manufacturers 
around the world allow MILKOR to strategically 
diversify its scope to satisfy industry needs.
MILKOR’s current capabilities range across six main 
sectors of the defense domain, they include: Air, Land, 
Sea, Cyber, Communication and Weapons Systems.

Milliken & Company
USA Pavilion, 02-A07
United Arab Emirates
Website: Military.Milliken.com 

By combining carefully selected fibers in unique 
fabric constructions and adding our finishing 
technologies, Milliken manufactures fabrics in the 
USA and has been trusted by the U.S. Military for 
75+ years. Milliken offers a full portfolio of protective 
and performance textiles including ResQ™ flame 
resistant fabrics, Polartec™ knit and fleece fabrics, as 
well as composites for impact resistance and ballistic 
protection.

Milrem Robotics
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.milrem.com

Email: remo.ojaste@milrem.com
Contact: Remo Ojaste, Regional Sales Manager
Mobile: +372 509 6427

Milrem Robotics is a technology company 
established in 2013 and in a short time has become 
the leading developer of robotics and autonomous 
systems.
Our primary product is the THeMIS unmanned 
ground vehicle that has since its unveiling in 2015 
been acquired by nine countries of which seven are 
members of NATO, including the US, UK, France, 
Germany, and the Netherlands. 
In 2020, Milrem Robotics unveiled the Type-X 
Robotic Combat Vehicle intended to support 
mechanized units by acting as a wingman to main 
battle tanks, infantry fighting vehicles or armoured 
personnel carriers. The vehicle provides equal 
or overmatching firepower and tactical usage 
compared to traditional Infantry Fighting Vehicles. 
Milrem Robotics also leads iMUGS, an EDIDP funded 
project that aims to develop the European standard 
architecture for unmanned ground vehicles and 
their management system, including cyber defence 
solutions, and demonstrates the advantages 
of unmanned systems for enhancing defence 
capabilities.

MILTECH HELLAS S.A.
Greek pavilion
Greece
Website: www.miltech.gr 

MILTECH HELLAS S.A. is one of the leading Hellenic 
companies in the defense sector specializing 
in design and manufacture of high quality 
cost effective electronic products for defense 
applications. The company was established in 
1997 and since then it has collaborated with 
both local and foreign companies in technology 
upgrade and exchange programs, along with co-
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production of defense equipment and systems, 
either directly or through offset obligations for 
the Hellenic Armed Forces. Our area of expertise 
includes design, development and production of 
leading edge technology aerospace electronics, 
thermal surveillance systems, communication 
and avionic products, equipment and harnesses. 
MILTECH HELLAS S.A. is certified for ISO 9001:2008 
and EN 9100:2009, is a member of the registry of 
the defense materiel manufacturers of the Hellenic 
MoD and also holds security clearances for its 
personnel and installations. We are located 20 km 
east of Athens and housed in two buildings, which 
total 10,000m².

Minerva Special Purpose Vehicles LLC 
(MSPV)
UAE Pavilion, CP-050
DIC
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 44251761 
Website: www.mspv.com
Email: info@mspv.com
Contact: Benzine Sylvester, Managing Director
Mobile: 556089277

MSPV offers bespoke vehicles that provide high-
protection and high-performance in the most 
demanding conditions. Our armoured vehicles 
have served high-profile individuals, heads of 
institutions, and militaries in a range of geographies. 
Be it to safeguard lives, boundaries, or valuables – 
when security matters, rely on our experts to design 
the right solution for you. Sometimes, there are 
no second chances. Not in conflict zones, in times 
of threat, or when navigating challenging areas. 
Whatever the requirements are, the armouring 
is always produced using certified, high-quality 
ballistic materials and monitored by an efficient 
quality management system. All of our ballistic 

material (transparent and opaque) are tested by 
ballistic material testing agencies, in a variety of 
situations under the toughest imaginable conditions 
and are successfully certified. Our bulletproof, 
armoured vehicles are custom built for civil and 
military applications, and protect against a range of 
threats. 

Ministry of Defence Industry of 
Azerbaijan Republic
Azarbaijan Pavilion, 12-B27
Matbuat ave.40
Baku
Azerbaijan
Tel: +994 12 539 23 52, Fax: +994 12 537 05 69
Website: www.mdi.gov.az
Email: beynelage@mdi.gov.az
Contact: Gulsum Rzayeva, Head of MTCD

The Ministry of Defence Industry of the Republic of 
Azerbaijan is engaged in the production of rifles, 
sniper rifles, semiautomatic pistols, machine guns, 
antitanks and semiautomatic grenade launchers, 
different caliber mortars, 30 mm automatics guns, 
whole specter ammunitions, unmanned aerial 
vehicles. Its product range includes:
5,45x39 mm assault rifle AK74M 
7,62x39 mm assault rifle AZ 7,62 
7,62x54 mm universal machine gun UP-7,62 
7,62x51 mm sniper rifle “Yalguzag” ST-308 
9x19 mm semiautomatic pistol "ZAFAR"
40 mm grenade launcher RBG 
40 mm anti-tank grenade launcher TAG-7V2 
60 mm dual-purpose mortar 20N6M 
81 mm mortar 
5,45x39 mm cartridges
7,62x39 mm cartridges
9x18mm cartridges 
12,7x108 mm cartridges
14,5x114 mm cartridges 
Anti-tank grenade launcher ammunition TAQ-7L 

Hand grenade RGN 
Hand grenade RGO 
Hand grenade RGD-5 
30 mm round with fragmentation grenade VOG-17M 
40x46mm HE M99 grenade launcher ammunition 
M88 mechanical point fuze 
60 mm HE mortar bomb 40M13 
81 mm mortar bomb 
82 mm mortar bomb 
120 mm HE mortar bomb 40M11 
Signal mines
Optical sights
Collimator sights
Prismatic binoculars 
UAV Orbiter 2B 
UAV Orbiter 3 
UAV Aerostar BP 
Different calibre fragmentation aircraft bombs
Aviation bombs
Helmet 
Gas mask

Ministry of Defence of the Republic of 
Indonesia
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.kemhan.go.id

Ministry of Defence of the Republic of 
Slovenia
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Vojkova cesta 55
Ljubljana
Slovenia
Tel: 00386 1 471 22 11
Website: www.mors.si
Email: glavna.pisarna@mors.si
Contact: Matej Tonin, Minister

The Ministry of Defence performs tasks related to 

the defence system and the system of protection 
against natural and other disasters.

Ministry of Defence of the Slovak 
Republic
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-023
Kutuzovova 8, 832 47
Bratislava
Slovakia
Tel: +421 903 824 158
Website: www.mosr.sk
Email: juraj.mrenica@mod.gov.sk
Contact: Juraj Mrenica, Director Of Armaments
Support Division
Mobile: +421 903 824 158

The Slovak Ministry of Defence is a central state 
administrative body of the Slovak Republic in the 
field of defence. 
The MOD guarantees:
- to deliver the defence of the Slovak Republic,
- to build and exercise command and control over 
the Slovak Armed Forces,
- to co-ordinate the activities of central state 
administrative bodies and institutions, aimed at 
preparing the defence of the Slovak Republic,
- to ensure the inviolability of Slovak airspace,
- to co-ordinate military and civil air traffic,
- to run Military Intelligence,
- to manage military facilities and military forests.
The MOD is committed to:
- co-ordinating preparation efforts to deliver the 
country's defences according to the Defence 
System Concept as set out by the National Defence 
Council,
- using allocated finances in accordance with the 
intentions of the state budget,
- implementing measures in preparation of 
Homeland Defence within the scope of its 
competence and deploying the Slovak Armed 
Forces whenever required.
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production of defense equipment and systems, 
either directly or through offset obligations for 
the Hellenic Armed Forces. Our area of expertise 
includes design, development and production of 
leading edge technology aerospace electronics, 
thermal surveillance systems, communication 
and avionic products, equipment and harnesses. 
MILTECH HELLAS S.A. is certified for ISO 9001:2008 
and EN 9100:2009, is a member of the registry of 
the defense materiel manufacturers of the Hellenic 
MoD and also holds security clearances for its 
personnel and installations. We are located 20 km 
east of Athens and housed in two buildings, which 
total 10,000m².

Minerva Special Purpose Vehicles LLC 
(MSPV)
UAE Pavilion, CP-050
DIC
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 44251761 
Website: www.mspv.com
Email: info@mspv.com
Contact: Benzine Sylvester, Managing Director
Mobile: 556089277

MSPV offers bespoke vehicles that provide high-
protection and high-performance in the most 
demanding conditions. Our armoured vehicles 
have served high-profile individuals, heads of 
institutions, and militaries in a range of geographies. 
Be it to safeguard lives, boundaries, or valuables – 
when security matters, rely on our experts to design 
the right solution for you. Sometimes, there are 
no second chances. Not in conflict zones, in times 
of threat, or when navigating challenging areas. 
Whatever the requirements are, the armouring 
is always produced using certified, high-quality 
ballistic materials and monitored by an efficient 
quality management system. All of our ballistic 

material (transparent and opaque) are tested by 
ballistic material testing agencies, in a variety of 
situations under the toughest imaginable conditions 
and are successfully certified. Our bulletproof, 
armoured vehicles are custom built for civil and 
military applications, and protect against a range of 
threats. 

Ministry of Defence Industry of 
Azerbaijan Republic
Azarbaijan Pavilion, 12-B27
Matbuat ave.40
Baku
Azerbaijan
Tel: +994 12 539 23 52, Fax: +994 12 537 05 69
Website: www.mdi.gov.az
Email: beynelage@mdi.gov.az
Contact: Gulsum Rzayeva, Head of MTCD

The Ministry of Defence Industry of the Republic of 
Azerbaijan is engaged in the production of rifles, 
sniper rifles, semiautomatic pistols, machine guns, 
antitanks and semiautomatic grenade launchers, 
different caliber mortars, 30 mm automatics guns, 
whole specter ammunitions, unmanned aerial 
vehicles. Its product range includes:
5,45x39 mm assault rifle AK74M 
7,62x39 mm assault rifle AZ 7,62 
7,62x54 mm universal machine gun UP-7,62 
7,62x51 mm sniper rifle “Yalguzag” ST-308 
9x19 mm semiautomatic pistol "ZAFAR"
40 mm grenade launcher RBG 
40 mm anti-tank grenade launcher TAG-7V2 
60 mm dual-purpose mortar 20N6M 
81 mm mortar 
5,45x39 mm cartridges
7,62x39 mm cartridges
9x18mm cartridges 
12,7x108 mm cartridges
14,5x114 mm cartridges 
Anti-tank grenade launcher ammunition TAQ-7L 

Hand grenade RGN 
Hand grenade RGO 
Hand grenade RGD-5 
30 mm round with fragmentation grenade VOG-17M 
40x46mm HE M99 grenade launcher ammunition 
M88 mechanical point fuze 
60 mm HE mortar bomb 40M13 
81 mm mortar bomb 
82 mm mortar bomb 
120 mm HE mortar bomb 40M11 
Signal mines
Optical sights
Collimator sights
Prismatic binoculars 
UAV Orbiter 2B 
UAV Orbiter 3 
UAV Aerostar BP 
Different calibre fragmentation aircraft bombs
Aviation bombs
Helmet 
Gas mask

Ministry of Defence of the Republic of 
Indonesia
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.kemhan.go.id

Ministry of Defence of the Republic of 
Slovenia
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Vojkova cesta 55
Ljubljana
Slovenia
Tel: 00386 1 471 22 11
Website: www.mors.si
Email: glavna.pisarna@mors.si
Contact: Matej Tonin, Minister

The Ministry of Defence performs tasks related to 

the defence system and the system of protection 
against natural and other disasters.

Ministry of Defence of the Slovak 
Republic
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-023
Kutuzovova 8, 832 47
Bratislava
Slovakia
Tel: +421 903 824 158
Website: www.mosr.sk
Email: juraj.mrenica@mod.gov.sk
Contact: Juraj Mrenica, Director Of Armaments
Support Division
Mobile: +421 903 824 158

The Slovak Ministry of Defence is a central state 
administrative body of the Slovak Republic in the 
field of defence. 
The MOD guarantees:
- to deliver the defence of the Slovak Republic,
- to build and exercise command and control over 
the Slovak Armed Forces,
- to co-ordinate the activities of central state 
administrative bodies and institutions, aimed at 
preparing the defence of the Slovak Republic,
- to ensure the inviolability of Slovak airspace,
- to co-ordinate military and civil air traffic,
- to run Military Intelligence,
- to manage military facilities and military forests.
The MOD is committed to:
- co-ordinating preparation efforts to deliver the 
country's defences according to the Defence 
System Concept as set out by the National Defence 
Council,
- using allocated finances in accordance with the 
intentions of the state budget,
- implementing measures in preparation of 
Homeland Defence within the scope of its 
competence and deploying the Slovak Armed 
Forces whenever required.
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Ministry of High-Tech Industry of the 
Republic of Armenia
Individual, 12-B19
Vazgen Sargsyan 3/3
Yerevan
Armenia
Tel: 37410590163
Website: www.hti.am
Email: davit.hambardzumyan@hti.am
Contact: Davit Hambardzumyan
Mobile: 37455779770

Mirion Technologies
Individual, 07-A02
France 
Website: www.mirion.com

Mirion Technologies is a leading provider of 
innovative products, systems and services related 
to the measurement, detection and monitoring of 
radiation. We strive to deliver cutting-edge products 
ans services worlwide in the following domains:
- Military (CBRN) and Homeland Security: World-
class radiation detection and measurement 
instrumentation meeting the exact standards 
of military and homeland security stakeholders. 
These durable and highly sensitive devices are built 
for harsh battlefield enviroments, infrastructure 
protection, search and security application.
- Instrumentation and Control
- Environmental monitoring
- Portable radiation measurement
- Radiation Monitoring Systems
- Decontamination and Decommissioning
- Dosimetry
- Contamination monitoring and clearance
- Criticality accident alarm systems
- Cameras for extreme environments

Mittal Appliances Limited
FTEZ, FT-004
India
Website: www.mittalgroup.com

Mittal Group has been into the non-ferrous metal 
business for more than 100 years.  We have a state-
of-the-art, ISO certified facility for manufacturing 
Cartridge Case Cups and Bullet Jacket Cups of 
various calibers (9, 5.56, 7.62 and other calibers 
as per customer specifications) for small arm 
ammunition, with an annual capacity of 500 Million 
pcs. We are presently supplying our products to 
Ministry of Defence, Ordnance Factories and to 
various leading ammunition makers across the 
globe. We are the largest manufacturer of non-
ferrous coinage products in India with supplies of 
over 90,000 tonnes till date. We have in place skilled 
and qualified manpower firmly committed to quality 
and dedicated to our customers’ needs. We have 
strict quality control measures including SPC/SQC 
which are adopted in every stage of manufacturing 
right from the raw materials to finished products and 
ensure compliance to specifications.

Mittler Report Verlag GmbH
Individual Exhibitor
Beethovenallee 21
Bonn
Germany
Tel: :00492283500870, Fax: 00492283500871
Website: www.mittler-report.de
Email: stephen.barnard@mittler-report.de
Contact: Stephen Barnard, Managing Editor 
European Security & Defence
Mobile: 00447984033154

Mittler Report Verlag is considered the leading 
specialist publisher in the areas of security policy, 
armed forces, defence technology, armament, IT 
and logistics. The portfolio covers trade magazines, 
brochures, information services and conferences. 
These include the monthly trade journals “European 
Security & Defence” (English, euro-sd.com), 
"Europäische Sicherheit & Technik" (German, esut.
de), the new international naval trade magazine 
“Maritime Security & Defence” (English), the trade 
journal "MarineForum" (German), the brochure 
series "Wehrtechnischer Report/Defence Technology 
Review" (German/English) as well as the online 
newsletter "Wehrwirtschaft" (German, PDF format). 
In addition, the annual Security Policy and Defence 
Conference in Bonn and the NATO LCM Conference 
in Brussels are established forums for the exchange 
of information among experts and decision-makers.

Modelarna LIAZ spol. s.r.o.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B34
Kamenická 743
Liberec
Czech Republic
Website: https://www.liaz-uav.com/
Email: zuzana.beranova@modelarna-liaz.cz
Contact: Zuzana Beranová, International Project 
Manager
Mobile: +420 604 281 612
LIAZ a.s. is a company engaged in the development 
and production of unmanned helicopters. This line 
of business is a continuation of the long tradition 
of LIAZ vehicle production founded in 1951. It 
used to have 10 manufacturing plants with 11,000 
employees and produced up to 13,600 trucks a year.

Motorola Solutions, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B22
Business Central Towers Tower B, 34th floor, Media 
City

Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +44 207 019 0461
Website: www.motorolasolutions.com
 Email: presales.info@motorolasolutions.com

Motorola Solutions is a global leader in mission-
critical communications and analytics. Our 
technology platforms in communications, 
command center software, video security & 
analytics, bolstered by managed & support services, 
make communities safer and help businesses stay 
productive and secure. 
Founded in 1928, Motorola has a history of 
innovation that has revolutionized communications. 
From pioneering mobile communications in the 
1930s and manufacturing equipment that carried 
the first words from the moon in 1969, to supporting 
modern-day emergency response equipment for 
disaster relief efforts around the world, Motorola 
Solutions has a global footprint with solutions that 
demonstrate our thought leadership. 
Motorola Solutions has generated 2019 revenues 
of $7.9 billion worldwide with 18,000 employees in 
60 countries. The company invests 10% of turnover 
annually on research and development resulting in 
thousands of patents. 
At Motorola Solutions, we are ushering in a new era 
in public safety and security. 

MP3 International
UAE Pavilion 
Khalifa City
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +97126679798, Fax: +97126679970
Website: www.gradeonegroup.com
Email: mp3.international@gradeonegroup.com
Contact: Arif Salem Alsuwaidi, President - Business 
DevelopmentMITTLER

REPORT
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MPC Containment LLC
UAE Pavilion, C12-013
United States
Tel: +1 (773) 650-6001
Website: www.mpccontainment.com
Email: bbeiler@mpccontainment.com
Contact: Benjamin Beiler, C.E.O
Mobile: +1 (312) 543-5103

MPC Containment Systems LLC manufactures 
flexible bladder tanks for storing fuel and water 
(as well as many other liquids) in almost any size 
desired by its customers, ranging from a capacity of 
a few gallons to 210,000 gallons, depending on the 
application. It is ISO 9001:2015 certified each year 
since its formation. It is the world’s largest supplier 
of military-grade bladders, including related berm 
liners, ground cloths, and other accessories for use 
with these products, having manufactured over 
22,000 units of these products. It supplies and 
is also expert in designing and assembling fuel 
distribution systems connected to its bladders 
or any other fuel storage vessels. MPC bladders 
experience minimal performance issues because 
of its patented rounded corners technology and 
other proprietary features, excellent and battle 
tested materials, and excellent manufacturing 
and quality control processes. Since its inception, 
it has sold well over $150 million worth of these 
products. Headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, MPC 
and its related manufacturing operating companies 
employ between 75 to150 employees (depending 
on orders volume), operate two factories, one in 
Chicago (size110,000 square feet), and a second in 
DeLand, Florida (size 42,000 square feet).

MSM Holding s.r.o.
Individual, 10-D27
Slovakia
Website: www.msm.sk 

MSM GROUP is a company covering its subsidiaries 
with a portfolio in the field of defense and civil 
engineering industries. The Group’s goal is to 
strategically guide the subsidiaries to acquire 
and manage orders within its offer efficiently. The 
portfolio of the companies belonging to the Group 
covers the entire life cycle of ammunition, radio 
navigation devices for airports, special containers, 
mobile, and transportable ATC Towers.

MSP InnTech Ltd
Individual, 08-C40
Glowna 8, 43-424
Drogomysl
Poland
Tel: +48 22 862 87 22, Fax: +48 22 862 87 22
Website: www.uav.com.pl
Email: wienczyslaw.plutecki@uav.com.pl
Contact: Wienczyslaw Plutecki, Project Manager
Mobile: +48 601 259 485

MSP operates in the field of aviation R&D and is 
focused on unmanned aerial systems. The company 
is a leading entity in the UAV system industry in 
Poland and it  is recognizable abroad. MSP has 
an experience in design and production of flying 
systems (up to 150 kg) with various propulsion 
systems, including the first certified unmanned 
aircraft in Poland. The company also has experience 
in design and manufacturing components and 
equipment for manned aircrafts, as well as unique 
experience in analyses of dynamic characteristics 
of the designed planes on the basis of flight tests 
performed on scaled models. MSP holds a license 
No. B-039/2015 for design, manufacture and trade of 
technology of military and police application of dual-
purpose goods, the ISO 9001 and AQAP certificate.
The newest product – WableFly is a weaponized 
aerial unmanned system for destruction of unknown 
location targets within a range of up to 10km.

MSW Auto Spare Parts
UAE Pavilion, C12-008
Unit 5, Dubai Autodrome, Business Park
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 (0)4 240 5553 
Website: www.mswarmoured.com
Email: dan@mswarmoured.com
Contact: Dan Hannam, Development Manager
Mobile: +971 54 337 6700

Dubai-based MSW Auto Spare Parts LLC is the regional 
distributor of leading automotive brands, including: 
   - ProTEK Military Seating
   - Alcon Specialist Brakes & Clutches 
   - Lifeline Fire & Safety Fire Suppression systems 
   - EBC Brakes 
   - H&R Spezialfedern Suspension 
Additionally, we have developed the "MSW Armoured" 
range of specialist heavy duty components for 
military, armoured & security vehicles. At MSW, we 
only partner with leading component manufacturers 
to ensure that every item in our extensive product 
range offers our clients the highest possible levels 
of performance, durability and safety at unbeatable 
prices.

mtu Friedrichshafen GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C17
Maybachplatz 1
88045 Friedrichshafen
Germany
Tel: +49 7541 90-77777, Fax: +49 7541 90-77779
Website: https://www.mtu-solutions.com/
Email: info@ps.rolls-royce.com

We provide world-class power solutions and 
complete life-cycle support under our product and 
solution brand mtu.   
mtu engines and propulsion systems play an 
important role in many countries’ armed forces. 

Our navy propulsion systems are based on mtu 
commercial shipping engines, thousands of which 
operate successfully all over the world. They are 
modified according to the special requirements 
of military and governmental vessels. High 
power density, low weight, compact design, and 
mechanical and thermal stability characterize 
mtu engines, just as much as simple operation, 
straightforward maintenance, and low life cycle 
costs.
Whether for defense and protection, combat, or 
support, military vehicles fulfill many mission-critical 
functions and tasks. Our engines and propulsion 
systems are designed for peak performance. Our 
portfolio of engine and propulsion system solutions 
spans the complete spectrum of military vehicles.

Multisense/VikiSense
Individual, 06-A05
Israel
Website: www.vikisense.com 

VikiSense Technologies Ltd. is an Israeli company at 
the cutting-edge of innovative biometric solutions 
for government, law enforcement, healthcare, 
financial services, corporate enterprise, sports & 
entertainment, among a host of other sectors. 
Our multi-factor biometric authentication using 
face and voice recognition in addition to dynamic 
real time user data profiling capabilities, are all 
deployed on user Smartphones. The company has 
developed a robust technological engine which 
has numerous commercial applications including 
industrial access control installations, and video 
analytics for e-Commerce, in addition to providing 
Secure Financial transactions.
The Company’s biometric in-house algorithms are 
filed with the US Patent Office with strategic plans 
to expand for PCT and additional patents.
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Nanjing Jiamei Garment Accessory 
Factory
China Pavilion, 11-B11
Jinniu Industry Zone, Babai Town, Luhe District
Nanjing, Jiangsu
China
Tel: 86-025-86889483 
Website: www.yzjaccessory.com
Email: admin@yzjpromos.com
Contact: Yuanxue Han, Marketing Director
Mobile: 86 15962348010

Nanjing Jiamei Garment Accessory Factory is 
professional military accessory factory located in 
China, with more than 300 workers, 6 production 
line, wide processing technology. 
Product range: epaulettes, badge, military cap, cap 
accessory, etc.
Processing technology: embroidery, rubber/silicone, 
hard PVC, screen print, woven, label, metal, sewing, 
etc.,
Certification: ISO9001, OEKO TEK 100, Disney, etc.
Cooperated vendor case: Qatar, UAE Police, Mali, 
Saudi Arabia, Italy, France, Germany Police, Albania, 
etc.

Nation Shield
Media Partner, 05-A40
Nation Shield Magazine, Ghq of UAE Armed Forces
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +97124077138 
Website: www.nationshield.ae
Email: nation05@eim.ae
Contact: Colonel Yousef Juma Al Haddad, Editor-in-
Chief

Nation Shield is the official journal of the UAE Armed 
Forces and the official media partner of IDEX, Dubai 
Airshow, UMEX, ISNR, SOFEX, SNSR, Bahrain Airshow, 
DSA, INDO DEFENCE, DSEI, FIDAE, Eurosatory, Airport 
Show, Abu Dhabi Airshow, Farnborough, Euronaval, 
EDEX, SHIELD AFRICA and many other international 
exhibitions and conferences.
Established in 1971, the bilingual (English-Arabic) 
Nation Shield is published every month by the UAE 
Armed Forces. Public distribution is carried out 
through agents who circulate directly to selected 
readers, while private distribution is channeled as 
complimentary copies sent to top-ranking military 
officials in UAE, their counterparts in the Arab 
Countries, governments, embassies, research centers 
and to international organizations. Our magazine 
also has a digital format and is uploaded on Twitter, 
LinkedIn, our website www.nationshield.ae and on 
our YouTube channel. 
Nation Shield is the official publisher of IDEX/
NAVDEX 2021 Show Guide and Show Dailies. 
For advertisements/news release please contact 
sakha@nationshield.ae or nation05@eim.ae

National Company for Mechanical 
Systems
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: 92003342 or +966114876239
Fax: +966114892519
Website: www.ncms.sa
Email: Commercial@ncms.sa

The National Company for Mechanical Systems 
(NCMS) is a limited liability Company (LLC) registered 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia since 2006. A 
national company with technical, manufacturing 
and development capabilities in various fields, it 
aims to serve the homeland first and in line with the 

Vision 2030 of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to settle 
the industries and raise local content localization of 
technology and building expertise in fields related 
to manufacturing, maintenance, analysis and testing. 
The company is working to fill the gap of spare parts 
and maintenance in innovative ways and comply 
with the highest international quality standards. The 
company's capabilities are based primarily on the 
manufacture and testing of mechanical and optical 
products and the initiation of quantitative production 
processes.

National Factory For Safety And 
Security Products LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-B05
PLOT No 139, SR-59, ICAD III
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97125511116, Fax: 971255118866
Website: www.hoods.ae
Email: jaime.ramirez@nfssp.com
Contact: Jaime Ramirez, Sales & Marketing Manager
Mobile: 971502889015

We are a factory for Safety and Tactical Footwear 
located in Abu Dhabi, specialists in Safety and 
Security Shoes. All our product portfolio are designed 
in Germany and also tested on German LAB PF5 under 
the most strict quality certifications and approvals.
We are interested in working with your company as 
a partner supplier for safety shoes and support your 
company with the highest quality and comfortable 
safety shoes for your employees.
Looking forward to hearing from you soon and see 
the possibility to start an excellent partnership.

National Organization for Military 
Production
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

National Radio & Telecommunications 
Corporation (NRTC)
Pakistan Pavilion
Website: www.nrtc.com

National Radio and Telecommunication Corporation 
(NRTC) is a world-class ICT and electronic equipment 
manufacturer and solution providers both in public 
and private sectors. We have built our business 
around our ability to offer creative and tailored 
solutions worldwide, providing the best total value 
while building premier customer relationships.
Since 1965, NRTC has been a highly stable and 
reliable partner for customers who require high-
tech ICT equipment and solutions. Our success 
comes from the innovative value proposition 
we bring to electronic manufacturing. Proof of 
its uniqueness is in our enviable track record for 
decades. At NRTC, we build lasting relationships 
with our customers through provisioning of quality 
solutions and unparalleled 24×7 support based 
upon commitment and dedication.

National Search and Rescue Center 
(NSRC)
Individual Exhibitors
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.nsrc.ae

NATO Missile Firing Installation 
(NAMFI)
Individual, 07-C21
Aroni-Akrotiriou
Chania
Greece
Tel: 0030 28210 26709
Website: www.namfi.gr, Email: info@namfi.gr
Contact: Stylianos Rodousakis, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 0030 6973533895
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Nanjing Jiamei Garment Accessory 
Factory
China Pavilion, 11-B11
Jinniu Industry Zone, Babai Town, Luhe District
Nanjing, Jiangsu
China
Tel: 86-025-86889483 
Website: www.yzjaccessory.com
Email: admin@yzjpromos.com
Contact: Yuanxue Han, Marketing Director
Mobile: 86 15962348010

Nanjing Jiamei Garment Accessory Factory is 
professional military accessory factory located in 
China, with more than 300 workers, 6 production 
line, wide processing technology. 
Product range: epaulettes, badge, military cap, cap 
accessory, etc.
Processing technology: embroidery, rubber/silicone, 
hard PVC, screen print, woven, label, metal, sewing, 
etc.,
Certification: ISO9001, OEKO TEK 100, Disney, etc.
Cooperated vendor case: Qatar, UAE Police, Mali, 
Saudi Arabia, Italy, France, Germany Police, Albania, 
etc.

Nation Shield
Media Partner, 05-A40
Nation Shield Magazine, Ghq of UAE Armed Forces
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +97124077138 
Website: www.nationshield.ae
Email: nation05@eim.ae
Contact: Colonel Yousef Juma Al Haddad, Editor-in-
Chief

Nation Shield is the official journal of the UAE Armed 
Forces and the official media partner of IDEX, Dubai 
Airshow, UMEX, ISNR, SOFEX, SNSR, Bahrain Airshow, 
DSA, INDO DEFENCE, DSEI, FIDAE, Eurosatory, Airport 
Show, Abu Dhabi Airshow, Farnborough, Euronaval, 
EDEX, SHIELD AFRICA and many other international 
exhibitions and conferences.
Established in 1971, the bilingual (English-Arabic) 
Nation Shield is published every month by the UAE 
Armed Forces. Public distribution is carried out 
through agents who circulate directly to selected 
readers, while private distribution is channeled as 
complimentary copies sent to top-ranking military 
officials in UAE, their counterparts in the Arab 
Countries, governments, embassies, research centers 
and to international organizations. Our magazine 
also has a digital format and is uploaded on Twitter, 
LinkedIn, our website www.nationshield.ae and on 
our YouTube channel. 
Nation Shield is the official publisher of IDEX/
NAVDEX 2021 Show Guide and Show Dailies. 
For advertisements/news release please contact 
sakha@nationshield.ae or nation05@eim.ae

National Company for Mechanical 
Systems
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: 92003342 or +966114876239
Fax: +966114892519
Website: www.ncms.sa
Email: Commercial@ncms.sa

The National Company for Mechanical Systems 
(NCMS) is a limited liability Company (LLC) registered 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia since 2006. A 
national company with technical, manufacturing 
and development capabilities in various fields, it 
aims to serve the homeland first and in line with the 

Vision 2030 of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to settle 
the industries and raise local content localization of 
technology and building expertise in fields related 
to manufacturing, maintenance, analysis and testing. 
The company is working to fill the gap of spare parts 
and maintenance in innovative ways and comply 
with the highest international quality standards. The 
company's capabilities are based primarily on the 
manufacture and testing of mechanical and optical 
products and the initiation of quantitative production 
processes.

National Factory For Safety And 
Security Products LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-B05
PLOT No 139, SR-59, ICAD III
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97125511116, Fax: 971255118866
Website: www.hoods.ae
Email: jaime.ramirez@nfssp.com
Contact: Jaime Ramirez, Sales & Marketing Manager
Mobile: 971502889015

We are a factory for Safety and Tactical Footwear 
located in Abu Dhabi, specialists in Safety and 
Security Shoes. All our product portfolio are designed 
in Germany and also tested on German LAB PF5 under 
the most strict quality certifications and approvals.
We are interested in working with your company as 
a partner supplier for safety shoes and support your 
company with the highest quality and comfortable 
safety shoes for your employees.
Looking forward to hearing from you soon and see 
the possibility to start an excellent partnership.

National Organization for Military 
Production
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

National Radio & Telecommunications 
Corporation (NRTC)
Pakistan Pavilion
Website: www.nrtc.com

National Radio and Telecommunication Corporation 
(NRTC) is a world-class ICT and electronic equipment 
manufacturer and solution providers both in public 
and private sectors. We have built our business 
around our ability to offer creative and tailored 
solutions worldwide, providing the best total value 
while building premier customer relationships.
Since 1965, NRTC has been a highly stable and 
reliable partner for customers who require high-
tech ICT equipment and solutions. Our success 
comes from the innovative value proposition 
we bring to electronic manufacturing. Proof of 
its uniqueness is in our enviable track record for 
decades. At NRTC, we build lasting relationships 
with our customers through provisioning of quality 
solutions and unparalleled 24×7 support based 
upon commitment and dedication.

National Search and Rescue Center 
(NSRC)
Individual Exhibitors
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.nsrc.ae

NATO Missile Firing Installation 
(NAMFI)
Individual, 07-C21
Aroni-Akrotiriou
Chania
Greece
Tel: 0030 28210 26709
Website: www.namfi.gr, Email: info@namfi.gr
Contact: Stylianos Rodousakis, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 0030 6973533895
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NAMFI is in the firing business for more than 55 years 
now and we have gained a lot of experience, which 
adds to safety, which in turn is the central pylon for 
executing exercises. That is proved by the fact that all 
firing and activities that took place at NAMFI all these 
years have been completed with absolute safety.
NAMFI is a firing range with multinational character 
where all types of Air Defence Systems can be fired 
and recently ATBM firings were conducted at NAMFI. 
Also, it is the only firing Range in the world that 
operates under the umbrella of SHAPE, regarding 
TFEs.
At the same time, modern accommodation and 
support facilities are available for the firing units, on 
request, to combine rigorous training with times of 
relaxation enjoying the picturesque island of Crete. 

Naval Group
France Pavilion, 07-A11
France
Website: www.naval-group.com 

As an industrial contractor, designer and overall 
integrator of whole warships and combat systems, 
Naval Group is the European leader in naval defence 
and a major world player.
Thanks to exceptional know-how and industrial 
resources, it designs, builds, integrates, dismantles 
and deconstructs and provides through-life support 
for submarines and surface ships.
Via its 10 production sites in France, all experts in a 
key part of the naval defence value chain, and from 
its international subsidiaries, Naval Group builds 
a unique range of products and services for each 
navy. An offer adapted to its own needs and local 
challenges.

Navantia S.A., S.M.E
Spain Pavilion, 09-B18
Saudi Arabia Branch

Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.navantia.es 
Contact: Alvaro Lobo, Director Middle East, 
Commercial and Business Development

Spanish state-owned company reference in the 
design and construction of high technology military 
and civilian vessels.
Navantia accompanies the client throughout 
the whole product life cycle, offering at all times 
customized solutions based on individuall client 
needs. The wide range of additional services 
offered by Navantia (design / ToT, construction, 
development and integration of systems, repair and 
life cycle support) enables and expands the industry-
client relationships, establishing long-lasting global 
solutions.
Navantia can be proud of having, in addition to the 
proven engineering design, the capacity to integrate 
all kinds of equipment and systems for all types of 
ships and non-naval units and the characteristics for 
the facilities and personnel in the shipyards of Ferrol, 
Cádiz and Cartagena. Navantia also has the capacity 
to achieve for each of their clients, the best possible 
global solution tailored to their specific requirements 
and particularities.

Navistar Defense, LLC
USA Pavilion, O3-C08
10400 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park, IL 60160
United States
Tel: +1-708-617-4500 
Website: www.navistardefence.com
Email: mike.hawn@navistardefense.com
Contact: Mike Hawn, Senior Vice President, Business 
Development

Navistar Defense is a tactical wheeled vehicle 
manufacturer serving military, law enforcement, and 

government agencies worldwide. We are committed 
to maximizing operational readiness, minimizing 
logistical footprint, and providing the best value 
proposition to our customers. We leverage our 
depth of knowledge to deliver innovative vehicles 
and life cycle support solutions to the U.S. military 
and its allies so they can successfully complete their 
missions and return home safely.

NBC-Sys
Individual, 07-A02
8 rue Maurice Bonnevialle
42408 Saint Chamond cedex
France
Tel: 33477191925, Fax: 33477191929
Website: www.nbc-sys.com
Email: e.ploujoux@nbc-sys.com
Contact: Eric Ploujoux, Export Sales Manager
Mobile: 33764493917

NBC-Sys is a leading provider of CBRN detection, 
protection and decontamination solutions.
For more than 70 years, we provide our Military & 
Civil customers with:
- Air-treatment systems for vehicles & shelters,
- Decontamination solutions for sensitive materials, 
vehicles, aircrafts, infrastructure and personnel,
- Individual protection, including respirators units 
and CBRN filter,
- Chemical & biological individual detectors and 
mobile detection kits.
NBC-Sys is continuously maintaining an in-house 
design, development, production, testing & support 
capability.

NEXEYA FRANCE A HENSOLDT 
company
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
France

Nexstun
Individual, C6-005
India
Website: www.nexstun.com
 
Specialist in Non Letal Weapons solutions, we 
create, manufacture and own all of our innovations: 
electric gloves, lasergun, electric baton.
Our products are subjected to the test procedures 
of the "Research and Development" department 
in France. Our tests are scientifically validated, in 
accordance with rules, international standards CE-
ROHS-LVD-FDA compliance standards.
Our objective  to develop non-letal solutions for 
police, military, security and intervention teams. 
The issue of civilian operations is paramount.
We welcome you with pleasure to our stand.

Nexter Systems
France Pavilion, CP-320
France
Website: www.nexter-group.com
Email: presse@nexter-group.fr
Contact: Louis Dosseur, Press Officer

Nexter is a company of KNDS, European leader in 
land defence. Systems architect and integrator, 
its mission is to meet the needs of land, air, naval 
and security forces around the world through the 
design, development, production and support of 
complete systems. 
Nexter is the main supplier and a privileged partner 
of the French Army, as well as a key player in the 
SCORPION program.
The group's product range includes armoured 
vehicles such as the LECLERC MBT, TITUS® or 
the VBCI. Nexter offers artillery systems, namely 
CAESAR® or 105LG1, as well as turrets & canons 
ranging from 20mm to 40mm. Nexter is also a 
main European player in ammunition. Its portfolio 
includes a wide range of ammunition ranging from 
20mm to 155mm (including smart ammunition, 
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NAMFI is in the firing business for more than 55 years 
now and we have gained a lot of experience, which 
adds to safety, which in turn is the central pylon for 
executing exercises. That is proved by the fact that all 
firing and activities that took place at NAMFI all these 
years have been completed with absolute safety.
NAMFI is a firing range with multinational character 
where all types of Air Defence Systems can be fired 
and recently ATBM firings were conducted at NAMFI. 
Also, it is the only firing Range in the world that 
operates under the umbrella of SHAPE, regarding 
TFEs.
At the same time, modern accommodation and 
support facilities are available for the firing units, on 
request, to combine rigorous training with times of 
relaxation enjoying the picturesque island of Crete. 

Naval Group
France Pavilion, 07-A11
France
Website: www.naval-group.com 

As an industrial contractor, designer and overall 
integrator of whole warships and combat systems, 
Naval Group is the European leader in naval defence 
and a major world player.
Thanks to exceptional know-how and industrial 
resources, it designs, builds, integrates, dismantles 
and deconstructs and provides through-life support 
for submarines and surface ships.
Via its 10 production sites in France, all experts in a 
key part of the naval defence value chain, and from 
its international subsidiaries, Naval Group builds 
a unique range of products and services for each 
navy. An offer adapted to its own needs and local 
challenges.

Navantia S.A., S.M.E
Spain Pavilion, 09-B18
Saudi Arabia Branch

Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.navantia.es 
Contact: Alvaro Lobo, Director Middle East, 
Commercial and Business Development

Spanish state-owned company reference in the 
design and construction of high technology military 
and civilian vessels.
Navantia accompanies the client throughout 
the whole product life cycle, offering at all times 
customized solutions based on individuall client 
needs. The wide range of additional services 
offered by Navantia (design / ToT, construction, 
development and integration of systems, repair and 
life cycle support) enables and expands the industry-
client relationships, establishing long-lasting global 
solutions.
Navantia can be proud of having, in addition to the 
proven engineering design, the capacity to integrate 
all kinds of equipment and systems for all types of 
ships and non-naval units and the characteristics for 
the facilities and personnel in the shipyards of Ferrol, 
Cádiz and Cartagena. Navantia also has the capacity 
to achieve for each of their clients, the best possible 
global solution tailored to their specific requirements 
and particularities.

Navistar Defense, LLC
USA Pavilion, O3-C08
10400 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park, IL 60160
United States
Tel: +1-708-617-4500 
Website: www.navistardefence.com
Email: mike.hawn@navistardefense.com
Contact: Mike Hawn, Senior Vice President, Business 
Development

Navistar Defense is a tactical wheeled vehicle 
manufacturer serving military, law enforcement, and 

government agencies worldwide. We are committed 
to maximizing operational readiness, minimizing 
logistical footprint, and providing the best value 
proposition to our customers. We leverage our 
depth of knowledge to deliver innovative vehicles 
and life cycle support solutions to the U.S. military 
and its allies so they can successfully complete their 
missions and return home safely.

NBC-Sys
Individual, 07-A02
8 rue Maurice Bonnevialle
42408 Saint Chamond cedex
France
Tel: 33477191925, Fax: 33477191929
Website: www.nbc-sys.com
Email: e.ploujoux@nbc-sys.com
Contact: Eric Ploujoux, Export Sales Manager
Mobile: 33764493917

NBC-Sys is a leading provider of CBRN detection, 
protection and decontamination solutions.
For more than 70 years, we provide our Military & 
Civil customers with:
- Air-treatment systems for vehicles & shelters,
- Decontamination solutions for sensitive materials, 
vehicles, aircrafts, infrastructure and personnel,
- Individual protection, including respirators units 
and CBRN filter,
- Chemical & biological individual detectors and 
mobile detection kits.
NBC-Sys is continuously maintaining an in-house 
design, development, production, testing & support 
capability.

NEXEYA FRANCE A HENSOLDT 
company
Germany Pavilion, 08-D38
France

Nexstun
Individual, C6-005
India
Website: www.nexstun.com
 
Specialist in Non Letal Weapons solutions, we 
create, manufacture and own all of our innovations: 
electric gloves, lasergun, electric baton.
Our products are subjected to the test procedures 
of the "Research and Development" department 
in France. Our tests are scientifically validated, in 
accordance with rules, international standards CE-
ROHS-LVD-FDA compliance standards.
Our objective  to develop non-letal solutions for 
police, military, security and intervention teams. 
The issue of civilian operations is paramount.
We welcome you with pleasure to our stand.

Nexter Systems
France Pavilion, CP-320
France
Website: www.nexter-group.com
Email: presse@nexter-group.fr
Contact: Louis Dosseur, Press Officer

Nexter is a company of KNDS, European leader in 
land defence. Systems architect and integrator, 
its mission is to meet the needs of land, air, naval 
and security forces around the world through the 
design, development, production and support of 
complete systems. 
Nexter is the main supplier and a privileged partner 
of the French Army, as well as a key player in the 
SCORPION program.
The group's product range includes armoured 
vehicles such as the LECLERC MBT, TITUS® or 
the VBCI. Nexter offers artillery systems, namely 
CAESAR® or 105LG1, as well as turrets & canons 
ranging from 20mm to 40mm. Nexter is also a 
main European player in ammunition. Its portfolio 
includes a wide range of ammunition ranging from 
20mm to 155mm (including smart ammunition, 
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such as BONUS). In addition, the group has several 
digital and robotic solutions as well as customer 
service and support.

NIMR
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: nimr.ae 

NIMR is a leading manufacturer of combat-proven, 
high-performance light and medium-weight wheeled 
military vehicles with complete in-house design and 
production capability for a variety of platforms to 
meet a diverse range of user requirements. NIMR 
offers complete end-to-end solutions including 
various mission system integration and through- life 
support for both armoured and soft-skinned vehicle 
platforms.
Established in 2000, and now part of the Platform 
& Systems cluster of EDGE, NIMR brings nearly two 
decades of experience producing battle-proven 
platforms for clients, whilst adhering to the most 
demanding design, performance and system 
integration requirements. Having built a reputation 
for exceptional performance in the harshest 
regional conditions, NIMR vehicles provide the 
tactical mobility required to meet a diverse range of 
operational requirements on the modern battlefield.

NIXUS
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Gen. M.R.Stefanika 7061
Trencin
Slovakia
Tel: +421907777300 
Website: www.nixus2protect.com
Email: zuzana@zepelin.sk
Contact: Zuzana Brezanova, sales director
Mobile: +421908772127

NIXUS is a brand of Zepelin, Ltd., specializing to 
development and production of inflatable products 
since 1996.
The NIXUS brand is known for innovations in the field 
of high-pressure tents, frame tents and expandable 
containers for the purposes of the armed forces, 
rescue services and firefighters.
Pneumatic tents and container shelters 
are successfully used as command posts, 
accommodation, field hospitals and service posts, 
but also for decontamination and collective 
protection.
Transport size, deploying time and reliability are the 
main objectives of NIXUS. 
Our team works closely with clients, ready to apply 
own patented solutions or to design new custom 
made products to fit to special field purposes. 
All NIXUS products are engineered and produced in 
Slovakia, EU.

NLMK Europe - Plate
Belgium Pavilion
Rue de Clabecq 101
1470 ITTRE
Belgium
Website: http://quardian.me
Email: a.heger@eu.nlmk.com
Contact: Antoine Heger, Commercial Manager 
Protection
Mobile: +32 473 63 60 99

The Belgian mill of NLMK Europe - Plate is the 
producer of Quardian®, a quenched & tempered 
steel for ballistic protection. 
Thanks to a well-controlled manufacturing process, 
its steel plates show enhanced resistance to the 
impact. 
It is well-known for its thin plates as well as their 
excellent surface finish, superior flatness and tight 
thickness tolerances. 

Quardian® is available in a thickness range from 3.6 
up to 40 mm.

Northrop Grumman
USA Pavilion, 03-A11
United States
Website: www.northropgrumman.com 

Northrop Grumman solves the toughest problems in 
space, aeronautics, defense and cyberspace to meet 
the ever evolving needs of our customers worldwide. 
Our 90,000 employees define possible every day 
using science, technology and engineering to create 
and deliver advanced systems, products and services.

Novitex Fashion a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B25
Czech Republic
Website: www.novitex.cz 

We specialize at vertical production of uniforms for 
armed forces, industry users and schools, and at 
protective wear. We produce unique eco-friendly 
washable anti-COVID-19 facemasks made of OEKO-
TEX 100 certified fabric treated with permanent active 
silver ion treatment providing unique antimicrobial 
properties that are delivered with extra efficient 
filters made of unique nanofibers with up to 99.9% 
protection against viruses and bacteria. We also offer 
single-use facemasks made of same nanofibers tested 
to filter over 99.9% of viruses and bacteria. 
Please check our:
• Fabrics from all natural and synthetic fibers, including 
High-visibility fibers (up to 3km visibility)
• Special treatments and coatings on fabrics 
• Armed forces uniforms, school wear, corporate wear, 
industry protective wear (i.g. oil and gas industry, 
welders)
We ensure permanent antimicrobial treatment of 
premises. 

We supply biodegradable single use items 
customised for armed forces replacing plastic.

NOVO - Al Hamra Group
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Israel
Website: www.novo-dr.com

Nuances Technologies
France Pavilion, 07-B22
Paris
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 80 06 80 70, Fax: +33 (0)1 48 05 55 86
Website: www.nuances.fr
Email: info@nuances.fr

A French company created in 1991, Nuances 
Technologies is an expert in wireless communication 
protocols and electromagnetic spectrum 
management. Nuances Technologies designs and 
manufactures customized solutions to detect, 
simulate, monitor, localize, intercept, jam, block or 
filter wireless communications. Providing efficient 
protection against new threats (communication 
systems, drones, robots), these advanced solutions 
are designed for armed forces and homeland 
security forces. Nuances Technologies develops 
new generation of anti-RCIED jammers, counter-
drone solutions, mobile private networks, border 
cellular control systems, long-range cellular 
blocking systems, which can be integrated covertly 
in facilities and vehicles, or used by mobile units. 
Nuances Technologies equips armies involved in 
conflicts, police units, EOD teams, prisons, mobile 
telecommunication operators and numerous 
sensitive sites.
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such as BONUS). In addition, the group has several 
digital and robotic solutions as well as customer 
service and support.

NIMR
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: nimr.ae 

NIMR is a leading manufacturer of combat-proven, 
high-performance light and medium-weight wheeled 
military vehicles with complete in-house design and 
production capability for a variety of platforms to 
meet a diverse range of user requirements. NIMR 
offers complete end-to-end solutions including 
various mission system integration and through- life 
support for both armoured and soft-skinned vehicle 
platforms.
Established in 2000, and now part of the Platform 
& Systems cluster of EDGE, NIMR brings nearly two 
decades of experience producing battle-proven 
platforms for clients, whilst adhering to the most 
demanding design, performance and system 
integration requirements. Having built a reputation 
for exceptional performance in the harshest 
regional conditions, NIMR vehicles provide the 
tactical mobility required to meet a diverse range of 
operational requirements on the modern battlefield.

NIXUS
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Gen. M.R.Stefanika 7061
Trencin
Slovakia
Tel: +421907777300 
Website: www.nixus2protect.com
Email: zuzana@zepelin.sk
Contact: Zuzana Brezanova, sales director
Mobile: +421908772127

NIXUS is a brand of Zepelin, Ltd., specializing to 
development and production of inflatable products 
since 1996.
The NIXUS brand is known for innovations in the field 
of high-pressure tents, frame tents and expandable 
containers for the purposes of the armed forces, 
rescue services and firefighters.
Pneumatic tents and container shelters 
are successfully used as command posts, 
accommodation, field hospitals and service posts, 
but also for decontamination and collective 
protection.
Transport size, deploying time and reliability are the 
main objectives of NIXUS. 
Our team works closely with clients, ready to apply 
own patented solutions or to design new custom 
made products to fit to special field purposes. 
All NIXUS products are engineered and produced in 
Slovakia, EU.

NLMK Europe - Plate
Belgium Pavilion
Rue de Clabecq 101
1470 ITTRE
Belgium
Website: http://quardian.me
Email: a.heger@eu.nlmk.com
Contact: Antoine Heger, Commercial Manager 
Protection
Mobile: +32 473 63 60 99

The Belgian mill of NLMK Europe - Plate is the 
producer of Quardian®, a quenched & tempered 
steel for ballistic protection. 
Thanks to a well-controlled manufacturing process, 
its steel plates show enhanced resistance to the 
impact. 
It is well-known for its thin plates as well as their 
excellent surface finish, superior flatness and tight 
thickness tolerances. 

Quardian® is available in a thickness range from 3.6 
up to 40 mm.

Northrop Grumman
USA Pavilion, 03-A11
United States
Website: www.northropgrumman.com 

Northrop Grumman solves the toughest problems in 
space, aeronautics, defense and cyberspace to meet 
the ever evolving needs of our customers worldwide. 
Our 90,000 employees define possible every day 
using science, technology and engineering to create 
and deliver advanced systems, products and services.

Novitex Fashion a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B25
Czech Republic
Website: www.novitex.cz 

We specialize at vertical production of uniforms for 
armed forces, industry users and schools, and at 
protective wear. We produce unique eco-friendly 
washable anti-COVID-19 facemasks made of OEKO-
TEX 100 certified fabric treated with permanent active 
silver ion treatment providing unique antimicrobial 
properties that are delivered with extra efficient 
filters made of unique nanofibers with up to 99.9% 
protection against viruses and bacteria. We also offer 
single-use facemasks made of same nanofibers tested 
to filter over 99.9% of viruses and bacteria. 
Please check our:
• Fabrics from all natural and synthetic fibers, including 
High-visibility fibers (up to 3km visibility)
• Special treatments and coatings on fabrics 
• Armed forces uniforms, school wear, corporate wear, 
industry protective wear (i.g. oil and gas industry, 
welders)
We ensure permanent antimicrobial treatment of 
premises. 

We supply biodegradable single use items 
customised for armed forces replacing plastic.

NOVO - Al Hamra Group
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Israel
Website: www.novo-dr.com

Nuances Technologies
France Pavilion, 07-B22
Paris
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 80 06 80 70, Fax: +33 (0)1 48 05 55 86
Website: www.nuances.fr
Email: info@nuances.fr

A French company created in 1991, Nuances 
Technologies is an expert in wireless communication 
protocols and electromagnetic spectrum 
management. Nuances Technologies designs and 
manufactures customized solutions to detect, 
simulate, monitor, localize, intercept, jam, block or 
filter wireless communications. Providing efficient 
protection against new threats (communication 
systems, drones, robots), these advanced solutions 
are designed for armed forces and homeland 
security forces. Nuances Technologies develops 
new generation of anti-RCIED jammers, counter-
drone solutions, mobile private networks, border 
cellular control systems, long-range cellular 
blocking systems, which can be integrated covertly 
in facilities and vehicles, or used by mobile units. 
Nuances Technologies equips armies involved in 
conflicts, police units, EOD teams, prisons, mobile 
telecommunication operators and numerous 
sensitive sites.
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Nurjana Technologies
Italy Pavilion, 07-A03
Elmas
Italy
Tel: +39 070240924 
Website: www.nurjanatech.com
Email: pietro.andronico@nurjanatech.com
Contact: Pietro Andronico, CEO

Nurjana Technologies is a niche player with a global 
reach providing innovative products and systems 
solutions for the defense and aerospace industries. 
Leveraging on our 20+ years of expertise and 
team agility, we design and develop state-of-the-
art system solutions integrating remote sensing 
technologies, such as optics, radars and telemetry, 
to deliver real time expert systems in support of the 
human decision process.
Our offering includes: Systems and Software 
Solutions for Real Time System Integration, Multi 
Sensor Data Fusion, Automatic Target Identification 
and Tracking, Artificial Intelligence for the mission 
critical systems and applications like Drone and 
Cubesat navigation, Command & Control, Situational 
Awareness, Remote Sensing, etc.

nVent SCHROFF
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
United Arab Emirates
Website:  https://schroff.nvent.com/
Email: cengiz.askeroglu@nvent.com
Contact: Cengiz Askeroglu
Mobile: +971 56 6960581

At nVent, we believe that safer systems ensure a 
more secure world. We connect and protect sensitive 
electronics in demanding applications.
Systems are becoming smaller and more powerful, 
thereby driving the need for enhanced thermal 
dissipation.  nVent SCHROFF offers solutions to 
satisfy these SWaP (size, weight and power) trends 

for critical systems such as ATR’s, data recorders, 
mission computing systems, surveillance or payload 
management systems.
You can count on nVent SCHROFF for complete 
mechanical, electronic, and thermal solutions 
supported by a team of experienced engineers and 
test laboratories. We understand now more than 
ever the importance of component failure being a 
non-option.
From EMC and Seismic Cabinets to rugged subracks, 
capable of withstanding up to 60kg or 25G of shock, 
to SWaP friendly solutions to retain and cool printed 
circuit boards - we have you covered.

Oasis Advanced Engineering, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
3200 Cross Creek Parkway
Auburn Hills, Michigan 48326
United States
Tel: 248-373-9800 x226
Website: www.oasis-ae.com
Email: hobsonc@oasis-ae.com
Contact: Carl Hobson, President & CEO
Mobile: 248-760-5387

Oasis Advanced Engineering designs and produces 
high-fidelity simulators and training systems for the 
United States Armed Forces. Oasis development 
efforts ensure the training systems we design and 
manufacture match the form, fit, and function of 
the vehicles they represent. Our end-to-end design 
and manufacturing processes assure that every 
trainer that is designed and built meets the highest 
standards of quality, reliability, maintainability, and 
ease of operation. 
Oasis fields multi-purpose and gunnery trainers 
across the full “Training Continuum” of fidelity:
• Low fidelity systems for initial training of vehicle 
functions and familiarity
• High-fidelity deployable trainers for muscle 
memory development

• Institutional and mobile high-fidelity fully immersive 
trainers for gate-to-live-fire
• Embedded training capability for opportunity and 
sustainment training.
Oasis Advanced Engineering also designs and builds 
part task maintenance trainers for Bradley and Stryker 
vehicles, including live engine trainers and hands-on 
turret trainers.

Oman Munition Production Company
Individual, 11-B07
Oman
Website: www.ompc.om
 

OMNIPOL a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Nekazanka 11
Praha 1
Czech Republic
Website: www.omnipol.com
Email: katerina.maresova@omnipol.cz
Contact: Katerina Maresova, PR Manager
Mobile: +420733611624

OMNIPOL, headquartered in Prague, Czech Republic, 
is an investment and trading group with more than 
eighty-five years of experience in both the domestic 
international markets. The company provides cutting-
edge solutions for the defence and security sectors.
OMNIPOL is the owner of three very well known 
subsidiaries namely ERA and MESIT. The OMNIPOL 
Group also now includes AERO Vodochody, the 
leading Czech Aerospace company. The OMNIPOL 
Group of companies all have advanced technologies, 
which mainly focus on military and civil aicraft, 
passive systems for monitoring air, land and naval 
targets, military communications, aircraft instruments 
and precision engineering production, including 
its own foundry together with galvanic processes. 
They also deal with related software products, 

but also cybersecurity, both for the military 
and civilian sectors. The entire OMNIPOL Group 
employs more than 2,800 professionals, of which 
over 400 employees are involved in research and 
development of new products.

Onnuriplan Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion, 12-A25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.onnuriplan.com 

Ophir Optics (an MKS Instruments 
brand)
Israel Pavilion, 01-C21
Jerusalem
Israel
Website: www.ophiropt.com/infrared
Email: michel.hochner@mksinst.com
Contact: Michel Hochner, Business development

Ophir Optronics Solutions LTD., Optics Group, an 
MKS Company (NASDAQ: MKSI), is a world-leading, 
one-stop-shop provider of high-performance IR 
optical elements and assemblies for advanced 
SWIR, MWIR & LWIR thermal imaging applications 
in the defense industry. 
Utilizing advanced technologies and with over 40 
years of extensive operational experience, Ophir 
delivers high-quality IR optical solutions to meet 
the toughest challenging air, land, and sea defense 
requirements, enabling today’s most advanced 
aerospace and defense solution deployments.
Ophir’s R&D engineering team works in 
collaboration with global defense leaders, IR 
detector manufacturers, and integrators of 
advanced thermal imaging systems to design, 
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develop and deliver optimized optics with 
unparalleled precision and quality.
Whatever your requirements, our experts are 
ready to provide you with a precise, fully-tailored 
solution. Partnering with you at every step, from 
the initial concept, through design, verification, 
manufacturing, and post-sales technical support, 
Ophir is dedicated to delivering the highest quality 
IR optical solutions.

Opticoelectron Group JSC
Individual, C1-19
Industrial park "Opticoelectron"
Panagyurishte
Bulgaria
Tel: +35935764183 
Website: www.opticoel.com
Email: natalia@opticoel.com

Contact: Nataliya Nedyalkova, Foreign trade expert

Since 50 years, Opticoelectron was and still is the 
largest producer of quality optical components 
and OEM products on the Balkans. Opticoelectron 
Group JSCo has 700 employees from which 150 
highly qualified engineers and Ph.D's specialized in 
designing own products and working on customer 
request. Our production is exported to all European 
countries, Near East and USA. Opticoelectron Group 
JSCo is one of the most advanced companies 
specialized in optomechanical, optoelectronic and 
laser devices and systems for defense and security, 
medicine, device-building, machine-building. The 
company has 50 years old history and traditions, 
and it is considered as a leader of optical devices 
production in Bulgaria, as well as an international 
market leader. It has a closed cycle of production 
starting from research and development going 

through production process to marketing, promoting 
and trading finished products.

OPTOKON a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B23
Czech Republic
Website: www.optokon.com 

OPTOKON, a.s. is a leading global designer and 
manufacturer of fiber optic network solutions 
specializing in the production of military tactical 
components. 
Our extensive product portfolio of ruggedized 
products includes HMA connectors, ruggedized 
LMSW Switches, ruggedized LMC media converters, 
test equipment, LMSR - R63 ruggedized next- gen 
gigabit routers, LMSW – E33 ruggedized gigabit 
ethernet layer 2 managed PoE switches, LMS 41H- 
2U ruggedized fanless servers and the LMUPS 
uninterruptible power supply series. Our product 
portfolio also includes a full range of passive and 
active devices, optical cables, attenuators, PLC and 
FBT couplers, xWDMs and the latest SFF models and 
ribbon connectors. Key segments in the product 
range are portable hand held fiber optic testers ideal 
for use in FTTH networks.
The OPTOKON Czech and Malaysian calibration 
laboratories offer accredited calibration services. Our 
Testing Division conducts mechanical, thermal and 
EMC tests according to standard EN ISO / IEC 17025.

oran safety glass
Israel Pavilion, FT-015
Israel
Website: www.osg-group.com 

OSG Vision Through Glass
A world-leading developer manufacturer, and 
supplier of transparent armour since 1979.
OSG offers a comprehensive line of bullet, blast, and 

forced entry resistant glass products for military 
and civilian applications. Used by leading OEMs and 
armour integrators, our products are used by +40 
militaries, including the USA UK and Germany.

Ordnance Factory
Individual, 03-A32,03-A30
India
Website: www.ofb.gov.in 

Orient Geo Management (OGM)
Individual, 01-A06
Bahrain Investment Wharf
Bahrain
Website: www.ogm-bh.com
Email: info@ogm-bh.com
Contact: Samir R.E., General Manager
Mobile: 97338327822

OGM is focused on development of solutions 
that fulfill even the most complex needs of our 
customers. We aim to develop and deliver beyond 
expectations in terms of functionality as well as 
viability of our products and services. 
OGM participates in various stages of projects, 
such as:
- Concept design of integrated security systems;
- Development and coordination of technical 
specifications and standards with the client;
- Supply of equipment;
- Integration, installation, and commissioning;
- Site surveying and establishment of inspection 
procedures;
- Provision of warranty as well as post-warranty 
maintenance and technical service, taking all the 
features of the protected facility into account.
Please get in touch, especially if conventional 
solutions do not fit your needs.
OGM is the official distributor of GENASYS - www.
genasys.com

Leading Optical Solutions
For Leading Applications

Armored 
Vehicles

Hand Held 
Thermal Imager

Unmanned  
Aerial Systems

Driver Vision 
Enhancement (DVE) & 
Situational Awareness

Security & 
Surveillance
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Genasys is a global provider of critical 
communications systems and solutions to help 
keep people safe, with solutions including: 
- Emergency Management: Critical Communications 
& Enterprise Safety
- National Emergency Warning Systems

Osan Savunma San. Ve Tic Ltd Sti
Individual, 12-B29
Turkey
Website: www.osanholding.com 

Otokar Otomotive Ve Savunma Sanayi 
A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-A05
Aydınevler Mahallesi Saygı Caddesi No:58 A Blok, 
34854 - Maltepe
Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 216 489 29 50, Fax: +90 216 489 29 67
Website: www.otokar.com, Email: kyl@otokar.com.tr

Otokar Otomotiv ve Savunma Sanayi A.S. (Otokar) 
is one of the major automotive plants in Turkey, 
particularly specialized in land platforms design and 
production by combining its advanced engineering 
capabilities with most modern manufacturing 
facilities.
The company is a member of Turkey’s largest 
business conglomerate, Koç Group, which generates 
7% of GDP and 11% of total exports of Turkey, which 
is the only Turkish company to be listed in the 
Fortune Global 500 list.
Otokar has been selected by more than 35 countries 
in the world for providing innovative, effective and 
tailored solutions to meet the existing and future 
requirements of end users with its wide range of 
combat proven land platforms. 
More than 32,500 military vehicles delivered by 
Otokar are are operating under many different 

geographical and extreme climate conditions in the 
world and their combat capabilities are proven in the 
real combat situations in high risk areas.

Ouvry S.A.S
France Pavilion, 07-B44
France
Website: www.ouvry.com 

The company OUVRY is specializes in the study, 
research, development and manufacturing of 
CBRNe (Chemical, Biological, Radiological & Nuclear 
explosives) personal protective equipment (PPE) 
and related concepts for individual emergency dry 
decontamination and CBRNe trainings. 
Based on air permeable CBRN filtering solution, 
OUVRY offers low thermal burden PPEs that 
significantly increase the duration of intervention as 
well as protection level. 
A world leader in latest-generation CBRNe protection 
and decontamination systems, Ouvry manufactures 
solutions developed in partnership with end-users to 
meet their operational needs. Ouvry has developed 
a wide range of products for all types of operators: 
soldiers, Special Forces, pilots, EOD, law enforcement, 
firefighters, first responders, Civil Security, critical 
infrastructures and transport services.

Pakistan Ordnance FACTORIES (POF)
Pakistan Pavilion
POF Exports Division, Board Office Building, Quaid 
Avenue
Wah Cantonment
Pakistan
Tel: +92 51 9055 22095, Fax: +92 51 9314058
Website: www.pof.gov.pk
Email: salman@pofexports.com
Contact: Salman Haider Bharwana, Manager 
Marketing
Mobile: +92 300 7509266

Pakistan Ordnance Factories (POF) is the largest 
state owned defence industrial complex producing 
a wide range of conventional arms & ammunitions 
according to international standards. POF is the 
major supplier of Defence stores to Pakistan Armed 
Forces. POF subsidiaries are highly reputed for their 
products such as commercial explosives, chemicals, 
variety of engineering items and high precision plastic 
parts. The precision and reliability of POF’s arms and 
ammunition have led to creation of growing demand 
in international market, with clientele spread over 40 
countries. POF has strict adherence to QHSE Policy 
across the board, and has acquired international 
quality certifications such as ISO-9001, ISO-14001, ISO-
17025 and OHSAS 18001.

PAL Aerospace
UAE Pavilion, 12-A10
PAL Aerospace Services Aircraft Maintenance LLC
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97124432122, Fax: +971 2 443 2132
Website: www.palaerospace.ae
Email: waqar.hussain@palaerospace.com
Contact: Waqar Hussain, Project Coordinator
Mobile: +971568006377

Based in Abu Dhabi, PAL Aerospace Services Aircraft 
Maintenance LLC (PAL Aerospace LLC) is an Emirati-
owned company with over a decade of presence in the 
UAE. PAL Aerospace LLC delivers a range of aviation and 
aerospace solutions, including engineering design, 
modification, integration, operations, in-service 
support, parts distribution, and air crew training with 
the support of the PAL Group of Companies under 
parent company Exchange Income Corporation. 
Mission: Capture international export contracts 
and execute them in the UAE to the benefit of the 
shareholders, stakeholders, local economy, and the 
Emirati people.

Vision: Establish an Intelligence Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) ‘Center of Excellence’ in the 
UAE for aircraft modifications, mission system 
integration, in-service support, and ISR ownership 
and operation.
PAL Aerospace LLC Logistics Centre:
The PAL UAE Logistics Centre supports both military 
and civil markets for fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft 
fleets. It is located in the Abu Dhabi International 
Airport Free Zone.

PARABOOT PRO
France Pavilion, 07-B32
65 rue des Tuilliers
38430 Saint Jean de Moirans
France
Tel: 33476938800, Fax: 33476938801
Website: www.paraboot-pro.com
Email: f.millon@paraboot.com
Contact: Florian Millon, Sales Director
Mobile: 33683857941

Present today on all continents, RICHARD-
PONTVERT designs, manufactures and distributes 
the PARABOOT PRO range of shoes. Established in 
the French Alps, since 1908, we have been present 
on the military markets for more than 50 years.
Workforce: 200 people
Production capacity 300,000 pairs.
Our company deals with all the actors of the security 
markets:
The Ministry of the Interior
Motorcycle patrols with traditional boots and 
general service boots
D.G.S.I
French Republican Guard
Department of Defense
Polytechnic university
Saint-Cyr Coëtquidan School
French Navy
Dassault Aviation
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Genasys is a global provider of critical 
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- Emergency Management: Critical Communications 
& Enterprise Safety
- National Emergency Warning Systems

Osan Savunma San. Ve Tic Ltd Sti
Individual, 12-B29
Turkey
Website: www.osanholding.com 
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Tel: +90 216 489 29 50, Fax: +90 216 489 29 67
Website: www.otokar.com, Email: kyl@otokar.com.tr
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Website: www.ouvry.com 
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Paramount Group
Individual, 08-D48
Office 3417
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 418 7655
Website: www.paramountgroup.com
Email: Clifford.dewell@paramountgroup.com
Contact: Clifford Dewell, Senior Vice President
Mobile: +971 50 886 8654

Paramount Group is the global aerospace and 
technology company. It has an exceptional 
reputation for developing and delivering integrated 
solutions for defence, internal security and 
peacekeeping forces. Its customers are Governments 
and Government Agencies throughout the world. It 
is a prime contractor and provides turnkey systems 
and solutions. The Group is a leader in the design 
and development of state-of-the-art technologies 
which it manufactures in locations throughout 
the world. It is partnered with some of the world’s 
largest and most reputable organisations in the 
global defence community. The company has 
unique capabilities in land systems, aerospace, naval 
systems, advanced technologies, robotics, cyber 
security and electronic systems. Paramount Group 
has one of the world›s most advanced families 
of armoured and combat vehicles. Its aerospace 
offering comprises its unique Find, Fix and Finish 
precision strike aircraft, Bronco II, supersonic fighter 
aircraft solutions, air force establishment, avionics 
and UAVs.

Parsons Corporations
UAE Pavilion, 06-A06
P O Box 5498
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 614 2416 
Website: www.parsons.com
Email: nirmal.mull@parsons.com
Contact: Nirmal Mull 

Parsons, a digitally enabled solutions provider, is 
a leader in the defense, intelligence, and critical 
infrastructure markets. With 75 years of experience 
and 27 patents, we’re uniquely qualified to deliver 
cyber-physical security, advanced technology 
solutions, and other innovative services to federal, 
regional, and local government agencies as well as to 
private industrial customers, worldwide. Inspired by 
our vision, driven by our mission, and strengthened 
by our values, our people, processes, and technology 
solve our customers’ most complex challenges to 
deliver a better world.
Federal Solutions
Parsons delivers success for our U.S. government 
customers’ missions around the globe by providing 
resources and services to deliver, protect, and sustain 
their most critical assets. Our Federal Solutions 
group offers differentiated engineering, software, 
and hardware solutions and services to the defense 
and intelligence communities.

Parts and Repair Technical Services 
Inc. (P.A.R.T.S. Inc.)
USA Pavilion, 03-B19
United States
Website: www.partsinc.net 

Patria OYJ
Individual, 08-B19
Helsinki

Finland
Website: www.patria.fi
Email: communications@patriagroup.com

Patria is an international provider of defence, security 
and aviation life cycle support services, pilot training 
and technology solutions. Patria provides its aerospace 
and military customers with equipment availability, 
continuous performance development as well as 
selected intelligence, surveillance and management 
system products and services.
For more information, please visit www.patriagroup.
com. 
At IDEX, Patria will showcase several products like 
Patria AMVXP 8x8 Armoured Wheeled Vehicle, Patria 
Nemo 120 mm Mortar System, Patria 6x6,
ARIS and ARIS-E (Electronic Intelligence (ELINT) and 
Electronic Support Measures (ESM) systems),  MUSCL 
(Multistatic Coherent Location), CANDL Compact 
Airborne Networking Data Link, CRAWLR (open source 
intelligence (OSINT) software product). 
We welcome you to visit our stand H8-B19.

PBS Aviation
Switzerland Pavilion
Portugal
Website: www.pbsaviation.pt 
PBS Aviation SA in partnerships with the leading 
European high technology companies specialized 
in design, manufacturing and maintenance support 
of Surveillance and Reconnaissance, Airborne and 
Land-based EW Systems, Radar, Detection, Monitoring 
and Jamming Systems, represents the sector of trade 
associations for Governments and commercial needs 
in the industry of monitoring and control of radio 
spectrum. 
PBS Aviation has successfully promoted tactical 
COMINT System designed, produced and integrated 
by the partner company Symlab GmbH, Switzerland 
to various customers.

PBS Velka Bites
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B22
Vlkovská 279
Velká Bíteš
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 566 822 158
Website: www.pbs.cz/en, Email: nagy.p@pbs.cz
Contact: Petr Nagy 
Mobile: +420 734 639 751

PBS Velka Bites has been a turbojet engine, auxiliary 
power unit, and environmental control unit 
producer for more than 50 years.
The key area of PBS Velka Bites is aerospace 
engineering: in-house development, production, 
testing, and certification of small turbojet, 
turboprop, and turboshaft engines, Auxiliary Power 
Units (APU), and Environmental Control Systems 
(ECS).
PBS turbojet engines offer a guaranteed thrust 
range of 400 – 1,500 Newtons and an excellent 
thrust-to-weight ratio. APU and ECS are proven in 
thousands of aeroplanes and helicopters all over 
the world.
PBS quality management system is certified in 
accordance with ISO 9001, AS 9100, ISO 14001, 
Nadcap, Design Organisation Approval (DOA), 
Production Organisation Approval (POA), and 
Maintenance Organisation Approval (MOA) issued 
by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
The PBS manufacturing programme further 
includes precision casting, precision machining, 
surface treatment, and cryogenics.

Pearson Engineering Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C18
Armstrong Works, Scotswood Road
Newcastle upon Tyne
United Kingdom
Website: www.pearson-eng.com
Email: molly.clavering@pearson-eng.com
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Contact: Molly Clavering, Marketing Communications 
Executive

Pearson Engineering is a world-leading provider of 
counter-mine, counter-improvised explosive device 
(IED), counter-obstacle and bridging products for 
armoured fighting vehicles.
We provide proven battlefield mobility solutions 
to enhance the tactical capabilities of Armoured 
Vehicles. Products are provided as vehicle 
attachments which are optimised for specific combat 
engineering roles and can be configured to support 
the most challenging operational demands. 
A ‘common interface’ system acts as the connection 
between the vehicles and our attachments; Front-End 
Equipment (FEE) can be quickly attached, released, 
interchanged, or jettisoned in an emergency. 
Attachments are vehicle agnostic and are optimised 
for the host vehicle.
When enduring the ongoing threats of landmines, 
IEDs cluster munitions and other challenges to 
mobility, our range of products provide Commanders 
with freedom of manoeuvre. Products meet military 
requirements for survivability and mobility; they are 
battle proven and have undergone extensive field 
tests to meet the needs of the mission.

Pegasus Intelligence Ltd
Individual, 06-B30
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971585818666 
Website: www.pegasusintelligence.ae
Email: ag@pegasusintelligence.ae
Contact: Andrew Grunstein, CEO
Mobile: +971585818666

Pegasus Intelligence LLC is made up of an experienced 
team of intelligence professionals and technology 
engineers that have the knowledge to deliver the 

right capability to achieve your objectives.
At IDEX 2021, we will be showcasing some key 
technologies from our portfolio.
This includes: 
Trackr – It allows National Security Agencies to detect 
patterns and behavior using digital advertising data 
mining and advanced analytics.
A.A.S.P. - UGV, Adaptable Assault Support Platform 
– A.A.S.P, is a medium sized semi-autonomous 
amphibious unmanned platform with autonomous 
navigation system and command interface capable 
of supporting a variety of combat and logistics 
missions. 
We will also be presenting our other cutting-edge 
UGV platforms, such as:
Sceptre Global Information Operations Platform 
– The world's most powerful information operations 
platform. Private demonstrations available upon 
request.
Laser Detect Systems (LDS) 
A world-leading developer of stand-off, laser-
based, and trace detection technologies, LDS has 
commercialized patented, groundbreaking systems 
for homeland security, law enforcement, military, 
and environmental safety.

Peleng JSC
Belarus Pavilion, 08-B17
Makayonka str.25
Minsk
Belarus
Tel: +375293485254
Website: www.peleng.by 
Contact: Konstantin Lukasevich, head of marketing 
and foreign economics relations department

PELENG joint-stock company is the leading research 
& development organization of the optoelectronic 
industry of the Republic of Belarus. PELENG joint-
stock company deals with research and development 

works, manufacturing of sophisticated optical and 
optoelectronic equipment within the following 
business lines: Optoelectronic devices and sighting 
systems for armoured vehicles, Space optoelectronic 
equipment, Criminalistic devices and security 
systems, and Meteorological equipment. Besides 
that, our company is engaged in modernization and 
repair of produced equipment for special and civilian 
application.

Pelican Products FZE
USA Pavilion, 02-B07
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.pelican.com 

PGZ- ZAKLADY
MECHANICZNE TARNOW S.A
Individual, 03-A13
Poland
Website: www.zmt.tarnow.pl 

The Zaklady Mechaniczne Tarnów is a leader in the 
design (its own R&D Center) and manufacture:  very 
short-range anti-aircraft systems, remote controlled 
weapon systems, infantry support weapons and 
small arms, team and precision weapons. The 
ZMT is proven and reliable supplier of armament 
and training equipment for Polish Armed Forces, 
Uniformed Services and Armed Forces of other 
countries. The ZMT puts on the development of 
its production capacity and design competence. 
Product design and manufacturing methods 
constant improvement contributes to our customers 
satisfaction and the improve of national security.

Phantom Technologies Ltd
UAE Pavilion, C2-023
Israel
Website: www.phantom-technologies.com 

Phantom Technologies LTD specializes in the 
development and manufacturing of special 
jamming & intelligence systems based on cellular 
and RF communications.
Over the past 19 years, our unique, top-quality 
products have reached 30+ countries, and are 
currently used by special military units, police 
forces, governmental facilities, high-security 
complexes and VIP convoys worldwide. We offer 
custom-design jamming solutions upon special 
requests.
Among our latest developments are Anti drone, 
Detection radars and intelligence solutions, all 
manufactured and developed exclusively at 
Phantom Technologies' headquarters.

Physical Logic Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C17
Israel
Website: www.physical-logic.com
Email: info@physical-logic.com

Physical Logic is a leader in high precision Closed-
loop and Open-loop MEMS (Micro-Electro-
Mechanical System) Accelerometers and pioneer 
in bringing MEMS technology to high-end inertial 
navigation sensors. Our meters serve a wide range 
of applications and markets, including inertial 
navigation, vibration, tilt, and seismic sensing. 
Physical Logic’s Open-loop MEMS accelerometers 
(MAXL-OL-2000 series) are differentiated by 
their extremely high linearity, ultra-low noise, 
and excellent long-term stability ‒ providing 
a measurable advance over the performance 
of currently available Tactical Grade MEMS 
accelerometers. 
Physical Logic’s flagship Closed-loop MEMS 
accelerometer product line (MAXL-CL-3000 series) 
brings performance to a level comparable with 
currently available inertial grade mechanical 
accelerometers. Compared to traditional 
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manufactured and developed exclusively at 
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Mechanical System) Accelerometers and pioneer 
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electromechanical sensors, our MAXL-CL-3000 
series meets the demand for low CSWaP (Effective 
Cost, Small Size, Light Weight, and Low Power 
Consumption), offering unmatched performance 
within sensing ranges between 15g and 70g, 
alongside better value to IMU/INS manufacturers 
and users.

PIK-AS Austria GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D44
Mariasdorf 140a
Mariasdorf
Austria
Tel: +43 3353 7613, Fax: +43 3353 7612
Website: www.pikas.at
Email: sebastian.wagner@pikas.at
Contact: Sebastian Wagner, Export Manager

PIK-AS Austria is an international acting producer 
and supplier of electrotechnical components 
established more than 35 years ago. The product 
range covers relays, contactors (50-1000A), high 
power connectors, special LED interior lights and 
exterior lights for civil and military vehicles.

Pioneers Technical Factory
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
Alkhumra Industrial Zone
Jeddah
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 920034020
Website: http://ptsco.sa/#1
Email: info@ptsco.com.sa
Contact: Sales & Marketing Pioneers, Sales & 
Marketing

Our Vision: To be a leading PCB/PCBA manufacturer, 
localizing advanced industries and to be globally 
recognized as a trusted technological and 
engineering solutions provider.

Our Mission: Matching international quality 
standards in PCB/PCBA manufacturing, Exceeding 
our customers’ expectations, providing engineering 
services with high capabilities by adopting the 
best methods and edge technologies, applying the 
highest safety standards and providing a pioneering 
work environment that attracts the best global 
expertise.

PITAGONE
Belgium Pavilion
Paepsem Boulevard 16
Brussels
Belgium
Tel: 3228966332, Fax: 3228966334
Website: https://www.pitagone.com/en/
Email: info@pitagone.com
Contact: Weissberg Marc, CEO
Mobile: 32488616617

PITAGONE is the European leader in Counter Terror 
Mobile Solutions, mainly serving Police, Armed 
Forces and Federal Agencies. PITAGONE also offers 
tailor-made services to Airports, Ports, Public 
Transportation as well as to major private companies.
PITAGONE is present internationally and assists its 
clients daily in over fifty countries on five continents 
from its Brussels Headquarters.
Unique and mobile solution against ramming trucks, 
PITAGONE anti-truck-ram barriers are designed, 
developed and produced in Belgium.

PJSC RPA "PRACTIKA"
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine

Polartec, LLC
USA Pavilion, 02-A07
United States
Website: www.polartec.com 

POLUS-ST LLC
Individual, 01-A04
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: 74953801988, Fax: 74953801980
Website: www.polus-st.com
Email: info@polus-st.com

POLUS-ST is an international manufacturer of 
innovative security solutions that use seismic, 
microwave, thermal, video, infrared and image 
sensors for border security, law enforcement, 
perimeter and force protection, critical infrastructure, 
and tactical missions.
POLUS-ST is a privately-owned manufacturing 
company established in 2000. We are headquartered 
in Moscow, Russia.
POLUS-ST provides a wide range of products 
and efficiently implemented technical solutions 
to prevent trespassing, asset theft, security 
breaches in remote areas with little to no access to 
communication and infrastructure.
With over 20 years’ experience in designing & 
producing security products, as well as successfully 
implementing local and international projects, 
POLUS-ST is well-positioned to offer reliable and 
effective autonomous wireless security solutions for:
• Borders 
• Defense 
• Armed Forces 
• Law Enforcement 
• Oil & Gas 
• Infrastructure
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China Pavilion, 11-A28
27/F, New Poly Plaza, No.1 Chaoyangmen Beidajie, 
Dongcheng District
Beijing
Website: www.poly.com.cn
Email: 3117833552@qq.com
Contact: Peng Du, Department Manager
Mobile: 18911431182

POLY Technologies Inc. is a large total defence 
solutions supplier exclusively authorized by the 
China central government for the export of all 
ranges of defence-related equipment covering 
Army, Navy, Air force, Aerospace and Police.
Since its establishment in 1984, POLY Technologies 
Inc. has been committed to the modernization of 
weapon and equipment for both Chinese military 
and friendly countries. The company has been 
actively participating in R&D of military products 
and extensively engaging itself in the import 
& export of weapon and equipment, as well 
as military technology, providing weapon and 
equipment, technology and lifespan service. The 
company has developed into a defence system 
holistic solution provider for many countries, and 
has been playing an outstanding role in weapon 
and equipment development for Chinese Armed 
Forces, international military exchanges and 
military industry cooperation.

Polytronic International AG
Individual, 07-B54
Pilatusstrasse 12
Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)566759911 
Website: www.polytronic.ch 

Your partner for realistic and efficient live-fire 
training for military, police, sport and hunting. 
Polytronic International is the world’s leading 
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supplier of electronic targets and electronic hit 
scoring. Its systems are used by law enforcement and 
military for realistic and interactive live-fire shooting 
training.

Poongsan Corporation
Korea Pavilion, 12-A26
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.poongsan.co.kr 

Since the early 1970s, Poongsan has led the growth 
and dependability of Korea's defense industry and, 
in so doing, made significant contributions to the 
nation›s self-reliance. The Company also enhanced 

the Korean Army›s posture through mass production 
and localization of ammunition lines.
Producing a wide variety of military-purpose 
ammunition – from 5.56mm ammunition to eight-
inch projectiles for Howitzers – Poongsan has earned 
a reputation the world over for quality.
Defense products include:
  • Military ammunition (small arms, anti-aircraft guns, 
mid-to large-size weaponry)
  • Various sporting ammunition
  • Propellant powder
  • Ammunition parts
  • Precision forging products

Prevent & Deloza d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Kosova ulica 14,
Celje
Slovenia
Tel: 38634280850 
Website: www.prevent-deloza.si
Email: bostjan.marolt@prevent-deloza.si
Contact: Bostjan Marolt, Director
Mobile: 38641674645

The Company specializes in the production of 
uniforms and ballistic protection with "zero energy 
cooling".
The developed clothing system can significantly 
lower the thermal load of the end users such as:
- Soldiers;
-Police officers;
-Firefighters;
-Active sports players;
-Industry workers.
It enables better, more concentrated and longer 
lasting performance. Cooling regains the power that 
is lost by overheating.

Primetake Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C26
Lincoln
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 7407731859 
Website: www.primetake.com
Email: rob.threapleton@primetake.com
Contact: Robin Threapleton, Managing Director
Primetake Limited designs and manufactures 
exceptionally accurate and highly consistent 
specialist ammunition and pyrotechnics for special 
user groups around the world (Special Forces and 
Special Police Units for example on Counter Terror 
missions). It has a broad range of high-performance 
products both lethal and non-lethal. It also leads the 
market in Ceremonial Saluting Cartridges.

Privinvest
France Pavilion
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.privinvest.com 

PROEKT-TECHNIKA CORPORATION
Russian Pavilion, 12-E13
125362,35 Svobody st., bdg 22
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(495)775-62-90 
Website: www.pr-t.ru, Email: sales@pr-t.ru

THE PROEKT-TECHNIKA CORPORATION is one of the 
global leaders in development and manufacture 
of solutions in the field of special-purpose mobile 
infrastructure.
The main assets of the Corporation are mobile 
equipment production plants (Shumerlya Special 
Vehicles Plant, Oreltekmash), Engineering Center, 
electric engineering plant (Proektelektrotechnika), 
as well as Service Solutions Center.

PT DIRGANTARA INDONESIA
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl Pajajaran No 154, Bandung, West Java
Bandung
Indonesia
Tel: +62 22 605 5226 
Website: www.indonesian-aerospace.com
Email: napisa.cepi@gmail.com
Contact: Cepi Napisa, Assistant Manager Corporate 
Promotion
Mobile: +62 822 1913 9606

PT Dirgantara Indonesia (Persero), also known as 
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supplier of electronic targets and electronic hit 
scoring. Its systems are used by law enforcement and 
military for realistic and interactive live-fire shooting 
training.

Poongsan Corporation
Korea Pavilion, 12-A26
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.poongsan.co.kr 
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the Korean Army›s posture through mass production 
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a reputation the world over for quality.
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  • Military ammunition (small arms, anti-aircraft guns, 
mid-to large-size weaponry)
  • Various sporting ammunition
  • Propellant powder
  • Ammunition parts
  • Precision forging products

Prevent & Deloza d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Kosova ulica 14,
Celje
Slovenia
Tel: 38634280850 
Website: www.prevent-deloza.si
Email: bostjan.marolt@prevent-deloza.si
Contact: Bostjan Marolt, Director
Mobile: 38641674645

The Company specializes in the production of 
uniforms and ballistic protection with "zero energy 
cooling".
The developed clothing system can significantly 
lower the thermal load of the end users such as:
- Soldiers;
-Police officers;
-Firefighters;
-Active sports players;
-Industry workers.
It enables better, more concentrated and longer 
lasting performance. Cooling regains the power that 
is lost by overheating.
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user groups around the world (Special Forces and 
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missions). It has a broad range of high-performance 
products both lethal and non-lethal. It also leads the 
market in Ceremonial Saluting Cartridges.
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United Arab Emirates
Website: www.privinvest.com 
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Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(495)775-62-90 
Website: www.pr-t.ru, Email: sales@pr-t.ru

THE PROEKT-TECHNIKA CORPORATION is one of the 
global leaders in development and manufacture 
of solutions in the field of special-purpose mobile 
infrastructure.
The main assets of the Corporation are mobile 
equipment production plants (Shumerlya Special 
Vehicles Plant, Oreltekmash), Engineering Center, 
electric engineering plant (Proektelektrotechnika), 
as well as Service Solutions Center.

PT DIRGANTARA INDONESIA
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl Pajajaran No 154, Bandung, West Java
Bandung
Indonesia
Tel: +62 22 605 5226 
Website: www.indonesian-aerospace.com
Email: napisa.cepi@gmail.com
Contact: Cepi Napisa, Assistant Manager Corporate 
Promotion
Mobile: +62 822 1913 9606

PT Dirgantara Indonesia (Persero), also known as 
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PTDI is one of the indigenous aerospace companies 
in Asia with core competences in the aircraft design 
and development, aircraft structure manufacturing, 
aircraft production, and aircraft services for both 
civilian and military of light and medium aircraft.

PT FALAH INOVASI TEKNOLOGI
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl. Mampang Prapatan XII No.1, RT.8/RW.1, Tegal 
Parang, Kec. Mampang Prapatan, Kota Jakarta 
Selatan, Daerah Khusus Ibukota 12790
Jakarta
Indonesia
Tel: +6221-2696-1651 
Website: www.falahtech.co.id,
Email: novia@falahtech.co.id
Contact: Noviayana, CEO
Mobile: +6281807322768

PT. Falah lnovasi Teknologi is a leader in the Defence 
Industry for Virtual Reality Technology. Our vision is 
to "Be The Best Innovative Technology Company in 
South Asia".
We bring an comprehensive experience, breaktrough 
the imagination, and provide advanced Virtual 
Reality using state-of-the-art technologies for an 
innovative Virtual Training Suite (VTS) multifunction 
platform with a virtual training environment that 
is flexible and versatile, supports repetition, and is 
available at the point of need.
Our products : 
1. Virtual Training Suite (VTS) multifunction platform
2. Smart Classroom System
3. Smart Campus Enterprise
4. JENIUSVR (training and learning kit)
5. JENIUSAR 
The company is led by our CEO Mrs. Noviayana and 
Commissioner Mr. Deni Darodjat Muslim, Graduated 
Cum Claude from Binghamton University in New 
York. The company has experience of more than 
15 years in Software Development, Networking, 

Integration System, Big Data and Simulator Products 
for Indonesia Government and Military.

PT FAZZA ROYAL YANTASIR SIMULASI
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Office 88@Kasablanka, 28th Floor, Unit G-H, Jl. 
Casablanca Raya Kav. 88, Jakarta Selatan
Jakarta
Indonesia
Tel: 021 - 22832642 
Website: www.frys.co.id
Email: denidm@frys.co.id
Contact: Deni Darodjat Muslim 
Mobile: 82112255700

PT INFOGLOBAL
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Kel, Jl. Cilangkap Raya No.28, RT.7/RW.4, Cilangkap, 
Cipayung, East Jakarta City, 13840
East Jakarta
Indonesia
Tel: +62 21-84309691, Fax: +62 21-84309692
Website: www.infoglobal.co.id,
Email: adi.sasongko@infoglobal.co.id
Contact: Johanes Adi Sasongko, CEO
Mobile: +62 811 338267

Infoglobal is a competent company in military/
combat aircraft avionics, radar data processing, 
weapon control system and defense software.

PT IPCD
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Bona Indah Plasa Blok A2/C11-C12 Jl. Karang Tengah 
Raya - Lebak Bulus
Jakarta Selatan 12550
Indonesia
Tel: +6221 75909091, Fax: +6221 5153122
Website: www.ipcd.id

Email: e.adharian@gmail.com
Contact: Erman Adharian Sulaiman, Operation 
Manager
Mobile: +6282123233921

PT. Indo Pacific Communication & Defence, 
Drone manufacturer with 15 years of expertise on  
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) Technology with 
capabilities in UAV system & design, air vehicle 
aerodynamics design & analysis, UAV system 
modeling & simulation, composite structure 
design & analysis, composite structure fabrication, 
UAV system integration, UAV flight test, training & 
certification.
Our line of products are Coaxial Helicopter UAV IPCD 
Skyborg FL-18 with MTOW 60 kg, Target Drone IPCD 
TD-02 with MTOW 40 kg and IPCD Medium Altitude 
Long Endurances (M.A.L.E) UAV with MTOW 600 kg.

PT Len Industri
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl. Soekarno Hatta 442
Bandung
Indonesia
Tel: +62 225202682, Fax: +62 225205387
Website: www.len.co.id
Email: nadya.wuryanto@len.co.id
Contact: Nadya Ayuning Wuryanto, Account 
Manager
Mobile: +62 82232844041

PT. Len Industri (Persero) is a State-Owned 
Enterprise focusing on C4ISR (Command, 
Control, Communication, Computer, Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance). Len Industri 
has developed defence electronic products as well 
as collaborating with strategic partners to supply 
the needs of the Indonesian military. Len Industri’s 
vision in this line of business is to become a provider 
of national and international defence electronic 
solutions through superior, independent, integrated 

and safe technology (excellent, independent, 
integrated, and secure).

PT PAL INDONESIA (PERSERO)
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Ujung-Surabaya, 60155 PO BOX 1134
Surabaya
Indonesia
Tel: 62313292275, Fax: 62313292530
Website: http://www.pal.co.id
Email: turitan354@gmail.com
Contact: Turitan Indaryo, Director of Shipbuilding
Mobile: +628155294003

PT PAL INDONESIA (PERSERO), is a State Owned 
enterprise. The factory is located at Ujung, 
Surabaya 60155 Indonesia. The main activities of 
the Company are the manufacturing of naval and 
submarine, merchant ship, MRO (Maintenance 
Repair and Overhaul), and general engineering 
project based on job orders.

PT Persada Aman Sentosa
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jalan Raya Cinere Ruko Blok Mohammad No.12, 
Limo, Kec. Limo, Jawa Barat
Kota Depok
Indonesia
Tel: +6282310392828
Website: www.pastactical.com
Email: Sales@pastactical.com
Contact: Wandono Rino, Sales and Marketing 
Manager
Mobile: 62217547515

PT Persada Aman Sentosa (PT PAS) is one of the 
developing defense industries in Indonesia with 
the Pastac product brand. It was founded in 2003, 
with the vision to be a “Leading Innovation in 
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We bring an comprehensive experience, breaktrough 
the imagination, and provide advanced Virtual 
Reality using state-of-the-art technologies for an 
innovative Virtual Training Suite (VTS) multifunction 
platform with a virtual training environment that 
is flexible and versatile, supports repetition, and is 
available at the point of need.
Our products : 
1. Virtual Training Suite (VTS) multifunction platform
2. Smart Classroom System
3. Smart Campus Enterprise
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The company is led by our CEO Mrs. Noviayana and 
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Manager
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PT. Indo Pacific Communication & Defence, 
Drone manufacturer with 15 years of expertise on  
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) Technology with 
capabilities in UAV system & design, air vehicle 
aerodynamics design & analysis, UAV system 
modeling & simulation, composite structure 
design & analysis, composite structure fabrication, 
UAV system integration, UAV flight test, training & 
certification.
Our line of products are Coaxial Helicopter UAV IPCD 
Skyborg FL-18 with MTOW 60 kg, Target Drone IPCD 
TD-02 with MTOW 40 kg and IPCD Medium Altitude 
Long Endurances (M.A.L.E) UAV with MTOW 600 kg.
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Enterprise focusing on C4ISR (Command, 
Control, Communication, Computer, Intelligence, 
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vision in this line of business is to become a provider 
of national and international defence electronic 
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Secure Government” and with a mission to become 
the “Leading Defense Industry in Tactical Garment 
and Personal Armor Solution”.
Our Story
We tried to make bullet proof protection from 
lightweight material that can withstand the speed 
of 5.56 mm TJ bullets made by Pindad. After doing 
some research and experiments by Mr. Irwan 
Wardianto, our Founder, we n finally found the right 
combination for bullet proof material.
Our product range includes:
Personal Armor Protection, Integrated Personal 
Protection Set, Tactical Ballistic Helmet, Tactical 
Balistic Vest, Armoring Vehicle, Bomb Suit, UBACS, 
Battle Dress Uniform, Tactical Dress, Ghillie Suit, 
Tactical Appareal, etc.
All product made from materials that fit has been 
through the process of research and development.

PT Pindad
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl Gatot Subroto 517, Bandung, Indonesia 40285
Bandung
Indonesia
Tel: +62 22 7312073 
Website: www.pindad.com
Email: dpratomo@pindad.com
Contact: Dimas Aryo Pratomo, Assistant Manager 
Marketing
Mobile: +62 85730729087

PT Pindad (Persero) is an Indonesian State-Own-
Enterprise in the defense industry. It has various 
products, ammunitions, weaponry as well as 
armored vehicles and became a leading edge of 
the land system. We will enhance into the global 
market by ways of creating innovative products and 
building strategic partnership with global industries.
Pindad’s Anoa has been deployed into UN Peace 
Keeping Missions in Sudan, Central Africa and 
Lebanon. The SS2 assault rifle is widely known in 

international military shooting competition such as 
AASAM. This year, Pindad has completed certification 
for our latest development “MEDIUM TANK” and it is 
ready to mass produce and support the Indonesian 
Army.

PT RIDHO AGUNG MITRA ABADI
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl. Kapuk Kamal Raya No.32, Kel. Kamal Muara, Kec. 
Penjaringan, Kota 
Utara 14470
Jakarta
Indonesia
Tel: 62215553990, Fax: 62215553991
Website: www.j-forces.co.id
Email: rini@j-forces.co.id
Contact: Rini Amalia Farid, Secretary of Director
Mobile: +628129395850

PT. RIDHO AGUNG MITRA ABADI is an Indonesia 
registered company which was set up in 2010, initially 
to produce the Integrated Personal Protection 
(IPP) set for military and police personnel, with the 
commercial brand of "J-FORCES".
We are committed to design and produce quality 
products for the ultimate customer satisfaction, 
and we always strive to address the dynamics 
requirements for military and police personnel 
protection, and comply to the quality standards set-
up by the regulatory.
Products
• Ballistic Helmets of various types
• Ballistic Vests
• Ballistic Jacket
• Backpack
• Riot Handling Equipment and Personnel Protection 
Set 
• Other Customized Personnel Apparel / Equipment

PT SSE
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
JL. Arya Kemuning, kp. Pengasinan, kel. Periuk Jaya, 
kec. Periuk
Banten 15110
Tangerang 
Indonesia
Tel: +622155796082, Fax: +622155796075
Website: www.sse.id
Email: budhi.murniawan@sse.id
Contact: Budhi Murniawan, Business Development 
Director
Mobile: +6281220025709

PT. JALA BERIKAT NUSANTARA
Indonesia Pavilion, 03-C31
Jl. Kapuk Kamal Raya No.32, Kel. Kamal Muara, Kec. 
Penjaringan, Kota 
Utara 14470
Jakarta 
Indonesia
Tel: 62215553990, Fax: 62215553991
Website: www.j-forces.co.id
Email: marginata@j-forces.co.id
Contact: Marginata Sebestina, Corporate Secretary
Mobile: +6281322587103

PT. JALA BERIKAT NUSANTARA PERKASA (JBNP) is a 
private company which has been solely specializing 
in Design Engineering and Manufacturing of 
Armored Personnel Carrier vehicles and special 
purposes vehicles for tactical reconnaissance, 
personnel & logistic carriers, mobile communication, 
search & rescue, and other supporting products. 
The main capabilities of PT. JBNP are:
1. Armored Personnel Carrier vehicles for a range of 
special purposes missions utilize by the Military and 
Police.
2. Special Purposes vehicles :

 - Long Range Acoustic Device vehicle
  - Mobile kitchen vehicle
   - VVIP vehicle
 - Defile vehicle
3. Develop Transfer of Technology with world-class 
military equipment manufacturers.

PW Defence
UK Pavilion, 05-C41
PW Defence Ltd
Draycott
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 7595 410910 
Website: www.pwdefence.com
Email: frances.hunt@pwdefence.com
Contact: Frances Hunt, Sales Manager
Mobile: +44 (0) 7595 410910

PW Defence Ltd is the centre of excellence for the 
design, development and production of military 
pyrotechnics, exporting to more than 40 countries. 
The product range covers illumination, signaling, 
search and rescue, screening, training, security with 
products that include coloured smoke grenades, 
screening grenades, flare products, high energy 
and weapon effect simulation products.

Q Cyber Technologies S.a.r.l
Individual, 03-C01
Luxembourg
Email: info@q.co

Q Cyber Technologies is a global leader in the world 
of cyber-intelligence, data acquisition and analysis. 
Our portfolio of high-end operational and analytical 
tools is shaped by years of focused research, 
development, and operational experience.
The product suite is used to investigate and prevent 
crime and terror as well as preserve national 
security. Since 2009, our mission has been to help 
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Secure Government” and with a mission to become 
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of 5.56 mm TJ bullets made by Pindad. After doing 
some research and experiments by Mr. Irwan 
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Protection Set, Tactical Ballistic Helmet, Tactical 
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Battle Dress Uniform, Tactical Dress, Ghillie Suit, 
Tactical Appareal, etc.
All product made from materials that fit has been 
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armored vehicles and became a leading edge of 
the land system. We will enhance into the global 
market by ways of creating innovative products and 
building strategic partnership with global industries.
Pindad’s Anoa has been deployed into UN Peace 
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to produce the Integrated Personal Protection 
(IPP) set for military and police personnel, with the 
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selected intelligence organizations, law enforcement 
agencies, and military forces with the best strategic, 
tactical, and analytic solutions required to ensure the 
success of their operations.
As a cyber-market leader, we are constantly striving 
to advance, so we can continue to answer our 
customers’ ever-changing operational needs. In early 
2020, we have acquired an innovative C-UAV cyber 
solution, thus expanding into new markets.
We own our products from the very first line of code. 
Our in-house product research, development and 
support teams are comprised of intelligence and 
cellular communication experts.

QinetiQ Group PLC
UK Pavilion, 05-C42
United Kingdom
Website: www.qinetiq.com
Email: events@qinetiq.com
Contact: Wendy Forbes-Hunter, Group Head of Events

QinetiQ is an integrated global defence and security 
company. Employing over 6,000 people dedicated 
to being on the side of their customers, including 
more than 3,000 highly experienced scientists 
and engineers with unique expertise, QinetiQ is 
committed to solving some of the world›s most 
challenging problems. 
We offer our customers world-class expertise in 
advice, services (particularly test and evaluation) and 
innovative technology-based products. We deploy 
our scientific and technological knowledge, proven 
research capabilities and unique, purpose-built 
facilities to provide both services and products that 
meet the needs of a wide range of global customers. 
We operate primarily in the defence, security and 
critical national infrastructure markets.
QinetiQ will be joined on the stand by Inzpire, and 
our joint venture partners; Houbara in the UAE and 
QDM in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Qiqihar Hawk Industries Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-B12
No.3 Delong Road, Qiqihar, Heilongjiang Province
China
Tel: 0086-452-6020122, Fax: 0086-452-6020180
Website: www.hawkgroup.com.cn
Email: xyjt0452@aliyun.com
Mobile: 0086-13803625802

Qiqihar Hawk Industries Co., Ltd. is situated in the 
Qiqihar city, north of China. Being the oldest shotgun 
manufacturer in China, our history of manufacturing 
shotguns goes back to the beginning of the 1950s. 
During our early years, our product was once limited 
only to single barrel and side-by-side shotguns. To 
meet the market needs, through the years we have 
endeavored to extend our product range, with the 
introduction of additional models including: pump 
action, over and under, semi-automatic shotguns. 
Attributing to our sixty years of experience making 
shotguns, the reliability and durability of our 
products is well-known all over the world. 
We believe our outstanding product and rich 
experience in international trading can bring you 
every success in your market, leading to a prosperous 
business collaboration.

Quant Azimuth
Individual, 04-A20
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.quantazimuth.com
Email: contact@quantazimuth.com

Quant Azimuth has revolutionized Web & IP networks 
Intelligence by streamlining real-time ingest, 
processing and visualization of content. We are a 
technology leader in massive data extraction from IP 
networks, advanced analysis of diverse data sources, 
and the delivery of predictive Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). Our cutting-edge web intelligence services are 
achieved using the latest AI tools to deliver game-
changing observation for law enforcement, national 
security agencies and military intelligence.
At Quant Azimuth, we offer a portfolio of tools that 
protect your assets. We shine a light on clues that 
are hidden from traditional methodologies. Our 
solutions are customizable to seamlessly integrate 
with the operational infrastructures of governments 
and the private sector. Our solutions are built from 
the ground-up to analyze and visualize complex 
datasets so that our clients can uncover important 
patterns from an ocean of information. With this 
offering our clients are optimized to make effective 
and informed decisions.

Quantum-Systems GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 09-A03
Dornierstr.11
82205 Gilching
Germany
Tel: +49 172 8585971 
Website: www.quantum-systems.com
Email: gthurner@quantum-systems.com
Contact: Gabriel Thurner, Sales Manager 
Governmental

Quantum-Systems GmbH was founded in 2015 
and specializes in the development, design, and 
production of small Unmanned Aircraft Systems.  
Our sUAS combine eVTOL (electrical vertical take-
off and landing) capabilities with long range 
utilizing electrical and aerodynamic efficiency. We 
continuously integrate high precision sensors into 
our systems for increased aerial data intelligence. 
Using these methods, we are transforming decision 
making processes for the professional user in both 
the commercial and governmental sector. 
We are a: 
- Developer and manufacturer of automatic 
transition, eVTOL fixed-wing sUAS technology. 

- Disrupting existing professional commercial and 
governmental sUAS markets, enabling automatic 
flight that ensures uncompromising image capture 
or HD live stream, and maximum efficiency to 
gather actionable intelligence.
- Innovator in fully autonomous sUAS with AI 
deep learning capabilities, ready to capitalize on 
the emerging mega trend of autonomous sUAS 
monitoring solutions that will open entirely new 
markets and applications.

Radar Leather Division Srl
Italy Pavilion, C6-003,C6-002
Italy

Radar Leather Division is dedicated to the design, 
development and manufacturing of high quality 
holsters and duty gear. We are well aware of 
the constant evolution in weapons technology 
combined with the increasingly complex role 
that law enforcement agencies play in our society 
and the growing attention placed on safety and 
performance. With more than 50 years of experience, 
the driving concept of Radar has been to focus on 
innovation and technological developments for an 
even more efficient and evolved product solution.

Radarsensing SRL
Italy Pavilion, 06-B11
Italy

Radioavionica Corporation
Russian Pavilion, 12-D38
190005,Troitskiy prospect 4B
Saint-Petersburg
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (812) 251-49-38, Fax: +7 (812) 251-27-43
Website: www.radioavionica.ru
Email: info@radioavionica.ru
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selected intelligence organizations, law enforcement 
agencies, and military forces with the best strategic, 
tactical, and analytic solutions required to ensure the 
success of their operations.
As a cyber-market leader, we are constantly striving 
to advance, so we can continue to answer our 
customers’ ever-changing operational needs. In early 
2020, we have acquired an innovative C-UAV cyber 
solution, thus expanding into new markets.
We own our products from the very first line of code. 
Our in-house product research, development and 
support teams are comprised of intelligence and 
cellular communication experts.

QinetiQ Group PLC
UK Pavilion, 05-C42
United Kingdom
Website: www.qinetiq.com
Email: events@qinetiq.com
Contact: Wendy Forbes-Hunter, Group Head of Events

QinetiQ is an integrated global defence and security 
company. Employing over 6,000 people dedicated 
to being on the side of their customers, including 
more than 3,000 highly experienced scientists 
and engineers with unique expertise, QinetiQ is 
committed to solving some of the world›s most 
challenging problems. 
We offer our customers world-class expertise in 
advice, services (particularly test and evaluation) and 
innovative technology-based products. We deploy 
our scientific and technological knowledge, proven 
research capabilities and unique, purpose-built 
facilities to provide both services and products that 
meet the needs of a wide range of global customers. 
We operate primarily in the defence, security and 
critical national infrastructure markets.
QinetiQ will be joined on the stand by Inzpire, and 
our joint venture partners; Houbara in the UAE and 
QDM in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Qiqihar Hawk Industries Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-B12
No.3 Delong Road, Qiqihar, Heilongjiang Province
China
Tel: 0086-452-6020122, Fax: 0086-452-6020180
Website: www.hawkgroup.com.cn
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Mobile: 0086-13803625802

Qiqihar Hawk Industries Co., Ltd. is situated in the 
Qiqihar city, north of China. Being the oldest shotgun 
manufacturer in China, our history of manufacturing 
shotguns goes back to the beginning of the 1950s. 
During our early years, our product was once limited 
only to single barrel and side-by-side shotguns. To 
meet the market needs, through the years we have 
endeavored to extend our product range, with the 
introduction of additional models including: pump 
action, over and under, semi-automatic shotguns. 
Attributing to our sixty years of experience making 
shotguns, the reliability and durability of our 
products is well-known all over the world. 
We believe our outstanding product and rich 
experience in international trading can bring you 
every success in your market, leading to a prosperous 
business collaboration.

Quant Azimuth
Individual, 04-A20
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.quantazimuth.com
Email: contact@quantazimuth.com

Quant Azimuth has revolutionized Web & IP networks 
Intelligence by streamlining real-time ingest, 
processing and visualization of content. We are a 
technology leader in massive data extraction from IP 
networks, advanced analysis of diverse data sources, 
and the delivery of predictive Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). Our cutting-edge web intelligence services are 
achieved using the latest AI tools to deliver game-
changing observation for law enforcement, national 
security agencies and military intelligence.
At Quant Azimuth, we offer a portfolio of tools that 
protect your assets. We shine a light on clues that 
are hidden from traditional methodologies. Our 
solutions are customizable to seamlessly integrate 
with the operational infrastructures of governments 
and the private sector. Our solutions are built from 
the ground-up to analyze and visualize complex 
datasets so that our clients can uncover important 
patterns from an ocean of information. With this 
offering our clients are optimized to make effective 
and informed decisions.

Quantum-Systems GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 09-A03
Dornierstr.11
82205 Gilching
Germany
Tel: +49 172 8585971 
Website: www.quantum-systems.com
Email: gthurner@quantum-systems.com
Contact: Gabriel Thurner, Sales Manager 
Governmental

Quantum-Systems GmbH was founded in 2015 
and specializes in the development, design, and 
production of small Unmanned Aircraft Systems.  
Our sUAS combine eVTOL (electrical vertical take-
off and landing) capabilities with long range 
utilizing electrical and aerodynamic efficiency. We 
continuously integrate high precision sensors into 
our systems for increased aerial data intelligence. 
Using these methods, we are transforming decision 
making processes for the professional user in both 
the commercial and governmental sector. 
We are a: 
- Developer and manufacturer of automatic 
transition, eVTOL fixed-wing sUAS technology. 

- Disrupting existing professional commercial and 
governmental sUAS markets, enabling automatic 
flight that ensures uncompromising image capture 
or HD live stream, and maximum efficiency to 
gather actionable intelligence.
- Innovator in fully autonomous sUAS with AI 
deep learning capabilities, ready to capitalize on 
the emerging mega trend of autonomous sUAS 
monitoring solutions that will open entirely new 
markets and applications.

Radar Leather Division Srl
Italy Pavilion, C6-003,C6-002
Italy

Radar Leather Division is dedicated to the design, 
development and manufacturing of high quality 
holsters and duty gear. We are well aware of 
the constant evolution in weapons technology 
combined with the increasingly complex role 
that law enforcement agencies play in our society 
and the growing attention placed on safety and 
performance. With more than 50 years of experience, 
the driving concept of Radar has been to focus on 
innovation and technological developments for an 
even more efficient and evolved product solution.

Radarsensing SRL
Italy Pavilion, 06-B11
Italy

Radioavionica Corporation
Russian Pavilion, 12-D38
190005,Troitskiy prospect 4B
Saint-Petersburg
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (812) 251-49-38, Fax: +7 (812) 251-27-43
Website: www.radioavionica.ru
Email: info@radioavionica.ru
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Contact: Pavel Kuzmin
Mobile: +7 (931) 251-05-97

For 30 years, Radioavionica has been designing, 
manufacturing, implementing and maintaining 
equipment for force structures of the Russian 
Federation and foreign clients. Our main product 
is the complex of intelligence, control and 
communication "STRELETS" (C4ISR complex), 
accepted for service by the RF Armed Forces. Today, 
the company has quantity production of “STRELETS” 
with the tactical and technical characteristics equal 
to the best foreign equivalents, but with substantially 
lower price.

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems 
Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B32
Haifa
Israel
Tel: 972733354714 
Website: www.rafael.co.il
Email: intl-mkt@rafael.co.il
Contact: Ariel Karo

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. is 
synonymous with Dynamic Defense, Daring 
Innovation, and Technological Ingenuity. For over 
70 years, the Company has pioneered advances in 
defense, cyber and security solutions for air, land, sea, 
and space. Our innovations are based on extensive 
operational experience and understanding of 
evolving combat requirements. They enable the 
rapid development of effective solutions for complex 
battlespace challenges. Always ahead we ensure an 
ongoing advantage for our worldwide client base. 
We are dedicated to continuously enhancing our 
customer service, as well as expanding our global 
industrial cooperation program.

Rafale International
France Pavilion, 07-B26
Dassault Aviation  PO Box 70356
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: + 971 2 44 44 210 (ext 224), Fax: + 971 2 44 43 944
Website: www.dassault-aviation.fr
Email: patrick.genty@dasssault-aviation.com
Contact: Patrick Genty, Senior Representative
Mobile: + 971 50 6423565

Designed to be the sole fighter aircraft in French 
Air Force and Navy, extremely powerful, highly 
agile, and very discrete, fitted with awesome 
weapon load which can be simultaneously used 
for air-combat and surface-attacks during the same 
mission, Rafale demonstrates a unique «omnirole» 
capability combined to an accurate tactical situation 
awareness. Able to carry heavy payload at very long 
range, Rafale is suited to perform all air-to-air, air-to-
ground, attack at sea, and recce missions. Integrating 
smart suite of passive / active sensors, including 
AESA radar, integrated optronics and EW, data-link, 
and using data-fusion, Rafale is fully mature, and 
"combat proven". With twin-engine, digital terrain 
following system, stealth design, Rafale provides a 
high survivability. Land or carrier based, requiring 
reduced logistical footprint, Rafale is suitable for 
all types of engagement, in coalitions or in full 
autonomy. With significant growth potential, Rafale 
is also fully adaptable to any future needs.

Rafaut Group
France Pavilion, 08-A07
France
Website: www.rafaut.com 

Rafaut group is a French company involved for 
over 60 years in the aerospace and defense sector. 
Our main customers are governments and aircraft 
manufacturers. We are specialized in release systems, 
weapons carriage, warheads, and external fuel tanks. 
Our products are in operational service and combat-
proven under various aircraft. Through our R&D 
department, we are able to meet all the specifics 
needs of our clients. And today, we are ready to both 
deliver COTS products with a transfer of production or 
to cooperate for new development with a transfer of 
technology.

Ramfoam Repackaging Services LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-A01
Dubai Investment Park
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +447515999229 
Website: www.ramfoam.com
Email: tim@ramfoam.com
Contact: Timothy Mulqueen, Director
Mobile: +447515999229

Ramfoam are the largest and most reliable equipment 
protection and bespoke protective packaging and 
storage solutions provider in the Middle East, based 
and providing state-of-the-art manufacturing here 
in the UAE. The company is renowned for: Delivering 
exceptional bespoke solutions through our large range 
of cases. (Injection molded, roto molded, wooden and 
aluminium), and supplying mission critical packaging 
to ensure protection, performance and durability to 
Military, Defence and Homeland Security organizations 
globally. 
Our continuous high standards of supply, not only 

meets but often exceeds our client’s expectations. 
Ramfoam's materials are tested and certified to 
Military specifications. Our Made in the USA Mil-
Spec SKB case range is designed to meet the most 
demanding environments and hold a lifetime 
guarantee, having the largest case range in the 
world along with the largest stocks in the Middle 
East. 

Rashtriya Metal Industries Ltd
Individual, 12-B01
India
Website: www.rashtriyametal.com 

Rashtriya Metal Industries Limited was established 
in 1947 in India. We are one of the leading producer 
of brass cups in various calibers- 9 MM, 10 MM, 0.223, 
5.56 MM, 0.338, 44 MAG, 7.62 MM, 12.7 MM (0.50 
CAL), 20 MM and other calibers which are supplied 
to small arm ammunition companies worldwide.
Our company is a major producer of cold rolled 
strips in a wide range of copper and brass. We are 
an end-to-end producer of brass cups starting with 
melting of copper and zinc, casting, milling, rolling, 
annealing, pickling and slitting of the strips to 
manufacture brass cups of various calibers. 
We are an ISO 9001, 14001, 18001 and ITAF 16949 
certified company.

Ray Service, a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B40
Stare Mesto
Czech Republic
Website: www.rayservice.com
Email: pavel.kristek@rayservice.com
Contact: Pavel Kristek, Commercial Director
Mobile: +420 720 069 937

Ray Service, a.s. is a Czech innovative 
manufacturing and sales company providing 
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Contact: Pavel Kuzmin
Mobile: +7 (931) 251-05-97

For 30 years, Radioavionica has been designing, 
manufacturing, implementing and maintaining 
equipment for force structures of the Russian 
Federation and foreign clients. Our main product 
is the complex of intelligence, control and 
communication "STRELETS" (C4ISR complex), 
accepted for service by the RF Armed Forces. Today, 
the company has quantity production of “STRELETS” 
with the tactical and technical characteristics equal 
to the best foreign equivalents, but with substantially 
lower price.

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems 
Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B32
Haifa
Israel
Tel: 972733354714 
Website: www.rafael.co.il
Email: intl-mkt@rafael.co.il
Contact: Ariel Karo

RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. is 
synonymous with Dynamic Defense, Daring 
Innovation, and Technological Ingenuity. For over 
70 years, the Company has pioneered advances in 
defense, cyber and security solutions for air, land, sea, 
and space. Our innovations are based on extensive 
operational experience and understanding of 
evolving combat requirements. They enable the 
rapid development of effective solutions for complex 
battlespace challenges. Always ahead we ensure an 
ongoing advantage for our worldwide client base. 
We are dedicated to continuously enhancing our 
customer service, as well as expanding our global 
industrial cooperation program.

Rafale International
France Pavilion, 07-B26
Dassault Aviation  PO Box 70356
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: + 971 2 44 44 210 (ext 224), Fax: + 971 2 44 43 944
Website: www.dassault-aviation.fr
Email: patrick.genty@dasssault-aviation.com
Contact: Patrick Genty, Senior Representative
Mobile: + 971 50 6423565

Designed to be the sole fighter aircraft in French 
Air Force and Navy, extremely powerful, highly 
agile, and very discrete, fitted with awesome 
weapon load which can be simultaneously used 
for air-combat and surface-attacks during the same 
mission, Rafale demonstrates a unique «omnirole» 
capability combined to an accurate tactical situation 
awareness. Able to carry heavy payload at very long 
range, Rafale is suited to perform all air-to-air, air-to-
ground, attack at sea, and recce missions. Integrating 
smart suite of passive / active sensors, including 
AESA radar, integrated optronics and EW, data-link, 
and using data-fusion, Rafale is fully mature, and 
"combat proven". With twin-engine, digital terrain 
following system, stealth design, Rafale provides a 
high survivability. Land or carrier based, requiring 
reduced logistical footprint, Rafale is suitable for 
all types of engagement, in coalitions or in full 
autonomy. With significant growth potential, Rafale 
is also fully adaptable to any future needs.

Rafaut Group
France Pavilion, 08-A07
France
Website: www.rafaut.com 

Rafaut group is a French company involved for 
over 60 years in the aerospace and defense sector. 
Our main customers are governments and aircraft 
manufacturers. We are specialized in release systems, 
weapons carriage, warheads, and external fuel tanks. 
Our products are in operational service and combat-
proven under various aircraft. Through our R&D 
department, we are able to meet all the specifics 
needs of our clients. And today, we are ready to both 
deliver COTS products with a transfer of production or 
to cooperate for new development with a transfer of 
technology.

Ramfoam Repackaging Services LLC
UAE Pavilion, 04-A01
Dubai Investment Park
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +447515999229 
Website: www.ramfoam.com
Email: tim@ramfoam.com
Contact: Timothy Mulqueen, Director
Mobile: +447515999229

Ramfoam are the largest and most reliable equipment 
protection and bespoke protective packaging and 
storage solutions provider in the Middle East, based 
and providing state-of-the-art manufacturing here 
in the UAE. The company is renowned for: Delivering 
exceptional bespoke solutions through our large range 
of cases. (Injection molded, roto molded, wooden and 
aluminium), and supplying mission critical packaging 
to ensure protection, performance and durability to 
Military, Defence and Homeland Security organizations 
globally. 
Our continuous high standards of supply, not only 

meets but often exceeds our client’s expectations. 
Ramfoam's materials are tested and certified to 
Military specifications. Our Made in the USA Mil-
Spec SKB case range is designed to meet the most 
demanding environments and hold a lifetime 
guarantee, having the largest case range in the 
world along with the largest stocks in the Middle 
East. 

Rashtriya Metal Industries Ltd
Individual, 12-B01
India
Website: www.rashtriyametal.com 

Rashtriya Metal Industries Limited was established 
in 1947 in India. We are one of the leading producer 
of brass cups in various calibers- 9 MM, 10 MM, 0.223, 
5.56 MM, 0.338, 44 MAG, 7.62 MM, 12.7 MM (0.50 
CAL), 20 MM and other calibers which are supplied 
to small arm ammunition companies worldwide.
Our company is a major producer of cold rolled 
strips in a wide range of copper and brass. We are 
an end-to-end producer of brass cups starting with 
melting of copper and zinc, casting, milling, rolling, 
annealing, pickling and slitting of the strips to 
manufacture brass cups of various calibers. 
We are an ISO 9001, 14001, 18001 and ITAF 16949 
certified company.

Ray Service, a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B40
Stare Mesto
Czech Republic
Website: www.rayservice.com
Email: pavel.kristek@rayservice.com
Contact: Pavel Kristek, Commercial Director
Mobile: +420 720 069 937

Ray Service, a.s. is a Czech innovative 
manufacturing and sales company providing 
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comprehensive solutions in the area of cable 
harnesses, electromechanical assemblies, electronic 
equipment and cable component delivery for a wide 
range of aviation and defence customers. More than 
twenty years of experience in the field and intensive 
development have resulted in a strong, modern 
company that is a reliable and sought-after partner 
on an international level. We are 1st and 2nd tier 
suppliers to OEM’s in both defence and aviation 
industries. Certification: AS 9100, AQAP 2120, MAA

Raytheon Technologies
USA Pavilion, 03-A20
United States
Website: www.rtx.com 

Raytheon Technologies (RTX)
Individual Exhibitors, CS-4
United States
Website: www.rtx.com 

Raytheon Technologies Corporation is an aerospace 
and defense company that provides advanced 
systems and services for commercial, military and 
government customers worldwide. With 195,000 
employees and four industry-leading businesses 
Collins Aerospace Systems, Pratt & Whitney, 
Raytheon Intelligence & Space and Raytheon 
Missiles & Defense the company delivers solutions 
that push the boundaries in avionics, cybersecurity, 
directed energy, electric propulsion, hypersonics, 
and quantum physics. The company, formed 
in 2020 through the combination of Raytheon 
Company and the United Technologies Corporation 
aerospace businesses, is headquartered in Waltham, 
Massachusetts.

Remah International Group
UAE Pavilion, CP-250
United Arab Emirates

Remah International Group (RIG) is a UAE owned 
company that has been in operating in the UAE 
since 1991. The group is divided into business 
units, which operate independently focusing on 
specific areas of the Defence Market. This allows for 
a unique approach of tailoring our services to the 
customer, and providing a more focused approach. 
With over twelve companies operating in the group, 
and a number of international joint ventures, RIG is 
one of the premier suppliers of products, services, 
manpower and turkey solutions to the UAE Armed 
Forces, and Ministry of Interior.

REMAYA International
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: remaya.ae 

REMAYA creates and delivers world-class military-
grade shooting ranges from the initial design and 
development stages right through to operations 
and management and imparts live-fire training to 
organisations serving and enhancing the skills of 
defence forces.
Part of the Missiles & Weapons cluster of EDGE, 
REMAYA is a leader in ensuring the highest levels 
of survivability for military and security personnel 
– whether on the battlefield or on a mission. Since 
its establishment in 2009, the company has been 
entrusted with protecting interests and advising 
clients, including governments, international entities 
and corporations operating across the globe.

Repkon Machine and Tool Industry 
and Trade Inc.
Turkish Pavilion, 07-A10

Balibey Mahallesi, Fabrika Sokak No: 1, 34980 Şile, 
Istanbul, Turkey
Website: www.repkon.com.tr 
Email: repkon@repkon.com.tr
Contact: Ugur Cem Gurpinar
Mobile: +90 (850) 325 77 77
Fax: +90 (216) 739 59 14

Built upon over four decades of metal-forming 
experience, Repkon offers high-precision 
manufacturing alternatives through advanced in-
house capabilities in strategic technologies, such 
as flowforming, cold swaging, shear forming, hot 
spinning, forging and ex-proof presses, not only for 
defence and aerospace, but also for the automotive, 
oil & gas, petrochemicals and mining industry.
Repkon’s innovation, patented under the name of 
"Free Flowforming," enables the manufacture of parts 
that previously could not be made using orthodox 
technologies. This development is important for 
global industries and provides a benchmark for 
manufacturing new parts such rocket motor cases, 
gun barrels and shafts.

Reshet Graf Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C34
Nahariya
Israel
Tel: +972-4-9821101 
Website: www.infrared-id.com
Email: info@infrared-id.com
Contact: Oron Ohayon, CTO & Business development

Reshet Graf LTD (infrared-ID) est. 1977 develops and 
manufactures infrared ID solutions for night vision, 
SWIR, and thermal devices. It specializes in passive 
combat ID IFF products for personal and vehicles. 
The company is a leading manufacturer of passive 
thermal targets for zeroing and training.
Products:
IR patches
Vehicle IR & Thermal combat ID

Inverted V marker
Thermal ID panels
Passive thermal targets

Resource Industries
UAE Pavilion, CP-121
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://defence-resources.com/ 

Resource Industries is a corporation registered in 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The company 
is a provider of high-end defence and security 
solutions. With a team of dedicated professionals, 
experienced in delivering complex programmes 
tailored to customer requirements, Resource 
Industries has been able to build long lasting 
partnerships and relationships that span the 
region and the globe.
At the core of Resource Industries’ capability is an 
unlimited defence license that allows the company 
to manufacture a full range of products from 
Armoured Vehicles to Weapons & Ammunition. 
Resource Industries delivers unparalleled services 
that includes system integration, offsets platforms, 
tactical and intelligence training and an ability to 
structure international defence projects. Through 
a series of strategic alliances, joint ventures and 
partnerships, Resource Industries has become 
a trusted source to its clients and a valuable 
government partner.

RETIA, a.s.
Individual, 10-D27
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 737 270 480 
Website: www.retia.cz, Email: wgrzonka@retia.cz
Contact: Wojciech Grzonka, Commercial Director

RETIA is a Czech company established in 1993 
in Pardubice. The company is involved in the 
development and modernization of radars, 
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comprehensive solutions in the area of cable 
harnesses, electromechanical assemblies, electronic 
equipment and cable component delivery for a wide 
range of aviation and defence customers. More than 
twenty years of experience in the field and intensive 
development have resulted in a strong, modern 
company that is a reliable and sought-after partner 
on an international level. We are 1st and 2nd tier 
suppliers to OEM’s in both defence and aviation 
industries. Certification: AS 9100, AQAP 2120, MAA

Raytheon Technologies
USA Pavilion, 03-A20
United States
Website: www.rtx.com 

Raytheon Technologies (RTX)
Individual Exhibitors, CS-4
United States
Website: www.rtx.com 

Raytheon Technologies Corporation is an aerospace 
and defense company that provides advanced 
systems and services for commercial, military and 
government customers worldwide. With 195,000 
employees and four industry-leading businesses 
Collins Aerospace Systems, Pratt & Whitney, 
Raytheon Intelligence & Space and Raytheon 
Missiles & Defense the company delivers solutions 
that push the boundaries in avionics, cybersecurity, 
directed energy, electric propulsion, hypersonics, 
and quantum physics. The company, formed 
in 2020 through the combination of Raytheon 
Company and the United Technologies Corporation 
aerospace businesses, is headquartered in Waltham, 
Massachusetts.

Remah International Group
UAE Pavilion, CP-250
United Arab Emirates

Remah International Group (RIG) is a UAE owned 
company that has been in operating in the UAE 
since 1991. The group is divided into business 
units, which operate independently focusing on 
specific areas of the Defence Market. This allows for 
a unique approach of tailoring our services to the 
customer, and providing a more focused approach. 
With over twelve companies operating in the group, 
and a number of international joint ventures, RIG is 
one of the premier suppliers of products, services, 
manpower and turkey solutions to the UAE Armed 
Forces, and Ministry of Interior.

REMAYA International
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates
Website: remaya.ae 

REMAYA creates and delivers world-class military-
grade shooting ranges from the initial design and 
development stages right through to operations 
and management and imparts live-fire training to 
organisations serving and enhancing the skills of 
defence forces.
Part of the Missiles & Weapons cluster of EDGE, 
REMAYA is a leader in ensuring the highest levels 
of survivability for military and security personnel 
– whether on the battlefield or on a mission. Since 
its establishment in 2009, the company has been 
entrusted with protecting interests and advising 
clients, including governments, international entities 
and corporations operating across the globe.

Repkon Machine and Tool Industry 
and Trade Inc.
Turkish Pavilion, 07-A10

Balibey Mahallesi, Fabrika Sokak No: 1, 34980 Şile, 
Istanbul, Turkey
Website: www.repkon.com.tr 
Email: repkon@repkon.com.tr
Contact: Ugur Cem Gurpinar
Mobile: +90 (850) 325 77 77
Fax: +90 (216) 739 59 14

Built upon over four decades of metal-forming 
experience, Repkon offers high-precision 
manufacturing alternatives through advanced in-
house capabilities in strategic technologies, such 
as flowforming, cold swaging, shear forming, hot 
spinning, forging and ex-proof presses, not only for 
defence and aerospace, but also for the automotive, 
oil & gas, petrochemicals and mining industry.
Repkon’s innovation, patented under the name of 
"Free Flowforming," enables the manufacture of parts 
that previously could not be made using orthodox 
technologies. This development is important for 
global industries and provides a benchmark for 
manufacturing new parts such rocket motor cases, 
gun barrels and shafts.

Reshet Graf Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C34
Nahariya
Israel
Tel: +972-4-9821101 
Website: www.infrared-id.com
Email: info@infrared-id.com
Contact: Oron Ohayon, CTO & Business development

Reshet Graf LTD (infrared-ID) est. 1977 develops and 
manufactures infrared ID solutions for night vision, 
SWIR, and thermal devices. It specializes in passive 
combat ID IFF products for personal and vehicles. 
The company is a leading manufacturer of passive 
thermal targets for zeroing and training.
Products:
IR patches
Vehicle IR & Thermal combat ID

Inverted V marker
Thermal ID panels
Passive thermal targets

Resource Industries
UAE Pavilion, CP-121
United Arab Emirates
Website: http://defence-resources.com/ 

Resource Industries is a corporation registered in 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The company 
is a provider of high-end defence and security 
solutions. With a team of dedicated professionals, 
experienced in delivering complex programmes 
tailored to customer requirements, Resource 
Industries has been able to build long lasting 
partnerships and relationships that span the 
region and the globe.
At the core of Resource Industries’ capability is an 
unlimited defence license that allows the company 
to manufacture a full range of products from 
Armoured Vehicles to Weapons & Ammunition. 
Resource Industries delivers unparalleled services 
that includes system integration, offsets platforms, 
tactical and intelligence training and an ability to 
structure international defence projects. Through 
a series of strategic alliances, joint ventures and 
partnerships, Resource Industries has become 
a trusted source to its clients and a valuable 
government partner.

RETIA, a.s.
Individual, 10-D27
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 737 270 480 
Website: www.retia.cz, Email: wgrzonka@retia.cz
Contact: Wojciech Grzonka, Commercial Director

RETIA is a Czech company established in 1993 
in Pardubice. The company is involved in the 
development and modernization of radars, 
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command and control systems, UWB localization 
and communication systems and recording systems 
designed for voice, screen and data recording. RETIA 
products have been deployed in the military and civil 
sectors. 
RETIA has its own top level research and development 
division. The company has performed a great number 
of projects for major customers in the Czech Republic 
and worldwide. 
RETIA’s certificate of Facility Security Clearance 
allows access to classified information up to the level 
SECRET and NATO SECRET. The company has a permit 
for military material trade. RETIA also obtained the 
certification according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110, and is a member of the Defence Industry 
Association of the Czech Republic.

RGSS Blast Buildings FZE
FTEZ, FT-008
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.coversix.com
Email: kyle@coversix.com
Contact: Kyle Bowles, Director of Sales
Mobile: +44 7903 551 529

RGSS Blast Buildings (https://redguard.specserve.
com) is a RedGuard and Specialist Services Joint 
Venture Company based in Dubai, specialised in the 
design, engineering and manufacturing of blast-
resistant and ballistic-resistant modular buildings. 
Our key product ranges include CoverSix, LeaseFleet 
and SafetySuite products. 
With CoverSix (https://coversix.com), we serve the 
needs of federal, defense and security customers 
throughout the world with specialized and hardened 
modular structures to provide protection for people 
and equipment against blast, ballistic and forced 
entry threats. We design and construct modular 
structures with manufacturing facilities in the US 
and the UAE, supported by regional offices in the UK, 

Holland, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
We have successfully delivered CoverSix projects 
worldwide and are a recognized expert in safe 
modular space. Common configurations include 
viewing bunkers, access control points, shelters, 
command centers, and training ranges. All structures 
are scalable and customizable, serving soldiers, 
agents, ambassadors, government employees and 
emergency management personnel.

Riveer Environmental
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.riveer.com 

Rockford Xellerix Computer Systems 
LLC
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
Tawazun Industrial Park, Zone 4, Warehouse 11A
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 7191 
Website: www.rockford-xellerix.com
Email: sales@rockford-xellerix.com
Contact: Nauman Arshad, Founder / CEO

Rockford Xellerix is an innovative engineering 
company located in Tawazun Industrial Park (TIP), 
Abu Dhabi, UAE that designs, manufactures, installs 
and supports cable harnesses and electronic sub-
systems for air, land, sea and space platforms. Key 
market verticals supported by Rockford Xellerix 
are: 1) Aerospace, 2) Defence, 3) Naval, 4) Cyber, 5) 
Industrial and 6) Energy.
From simple rugged cable harness systems to a 
complete vehicle electronics architecture and 
systems retrofit, Rockford Xellerix and its supply 
chain have a proven track record of working closely 
with customers to ensure a superior design, cost-
effective solution and on-time delivery at the 
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command and control systems, UWB localization 
and communication systems and recording systems 
designed for voice, screen and data recording. RETIA 
products have been deployed in the military and civil 
sectors. 
RETIA has its own top level research and development 
division. The company has performed a great number 
of projects for major customers in the Czech Republic 
and worldwide. 
RETIA’s certificate of Facility Security Clearance 
allows access to classified information up to the level 
SECRET and NATO SECRET. The company has a permit 
for military material trade. RETIA also obtained the 
certification according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110, and is a member of the Defence Industry 
Association of the Czech Republic.

RGSS Blast Buildings FZE
FTEZ, FT-008
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.coversix.com
Email: kyle@coversix.com
Contact: Kyle Bowles, Director of Sales
Mobile: +44 7903 551 529

RGSS Blast Buildings (https://redguard.specserve.
com) is a RedGuard and Specialist Services Joint 
Venture Company based in Dubai, specialised in the 
design, engineering and manufacturing of blast-
resistant and ballistic-resistant modular buildings. 
Our key product ranges include CoverSix, LeaseFleet 
and SafetySuite products. 
With CoverSix (https://coversix.com), we serve the 
needs of federal, defense and security customers 
throughout the world with specialized and hardened 
modular structures to provide protection for people 
and equipment against blast, ballistic and forced 
entry threats. We design and construct modular 
structures with manufacturing facilities in the US 
and the UAE, supported by regional offices in the UK, 

Holland, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
We have successfully delivered CoverSix projects 
worldwide and are a recognized expert in safe 
modular space. Common configurations include 
viewing bunkers, access control points, shelters, 
command centers, and training ranges. All structures 
are scalable and customizable, serving soldiers, 
agents, ambassadors, government employees and 
emergency management personnel.

Riveer Environmental
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.riveer.com 

Rockford Xellerix Computer Systems 
LLC
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
Tawazun Industrial Park, Zone 4, Warehouse 11A
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 7191 
Website: www.rockford-xellerix.com
Email: sales@rockford-xellerix.com
Contact: Nauman Arshad, Founder / CEO

Rockford Xellerix is an innovative engineering 
company located in Tawazun Industrial Park (TIP), 
Abu Dhabi, UAE that designs, manufactures, installs 
and supports cable harnesses and electronic sub-
systems for air, land, sea and space platforms. Key 
market verticals supported by Rockford Xellerix 
are: 1) Aerospace, 2) Defence, 3) Naval, 4) Cyber, 5) 
Industrial and 6) Energy.
From simple rugged cable harness systems to a 
complete vehicle electronics architecture and 
systems retrofit, Rockford Xellerix and its supply 
chain have a proven track record of working closely 
with customers to ensure a superior design, cost-
effective solution and on-time delivery at the 
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command and control systems, UWB localization 
and communication systems and recording systems 
designed for voice, screen and data recording. RETIA 
products have been deployed in the military and civil 
sectors. 
RETIA has its own top level research and development 
division. The company has performed a great number 
of projects for major customers in the Czech Republic 
and worldwide. 
RETIA’s certificate of Facility Security Clearance 
allows access to classified information up to the level 
SECRET and NATO SECRET. The company has a permit 
for military material trade. RETIA also obtained the 
certification according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110, and is a member of the Defence Industry 
Association of the Czech Republic.

RGSS Blast Buildings FZE
FTEZ, FT-008
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.coversix.com
Email: kyle@coversix.com
Contact: Kyle Bowles, Director of Sales
Mobile: +44 7903 551 529

RGSS Blast Buildings (https://redguard.specserve.
com) is a RedGuard and Specialist Services Joint 
Venture Company based in Dubai, specialised in the 
design, engineering and manufacturing of blast-
resistant and ballistic-resistant modular buildings. 
Our key product ranges include CoverSix, LeaseFleet 
and SafetySuite products. 
With CoverSix (https://coversix.com), we serve the 
needs of federal, defense and security customers 
throughout the world with specialized and hardened 
modular structures to provide protection for people 
and equipment against blast, ballistic and forced 
entry threats. We design and construct modular 
structures with manufacturing facilities in the US 
and the UAE, supported by regional offices in the UK, 

Holland, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
We have successfully delivered CoverSix projects 
worldwide and are a recognized expert in safe 
modular space. Common configurations include 
viewing bunkers, access control points, shelters, 
command centers, and training ranges. All structures 
are scalable and customizable, serving soldiers, 
agents, ambassadors, government employees and 
emergency management personnel.

Riveer Environmental
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.riveer.com 

Rockford Xellerix Computer Systems 
LLC
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
Tawazun Industrial Park, Zone 4, Warehouse 11A
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 7191 
Website: www.rockford-xellerix.com
Email: sales@rockford-xellerix.com
Contact: Nauman Arshad, Founder / CEO

Rockford Xellerix is an innovative engineering 
company located in Tawazun Industrial Park (TIP), 
Abu Dhabi, UAE that designs, manufactures, installs 
and supports cable harnesses and electronic sub-
systems for air, land, sea and space platforms. Key 
market verticals supported by Rockford Xellerix 
are: 1) Aerospace, 2) Defence, 3) Naval, 4) Cyber, 5) 
Industrial and 6) Energy.
From simple rugged cable harness systems to a 
complete vehicle electronics architecture and 
systems retrofit, Rockford Xellerix and its supply 
chain have a proven track record of working closely 
with customers to ensure a superior design, cost-
effective solution and on-time delivery at the 
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command and control systems, UWB localization 
and communication systems and recording systems 
designed for voice, screen and data recording. RETIA 
products have been deployed in the military and civil 
sectors. 
RETIA has its own top level research and development 
division. The company has performed a great number 
of projects for major customers in the Czech Republic 
and worldwide. 
RETIA’s certificate of Facility Security Clearance 
allows access to classified information up to the level 
SECRET and NATO SECRET. The company has a permit 
for military material trade. RETIA also obtained the 
certification according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110, and is a member of the Defence Industry 
Association of the Czech Republic.

RGSS Blast Buildings FZE
FTEZ, FT-008
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.coversix.com
Email: kyle@coversix.com
Contact: Kyle Bowles, Director of Sales
Mobile: +44 7903 551 529

RGSS Blast Buildings (https://redguard.specserve.
com) is a RedGuard and Specialist Services Joint 
Venture Company based in Dubai, specialised in the 
design, engineering and manufacturing of blast-
resistant and ballistic-resistant modular buildings. 
Our key product ranges include CoverSix, LeaseFleet 
and SafetySuite products. 
With CoverSix (https://coversix.com), we serve the 
needs of federal, defense and security customers 
throughout the world with specialized and hardened 
modular structures to provide protection for people 
and equipment against blast, ballistic and forced 
entry threats. We design and construct modular 
structures with manufacturing facilities in the US 
and the UAE, supported by regional offices in the UK, 

Holland, Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
We have successfully delivered CoverSix projects 
worldwide and are a recognized expert in safe 
modular space. Common configurations include 
viewing bunkers, access control points, shelters, 
command centers, and training ranges. All structures 
are scalable and customizable, serving soldiers, 
agents, ambassadors, government employees and 
emergency management personnel.

Riveer Environmental
USA Pavilion, 03-C25
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.riveer.com 

Rockford Xellerix Computer Systems 
LLC
UAE Pavilion, C5-007
Tawazun Industrial Park, Zone 4, Warehouse 11A
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 7191 
Website: www.rockford-xellerix.com
Email: sales@rockford-xellerix.com
Contact: Nauman Arshad, Founder / CEO

Rockford Xellerix is an innovative engineering 
company located in Tawazun Industrial Park (TIP), 
Abu Dhabi, UAE that designs, manufactures, installs 
and supports cable harnesses and electronic sub-
systems for air, land, sea and space platforms. Key 
market verticals supported by Rockford Xellerix 
are: 1) Aerospace, 2) Defence, 3) Naval, 4) Cyber, 5) 
Industrial and 6) Energy.
From simple rugged cable harness systems to a 
complete vehicle electronics architecture and 
systems retrofit, Rockford Xellerix and its supply 
chain have a proven track record of working closely 
with customers to ensure a superior design, cost-
effective solution and on-time delivery at the 
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highest quality standards.
Rockford Xellerix is a 51% Emirati owned company 
structured to help international companies 
achieve offset obligations based on our customer 
requirements.

Rohde & Schwarz Emirates L.L.C.
UAE Pavilion, 07-B42
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 6-201
Website: www.rohde-schwarz.com
Email: souad.akrout@rohde-schwarz.com
Contact: Souad Akrout, Sales & Marketing
Mobile: +971 50 997 2490

Rohde & Schwarz is a leading supplier of solutions in 
the fields of test and measurement, broadcast and 
media, aerospace/defense/security, networks and 
cybersecurity. The technology group's innovative 
communications, information and security products 
help industry and government customers ensure a 
safer and connected world. 
For decades, the company has supplied ground, 
air and naval forces throughout the world with 
innovative communications, intelligence and 
reconnaissance systems, thereby offering national 
key technologies and digital sovereignty. 
At IDEX 2021, Rohde & Schwarz will showcase secure 
software defined radios of the SOVERON® family; an 
IP-based communications system NAVICS®; cellular 
network analysis solutions; aerospace & defense test 
solutions, and endpoint security & certified high-
performance network encryption.
You can find Rohde & Schwarz at IDEX in Abu Dhabi 
in hall 7, booth B42.

Rostec Corporation
Russian Pavilion, 12-D33
24 Usacheva Street,119048

Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 495 287 25 25 
Website: www.rostec.ru
Email: info@rostec.ru
Contact: Alexey Kolesnikov, Chief of Representative 
Office in UAE
Mobile: +971 50 641 83 09

Rosteс State Corporation is one of the largest 
industrial companies in Russia. It unites more than 800 
scientific and industrial organizations in 60 regions 
of the country. Its key areas of activity are aircraft 
engineering, radioelectronics, medical technologies, 
innovative materials, etc. The corporation’s 
portfolio includes such well-known brands as 
AvtoVAZ, KAMAZ, UAC, Russian Helicopters, UEC, 
Uralvagonzavod, Shvabe, Kalashnikov, etc. Rostec 
is active in the implementation of all 12 national 
projects. The company is a key provider of Smart 
City technology, it is engaged in the digitalization 
of public administration, industry and social sectors, 
and it is developing plans for the development of 
5G wireless technologies, an Industrial Internet of 
Things, big data and blockchain systems. Rostec 
partners with leading world manufacturers such 
as Boeing, Airbus, Daimler, Pirelli and Renault. The 
corporation’s products are delivered to more than 
100 countries worldwide.

ROTZLER HOLDING GmbH + Co. KG
Germany Pavilion, 08-C19
Robert-Bosch-Strasse 4
79585 Steinen
Germany
Tel: +49 7627 701 0, Fax: +49 7627 701 166
Website: www.rotzler.de
Email: SLE_WEB@rotzler.com

Since more than 100 years, the ROTZLER group is 
concentrating its experience, competence, and 

innovation on winches for pulling, hoisting and 
recovery. These winches are in use in service- and 
loading cranes, recovery vehicles, drilling rigs, 
marine- and defense applications.
At IDEX 2021, ROTZLER presents the TREIBMATIC 
recovery winch, the new pulling winch series TARVOS 
as well as a new snatch block offering massive weight 
reduction.
ROTZLER offers winches and system solutions for:
• Defense trucks
• Heavy duty transporters
• Recovery and towing vehicles
• Tracked armored vehicles
• Wheeled armored vehicles

ROXEL
France Pavilion, 07-A19
France
Website: www.roxelgroup.com 

Today, Thrust Vector Control, Insensitive Munition, 
Dual Pulse systems and smokeless propellants 
are some of the leading technologies, provided 
by ROXEL, to equip most of the existing European 
Missiles. New manufacturing techniques, such as 
Additive Manufacturing and Resonant Acoustic 
Mixing, and new technologies such as novel 
high performance propellants are some of the 
breakthrough capabilities researched by our experts 
with the support of UK MoD and French DGA, to 
develop the rocket/missile motors for the future. 
ROXEL is using “best practice” methodologies, 
developed by the company, to continuously improve 
the quality, the reliability and the affordability of our 
products for the satisfaction of our customers. ROXEL 
is certified EN 9100 for all its activities. ROXEL is an 
English-French company equally shared by MBDA 
and Safran (via Safran Ceramics).

RP Optical Lab ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C30
Israel
Website: www.rp-optical-lab.com 

RP Optical Lab is a development and production 
leader of electro-optical modules & systems.
The company specializes in IR imaging solutions 
for Defense, Homeland Security and Commercial 
markets worldwide. RP's advanced and innovative 
in-house optical design and engineering 
capabilities, together with its infrastructure, 
equipment and tools, result in exceptionally high-
quality products and rapid time-to-market. 
Product lines include high performance zoom 
lenses at SWIR, MWIR & LWIR bands, Thermal Video 
Processing Engine, cooled / uncooled IR cameras 
and Multi-sensor systems.
IR LENSES:
RP brings extensive knowledge in the design and 
production of opto-mechanical lenses in broad 
spectral bands with wide variety of different zoom 
models in addition to Dual, Triple and optically 
Athermalized single FOV lenses for various 
applications.
MWIR Cooled thermal Cores & Cameras:
RP’s in-house continuous zoom optics and high-
end video processing electronics, provide excellent 
performance in all weather conditions and reaching 
surveillance distances of more than 40Km.

RPA RusBITech JSC
Russian Pavilion, 12-D41
117105,Warsaw highway, 26
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (495) 648-06-40 
Website: www.rusbitech.ruå
 Email: mail@rusbitech.ru
Contact: Andrey Alekseev 
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United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 492 6-201
Website: www.rohde-schwarz.com
Email: souad.akrout@rohde-schwarz.com
Contact: Souad Akrout, Sales & Marketing
Mobile: +971 50 997 2490
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RPA RusBITech JSC’s Products and Solutions:
• Operating Systems
• Information Security Tools
• Secured Software & Hardware Systems
• Simulation and Decision Support Systems
• 3D Visualization
• Technical Training Aids (Software & Hardware 
system "Spektr-6E"; Software & Hardware system 
"Spektr-7E"; Electronic Small Arms Training Simulator 
"TEST-E"; Shooting Range Targetry Equipment and 
others) 
• Laser engagement simulation systems 
• Model of propagation environment
• System of Tactical Environment Simulation
• Data Interface Facilities

RPF Aerotechnica-MLT Ltd
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Yanusha Korczaka Str., 12
Kyiv
Ukraine
Website: www.aerotechnica.ua
Email: dmytro.zelenkov@aerotechnica.ua
Contact: Dmytro Zelenkov, Head of Marketing
Mobile: +380672354568

Aerotechnica-MLT from Ukraine specializes in the 
development and manufacturing of advanced radar 
data collection and processing systems for civil and 
defense markets ranging from upgraded missile 
systems, sophisticated command posts for all types 
of armed forces to data recorders and simulators. 
The combination of decades of experience, 
modern technologies and world-recognized 
international standards has resulted in a wide range 
of Aerotechnica-MLT products for both Military and 
Civil Air Traffic Management industry. 
Areas of specialization of Aerotechnica-MLT:
- Manufacturing new air surveillance radars in VHF, 
UHF and L-band: Amber-1800, ASR-23AL, P-18MA, 
P-19MA, MARS-L, full upgrade of surveillance radars;

- Upgrade of S-125 ('Pechora'), 2K12 ('Kvadrat', 'Kub'), 
S-75 ('Volga') Surface-To-Air Missile Systems; 
- Advanced automated air traffic control systems 
(ATC), ATC controller simulators, Tower simulators;
- Integration of civil and military systems to increase 
flight safety and reduce military expenditures.

RUAG Ammotec
Switzerland Pavilion
Thun
Switzerland
Tel: +41 33 854 4400 
Website: www.swiss-p.com
Email: sales.ammotec@ruag.com

RUAG Ammotec, with its Armed Forces & Law 
Enforcement, Hunting & Sports and Industrial 
business units, is the European market leader in 
small-calibre ammunition, pyrotechnic elements 
and components. Its precision ammunition for 
special forces is in high demand worldwide. The 
division is also the leader in heavy-metal free 
primer technologies as used in actuator cartridges 
in the construction industry and automotive safety 
system applications. The product range also includes 
large-calibre training systems, hand grenades 
and environmentally safe disposal of pyrotechnic 
products.

RunFlat International
Individual, 01-B01
United Kingdom 
Website: www.runflatinternational.com
Email: eric@runflatinternational.com
Contact: Eric Cartelet, Managing Director

RunFlat International is the leading independent 
RunFlat systems and military wheel supplier in 
the defence and security sector, having built a 
reputation on quality, performance and customer 

care. Bolted inside the tyre, RunFlat systems are 
designed to enable a driver to maintain control and 
continue driving safely following ballistic (or terrain 
related) deflation to one or more tyres. When the tyre 
is fully inflated, the RunFlat system has no effect on 
the performance or handling of the vehicle, however, 
if the tyre becomes deflated the RunFlat system 
enables the vehicle to continue for up to 100km. Our 
products are regularly and arduously tested according 
to military standards such as FINABEL 20.A.5 (50km), 
FINABEL A.20.A (100km), as well as specific standards 
established by certain countries or manufacturers.

S&T Dynamics
Korea Pavilion, 12-A27
599 Nammyeon-ro Seongsan-gu, Changwon, 
Gyeongnam, 51534
Changwon
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82-55-280-5231, Fax: +82-55-280-5306
Website: www.hisntd.com
Email: egis20@hisntd.com
Contact: SangRae Park, Lead Manager
Mobile: +82-10-4172-9265

S&T Dynamics Co., Ltd., which was established in 1959, 
has progressed into a world-renowned company 
through continuous research and development as 
well as technology innovation in the manufacture 
of automotive parts, machine tools and defense 
products. S&T Dynamics is now pursuing the plan on 
developing new products including plastic injection 
molding machines, hydraulic and pneumatic units, 
robotics, avionics, space communications, aircraft 
components, and new raw materials. We are actively 
and successfully achieving this with the help of our 
engineering.
S&T Dynamics has played a pivotal role in protecting 
Sea, Air & Land of Korea by supplying Transmission for 
tracked vehicles such as K200A1 APC, K21, IFV, K55A1 
SPH, M109 family, K9 SPH and GUN & CANON ranging 

from 12.7mm K6 Heavy Machine Gun, 20mm 
Gatling gun, 30mm & 40mm Automatic canons.
Recently, the 120mm Self Propelled Mortar system, 
more accurate and powerful with integrated 
gun & canon technology, has been successfully 
developed.

S&T Motiv
Individual
363, Yeoraksongjeong-Ro, Cheolma-Myeon, Gijang-
Gun
Busan
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82 51 509 2188, Fax: +82 51 509 2361
Website: www.sntmotiv.com
Email: charles@sntmotiv.com
Contact: Charles Lee, Lead Manager
Mobile: +82 (0)10 2010 4113

S&T MOTIV has 2 main businesses – one is the 
automotive business (85% of total revenue) and the 
other is military business supplying small arms.
The military business started from 1974 by 
supplying small arms to Korean armed forces as the 
Arsenal of Korean government. 
From that time, S&T MOTIV and Korean government 
agency worked together for the development 
of Korean rifles and below is the list of firearms 
introduced through the development:
** Product category : Rifle, Sub Machine gun, 
Machine gun, Pistol
 - Rifle (5.56x45mm) : K2C, K2C1, K14(Sniper rifle), 
STC-16 
 - Sub machine gun : K1A, K7, STSM-21
 - Machine gun : K3 PARA(5.56mm), K15(5.56mm), 
K12(7.62mm)- Infantry, Crew, Coaxial, K4(40mm)
 - Pistol : K5, DP51 
** Strength
 - Supply records more than 40 years 
 - Cost competitiveness
 - Technical support and Training at customer's 
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location
** Business area
 - Supply finished goods
 - Technical support
 - Service parts

S.G.S. - EXPO s.r.o.
Slovak Republic Pavilion
Kutlíkova 17
85102 Bratislava
Slovakia
Tel: +421263537084, Fax: +421263537084
Website: www.expo.sk
Email: vlado.schrotter@gmail.com
Contact: Vladimír Schrötter, Managing Director
Mobile: +421905324399

The company is involved in worldwide exhibition 
stand contracting, managing of national 
participations at trade fairs and exhibitions worlwide, 
and representing selected trade fairs and exhibitions 
in Slovakia and the Czech Republic.

S.M.S. spol. s r.o.
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Pionierska 423
Dubnica nad Váhom
Slovakia
Website: www.smsdefence.com
Email: buransky@smsdefence.sk
Contact: Ladislav Buransky, Commercial Director
Mobile: +421905743009

S.M.S., spol. s r. o. is a private limited company based 
in Slovakia with three decades of experience in 
international defence business. It is a recognized 
company in production and supplies of military 
items, while its activities cover three main business 
fields as follows:

- Manufacture, export & import of the defence 
products and services,
- Modernization programs, turnkey solutions and 
system integration,
- Training and consultancy services.
As a dynamic and innovative organization, we place 
great emphasis on development of correct relations 
with clients in different countries accross the globe. 
S.M.S., spol. s r. o., is an exclusive supplier and 
authorized importer for the Armed Forces / Ministry 
of Defence of the Slovak Republic of the following 
products:
- Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,
- Ammunition,
- Parachutes and parachuting equipment.

S3 AeroDefense
USA Pavilion, 03-B18
United States
Website: http://www.s3aerodefense.com

S3 AeroDefense provides Aircraft SPARES 
distribution, Repair and Overhaul SERVICES and 
Program Management SOLUTIONS to Military 
Operators around the World making S3 AeroDefense 
your Partner for all your Aircraft sustainment 
requirements. 
S3 is dedicated to customer service excellence by 
providing the military aerospace market with only 
the highest quality parts and supply management 
services. We are committed to exceeding our 
customer’s expectations by providing superior 
service and innovative logistics solutions for the 
best value. S3 AeroDefense strategically utilizes 
manufacturer direct partnership to mitigate long 
turnaround times and introduce an expansive array 
of product options to their customer base.

Saab
Individual, 07-C09
Sweden
Website: www.saabgroup.com 

Saab serves the global market with world-leading 
products, services and solutions from military defence 
to civil security. With operations on every continent, 
Saab continuously develops, adapts and improves 
new technology to meet customers’ changing needs.

Safran
France Pavilion, 07-B40
72 rue Henry Farman
Paris
France
Website: https://www.safran-electronics-
defense.com/
Email: david.kintzig@safrangroup.com
Contact: David Kintzig, Defense Marketing Director
Mobile: 33630262968

Safran Electronics & Defense, a Safran high-tech 
company, holds world and European leadership 
positions in optronics, navigation, avionics, 
electronics and critical software for both civilian 
aerospace and military markets. Operating across 
the globe through the Safran international network, 
Safran Electronics & Defense and its subsidiaries 
employ 7,800 people in Europe, Africa, Asia, 
Australia, North America and South America. 
Leadership positions in the aerospace and defense 
market: 
• Worldwide number 1 in helicopter flight controls 
and autopilots 
• European number 1 and worldwide number 3 in 
inertial navigation 
• Worldwide number 1 in Full Authority Digital 
Engine Control units for civil aircraft (via FADEC 
International) 
• European number 1 in optronic systems and 

equipment 
• European number 1 in tactical UAV systems

SAKR Factory for Development 
Industries
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt
Website: www.aoi.org.eg

SAMEL -90 PLC
Individual, C5-001
18, Prespa str., 2000 Samokov
Samokov
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 72268206, Fax: +359 72266337
Website: www.samel90.com
 Email: a.sikorski@samel90.com
Contact: Artur Sikorski, PR
Mobile: +359 888 048 071

Samel-90 PLC Bulgaria is a company with 
traditions and over 55 years experience in design, 
manufacturing and trade of defense and civil 
products, namely: field telephones, VHF radios, 
command and staff vehicles, mobile communication 
shelters, integrated digital field communications 
systems, HF/VHF radio counteraction equipment 
delivered into the area to be jammed by means of 
artillery bearers -122 mm, 130 mm, 152 mm and 
155 mm, antiterrorist mobile, manpack, portable 
and stationary jammers for protection against 
remote controlled improvised explosive devices, 
systems for surveillance and guarding, surveillance 
and guarding, surveillance and target acquisition 
ground radar, etc.
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best value. S3 AeroDefense strategically utilizes 
manufacturer direct partnership to mitigate long 
turnaround times and introduce an expansive array 
of product options to their customer base.

Saab
Individual, 07-C09
Sweden
Website: www.saabgroup.com 
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products, services and solutions from military defence 
to civil security. With operations on every continent, 
Saab continuously develops, adapts and improves 
new technology to meet customers’ changing needs.

Safran
France Pavilion, 07-B40
72 rue Henry Farman
Paris
France
Website: https://www.safran-electronics-
defense.com/
Email: david.kintzig@safrangroup.com
Contact: David Kintzig, Defense Marketing Director
Mobile: 33630262968

Safran Electronics & Defense, a Safran high-tech 
company, holds world and European leadership 
positions in optronics, navigation, avionics, 
electronics and critical software for both civilian 
aerospace and military markets. Operating across 
the globe through the Safran international network, 
Safran Electronics & Defense and its subsidiaries 
employ 7,800 people in Europe, Africa, Asia, 
Australia, North America and South America. 
Leadership positions in the aerospace and defense 
market: 
• Worldwide number 1 in helicopter flight controls 
and autopilots 
• European number 1 and worldwide number 3 in 
inertial navigation 
• Worldwide number 1 in Full Authority Digital 
Engine Control units for civil aircraft (via FADEC 
International) 
• European number 1 in optronic systems and 

equipment 
• European number 1 in tactical UAV systems

SAKR Factory for Development 
Industries
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt
Website: www.aoi.org.eg

SAMEL -90 PLC
Individual, C5-001
18, Prespa str., 2000 Samokov
Samokov
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 72268206, Fax: +359 72266337
Website: www.samel90.com
 Email: a.sikorski@samel90.com
Contact: Artur Sikorski, PR
Mobile: +359 888 048 071

Samel-90 PLC Bulgaria is a company with 
traditions and over 55 years experience in design, 
manufacturing and trade of defense and civil 
products, namely: field telephones, VHF radios, 
command and staff vehicles, mobile communication 
shelters, integrated digital field communications 
systems, HF/VHF radio counteraction equipment 
delivered into the area to be jammed by means of 
artillery bearers -122 mm, 130 mm, 152 mm and 
155 mm, antiterrorist mobile, manpack, portable 
and stationary jammers for protection against 
remote controlled improvised explosive devices, 
systems for surveillance and guarding, surveillance 
and guarding, surveillance and target acquisition 
ground radar, etc.
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Sanathan Allied Industries
Individual
India
Website: www.safesure.co.in 

Sanathan Allied Industries LLP an ISO 9001-
2008 certified company, specialized in the 
manufacturing of SAFESURE Runflat Systems, 
Bead locks for the continuous mobility of bullet 
proof vehicles (armoured vehicles) used by VIPs, 
Police, Protection Forces, Monorails, Special 
vehicles carrying high value assets Innovation and 
technology is paired together to deliver cost-
effective, application-suitable, customized reliable 
Runflat and Beadlock Systems. 
The company’s products are in service in more 
than 15 countries for more than a decade since 
2008. SAFESURE Runflat Systems are time-tested, 
proven, acclaimed for its unique and innovative 
manufacturing process, and high quality Runflats 
and Bead locks are manufactured in Hyderabad, 
India.
All Products Fulfill FINABEL Standards, 50 Km and 
100 Km Runflat distances.
Products
SAFESURE Runflat Systems
Beadlocks
Forged Aluminum Wheels
Wheel Assemblies For Mine Protected Vehicles 
Sizes
"14 to 22.5" 
Vehicles 
All type of Armoured Vehicles 
MRAPs 
Mine Protected vehicles 
Light Armoured vehicles

Saudi Advanced Technologies 
Company (Wahaj)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 11 499 7131 ext. 6635 
Website: http://www.wahaj.com.sa/, 
Email: salessupport@wahaj.com.sa
Contact: Vignesh Pitchiah
Wahaj is considered one of the most advanced 
integrated manufacturing excellence centres 
focused on precision machining, Forging and 
Mechanical manufacturing for the aerospace and 
defence industry.

Saudi Arabian Military Industries 
(SAMI)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 08-C10,77
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.sami.com.sa 

Saudi Arabian Military Industries (SAMI), a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Public Investment Fund, 
was established in May 2017 with the objective 
of contributing to the Saudi Vision 2030 goals 
by localizing military industries and transferring 
technology and knowledge to the Kingdom. 
By 2030, SAMI aims to be among the world›s top 25 
military companies, enhance the Kingdom’s defense 
self-sufficiency, and localize 50% of its military 
spending, leveraging cutting-edge technologies and 
the best national talents. In pursuit of these goals, 
SAMI invests in manufacturing world-class innovative 
military products and providing high-quality services 
across its main business divisions: Aeronautics, Land 
Systems, Weapons and Missiles, Defense Electronics, 
and Emerging Technologies. 
SAMI has made remarkable achievements on 
its journey, notably the acquisition of Advanced 
Electronics Company and Aircraft Accessories & 
Components Co., in addition to the establishment of 
joint ventures with major international companies, 

including Navantia, CMI Defense, L3Harris, and Thales.

Saudi Chemical Company
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C25
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.saudichemical.com
The Saudi Chemical Company Holding started 5 
decades ago with a clear vision to specialize in civil 
and military explosives and pharmaceuticals and to 
be the leading company in those industries.
Therefore, the Saudi Chemical Company owns a 
group of five companies:
• Saudi Chemical Company Limited
• SINCO
• SITCO Pharma
• AJA Pharma
• 3CI
Saudi Chemical Company Limited (SCCL) is the 
biggest manufacturer in the region of Civil Explosives 
with a wide range of civil explosives, detonators 
and accessories. SCCL owns three factories and 
warehouses in the Central, Northern and Western 
Regions, as well as central distribution depots in the 
Southern and Eastern Regions. The industrial activities 
of SCCL include the technologies and manufacturing 
of military explosives. The range of products cover: 
• TNT 
• RDX 
• Mechanical Fuzes M-904, M-905.

Schiebel Elektronische Geraete GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D30
P.O. Box 4781
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 0097125851611, Fax: 0097125851611
Website: http://www.schiebel.net
Email: wolfgang.steigberger@schiebel.net
Contact: Wolfgang Steigberger, Sales Director Middle 
East

Schiebel focuses on the development and production 
of state-of-the-art mine detection equipment, 
composite technology and high-tech Unmanned 
Air Vehicle Systems. International recognition was 
achieved when Schiebel’s AN-19/2 Mine Detecting 
Set was selected as the standard detector for the 
U.S. Army (as AN/PSS-12). Ongoing R&D has kept the 
company at the forefront of mine detection system 
technology. Schiebel also manufactures the proven, 
autonomous CAMCOPTER® S-100 UAS for civilian or 
military applications over land or sea, allowing 24/7 
operation under adverse weather conditions. This 
easy-to-support, multi-mission UAS can carry 75 lbs 
/ 34 kg of multiple payloads for over 6 hours (>10 
hours with optional external fuel tank) up to 18,000 
feet within a radius of 200 km. With its genuine VTOL 
(Vertical Take-off and Landing) capability, the S-100 
can be used in all geographical conditions and can 
be powered with AVGas or heavy fuel.

Schmidt & Bender GmbH & Co. KG
Germany Pavilion, 08-D39
Am Großacker 42
35444 Biebertal
Germany
Tel: +49 6409 8115 0 
Website: www.schmidt-bender.de
Email: info@schmidt-bender.de

Schmidt & Bender GmbH & Co. KG is a German 
riflescope and opto-electronic system manufacturer. 
The family-run company was founded in 1957 by 
Helmut Schmidt and Helmut Bender. With more 
than 90 employees, Schmidt & Bender develops 
and produces products of the highest quality and 
reliability with an optimum benefit for the costumer 
in all fields of application – Hunting, Sport, Police 
and Military. 
Therefore, Schmidt & Bender is one of the world‘s 
leading riflescope manufacturers who is particularly 
appreciated by Special Forces. In constant dialogue 
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be the leading company in those industries.
Therefore, the Saudi Chemical Company owns a 
group of five companies:
• Saudi Chemical Company Limited
• SINCO
• SITCO Pharma
• AJA Pharma
• 3CI
Saudi Chemical Company Limited (SCCL) is the 
biggest manufacturer in the region of Civil Explosives 
with a wide range of civil explosives, detonators 
and accessories. SCCL owns three factories and 
warehouses in the Central, Northern and Western 
Regions, as well as central distribution depots in the 
Southern and Eastern Regions. The industrial activities 
of SCCL include the technologies and manufacturing 
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autonomous CAMCOPTER® S-100 UAS for civilian or 
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easy-to-support, multi-mission UAS can carry 75 lbs 
/ 34 kg of multiple payloads for over 6 hours (>10 
hours with optional external fuel tank) up to 18,000 
feet within a radius of 200 km. With its genuine VTOL 
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can be used in all geographical conditions and can 
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Schmidt & Bender GmbH & Co. KG is a German 
riflescope and opto-electronic system manufacturer. 
The family-run company was founded in 1957 by 
Helmut Schmidt and Helmut Bender. With more 
than 90 employees, Schmidt & Bender develops 
and produces products of the highest quality and 
reliability with an optimum benefit for the costumer 
in all fields of application – Hunting, Sport, Police 
and Military. 
Therefore, Schmidt & Bender is one of the world‘s 
leading riflescope manufacturers who is particularly 
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with the customers, new products are developed 
and optimized like the 3-20x50 PM II Ultra Short for 
a better usage with in front mounted night vision 
systems. This riflescope will also be used by the US 
Army for their CSASS program. Another success 
of the recent past was winning the Bundeswehr 
tender “patrol configuration G28, part optics” with 
the 1-8x24 PMII ShortDot Dual CC.

SCHROTH Safety Products, LLC
Individual, C3-008
1371 SW 8th St. #3
Pompano Beach
United States
Tel: +19547848840 Ext 303 
Website: www.schroth.com
Email: todd.bosik@us.schroth.com
Contact: Todd Bosik, Director of Military Sales

SCHROTH Safety Products has over 60 years of 
experience and is the recognized leader in restraint 
technology and occupant protection systems. 
SCHROTH produces high-quality products for use 
in extreme and harsh environmental and operating 
conditions. Occupant Centric Protection Solutions 
include: Blast Seats, Gunner Protections Kits, Sling 
Seats and restraints systems proven in Aviation 
- Civilian Fixed Wing and Rotorcraft, Military 
Rotorcraft, Military vehicles and the racing world. 
At IDEX, we will be showcasing our latest Blast Seat 
technology highlighting excellent performance 
within a low cost and weight budget.

Science Technology for Development 
and Industrial Investment
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C24
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.sciencetech.com.sa 

Science Technology for Development and Industrial 
Investment (Science Technology) was launched in 
2017 and transformed into a group of companies, 
as a strategic step aimed to enrich the local content, 
in line with one of the key themes of Vision 2030, 
namely the improvement of the quality of local 
content. This is in accordance with the massive 
strides made by Saudi Arabia in its journey towards a 
transformation worthy of its leading global position 
in development in various fields.

Scientific-industrial enterprise "Rubin"
Russian Pavilion, 12-E09
2, Baydukov str.,440015
Penza
Russian Federation
Tel: 79273666233, Fax: 78412496494
Website: www.npp-rubin.ru
Email: ved@npp-rubin.ru
Contact: Dmitri Novikov
Mobile: 79273666233

Scientific-industrial enterprise "Rubin" specializes 
in developing and manufacturing vehicles for 
surveillance, reconnaissance and transmission of 
data on the situation. It is also a leading designer 
and supplier of tactical level air defence control 
facilities, special and commercial data transmission 
equipment.
The enterprise performs the entire life cycle of the 
products manufacturing: research and development, 
mass production, field and engineering supervision 
during use, repair and upgrading.

SCYTALYS SA
Greek pavilion
Kritis & 12 Gravias str.
Athens
Greece
Tel: +30 210 9647756 

Website: www.scytalys.com
Email: nikos.ghikas@scytalys.com
Contact: Nikos Ghikas, Business Development 
Director
Mobile: +30 6936120916

Interoperability Systems International Hellas S.A. 
– SCYTALYS is a system integration and software 
development company specializing in the 
development of:
• Tactical Data Links and Interoperability solutions
• Mission and Tactical C2 Systems
The company has implemented and delivered 
systems for Land, Air and Naval applications in more 
than 12 countries. 
Its product porfolio comprises of the following: 
• Universal Link System – Multi Data Link Data Link 
Processor
        o NATO / US standard - Link11A/B, Link16, JREAP, 
Link 22
        o National and Customized according to end 
user requirements – Λ-Link
• MIMS Airborne - Mission System for Maritime 
Airborne platforms
• MIMS Naval – Mission System for a variety of vessels 
such as Special Operation Crafts (SOC), Offshore 
Patrol Vessels (OPV)
• MIMS Ranger – Situational Awareness System 
designed to meet the needs of Dismounted soldiers 
and Special Operations Forces
• NARS – complete Air Defence Command & Control 
System

SDARabia
Individual Exhibitors
Lebanon
Website: www.sdarabia.com 

Sec Technologies
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Slovakia
Website: www.sec-technologies.com 

Security Life General Maintenance & 
Contracting
Individual, 05-A46
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.slifegroup.com

Security Middle East Magazine
Individual Exhibitors
United Kingdom 
Website: www.securitymiddleeastmag.com 

Seju Engineering
Korea Pavilion, 12-A25
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.sejumicron.com 

SEMAF
Individual, 12-B20
Egypt

Senken Group Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-B02
No.160 West Yuele Street, 325029
Wenzhou
China
Tel: +86 (577) 88090011 
Website: https://www.senken-international.com,
Email: thomas@senken.com.cn
Contact: Thomas Lee, Sales Manager
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Mobile: 86-0-18958802357

Senken, founded in 1990, is the largest Chinese 
manufacturer of special vehicle signal lights and 
alarm equipments, and specializes in researching, 
developing, producing and selling police appliances, 
safety engineering appliances, special lighting 
equipments, urban air defense warning equipments, 
and various protective safety equipments. Senken has 
a total registered capital of RMB 111 million with more 
than 1000 employees.
Senken is a ISO9001 and ISO140000 approved 
enterprise. And majority of our products for export 
were certified to CE, E-MARK, SAE and etc.
Senken products have been widely applied in public 
security systems and law enforcement equipment 
systems for the departments of police, fire rescue, civil 
defense etc. With the marketing networks spreading 
all over the country, as well as 23 sales office and 16 
overseas service agencies established, it is now a 
leading enterprise group in China police equipment 
industry. 

Sepson GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C04
Germany
Website: www.sepson.se 

SERT Life Support
France Pavilion, 07-A17
15 rue Claude Bernard
Romans sur Isere, 26100
France
Tel: 33475472626, Fax: 33475472400
Website: www.sert.fr,
Email: j.bouillon@sert.fr
Contact: Jerome Bouillon, Export sales manager
Mobile: 33680356744

SERT offers a wide range of mobile field utilities for 

Defence, Security and Civil sectors to improve the 
life support in critical conditions. 
We regroup all the production steps from R&D 
and Manufacture to the worldwide marketing and 
services.
SERT has developed its equipment based on high 
standardization of components resulting in simple 
and cost effective maintenance as well as very low 
rate of spare parts inventory to keep.
The ecological as well as the logistic footprint is 
today a fundamental criterion in the design of our 
products.
SERT has proved its reliability and ability to match 
the needs of the people in the field during various 
military, peacekeeping and emergency missions. 
SERT offers a comprehensive range of modules, trailer 
mounted, platform mounted and containerized 
products in three business areas: Catering, Sanitation, 
And Life Camp.
SERT is certified ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 for all its 
business units.

SFC Gulf Energy
UAE Pavilion, C11-14
Shop No. 18, Al Rawdha 2
Ajman
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 0097 1507165000
Website: www.sfc-defense.com
Email: info@sfc-gulf.com
Contact: Ali Murad Sulaiman Almandoos, Owner
Mobile: 00971506323225

SFC Energy AG and SFC Gulf Energy are a leading 
provider of hydrogen and direct methanol fuel cells 
for stationary and mobile hybrid power solutions. 
With more than 45,000 fuel cells sold worldwide, 
SFC is a sustainably profitable fuel cell producer. The 
Company has award-winning products and serves 
a range of applications in Clean Energy & Mobility, 
Defense & Security, Oil & Gas and Industry markets. 

The Company is headquartered in Brunnthal/Munich, 
Germany, and operates production facilities in the 
Netherlands, Romania, and Canada.
SFC Energy offers reliable fuel cell solutions for modern 
task forces worldwide. Fuel cells and an intelligent 
power management enable the soldier to use all energy 
sources available in the field for operating tactical 
devices or recharging batteries. This significantly 
reduces the number of spare batteries required thus 
saving weight. At the same time, sustainability of the 
mission increases.

SFTE SpetsTechnoExport
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine
Website: https://spetstechnoexport.com/ 

The company is a major Ukrainian state-owned foreign 
trade enterprise, which specializes in export and 
import of military and dual-use products and services 
as well as on promoting innovations, military-technical 
cooperation, and transfer of technology.
The company, founded in 1998 by the Ukrainian 
Government, is a part of “Ukroboronprom” State 
Concern and is based in Kyiv. 
The company represents Ukrainian military 
manufacturers abroad, around 100 state-owned 
enterprises and 70 private producers. 35 research 
centers and design bureaus, public and private 
companies from more than 30 countries are among the 
partners of the company.
SpetsTechnoExport provides its partners with 
comprehensive solutions, ensuring production and 
supply of state-of-the-art products and technologies for 
military, special and dual-use applications. Moreover, 
SpetsTechnoExport is responsible for technology 
transfer, joint production and high-tech developments; 
innovations management and investment in R&D; 
development of G2G military-technical cooperation; 
marketing and consulting activities.

Shanghai University
Individual, 07-C26
C404 Building No.13, Nanchen Road
Shanghai
China
Tel: 86-21-66136672, Fax: 86-21-66743200
Website: www.abcsteeltechnologies.com ; www.
shu.edu.cn
Email: zhaohs@shu.edu.cn
Contact: Hongshan Zhao, Professional
Mobile: 86-18817559253

ABC Iron and Steel Technologies is committed to 
research and development of protective materials, 
and sales of protective products. The product 
types include bulletproof, explosion-proof, stab-
resistance and other fields. 
ACHI series are CrNiMo bulletproof steels and 
the strength ranges from 1700 MPa to 2200 MPa. 
Currently, the supply thickness range is 2-6.8mm. 
The control of high metallurgical quality and precise 
heat treatment process ensure high strength, 
ductility and toughness of ACHI series products. 
Besides, ACHI series’ products have stable quality, 
and the thickness of armor steel plate required for 
the same protection is less than that of domestic 
similar products. 
AE300 steel is a kind of hot rolled steel with yield 
strength not less than 800MPa. By controlling 
metallurgical quality and heat treatment process, 
AE300 steel plate has an excellent toughness, so as 
to absorb explosion energy and reduce the damage 
of explosives to people and facilities.

Shenzhen Guodun Armor Technology 
Co., Ltd
Individual, 09-C30
1 Huachang Road, Dalang, Longhua, Shenzhen
Guangdong
China
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Mobile: 86-0-18958802357
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Sepson GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C04
Germany
Website: www.sepson.se 
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France Pavilion, 07-A17
15 rue Claude Bernard
Romans sur Isere, 26100
France
Tel: 33475472626, Fax: 33475472400
Website: www.sert.fr,
Email: j.bouillon@sert.fr
Contact: Jerome Bouillon, Export sales manager
Mobile: 33680356744
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Email: info@sfc-gulf.com
Contact: Ali Murad Sulaiman Almandoos, Owner
Mobile: 00971506323225
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Shanghai University
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C404 Building No.13, Nanchen Road
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China
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Email: zhaohs@shu.edu.cn
Contact: Hongshan Zhao, Professional
Mobile: 86-18817559253
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and sales of protective products. The product 
types include bulletproof, explosion-proof, stab-
resistance and other fields. 
ACHI series are CrNiMo bulletproof steels and 
the strength ranges from 1700 MPa to 2200 MPa. 
Currently, the supply thickness range is 2-6.8mm. 
The control of high metallurgical quality and precise 
heat treatment process ensure high strength, 
ductility and toughness of ACHI series products. 
Besides, ACHI series’ products have stable quality, 
and the thickness of armor steel plate required for 
the same protection is less than that of domestic 
similar products. 
AE300 steel is a kind of hot rolled steel with yield 
strength not less than 800MPa. By controlling 
metallurgical quality and heat treatment process, 
AE300 steel plate has an excellent toughness, so as 
to absorb explosion energy and reduce the damage 
of explosives to people and facilities.

Shenzhen Guodun Armor Technology 
Co., Ltd
Individual, 09-C30
1 Huachang Road, Dalang, Longhua, Shenzhen
Guangdong
China
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Tel: 86-755-23993389, 29976996
Fax: 86-755-23993969
Website: www.guodunarmor.com
Email: sales@guodunarmor.com
Contact: David Lee, General Manager
Mobile: 86-13923848981

Guodun Armor was founded in 2009. It specializes in 
the production of Uni-Directional fabrics, NIJ levels 
Soft Armor, Hard Armor, Ballistic Shield, Vehicle 
Panel, PE / Aramid helmet, anti-stab, anti-flame, anti-
impact and cut-resistant products with cutting-edge 
technology.
We passed the ISO 9001 and were certificated 
from U.S HP White Laboratory over 39 times and 
in addition, we are 12 years’ third party certificated 
Golden Supplier and have helped more and more 
clients win key tenders in their country.

Shijiazhuang Hongyu New Garment 
Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 12-C50
China
Website: www.hymilitary.com.cn 

Shvabe Holding
Russian Pavilion, 12-D40
176, Prospekt mira,129366
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7 (499) 951-48-32 
Website: www.shvabe.com
Email: mail@shvabe.com
Contact: Tatiana Tatarchuk, 
Mobile: +7-915-367-69-86

Shvabe is a Russian holding company, which unites 
the basic core of the optical industry enterprises in 
Russia, providing the entire cycle of creating the 
latest optical-electronic and laser technology (from 

basic research to mass production) in the interests 
of national defense, state and public security, civilian 
industry sectors. The holding company is a part of  
Rostec State Corporation.
Shvabe JSC possesses the unique technologies for 
development and manufacturing of the optical 
materials, thermal, night and collimator sighting 
equipment, day and night vision observation devices.

SIATT
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Brazil
Website: www.siatt.com.br 

SIATT is a Brazilian company that has expertise 
in integration of high-tech systems, providing 
solutions for the defense and aerospace markets. 
The Company works with:
• Intelligent weapons such as missiles and guided 
bombs.
• Integration of intelligent weapons to platforms 
such as aircrafts, tanks, ships, land vehicles, etc.
• Radars, sensors, and avionics.
• C5ISR and mission systems; and
• Subsystems and equipment for satellites and 
satellite Launchers Vehicles.
SIATT has a highly qualified technical team, 
composed of more than 70 employees, mainly 
engineers with wide experience (30 years plus) and 
expertise in the sector. 
The main products are:
• MANSUP - Brazilian anti-ship surface-to-surface 
missile, for Brazilian Navy. SIATT is in charge of 
guidance, navigation and control subsystem and 
telemetry subsystem.
• MSS 1.2 AC - Brazilian antitank surface-to-surface 
missile, for Brazilian Army and Brazilian Navy 
Mariners.
The company is looking for technology partnerships 
and is open to transfer of technology to its customers.

SIBAT Israel Ministry of Defense
Israel Pavilion, 01-B09
Hakirya
Tel Aviv
Israel
Tel: 972-3-6977964 
Website: www.sibat.mod.gov.il
Email: Sibat_aap@mod.gov.il
Contact: Mrs. Bem, Regional Director
Mobile: 972-50-6299324

SIBAT is the directorate for international defense 
cooperation in the Israel Ministry of Defense. 
SIBAT has a unique position within Israel’s defense 
ecosystem- positioned within the MOD, while 
having a close, ongoing relationship with Israel›s 
defense industry and the Israel Defense Force. This 
enables SIBAT to promote defense cooperation and 
to provide tailored solutions to various operational 
needs of our global partners. SIBAT is your gateway 
to Israel’s cutting-edge defense technology.

Sichuan Joiner Machinery & Automatic 
Equipment CO., Ltd
China Pavilion, 12-C51
China

Sierra Nevada Corporation
USA Pavilion, 03-A14
2231 Crystal Drive
Arlington
United States
Tel: 2023021202 
Website: www.sncorp.com
Email: greg.mccarthy@sncorp.com
Contact: Greg McCarthy, Director, Strategic 
Communications

Owned by Chairwoman and President Eren Ozmen 
and CEO Fatih Ozmen, Sierra Nevada Corporation 

(SNC) is a trusted leader in solving the world’s 
toughest challenges through best-of-breed, 
open architecture engineering in Space Systems, 
Commercial Solutions, and National Security and 
Defense. SNC is recognized among the three most 
innovative U.S. companies in space, as a Tier One 
Superior Supplier for the U.S. Air Force, and as one 
of America’s fastest growing companies. SNC’s 55-
year legacy of state-of-the art civil, military and 
commercial solutions includes delivering more than 
4,000 space systems, subsystems and components 
to customers worldwide, and participation in more 
than 450 missions to space, including Mars.

SIGA
Individual, 06-A05
Israel
Website: www.sigasec.com 

Sightline - Defense News
Media Partner
United States
Website: www.defensenews.com

Defense News is the trusted source for the 
world›s defense decision-makers. C4ISRNET is the 
premier destination for defense and government 
communities to stay informed on technology and 
network innovations. Soldiers rely on Army Times as 
a trusted news source for them and their families.

Sign4L
EDGE, 05-A05
United Arab Emirates 
Website: sign4l.ae 

Based in Abu Dhabi, SIGN4L is the leading provider 
of electronic warfare and intelligence (EW&I) 
solutions in the UAE and is recognised as one of the 
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The main products are:
• MANSUP - Brazilian anti-ship surface-to-surface 
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Mariners.
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only few companies offering such solutions in the 
region. It enables end-users to gain the necessary 
tactical advantage and achieve exceptional 
situational awareness and EW spectrum superiority 
across military and intelligence operations. 
Part of the Electronic Warfare & Intelligence 
cluster within EDGE, SIGN4L is at the vanguard of 
helping clients expand their options in a rapidly 
changing world by working with them to manage 
complex information, security, and performance 
requirements.

Silent Sentinel Ltd
UK Pavilion, 05-C06
1-2 Riverside, Stanstead Abbotts
Ware
United Kingdom
Tel: 1920871734 
Website: www.silentsentinel.com,
Email: madeleine@silentsentinel.com
Contact: Madeleine Lewis, Marketing Manager

Silent Sentinel design, manufacture, and supply 
advanced market-leading surveillance and security 
systems targeted at the Homeland Security market. 
Although based in the UK, the Silent Sentinel Group 
has offices in Dubai, UAE and Florida, USA.
We pride ourselves on being a true end-to-end 
manufacturer, with in-house CAD, software, and 
mechanical design capabilities through to our own 
CNC machine company.
Our platforms are designed to be highly modular 
and feature the latest electro-optical (EO) sensors 
including SWIR, laser range finders, acoustic hailers 
and more. We are specialists in both cooled and 
uncooled, long range thermal camera platforms. 
Returning to IDEX in 2021, Silent Sentinel will 
showcase their Aeron from the M.E.A range; and a 
localised range of thermal cameras built in the GCC 
region. Silent Sentinel is expanding their offering of 
localised production globally, so if you would like to 
know more please speak to a member of the team.

SintTech Bulgaria JSC
Individual, 09-C02
Bulgaria

Products include:
HADES
Non-Linear Radar Guided Universal Defense System:
- Anti-Drone
- Air Defense
- Ground Defense
- Anti-Personnel
- Anti-IED
To consist of:
1. Armored turret - stationary or vehicle mounted
* Automated or man operated 
2. Non-linear / harmonic radar to detect, recognize, 
direct and correct fire
3. 30 mm cannon
* Radar traceable and trajectory correctable 30 mm 
AP or HE ammunition 
4. 57 mm HE or HEAT Fragmentation unguided 
rockets - 30 pcs
* Radar traceable and trajectory correctable
* Radar burst programmable
5. Laser guided tandem warhead missiles
6. Selectable radiofrequency jammer

Sjshc Artem
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine
Website: www.artem.ua 

SK Group
Israel Pavilion, 01-B40
P.O. Box 63
Ramat-Hasharon
Israel
Tel: +972-3-7606000, Fax: +972-3-7606001
Website: www.sk-g.net, Email: info@sk-g.net
Mobile: 97237606000

With a history of research, development and 
manufacturing spanning over 85 years, SK Group 
provides small arm systems, electro-optic and laser 
solutions, imaging systems, naval solutions and 
more. Drawing on Israel’s innovation and field-proven 
solutions, SK’s companies offer a powerful track-
record of technology, experience and excellence.
SK Group teams work synergistically to deploy future-
ready R&D, manufacturing and project facilitation 
through cross-group system developments. Joint 
defense expertise and a commitment to lifetime 
partnerships with security forces worldwide have 
generated powerful products and infrastructures 
that equip customers with strategic and tactical 
mission success.
Today, the SK Group addresses battlefield, border 
and urban frontlines, forming a foundation for a 
roadmap that is steadily progressing across the 5D 
defense universe.
All SK Group systems are in compliance with the most 
stringent military (MIL-STD) and ISO 9000 standards 
applied by the IDF.

Sky News Arabia
Media Partner, 02-00
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.skynewsarabia.com 

Owned by Chairwoman and President Eren Ozmen 
and CEO Fatih Ozmen, Sierra Nevada Corporation 
(SNC) is a trusted leader in solving the world’s 
toughest challenges through best-of-breed, 
open architecture engineering in Space Systems, 
Commercial Solutions, and National Security and 
Defense. SNC is recognized among the three most 
innovative U.S. companies in space, as a Tier One 
Superior Supplier for the U.S. Air Force, and as one 
of America’s fastest growing companies. SNC’s 55-
year legacy of state-of-the art civil, military and 
commercial solutions includes delivering more than 
4,000 space systems, subsystems and components 

to customers worldwide, and participation in more 
than 450 missions to space, including Mars.

Slovak Investment and
Trade Development Agency
Individual, 06-B20
Trnavská cesta 100
Bratislava
Slovakia
Tel: +421910828276 
Website: www.sario.sk, Email: zalubelova@sario.sk
Contact: Dominika Zalubelova, project manager
Mobile: +421910828276

The Slovak Investment and Trade Development 
Agency (SARIO) is a governmental investment and 
trade promotion agency of the Slovak Republic. 
The agency was established in 2001 and it operates 
under the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak 
Republic. SARIO aims to attract investment to the 
Slovak Republic and support export activities of 
Slovak companies on the global market.

Slovenian Defence Industry Cluster
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Slovenia
Website: www.giz-gois.si 

Slovenian Defence Industry Cluster is the Slovenian 
National Defence Industry Association. It associates 
40 member companies, Slovenian manufacturers 
and suppliers of defence, security and protection 
products & services. These member companies are 
being active on global markets in their respective 
niches and sub-niches and can adequately address 
major challenges of national MoD›s and other 
stakeholders.
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SM Carapace Armor
Individual, C1-16
India
Website: www.smgroupindia.com

SM Carapace is a 100% owned subsidiary of SMPP 
Pvt Ltd, which has a presence in Personal Protection 
Armour, Advanced Technical Ceramics like Boron 
Carbide and Silicon Carbide, Armouring Solutions 
for Land, Sea and Air Platforms, Lightweight armour 
solutions with added features like spall liners, Tank 
and Artillery Munitions, and green/ bio-degradable 
packaging. SM Carapace Armor produces high 
performance, light-weight grades of ballistic ceramics 
such as Boron Carbide ceramics under the trade name 
of CaraSTOP-B4C and CaraHP-B4C for use in ballistic 
armour applications. CaraSTOP ceramics have been 
used the world over in demanding applications such 
as helicopter armour, aircraft and platform armour, 
and lightweight body armour. SMPP is one among 
a handful of global companies to produce this high-
performance Boron Carbide, and the only one of its 
kind in Asia. SMPP recently won a USD 100 million 
contract to supply over 186,000 bullet proof jackets 
to the Indian army.

SMAG Mobile Antenna Masts GmbH
Germany Pavilion, 08-C03
Windmuehlenbergstr. 20-22
38259 Salzgitter
Germany
Tel: +49 5341 302 688, Fax: +49 5341 302 643
Website: www.smam.de
Email: wolfgang.schnelle@smam.de
Contact: Wolfgang Schnelle, Managing Director
Mobile: +49 171 4778097

SMAG is worldwide the only manufacturer of Mobile 
Antenna Masts up to a height of 40m without using 
any kind of guy wires. The antenna masts have been 
manufactured in Salzgitter (Germany) since as early 

as 1974 and more than 1900 masts are worldwide 
in operation for disaster relief, military operations, 
communication, observation and surveillance 
missions. SMAG Mobile Antenna Masts can be 
operated in intermediate heights, are customized, 
can be mounted on all types of trailers, vehicles, 
containers and platforms. The masts are ready for 
semi or fully automatic operation after only a short 
installation time. High payloads at the mast point 
with high accuracy, even at high wind speeds under 
all environmental conditions, are assured. SMAG’s 
high quality standards fulfill all military requirements, 
ensure reliable operations and a long life expectancy.

Smart Shooter Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B30
Kibbutz Yagur
Israel
Tel: +972-72-3202111, Fax: +972-72-3202120
Website: www.smart-shooter.com,
Email: abraham@smart-shooter.com
Contact: Abraham Mazor, VP Marketing & Business 
development
Mobile: +972-52-6434400

Smart Shooter develops intelligent Fire Control 
Systems for small arms that significantly increase 
weapon accuracy and lethality when engaging 
static and moving targets, on the ground and in the 
air, day and night. With proven "One Shot – One Hit" 
precision, our SMASH product line empowers defense 
and security forces by maximizing rifle effectiveness 
against enemy targets while minimizing friendly 
casualties and collateral damage. Based on Computer 
Vision and Machine Learning technologies, SMASH 
delivers real-time situational awareness.
Our operationally proven SMASH family of fire control 
systems is designed, developed, and manufactured 
in-house to keep friendly forces safe and ensure 
every first-round hits its target, day or night.
We combine simple-to-install hardware with our 

own advanced image-processing software to cost-
effectively turn basic small arms into 21st-century 
smart weapons.
Main system benefits:
– Increases lethality and survivability
– Counters static and dynamic targets
– Reduces the effects of stress and physical effort
– Suitable for diverse combat scenarios

SME Specialist Mechanical Engineers 
(Pty) Ltd
Individual, 12-C01
P.O. Box 31169
Pretoria
South Africa
Tel: +27 (0)12 331 3882
Website: www.specialistmechanicalengineers.com, 
Email: business@specmech.co.za
Contact: Mariette Fourie, Business Development 
Manager
Mobile: +27 (0)83 226 3152

Founded in 1991, Specialist Mechanical Engineers› 
(SME) confidence, knowledge and excellence 
are forged from nearly three decades of industry 
experience. SME specialises in engineering unique 
products and providing turnkey solutions to meet 
complex requirements, with a focus on HVAC & 
Complex Mechanical Systems. We are committed 
to providing clients with the highest standards 
achieved through our risk comfortable approach 
to boldly disrupt the industry through innovation. 
Our core specialisations are all designed for use in 
adverse environmental conditions: 
- Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC) 
systems & Auxiliary Power Units (APU)
- Custom Design & Manufacturing
- Electrical & Control Products
- CBRN Filtration Systems
- EPCM & Turnkey Solutions
From our main facilities in Pretoria, South Africa we 

are now also established in Budapest, Hungary with 
clients in Singapore, Germany, India, Kazakhstan 
and UAE.

SOFEX Jordan
Individual, 05-B02
Hussein Bin Ali Street, Jabal Amman – Third Circle 
Building No.16
Amman
Jordan
Tel: +962 6 562 7301, Fax: +962 6 569 1137
Website: www.sofexjordan.com
Email: eabualragheb@sofexjordan.com
Contact: Eyad Abu Al Ragheb
Mobile: 00962777770808

SOFEX is the premier International Exhibition 
and Conference that features the largest fully 
integrated Special Operations Forces equipment 
and solutions in the world. 
It is a four day event that kicks-off with a one 
day conference setting the stage for Special 
Operations Commanders, Counter Terrorism and 
Homeland Security Decision Makers to reach 
mutual cooperation with the objective of building 
bridges of understanding and knowledge-sharing 
to stay ahead of future threats and maintain global 
peace and security.
SOFEX serves as a platform for open direct 
dialogue between the Defense and Homeland 
Security industry, military officials, government 
decision makers and experts, and presents the 
ideal opportunity for SMEs and the world’s leading 
Defense, Special Operations and Homeland 
Security manufacturers to exhibit and demonstrate 
their latest achievements in advanced technologies 
and state-of-the-art innovations.
SOFEX 2022 will be moving to a world class ultra-
modern Exhibitions and Conferences Center in the 
seaside city of Aqaba, Jordan.
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SOLEEST OÜ
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Kastani 48
Tartu
Estonia
Tel: 3727420766 
Website: www.nesnalobben.ee,
Email: l.kikka@samelin.ee
Contact: Leida Kikka, Managing Director

SOLEEST LLC is a Tartu-based company with more 
than 15 years of experience in footwear production. 
Its most well-known products are military footwear.
60% of the production includes military footwear for 
Norwegian, Gemany army and police in cooperation 
with Norwegian companies. 
We have been successful in different tenders in Baltic 
States during last 10 years. SOLEEST LLC’s specialty 
is the technological base, know-how and skilled 
personnel.
SOLEEST LLC has ISO 9001:2015 Certification, 
Certified by Bureau Veritas and we produce military 
products in accordance to the requirements of 
quality system standard AQAP 2110:2016. We export 
80% of our production to Norway, Germany, USA, 
Canada.

Specialised Advertising Co.
Media Partner
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.sna3at.com 

National Industries magazine is a leading media 
specialist in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf. The National 
Industries Journal is concerned with the affairs of 
factories and the Gulf economy, and Business and 
Finance news. It is a specialized media outlet that 
accommodates more ambitious goals to constantly 
add everything new and useful, for the business 
community.

SPECTEHNOMASH SPC LLC
Individual, 12-A03
Vadyma Boyka str., 9, Kremenchuk city, Poltava 
region, Ukraine, 39600
Kremenchuk
Ukraine
Website: www.stmua.com
Email: office@stmua.com
Contact: Sergii Gonchar, Director
Mobile: +380 67 425-04-23

SPECTEHNOMASH SPC LLC is a modern enterprise 
that has many years’ experience in the design, 
manufacture and operation of equipment for the 
production of cartridges. Currently, the company 
has qualified engineering and technical personnel, 
specialists, production facilities for the manufacture 
of equipment for the production of cartridges, 
modern equipment for the manufacture of high-
quality tools, a testing base and the necessary 
infrastructure.
The specialists of our company have developed 
design and technological documentation for special 
technological equipment for the production of 
small arms cartridges of all major calibers: 9x18; 
9x19; 5.45x39; 5.56x45; 7.62x39; 7.62x51; 7.62x54 
mm (production technology is based on the use of 
high-performance automatic rotor lines); 12.7x108; 
12.7x99 mm (modern multi-position automatic 
presses are used in the production technology).
SPECTEHNOMASH SPC LLC produces a wide range of 
special technological equipment for the production 
of cartridges on the basis of automatic rotary lines 
(ARL) and high-performance presses.

SPIRIT SLOVENIJA, PUBLIC AGENCY
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Verovskova ulica 60
SI- 1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
Tel: 38615891870 

Website: www.spiritslovenia.si
Email: info@spiritslovenia.si
Contact: Tomaz Kostanjevec, Acting Director

SPIRIT Slovenia, public agency of the Republic 
Slovenia, provides free of charge regulatory, expert 
and development tasks to increase competitiveness 
of Slovenia's economy as an innovative, 
technologically developed, export-oriented 
destination that attracts foreign investors. Support 
for foreign business partners includes: 
• Tailor made information about Slovenian suppliers 
• Database of Slovenian exporters SloExport 
•Distribution of your inquiry among Slovenian 
exporters 
• Organization of fact-finding missions 
• Links with industry and local authorities 
• Organization of business delegations 
• Collective presentations of Slovenian companies 
on international trade fairs abroad 
• Network of Slovenian business clubs. 
Support for investors: 
• Information on industries, legislation, taxes and 
incentive 
• Information on industrial sites and local suppliers 
• Links with industry and local authorities 
• Organisation of fact-finding missions, business and 
investment conferences and trade shows.

Sprung Instant Structures
Individual, 04-B03
Bahrain
Website: www.sprung.com 

Our durable, precision-engineered structures are 
the solution of choice for a broad range of industries 
needing a fast, reliable and cost-effective building 
solution. Sprung Instant Structures, E.C. located 
in Bahrain is a member of the Sprung Group of 
Companies stablished in North America, in business 
since 1887, which has achieved international 

recognition by providing shelter solutions for 
thousands of different applications in over ninety 
countries throughout the world. The benefts of 
Sprung structures include: speed of erection, 
flexibility of use, customization and unparalleled 
engineering. Each Sprung structure is manufactured 
from the highest quality of products and materials, 
and individually tested using strict performance 
measures. With a specialized high-strength 
aluminum alloy, our substructure has an unlimited 
lifespan. Sprung structures are engineered to meet 
or exceed the requirements of most building codes 
and standards.

SRC, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B11
United States
Tel: 800-724-0451 
Website: www.srcinc.com
Email: inquiries@srcinc.com

SRC, Inc., a not-for-profit research and development 
company, combines information, science, 
technology and ingenuity to solve “impossible” 
problems in the areas of defense, environment and 
intelligence. Across our family of companies, we 
apply bright minds, fresh thinking and relentless 
determination to deliver innovative products 
and services that are redefining possible® for the 
challenges faced by America and its allies. 

ST Engineering
Individual, 07-C04
ST Engineering Hub
Singapore
Website: www.stengg.com
Email: lamdaniel@stengg.com
Contact: Daniel Lam, Head, Middle East
Mobile: +971 52 800 2920
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ST Engineering is a global technology, defence and 
engineering group specialising in the aerospace, 
electronics, land systems and marine sectors. 
The Group employs about 23,000 people across 
offices in Asia, Europe, the Middle East and the U.S., 
serving customers in the defence, government and 
commercial segments in more than 100 countries. 
With more than 700 smart city projects across 130 
cities in its track record, the Group continues to help 
transform cities through its suite of Smart Mobility, 
Smart Security and Smart Environment solutions. 
Headquartered in Singapore, ST Engineering 
reported revenue of $7.9b in FY2019 and it ranks 
among the largest companies listed on the 
Singapore Exchange. It is a component stock of the 
FTSE Straits Times Index, MSCI Singapore, iEdge SG 
ESG Transparency Index and iEdge SG ESG Leaders 
Index.

Starter
France Pavilion, 07-B33
France
Website: https://www.starterwinches.com/en/ 

Based in France, Starter has been designing and 
producing lifting and handling equipment since 
1980. Stem, hoist, winch, capstan, etc., come out 
every day from our factory. Lifting safety regulations 
are constantly evolving. To guide you to the most 
suitable device for your application, our teams will 
deploy all their know-how to satisfy you. Starter 
does Military, Industry, Marine and also Vehicles.

State Enterprise UKROBORONSERVICE
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
UKROBORONSERVICE is a state company and its 
major activity is the realization of state interests of 
Ukraine in the field of export / import of products, 
military-technical and special-purpose services.
Since its existence, the Company has established 

business contacts with state and private 
establishments and companies from more than 30 
countries of the world and gained a reputation of a 
reliable business partner. 
State Enterprise UKROBORONSERVICE has an effective 
program of weapons and equipment modernization 
manufactured in the former USSR to increase their 
efficiency level of existing models. 
Using a well established network of military and 
special educational institutions of Ukraine, State 
Enterprise UKROBORONSERVICE offers education and 
training  of foreign military experts in the interests of 
the customer of all kinds and types of troops.

State Enterprise Kharkiv Morozov 
Machine Building Design Bureau (SE 
KMDB)
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
India
Website: www.morozov.com 

STATE ENTERPRISE STATE KYIV DESIGN 
BUREAU LUCH
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine

State Firm "PROGRESS"
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine
Website: www.progress.gov.ua

STATE FIRM  “PROGRESS” proposes the export supplying 
of military equipment of current production (МВТ, 
APCs, Antonov-type transport aircraft, modern navy 
ships, radar and communication systems), modern 
technologies and know-how, the newest weapons and 
military products’ designing and development and 
comprehensive approach to the export of armaments 
and military equipment.

State Research & Design Shipbuilding 
Centre
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
Ukraine
Website: www.srdsc.com 

State Research & Design Shipbuilding Centre (SRDSC) 
has more than 45 years of experience in providing 
a wide range of services from concept design to 
detailed (production) design of warships as well as a 
wide band of consultancy services.
Main activities:
- Development of the projects of the warships, 
auxiliary vessels and special floating units;
- Engineering support of the modernization of the 
warships;
- Research investigation in the naval sensors, 
weapons and shipbuilding science;
- Rendering of scientific-technical services in the 
field of the naval shipbuilding;
- Technical support and supervision on the building 
and trials of the leading ship;
- Construction and repair of naval vessels and civil 
ships.

Steadicopter Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C39
Israel
Website: www.steadicopter.com 

Steadicopter Ltd, founded in 2005 is a revolutionary 
player in the Rotary Unmanned Aerial Systems (RUAS) 
industry, specializing in the design, development, 
and production of rotary tactical UAS, and delivers 
exceptional, unprecedented, proven solutions for 
military, HLS, and civilian applications.
Our Black Eagle family are a rotary unmanned 
air vehicle (RUAV), a robotic observation system 
that provides Maritime and Land solutions for 
intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and 
reconnaissance (ISTAR). This is provided using an air 

vehicle with a vertical takeoff and landing ability, 
hovering capability, and a wide variety of payloads. 
The Black Eagle family of unmanned helicopters 
have unique additional features, such as, special 
inertial navigation system capability, based on 
input from the system’s inertial and other sensors. 
Through a unique and smart navigation algorithm, 
this input enables the continuation of the flight and 
the mission, without relying on GPS. This allows a 
significant advantage in GPS-denied areas.

Steyr Arms Gmbh
Austria Pavilion, 07-D43
Ramingtal 46
Kleinraming
Austria
Tel: +437252896222 
Website: www.steyr-arms.com
Email: g.wurmbrand@steyr-arms.com
Contact: Gundaccar Wurmbrand-Stuppach, Sales 
Director
Mobile: +437252896222

Steyr Arms is a world renown producer of small 
arms for military and law enforcement use since 
1864. Our products are famous for their high quality, 
proverbial accuracy and long service lifetime which 
is reducing the lifetime service costs. The products 
made by Steyr Arms include: 
- Assault Rifles 
- Sniper Rifles 
- Heavy Sniper Rifles 
- Pistols 
- Underbarrel Grenade Launchers 
All Steyr Arms products are field proven and 
used in over 70 countries worldwide in all climate 
conditions.
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ST Engineering is a global technology, defence and 
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Starter
France Pavilion, 07-B33
France
Website: https://www.starterwinches.com/en/ 
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Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
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Ukraine
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Israel
Website: www.steadicopter.com 
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Ramingtal 46
Kleinraming
Austria
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Director
Mobile: +437252896222

Steyr Arms is a world renown producer of small 
arms for military and law enforcement use since 
1864. Our products are famous for their high quality, 
proverbial accuracy and long service lifetime which 
is reducing the lifetime service costs. The products 
made by Steyr Arms include: 
- Assault Rifles 
- Sniper Rifles 
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- Underbarrel Grenade Launchers 
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Stratign
UAE Pavilion, 12-C02
Office #1604, The Oberoi Centre, Business Bay
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97142995886, Fax: 97142995887
Website: www.stratign.com,
Email: business@stratign.com
Contact: Rubeena Rahmath, Deputy General Manager
Mobile: +971559852960

Stratign is a UAE based company, providing High 
Grade state-of-the-art Communication Intelligence 
solutions for defense and law enforcement agencies 
globally. Established in the year 2002, the company 
has a very strong presence in the Middle East, 
South East Asia, Africa, Europe, Latin America and 
CIS countries. Continuous endeavour in the field of 
R&D with committed and highly skilled manpower, 
providing precise solutions for the challenges faced 
by the customers has made Stratign a well-known 
entity within a short span of time. We are committed 
to provide competent technologies at an affordable 
price to defense and law enforcement government 
Agencies. Stratign is uniquely positioned to offer 
latest technological, cutting-edge mission-critical 
products systems and customized solutions for 
Communication Surveillance, Signal Analysis, 
Communication Security and Jamming Systems. 
All solutions meet the best quality or military 
standards.The user-friendliness and capabilities of 
these systems have made them immensely popular 
among various agencies.

STREIT Group
UAE Pavilion, CP-219
P.O. Box 54509, Technology
 Park – RAKEZ
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 7 244 7395, Fax: +971 7 244 7396

Website: www.armored-cars.com
Email: sales@armored-cars.com
Contact: Andreas Rex, Sales & Marketing Director

Established in 1992, STREIT Group is one of the 
world’s leading, privately owned armored vehicles 
manufacturers with state-of-the-art production 
facilities and Global offices worldwide. More than 
25 years of operating in challenging environments 
made STREIT Group one of the most trusted and 
reliable manufacturers of armored vehicles.
We produce a large variety of Armored Personnel 
Carriers, MRAP’s, Cash-in-Transit, Luxury, Bespoke 
Luxury and Security vehicles which are designed to 
provide effective protection in high-risk situations. 
All our vehicles undergo internationally recognized 
ballistics and impact tests, with STANAG 3 certification 
for military tactical vehicles and VPAM BRV 2009 VR7 
for luxury and special purpose vehicles. 
We are a leading provider of security solutions with 
a proven safety record; our vehicles are deployed by 
armed forces all over the world. We take no chances 
when it comes to saving lives.

STV GROUP a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B29
Hvezdova 1716/2b, 140 78
Prague
Czech Republic
Tel: +420724319360 
Website: www.stvgroup.cz
Email: decky@stvgroup.cz
Contact: Jan Decky, Commercial Director
Mobile: +420724319360

STV GROUP is the largest ammunition manufacturer 
in the Czech Republic. Our wide product range 
includes ammunition for hand-held weapons, anti-
tank grenade launchers, tanks, artillery or for sappers. 
In our new and modern maintenance depots, we 
conduct overhauls and modernizations of military 
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tracked and wheeled vehicles such as T-72 tanks or 
BMPs. Moreover, our storages hold vast quantities of 
spare parts for different types of land vehicles. Our 
expertise also includes 25 years of experience in the 
demilitarization of all types of ammunition. Annual 
turnover: 75,000,000 USD | Employees: over 600 | 
Customer reach: 40+ countries worldwide.

Suministros, Fresados y Grabados, S.L. 
(Grabysur)
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Calle Wilbur y Orville Wright 25, Parque Aeropolis 
41309 La Rinconada
Sevilla
Spain
Website: www.grabysur.es
Email: albert@grabysur.es
Contact: Alberto Simon, Business Development
Mobile: 34607503711

Grabysur, with more than 30 years of business 
experience, is dedicated to the design, manufacture 
and repair of Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) and 
control systems for cockpits. We are present mainly 
in the aerospace sector, in both areas, fixed and 
rotary wing, as well as other equipment for the naval 
and land sectors. 
We are one of the few worldwide specialists in 
compatibilization of navigation instruments to 
the NVIs technology, and in the development of 
customized and reverse engineering solutions for 
manufacturing and conversion of cockpit equipment.
Grabysur solutions achieve the complete life cycle of 
the product, where large research and development 
capacity is required to ensure the future efficiency of 
the manufacturing and industrialization stages
We have our own engineering and technology and 
all process are carried in-house.

SVOS, spol. s r.o.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B27
Chrudimska 1663
Prelouc
Czech Republic
Tel: +420466955743 
Website: www.armsvos.cz
Email: svos@armsvos.cz

The company SVOS Ltd. belongs to the leading 
manufacturers of armoured vehicles in Europe and 
with its almost 30-years of history continues the 
tradition of such production in the region. In the 
SVOS production program, a group of armoured 
vehicles for special military and police use it at 
the forefront (armoured personnel carriers, multi-
purpose armoured vehicles, armoured ambulances, 
armoured combat vehicles, light armoured patrol 
vehicles, armoured trucks, armoured heavy-duty 
cross-country vehicles, riot control vehicles etc.)

Swarovski Optik KG
Austria Pavilion, 07-D42
Daniel-Swarovski-Straße 70
A-6067 Absam
Austria
Tel: +43 5223 511 0 
Website: www.swarovskioptik.com
Email: richard.kramer@swarovskioptik.com
Contact: Richard Kramer, Regional Sales Director 
APAC, EMEA, LATAM

Swarovski Optik, founded in 1949 specialises in the 
development and production of long-range optical 
instruments of the highest precision like binoculars, 
telescopes, optronics and rifle scopes.

Swebis Middle East FZ-LLC
UAE Pavilion, C1-14
Po Box : 50184, W/H No.10, Shed.8 Industrial Park, Rak 
Free Zone
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +9717 223 6373 
Website: http://www.swebis.com/
Email: contact@swebis.com
Mobile: +97154 441 6875

Based in Ras Al Khaimah in the UAE, we provide 
armor steel to leading industry partners on the local 
and global market.
Swebis Middle East FZ-LLC is a joint venture between 
Swebor from Sweden and Bisalloy from Australia. The 
two companies have over 35 years of insights and 
experience in how to best use steel in a wide variety 
of applications. The co-operation includes both sale 
and distribution of armor steel products. Together, 
the two companies produces over 70,000 tons of 
steel per year.
Swebor and Bisalloy’s combined knowledge makes 
it possible for us at Swebis to offer our customers a 
whole range of products and services – not just steel 
plates, but also solutions regarding blast and ballistic 
protection, material selection, welding and bending 
recommendations.

SwissDrones Operating AG
EDGE, 05-A05
Switzerland

Symlab GmbH
Switzerland Pavilion
Waldweg 8
Ostermundigen
Switzerland
Website: www.symlab.ch
Email: georg.stirnimann@symlab.ch

Contact: Georg Stirnimann, CEO
Mobile: 41797081094

Symlab GmbH will support customers in their 
decisions, such as what products will best fit their 
needs for certain EW applications, for example 
jammers, receivers, transmiters, monitoring and 
classification equipment, radio direction finders 
and anti commercial drone equipment. Symlab 
GmbH develops own products and uses third-party 
products for system integration.

SynQor, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-A12
155 Swanson Road, Boxborough, MA 01719
United States
Tel: +44 (0)7950 902764 
Website: www.synqor.com, Email: mgd@synqor.
com
Contact: Michael Grahame-Dunn, Director of Sales 
MEAR, Europe & ANZ

SynQor is a leading supplier of power conversion 
solutions to the military market.  SynQor’s 
innovative products are designed to exceed the 
demanding performance, quality, and reliability 
requirements of today’s leading-edge power 
infrastructure hardware.  The MilQor series of power 
supplies and systems brings SynQor’s field proven 
high-efficiency synchronous-rectifier technology 
to the Military industry.  SynQor’s MilQor Power 
Supply products include High-Reliability and 
COTS AC-DC and DC-DC converters and filters.  
SynQor’s system-level products include Military 
Ruggedized Uninterruptible Power Supplies, Power 
Conditioners, Power Inverters, and VPX power 
supplies among others.
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T.S. Israel Ltd (ISDEF)
Israel Pavilion
Israel
Website: www.isdefexpo.com 

TAG Middle East FZC
UAE Pavilion, 12-B23
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 72447033 
Website: www.armoredcarsme.com
Email: daniel.fernandes@armoredcarsme.com
Contact: Daniel Fernandes, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 565266398

For almost 30 years, The Armored Group (TAG) 
has been engineering and manufacturing custom 
armored and non-armored vehicles for use by 
individuals, businesses, law enforcement, military 
agencies and governments. 
Started in the USA in 1992, and now present through 
our certified manufacturing facilities, service 
locations and clients in over 60 countries, we have 
a global reach which enables us to compete with 
anyone on price, quality & delivery time. 
Our commitment to quality is paramount, and is 
reinforced by our multiple VPAM-BRV 2009 & VPAM-
ERV 2010 ballistic and blast certifications for several 
vehicles. We are committed to our clients and value 
their business.

Tankonia
Italy Pavilion, 06-B05
Shop#35, Eaze Zone Mall, Off. Link Road, Goregaon 
(W), Mumbai 400062
Alibag
India
Tel: 0091 9869656277 
Website: www.tankonia.com
Email: info@tankonia.com

Contact: Samit Satish Naik, Director

Tankonia is a company established in order to spread 
M.E.RIN products into the Indian market. Shortly, 
Indian staff will be trained and made independent for 
the indigenous production of all M.E.RIN products, 
like bladders, crashworthy and self-sealing fuel tanks 
for both civil and military markets.

Tasleeh Holding
UAE Pavilion, 11-C06
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 0544555160 
Website: www.tasleeh.com, Email: info@tasleeh.ae

Founded in early 2014 by Salem Al Matrooshi, 
Tasleeh had its humble beginnings as a consultancy 
firm before expanding to various business activities 
and subsidiaries, including Tasleeh General Trading, 
Mayadeen Tasleeh, Tasleeh Sport Firearms and 
Ammunition and Tasleeh Consultancy.
Tasleeh aims to bring new technologies for the 
enhancement of Military and Law Enforcement in the 
UAE, while also nurturing sustainable development 
and economic growth for its clients. By focusing 
on transparency and practical communication, it 
is able to understand fully the requirements of any 
client and offer them bespoke products that meet all 
expectations. 
Tasleeh has been a proud partner of Tanfoglio 
S.N.C, a weaponry manufacturer from Italy since the 
beginning. This year, Tasleeh Holding is bringing 
more advanced weaponry inventories from 
Tanfoglio, and adding up one of the most advanced 
Military Simulation system from Guardiaris Smart 
Systems.

TATRA Export, s.r.o.
Individual, 10-D27

Kopřivnice
Czech Republic
Website: www.tatratrucks.com
Email: Adam.dorazil@tatra.cz
Contact: Adam Dorazil

With 80+ years of experience in the defence industry, 
TATRA delivers reliable battle tested vehicles with 
outstanding off-road performance, reliability and 
mobility; resistance against twisting and bending, 
comfort and superior payloads thanks to independent 
air-suspended swinging half-axles and powertrain 
protected by central backbone tube. Configuration 
of axles, cabin, engine and transmission is possible 
upon customers’ requests. With exception of ready-
made vehicles, a chassis for different purposes and 
finalization are available. 
TATRA Portfolio: 4x4, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12 or 
16x16 logistics trucks, cargo/troop and container 
carriers, tankers or recovery vehicles, cranes, missiles 
systems vehicles, firefighting vehicles or vehicles for 
transportation of unexploded ammunition. Armoring 
is offered up to Level 3 - 3a/3b, STANAG 4569. Special 
chassis for MRAPs, M-ATVs, APCs are available in a 
wide range of configuration – from command vehicles 
up to howitzers. The main references are e.g. TITUS by 
NEXTER SYSTEMS, Astros by Avibras Industries etc.

Taurus Armas s.A.
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Avenida São Borja, n° 2181 - Prédio A - Fazenda São 
Borja - CEP: 93035-411
São Leopoldo
Brazil
Tel: +55 (51) 3021 3123 
Website: https://www.taurusexport.com/en
Email: export@taurus.com.br

More than 80 years after manufacturing its first 
landmark revolver, Taurus stands today as one of 
the major handgun brands in the world, the top 

imported brand and 4th best sold in USA, the most 
competitive market in the world. Our products 
serve professional defense forces, law enforcement, 
personal defense practitioners, competitive 
shooters, target shooters, and hunters alike 
worldwide. Furthermore, Taurus has earned coveted 
industry recognition with numerous accolades 
accepted for "Manufacturer of the Year", "Handgun 
of the Year", and "Golden Bullseye" awards from key 
industry associations and respected firearm media 
entities. In the last several years, especially, Taurus 
has further cemented its reputation for technology 
and design innovations with groundbreaking 
firearms such as the TS9, Taurus G3, Taurus Raging 
Hunter and T4 rifle.

Tawazun Economic Council
UAE Pavilion, CP-300
Abu Dhabi, P.O Box 908
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 6160362 
Website: www.tawazun.ae
Email: abanna@tawazun.ae
Contact: Abubakr El banna, Manager, Events
Mobile: +971 2 6160362

Tawazun Economic Council (TEC) was founded in 
1992 to support a vision of comprehensive and 
sustainable economic and social development 
within the UAE. 
Through the implementation of its economic 
development program initiatives, TEC acts as 
a key enabler for the development of defense 
and security industries in the UAE. TEC provides 
the needed inputs for the defense industrial 
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T.S. Israel Ltd (ISDEF)
Israel Pavilion
Israel
Website: www.isdefexpo.com 

TAG Middle East FZC
UAE Pavilion, 12-B23
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 72447033 
Website: www.armoredcarsme.com
Email: daniel.fernandes@armoredcarsme.com
Contact: Daniel Fernandes, Marketing Manager
Mobile: 565266398

For almost 30 years, The Armored Group (TAG) 
has been engineering and manufacturing custom 
armored and non-armored vehicles for use by 
individuals, businesses, law enforcement, military 
agencies and governments. 
Started in the USA in 1992, and now present through 
our certified manufacturing facilities, service 
locations and clients in over 60 countries, we have 
a global reach which enables us to compete with 
anyone on price, quality & delivery time. 
Our commitment to quality is paramount, and is 
reinforced by our multiple VPAM-BRV 2009 & VPAM-
ERV 2010 ballistic and blast certifications for several 
vehicles. We are committed to our clients and value 
their business.

Tankonia
Italy Pavilion, 06-B05
Shop#35, Eaze Zone Mall, Off. Link Road, Goregaon 
(W), Mumbai 400062
Alibag
India
Tel: 0091 9869656277 
Website: www.tankonia.com
Email: info@tankonia.com

Contact: Samit Satish Naik, Director

Tankonia is a company established in order to spread 
M.E.RIN products into the Indian market. Shortly, 
Indian staff will be trained and made independent for 
the indigenous production of all M.E.RIN products, 
like bladders, crashworthy and self-sealing fuel tanks 
for both civil and military markets.

Tasleeh Holding
UAE Pavilion, 11-C06
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 0544555160 
Website: www.tasleeh.com, Email: info@tasleeh.ae

Founded in early 2014 by Salem Al Matrooshi, 
Tasleeh had its humble beginnings as a consultancy 
firm before expanding to various business activities 
and subsidiaries, including Tasleeh General Trading, 
Mayadeen Tasleeh, Tasleeh Sport Firearms and 
Ammunition and Tasleeh Consultancy.
Tasleeh aims to bring new technologies for the 
enhancement of Military and Law Enforcement in the 
UAE, while also nurturing sustainable development 
and economic growth for its clients. By focusing 
on transparency and practical communication, it 
is able to understand fully the requirements of any 
client and offer them bespoke products that meet all 
expectations. 
Tasleeh has been a proud partner of Tanfoglio 
S.N.C, a weaponry manufacturer from Italy since the 
beginning. This year, Tasleeh Holding is bringing 
more advanced weaponry inventories from 
Tanfoglio, and adding up one of the most advanced 
Military Simulation system from Guardiaris Smart 
Systems.

TATRA Export, s.r.o.
Individual, 10-D27

Kopřivnice
Czech Republic
Website: www.tatratrucks.com
Email: Adam.dorazil@tatra.cz
Contact: Adam Dorazil

With 80+ years of experience in the defence industry, 
TATRA delivers reliable battle tested vehicles with 
outstanding off-road performance, reliability and 
mobility; resistance against twisting and bending, 
comfort and superior payloads thanks to independent 
air-suspended swinging half-axles and powertrain 
protected by central backbone tube. Configuration 
of axles, cabin, engine and transmission is possible 
upon customers’ requests. With exception of ready-
made vehicles, a chassis for different purposes and 
finalization are available. 
TATRA Portfolio: 4x4, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12 or 
16x16 logistics trucks, cargo/troop and container 
carriers, tankers or recovery vehicles, cranes, missiles 
systems vehicles, firefighting vehicles or vehicles for 
transportation of unexploded ammunition. Armoring 
is offered up to Level 3 - 3a/3b, STANAG 4569. Special 
chassis for MRAPs, M-ATVs, APCs are available in a 
wide range of configuration – from command vehicles 
up to howitzers. The main references are e.g. TITUS by 
NEXTER SYSTEMS, Astros by Avibras Industries etc.

Taurus Armas s.A.
Brazil Pavilion, 08-B07
Avenida São Borja, n° 2181 - Prédio A - Fazenda São 
Borja - CEP: 93035-411
São Leopoldo
Brazil
Tel: +55 (51) 3021 3123 
Website: https://www.taurusexport.com/en
Email: export@taurus.com.br

More than 80 years after manufacturing its first 
landmark revolver, Taurus stands today as one of 
the major handgun brands in the world, the top 

imported brand and 4th best sold in USA, the most 
competitive market in the world. Our products 
serve professional defense forces, law enforcement, 
personal defense practitioners, competitive 
shooters, target shooters, and hunters alike 
worldwide. Furthermore, Taurus has earned coveted 
industry recognition with numerous accolades 
accepted for "Manufacturer of the Year", "Handgun 
of the Year", and "Golden Bullseye" awards from key 
industry associations and respected firearm media 
entities. In the last several years, especially, Taurus 
has further cemented its reputation for technology 
and design innovations with groundbreaking 
firearms such as the TS9, Taurus G3, Taurus Raging 
Hunter and T4 rifle.

Tawazun Economic Council
UAE Pavilion, CP-300
Abu Dhabi, P.O Box 908
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 6160362 
Website: www.tawazun.ae
Email: abanna@tawazun.ae
Contact: Abubakr El banna, Manager, Events
Mobile: +971 2 6160362

Tawazun Economic Council (TEC) was founded in 
1992 to support a vision of comprehensive and 
sustainable economic and social development 
within the UAE. 
Through the implementation of its economic 
development program initiatives, TEC acts as 
a key enabler for the development of defense 
and security industries in the UAE. TEC provides 
the needed inputs for the defense industrial 
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development including attracting additional local 
and foreign capital into the industry as well as 
actively supporting the SME segment.
TEC targets new capability development, 
technology transfer and accelerated adoption 
of new technologies in the defense & security 
industrial sector thereby contributing to economic 
diversification.
Since its establishment, TEC has enabled creation 
of more than 90 companies and investment 
vehicles, covering 11 sectors, including defense 
manufacturing. These companies continue play a 
vital role in boosting economic growth in the UAE.

TBS Ltd.
FTEZ, FT-010
6 Nayden Gerov STR., FL.5, 1612
Sofia
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 818 9912, Fax: +359 2 818 9918
Website: www.tbs.bg
Email: n_tanev@tbs.bg
Contact: Nikolay Tanev, Director Special Projects
Mobile: +359 877266767

Established in Bulgaria, TBS Ltd. is an international 
trading company providing some of the world›s most 
advanced defence, aerospace and security solutions. 
We bring forward results that are exceptional and 
according to the needs of our customers. 
The goal of our business is to deliver technologies 
ensuring the client safety through services and 
products securing land, air and space. Recognizing 
that each sphere holds unique challenges, we offer 
custom solutions and large portfolio of products 
for each one. Our Mission is to deliver innovative 
capabilities and best quality equipment to create 
new possibilities for a safer world.

TBT Inc.
Korea Pavilion
10, Seounsandan-ro 4-gil, Gyeyang-gu, 21072
Incheon
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82-32-552-1941~3 
Website: www.tbtsys.com
Email: harrykim@tbtsys.com
Contact: Harry Hyunchul Kim, Biz development & 
sales director
Mobile: +82-10-8226-3560

We, TBT, are a thermal imaging camera maker in 
Korea for more than 10 years. In total, we have 
been doing business globally for nearly 20 years. 
Our product range covers from uncooled & cooled 
thermal camera modules to packaged ones, such 
as PTZ-type multi-sensors, gimbals, industrial-
purposed cameras. Following the fad, we are even 
equipped with the Fever Screening Camera. 
In a word, we have been pursuing 'All about Thermal 
Imaging Cameras'. We are dynamic and eager to 
solve your thermal imaging problems. Thank you so 
much and wish you all the best!

TD Group Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C32
18 Raul Walenberg st, Building C
Tel-Aviv
Israel
Tel: 97235249424 
Website: www.trinitydg.com
Email: ron@trinitydg.com
Contact: Ron Lasmanovich, CEO

Trinity Group is a privately held company, with 
headquarters in Israel and global offices in Europe, 
Asia and North-America. The company develops and 
implements comprehensive solutions for military 
and professional clients across the globe, specializing 
in Defense and Homeland-Security. 

The group has supported governmental agencies, 
military forces and UN peacekeeping missions 
worldwide since 2009, delivering turnkey projects 
and innovative technologies.
Our expertise covers every step of the process, 
from planning to implementation, providing the 
whole value chain to include training and after-sales 
support.

TEDAE
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Spain
Website: www.tedae.org

The Spanish Association for Defence, Security, 
Aeronautics and Space Technologies (TEDAE), 
that represents more than 80 companies, aims to 
assume the representation and promotion of their 
members nationally and internationally. The sectors 
represented by TEDAE employ in Spain 57.618 
people with a turnover of 13040 million euros, 
where 71% of them were exports and the 9% were 
activities related with R&D during 2019. The defence 
sector represented by TEDAE employ in Spain 23.663 
people with a turnover of 7.155 million euros, where 
62% of them where exports and the 9.8% were 
activities related with R&D during 2019.

TEK Military Seating LLP
UAE Pavilion, C12-008
14 Decimus Park
Kent TN2 3GP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)1892 515028 
Website: www.tekmilitaryseating.co.uk
Email: paul.fleming@tekseating.co.uk
Contact: Paul Fleming, CEO TEK Group

TEK Military Seating, along with our UAE partners MSW 
Auto Spare Parts, is exhibiting a full range of products 

on stand C12-008. TEK Military is an innovative 
designer and manufacturer of military vehicle 
seating, offering unrivalled levels of protection from 
blast and vibration exposure. Seat options include 
Driver, Commander, Crew, Turret and Gunner. Our 
ProTEK® range features modularity which allows seats 
to be replaced with Command, Communication, 
Utility or Stretcher modules within minutes. We 
also offer Skydex blast matting and a wide range of 
stowage bags and covers for vehicles, weapons and 
equipment.

Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority (TRA)
UAE Pavilion, 12-A07
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.tra.gov.ae 

Teledyne ICM
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A19
Rue du Progrès, 3
4821 Andrimont
Belgium
Tel: +32 87 440 150, Fax: +32 87 440 160
Website: www.teledyneicm.com
Email: julien.lumaye@teledyne.com
Contact: Julien Lumaye, Director, Sales & Marketing

Set-up over 20 years ago, Teledyne ICM is a 
worldwide-active company specialized in the 
development and manufacturing of portable X-Ray 
generators and scanners for Security purposes and 
Non-Destructing Testing. 
On the back of a portfolio that counts more than 30 
different products, including the now well-known 
SITEX and SITEX CP Series ranges, as well as the 
security detectors FLATSCAN, we, at Teledyne ICM 
continue, to grow year upon year.
With close to 50 staff including engineers, physicists, 
sales & marketing professionals, as well as highly 
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development including attracting additional local 
and foreign capital into the industry as well as 
actively supporting the SME segment.
TEC targets new capability development, 
technology transfer and accelerated adoption 
of new technologies in the defense & security 
industrial sector thereby contributing to economic 
diversification.
Since its establishment, TEC has enabled creation 
of more than 90 companies and investment 
vehicles, covering 11 sectors, including defense 
manufacturing. These companies continue play a 
vital role in boosting economic growth in the UAE.

TBS Ltd.
FTEZ, FT-010
6 Nayden Gerov STR., FL.5, 1612
Sofia
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 2 818 9912, Fax: +359 2 818 9918
Website: www.tbs.bg
Email: n_tanev@tbs.bg
Contact: Nikolay Tanev, Director Special Projects
Mobile: +359 877266767

Established in Bulgaria, TBS Ltd. is an international 
trading company providing some of the world›s most 
advanced defence, aerospace and security solutions. 
We bring forward results that are exceptional and 
according to the needs of our customers. 
The goal of our business is to deliver technologies 
ensuring the client safety through services and 
products securing land, air and space. Recognizing 
that each sphere holds unique challenges, we offer 
custom solutions and large portfolio of products 
for each one. Our Mission is to deliver innovative 
capabilities and best quality equipment to create 
new possibilities for a safer world.

TBT Inc.
Korea Pavilion
10, Seounsandan-ro 4-gil, Gyeyang-gu, 21072
Incheon
Korea, Republic of
Tel: +82-32-552-1941~3 
Website: www.tbtsys.com
Email: harrykim@tbtsys.com
Contact: Harry Hyunchul Kim, Biz development & 
sales director
Mobile: +82-10-8226-3560

We, TBT, are a thermal imaging camera maker in 
Korea for more than 10 years. In total, we have 
been doing business globally for nearly 20 years. 
Our product range covers from uncooled & cooled 
thermal camera modules to packaged ones, such 
as PTZ-type multi-sensors, gimbals, industrial-
purposed cameras. Following the fad, we are even 
equipped with the Fever Screening Camera. 
In a word, we have been pursuing 'All about Thermal 
Imaging Cameras'. We are dynamic and eager to 
solve your thermal imaging problems. Thank you so 
much and wish you all the best!

TD Group Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C32
18 Raul Walenberg st, Building C
Tel-Aviv
Israel
Tel: 97235249424 
Website: www.trinitydg.com
Email: ron@trinitydg.com
Contact: Ron Lasmanovich, CEO

Trinity Group is a privately held company, with 
headquarters in Israel and global offices in Europe, 
Asia and North-America. The company develops and 
implements comprehensive solutions for military 
and professional clients across the globe, specializing 
in Defense and Homeland-Security. 

The group has supported governmental agencies, 
military forces and UN peacekeeping missions 
worldwide since 2009, delivering turnkey projects 
and innovative technologies.
Our expertise covers every step of the process, 
from planning to implementation, providing the 
whole value chain to include training and after-sales 
support.

TEDAE
Spain Pavilion, 10-B10
Spain
Website: www.tedae.org

The Spanish Association for Defence, Security, 
Aeronautics and Space Technologies (TEDAE), 
that represents more than 80 companies, aims to 
assume the representation and promotion of their 
members nationally and internationally. The sectors 
represented by TEDAE employ in Spain 57.618 
people with a turnover of 13040 million euros, 
where 71% of them were exports and the 9% were 
activities related with R&D during 2019. The defence 
sector represented by TEDAE employ in Spain 23.663 
people with a turnover of 7.155 million euros, where 
62% of them where exports and the 9.8% were 
activities related with R&D during 2019.

TEK Military Seating LLP
UAE Pavilion, C12-008
14 Decimus Park
Kent TN2 3GP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0)1892 515028 
Website: www.tekmilitaryseating.co.uk
Email: paul.fleming@tekseating.co.uk
Contact: Paul Fleming, CEO TEK Group

TEK Military Seating, along with our UAE partners MSW 
Auto Spare Parts, is exhibiting a full range of products 

on stand C12-008. TEK Military is an innovative 
designer and manufacturer of military vehicle 
seating, offering unrivalled levels of protection from 
blast and vibration exposure. Seat options include 
Driver, Commander, Crew, Turret and Gunner. Our 
ProTEK® range features modularity which allows seats 
to be replaced with Command, Communication, 
Utility or Stretcher modules within minutes. We 
also offer Skydex blast matting and a wide range of 
stowage bags and covers for vehicles, weapons and 
equipment.

Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority (TRA)
UAE Pavilion, 12-A07
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.tra.gov.ae 

Teledyne ICM
Belgium Pavilion, 08-A19
Rue du Progrès, 3
4821 Andrimont
Belgium
Tel: +32 87 440 150, Fax: +32 87 440 160
Website: www.teledyneicm.com
Email: julien.lumaye@teledyne.com
Contact: Julien Lumaye, Director, Sales & Marketing

Set-up over 20 years ago, Teledyne ICM is a 
worldwide-active company specialized in the 
development and manufacturing of portable X-Ray 
generators and scanners for Security purposes and 
Non-Destructing Testing. 
On the back of a portfolio that counts more than 30 
different products, including the now well-known 
SITEX and SITEX CP Series ranges, as well as the 
security detectors FLATSCAN, we, at Teledyne ICM 
continue, to grow year upon year.
With close to 50 staff including engineers, physicists, 
sales & marketing professionals, as well as highly 
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trained technicians, Teledyne ICM is more than ever, 
the leading company when it comes to meeting the 
X-Ray needs of a wide variety of users.
Today, Teledyne ICM is enthusiastically operating 
in more than 110 countries worldwide and is more 
than ever ready to bring innovative X-Ray solutions 
to the world.

Teleflow SAS
France Pavilion, 07-B47
France
Website: www.teleflow.net 

Telerbo
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Germany
Website: www.telerob.com/en/

TenCate Advanced Armour
Individual, C4-002
Bristol
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1454 87 7600 
Website: www.tencateadvancedarmor.com
Email: stephen.jackson@tencatearmour.com
Contact: Stephen Jackson, Regional Director - UK, 
Turkey, Middle East, India & Africa
Mobile: +44 (0) 7979 495600

TenCate Advanced Armour is a global provider 
of composite armour solutions against higher 
level threats for international defence and law 
enforcement customers. We have the resources and 
capabilities to support on survivability related items 
throughout the development process, from initial 
requirement to fielding. 
With over 20 years experience in high-performance 
composite armour solutions, we can provide 
survivability solutions for wheeled and tracked land 
vehicles, fixed and rotary wing aircraft, naval vessels, 

as well as hard body armour for personal protection 
applications.
We work directly with our OEM-partners to integrate 
high-performance survivability solutions. We 
support platform providers with direct survivability 
management and design services incl. survivability 
analysis, ballistic and blast simulation, and armour 
integration. Our agile manufacturing processes align 
with your manufacturing schedule to seamlessly 
integrate into the supply chain and make the 
survivability systems available on-time to the agreed 
specifications.
TenCate Advanced Armour is the global strategic 
partner in survivability solutions.

Terrain Tamer 4WD Parts
Individual, 01-C04
Australia
Website: www.terraintamer.com 

Texelis
France Pavilion, 08-A08
France
Website: www.texelis.com 

Texelis designs and manufactures axles and 
transmissions for large heavy-duty vehicles, particularly 
in the public transport and defence fields (trucks and 
wheeled armoured vehicles). Texelis supports both 
manufacturers/integrators and operators throughout 
the product life-cycle from their initial design up 
to their renewal. Texelis has experienced sustained 
growth since 2015 with a turnover in 2017 of 72 M€. 
The company's turnover for 2018 will be in excess of 
110 M€ thanks to its export and defence activities. 
The company has 350 employees based mainly in 
Limoges. On February 2018 Texelis has been awarded 
with Nexter by the French Ministry of Armies for the 
supply of Lightweight Multi-Role Armoured Vehicles. 
The TXPL mobility solution family in IDEX 2019 Texelis 

has designed a versatile chassis for 4x4 vehicles with a 
gross vehicle weight from 14 tons (TXPL 14 fitted with 
T700™ axles) up to 18 tons (TXPL 18 fitted with T900™ 
axles) .

Thales
France Pavilion, 08-A09
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.thalesgroup.com 

Thales is a global high technology leader investing in 
digital and “deep tech” innovations – connectivity, big 
data, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity and quantum 
technology – to build a future we can all trust, which is 
vital to the development of our societies. The company 
provides solutions, services and products that help 
its customers – businesses, organisations and states 
– in the defence, aeronautics, space, transportation 
and digital identity and security markets to fulfil their 
critical missions, by placing humans at the heart of the 
decision-making process.
With 83,000 employees in 68 countries, Thales 
generated sales of €19 billion in 2019 (on a basis 
including Gemalto over 12 months).

The New Defence Order Strategy
Individual Exhibitors
PO Box 139, 199178
Saint-Petersburg
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(812)3092724 
Website: www.dfnc.ru

Email: a.starostenkova@dfnc.ru
Contact: Anna Starostenkova, PR director
It is an informational and communicational 
platform for the military-industrial enterprises 
and its customers, where industry representatives 
talk about recent innovative developments and 
achievements, discuss challenges and prospects, 
share experiences and pioneering ideas. Published 
in Russian and English languages, it has 6 issues a 
year, and a special issue in Arabic.

The Security Review
Media Partner
Lebanon

THEON SENSORS SA
Individual, 05-A45
57 Ioannou Metaxa St., Koropi
Greece
Tel: +30 210 664 1420, Fax: +30 210 6644 093
Website: www.theon.com
Email: abboud@theon.com
Contact: Ibtissam Abboud, Office Manager
Mobile: +971 56 440 4860

THEON SENSORS is a global market leader in night 
vision and thermal imaging systems for military 
and security applications. With headquarters in 
Athens, offices in Abu Dhabi and Singapore, and 
co-production facilities in Middle and Far East, 
THEON SENSORS has more than 70,000 systems 
in service with armed and special forces, in almost 
50 countries around the world. All products 
are designed in-house & manufactured in new 
expanded facilities, by a team of experienced and 
qualified engineers, using innovative design and 
test tools. THEON SENSORS offers a wide range of 
night vision, thermal and SWIR systems for both 
man-portable and vehicle based applications. 
THEON develops tailored solutions in response to 
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trained technicians, Teledyne ICM is more than ever, 
the leading company when it comes to meeting the 
X-Ray needs of a wide variety of users.
Today, Teledyne ICM is enthusiastically operating 
in more than 110 countries worldwide and is more 
than ever ready to bring innovative X-Ray solutions 
to the world.

Teleflow SAS
France Pavilion, 07-B47
France
Website: www.teleflow.net 

Telerbo
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
Germany
Website: www.telerob.com/en/

TenCate Advanced Armour
Individual, C4-002
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Tel: +44 (0) 1454 87 7600 
Website: www.tencateadvancedarmor.com
Email: stephen.jackson@tencatearmour.com
Contact: Stephen Jackson, Regional Director - UK, 
Turkey, Middle East, India & Africa
Mobile: +44 (0) 7979 495600

TenCate Advanced Armour is a global provider 
of composite armour solutions against higher 
level threats for international defence and law 
enforcement customers. We have the resources and 
capabilities to support on survivability related items 
throughout the development process, from initial 
requirement to fielding. 
With over 20 years experience in high-performance 
composite armour solutions, we can provide 
survivability solutions for wheeled and tracked land 
vehicles, fixed and rotary wing aircraft, naval vessels, 

as well as hard body armour for personal protection 
applications.
We work directly with our OEM-partners to integrate 
high-performance survivability solutions. We 
support platform providers with direct survivability 
management and design services incl. survivability 
analysis, ballistic and blast simulation, and armour 
integration. Our agile manufacturing processes align 
with your manufacturing schedule to seamlessly 
integrate into the supply chain and make the 
survivability systems available on-time to the agreed 
specifications.
TenCate Advanced Armour is the global strategic 
partner in survivability solutions.

Terrain Tamer 4WD Parts
Individual, 01-C04
Australia
Website: www.terraintamer.com 

Texelis
France Pavilion, 08-A08
France
Website: www.texelis.com 

Texelis designs and manufactures axles and 
transmissions for large heavy-duty vehicles, particularly 
in the public transport and defence fields (trucks and 
wheeled armoured vehicles). Texelis supports both 
manufacturers/integrators and operators throughout 
the product life-cycle from their initial design up 
to their renewal. Texelis has experienced sustained 
growth since 2015 with a turnover in 2017 of 72 M€. 
The company's turnover for 2018 will be in excess of 
110 M€ thanks to its export and defence activities. 
The company has 350 employees based mainly in 
Limoges. On February 2018 Texelis has been awarded 
with Nexter by the French Ministry of Armies for the 
supply of Lightweight Multi-Role Armoured Vehicles. 
The TXPL mobility solution family in IDEX 2019 Texelis 

has designed a versatile chassis for 4x4 vehicles with a 
gross vehicle weight from 14 tons (TXPL 14 fitted with 
T700™ axles) up to 18 tons (TXPL 18 fitted with T900™ 
axles) .

Thales
France Pavilion, 08-A09
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.thalesgroup.com 

Thales is a global high technology leader investing in 
digital and “deep tech” innovations – connectivity, big 
data, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity and quantum 
technology – to build a future we can all trust, which is 
vital to the development of our societies. The company 
provides solutions, services and products that help 
its customers – businesses, organisations and states 
– in the defence, aeronautics, space, transportation 
and digital identity and security markets to fulfil their 
critical missions, by placing humans at the heart of the 
decision-making process.
With 83,000 employees in 68 countries, Thales 
generated sales of €19 billion in 2019 (on a basis 
including Gemalto over 12 months).
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Individual Exhibitors
PO Box 139, 199178
Saint-Petersburg
Russian Federation
Tel: +7(812)3092724 
Website: www.dfnc.ru

Email: a.starostenkova@dfnc.ru
Contact: Anna Starostenkova, PR director
It is an informational and communicational 
platform for the military-industrial enterprises 
and its customers, where industry representatives 
talk about recent innovative developments and 
achievements, discuss challenges and prospects, 
share experiences and pioneering ideas. Published 
in Russian and English languages, it has 6 issues a 
year, and a special issue in Arabic.
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Tel: +30 210 664 1420, Fax: +30 210 6644 093
Website: www.theon.com
Email: abboud@theon.com
Contact: Ibtissam Abboud, Office Manager
Mobile: +971 56 440 4860

THEON SENSORS is a global market leader in night 
vision and thermal imaging systems for military 
and security applications. With headquarters in 
Athens, offices in Abu Dhabi and Singapore, and 
co-production facilities in Middle and Far East, 
THEON SENSORS has more than 70,000 systems 
in service with armed and special forces, in almost 
50 countries around the world. All products 
are designed in-house & manufactured in new 
expanded facilities, by a team of experienced and 
qualified engineers, using innovative design and 
test tools. THEON SENSORS offers a wide range of 
night vision, thermal and SWIR systems for both 
man-portable and vehicle based applications. 
THEON develops tailored solutions in response to 
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specific customer requirements and this, in a shorter 
time than anyone else in the industry. 

Thermo Fisher Scientific
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
United Arab Emirates

Threod Systems OU
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.threod.com 

Threod Systems is an innovative developer, 
manufacturer and service provider of Fixed-Wing 
and VTOL Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). We 
manufacture solutions for a wide range of data-
gathering requirements in tactical and commercial 
applications.
Our dedicated in-house team follow research and 
development programmes that allow us to create 
a wide range of UAS systems and subsystems, 
giving us the ability to offer our customers solutions 
capable of collecting Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance for a wide variety of missions. Our 
gyro-stabilised camera gimbals are designed for 
integration on almost any platform to provide high-
quality aerial imagery.
All our products are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110 (NATO standard) certified, ensuring the 
highest quality and reliable operation in the most 
demanding of environments. A one stop concept 
Fixed-Wing and VTOL drone solutions are fully 
tested by our in-house flight Operations team and 
offer complete training programmes by our Training 
Department for the user.

TIMTEC, d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Vipavska cesta 4a

SI-5270 Ajdovscina
Slovenia
Website: www.timtec.eu
Email: defence@timtec.eu
Contact: Darko Kropf, CEO
Mobile: 38640933332

The company is specialized in rapid design, 
verification, testing and production of intelligent 
mechanical systems for naval, vehicle and land based 
applications from prototype to small and medium 
quantities.
Our systems are fully customized to meet the 
specific customer needs and special environment 
requirements. Pan-tilt-deployment, target tracking 
and slaving functions are crucial system features 
supported by in-house developed electronic 
components, sub-assemblies, firmware, and software 
(complete in-house prototype production and 
programming). Advanced electronics and software 
architecture allow optimising the combined use of 
radar, tracking systems, communications and/or 
electronic warfare functions in a single functional 
integrated system.
The newest addition to the Timtec›s product 
portfolio is our own professional & military auto-
tracking multisensor gimbal device family for land, 
air and naval applications. The Mantis product family 
offers the first completely IP/RF/EMI protected auto-
tracking device, making it the first product of its kind 
on the market. Directed-energy weapon protected!

T-Industry, s.r.o
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Hoštáky 910/49
Myjava
Slovakia
Website: http://armytrainingsystems.com/
Email: duro@tind.sk
Contact: Juraj Tomlain, CEO

Mobile: +421907712955
T-Industry, s.r.o. was founded in 2003 and it is a 
private Slovak company. The company is focusing 
on the development and manufacturing of special 
shooting training ranges. The Company provides full 
equipment for training, such as: pop-ups, moving 
target systems, infrastructure, control-management 
and evaluation software.

Tirosh Quality Castings
Israel Pavilion, 01-C33
17 a, Hamelacha st. Rosh Ha'ayin
Rosh Ha'ayin
Israel
Tel: 972-3-9024415, Fax: 972-3-9024390
Website: https://www.tirosh-casting.com/en/
Email: aviv@tirosh-casting.com
Contact: Aviv Offir, Marketing Communications 
Manager
Mobile: 972-52-8379725

Tirosh Quality Castings is a leading manufacturer 
of precision-engineered aluminum sand castings. 
Using state-of-the-art technologies, we produce 
advanced casting solutions for use in a range of 
global industries from defense and aerospace to 
medical, automotive and more.
Our unique approach starts with an engineering 
plan consultation and continues through the design 
phase, the entire manufacturing process and all the 
way to delivery. Everything happens under one roof.
Among our clients are big blue chip companies, 
such as: Boeing, ELTA, RADA, MTU, Nord-Micro, 
Alstom, Eaton, Philips, Elbit, Rafael, HP and more.

T-Kalip Sanayi VE Ticaret A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 09-B01
Turkey
Website: www.t-mak.com.tr 

T-Kalip was established in 1999 with a view to 
designing, developing and manufacturing reliable, 
original and cost effective sub-systems. Our 
company has the quality assurance certificate AS 
9100 rev D and facility security clearance certificate. 
The company operates with its experienced staff 
of 90 persons at its facilities located at Sincan 
Organized Industrial Zone in Ankara. Our firm aims 
to supply reliable seating systems in two categories: 
-Mine blast attenuating seating systems for land 
vehicles. 
-Crashworhty seating systems for helicopters.

Toci OU
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Tehnoringi tee 1
Kõrveküla
Estonia
Tel: 3725065644
Website: www.toci.ee, Email: romet@toci.ee
Contact: Romet Rand, Manager
Mobile: 3725065644

Our weapon bracket is designed for securing 
firearms inside vehicles, ATVs and boats.
These new type weapon brackets are developed in 
collaboration with Norwegian Armed Forces and 
are tested in their laboratories.
Weapon brackets have been designed to safely 
secure both new and older firearms to all armoured 
and non-armoured vehicles, heavy equipment and 
vessels.
Bracket is lockable which makes it suitable for police 
and security services.
The bracket has been designed with attention 
to the smallest detail, taking the ease of use and 
functionality of the device to a whole new level.
The weapon brackets are equipped with moving 
front and rear brackets permitting the rack to be 
used with firearms of different lengths.
The weapon brackets can be mounted directly 
inside the vehicle; generally, however, intermediate 
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specific customer requirements and this, in a shorter 
time than anyone else in the industry. 

Thermo Fisher Scientific
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
United Arab Emirates

Threod Systems OU
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Estonia
Website: www.threod.com 

Threod Systems is an innovative developer, 
manufacturer and service provider of Fixed-Wing 
and VTOL Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). We 
manufacture solutions for a wide range of data-
gathering requirements in tactical and commercial 
applications.
Our dedicated in-house team follow research and 
development programmes that allow us to create 
a wide range of UAS systems and subsystems, 
giving us the ability to offer our customers solutions 
capable of collecting Intelligence, Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance for a wide variety of missions. Our 
gyro-stabilised camera gimbals are designed for 
integration on almost any platform to provide high-
quality aerial imagery.
All our products are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
AQAP 2110 (NATO standard) certified, ensuring the 
highest quality and reliable operation in the most 
demanding of environments. A one stop concept 
Fixed-Wing and VTOL drone solutions are fully 
tested by our in-house flight Operations team and 
offer complete training programmes by our Training 
Department for the user.

TIMTEC, d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Vipavska cesta 4a

SI-5270 Ajdovscina
Slovenia
Website: www.timtec.eu
Email: defence@timtec.eu
Contact: Darko Kropf, CEO
Mobile: 38640933332

The company is specialized in rapid design, 
verification, testing and production of intelligent 
mechanical systems for naval, vehicle and land based 
applications from prototype to small and medium 
quantities.
Our systems are fully customized to meet the 
specific customer needs and special environment 
requirements. Pan-tilt-deployment, target tracking 
and slaving functions are crucial system features 
supported by in-house developed electronic 
components, sub-assemblies, firmware, and software 
(complete in-house prototype production and 
programming). Advanced electronics and software 
architecture allow optimising the combined use of 
radar, tracking systems, communications and/or 
electronic warfare functions in a single functional 
integrated system.
The newest addition to the Timtec›s product 
portfolio is our own professional & military auto-
tracking multisensor gimbal device family for land, 
air and naval applications. The Mantis product family 
offers the first completely IP/RF/EMI protected auto-
tracking device, making it the first product of its kind 
on the market. Directed-energy weapon protected!

T-Industry, s.r.o
Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, 
06-B20
Hoštáky 910/49
Myjava
Slovakia
Website: http://armytrainingsystems.com/
Email: duro@tind.sk
Contact: Juraj Tomlain, CEO

Mobile: +421907712955
T-Industry, s.r.o. was founded in 2003 and it is a 
private Slovak company. The company is focusing 
on the development and manufacturing of special 
shooting training ranges. The Company provides full 
equipment for training, such as: pop-ups, moving 
target systems, infrastructure, control-management 
and evaluation software.

Tirosh Quality Castings
Israel Pavilion, 01-C33
17 a, Hamelacha st. Rosh Ha'ayin
Rosh Ha'ayin
Israel
Tel: 972-3-9024415, Fax: 972-3-9024390
Website: https://www.tirosh-casting.com/en/
Email: aviv@tirosh-casting.com
Contact: Aviv Offir, Marketing Communications 
Manager
Mobile: 972-52-8379725

Tirosh Quality Castings is a leading manufacturer 
of precision-engineered aluminum sand castings. 
Using state-of-the-art technologies, we produce 
advanced casting solutions for use in a range of 
global industries from defense and aerospace to 
medical, automotive and more.
Our unique approach starts with an engineering 
plan consultation and continues through the design 
phase, the entire manufacturing process and all the 
way to delivery. Everything happens under one roof.
Among our clients are big blue chip companies, 
such as: Boeing, ELTA, RADA, MTU, Nord-Micro, 
Alstom, Eaton, Philips, Elbit, Rafael, HP and more.

T-Kalip Sanayi VE Ticaret A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 09-B01
Turkey
Website: www.t-mak.com.tr 

T-Kalip was established in 1999 with a view to 
designing, developing and manufacturing reliable, 
original and cost effective sub-systems. Our 
company has the quality assurance certificate AS 
9100 rev D and facility security clearance certificate. 
The company operates with its experienced staff 
of 90 persons at its facilities located at Sincan 
Organized Industrial Zone in Ankara. Our firm aims 
to supply reliable seating systems in two categories: 
-Mine blast attenuating seating systems for land 
vehicles. 
-Crashworhty seating systems for helicopters.

Toci OU
Estonia Pavilion, 01-B84
Tehnoringi tee 1
Kõrveküla
Estonia
Tel: 3725065644
Website: www.toci.ee, Email: romet@toci.ee
Contact: Romet Rand, Manager
Mobile: 3725065644

Our weapon bracket is designed for securing 
firearms inside vehicles, ATVs and boats.
These new type weapon brackets are developed in 
collaboration with Norwegian Armed Forces and 
are tested in their laboratories.
Weapon brackets have been designed to safely 
secure both new and older firearms to all armoured 
and non-armoured vehicles, heavy equipment and 
vessels.
Bracket is lockable which makes it suitable for police 
and security services.
The bracket has been designed with attention 
to the smallest detail, taking the ease of use and 
functionality of the device to a whole new level.
The weapon brackets are equipped with moving 
front and rear brackets permitting the rack to be 
used with firearms of different lengths.
The weapon brackets can be mounted directly 
inside the vehicle; generally, however, intermediate 
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brackets are required because of the lack of flat 
surfaces for mounting the rack.

Tough Gear Trading
Individual, 01-B02
Brisbane
Australia
Tel: (+61) 041 000 1250 
Website: www.toughgeartrading.com
Email: gary@toughgeartrading.com
Contact: Gary Turner, CEO

Tough Gear Trading (TGT) is an Australian based 
company providing high quality 4x4 accessories 
and security auto applications in the aftermarket 
industry. Our key niche services are within the 
military, security, police and armoured markets, 
with the ability to supply, manufacture, source 
and project manage large coordinated fleets 
globally. An average of 90% of our supply chain 
is manufactured in Australia, producing high 
performance and quality products. Our suspension 
is currently considered one of the best in Australia 
and has previously been rated the best suspension 
package offered in Australia. Due to the need for 
quality accessories and aftermarket offers in the 
fast-growing 4x4 industry, TGT introduced itself 
into the off-road scene, with an experienced team 
that has the ability to support our customers needs.

Trainshot
Individual, 02-B34
Slovakia
Website: www.trainshot.com 

Trainshot Smart Target System will make you better 
through its unique app and drills that allow you to 
see in real time your progress and gives you a history 
setting so that you can track progress over time. 
Our app features defensive drills, competitions, 

competition drills, and “free shooting” (target practice 
with no drills) within the app. All of these features are 
designed to improve your existing skills, combined 
with our “history” feature on the app, you can see 
exactly how you are shooting right now as well as 
compare it to past shooting sessions.
Every kit contains hardware devices, disposable 
targets and smartphone/tablet app. Our patented 
cardboard target withstands up to 300 shots. Explore 
our products starting from personal to business use.
Compatible with our cardboard smart targets, Airsoft 
targets and Steel targets. 
New reveal- New Robotic Target System

Trakka Systems
Individual, 01-C07
United States
Website: www.trakkasystems.com
Email: info@trakkasystems.com

Trakka Systems is focused on the design, development 
of gyro-stabilized camera systems, high-intensity 
searchlights, command and control systems, and 
moving maps. Trakka is dedicated to serving the 
ISR, inspection, UAS and C-UAS marketplace. We 
have developed integrated systems and solutions 
for airborne, ground and maritime applications 
worldwide. Trakka's focus is to simplify and enhance 
our customer›s mission, leading Trakka to offer 
the world›s only total mission solution package 
consisting of Camera, HISL and MM. 
Products & Services: Surveillance / Searchlight / 
Thermal Imaging Camera / Moving Maps / EO/IR/ 
Gyro-stabilized / Unmanned / Counter Terror / IDEX 
/ AeroIndia

Transmobil LTD
Individual, 05-C05
13 General Parensov Str.
Sofia

Bulgaria
Tel: 35924396508 
Website: www.transmobile.eu
Email: i_ivanov@transmobile.eu
Contact: Ivan Ivanov, COO

Transmobil Ltd. is a private company founded in 1990 
in Sofia. The company focuses on production and 
trade with products and technologies for military/
defence purposes.
Employees and consultants of the company are people 
with considerable experience in both the industry and 
the military sector. This enables us to analyze and solve 
problems in all their complexities and according to the 
needs of our customers.
We are specialized in the following fields: 
- Trading with military equipment, weapons, 
ammunitions, machines and equipment for military 
production and military technologies;
- Engineering solutions, analysis of the condition of 
ammunition with long shelf life and utilization;
- Repair and modernization of heavy armored vehicles 
and tanks;
- We develop, finance and offer our own engineer 
solutions for production of artillery, ammunitions, 
medium automatic gun ammunitions and small 
firearm ammunitions;
- Production of RPG-7 rounds with high efficiency 
including grenades with high-velocity kinetic striking 
elements and cumulative-thermobaric grenades.

Transvaro Elektron Aletleri Sanayi ve 
Ticaret AS.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D40
Turkey
Website: www.transvaro.com.tr 

Transvaro Elektron Aletleri San. ve Tic. A.Ş; has been 
established in 1988 jointly with American Varo Inc. 
It is one of the first private sector defence industry 
investment companies which became a funded 

enterprise in 1995. We are located, with our 9500 m2 
production facility, in Istanbul, Halkali, turkey. We 
have developed our Sales and Marketing activities 
through establishing a sister company TRV-TECH in 
Orlando in America.
Transvaro is a leading company, in designing and 
manufacturing day/night, thermal and multi vision 
systems, laser systems, laser designators, border 
surveillance systems, periscope systems, 360-dgree 
situation awareness systems, electromagnetic 
weapon systems and additionally has experience 
with the installation and repair of image intensifier 
tubes (18mm and 25mm). With our experience of 
more than 30 years in electronic/electro-optical 
systems, we serve the Turkish armed forces as well 
as security forces and several other nations rely on 
our systems and products. 

TRB - Tehnicki Remont Bratunac
Individual, 12-B14
Podgradacka 11, Bratunac
Bratunac
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tel: 38756410800 
Website: www.trb.ba
Email: ana.mirkovic@trb.ba
Contact: Ana Mirkovic, Marketing director
Mobile +381606602223

The production and overhaul joint-stock company 
Technical Overhaul Bratunac (TRB) represents a 
company with a decades-long history and tradition 
in the area of national defense and security. 
Founded in 1955 as a state-owned enterprise 
with formerly merely two military workshops for 
maintenance, overhaul, and repair of armament 
and motor vehicles, over the years it has grown into 
the main arsenal of the Military of SFR Yugoslavia 
with over 1,500 employees, machine industry, and 
22,000 m2 of storage capacity.
Following the 2013 decision by the government 
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brackets are required because of the lack of flat 
surfaces for mounting the rack.

Tough Gear Trading
Individual, 01-B02
Brisbane
Australia
Tel: (+61) 041 000 1250 
Website: www.toughgeartrading.com
Email: gary@toughgeartrading.com
Contact: Gary Turner, CEO

Tough Gear Trading (TGT) is an Australian based 
company providing high quality 4x4 accessories 
and security auto applications in the aftermarket 
industry. Our key niche services are within the 
military, security, police and armoured markets, 
with the ability to supply, manufacture, source 
and project manage large coordinated fleets 
globally. An average of 90% of our supply chain 
is manufactured in Australia, producing high 
performance and quality products. Our suspension 
is currently considered one of the best in Australia 
and has previously been rated the best suspension 
package offered in Australia. Due to the need for 
quality accessories and aftermarket offers in the 
fast-growing 4x4 industry, TGT introduced itself 
into the off-road scene, with an experienced team 
that has the ability to support our customers needs.

Trainshot
Individual, 02-B34
Slovakia
Website: www.trainshot.com 

Trainshot Smart Target System will make you better 
through its unique app and drills that allow you to 
see in real time your progress and gives you a history 
setting so that you can track progress over time. 
Our app features defensive drills, competitions, 

competition drills, and “free shooting” (target practice 
with no drills) within the app. All of these features are 
designed to improve your existing skills, combined 
with our “history” feature on the app, you can see 
exactly how you are shooting right now as well as 
compare it to past shooting sessions.
Every kit contains hardware devices, disposable 
targets and smartphone/tablet app. Our patented 
cardboard target withstands up to 300 shots. Explore 
our products starting from personal to business use.
Compatible with our cardboard smart targets, Airsoft 
targets and Steel targets. 
New reveal- New Robotic Target System

Trakka Systems
Individual, 01-C07
United States
Website: www.trakkasystems.com
Email: info@trakkasystems.com

Trakka Systems is focused on the design, development 
of gyro-stabilized camera systems, high-intensity 
searchlights, command and control systems, and 
moving maps. Trakka is dedicated to serving the 
ISR, inspection, UAS and C-UAS marketplace. We 
have developed integrated systems and solutions 
for airborne, ground and maritime applications 
worldwide. Trakka's focus is to simplify and enhance 
our customer›s mission, leading Trakka to offer 
the world›s only total mission solution package 
consisting of Camera, HISL and MM. 
Products & Services: Surveillance / Searchlight / 
Thermal Imaging Camera / Moving Maps / EO/IR/ 
Gyro-stabilized / Unmanned / Counter Terror / IDEX 
/ AeroIndia

Transmobil LTD
Individual, 05-C05
13 General Parensov Str.
Sofia

Bulgaria
Tel: 35924396508 
Website: www.transmobile.eu
Email: i_ivanov@transmobile.eu
Contact: Ivan Ivanov, COO

Transmobil Ltd. is a private company founded in 1990 
in Sofia. The company focuses on production and 
trade with products and technologies for military/
defence purposes.
Employees and consultants of the company are people 
with considerable experience in both the industry and 
the military sector. This enables us to analyze and solve 
problems in all their complexities and according to the 
needs of our customers.
We are specialized in the following fields: 
- Trading with military equipment, weapons, 
ammunitions, machines and equipment for military 
production and military technologies;
- Engineering solutions, analysis of the condition of 
ammunition with long shelf life and utilization;
- Repair and modernization of heavy armored vehicles 
and tanks;
- We develop, finance and offer our own engineer 
solutions for production of artillery, ammunitions, 
medium automatic gun ammunitions and small 
firearm ammunitions;
- Production of RPG-7 rounds with high efficiency 
including grenades with high-velocity kinetic striking 
elements and cumulative-thermobaric grenades.

Transvaro Elektron Aletleri Sanayi ve 
Ticaret AS.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D40
Turkey
Website: www.transvaro.com.tr 

Transvaro Elektron Aletleri San. ve Tic. A.Ş; has been 
established in 1988 jointly with American Varo Inc. 
It is one of the first private sector defence industry 
investment companies which became a funded 

enterprise in 1995. We are located, with our 9500 m2 
production facility, in Istanbul, Halkali, turkey. We 
have developed our Sales and Marketing activities 
through establishing a sister company TRV-TECH in 
Orlando in America.
Transvaro is a leading company, in designing and 
manufacturing day/night, thermal and multi vision 
systems, laser systems, laser designators, border 
surveillance systems, periscope systems, 360-dgree 
situation awareness systems, electromagnetic 
weapon systems and additionally has experience 
with the installation and repair of image intensifier 
tubes (18mm and 25mm). With our experience of 
more than 30 years in electronic/electro-optical 
systems, we serve the Turkish armed forces as well 
as security forces and several other nations rely on 
our systems and products. 

TRB - Tehnicki Remont Bratunac
Individual, 12-B14
Podgradacka 11, Bratunac
Bratunac
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tel: 38756410800 
Website: www.trb.ba
Email: ana.mirkovic@trb.ba
Contact: Ana Mirkovic, Marketing director
Mobile +381606602223

The production and overhaul joint-stock company 
Technical Overhaul Bratunac (TRB) represents a 
company with a decades-long history and tradition 
in the area of national defense and security. 
Founded in 1955 as a state-owned enterprise 
with formerly merely two military workshops for 
maintenance, overhaul, and repair of armament 
and motor vehicles, over the years it has grown into 
the main arsenal of the Military of SFR Yugoslavia 
with over 1,500 employees, machine industry, and 
22,000 m2 of storage capacity.
Following the 2013 decision by the government 
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of Republika Srpska, the privatization of TRB was 
concluded, which has left the Republika Srpska 
government as a minority owner of shares and 
ensured its support in signing commercial contracts 
with the purpose of strengthening national defense 
skills and security.

Trijicon, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B10
49385 Shafer Rd.
Wixom
United States
Tel: +44 (0) 1702 483 988, Fax: 2489607725
Website: www.trijicon.com
Email: jbeardsell@trijicon.com
Contact: John Beardsell, Manager Middle East and 
Africa
Mobile: +44 77343 96260

Trijicon, Inc. designs, develops and manufactures 
self-illuminating optics and aiming systems for 
Small Arms and Machine Guns. The Advanced 
Combat Optical Gunsight (ACOG) is a Full Mission 
Profile Optic that is a rugged and dependable 
aiming system, providing a distinct aiming point in 
all environments. Our line of aiming systems also 
includes the Variable Combat Optical Gunsight 
(VCOG), Machine Gun Reflex Sight (MGRS), 
Ruggedized Miniature Reflex (RMR), Miniature Rifle 
Optic (MRO) and OASYS thermal optics.

Trojan Security Services
FTEZ, FT-007
United States
Website: www.trojansecurities.com 

Trojan Securities International and Trojan 
International Defense Group is a global organization 
that provides the most current and up to date 
operational methods for military, law enforcement 

and high threat security professionals. We offer 
our services to domestic/ foreign Governments, 
diplomatic security services, non-Government 
organizations and multi-national corporations.
Trojan Securities was established by former 
British elite military personnel with United States 
military special operations and law enforcement 
counterparts, providing a wide range of very 
specialized hostile environment solutions.
Registered United States & United Kingdom 
Governments
US Government System for Award Management 
(SAM)
D&B (Dun & Bradstreet) DUNS
Commercial & Government Entity Code (CAGE)
Central Contractor Registry (CCR)
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Military Sealift Command
Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support
Trojan Securities International & Trojan International 
Defense Group is a leading provider of mission 
support, security training and travel risk advisory 
services to organizations worldwide.

Trust International Group LLC
UAE Pavilion
801/802/803 Centro Offices Tower, Capital Center,  
Khaleej Al Arabi St
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971-2-505-1037, Fax: 971-2-505-1010
Website: www.trust-ig.com
Email: saleh.alteneiji@trust-ig.com
Contact: Saleh Alteneiji, Director
Mobile: 971506470755

Trust International Group is a major supplier of 
premium product and service solutions to the 
UAE Armed Forces. We provide our customers a 
total solution including equipment, training and 
logistical support. Our industry partners include 
many of the leading global defense manufacturers. 

We specialize in delivering technical solutions across 
the full spectrum of military requirements. We have 
more than a decade of expertise in delivering superior 
results to the UAE Armed Forces.

Tyco Electronics UK Ktd
USA Pavilion, C3-003
United Kingdom
Website: www.te.com
 
TE Connectivity is a $13 billion global industrial 
technology leader creating a safer, sustainable, 
productive, and connected future. Our broad range 
of connectivity and sensor solutions, proven in the 
harshest environments, enable advancements in 
transportation and industrial applications. With 
nearly 80,000 employees, including more than 
8,000 engineers, working alongside customers in 
approximately 150 countries, TE ensures that Every 
Connection Counts. Learn more at www.te.com and 
on LinkedIn, Facebook, WeChat and Twitter.

UAE MoD
UAE Pavilion, CP-310
United Arab Emirates

UARMS
Individual, 07-C22
1-3 Pivnichno-Syretska Str.
Kyiv
Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 239 99 86, Fax: +380 44 239 99 55
Website: www.uarms.com.ua
Email: info.uarms@ukr.net
Contact: Dmytro Shulzhenko, Deputy CEO of Business 
Development
Mobile: +380 67 413 20 06

UaRms is a Ukrainian private manufacturing company. 

For several years now, we have been producing the 
most modern personal protective equipment that 
fully meets NATO standards.
Our bulletproof helmets, as well as ballistic goggles, 
have been tested numerous times during the war 
in the East Ukraine, in conditions which cannot be 
reproduced by any specialized ballistic laboratory.
Our manufacture is certified according to ISO 
9001:2015 Quality Management Systems.
Our products fully correspond to the best-in-class 
products in the world in military design and tactical 
and technical characteristics, which is confirmed by 
the results of tests in several laboratories around 
the world, such as: The Laboratory of the Institute 
of Security Technologies Moratex (Lodz, Poland), 
Ballistic Laboratory Beschussamt Mellrichstadt 
(Mellrichstadt, Germany), NTS-Chesapeake Testing 
Laboratory (Belcamp, MD, USA), DIN CERTCO 
Gesellschaft für Konformitätsbewertung mbH 
(Berlin, Germany).
Our philosophy is smart innovations. Our main 
priorities are quality and reliability. Our mission is 
your peace.

UAV Factory
Individual, 09-C03
Latvia
Website: www.uavfactory.com 

UAV Factory Ltd. is one of the world’s leading 
developers of fixed wing composite airframes, 
subsystems and accesories for small fixed wing 
unmanned aircraft industry. Aircrafts based on our 
airframes and subsystems are delivered to over 50 
countries, as confirmed by industry analysts. We 
manufacture the highest performance UAVs in class 
of up to 25kgs / 55lbs.
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of Republika Srpska, the privatization of TRB was 
concluded, which has left the Republika Srpska 
government as a minority owner of shares and 
ensured its support in signing commercial contracts 
with the purpose of strengthening national defense 
skills and security.

Trijicon, Inc.
USA Pavilion, 03-B10
49385 Shafer Rd.
Wixom
United States
Tel: +44 (0) 1702 483 988, Fax: 2489607725
Website: www.trijicon.com
Email: jbeardsell@trijicon.com
Contact: John Beardsell, Manager Middle East and 
Africa
Mobile: +44 77343 96260

Trijicon, Inc. designs, develops and manufactures 
self-illuminating optics and aiming systems for 
Small Arms and Machine Guns. The Advanced 
Combat Optical Gunsight (ACOG) is a Full Mission 
Profile Optic that is a rugged and dependable 
aiming system, providing a distinct aiming point in 
all environments. Our line of aiming systems also 
includes the Variable Combat Optical Gunsight 
(VCOG), Machine Gun Reflex Sight (MGRS), 
Ruggedized Miniature Reflex (RMR), Miniature Rifle 
Optic (MRO) and OASYS thermal optics.

Trojan Security Services
FTEZ, FT-007
United States
Website: www.trojansecurities.com 

Trojan Securities International and Trojan 
International Defense Group is a global organization 
that provides the most current and up to date 
operational methods for military, law enforcement 

and high threat security professionals. We offer 
our services to domestic/ foreign Governments, 
diplomatic security services, non-Government 
organizations and multi-national corporations.
Trojan Securities was established by former 
British elite military personnel with United States 
military special operations and law enforcement 
counterparts, providing a wide range of very 
specialized hostile environment solutions.
Registered United States & United Kingdom 
Governments
US Government System for Award Management 
(SAM)
D&B (Dun & Bradstreet) DUNS
Commercial & Government Entity Code (CAGE)
Central Contractor Registry (CCR)
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Military Sealift Command
Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support
Trojan Securities International & Trojan International 
Defense Group is a leading provider of mission 
support, security training and travel risk advisory 
services to organizations worldwide.

Trust International Group LLC
UAE Pavilion
801/802/803 Centro Offices Tower, Capital Center,  
Khaleej Al Arabi St
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 971-2-505-1037, Fax: 971-2-505-1010
Website: www.trust-ig.com
Email: saleh.alteneiji@trust-ig.com
Contact: Saleh Alteneiji, Director
Mobile: 971506470755

Trust International Group is a major supplier of 
premium product and service solutions to the 
UAE Armed Forces. We provide our customers a 
total solution including equipment, training and 
logistical support. Our industry partners include 
many of the leading global defense manufacturers. 

We specialize in delivering technical solutions across 
the full spectrum of military requirements. We have 
more than a decade of expertise in delivering superior 
results to the UAE Armed Forces.

Tyco Electronics UK Ktd
USA Pavilion, C3-003
United Kingdom
Website: www.te.com
 
TE Connectivity is a $13 billion global industrial 
technology leader creating a safer, sustainable, 
productive, and connected future. Our broad range 
of connectivity and sensor solutions, proven in the 
harshest environments, enable advancements in 
transportation and industrial applications. With 
nearly 80,000 employees, including more than 
8,000 engineers, working alongside customers in 
approximately 150 countries, TE ensures that Every 
Connection Counts. Learn more at www.te.com and 
on LinkedIn, Facebook, WeChat and Twitter.

UAE MoD
UAE Pavilion, CP-310
United Arab Emirates

UARMS
Individual, 07-C22
1-3 Pivnichno-Syretska Str.
Kyiv
Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 239 99 86, Fax: +380 44 239 99 55
Website: www.uarms.com.ua
Email: info.uarms@ukr.net
Contact: Dmytro Shulzhenko, Deputy CEO of Business 
Development
Mobile: +380 67 413 20 06

UaRms is a Ukrainian private manufacturing company. 

For several years now, we have been producing the 
most modern personal protective equipment that 
fully meets NATO standards.
Our bulletproof helmets, as well as ballistic goggles, 
have been tested numerous times during the war 
in the East Ukraine, in conditions which cannot be 
reproduced by any specialized ballistic laboratory.
Our manufacture is certified according to ISO 
9001:2015 Quality Management Systems.
Our products fully correspond to the best-in-class 
products in the world in military design and tactical 
and technical characteristics, which is confirmed by 
the results of tests in several laboratories around 
the world, such as: The Laboratory of the Institute 
of Security Technologies Moratex (Lodz, Poland), 
Ballistic Laboratory Beschussamt Mellrichstadt 
(Mellrichstadt, Germany), NTS-Chesapeake Testing 
Laboratory (Belcamp, MD, USA), DIN CERTCO 
Gesellschaft für Konformitätsbewertung mbH 
(Berlin, Germany).
Our philosophy is smart innovations. Our main 
priorities are quality and reliability. Our mission is 
your peace.

UAV Factory
Individual, 09-C03
Latvia
Website: www.uavfactory.com 

UAV Factory Ltd. is one of the world’s leading 
developers of fixed wing composite airframes, 
subsystems and accesories for small fixed wing 
unmanned aircraft industry. Aircrafts based on our 
airframes and subsystems are delivered to over 50 
countries, as confirmed by industry analysts. We 
manufacture the highest performance UAVs in class 
of up to 25kgs / 55lbs.
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UK Defence and Security Exports
UK Pavilion, 05-C39
3 Whitehall Place
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 207215 8195 
Website: www.gov.uk/dit-ukdse
Email: dominic.mcneice@trade.gov.uk
Contact: Dominic McNeice, Assistant Head of Events
Mobile: +44 (0) 7786 114566

UK Defence and Security Exports is part of the UK 
Department for International Trade (DIT). Our role 
is to provide support to the UK defence, security 
and cyber security sectors, to promote exports 
and inward investment, working with industry, the 
UK Ministry of Defence, the UK’s global network of 
British Embassies and High Commissions, and other 
government departments. With a focus on “Export. 
Invest. Win”, our ambition is to be recognised as the 
most knowledgeable, ethical and effective defence 
and security export support organisation in the 
world. 
As well as supporting UK-based multi-national 
companies, UK Defence and Security Exports 
supports Small and Medium Enterprises in the 
defence and security sectors, manages relationships 
with associated companies in an export context.
We also work as part of the Defence Growth 
Partnership (DGP), a joint government and industry 
effort to deliver sustainable long term defence 
technology partnerships between the UK and 
international partners.

UKRSPECEXPORT State Company
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
36 Dehtiarivska St., Kyiv 04119
Ukraine
Tel: +38044 461 94 27 
Website: www.use.ua
Email: info@ukrspecexport.com
Mobile: +38044 489 97 59

UKRSPECEXPORT State Company, being a part of the 
UKROBORONPROM Ukrainian Defence Industry, is 
an authorized state-owned intermediary company, 
which is engaged in foreign economic activities for 
export and import of military and special-purpose 
products and services.
Company Profile: 
• Export and import of military and special-purpose 
products and services, including armament, 
ammunition, military and special equipment, 
spare parts and components, explosives, and other 
products which can be used for the development 
and manufacture of armament, military and special 
equipment;
• Repair, maintenance and upgrade of armament 
and military equipment of foreign customers;
• Export of up-to-date technologies, design 
documentation and other research and development 
products of military and special purpose;
• Designing and construction of specific productions 
and facilities;
• Provision of marketing, consulting and intermediary 
services regarding the foreign trade of arms and 
military equipment.

Ulbrichts Witwe GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D32
Austria
Website: www.ulbrichts.com
 

UNIFO Gida Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D41
Turkey
Website: www.unifo.com.tr 

In recent decades, armies have been increasingly 
called upon to different situations such as 
emergencies, humanitarian aid, warfare activities and 
peacekeeping operations. For over 20 years, UNIFO 
has been responding to the needs of people providing 

everything, from personalized combat ration packs 
to a complete range of humanitarian relief items. All 
products manufactured at UNIFO production facility 
are supplied from Halal certified sources, processed 
and packed in accordance with UNIFO Food certified 
Halal Food Management System. All meat and meat 
products from qualified suppliers are inspected and 
purchased under the control of a veterinary surgeon 
in conformity with the Halal Food principles. UNIFO 
Food production process complies with HACCP FSSC 
22000 IS0 22000:2018 Quality Standards. UNIFO 
manufactures all its food products in line with the 
Turkish Food Codex as well as the principles of the 
FDA. Physical, organoleptic, microbiological and 
chemical analyzes are carried out by UNIFO quality 
control laboratory.

Uni-Scope
Individual, 01-B40
11 Shaham str
Karmiel 2161701
Israel
Tel: +972-4-9905664, Fax: +972-4-9887023
Website: www.uni-scope.co.il
Email: dannym@uniscope.biz

Established in 1991, Uni-Scope Optical Systems, Ltd. 
(U.O.S.) has built up a deep and broad experience in 
the development, production sales, and marketing of 
glass and acrylic periscopes, light handheld periscopes, 
laminated armored glass, vision blocks, riflescopes, 
binoculars, long-range observation systems, torch lights, 
tripods, and optical components.
U.O.S's products are designed and manufactured for 
military & law-enforcement international markets. U.O.S 
designs and adapts its technologies, integration skills, 
market knowledge, and battle proven products to 
each customer's requirements, providing cost-effective 
viewing solutions for Main Battle Tanks, APC's, and AFV's. 
Customized periscopes, adapted to specific equipment 
and combat environment, can be provided upon request. 

U.O.S. maintains Quality Control System to meet and 
exceed ISO 9001- 2000, US military, NATO, and the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) standards. Technological excellence 
is Uni-Scope’s hallmark. Innovation, dedication, and 
customer satisfaction have put Uni-Scope Optical 
Systems, Ltd. at the forefront of the industry.

United Arab Emirates University
UAE Pavilion, C5-008
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.uaeu.ac.ae 

Unmanned Systems Technology
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com 

Unmanned Systems Technology.com (UST) is 
dedicated to technology and innovation within 
unmanned systems. Our website and weekly 
e-newsletter provide up-to-the-minute information 
about technological developments in this sector – 
both military and commercial – to a global audience, 
with over 80,000 visitors from over 200 countries 
every month. Our comprehensive supplier profiles 
showcase products, services and capabilities in the 
unmanned land, sea and air vehicle industry.

Unmanned Systems Technology 
Magazine 
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: http://www.ust-media.com
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UK Defence and Security Exports
UK Pavilion, 05-C39
3 Whitehall Place
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 207215 8195 
Website: www.gov.uk/dit-ukdse
Email: dominic.mcneice@trade.gov.uk
Contact: Dominic McNeice, Assistant Head of Events
Mobile: +44 (0) 7786 114566

UK Defence and Security Exports is part of the UK 
Department for International Trade (DIT). Our role 
is to provide support to the UK defence, security 
and cyber security sectors, to promote exports 
and inward investment, working with industry, the 
UK Ministry of Defence, the UK’s global network of 
British Embassies and High Commissions, and other 
government departments. With a focus on “Export. 
Invest. Win”, our ambition is to be recognised as the 
most knowledgeable, ethical and effective defence 
and security export support organisation in the 
world. 
As well as supporting UK-based multi-national 
companies, UK Defence and Security Exports 
supports Small and Medium Enterprises in the 
defence and security sectors, manages relationships 
with associated companies in an export context.
We also work as part of the Defence Growth 
Partnership (DGP), a joint government and industry 
effort to deliver sustainable long term defence 
technology partnerships between the UK and 
international partners.

UKRSPECEXPORT State Company
Ukraine Pavilion, 07-B41
36 Dehtiarivska St., Kyiv 04119
Ukraine
Tel: +38044 461 94 27 
Website: www.use.ua
Email: info@ukrspecexport.com
Mobile: +38044 489 97 59

UKRSPECEXPORT State Company, being a part of the 
UKROBORONPROM Ukrainian Defence Industry, is 
an authorized state-owned intermediary company, 
which is engaged in foreign economic activities for 
export and import of military and special-purpose 
products and services.
Company Profile: 
• Export and import of military and special-purpose 
products and services, including armament, 
ammunition, military and special equipment, 
spare parts and components, explosives, and other 
products which can be used for the development 
and manufacture of armament, military and special 
equipment;
• Repair, maintenance and upgrade of armament 
and military equipment of foreign customers;
• Export of up-to-date technologies, design 
documentation and other research and development 
products of military and special purpose;
• Designing and construction of specific productions 
and facilities;
• Provision of marketing, consulting and intermediary 
services regarding the foreign trade of arms and 
military equipment.

Ulbrichts Witwe GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D32
Austria
Website: www.ulbrichts.com
 

UNIFO Gida Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.
Turkish Pavilion, 10-D41
Turkey
Website: www.unifo.com.tr 

In recent decades, armies have been increasingly 
called upon to different situations such as 
emergencies, humanitarian aid, warfare activities and 
peacekeeping operations. For over 20 years, UNIFO 
has been responding to the needs of people providing 

everything, from personalized combat ration packs 
to a complete range of humanitarian relief items. All 
products manufactured at UNIFO production facility 
are supplied from Halal certified sources, processed 
and packed in accordance with UNIFO Food certified 
Halal Food Management System. All meat and meat 
products from qualified suppliers are inspected and 
purchased under the control of a veterinary surgeon 
in conformity with the Halal Food principles. UNIFO 
Food production process complies with HACCP FSSC 
22000 IS0 22000:2018 Quality Standards. UNIFO 
manufactures all its food products in line with the 
Turkish Food Codex as well as the principles of the 
FDA. Physical, organoleptic, microbiological and 
chemical analyzes are carried out by UNIFO quality 
control laboratory.

Uni-Scope
Individual, 01-B40
11 Shaham str
Karmiel 2161701
Israel
Tel: +972-4-9905664, Fax: +972-4-9887023
Website: www.uni-scope.co.il
Email: dannym@uniscope.biz

Established in 1991, Uni-Scope Optical Systems, Ltd. 
(U.O.S.) has built up a deep and broad experience in 
the development, production sales, and marketing of 
glass and acrylic periscopes, light handheld periscopes, 
laminated armored glass, vision blocks, riflescopes, 
binoculars, long-range observation systems, torch lights, 
tripods, and optical components.
U.O.S's products are designed and manufactured for 
military & law-enforcement international markets. U.O.S 
designs and adapts its technologies, integration skills, 
market knowledge, and battle proven products to 
each customer's requirements, providing cost-effective 
viewing solutions for Main Battle Tanks, APC's, and AFV's. 
Customized periscopes, adapted to specific equipment 
and combat environment, can be provided upon request. 

U.O.S. maintains Quality Control System to meet and 
exceed ISO 9001- 2000, US military, NATO, and the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) standards. Technological excellence 
is Uni-Scope’s hallmark. Innovation, dedication, and 
customer satisfaction have put Uni-Scope Optical 
Systems, Ltd. at the forefront of the industry.

United Arab Emirates University
UAE Pavilion, C5-008
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.uaeu.ac.ae 

Unmanned Systems Technology
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: www.unmannedsystemstechnology.com 

Unmanned Systems Technology.com (UST) is 
dedicated to technology and innovation within 
unmanned systems. Our website and weekly 
e-newsletter provide up-to-the-minute information 
about technological developments in this sector – 
both military and commercial – to a global audience, 
with over 80,000 visitors from over 200 countries 
every month. Our comprehensive supplier profiles 
showcase products, services and capabilities in the 
unmanned land, sea and air vehicle industry.

Unmanned Systems Technology 
Magazine 
Media Partner
United Kingdom
Website: http://www.ust-media.com
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Unmanned Systems Technology magazine focuses 
entirely on the innovative engineering that's 
successfully pushing boundaries on land, at sea, in 
flight and even through the universe. UST is unique 
- the first ever publication to focus entirely on 
providing independent coverage of the engineering 
at the heart of unmanned vehicles. It applies the 
same rigorous scientific approach to this brave new 
world as critically acclaimed Race Engine Technology 
has brought to the subject of racing powertrain 
technology. Published 6-times a year, UST probes 
today's cutting-edge projects to provide in-depth 
research insights - rigorous investigation is backed 
by professional peer review and critical analysis.
Read our latest issue here: https://www.ust-media.
com/ust-magazine/UST035/ 
For a FREE sample copy in print email freya@ust-
media.com with your full name and postal address.

URO, Vehiculos Especiales, S.A. 
(UROVESA)
Spain Pavilion, 10-C06
Poligono Industrial del Tambre - Vía Edisón, 17 - 
15890 Santiago de Compostela
A Coruña
Spain
Tel: +34 981580322, Fax: +34 981 565370
Website: www.urovesa.com
Email: info@urovesa.com

URO, Vehiculos Especiales, S.A. is a company whose 
main activities are design, assembly and marketing of 
off road special vehicles for military and/or industrial 
purposes. The After sales technical assistance of our 
vehicles including its equipment and spare parts 
are also main activities of the company. Our main 
customers are Spain’s Ministry of Defense and other 
armies from 24 countries in Europe, Africa, Middle 
East, Asia and Latin America.

UTM
UK Pavilion, 05-C21
United Kingdom
Website: www.utmwoldwide.com 
UTM produce the most advanced, non-lethal 
training ammunition in existence. Safely converting 
firearms and using specialist training ammunition, 
UTM products allow military and law enforcement 
professionals to 'train as they fight’ for the most 
realistic, force-on-force training possible. 

UVision Air Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B44
Israel
Website: www.uvisionuav.com 
UVision Air Ltd. designs and manufactures combat-
proven Loitering Munition Systems providing 
militaries around the globe with precise and 
effective operational attack capabilities. The 
innovative, cost-effective systems are based on 
cutting-edge technology and 30 years of extensive 
field experience by a professional management and 
engineering team.
The HERO Systems provide high precision strike 
capabilities based on unique aerodynamic platform 
configurations. UVision Loitering Munitions are 
made for unique flight qualities, precision attack 
munitions, integrating advanced airborne guidance 
and sophisticated navigation algorithms, integrated 
with C4I stations – hence meeting the requirements 
of today’s modern battlefield challenges for combat 
in complex, dynamic environments.
The HERO Series of Loitering Munitions are suitable 
for tactical and strategic targets, whether for short, 
medium or long ranges – utilizing a variety of 
warheads to ensure maximum mission effectiveness. 
The units are operationally deployed and field-
proven.

Valhalla Turrets d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Slovenia
Website: www.valhalla-turrets.com 

Valhalla Turrets is a defense engineering company 
in the field of Weapon Stations and Turrets. We 
have years of experience in designing all types of 
weapon stations and prototype production. We 
work with many manufacturing companies with 
which we can work together to manufacture even 
the most demanding products in the field of weapon 
systems. All experts involved in these projects have 
more than 20 years of experience in mechanical 
engineering, electronics and mechatronics. Together 
with partners from the defense industry, we can 
also offer services in the field of vehicle processing, 
upgrading, modernization and system integration. 
We are committed to helping our customers find 
engineering solutions that deliver immediate and 
long-term, bottom line results.

Valley IT Solutions LLC
FTEZ, FT-019
United States
Website: www.valleyit.com 

Vega Holster Srl
Italy Pavilion, 07-A09
Via di Mezzo n.31
Calcinaia (PI)
Italy
Tel: +39 0587 489190, Fax: +39 0587 489901
Website: www.vegaholster.com
Email: info@vegaholster.com

Established in 1993, Vega Holster has built a 
worldwide reputation of exceptional quality, 
performance and innovation design, manufacture 
and delivery of professional holsters, cases, pouches 

and accessories for police, law enforcement, military 
and civil uses. Vega Holster's specific expertise 
lies in offering quality sewn and/or molded 
holsters, belts, cases, pouches and accessories 
manufactured from a variety of leather, synthetic 
materials and polymer materials. Headquartered in 
Calcinaia, Tuscany, Italy, the Vega Holster complex 
includes more than 3,000 m2 of research, design, 
development, manufacturing and support facilities. 
All Vega Holster products are made in Italy with the 
best and most advanced materials avalable in the 
market, with Italian machinery and expert Italian 
workers. Our dedicated team of customer service 
professionals and project managers will follow your 
project through from start to finish. Vega Holster’s 
NATO CAGE CODE is A7399. Vega Holster is an ISO 
9001:2015 certified company.

Verney-Carron
France Pavilion, 07-B46
54 boulevard thiers, 42002
Saint-Etienne
France
Website: www.verney-carron-security.com
Email: pierre.cauquelin@verney-carron.com
Contact: Pierre Cauquelin, Security & Defense 
Business Unit Director
Mobile: +33 (0) 7 77 79 57 65

Verney-Carron is a French bicentenary and family 
owned company. Between 7 to 10,000 weapons are 
being produced, in France at Saint-Etienne.
We are designing, producing and distributing:
• SMGs, Marksmanship rifles as well as Assault rifles.
• Less Lethal Weapons, as the well known and 
best selling Flash-Ball but also 40mm and 56mm 
launchers.

Video Inform Ltd
Israel Pavilion, FT-017
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Unmanned Systems Technology magazine focuses 
entirely on the innovative engineering that's 
successfully pushing boundaries on land, at sea, in 
flight and even through the universe. UST is unique 
- the first ever publication to focus entirely on 
providing independent coverage of the engineering 
at the heart of unmanned vehicles. It applies the 
same rigorous scientific approach to this brave new 
world as critically acclaimed Race Engine Technology 
has brought to the subject of racing powertrain 
technology. Published 6-times a year, UST probes 
today's cutting-edge projects to provide in-depth 
research insights - rigorous investigation is backed 
by professional peer review and critical analysis.
Read our latest issue here: https://www.ust-media.
com/ust-magazine/UST035/ 
For a FREE sample copy in print email freya@ust-
media.com with your full name and postal address.

URO, Vehiculos Especiales, S.A. 
(UROVESA)
Spain Pavilion, 10-C06
Poligono Industrial del Tambre - Vía Edisón, 17 - 
15890 Santiago de Compostela
A Coruña
Spain
Tel: +34 981580322, Fax: +34 981 565370
Website: www.urovesa.com
Email: info@urovesa.com

URO, Vehiculos Especiales, S.A. is a company whose 
main activities are design, assembly and marketing of 
off road special vehicles for military and/or industrial 
purposes. The After sales technical assistance of our 
vehicles including its equipment and spare parts 
are also main activities of the company. Our main 
customers are Spain’s Ministry of Defense and other 
armies from 24 countries in Europe, Africa, Middle 
East, Asia and Latin America.

UTM
UK Pavilion, 05-C21
United Kingdom
Website: www.utmwoldwide.com 
UTM produce the most advanced, non-lethal 
training ammunition in existence. Safely converting 
firearms and using specialist training ammunition, 
UTM products allow military and law enforcement 
professionals to 'train as they fight’ for the most 
realistic, force-on-force training possible. 

UVision Air Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-B44
Israel
Website: www.uvisionuav.com 
UVision Air Ltd. designs and manufactures combat-
proven Loitering Munition Systems providing 
militaries around the globe with precise and 
effective operational attack capabilities. The 
innovative, cost-effective systems are based on 
cutting-edge technology and 30 years of extensive 
field experience by a professional management and 
engineering team.
The HERO Systems provide high precision strike 
capabilities based on unique aerodynamic platform 
configurations. UVision Loitering Munitions are 
made for unique flight qualities, precision attack 
munitions, integrating advanced airborne guidance 
and sophisticated navigation algorithms, integrated 
with C4I stations – hence meeting the requirements 
of today’s modern battlefield challenges for combat 
in complex, dynamic environments.
The HERO Series of Loitering Munitions are suitable 
for tactical and strategic targets, whether for short, 
medium or long ranges – utilizing a variety of 
warheads to ensure maximum mission effectiveness. 
The units are operationally deployed and field-
proven.

Valhalla Turrets d.o.o.
Slovenia Pavilion, 08-D50
Slovenia
Website: www.valhalla-turrets.com 

Valhalla Turrets is a defense engineering company 
in the field of Weapon Stations and Turrets. We 
have years of experience in designing all types of 
weapon stations and prototype production. We 
work with many manufacturing companies with 
which we can work together to manufacture even 
the most demanding products in the field of weapon 
systems. All experts involved in these projects have 
more than 20 years of experience in mechanical 
engineering, electronics and mechatronics. Together 
with partners from the defense industry, we can 
also offer services in the field of vehicle processing, 
upgrading, modernization and system integration. 
We are committed to helping our customers find 
engineering solutions that deliver immediate and 
long-term, bottom line results.
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FTEZ, FT-019
United States
Website: www.valleyit.com 
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Established in 1993, Vega Holster has built a 
worldwide reputation of exceptional quality, 
performance and innovation design, manufacture 
and delivery of professional holsters, cases, pouches 

and accessories for police, law enforcement, military 
and civil uses. Vega Holster's specific expertise 
lies in offering quality sewn and/or molded 
holsters, belts, cases, pouches and accessories 
manufactured from a variety of leather, synthetic 
materials and polymer materials. Headquartered in 
Calcinaia, Tuscany, Italy, the Vega Holster complex 
includes more than 3,000 m2 of research, design, 
development, manufacturing and support facilities. 
All Vega Holster products are made in Italy with the 
best and most advanced materials avalable in the 
market, with Italian machinery and expert Italian 
workers. Our dedicated team of customer service 
professionals and project managers will follow your 
project through from start to finish. Vega Holster’s 
NATO CAGE CODE is A7399. Vega Holster is an ISO 
9001:2015 certified company.

Verney-Carron
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54 boulevard thiers, 42002
Saint-Etienne
France
Website: www.verney-carron-security.com
Email: pierre.cauquelin@verney-carron.com
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Verney-Carron is a French bicentenary and family 
owned company. Between 7 to 10,000 weapons are 
being produced, in France at Saint-Etienne.
We are designing, producing and distributing:
• SMGs, Marksmanship rifles as well as Assault rifles.
• Less Lethal Weapons, as the well known and 
best selling Flash-Ball but also 40mm and 56mm 
launchers.
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Israel Pavilion, FT-017
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Jabotinsky 100 st
Petach Tikva
Israel
Tel: +972-3-6448968
Website: www.video-inform.com,
Email: ronens@video-inform.com
Contact: Ronen Saggir, CEO
Mobile: +972-526887020

Video Inform introduces the Artificial Profiler, a proven 
end-to-end AI cognitive technology for detection, 
interpretation, and classification of objects of interest in 
imagery and video. The simple and intuitive solutions 
integrate deep learning with other machine learning 
approaches to maximize the performance and enables 
analysts generating algorithm for any needs.

Vidisco Ltd.
Individual, 03-C02
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the digital X-ray industry and today, continues to 
lead in developing, manufacturing and supporting 
a wide array of solutions. Thousands of Vidisco 

systems are deployed by top military, security and 
industrial organizations in 75 countries worldwide. 
They deliver fast, high-quality imaging in the most 
challenging environments. 
Many of the world’s top military, security and 
industrial organizations depend on Vidisco solutions 
to protect their assets and most importantly, their 
people.
The Vidisco team comprises more than 50 seasoned 
military and professional experts and a worldwide 
service division, operates from our headquarters and 
service centers in the U.S., Europe and Asia.
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VOP CZ, s.p.
Czech Republic Pavilion
Czech Republic
Website: www.vop.cz 

VOP CZ, s.p. is a state enterprise established and 
owned by the Ministry of Defence of the Czech 
Republic. It’s main activities are development, 
engineering, production, overhaul and 
maintenance of military equipment.
o R&D, manufacturing, upgrades, service and life-
cycle management of land military tracked and 
wheeled vehicles 
o T-72, T-55, IFV PANDUR 8x8
o Tank trucks for land vehicles, helicopters and 
airplanes
o LAV, LTV, PMV, LRSOV
o UGV – robotic systems
o Critical infrastructure protection 
o NBC protection 
o Spare parts, technical support and training

VPK Military Industrial Company
Individual, CS-2
15/8 Rochdelskaya street
Moscow
Russian Federation
Tel: +7-916-104-11-58 
Website: www.milindcom.ru
Email: deniset@milindcom.ru
Contact: Denis Trifonov, Deputy Director for Export
Mobile: +7-916-104-11-58

Military Industrial Company is a leading Russian 
manufacturer of armored and amphibious wheeled 
vehicles. The company is professional in research 
& development, manufacturing, sales and repair 
of armored and off-road amphibious vehicles. 
Advanced R&D, production facilities and 45-years 
experience guarantee the best characteristics 
and quality of VPK vehicles. Besides, being a 100% 

Russian product, the sales price and the ownership 
cost is very competitive.
VPK vehicles are in demand for military and 
civil purposes. Our company cooperates with 
governmental authorities and private companies 
in more than 50 countries all over the world. 
The spotless operation of equipment is proved 
with use in various climatic conditions from 
Artic snows to Sahara deserts, in dust and high 
humidity, in mountains and plains. Due to our deep 
understanding of the armored vehicles business and 
deliberate consideration of the customer’s request 
we are capable to offer the best solution.

VRgineers, Inc. / Virtual
Reality Engineers
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B26
Prague
Czech Republic
Website: www.vrgineers.com
Email: marek@vrgineers.com
Contact: Marek Polcak, CEO

Vrgineers, Inc. is a Czech/US company producing the 
most advanced VR headset for Military/Enterprise 
usage. Our capability is to integrate our highly 
immersive headset XTAL (4K resolution per eye, 180° 
field of view) with simulation SW and HW (motion 
platforms, cockpit mockups, controls, computing) 
and thus to provide a complete training solution.
We aim at empowering our customers with a novelty 
revolutionary approach to military flight training 
(fixed-wing; rotary-wing) as well as vehicle training. 
Among our customers are US Navy and Air force 
bases and we cooperate with US DOD on R&D 
projects to bring the next-gen VR-enabled synthetic 
training systems.

Wakeb
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
King Abdulaziz Rd
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966531089888
Website: http://www.wakeb.tech
Email: sales@wakeb.tech
Contact: Hamad Almunif, COO
Mobile: +966531089888

Wakeb is highly specialized in artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, computer vision, and the team 
is highly experienced and equipped with powerful 
resources to make your success story.

Wave Guard Technologies Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C35
Herzlia
Israel
Website: www.waveguardtechologies.com
Email: ruvi.biezuner@waveguardtech.com
Contact: Ruvi Biezuner, VP Pre-Sales

Wave Guard Technologies is the leading expert in 
extracting and analyzing big data geo-location 
information from cellular networks and providing 
advanced insight and analysis tools for homeland security 
organizations, emergency services, and government 
entities.
Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a field-proven software 
company with several approved patents, monitoring 
and analyzing over one hundred million subscribers 
worldwide.
Wave Guard's Tracer solution redefines accuracy, flexibility, 
and reach in mobile-based geolocation detection and 
tracking.
Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for 
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer converts 
raw cellular network data into actionable real-time 
intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS, data applications 

and many more non-call events with extremely high 
accuracy.
The Tracer is a strategic solution, tracking the location 
of each and every subscriber in the network at any 
given moment and storing the data in its big data 
database.

Way Industries a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-028
Slovakia

WB GROUP
Individual, 03-A41
Ozarow Mazowiecki
Poland
Tel: + 48 605 288 422 
Website: www.wbgroup.com
Email: p.krystek@wb.com.pl
Contact: Piotr Krystek, Foreign Marketing Operations 
Deputy Director

WB GROUP is the largest Polish technological 
concern, offering state-of-the-art solutions for 
international armed forces in the following areas:
Observation & reconnaissance systems,
Communications, command and battlefield 
management systems,
Fire control systems,
Strike systems,
IT and cybersecurity systems,
Service, support & modernization of the military 
equipment,
e-mobility solutions.
Technologies offered by the WB GROUP are based 
on years of expertise gained during the operation of 
the group’s solutions implemented in Polish Armed 
Forces as well as on long-term cooperation with 
the most demanding customers all over the world. 
This makes the WB GROUP today the largest Polish 
exporter of military technologies serving customers 
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Russian product, the sales price and the ownership 
cost is very competitive.
VPK vehicles are in demand for military and 
civil purposes. Our company cooperates with 
governmental authorities and private companies 
in more than 50 countries all over the world. 
The spotless operation of equipment is proved 
with use in various climatic conditions from 
Artic snows to Sahara deserts, in dust and high 
humidity, in mountains and plains. Due to our deep 
understanding of the armored vehicles business and 
deliberate consideration of the customer’s request 
we are capable to offer the best solution.

VRgineers, Inc. / Virtual
Reality Engineers
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B26
Prague
Czech Republic
Website: www.vrgineers.com
Email: marek@vrgineers.com
Contact: Marek Polcak, CEO

Vrgineers, Inc. is a Czech/US company producing the 
most advanced VR headset for Military/Enterprise 
usage. Our capability is to integrate our highly 
immersive headset XTAL (4K resolution per eye, 180° 
field of view) with simulation SW and HW (motion 
platforms, cockpit mockups, controls, computing) 
and thus to provide a complete training solution.
We aim at empowering our customers with a novelty 
revolutionary approach to military flight training 
(fixed-wing; rotary-wing) as well as vehicle training. 
Among our customers are US Navy and Air force 
bases and we cooperate with US DOD on R&D 
projects to bring the next-gen VR-enabled synthetic 
training systems.

Wakeb
Saudi Arabia Pavilion 
King Abdulaziz Rd
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966531089888
Website: http://www.wakeb.tech
Email: sales@wakeb.tech
Contact: Hamad Almunif, COO
Mobile: +966531089888

Wakeb is highly specialized in artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, computer vision, and the team 
is highly experienced and equipped with powerful 
resources to make your success story.

Wave Guard Technologies Ltd
Israel Pavilion, 01-C35
Herzlia
Israel
Website: www.waveguardtechologies.com
Email: ruvi.biezuner@waveguardtech.com
Contact: Ruvi Biezuner, VP Pre-Sales

Wave Guard Technologies is the leading expert in 
extracting and analyzing big data geo-location 
information from cellular networks and providing 
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organizations, emergency services, and government 
entities.
Founded in 2009, Wave Guard is a field-proven software 
company with several approved patents, monitoring 
and analyzing over one hundred million subscribers 
worldwide.
Wave Guard's Tracer solution redefines accuracy, flexibility, 
and reach in mobile-based geolocation detection and 
tracking.
Tracer provides an innovative and powerful paradigm for 
mobile-based geo location and tracking. Tracer converts 
raw cellular network data into actionable real-time 
intelligence, tracking voice calls, SMS, data applications 

and many more non-call events with extremely high 
accuracy.
The Tracer is a strategic solution, tracking the location 
of each and every subscriber in the network at any 
given moment and storing the data in its big data 
database.

Way Industries a.s.
Slovak Republic Pavilion, C12-028
Slovakia

WB GROUP
Individual, 03-A41
Ozarow Mazowiecki
Poland
Tel: + 48 605 288 422 
Website: www.wbgroup.com
Email: p.krystek@wb.com.pl
Contact: Piotr Krystek, Foreign Marketing Operations 
Deputy Director

WB GROUP is the largest Polish technological 
concern, offering state-of-the-art solutions for 
international armed forces in the following areas:
Observation & reconnaissance systems,
Communications, command and battlefield 
management systems,
Fire control systems,
Strike systems,
IT and cybersecurity systems,
Service, support & modernization of the military 
equipment,
e-mobility solutions.
Technologies offered by the WB GROUP are based 
on years of expertise gained during the operation of 
the group’s solutions implemented in Polish Armed 
Forces as well as on long-term cooperation with 
the most demanding customers all over the world. 
This makes the WB GROUP today the largest Polish 
exporter of military technologies serving customers 
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in dozens of countries, including US.
As a global company, WB GROUP has offices and 
technological centers in the most developed regions all 
over the globe. From Asia and the Middle East, to the US, 
the Group employs over 1200 people, more than a half of 
whom are engineers and R&D staff.

Weatherheaven Middle East
Manufacturing LLC
UAE Pavilion, 12-A09
Jebel Ali, Industrial Area-1
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: + 971 4 3249900 
Website: www.weatherhaven.com
Email: mohammad.hasan@weatherhaven.ae
Contact: Mohammad Hasan, General Manager
Weatherhaven is one of the biggest players in supplying 
high quality, permanent and semi-permanent turnkey 
camp solutions for the Mining, Military, Aviation and 
Medical markets around the world. No matter how 
harsh or remote the location, we deliver, quickly and 
efficiently!
As a solution-driven service provider, Weatherhaven has 
become a global specialist in the field of comprehensive 
turnkey Re-deployable Camp Systems, successfully 
developing and deploying customized commercial 
and military camp systems around the world. From 
design to manufacturing, system integration to camp 
deployment, our technologically advanced product 
offering is durable, cost effective and above all, 
comfortable. No matter where you are in the world, or 
how remote the location, our management and highly 
qualified operations teams and partners are on standby 
to guarantee the success of your operation.

Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
Germany Pavilion, 08-D07
Friedrichshafener Straße 9
82205 Gilching

Germany
Tel: +49 89 85749-0, Fax: +49 89 85794-448
Website: www.webasto-comfort.com/int
Email: info@webasto.com
Contact: Osman Saklica, Sales Manager - Middle East 
Region
Mobile: +971 56 834 2260

The Webasto Group is a global innovative systems 
partner to almost all automobile manufacturers and 
among the top 100 suppliers in this industry sector. 
With its broad range of customized air-conditioning, 
air-filtration, cabin heating, traction battery and 
battery cooling systems, Webasto also meets the 
requirements of the defense market perfectly.
Thanks to the intelligent heating systems crew, 
system equipment, engine oil and hydraulic fluids 
can be kept at an optimum temperature, even with 
extreme high or low outside temperatures and the 
engine is off.
Webasto sets standards for reliable air-conditioning 
for the personnel conditioning and mobile shelters. 
Empowering the mobility of the future, the company 
offers strong traction battery packs with up to 35 
kWh power output. The holistic heat pump systems 
guarantee an optimal heating and cooling of electric 
vehicles, including air-conditioning for personnel 
and cooling of battery packs. 
Mission- readiness is guaranteed!

West African Security
Media Partner
Cyprus
Website: www.dbdcgroup.com 

AFRICAN SECURITY is an international tri-service 
bimonthly defence magazine, published by DBDC 
International Defence Publications & Events, 
covering security, defence and defence industrial 
issues in the African Continent as well as to provide 
a forum of reliable technical information for the fast-

developing and expanding security, defence and 
defence industrial activities in Africa.
AFRICAN SECURITY is the media information server 
for the decision-making mechanisms of the African 
nations procurement circles in a multitude of areas, 
both military and industrial and serves regional and 
international industry experts through detailing and 
reporting on international activities in the security, 
defence and aerospace fields and projecting these 
into the requirements of the African Nations Armed 
and Security Forces.

West-Kazakhstan
Machine-Building Company JSC
Individual, 12-C04
Republic of Kazakhstan 090005, Uralsk, Str. 
Urdinskaya, 1/0
Uralsk
Kazakhstan
Tel: +7 (7112) 989 010; +7 (7112) 989 045
Website: www.zkmk.kz
Email: a.yelemessova@zkmk.kz
Contact: Aigerim Yelemessova, Marketing Manager

With more than 45 years of experience in defense 
sector, West-Kazakhstan Machine-building 
Company (ZKMK) JSC has become one of the leaders 
in machine gun production worldwide.
ZKMK is an original manufacturer of heavy machine 
guns “NSV-12.7 mm” named “Utyos” that can be 
used in tanks, ships, helicopters, and other military 
equipment. Our machine gun is in service with more 
than 40 countries around the world. 
ZKMK performs full production cycle; all parts and 
components of “NSV-12.7 mm” are manufactured at 
our enterprise with all the necessary technologies 
and equipment. Having highly qualified staff and 
high-precision technologies, our company provides 
best product with all the necessary service functions. 
In addition to the production of machine guns, our 
company has established the production of remotely 

controlled weapon systems and turrets for off-road 
vehicles.

Will-Burt
Germany Pavilion, 08-B02
Fischergasse 25, 91344
Waischenfeld
Germany
Tel: 0049 160 8862869 
Website: www.willburt.com
Email: tgrass@willburt.com
Contact: Thomas Grass, Sales Manager EMEA
Mobile: 0049 160 8862869

The Will-Burt Company designs and manufactures 
mobile telescoping masts, towers, integrated 
military trailers and pan and tilt positioners. Will-
Burt offers a full line of MIL-STD-810 certified 
elevation products capable of elevating up to 
900kg along with man-portable systems.
The new Remote Locking System allows a 
pneumatic mast to be deployed and stowed two 
times faster and from an assured distance. The RLS 
improves safety and eliminates user error and is 
MIL-STD 810G certified by a third-party.
Will-Burt’s elevation solutions are backed by 
unmatched engineering, manufacturing, an ISO 
9001:2015 quality management system in every 
manufacturing location, sales support and service.
We offer sales and support in over 80 locations 
around the old with offices in the USA, UK, Germany 
and Singapore. The Will-Burt Company celebrated 
its 100th anniversary in 2018.

WiN MS
FTEZ, FT-003
503 Rue Du Belvedere
Orsay
France
Tel: 33668626338 
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over the globe. From Asia and the Middle East, to the US, 
the Group employs over 1200 people, more than a half of 
whom are engineers and R&D staff.
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United Arab Emirates
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Contact: Mohammad Hasan, General Manager
Weatherhaven is one of the biggest players in supplying 
high quality, permanent and semi-permanent turnkey 
camp solutions for the Mining, Military, Aviation and 
Medical markets around the world. No matter how 
harsh or remote the location, we deliver, quickly and 
efficiently!
As a solution-driven service provider, Weatherhaven has 
become a global specialist in the field of comprehensive 
turnkey Re-deployable Camp Systems, successfully 
developing and deploying customized commercial 
and military camp systems around the world. From 
design to manufacturing, system integration to camp 
deployment, our technologically advanced product 
offering is durable, cost effective and above all, 
comfortable. No matter where you are in the world, or 
how remote the location, our management and highly 
qualified operations teams and partners are on standby 
to guarantee the success of your operation.

Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
Germany Pavilion, 08-D07
Friedrichshafener Straße 9
82205 Gilching

Germany
Tel: +49 89 85749-0, Fax: +49 89 85794-448
Website: www.webasto-comfort.com/int
Email: info@webasto.com
Contact: Osman Saklica, Sales Manager - Middle East 
Region
Mobile: +971 56 834 2260

The Webasto Group is a global innovative systems 
partner to almost all automobile manufacturers and 
among the top 100 suppliers in this industry sector. 
With its broad range of customized air-conditioning, 
air-filtration, cabin heating, traction battery and 
battery cooling systems, Webasto also meets the 
requirements of the defense market perfectly.
Thanks to the intelligent heating systems crew, 
system equipment, engine oil and hydraulic fluids 
can be kept at an optimum temperature, even with 
extreme high or low outside temperatures and the 
engine is off.
Webasto sets standards for reliable air-conditioning 
for the personnel conditioning and mobile shelters. 
Empowering the mobility of the future, the company 
offers strong traction battery packs with up to 35 
kWh power output. The holistic heat pump systems 
guarantee an optimal heating and cooling of electric 
vehicles, including air-conditioning for personnel 
and cooling of battery packs. 
Mission- readiness is guaranteed!

West African Security
Media Partner
Cyprus
Website: www.dbdcgroup.com 

AFRICAN SECURITY is an international tri-service 
bimonthly defence magazine, published by DBDC 
International Defence Publications & Events, 
covering security, defence and defence industrial 
issues in the African Continent as well as to provide 
a forum of reliable technical information for the fast-

developing and expanding security, defence and 
defence industrial activities in Africa.
AFRICAN SECURITY is the media information server 
for the decision-making mechanisms of the African 
nations procurement circles in a multitude of areas, 
both military and industrial and serves regional and 
international industry experts through detailing and 
reporting on international activities in the security, 
defence and aerospace fields and projecting these 
into the requirements of the African Nations Armed 
and Security Forces.

West-Kazakhstan
Machine-Building Company JSC
Individual, 12-C04
Republic of Kazakhstan 090005, Uralsk, Str. 
Urdinskaya, 1/0
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Kazakhstan
Tel: +7 (7112) 989 010; +7 (7112) 989 045
Website: www.zkmk.kz
Email: a.yelemessova@zkmk.kz
Contact: Aigerim Yelemessova, Marketing Manager

With more than 45 years of experience in defense 
sector, West-Kazakhstan Machine-building 
Company (ZKMK) JSC has become one of the leaders 
in machine gun production worldwide.
ZKMK is an original manufacturer of heavy machine 
guns “NSV-12.7 mm” named “Utyos” that can be 
used in tanks, ships, helicopters, and other military 
equipment. Our machine gun is in service with more 
than 40 countries around the world. 
ZKMK performs full production cycle; all parts and 
components of “NSV-12.7 mm” are manufactured at 
our enterprise with all the necessary technologies 
and equipment. Having highly qualified staff and 
high-precision technologies, our company provides 
best product with all the necessary service functions. 
In addition to the production of machine guns, our 
company has established the production of remotely 

controlled weapon systems and turrets for off-road 
vehicles.

Will-Burt
Germany Pavilion, 08-B02
Fischergasse 25, 91344
Waischenfeld
Germany
Tel: 0049 160 8862869 
Website: www.willburt.com
Email: tgrass@willburt.com
Contact: Thomas Grass, Sales Manager EMEA
Mobile: 0049 160 8862869

The Will-Burt Company designs and manufactures 
mobile telescoping masts, towers, integrated 
military trailers and pan and tilt positioners. Will-
Burt offers a full line of MIL-STD-810 certified 
elevation products capable of elevating up to 
900kg along with man-portable systems.
The new Remote Locking System allows a 
pneumatic mast to be deployed and stowed two 
times faster and from an assured distance. The RLS 
improves safety and eliminates user error and is 
MIL-STD 810G certified by a third-party.
Will-Burt’s elevation solutions are backed by 
unmatched engineering, manufacturing, an ISO 
9001:2015 quality management system in every 
manufacturing location, sales support and service.
We offer sales and support in over 80 locations 
around the old with offices in the USA, UK, Germany 
and Singapore. The Will-Burt Company celebrated 
its 100th anniversary in 2018.

WiN MS
FTEZ, FT-003
503 Rue Du Belvedere
Orsay
France
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Website: www.win-ms.com
Email: thibaut.gondran@win-ms.com
Contact: Thibaut Gondran, 
International Business Developer
Mobile: 33668626338

At WiN MS, we provide the fastest and most 
advanced ways to troubleshoot wires in your aircraft, 
ships, vehicles, and therefore, improve maintenance 
efficiency and safety.
We are experts in fast wiring diagnostic and electrical 
cable monitoring. We have designed the most 
advanced reflectometry technology: MCTDR. This 
multi-patented technology enables fast and accurate 
diagnostic on any electrical cable type to locate any 
electrical issues. 
WiN MS is also expert in RF systems inspection.
Customers:Airbus, Boeing, Dassault Aviation, French 
Navy, French Air Forces, Thai Armed Forces, among 
others.

Woo Kyung Optics Co., Ltd
Korea Pavilion
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.wkoptics.com 

Woosungsitek Co. ltd
Korea Pavilion, 12-A30
Korea, Republic of
Website: www.woosungsitek.com 

World Defense Show (WDS)
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 09-C27
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Website: http://www.worlddefenseshow.com/
Email: rreed@gami.gov.sa
Contact: Robin Reed, Sales Director

The newest addition to the international defense 
show circuit, World Defense Show (WDS) will serve 
as the global stage for defense interoperability 
across air, land, sea, satellite and security. To take 
place biennially in Riyadh, KSA, the inaugural World 
Defense Show will run from 6-9 March 2022. 
Exhibiting revolutionary defense technologies 
across interactive displays and live air and static 
product demonstrations, WDS’ purpose-built 
venue will host interoperable defense solutions 
in the presence of Saudi Arabia’s key leadership, 
international delegations and prominent industry 
decision makers from around the world. 
The show will bring together the world’s top defense 
experts and industry-leading voices through 
engaging thought leadership sessions that will 
shape the future of the industry. 
Founded by Saudi Arabia’s General Authority for 
Military Industries, and in line with the Kingdom’s 
Vision 2030 ambition to localize 50% of domestic 
military expenditure, WDS will highlight local 
capabilities transforming the future of global 
defense.

Worldwide Land Forces Defence 
Magazine
Media Partner
Belgium

Wuhan Huacheng Textile & Garments 
Co., LTD
China Pavilion, 12-C52
2T-1-1503, Haixia Chuangyecheng, Qixiong road, 
Dongxihu district
Wuhan
China
Tel: 86-27-8323 5589, Fax: 86-27 8384 7701
Website: www.wh-huacheng.en.alibaba.com
Email: wangchengfa2004@126.com
Contact: Yan Wang, Sale Manager
Mobile: 86-186 7407 9299

Established in 2002, Wuhan HuaCheng Textile 
& Garments Co., Ltd. is one of the main leading 
professional manufacturers in China for producing 
CAMO workwear. Our main products include B.D.U., 
A.C.U., T.R.U., T.A.P., F1, F2, M64, M65, tactical shirts 
and pants, combat suits, camouflage T-shirts, cap, 
boots, fabric and other related products. We have a 
garment factory which covers an area of 5,000 square 
meters, and there are more than 300 skill workers. 
We have the cooperation relationship with 10 large 
factories. Our manufacturing capacity of working 
garments amounts to 150,000-200,000 sets per 
month. We have our design and Q.C team. We can 
produce any uniform according to your requirements 
and control the quality of fabric and uniform from 
yard. Foremost, we can control pricing and shipping 
date more actively. We always aim at building double-
win relationships with all customers. Please do not 
hesitate to contact us.

Wulff Entre Ltd 
Finland Pavilion
Finland
Website: www.wulffentre.com 

Xinxing Jihua International Trading 
Co., Ltd
China Pavilion, 11-A08
China

XR Labs
UAE Pavilion, 04-C15
India
Website: www.xrlabs.co

Yangzhou Sancera Co.,Ltd.
China Pavilion, 11-A43
China

Yantai IRay Technology Co., LTd
China Pavilion, 12-C53
Yantai
China
Tel: +86 17664206126, Fax: +86-535-3410604
Website: www.infiray.com
Email: myyu@iraytek.com
Contact: Abel Yu, China
Mobile: +86 17664206126

Yantai IRay Technology Co., Ltd. concentrates on 
developing and manufacturing thermal imaging 
technologies and products, with completely 
independent intellectual property rights. IRay 
Technology is committed to providing global 
customers with professional thermal imaging 
products and solutions. The main products include 
IRFPA detectors, thermal imaging cores, and 
terminal products for applications.
R&D personnel accounts for 47% of all employees, 
and IRay Technology owns 567 patented 
technologies in multiple fields, such as the 
development of integrated circuit, the design and 
manufacture of MEMS sensor, and Matrix image 
processing algorithms.
IRay products have been applied in various fields, 
such as disease control and prevention, industrial 
temperature measurement, intelligent surveillance, 
outdoor observation, automatic driving, AI and 
machine vision.

Yugoimport - SDPR
Serbia, 12-D30
Serbia
Website: www.yugoimport.com 

Yugoimport-SDPR, founded in 1949, is a 100% 
state-owned public company fully authorized and 
supported by the Serbian Government to deal in 
foreign trade in armament and defense equipment. 
Owing to its 70-year long experience gained 
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cable monitoring. We have designed the most 
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multi-patented technology enables fast and accurate 
diagnostic on any electrical cable type to locate any 
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The newest addition to the international defense 
show circuit, World Defense Show (WDS) will serve 
as the global stage for defense interoperability 
across air, land, sea, satellite and security. To take 
place biennially in Riyadh, KSA, the inaugural World 
Defense Show will run from 6-9 March 2022. 
Exhibiting revolutionary defense technologies 
across interactive displays and live air and static 
product demonstrations, WDS’ purpose-built 
venue will host interoperable defense solutions 
in the presence of Saudi Arabia’s key leadership, 
international delegations and prominent industry 
decision makers from around the world. 
The show will bring together the world’s top defense 
experts and industry-leading voices through 
engaging thought leadership sessions that will 
shape the future of the industry. 
Founded by Saudi Arabia’s General Authority for 
Military Industries, and in line with the Kingdom’s 
Vision 2030 ambition to localize 50% of domestic 
military expenditure, WDS will highlight local 
capabilities transforming the future of global 
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Established in 2002, Wuhan HuaCheng Textile 
& Garments Co., Ltd. is one of the main leading 
professional manufacturers in China for producing 
CAMO workwear. Our main products include B.D.U., 
A.C.U., T.R.U., T.A.P., F1, F2, M64, M65, tactical shirts 
and pants, combat suits, camouflage T-shirts, cap, 
boots, fabric and other related products. We have a 
garment factory which covers an area of 5,000 square 
meters, and there are more than 300 skill workers. 
We have the cooperation relationship with 10 large 
factories. Our manufacturing capacity of working 
garments amounts to 150,000-200,000 sets per 
month. We have our design and Q.C team. We can 
produce any uniform according to your requirements 
and control the quality of fabric and uniform from 
yard. Foremost, we can control pricing and shipping 
date more actively. We always aim at building double-
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Technology is committed to providing global 
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products and solutions. The main products include 
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R&D personnel accounts for 47% of all employees, 
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through continuous presence on the international 
defense market, Yugoimport-SDPR has proven 
itself to be a reliable partner. In its business policy, 
Yugoimport-SDPR is focused on three missions:
 • Integrator of the Serbian Defense - Industrial 
Complex on the global armaments and defense 
equipment market; 
• Development and production of complex combat 
systems and other defense equipment for the 
purpose of export and outfitting the Ministry of 
Defense and Ministry of Interior of the Republic of 
Serbia; 
• Supplying the Ministry of Defense of Serbia with 
imported complex combat systems. 
Yugoimport-SDPR tries to establish the best possible 
business contacts with foreign partners and end 
users, as well as to meet the requirements of foreign 
customers to the maximum possible extent.

Zamil Offshore
Saudi Arabia Pavilion, 08-C12
Saudi Arabia
Website: www.zamiloffshore.com 

Services offered:
Construction 
Building and Repair (Ships, Boats, Vessels)
Contracting Services (Maintenance and Repair)
Design (Engineering)
Diving 
Maintenance - Ship Building and Repair Skimmers 
(Offshore)
Maintenance and Repair 
Offshore Construction (Offshore)
Inspection, Maintenance &Amp; Repair (Offshore, 
Subsea &Amp; Marine)
Marine Service (Ships, Boats, Vessels)
Power Generation &Amp; Propulsion (Offshore, 
Subsea &Amp; Marine)
Service Management (Offshore, Subsea &Amp; 
Marine)

Jack Ups and Work Boats (Offshore)
Project Management, Consultancy, R&Amp;D 
(Offshore, Subsea &Amp; Marine)
Vessels - Offshore Vessels (Offshore)
Vessels - Supply Boats / Specialised Vessels (Offshore)
Well Services Vessels / Platforms (Production)

ZCO Zero Compromise Optic GmbH
Austria Pavilion, 07-D33
Margarethen am Moos
Austria
Tel: +436601137122 
Website: www.zcompoptic.com
Email: r.artwohl@zcompoptic.com
Contact: Robert Artwohl, CEO
Mobile: +436601137122

Zero Compromise Optic (ZCO) is a true specialty 
scope company with an experienced team in 
premium optic market based in Austria and U.S. Our 
passion, dedication, and complete focus is building 
nothing but the highest quality rifle scopes. This can 
only be accomplished with the most modern and 
technologically advanced optical and mechanical 
designs which we have been integrated into our 
products. To meet our end goal, every single rifle 
scope is subject to extreme and intensive real-world 
testing such as impact, vibration, prior to leaving the 
facility. We fully understand that dedicated life-long 
customers will be the foundation and driving force 
for future innovations and product development. 
We manufacture to deliver Uncompromised 
Performance and surpass our customer’s 
expectations! All ZCO products are hand assembled 
in Austria and in USA. The high quality and precision 
of ZCO rifle scopes will never be compromised nor 
sacrificed in favor of production quantity.

Zhejiang Dali Technlogy Co., Ltd
Individual, 07-C33
639 Binkang Road
Hangzhou
China
Tel: 86-571-86695671, Fax: 86-571-86695600
Website: www.dali-tech.com
Email: dalisales@dali-tech.com
Contact: Jing Zhou, Sales Director
Mobile: 86 18758893716

Zhejiang Dali Technology Co., Ltd. was founded based 
on its predecessor Zhejiang Testing Technology 
Institute, which was established in 1984, restructured 
in 2001 and then listed on Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
in February 2008 (Stock Code: 002214).
Dali Technology is a national high-tech enterprise 
specializing in research and development of infrared 
thermal imaging systems, infrared focal-plane devices 
and a series of optoelectronic products for inertial 
navigation, and is also one of the few specialized 
domestic manufacturers having proprietary core 
intellectual property rights and the ability to develop 
and manufacture various components and systems 
covering the whole industry chain, ranging from 
thermal imaging technology-related core devices 
and core components to complete machine systems. 
Dali Technology has undertaken a great number of 
national-level research projects such as “863 Project”, 
“R&D Project of Core Electronics, high-end General-
purpose Chips and Basic Software Products” and 
“Major Scientific Instruments”.

Zhejiang Fangdun Protection 
Technology Co., LTD.
China Pavilion, 11-A40
China

Zhejiang Fangdun Protection Technology Co. LTD is 
focused on special seat, NBC protection sealing system 
in the field of product research and development, 
production, sales and service, and is the member 

of National Engineering Laboratory for wheeled 
vehicle. The company has the ability to develop 
special seats synchronously with the main engine 
factory, and the special seats produced can reach 
NATO level 4 of protection against mines. At present, 
it is one of the few manufacturers in China with the 
independent design and development ability and 
the most varieties, the largest span and the most 
complete functions of special seats. At present, it has 
formed the annual production capacity of 200,000 
special seats, 300,000 air pumps and micromotors 
and 10,000 NBC protection sealing systems. Our 
products are exported to more than 20 countries 
and regions such as the Middle East, Africa and 
Southeast Asia.

Zhejiang Ruitong Electronic 
Technology Co., Ltd
FTEZ, FT-009
Room 501, Building 47, Zhifu Center, No. 966, 
Xiuyuan Road
Jiaxing
China
Tel: 86-13967370239, Fax: 86-573-82080966
Website: rcet.net.cn
Email: rcet@rcet.net.cn
Contact: Linwei Zhao, Manager
Mobile: 86-573-82080866

The company is a leading enterprise in the UAV 
detection and countermeasures industry, with 
a strong R&D team and many years of industry 
experience. A number of products have been used in 
large airports, nuclear power plants, petrochemical 
oil depots, etc., and the military quality of the 
products is reliable.
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ZLIN AIRCRAFT a.s.
Czech Republic Pavilion, 09-B24
Letiště 1887, 765 02
Otrokovice
Czech Republic
Website: zlinaircraft.eu, Email: info@zlinaircraft.eu
Mobile: +420771120060

ZLIN AIRCRAFT is a world-leading producer of 
aerobatic training and multi-purpose aircraft 
mainly for military and government use. Our 
aircraft are suitable for a wide spectrum of possible 
flight missions and can withstand a multitude of 
inopportune conditions.
We hold all the necessary quality certificates 
including certificates for military production, EASA, 
FAA, and more.
ZLIN Z 242 L is a fully aerobatic two-seat aircraft, 
designed for basic military training, night and 
IFR training flights, and aerobatic training. 
The aircraft is cost-effective, features easy yet 
precise maneuverability and exceptional flight 
characteristics.
ZLIN Z 143 LSi is an aircraft characterized by its 
brilliant versatility. Offering a standard four-seater 
or an aerobatic two-seater, its additional tank allows 
over 13 hours of flight and is capable of carrying 
out survey and rescue missions. This multi-purpose 
aircraft is designed for basic military training, night 
and IFR flights, aerial surveillance, and commercial 
flights.

ZM Interactive, Inc - xFold Drones
Individual, 03-C40
United States
Tel: 1-415-251-8098 
Website: www.xfoldrig.com
Email: ziv@zminteractive.com
Contact: Ziv Marom, CEO, ZMI, Inc - xFold Drones
ZM Interactive, Inc (ZMI) is a U.S. based company, 
manufacturing the xFold™ Drone – the world’s 

strongest and most adaptable drone.
The xFold™ drone is suitable for a range of 
commercial, industrial, military and emergency-
response applications and cargo delivery.
Our drones are being used in several countries such 
as, the United States, Canada, Mexico, Europe, Asia, 
Africa and Israel.
We are based in San Francisco and xFold™ drones are 
proudly manufactured in the USA and ZMI is a U.S. 
Government approved vendor.
Please contact us if you'd like more information 
or to schedule a time for a demonstration: sales@
zminteractive.com

See You Again - IDEX 2021.indd   1 14/02/2021   10:49 AM
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Abu Dhabi Ship Building
UAE Pavilion
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.adsb.ae

Abu Dhabi Ship Building (ADSB) is the regional 
leader in the new build, repair, maintenance, refit 
and conversion of naval and commercial vessels. 
ADSB runs one of the most advanced shipyards in 
the region with a successful track record spanning 
almost a quarter of a century. Also involved in the 
civilian energy sector, ADSB provides fabrication, 
maintenance and refurbishment services for rigs 
and platforms in the offshore oil & gas sector. ADSB’s 
vision is to become the leading regional shipyard 
through delivering innovative and dependable 
solutions and building lasting relationships that 
bring added value to clients and other stakeholders, 
both military and civilian.

ADNEC
Individual 
Khaleej Al Arabi Street
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 444 6900, Fax: +971 2 444 6135
Website: web, Email: customer.services@adnec.ae
 
Abu Dhabi National Exhibitions Company (ADNEC), 
is part of ADQ, one of the region’s largest holding 
companies with a diverse portfolio of major 
enterprises spanning key sectors of Abu Dhabi’s 
non-oil economy. ADNEC is a leader in managing 
and developing international strategic centres and 
was founded with a vision to become the leading 
destination for popular, high-profile international 
conferences, exhibitions and congresses in the 
Middle East and North Africa. It owns and operates 
the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre, the 
largest exhibition venue in the MENA region. In 
addition, ADNEC also includes ExCeL London, Al 

Ain Convention Centre, Aloft London ExCeL, Aloft 
Abu Dhabi, Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi, ADNEC 
Services LLC, Capital Hospitality, and Capital Events 
LLC. ADNEC group is working on developing its 
network of companies and is on a mission to 
enhance business tourism in Abu Dhabi by creating 
a platform that enables event organisers to realise 
their goals of connecting people via world-class 
events and venues and delivering best-in-class 
services to exceed stakeholder expectations.

Aksum Marine
UAE Pavilion, B-027
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.aksummarine.com

Aksum Marine is an advanced maritime solutions 
provider, specializing in manufacturing of armored 
and special purpose watercraft. It serves national 
militaries, special naval forces, NGOs, coastguards, 
security companies around the globe to ensure fast 
water transportation in conflict-prone locations and 
life-threatening situations, and safe environment in 
inland and coastal waters internationally.
Our range of products varies from high-speed boats 
to armored boats of special purpose. They can be 
customized at ease to meet our customers’ needs, 
be it: seating configurations, level of armoring, 
speed capacity or overall dimensions of the boat. 
Each vessel is a piece of art featuring exceptional 
performance and unique solutions.
Taking into consideration the fact that we carry 
out all the design, engineering and manufacturing 
operations in-house makes the overall production 
process time efficient. Besides, a convenient location 
in UAE, at the crossroads of Europe, Asia and Africa, 
is strategically important for the. fastest and hassle-
free deliveries worldwide.

Al Fattan Holding Investment
UAE Pavilion, B-003
Al Sader Port, Al Taweelah Street
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97125624111, Fax: 97125627741
Website: www.alfattan.net, Email: info@alfattan.net

We are proud to have started the shipbuilding 
industry in 1987, under the guidance of His Highness 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the 
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme 
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, as he is 
the main supporter for this industry. Therefore, 
our efforts were culminated by establishing Al 
Fattan Group of companies in 2009. Since then the 
company grew to be one of the national entities 
capable of building world-class products. We are a 
strategic partner to the Government of Abu Dhabi 
and we contribute to the development of the 
Maritime industry. We are working hard to meet 
the increasing demand in building and maintaining 
multi-use vessels, not only in the GCC countries but 
worldwide. We also provide technical support to the 
national and private sectors, as well as training locals 
and expats in the shipbuilding fields.

Al Seer Marine Supplies & Equipment 
Co. LLC
UAE Pavilion, B-009
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alseermarine.ae

Al Seer Marine is a leading marine organization in the 
Arabian maritime region, with a portfolio of Products 
& Services that caters to all needs of boat owners, 
operators and end-users.
Our multi-cultural team of highly trained people 
holds many years of experience in supporting this 
portfolio. Consisting of a sea-facing boatyard and a 
nearby large boatbuilding factory, we bring together 

a consistent level of contribution towards Products & 
Services, innovative technology and a proven track 
record of excellent operations. 
Al Seer Marine handles all vessel production by 
designing, manufacturing, training, and maintenance 
services of unmanned boats, amphibious and 
unmanned ground vehicles based in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Anglo Belgian Corporation
FTEZ, FTN-001
Wiedauwkaai
Gent
Belgium
Tel: 3292670010,   
Website: www.abc-engines.com
Email: jcva@abc-engines.com
Contact: Jean-Chrisophe Van Acker, Sales Director 
Military applications
Mobile: 32470101762

Anglo Belgian Corporation is a supplier of medium 
speed diesel engines for marine propulsion and 
power generation since 1912.
Our customer base contains a lot of leading Navies 
looking for ease of use and low maintenance with 
simple, mechanical, reliable power solutions.
Ranging from design to manufacturing of 
components such as casting engine blocks and 
cylinder heads to the turbochargers, everything is 
done within the group with European components. 
Because we control the whole supply chain we can be 
very competitive and offer the best value-for money.
We are big enough to be efficient and small enough 
to care about your specific requirements and regularly 
supply to the major defense shipyards in the world.
Our range covers from 800 KW to 10.4 MW and we 
offer various solutions to reduce emissions as well as 
fuel flexibility. You are welcome to visit our booth at 
IDEX or to visit our factory in virtual tour:
https://www.youreka-virtualtours.be/tours/abc-
engines/
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enhance business tourism in Abu Dhabi by creating 
a platform that enables event organisers to realise 
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services to exceed stakeholder expectations.

Aksum Marine
UAE Pavilion, B-027
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.aksummarine.com
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provider, specializing in manufacturing of armored 
and special purpose watercraft. It serves national 
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security companies around the globe to ensure fast 
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life-threatening situations, and safe environment in 
inland and coastal waters internationally.
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to armored boats of special purpose. They can be 
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be it: seating configurations, level of armoring, 
speed capacity or overall dimensions of the boat. 
Each vessel is a piece of art featuring exceptional 
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Taking into consideration the fact that we carry 
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Al Fattan Holding Investment
UAE Pavilion, B-003
Al Sader Port, Al Taweelah Street
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97125624111, Fax: 97125627741
Website: www.alfattan.net, Email: info@alfattan.net
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Al Seer Marine Supplies & Equipment 
Co. LLC
UAE Pavilion, B-009
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.alseermarine.ae
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Anglo Belgian Corporation
FTEZ, FTN-001
Wiedauwkaai
Gent
Belgium
Tel: 3292670010,   
Website: www.abc-engines.com
Email: jcva@abc-engines.com
Contact: Jean-Chrisophe Van Acker, Sales Director 
Military applications
Mobile: 32470101762

Anglo Belgian Corporation is a supplier of medium 
speed diesel engines for marine propulsion and 
power generation since 1912.
Our customer base contains a lot of leading Navies 
looking for ease of use and low maintenance with 
simple, mechanical, reliable power solutions.
Ranging from design to manufacturing of 
components such as casting engine blocks and 
cylinder heads to the turbochargers, everything is 
done within the group with European components. 
Because we control the whole supply chain we can be 
very competitive and offer the best value-for money.
We are big enough to be efficient and small enough 
to care about your specific requirements and regularly 
supply to the major defense shipyards in the world.
Our range covers from 800 KW to 10.4 MW and we 
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fuel flexibility. You are welcome to visit our booth at 
IDEX or to visit our factory in virtual tour:
https://www.youreka-virtualtours.be/tours/abc-
engines/
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Atlas Elektronik GmbH
German Pavilion, B-033
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 3057110, Fax: +971 2 3057199
Website: www.atlas-elektronik.com
Email: jamal.alnuaimi@atlas-elektronik.ae
Contact: Jamal Alnuaimi, Director of Marketing & 
Sales
Mobile: +971 50 6684137

ATLAS ELEKTRONIK stands for maritime security. For 
decades now, ATLAS – as a leading systems supplier for 
naval electronics – has been helping navies around the 
globe make the sea a safer place. 
ATLAS has a broad offering of sonars and sensors, 
command and control systems for submarines 
and surface combatants, mine countermeasures 

systems, unmanned underwater vehicles, radio and 
communications equipment, naval weapons as well as 
coastal protection. To round off its broad palette, ATLAS 
offers comprehensive support services, both before and 
after delivery of the products.
ATLAS is able to equip submarines, ships and systems 
with its own and external sensors, effectors and 
subsystems and to integrate them in creating network-
centric systems. 
The electronics specialist is fully-owned by thyssenkrupp 
and is an operational unit of thyssenkrupp Marine 
Systems.

Bell Textron, Inc.
Individual, H1, H2
United States
Website: www.bellflight.com

Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more 
than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the experience 
of flight – and where it can take us. 
Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have strategic 
locations around the globe. 
Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver 
exceptional experiences to our customers. Efficiently. 
Reliably. And always, with safety at the forefront.

BrahMos Aerospace
Individual, B-045
16 Cariappa Marg, Kirby Place Delhi Cantt.
New Delhi
India
Tel: +91-11-33123000, Fax: +91-11-25684827
Website: www.brahmos.com, www.brahmand.com, 
Email: praveenpathak@brahmos.com
Contact: Praveen Pathak, Chief General Manager
Mobile: +91-9810644473

BrahMos Aerospace is responsible for the Design, 
Development, Production & Marketing of the 
world›s best cruise missile "BRAHMOS". This precision 
strike weapon has a range of 290-km and it can be 
launched from land, sea, sub-sea and air platforms. 
The ‘Universal’ BRAHMOS flies at supersonic speed 
all through its flight and is capable of engaging any 

Visit our booth at
NAVDEX
B-033/B-034

ATLAS Naval mine countermeasures  
Experience shapes the future
Proud Partner of  the UAE Navy

Marine Systems

Setting tomorrow’s standards.
For your Navy.

Visit our 
booth at

NAVDEX

B-033/B-034
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kind of land and sea targets beyond the horizon. The 
weapon has established its credentials to operate in 
a multi-threat environment with the capability to 
defeat a wide variety of modern Close-In Weapon 
Systems and other countermeasures. In the year 
2017, BrahMos Aerospace achieved a world record 
feat when it successfully test-fired for the first time 
the advanced air-launched version of BRAHMOS 
from Indian Air Force’s Su-30MKI frontline fighter 
aircraft. The BRAHMOS System is operational in all 
three wings of Indian Armed forces and would be 
exported to a few friendly countries.

CAE
Individual, C-007
Canada
Website: www.cae.com

CAE is a high technology company, at the leading 
edge of digital immersion, providing solutions 
to make the world a safer place. Backed by a 
record of more than 70 years of industry firsts, we 
continue to reimagine the customer experience 
and revolutionize training and operational support 
solutions in civil aviation, defence and security, 
and healthcare. We are the partner of choice to 
customers worldwide who operate in complex, 
high-stakes and largely regulated environments, 
where successful outcomes are critical. We have 
the broadest global presence in our industry, with 
approximately 10,000 employees, 160 sites and 
training locations in over 35 countries.

Capital Events LLC
Individual
ADNEC Group Head Office,
 PO Box 5546
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 2 444 6900, Fax: +971 2 444 6135
Website: https://capitalevents.ae

Capital Events is a leading organiser of some of the 
Middle East and the world’s flagship exhibitions 
and conferences. Part of the Abu Dhabi National 
Exhibitions Company (ADNEC), and based out 
of the capital of the UAE, Capital Events offers 
internationally leading event organising capabilities 
and services to clients and exhibitors choosing to 
partner with the company. Among the events which 
the company organises are the International Defence 
Exhibition (IDEX), the Naval Defence and Maritime 
Security Exhibition (NAVDEX), the Unmanned 
Systems Exhibition and Conference (UMEX) and the 
Simulation and Training Exhibition and Conference 
(SimTEX), the International Exhibition for National 
Security and Resilience (ISNR Abu Dhabi), SIAL 
Middle East, the Abu Dhabi Date Palm Exhibition, and 
the Abu Dhabi International Boat Show. As regional 
industry leaders, Capital Events fosters commercial 
relationships and cultural exchange to enable future 
business possibility, alongside supporting the growth 
of Abu Dhabi as a global centre for business tourism.

CCO Creative Consulting GmbH
German Pavilion
Germany
Website: www.cco-germany.eu
Email: cco@cco-germany.eu

The company is a German sales representative for 
international Security & Defense exhibitions in 
over 20 countries. It is the organiser of the German 
national pavilion, and partner for the organisation of 
symposia and in-house exhibitions.

Chanakya Aerospace, Defence & 
Maritime Review
Media Partner
7/13, Kalkaji Extension
New Delhi
India
Tel: +919810965897, 
Website: www.chanakyaaerospacedefence.com
Email: anita@chanakyaaerospacedefence.com
Contact: Anita Kaul, Editor & Co-Publisher
Mobile: +919810965897

Chanakya Aerospace, Defence & Maritime Review, 
India's leading & oldest International Defence Review, 
has been publishing since 1969, and is in its 52nd year 
of publication. The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence 
& Maritime Review, is in its 47th year as a Monthly 
Publication since 1975. It is published every 15th of 
the month, covering Aerospace, Defence, Maritime/
Naval fields, with emphasis on reviewing global 
systems and equipment updates with news and 
technical analysis. The Chanakya Aerospace, Defence 
& Maritime Review is the most widely circulated 
publication of its type in India, being the only tri-
services magazine for 52 years, with an international 
circulation covering all continents, with subscribers 
in 63 countries worldwide. Chanakya is the Official 
Media Partner of IDEX 2021 & NAVDEX 2021.

CHANTIER NAVAL COUACH – CNC
French Pavilion, C-024
France
Tel: +33 (0)5 56 22 35 50, Fax: +33(0)5 56 66 08 20
Website: couach.com
Email: g.peuchant@couach.com
Contact: Guillaume Peuchant, Vice-President Defense 
/ Middle East
Mobile: +971(0)5647 10009

Couach Shipyard is a 120-year-old company located 
in South-West of France, specialized in Professional 
and Defense Vessels as well as Luxury Yachts. 
Couach designs and manufactures Fast Patrol and 
Interceptor boats from 12 to 50m.
The company delivered over 170 units in the Middle 
East dedicated to Navy, Coast-Guards, Customs 
or Marine Police and also provided maintenance 
support to its customers.
The vessels produced by Couach are of composite 
materials built under infusion process to insure 
the optimum performance in regards to weight 
reduction without structural compromise.

CICPA
UAE Pavilion, B-053
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.cicpa.ae 

Current Scientific Corporation
Individual, A-017
2933 Murray Street
Port Moody
Canada
Tel: 1604461555,  
Website: www.currentcrop.com
Email: sales@currentcorp.com
Contact: Sylvie Quaeyhaegens,
Business Development Manager
Mobile: +1 7783202750

Current Scientific Corporation is an industry leading 
supplier of Electro-Optical InfraRed systems for the 
marine & defense industry. Current offers a wide 
range of COTS sensor configurations integrating 
cooled or uncooled thermal cameras as well as other 
sensors such as image intensified night vision, laser 
dazzler, laser illuminator, laser range finder, SWIR.
Current worldwide installations include Coast Guard 
ships, Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPV), Search and 
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Rescue vessels (SAR), High-Speed Craft (HSC), Fast 
Patrol Vessels, Research vessels, coastal surveillance 
projects, Unmanned Autonomous vessels and 
autonomous vessels.
We continually invest in R&D for a diverse range of 
applications including a 360-degree live panoramic 
situational awareness platform combined with long 
range confirmation and classification of targets. 
Our EO/IR systems can further be used for anti-
piracy, search and rescue and oil spill detection. 
Our premium camera systems provide the highest 
quality commercially available detection in the 
industry.

Deena Shipping LLC / Shin Yang FZC 
Group of Companies UAE
UAE Pavilion, A-016
3901-3905, 39th Floor Julphar Commercial Tower 
P. O. Box: 9723
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 7 227 7326, Fax: +971 7 227 7316
Website: www.shinyanguae.com
Email: chairman@shinyanguae.com
Contact: Juma Khalifa Abushibs, Group Executive 
Chairman
Mobile: +971 50 6666 599

Deena Shipping LCC and Shin Yang FZC Group of 
Companies is one of the leading service providers 
in the Gulf region with a committed support from 
its established parent company Shin Yang Shipping 
Corporation Malaysia. The companies have 
registered offices in the same address located in 
Ras Al Khaimah (RAK) Business District and conduct 
complete operations from a Site situated in the RAK 
Free Zone area (FZE).
SY Group of companies-UAE is represented by 
Naval Brigadier (Ret) Juma Khalifa Obaid Abushibs, 
one of the shareholders & currently an Executive 
Chairman of Deena Shipping –Shin Yang FZC Group 

of Companies-UAE.
Deena Shipping LLC was established on 18th of April 
2006 and officially started its operations on the 5th 
of May 2007, which naturally ventures in shipping 
management and offer a diverse services like Building 
of Vessels and providing offshore transportation.

EDGE
UAE Pavilion, B-022
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.edgegroup.ae
Email: kevin.healy@edgegroup.ae
Contact: Kevin Healy, Director Marketing
 
EDGE is an advanced technology group established 
to develop agile, bold and disruptive solutions for 
defence and beyond. Enabling a secure future, it is 
dedicated to bringing innovative technologies and 
services to market with greater speed and efficiency.
Consolidating over 25 entities and employing more 
than 13,000 brilliant minds, it offers expertise across 
five core clusters: Platforms & Systems, Missiles 
& Weapons, Cyber Defence, Electronic Warfare & 
Intelligence and Mission Support.
Headquartered in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 
EDGE is a catalyst for change – promoting fast, 
precise and swift decision-making to revolutionise 
the industry and change its fundamentals.

Ediconsult Internazionale
Italy Pavilion
Piazza Fontane Marose , 3
Genoa
Italy
Tel: +39 010583684
Website: www.ediconsult.com
Email: fiere@ediconsult.com
 

Ediconsult Internazionale is an Italian company 
established since 1969 with offices in Genoa and Milan. 
Ediconsult Internazionale is the Italian representative 
of more than 100 leading international B2B and 
consumer publications in many different industrial 
fields. Furthermore, the Company represents over 40 
international shows based in Europe, Middle East, Far 
East, Africa and South America.
With an in-depth knowledge and a long-established 
expertise in Defence, Aerospace, Law Enforcement and 
Homeland Security fields, Ediconsult Internazionale 
is the Organiser's sale force on the Italian market, 
granting clients full assistance for attending the show.

Elcome International LLC
UAE Pavilion, B-032
Dubai Investments Park 598-1121
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97148121333, Fax: 97148121300
Website: https://elcome.com
Email: marketing@elcome.com
Contact: Dani Gorgon, Manager - Marketing
Mobile: +971505583080

Established in 1970, Dubai-based Elcome provides 
sales, service, training, and system integration of 
automation, communication, navigation, safety, and 
security systems. As the leading system integrator 
in the Middle East, Elcome offers and has executed 
turnkey solutions for countrywide AIS networks, 
coastal surveillance systems, MRCC for search & 
rescue, coastal radio stations, NAVTEX, retrofit & 
new-build solutions for all types of commercial and 
naval vessels. Elcome also designs and manufactures 
in Dubai Class-approved, affordable, and industry 
standard marine switch boards under the brand 
name ELSYS, offering customized solutions 
meeting stringent customer requirements and 
delivery timelines. Elcome also offers training 
and certification for operators and bridge officers 

including customized training modules for the Navy 
personnel.

Emirates Classification Society 
TASNEEF
UAE Pavilion, B-018
Floor 17, CI Tower Building, Al Bateen Street 32
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126922333
Website: www.tasneef.ae
Email: info@tasneef.ae
 
Emirates Classification Society, TASNEEF was 
established in 2012 as the First Local Classification 
Society in United Arab Emirates (UAE) as well as in 
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region and the 
Arab world.
TASNEEF and its subsidiaries work to improve 
its clients’ safety, environmental and business 
performance. Its expertise and activities cover 
Maritime Classification, Certification (Management 
Systems, Product, Material, Manufacturer & 
Personnel Competence), Asset Integrity (Third-Party 
inspection, Training & Consultancy) and Training 
Services.
TASNEEF is the preeminent Classification Society 
in the UAE and its primary mission is to serve the 
UAE’s interest, as well as the needs of our clients 
by promoting the security and safety of life & 
property and protecting and preserving the natural 
environment in our vital Industries, Maritime and 
Certification Domain.

Exalto Emirates
UAE Pavilion, A-002
Sharjah (Head Office), Kalba Road - Maliha Road - 
Sharjah Industrial Area 18 
Sharjah
United Arab Emirates
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Chairman of Deena Shipping –Shin Yang FZC Group 

of Companies-UAE.
Deena Shipping LLC was established on 18th of April 
2006 and officially started its operations on the 5th 
of May 2007, which naturally ventures in shipping 
management and offer a diverse services like Building 
of Vessels and providing offshore transportation.

EDGE
UAE Pavilion, B-022
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.edgegroup.ae
Email: kevin.healy@edgegroup.ae
Contact: Kevin Healy, Director Marketing
 
EDGE is an advanced technology group established 
to develop agile, bold and disruptive solutions for 
defence and beyond. Enabling a secure future, it is 
dedicated to bringing innovative technologies and 
services to market with greater speed and efficiency.
Consolidating over 25 entities and employing more 
than 13,000 brilliant minds, it offers expertise across 
five core clusters: Platforms & Systems, Missiles 
& Weapons, Cyber Defence, Electronic Warfare & 
Intelligence and Mission Support.
Headquartered in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, 
EDGE is a catalyst for change – promoting fast, 
precise and swift decision-making to revolutionise 
the industry and change its fundamentals.

Ediconsult Internazionale
Italy Pavilion
Piazza Fontane Marose , 3
Genoa
Italy
Tel: +39 010583684
Website: www.ediconsult.com
Email: fiere@ediconsult.com
 

Ediconsult Internazionale is an Italian company 
established since 1969 with offices in Genoa and Milan. 
Ediconsult Internazionale is the Italian representative 
of more than 100 leading international B2B and 
consumer publications in many different industrial 
fields. Furthermore, the Company represents over 40 
international shows based in Europe, Middle East, Far 
East, Africa and South America.
With an in-depth knowledge and a long-established 
expertise in Defence, Aerospace, Law Enforcement and 
Homeland Security fields, Ediconsult Internazionale 
is the Organiser's sale force on the Italian market, 
granting clients full assistance for attending the show.

Elcome International LLC
UAE Pavilion, B-032
Dubai Investments Park 598-1121
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97148121333, Fax: 97148121300
Website: https://elcome.com
Email: marketing@elcome.com
Contact: Dani Gorgon, Manager - Marketing
Mobile: +971505583080

Established in 1970, Dubai-based Elcome provides 
sales, service, training, and system integration of 
automation, communication, navigation, safety, and 
security systems. As the leading system integrator 
in the Middle East, Elcome offers and has executed 
turnkey solutions for countrywide AIS networks, 
coastal surveillance systems, MRCC for search & 
rescue, coastal radio stations, NAVTEX, retrofit & 
new-build solutions for all types of commercial and 
naval vessels. Elcome also designs and manufactures 
in Dubai Class-approved, affordable, and industry 
standard marine switch boards under the brand 
name ELSYS, offering customized solutions 
meeting stringent customer requirements and 
delivery timelines. Elcome also offers training 
and certification for operators and bridge officers 

including customized training modules for the Navy 
personnel.

Emirates Classification Society 
TASNEEF
UAE Pavilion, B-018
Floor 17, CI Tower Building, Al Bateen Street 32
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Tel: 97126922333
Website: www.tasneef.ae
Email: info@tasneef.ae
 
Emirates Classification Society, TASNEEF was 
established in 2012 as the First Local Classification 
Society in United Arab Emirates (UAE) as well as in 
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region and the 
Arab world.
TASNEEF and its subsidiaries work to improve 
its clients’ safety, environmental and business 
performance. Its expertise and activities cover 
Maritime Classification, Certification (Management 
Systems, Product, Material, Manufacturer & 
Personnel Competence), Asset Integrity (Third-Party 
inspection, Training & Consultancy) and Training 
Services.
TASNEEF is the preeminent Classification Society 
in the UAE and its primary mission is to serve the 
UAE’s interest, as well as the needs of our clients 
by promoting the security and safety of life & 
property and protecting and preserving the natural 
environment in our vital Industries, Maritime and 
Certification Domain.

Exalto Emirates
UAE Pavilion, A-002
Sharjah (Head Office), Kalba Road - Maliha Road - 
Sharjah Industrial Area 18 
Sharjah
United Arab Emirates
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Tel: +971 6 545 3366, Fax: +971 6 545 3377
Website: www.exalto-emirates.com
Email: info@exalto-emirates.com
Contact: John Paul, General Manager
Mobile: +971 50 739 3361

Exalto Emirates, established in 1995, is the region’s 
largest distributor of marine equipment supplying 
to the commercial, military and pleasure marine 
industry.
The company is the exclusive distributor for over 100 
high standard international brands and operates a 
well-stocked warehouse. Exalto Emirates provides 
you with pre-sales engineering, as well as after-sales 
service, warranty and support. 
Exalto Emirates is the distributor for HamiltonJet 
Waterjets, OXE and Dtorque Diesel Outboards, VEEM 
and Smartgyro Gyrostabilizers also Scotseat and 
SHOXS seating with many other brands available.
Do not hesitate to contact us, we would like to hear 
about your projects, learn from you and inform you 
about our products and product ranges. It is our aim 
to make your next project or acquisition a hassle-
free experience.
In case you are not able to join us at the exhibition, 
please contact us at info@exalto-emirates.com or 
call us directly on +971 6 545 3366.
We are on board!

Ferretti Security Division (FSD)
Italy Pavilion
Milan
Italy
Website: www.ferrettisecuritydivision.com
Email: giuliano.felten@ferrettigroup.com
Contact: Giuliano Felten, Director
 
Ferretti Security Division (FSD) is the Ferretti Group 
business unit dedicated to the design, production, 
sale and servicing of naval platforms for security 
applications. 

Ferretti Group is an exponent of the finest Italian 
nautical tradition, with over 10,000 craft built in more 
than 170 years of operations and with a portfolio of 
prestigious brands from CRN, Custom Line, Ferretti 
Yachts and Itama to Mochi Craft, Pershing, Riva and 
Wally. And with FSD, we have one of the world’s 
leading players supporting navies, coastguards and 
police, security forces at national and international 
levels.
Backed by Ferretti Group’s hallmark design expertise, 
passion for excellence and mastery of technology, FSD 
offers a comprehensive range of professional vessels 
that are ideal for revamping fleets and safeguarding 
coasts effectively at a time when maritime security 
has become a question of paramount importance.

Fincantieri Spa
Italy Pavilion, B-014
Italy 
Website: https://www.fincantieri.com 
 
Fincantieri is one of the world’s largest shipbuilding 
groups and number one for diversification and 
innovation. It is a leader in cruise ship design and 
construction and a reference player in all high-tech 
shipbuilding industry sectors, from naval to offshore 
vessels, from high-complexity special vessels and 
ferries to mega yachts, as well as in ship repairs and 
conversions, production of systems and mechanical 
and electrical component equipment, cruise ship 
interiors solutions, electronic systems and software, 
infrastructures and maritime constructions as well as 
after-sales services.
With over 9,500 employees and a supplier network that 
employs nearly 50,000 people in Italy alone, Fincantieri 
now has 18 shipyards in four continents, and is the 
leading Western shipbuilder; its clients include the 
world’s biggest cruise operators and the Italian and the 
US Navy as well as numerous foreign navies. Fincantieri 
is also a partner of some of the main European defence 
companies within supranational programs.

Griffon Hoverwork
Individual, C-001
United Kingdom
Website: www.griffonhoverwork.com
 
Griffon Hoverwork leads the world in the design, 
manufacture and operation of Hovercraft. Established 
after a merger between Griffon Hovercraft and 
Hoverwork in 2009, the company has over 50 years 
of experience in solving some of the marine sectors 
toughest challenges. Their purpose is to enable 
customers to operate in some of the world’s most 
diverse and inaccessible areas, from the jungle rivers 
of South America to the desert coasts of the Middle 
East and the vast tundra of the High Arctic. Past 
users range from governments, NGO’s and private 
organizations for use in military, humanitarian, 
search and rescue, security and commercial roles. At 
the moment, this totals to over 180 craft sold in over 
40 countries worldwide. In addition to this, they also 
offer first class skills in marine engineering, electrical 
engineering, experienced professional pilot training 
and support services.

Havelsan Inc
Individual, B-060
Turkey
Website: www.havelsan.com.tr
 

Intermarine S.p.A.
Italy Pavilion, B-011
Italy
Website: www.intermarine.it
 
Intermarine is a world leader in Fibre Reinforced Plastic 
(FRP) technology applied to design and construction 
of Mine Countermeasure Vessels supplied in several 
variants, to different Navies, among which some of the 
most prestigious worldwide are Italy, USA, Malaysia, 
Nigeria, Australia, Finland and others. Moreover, 

Intermarine is well known for its production of 
Fast Patrol Boats, built in composite material or in 
aluminum, especially suitable for law enforcement 
duties and SAR (Search and Rescue) missions.

International Golden Group PJSC
UAE Pavilion, B-030
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.iggroup.ae  

Established in 2002 with headquarters in Abu Dhabi, 
International Golden Group (IGG) specializes in 
providing high-end defense and security solutions. 
Recognized as a leading supplier to the UAE Armed 
Forces, Ministry of Interior, and other security 
authorities, IGG provides unsurpassed levels of 
services to our growing customer base by employing 
dedicated and experienced personnel. At IGG, we 
ultimately aim to build alliances and partnerships 
in the defense field by entering into partnerships 
with strategic business partners, both locally and 
internationally. Our dedication and focus is aimed 
towards moving into complex system integrations, 
assembly and manufacturing. IGG believes in 
integrity and transparency in all our business areas 
to ensure customer confidence in our ability to meet 
and exceed international industry standards and 
actively seek advanced technologies and processes 
from leading industries around the world, in order 
to support our customers with the best available 
technology to meet their demanding requirements

Israel Shipyards Ltd
Individual, B-035
Julius Simon 53
Haifa
Israel
Tel: 97248460455, Fax: 97248418744
Website: www.israel-shipyards.com
Email: odedb@israel-shipyards.com
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Tel: +971 6 545 3366, Fax: +971 6 545 3377
Website: www.exalto-emirates.com
Email: info@exalto-emirates.com
Contact: John Paul, General Manager
Mobile: +971 50 739 3361

Exalto Emirates, established in 1995, is the region’s 
largest distributor of marine equipment supplying 
to the commercial, military and pleasure marine 
industry.
The company is the exclusive distributor for over 100 
high standard international brands and operates a 
well-stocked warehouse. Exalto Emirates provides 
you with pre-sales engineering, as well as after-sales 
service, warranty and support. 
Exalto Emirates is the distributor for HamiltonJet 
Waterjets, OXE and Dtorque Diesel Outboards, VEEM 
and Smartgyro Gyrostabilizers also Scotseat and 
SHOXS seating with many other brands available.
Do not hesitate to contact us, we would like to hear 
about your projects, learn from you and inform you 
about our products and product ranges. It is our aim 
to make your next project or acquisition a hassle-
free experience.
In case you are not able to join us at the exhibition, 
please contact us at info@exalto-emirates.com or 
call us directly on +971 6 545 3366.
We are on board!

Ferretti Security Division (FSD)
Italy Pavilion
Milan
Italy
Website: www.ferrettisecuritydivision.com
Email: giuliano.felten@ferrettigroup.com
Contact: Giuliano Felten, Director
 
Ferretti Security Division (FSD) is the Ferretti Group 
business unit dedicated to the design, production, 
sale and servicing of naval platforms for security 
applications. 

Ferretti Group is an exponent of the finest Italian 
nautical tradition, with over 10,000 craft built in more 
than 170 years of operations and with a portfolio of 
prestigious brands from CRN, Custom Line, Ferretti 
Yachts and Itama to Mochi Craft, Pershing, Riva and 
Wally. And with FSD, we have one of the world’s 
leading players supporting navies, coastguards and 
police, security forces at national and international 
levels.
Backed by Ferretti Group’s hallmark design expertise, 
passion for excellence and mastery of technology, FSD 
offers a comprehensive range of professional vessels 
that are ideal for revamping fleets and safeguarding 
coasts effectively at a time when maritime security 
has become a question of paramount importance.

Fincantieri Spa
Italy Pavilion, B-014
Italy 
Website: https://www.fincantieri.com 
 
Fincantieri is one of the world’s largest shipbuilding 
groups and number one for diversification and 
innovation. It is a leader in cruise ship design and 
construction and a reference player in all high-tech 
shipbuilding industry sectors, from naval to offshore 
vessels, from high-complexity special vessels and 
ferries to mega yachts, as well as in ship repairs and 
conversions, production of systems and mechanical 
and electrical component equipment, cruise ship 
interiors solutions, electronic systems and software, 
infrastructures and maritime constructions as well as 
after-sales services.
With over 9,500 employees and a supplier network that 
employs nearly 50,000 people in Italy alone, Fincantieri 
now has 18 shipyards in four continents, and is the 
leading Western shipbuilder; its clients include the 
world’s biggest cruise operators and the Italian and the 
US Navy as well as numerous foreign navies. Fincantieri 
is also a partner of some of the main European defence 
companies within supranational programs.

Griffon Hoverwork
Individual, C-001
United Kingdom
Website: www.griffonhoverwork.com
 
Griffon Hoverwork leads the world in the design, 
manufacture and operation of Hovercraft. Established 
after a merger between Griffon Hovercraft and 
Hoverwork in 2009, the company has over 50 years 
of experience in solving some of the marine sectors 
toughest challenges. Their purpose is to enable 
customers to operate in some of the world’s most 
diverse and inaccessible areas, from the jungle rivers 
of South America to the desert coasts of the Middle 
East and the vast tundra of the High Arctic. Past 
users range from governments, NGO’s and private 
organizations for use in military, humanitarian, 
search and rescue, security and commercial roles. At 
the moment, this totals to over 180 craft sold in over 
40 countries worldwide. In addition to this, they also 
offer first class skills in marine engineering, electrical 
engineering, experienced professional pilot training 
and support services.

Havelsan Inc
Individual, B-060
Turkey
Website: www.havelsan.com.tr
 

Intermarine S.p.A.
Italy Pavilion, B-011
Italy
Website: www.intermarine.it
 
Intermarine is a world leader in Fibre Reinforced Plastic 
(FRP) technology applied to design and construction 
of Mine Countermeasure Vessels supplied in several 
variants, to different Navies, among which some of the 
most prestigious worldwide are Italy, USA, Malaysia, 
Nigeria, Australia, Finland and others. Moreover, 

Intermarine is well known for its production of 
Fast Patrol Boats, built in composite material or in 
aluminum, especially suitable for law enforcement 
duties and SAR (Search and Rescue) missions.

International Golden Group PJSC
UAE Pavilion, B-030
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.iggroup.ae  

Established in 2002 with headquarters in Abu Dhabi, 
International Golden Group (IGG) specializes in 
providing high-end defense and security solutions. 
Recognized as a leading supplier to the UAE Armed 
Forces, Ministry of Interior, and other security 
authorities, IGG provides unsurpassed levels of 
services to our growing customer base by employing 
dedicated and experienced personnel. At IGG, we 
ultimately aim to build alliances and partnerships 
in the defense field by entering into partnerships 
with strategic business partners, both locally and 
internationally. Our dedication and focus is aimed 
towards moving into complex system integrations, 
assembly and manufacturing. IGG believes in 
integrity and transparency in all our business areas 
to ensure customer confidence in our ability to meet 
and exceed international industry standards and 
actively seek advanced technologies and processes 
from leading industries around the world, in order 
to support our customers with the best available 
technology to meet their demanding requirements

Israel Shipyards Ltd
Individual, B-035
Julius Simon 53
Haifa
Israel
Tel: 97248460455, Fax: 97248418744
Website: www.israel-shipyards.com
Email: odedb@israel-shipyards.com
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Contact: Oded Breier, VP Marketing
Mobile: +972508910270

Israel Shipyards Ltd. (ISL) is a leading shipbuilder 
in the fields of design and construction of Naval 
vessels, located in Haifa Bay, Israel.
The company specializes in building vessels for 
over 60 years for the Israeli Navy, as well as Navies, 
Coast guards and Law-enforcement authorities 
worldwide, in various classes, based on combat 
proven experience.
Israel shipyards provide a variety of Fast Patrol Craft 
for maritime counter-terrorism and illegal activities 
interdiction where high interception speed is 
needed. The vessels are a highly effective solution 
for the new challenging maritime arena.
In addition, amongst ISL’s solutions are the 
combat-proven OPV Class with vast experience 
and impressive operational capabilities, specially 
designed for low-cost maintenance and easy 
operation for the now-days asymmetric Naval 
warfare.
ISL successfully delivered dozens of both “SHALDAG” 
and OPV Class to customers worldwide, including 
Africa with fully satisfied customers.

KDU Marine Equipment Trading and 
Maintenance LLC
UAE Pavilion, A-020
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.kduworld.com 

KDU Group was established in 2005 with a focus 
on providing Electrical & Automation solutions 
to Merchant marine and Offshore customers 
in the Middle East region. Over the years, it has 
added a portfolio of onboard Navigation and 
Communication solutions to accommodate various 
requirements of the Marine industry. It is now the 
leading integrator of on board systems as well 
as shore based Maritime Training Simulators and 

Coastal Surveillance Solutions with fast growing 
network of offices in the Middle East, South Asia 
and West Africa. We equip our team with the latest 
technology and training to enhance the level of 
services we offer, and thus highly skilled team of 
marine service engineers are available 24/7, with 
no exceptions to time and location, to provide our 
clients hassle free services. KDU is joined by its key 
principal in the region, Northrop Grumman Sperry 
Marine this time at NAVDEX 2021.

Khalid Faraj Shipping
UAE Pavilion, B-028
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.khalidfarajshipping.com

LURSSEN – Fr. Lürssen Werft GmbH & 
Co. KG
German Pavilion, A-028
Zum Alten Speicher 11
28759 Bremen
Germany
Tel: +49 421 6604 233, 
Website: www.luerssen-defence.com
Email: joerg.ahrens@luerssen.de
Contact: Jörg Ahrens

The German shipyard LURSSEN is internationally 
known for highly sophisticated naval and coast 
guard vessels. Since LURSSEN was founded in 
1875, the family-owned group of shipyards has 
supplied navies worldwide with fast attack crafts, 
corvettes, offshore patrol vessels, frigates, mine 
countermeasure vessels and combat support vessels. 
LURSSEN is continuously expanding its building 
range and facilities. LURSSEN DEFENCE SERVICES 
carries out repairs, refits and upgrades in Germany or 
at customer's premises. Navy crews can be trained at 
the LURSSEN Training Centre or in a customer's own 
country in order to make the best use of their vessels.

Marine Alutech OY AB
Individual, C-016
Finland
Website: www.marinealut.com

MBDA
Individual, B-010
France
Website: www.mbda-systems.com

MBDA is the only European Defence group capable 
of designing and producing missiles and missile 
systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed 
forces (land, sea and air). 
With a significant presence in five European countries 
and within the USA, in 2019 MBDA achieved revenue 
of 3.7 billion euros with an order book of 17.5 billion 
euros. In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile 
systems and countermeasures products already in 
operational service and more than 15 others currently 
in development. 
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), BAE Systems 
(37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).

MIC Holding Co. (MIC-SUDAN)
Sudan Pavilion, B-004
Sudan
Website: www.mic.sd

MILKOR
Individual
South Africa
Website: www.milkor.com

Established in 1981, MILKOR is a South African 
defence firm with its products in service with 67 
countries across the globe. As a manufacturer of 
various defense and security equipment, MILKOR 

has built a sound reputation of developing niche 
defence equipment that are designed to be tough 
and reliable.
MILKOR as a world leader in design and precision 
engineering capabilities uses its ISO 9001:2015 
Quality management system to manufacture world-
class products. Vast knowledge and experience 
across MILKOR’s engineering teams allow the 
organization to offer end-to-end integration to the 
defense industry, while performance driven designs 
ensure their platforms provide end-users with 
unique functionality.
Furthermore, the relationships and understanding 
MILKOR builds with innovative defense 
manufacturers around the world allow MILKOR to 
strategically diversify its scope to satisfy industry 
needs.
MILKOR’s current capabilities range across six main 
sectors of the defense domain, they include: Air, 
Land, Sea, Cyber, Communication and Weapons 
Systems.

National Search and Rescue Center 
(NSRC)
Individual
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.nsrc.ae

Naval Group
Individual, A-012
France
Website: www.naval-group.com

As an industrial contractor, designer and overall 
integrator of whole warships and combat systems, 
Naval Group is the European leader in naval defence 
and a major world player.
Thanks to exceptional know-how and industrial 
resources, it designs, builds, integrates, dismantles 
and deconstructs and provides through-life support 
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Contact: Oded Breier, VP Marketing
Mobile: +972508910270

Israel Shipyards Ltd. (ISL) is a leading shipbuilder 
in the fields of design and construction of Naval 
vessels, located in Haifa Bay, Israel.
The company specializes in building vessels for 
over 60 years for the Israeli Navy, as well as Navies, 
Coast guards and Law-enforcement authorities 
worldwide, in various classes, based on combat 
proven experience.
Israel shipyards provide a variety of Fast Patrol Craft 
for maritime counter-terrorism and illegal activities 
interdiction where high interception speed is 
needed. The vessels are a highly effective solution 
for the new challenging maritime arena.
In addition, amongst ISL’s solutions are the 
combat-proven OPV Class with vast experience 
and impressive operational capabilities, specially 
designed for low-cost maintenance and easy 
operation for the now-days asymmetric Naval 
warfare.
ISL successfully delivered dozens of both “SHALDAG” 
and OPV Class to customers worldwide, including 
Africa with fully satisfied customers.

KDU Marine Equipment Trading and 
Maintenance LLC
UAE Pavilion, A-020
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.kduworld.com 

KDU Group was established in 2005 with a focus 
on providing Electrical & Automation solutions 
to Merchant marine and Offshore customers 
in the Middle East region. Over the years, it has 
added a portfolio of onboard Navigation and 
Communication solutions to accommodate various 
requirements of the Marine industry. It is now the 
leading integrator of on board systems as well 
as shore based Maritime Training Simulators and 

Coastal Surveillance Solutions with fast growing 
network of offices in the Middle East, South Asia 
and West Africa. We equip our team with the latest 
technology and training to enhance the level of 
services we offer, and thus highly skilled team of 
marine service engineers are available 24/7, with 
no exceptions to time and location, to provide our 
clients hassle free services. KDU is joined by its key 
principal in the region, Northrop Grumman Sperry 
Marine this time at NAVDEX 2021.

Khalid Faraj Shipping
UAE Pavilion, B-028
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.khalidfarajshipping.com

LURSSEN – Fr. Lürssen Werft GmbH & 
Co. KG
German Pavilion, A-028
Zum Alten Speicher 11
28759 Bremen
Germany
Tel: +49 421 6604 233, 
Website: www.luerssen-defence.com
Email: joerg.ahrens@luerssen.de
Contact: Jörg Ahrens

The German shipyard LURSSEN is internationally 
known for highly sophisticated naval and coast 
guard vessels. Since LURSSEN was founded in 
1875, the family-owned group of shipyards has 
supplied navies worldwide with fast attack crafts, 
corvettes, offshore patrol vessels, frigates, mine 
countermeasure vessels and combat support vessels. 
LURSSEN is continuously expanding its building 
range and facilities. LURSSEN DEFENCE SERVICES 
carries out repairs, refits and upgrades in Germany or 
at customer's premises. Navy crews can be trained at 
the LURSSEN Training Centre or in a customer's own 
country in order to make the best use of their vessels.

Marine Alutech OY AB
Individual, C-016
Finland
Website: www.marinealut.com

MBDA
Individual, B-010
France
Website: www.mbda-systems.com

MBDA is the only European Defence group capable 
of designing and producing missiles and missile 
systems that correspond to the full range of current 
and future operational needs of the three armed 
forces (land, sea and air). 
With a significant presence in five European countries 
and within the USA, in 2019 MBDA achieved revenue 
of 3.7 billion euros with an order book of 17.5 billion 
euros. In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile 
systems and countermeasures products already in 
operational service and more than 15 others currently 
in development. 
MBDA is jointly owned by Airbus (37.5%), BAE Systems 
(37.5%), and Leonardo (25%).

MIC Holding Co. (MIC-SUDAN)
Sudan Pavilion, B-004
Sudan
Website: www.mic.sd

MILKOR
Individual
South Africa
Website: www.milkor.com

Established in 1981, MILKOR is a South African 
defence firm with its products in service with 67 
countries across the globe. As a manufacturer of 
various defense and security equipment, MILKOR 

has built a sound reputation of developing niche 
defence equipment that are designed to be tough 
and reliable.
MILKOR as a world leader in design and precision 
engineering capabilities uses its ISO 9001:2015 
Quality management system to manufacture world-
class products. Vast knowledge and experience 
across MILKOR’s engineering teams allow the 
organization to offer end-to-end integration to the 
defense industry, while performance driven designs 
ensure their platforms provide end-users with 
unique functionality.
Furthermore, the relationships and understanding 
MILKOR builds with innovative defense 
manufacturers around the world allow MILKOR to 
strategically diversify its scope to satisfy industry 
needs.
MILKOR’s current capabilities range across six main 
sectors of the defense domain, they include: Air, 
Land, Sea, Cyber, Communication and Weapons 
Systems.

National Search and Rescue Center 
(NSRC)
Individual
United Arab Emirates
Website: www.nsrc.ae

Naval Group
Individual, A-012
France
Website: www.naval-group.com

As an industrial contractor, designer and overall 
integrator of whole warships and combat systems, 
Naval Group is the European leader in naval defence 
and a major world player.
Thanks to exceptional know-how and industrial 
resources, it designs, builds, integrates, dismantles 
and deconstructs and provides through-life support 
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for submarines and surface ships. 
Via its 10 production sites in France, all experts in a 
key part of the naval defence value chain, and from 
its international subsidiaries, Naval Group builds 
a unique range of products and services for each 
navy. An offer adapted to its own needs and local 
challenges.

NAVAL NEWS
UAE Pavilion
France
Website: www.navalnews.com

NAVAL NEWS is fully focused on naval topics. We 
cover most naval defense shows & events. We also 
report on naval technology from all over the world. 
Navalnews.com is updated daily with in-depth 
features, industry and naval forces news round-ups, 
event coverage, video reports and more. Our top 
of the line site is responsive across all mobile and 
desktop devices.

Navantia S.A., S.M.E
Spanish Pavilion, A-021
Spain
Website: www.navantia.es  
 
Navantia is a Spanish state-owned company 
renowned in the design and construction of high 
technology military and civilian vessels 
Navantia accompanies the client throughout 
the whole product life cycle, offering at all times 
customized solutions based on individuall client 
needs. The wide range of additional services 
offered by Navantia (design / ToT, construction, 
development and integration of systems, repair 
and life cycle support) enables and expands the 
industry-client relationships, establishing long-
lasting global solutions.
Navantia can be proud of having, in addition to the 

proven engineering design, the capacity to integrate 
all kinds of equipment and systems for all types of 
ships and non-naval units and the characteristics for 
the facilities and personnel in the shipyards of Ferrol, 
Cádiz and Cartagena. Navantia also has the capacity 
to achieve for each of their clients, the best possible 
global solution tailored to their specific requirements 
and particularities.
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RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems Ltd. is 
synonymous with Dynamic Defense, Daring 
Innovation, and Technological Ingenuity. For over 
70 years, the Company has pioneered advances in 
defense, cyber and security solutions for air, land, sea, 
and space. Our innovations are based on extensive 
operational experience and understanding of 
evolving combat requirements. They enable the 
rapid development of effective solutions for complex 
battlespace challenges. Always ahead we ensure an 
ongoing advantage for our worldwide client base. 
We are dedicated to continuously enhancing our 
customer service, as well as expanding our global 
industrial cooperation program.

navalnews.com 

Navalnews.com is updated daily with in-depth features, industry and 
naval forces news round-ups, event coverage, video reports and more. 
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RAM-System GmbH
German Pavilion, A-024
Germany
Website: www.ramsys.de
 
RAMSYS supports the navies of Germany and other 
nations to protect its fleets. The RAM weapon system 
is the backbone of the German and US Navy’s ship 
self-defence capability against Anti-Ship Missiles 
(ASM), air targets and fast surface targets in the 
close range and is one of the key systems for their 
combat readiness. The launching system is able to 
fire all deployed RAM Block 0, 1A and 2 missiles, 
as well as next generation missiles Block 2A and 
B. The RAM missile is a supersonic, quick reaction, 
fire-and-forget, inner-layer weapon system for ship 
self-defence against ASMs, helicopters, aircraft and 
surface targets. It is especially designed to engage 
the most challenging threats and the only ship self-
defence system capable of effectively coping with 
multiple threats.

Rodman Polyships S.A.U.
Spanish Pavilion, C-009
Polígono Industrial La Borna S/N
Meira -Moaña (Pontevedra)
Spain
Tel: +34 986 811811,   
Website: www.rodman.es
Email: patrolboats@rodman.es
Contact: Gonzalo Torres, Commercial Director
 
The Rodman Group is the oldest company in Spain 
within its sector.
Its experience, with more than 15,000 boats 
delivered, positions it as one of the leaders in the 
European boatbuilding industry. This position is 
based on a product with high standards of quality, 
safety, seaworthiness and the most diversified 
product offer within the sector.
Since 1974, Rodman has been designing and 

building high-speed patrol boats in GRP (Glass 
Fibre Reinforced Polyester) & Composites specially 
intended for use in surveillance, intervention and 
support of defence and security operations. Rodman 
has specialised in this type of building, achieving 
international prestige and recognition, and is now 
one of the leading companies in this segment.
Rodman offers a wide range of Patrol Boats, between 
10 and 45 metres in length, with the possibility 
of building each of them, according to the most 
demanding requirements and performance, to meet 
each customers’ requirements.

STREIT Group FZ LLC
UAE Pavilion
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 7 244 7395, 
Fax: +971 7 244 7396
Website: www.streitmarine.ae
Email: sales@streitmarine.ae

Established in 1992 – STREIT Group is one of the 
world’s leading, privately owned armored vehicles 
manufacturer. More than twenty-three years of 
operating in challenging environments made STREIT 
one of the most trusted and reliable manufacturers 
of armored vehicles, undergoing internationally 
recognized ballistic and impact testing. In 2018, 
the Marine division was founded. Our armored 
crafts serve militaries, special naval forces, NGOs, 
coastguards and security companies around the 
globe to ensure fast water transportation in conflict 
or life-threatening situations. STREIT’s boats are 
used for wide range of mission profiles: from fast 
patrol crafts that provide maximum mission-range 
and crew comfort, to anti-poaching and anti-piracy 
missions. With many options available, our boats 
offer tactical configurations that are designed to 
meet each client’s unique mission requirements. 
We take no chances when it comes to saving lives.

Thales
Individual, B-019
France
Website: www.thalesgroup.com   
 
Thales is a global high technology leader investing in 
digital and “deep tech” innovations – connectivity, big 
data, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity and quantum 
technology – to build a future we can all trust, which is 
vital to the development of our societies. The company 
provides solutions, services and products that help 
its customers – businesses, organisations and states 
– in the defence, aeronautics, space, transportation 
and digital identity and security markets to fulfil their 
critical missions, by placing humans at the heart of the 
decision-making process.
With 83,000 employees in 68 countries, Thales 
generated sales of €19 billion in 2019 (on a basis 
including Gemalto over 12 months).

The National Shipping company of 
Saudi Arabia - Bahri
Individual, B-012
Al Olaya 3074 Prince Muhammad Ibn Abdulaziz Rd 
Riyadh, 12213–8022
Riyadh
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 11 478 5454  x 404, Fax: +966 11 4778036
Website: www.bahri.sa
Email: alsadoun@bahri.sa
Contact: The National Shipping company of Saudi 
Arabia - Bahri , Director - Corporate Communication
Mobile: +966 55 548 4253

Bahri Logistics is the first of five business units within 
Bahri and one of the top 10 breakbulk carriers in the 
world. Operating six multipurpose vessels, Bahri 
Logistics offers a comprehensive range of complete 
logistics solutions. It is the leading direct full liner 
service from the US East Coast, Canada and Gulf Coast 
ports to Jeddah, Dubai, Dammam, and Mumbai.

thyssenKrupp Marine Systems GmbH
German Pavilion, B-034
Germany
Website: www.thyssenkrupp-marinesystems.com

thyssenkrupp Marine Systems is one of the 
worldwide leaders in system engineering for the 
design and construction of submarines and naval 
surface vessels as well as the field of maritime safety 
technologies. We stand for mature technology in 
naval shipbuilding, with close to 5,500 employees 
in the Operating Units 
• Submarines 
• Surface Vessels 
• Naval Electronic Systems 
• Services 
Our experience and competence are also in 
the forefront of activities such as repair and 
modernisation of submarines and surface vessels 
or development and integration of components. 
Marine Systems is world market leader in the field of 
non-nuclear submarines. We achieved a quantum 
leap in technology with the development of an 
air-independent propulsion system on the basis of 
fuel cells that perform in silence without producing 
exhaust gases. Thanks to this technology, the 
submarines of HDW Classes 212A and 214 are able 
to operate fully submerged for significantly longer 
periods than comparable boats with conventional 
diesel-electric propulsion systems. Another core 
competence area is the development and design 
of ultra-modern frigates, corvettes and naval 
support vessels. The internationally recognised 
MEKO® technology stands for modular design 
and construction of ships, reduced signatures and 
unsurpassed staying power and survivability. Our 
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Operating Unit Naval Electronic Systems (ATLAS 
Elektronik GmbH) – which belongs to Marine 
Systems since April 2017 – offers solutions in and 
on the water for both civil and military applications. 
ATLAS occupies a leading position in all sectors of top 
maritime technology, from command and control 
systems including radio and communications 
equipment for submarines and surface vessels to 
mine-hunting systems, heavyweight torpedoes, 
coastal protection installations and the provision of 
services.

Ullman Dynamics
Individual, A-014
Talattagatan 16
Västra Frölunda
Sweden
Tel: +46 31 708 2600 
Website: www.ullmandynamics.com
Email: sales@ullmandynamics.com

Ullman Seats are the only seats scientifically proven 
to protect people from injury.
They are the only suspension seats in the world 
with independently proven protective function, 
tested at sea. The unique 3D-suspension also 
protects people from the most dangerous, lateral 
impacts. The Ullman seats are the industry-standard 
worldwide. Super-duplex steel and high-tech multi-
composite engineering makes Ullman seats virtually 
unbreakable and completely maintenance-free, 
hence they are the most cost-effective suspension 
seating solution on the seven seas. We have a unique 
track record of ZERO injuries or ejections reported 
in the past 17 years, with more than 16000 seats in 
professional use in over 70 countries. It is safe to say 
that Ullman seats are the safest in the world. Ullman 
– protecting People.

Take your place on the
global stage for defense
interoperability

6-9 March 2022
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Enquire now
WorldDefenseShow.com
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in the past 17 years, with more than 16000 seats in 
professional use in over 70 countries. It is safe to say 
that Ullman seats are the safest in the world. Ullman 
– protecting People.
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